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i 

Industrial location and regional development are an integral part of prob- 

lems oonneoted with industrial programming. Profitability of industrial invest- 

ment vary conaidarably - from both tha connero i al and national pointa of view - 

acooraing to the geographic allocation of tha investment. Inoorreot apatial 

distribution of Industrial aotivity say, under any economic system, seriously 

retard the aoonoaic development of a country. At the »are time the ragion vary 

often become» the principal araa in whioh the sooial and environmental problem« 

of the aooiety can be confronted and solved. 

The problem of planning induatrial location at tha rational level is par- 

ticularly relevant in developing oountriee. «oat of them are not yet settled, 

and have not experienced major mislooations of industries up to now, so that 

they have the poeaibility of avoi/ing the uerioua negative oonnequenoes of such 

sislooatioua. 

On the whole, economises and planner» have, in reoent years, paid too 

little attention to the role of industry looation in tha development of the 

induatrial sector of the national economy. The factor of looation and spaoe 

has now, however, beoome crucial aa a raquieite for successful plant operation. 

In the near future, no developing or developed country can afford to disregard 

thia problem. 

The importance of the regional aspeota of planning, both in developing 

oountries and within their regione and »ubregion», was stressed in the reoom- 

mendationa of the International Symposium on Industrial Development (Athens, 

November-December 1967). Following this recommendation, the united Rations 

Induslrial Development Organisation (UKIDO) organised the Interregional Sanitati- 

on Industrial Location and Regional Development, held in Minsk (Byelorussian 

S3R) from 14 to ?6 August 1968.^/ It was the first international gathering 

devoted excluaively to the conaideration of issues and problem» in industrial 

location. 

1/ See Report of the Interregional Seminar on Industrial Location a 
Dwej^pment (United Mations publication, Sales Ilo.: 69.11.B.22). 
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The agenda of the seminar consisted of four main items: 

(a) The general problems of industrial location and regional 
development ; 

(b) Factors in the location of industry; 

(c) Methods of industrial location planning; 

(d) Instruments of industrial location policy. 

The seminar examined all relevant aspects of the problem.    The hope was expressed 

by V¿e participants that the seminar and the comprehensive documentation submitted 

to it «jou^d lay the foundation for an organized body of knowledge that will apply 

to the needs of the developing countries. 

Most of the papers presented at the seminar are brought together in the 

present gtitblioation, grouped according to the main items of the seminar agenda. 

The views and opinions in signed papers and in papers communicated by Govern- 

ment s are those of the authors and do not necessarily refleot th* views of the 

secretariat of UHIDO. 

On recommendation of the Minsk seminar, UNIDO has published a bibliography 

on industrial location and regional development, intended for the use of plan- 
2/ 

nere and policy makers in developing countries.-'  Since the field is broad, and 

the amount of published material is somewhat limited, the bibliography and the 

present study include a number of references that are incomplete and some référ- 

encée to unpublished manusoripts. 

gj See Industrial Location and Regional Development - An Annotated Bibliography 
(United Nations publication,  Sales Ko.: 70.II.B.15). 
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PABT I    THE GENERAL PROBLEMS OP INDUSTRIAL 
LOCATION AND REGIONAL DEVEI/SFMENT 

i. 
2. 

4. 

Th« location of industry in d«v«loping countri««, by W. Alonso 

Probi«»» of distribution of industry in th« USSR - Thaory and practica, 
by N. N«kra«ov 
Th« planned interragional location of induatryi   Ar«fu««nt in favour of a 
•trade-not-aid' approach, by T. Vittoria« 

Industrial location and ragionai d«v«lopm«nt in Africa, by S. Jack 
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1.     TOE LOCATION OF INDUSTRY IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

by W. Alonso1 

The developing countries present  such a variety of living conditions 

and levels  of development  that  it  is  impossible  to offer a universal formula 

for the  location of industry applicable to all.    Some of the proposals in 

this paper may be self-evident  for countries already on the road to develop- 

ment,  but may have a practical application for countries in the  initial stages 

of industrial progress. 

The analysis that  follows is based on a highly simplified alternative 

for the choice of location:    the large city or the hinterland.    Prom the point 

of view of the businessman or the project analyst  in a developing country,  the 

choice often lies between only two or three locations,  one or two of which will 

be strongly indicated because of the existence of raw materials,  source of 

power,  specialized market,  or other factors; the other location will invariably 

be one of the large cities - in many cases the only large city.    The paramount 

issue of territorial planning in many countries is the posuible overdevelopment 

of major cities to the detriment of the rest of the country. 

In many cases,  the major cities bear to the hinterland the same relation 

as developed countries bear to the developing ones.    Though the literature on 

obstacles to development usually presents these problems at the national level, 

they also exist almost unchanged at  the regional  level.    Countries endeavouring 

to develop tneir backward areas within the framework of national economic devel- 

opment are  faced with overcoming identical obstacles at the national and regional 

levels. 

In the earliest  stages of development,  regional planning often fails to 

take into account the realities of the problems of location and of the true 

dimensions of policy issues.    There are a number of otherwise excellent  studies 

of developing economies  that  treat  the question of location superficially.    In 

the same  study contradictory statements can be  found,  namely,   that continued 

1/ Department of City and Regional  Planning,  University of California,  Berkeley, 
California. 
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and experts  in the field of development,  who have been misled by the half- 

truth that  the rational location for an industry is that which minimizes 

transportation costs. 

The classical problem dealt with in the   literature on the subject  is 

that  of choosing a location for setting up a  factory.    It  is assumed that  the 

sources of materials,  the  location and size  of markets,  the  necessary quanti- 

ties  of input materials per unit of product and the transportation rates are 

known.    When the problem is stated in these  terms,  everything but transporta- 

tion costs  is held to be constant, and the best  location is naturally that 

which minimizes transportation costs.    Later  it will be shown how other factors 

do not remain constant and that  this objective  is subject  to strong qualifica- 

tions; for the moment, however,   the classical formulation will be accepted. 

To assess transportation costs,  it is necessary to consider the costs 

of assembling materials and distributing the product to each possible location. 

These costs will vary from one  site to another, and, if graphed together,   they 

would describe over the national territory a fairly smooth surface of trans- 

portation costs,  shaped like a bowl.    The lowest point of that surface must 

fall within the polygon formed by drawing lines joining the  locations of 

markets and materials, or at one of the vertices of the polygon.   The point 

of least transportation costs may be the lowest point on that surface; how- 

ever,  the surface is likely to have pits at each material or market location. 

This  is because locating a factory at such points will avoid terminal costs 

such as loading or unloading,   insurance or shipment.    These pits may be  lower 

than the bottom of the bowl,  and may thus represent locations of lower trans- 

portation costs. 

Another type of location where savings of this type are possible is at 

ports and other points where there is trans-shipment or break-of-bulk. It is 

often advantageous to process materials when,   for example,  they are to be 

transferred from trucks to ships; this is one of the principal reasons for 

the development of port locations as industrial centres. In the terms used 

above, port locations often represent deep pits on the surface of transpor- 

tation costs. 

The classical theory recognizes that transportation costs are not the 

only factors to be considered.     Certain locations may have  lower wage rates, 

preferential tax treatment,  or some other advantage that lowers the costs of 

manufacturing.    The savings per unit of product may be subtracted from the 
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height of the transport surface at   that point,   and create another pit which 
must be compared with the others. 

In short,   the   theory amounts   to no more  than a systematic  consideration 

of all possible   locations,  calculating transportation and production costs .at 

each location,   and  choosing the   lowest.    This   is  an engineering rather than a 

true economic model,   at  least   in this simplified   form.     It does  not  take into 

account economic   considerations  such as factor  substitution,   the elasticity 

of demand,  économes  of scale,   or  the consequences  of alternative pricing 

policies.     Pull   consideration  of all these would   lead to a ccmplex mathemat- 
i cal analyris.-^' 

Since diversity  of location results  in differences  in the delivered 

prices of materials,   many manufacturing processes  adjust their  factor pro- 

portions.    For instance, a steel-making plant at  a  location distant  from a 

source of coal will   find coal relatively more expensive because of its addi- 

tional transportation costs and will probably  choose a production process 

that  uses relatively   less coal and more of some   other product.     Thus,   the 

classical theory   studies only  substitutions as between transportation inputs, 

whereas m reality  there often exist possibilities  of substitution between 

transportation and  other inputs.     The objective  of minimizing transportation 

costs must be broadened  so as  to   include the minimizing of total costs,  and 

this  only  if total   revenues are  considered as  fixed. 

Total  revenues,   however,   are  not fixed  if  the quantity to be sold 

varies with the  price.     If the  product  is sold at  different prices  in various 

markets because  of differences   in delivery costs   or for other reasons,   the 

profitability of   the  enterprise will   m general  be  greater if it  is  located 

near markets sensitive  to price variations.    A   large market  that  has an 

unvarying rate of  sales „ill exert a  lesser force   of attraction  than a 

smaller one,   in which slight reductions in delivered price result  in large 

variations  m the  quantity sold.     The quantity sold at each market may  thus 

vary  from location  to   location,   and also with the  pricing policy adopted. 

This  point  is  important,   for the  true objective  of most economic activity is 

to   increase profits,   not  to reduce  costs to a minimum.    The reduction of 

transportation costs   is  only a  limited objective   in the over-all  pattern, 

2/ The interested reader is referred to W. Alonso (1967) "A Reformulation of 
Classical Location Theory arid its Relation to Rent Theory"" Papers 01 thl 
Regional  Science  Association.   Vol.XIX. '       p 
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and a firm will   normally be willing to spend more in  order to make more.   Other- 

wise,  to take an  extreme instance,   transportation costs would be minimized by 

not producing at  all. 

It must  be  recognized,   however,   that   the  classical problem of adapting 

production to a  pre-determined quantity and price may be well-suited to condi- 

tions of scarcity,   imperfect  articulation   of the pricing system,  and socialized 

production such as are commonly found in developing countries.     It may be 

argued that,   in  those cases,   the problem is  to engineer production rather 

than to identify demand,  in contrast to the  free-market situation of affluent 

economies.    But  such an argument, and the  objections  to  it,  lead to difficult 

and as yet poorly defined areas of economies.    A simpler and more forceful 

argument for a  location that  minimizes transportation costB is  that   it makes 

the analysis simpler,  requires  less technical manpower,  and is  likely to be 

less time-consuming;    thus the project may  get  underway more quickly at a 

location which  is satisfactory,  even if it   is not the best in terms  of profit- 

ability,  contribution to the  national product,   or some other fundamental 

objective.     It may be noted that different   objectives will sometimes re8ult 

in the choice  of different  locations. 

According to the classical theory the  choice of location  is governed by 

the pulls from markets or material sources.     In the simplest case, where all 

quantities are  fixed and only  transportation costs vary,   the pull of a source 

of material  is equal to the weight of that  material per unit of product multi- 

plied by its transportation rate.    The pull  of a market  is equal to  the frac- 

tion of total production sold  there,  multiplied by the weight  of the product, 

multiplied by the  transportation rate.    I** we allow substitution a»ong pro- 

duction factors,   the pull of a material is  weighted by the sum of cross- 

elasticities between this factor and the others.     In certain methodB of pricing, 

the pull of a market  is weighted by the price elasticity  of the demand at  that 

market.    But,   setting such complexities aside,  we may imagine these various 

pulls operating on the location:     the optimal location will be at the point 

where these forces balance each other and an equilibrium is achieved. 

This simple physical analogue of the   forces of  location is quite instruc- 

tive.    The force  that pulls towards a location is called the  ideal weight.*^' 

i/ Actually,  the  ideal weight   is the name  of the magnitude of the force, 
(excluding direction)  in the simple case.     No general name exists  for the 
more complex directed force. 
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Where one ideal „eight is large in relation to the others, it pulls the loca- 

tion of the plant towards it, and the industry is said to be oriented towards 

it.  Thus, processes that lose „eight, such as the reduction of ores, result 

in a material-orientation.  On the other hand, processes that increase m ideal 

weight tend to be market-oriented.  The increase in ideal „eight may, as m the 

case of beer and ink, be due to the addition of a universally available ingre- 

dient (water), or, as m the case of boxes and automobiles, to the increase m 

bulk which increases the freight per mile, or again, as in the case of news- 

pipera and baked goods, to the perishability of the product which requires 

rapid and expensive transportation. 

Even these rudimentary considerations begin to shed light on the question 

whether industry will be attracted to resources.  Thus, iron ore has a lew ideal 

weight in relation to coal and to the other factors that go into iron and steel, 

and the higher the grade of the ore, the less likely it is to attract industry 

since it is easier to move it.  Oil has an ideal „eight nearly equal to that of 

its first stage products, and therefore the petrochemical .ndustry may be 

located either at the source, or at the market, or at some intermediate loca- 

tion which is convenient because of transportation, availability of funds, 

political safety, or any other reason.  Generally speaking, it may be said 

that most physical resources attract little industry. Their first processing 

does not adu much to their value and is seldom labour-intensive, and later 

transformations are likely to be oriented to other locational pulls. On the 

other hand, coal is „eight-losing in most of its uses, and electricity is 

expensive to move over long distances. Hence their ideal „eights are high, 

and they may attract industry. 

In comparison „ith the industries of developed countries, most indus- 

tries in developing countries are simple, in that they require relatively 

few raw materials.  Thus, the steel industry will confine itself to the 

manufacture of the basic types rather than more specialized alloys. The 

markets will be concentrated in a few locations, in particular large cities 

or, ,n the case of foreign markets, the ports. A complex process that uses 

materials obtained from many primary sources and secondary producers, and which 

produces a wide J me of goods which sell m a large number of markets is subject 

to „any locational pulls, and may often be located almost anywhere, since an 

increase in distance to one market or material source is likely to be compen- 

sated by a .mailer distance tu another.  In other words, the bo„l of the trans- 
portation Burface fQr 8uch proceBBeB iB Ukely to be rather fiat<  in contrast> 
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if the locations of markets and materials are few,  the transportation surface 

is likely to have a very distinct low point, and tnerefore, definite optimal 

location.    In developing countries this tendency is strengthened by the fact 

that the ratio of the value of materials to the value of the final product LB 

far higher than in developed countries.    Since the value added in the produc- 

tion process  is lower,  the location of the plant is more  like j to be deter- 

mined by transportation costs.    It will be seen, however,  that a host of other 

factors in developing countries actually reverse this tendency by favouring 

the location of industry in the capital cities. 

Location from the noint  of vim of the 
industrial entemriae or project 

Though this section deals primarily with the industrial enterprise, 

almost all of the criteria apply also to governmental industrial project» if 

viewed as projects rather than as part of a general policy of national spatial 

development.    The criteria are particularly applicable to enterprises owned 

and operated by an individual or a family,  as is often the cas« in developing 

countries.    Some of the factors discussed,  such as the personal space prefer- 

ences of managers and technicians, play a less important part wnen the enter- 

prise functions through an operator other than the owners,  such as the state, 

a large corporation or a group of shareholders.    Consideration is mi*o given 

to firms that are said to be "located",  that is, finse whose location has been 

deliberately chosen. 

Little mention is made of "spontaneous" industry,  that i»,  industry 

located where it i«* because the residence of the founder happens to be there, 

or because the founder was able to create or take advantage of an opportunity. 

In rany countries, both developed and developing,  there are entire regions or 

cities in which new industries spring up from such sources.    Little ia known 

about the phenomenon of this abundant growth; much of the fundamental work on 

location of industry belongs to an earlier generation of economists.    Among 

present day students interested in this phenomenon, Everett Hagen holds an 
A/ important place.*'    In general,  the causes  for such a ferment appear to arise 

from tension or restlessness,  a dissatisfaction with existing conditions  or 

the fear of some imminent change, which provokes a desire to seek fresh oppor- 

tunities and new ways of approach.    Racial  or religious minoriti  3,  uprooted 

4/ Planning Economic Development. R.   D.   Irwin,  Inc.,  Homewood,  Illinois,   I963. 
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sections of the farm population and members of a threatened landed aristocracy 

have all, on occasion, played an entrepreneurial role, but it is difficult to 

generalize about the spatial incidence of such spontaneous industrialization. 

However, if spontaneous industrialization is successful, it is likely to lead 

to professional management and to the separation of management from ownership. 

As the scale of operations increases, decisions regarding location are taken 

more deliberately, especially as regards branch plants, and what bega,! as a 

"spontaneous" industry becomes a located one. 

In general, the principal differences in the problem of location between 

developed and developing countries are due to the amount of available inform- 

ation, which involves an element of uncertainty; the knowledge of opportunities, 

of technical and managerial capacity, of supply and other factors.  In a broader 

sense, the problem can also involve the movement of goods and of ideas. The 

classical location theory, by assuming complete information and predictability, 

and unlimited managerial and technical manpower, ignored the strongest factors 

influent mg location in developing countries. Moreover, the theory is for the 

most part static and assumes that events happen in an instant, whereas actually 

time plays a crucial role m location in developing countries. An examination 

of the effects of the spatial structure of developing countries on transport- 

ation costs follows, and some vital but neglected factors are considered. 

Transportation network and the concentration of markets 

The transportation networks of developing countries reflect their eco- 

nomic history. The traditional role of.these countries as exporters of primary 

products resulted in the creation of transportation networks that resemble 

drainage systems converging towards the coastline.  Ports became the major 

cities and served as trans-shipment points for the exports and as distri- 

bution points for finished products coming from abroad.  It is thus that the 

transportation networks of developing countries are typically shaped like a 

fin or the branches of a tree.5/ In developed countries, by contrast, networks 

form a Lattice which offers nodes or points of corfluence and permits a more 

even distribution of locations. World maps of population concentration show 

a striking pattern of coastal cities ringing the developing continents while 

J  oee P. Haggett (l96o) ideational Analysis in Human Geography. St. Martin's 
Press New fork and „i8 discussion of the works of Taaffeand Kan sky! ìh e 
most detailed and thorough documentation is m B. J. L. Berry (^66) Easavs 
onj^odi y P ows a,d the Spati»! Structure of the Indian ¿l^JSSB, 
r.iper No.ill, Dept. ol Geography, University of Chicago, IllinoIsT 
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the hearts of the continents are virtually empty.  Sometimes a navigable river 

permits the development of an inland city, but this is due to some circum- 

stance that links the interior to the sea.  If, instead of concentration of 

population, the concentrations of industry, income, education, or other forms 

of economic development are examined, the existence of a coastal ring can be 

seen even more clearly. 

The consequence of such coastal concentrations and fan-shaped transport 

systems is that the point most accessible to th<5 country as a whole ìB not its 

geographic centre, but some point on the edge, which is its functional centre 

in terms of economic distances. The physical eccentricity of these functional 

centres results in longer average distances between points than in countries 

of equal size with a lattice network transportation system. On the other 

hand, the extreme concentrations of economic activity reduces the distances 

that are effectively traversed. 

One of the consequences of this strong directional veining of the 

national territory is that, in the preliminary analysis of location, dis- 

tances must be considered in terms of specific routes, while in developed 

countries they may be taken in a 'more abstract way. In a developed country, 

situated in Europe or North America, for instance, it is more or less certain 

that the effective distance between any two points on the map will not exceed 

by more than 20 per cent the distance by air. In a developing country, however, 

one location may be unconnected to a relatively neighbouring location by road, 

and accessible only by a detour through some distant major city. Thus, the 

problem of location will involve either more difficult geometric transformations 

of physical space into economic space than is the case in developed countries, 

or a more specific and detailed (and therefore more demanding) analysis in the 

preliminary stages of planning. 

The large coastal cities are the central locations for the distribution 

of goods to the population at large, a factor of primary importance for indus- 

tries producing consumer goods with a country-wide market. However, consumer 

industries that can operate effectively on a small scale can and should be 

distributed more widely over the nation. The large coastal cities or principal 

nodes are the most central points for industries that depend on material 

obtained from dispersed sources. The cities serve as ports for the import of 

materials, components, or equipment, and for the export of manufactured goods. 

The concentration of demand at these points is often preponderant, both becaute 
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income is always geographically more concentrated than population fad because 

manufactured products are essentially income-elastic, so that demand is more 

concentrated than income.  Similarly, industrial demand for producer goods is 

essentially concentrated at these points. 

It follows that transportation-oriented industries will often find that 

coastal nodes are the most advantageous from the point of view of location. 

It is the author's view, however, that transport inputs play a less important 

role in the location of industry in developing countries than in the developed 

ones.  External causes often serve as more powerful magnets than transportation 

factors in attracting industry to large cities.  This does not mean, of course, 

that there are not many industries whose location is determined by the classical 

location factors associated with transportation costs. Of these factors, one 

of the most typical is processing of materials which, being weight-reducing, 

is often located at the source of the material.  Among such processes are the 

early processes of metal refining, cotton ginning, bacon curing, seed crushing, 

sugar refining, sawmilling, rice milling, cement and brick making.-' 

Distance as time 

Often time rather than cost is the primary factor in the consideration 

of distance.  This i- ^eif-evi-^ nt for industries that deal with perishable 

commodities.  Th .re are, nowever, other factors i  developing countries that 

make time more important for industry than in developed countries. 

The time consumed in simple shipments can be surprisingly long.  Often 

weeks are spent in moving commodities or materials over relatively short î 

distances. Sometimes days are wasted because of delays due to confusion, ! 

breakdowns, layovers, unavailability of carriers, labyrinthine paper work and ] 

authorizations, washed-out roads or tracks and many other contingencies that » 

defy the imagination. For example, sometimes after waiting weeks for the • 

arrival of an order, it is discovered that the request was misplaced and the | 

shipment has not even left; or that the shipment has been sent to the wrong I 

destination.  The probability of these occurrences varies from country to ? 

country, but it may be said in general that shipments take longe-/ to arrive ' 

in developing countries and there is greater uncertainty as to the time of \ 

arrival. \ 

b/ P. S. Florence (1964) Economics and Sociology of Industry. C. A. Watts and 
Co., London, p.lSl. 
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Because of these conditions, the time consumed in transportation is an 

important consideration for many industries. At distant locations substan- 

tially larger inventories of materials must be maintained in order to ensure 

cor'inuity of production, and large inventories of the product must be kept at 

the markets to ensure prompt deliveries. Even the inventory of spare parts 

for production machinery must be greater than usual. This important tern 

has been estimated at about 20 per cent of the total machinery and equipment 
l/ investment in developing countries. 

Considerably larger investments of capital are necessary to maintain 

inventories at distant locations to cover the long lead times involved in 

normal trips and to cover the possibilities of unforeseen delays. The addi- 

tional capital costs, in view of the high interest rates that prevail in these 

countries, can easily exceed savings in transportation costs as such.  The 

first type of cost, invoxving lead times, is unavoidable, especially in the 

absence of complex and sophisticated inventory techniques. The second type, 

due to uncertainty, is avoidable only at the probable cost of idle production 

lines or unfilled orders. 

Location preferences of managers and technicians 

The location preferences of managers and technicians can be in some 

ways the most powerful factor influencing the choice of an industry location. 

Managers and technicians belong to established social classes, such as the 

aristocracy or an emerging upper-middle class, and are usually well educated. 

They expect the kind of living conditions associated with life in large cities 

such as good restaurants, cinemas, clubs, fashionable shops, bookstores, tele- 

vision, and a sense of being at a place where things are happening. The major- 

ity of managers and technicians and the overwhelming majority of their wives 

consider such living conditions as an absolute necessity. To be away from the 

life of a big city is often regarded as equivalent to exile.  Family links, 

which are of great importance in many developing societies, also tie men to 
8/ 

a specific location. 

Frequently when families are relocated problems of personal adjustment 

arise at the new location. These may be due to ethnic or religious differences, 

7/ M. Bryce (i960) Industrial Development, McGraw-Hill, New York, p.125. 

8/ This phenomenon is not limited to developing countries.  A recent survey by 
the Wall Street Journal (23 Feb. I966) found that this issue was of great 
importance in American industry, and determined location to a considerable 
extent. 
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a  difference   in dialect,   a resistive   local  aristocracy,   or differences  in 

cantore and  food.     Often a family's adjustment will be difficult because  of its 

feeling of superiority  towards   its new environment which  it may regard as 

provincial and old-fashioned.     To persuade managers and  technicians  to  leave 

the   large cities,  very  often substantial  inducements are  offered such as  high 

salaries,   company-provided houses and automobiles,   long vacations and paid 

trips.     But  even with such  inducements men of high qualifications often will 

not  relocate. 

In developing countries where the novelty  of situations  and the  lack of 

an   institutional matrix call for the highest degree of resourcefulness,   energy, 

and  in/entiveness,   a second-rate man can be  far more costly  in terms  of  lost 

efficiency and missed opportunities  than any differential  in transportation 

costs.     Personal  preferences play a more  important role  in the  location of 

enterprises  owned and  managed by an individual  or a family than of government 

projects  or those of a publicly-held private corporation in which management 

i^  a professional career.     Under these conditions  decisions regarding the 

location of plants are  usually  taken by people who will  not have to  live at 
9/ the  plant   locations. 

Spatial distribution of  information and the  cost   of time  in 
decisions relating to  location 

It   is  often difficult or nearly   impossible   to obtain reliable   information 

•il< nit  hinterland  locations  in developing countries.     Information on  transpor- 

tation  facilities,   schedules,  and supporting services and facilities;   the 

availability  of water;   the varieties  of  local woods,  clays or  other materials 

and  their properties are all difficult to obtain.     Local variations  of any 

important  factor may require the  redesign of equipment and processes   involving 

lengthy  scientific   investigations which may  not  even be  successful.     Often some 

Ltem that  has   been taken  for granted as available   is not,  and  the firm is  put 

to  considerable expense  and waste of time   in order to find a supply,     p'or 

example,  an enterprise may be forced  to become  its own trucking'and shipping 

  \ 

jj  See A.   Lauterbach  (196?)  "Managerial Attitudes  and Economic  Development" 
Kyjçj_os,   Vol. XV,   No.?.     While making similar although  non-locational obser- 
vations,   Lautorbaoh observes   that   industrial  enterprises of powerful  families 
L^ Latin America are of ton associated with their agricultural background and 
holdings.     Thus,   they   tend to develop canneries,  sugar refineries,   coffee 
roasting and meat   freezing plants  and wool and  cotton mills.     Both the 
o-onomirs  of  location  and the space  preferences of these families  frequently 
favour  hinterland   locations. 
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firm, a warehouse of office supplies or <x  repairshop of office equipment; a 

real estate manager or a general storehouse for employees; or even its own 

jobber for materials and components.  These are, of coarse, the opposite of 

external economies, and may be termed diseconomies due to forced internaliza- 

tion.  Several countries that have attempted to adopt industrial decentr - 

lization policies have discovered that large firms can adapt themselves more 

successfully than small firms to the conditions prevailing in the hinterland. 

The size of the firm permits economies of scale for internalizing these exter- 

nalities. 

Besides factors such as lower transport costs or localized advantages, 

a principal reason in favour of locating industry in the hinterland is simply 

equity, which aims at minimizing differences in income and employment |between 

regions.  In both devaloped and developing countries much of the labour needed 

for a new enterprise must frequently be brought into a developing region because 

the local population lacks the necessary skills.  In such cases, except at the 

most superficial statistical level, the goal of interregional equity is not 

reached, since the newly employed are not, except post facto, residents of the 

region. The local population may receive little benefit from the new enter- 

prise except for mulxiplier effects, which will be small in areas of sparse 

intra-regional sectoral linkages, and which may in fact reduce local welfare 

by causing sharp sectoral imbalances in a region with low productive adapt- 

ability.  In other words, the increased demand for food, building materials 

and the like may raise the price of these items for the local population. 

The most common advantages associated with new enterprises in distant 

locations are low transport costs, low rents, a labour force that works for 

lower than usual wages and is less set in its ways.  In contrast to these will 

be disadvantages such as the risk of costs due t, uncertainty of local condi- 

tions, and the costs of internalizing functions that would normally be exter- 

nal.  These costs may be largely unknown at the time of choosing the location, 

and in any rational decision they must be evaluated according to probabilities. 

Since, in the last analysis, profits represent the difference between costs and 

revenues, uncertainty as to the upper limit of costs necessitates establishing 

a greater margin for safety, especially since revenue is also difficult to 

predict unless there is a competitive product for price comparison. The known 

advantages of a distant location must be very large to offset the probable, 

but unknown, disadvantages. 
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The  very  high output-capital ratio  and  rates of  interest  in developing 

countries  constitute another force that  attracts  industry  to  the  known  environ- 

ment  of the   large city.     Even if it were  possible to obtain all the  necessary 

information about a distant  site it would probably take many months  or  even 

years  to do  so,   and such a delay would be  costly  in terms of  lost   production. 

Thus,   a choice will  often be made in favour  of the opportunities known  to exist 

in a developed  locality even though it   is  recognized that another   locality might 

be better  if there were  time to look into   it.     Vigorous action and  quick deci- 

sion can be preferable to careful consideration  if the  latter  is  likely   to 

cause  delay. 

It  should be noted that   low-cost but   less skilled  labour is  usually an 

advantage  only  m the relatively long run.     In the beginning years   of an enter- 

prise,   when the  labour force  is being trained,   inefficiency can be  expected not 

only because  of the  lack of specific skills,   but also from   the  lack  of   indus- 

trialized attitudes,  which,   although subtle,   may manifest  themselves  in  such 

expensive  forms as high rates of absenteeism,  tardiness,  a  large turnover, 

high spoilage  rates and poor maintenance  of equipment.—'     In view  of the short- 

range   financial planning which is characteristic of developing countries,  a 

delay  of a  few years  in reaping the benefits  of low wages  can rob a   location of 

til   investment   interest.     On the other hand,   when  public policy is   involved, 

usually based  on  long-range planning and  taking into account  factors  other than 

the balance  sheet,   the creation of modern attitudes among the population  is as 

important  as  the  production of goods. 

External economies 

External  economies,   which are among the most  important  determinants  of 

location  in developing countries, are the  most  difficult to assess.     They have 

not been classified systematically,  nor are  there any sharp  tools  for  their 

analysis or for the measurement of their effects.    Descriptive literature on 

external   economies has been written essentially  for the developed countries 

but  certain aspects  are   of particular  importance  for developing countries. 

There   is considerable evidence that,   in many  cases,  external  economies   can 

10/    Although these phenomena are commonplace and familiar  in developing 
countries,   it   is   interesting that  some   of the most  precise documentation 
refers   to  a developed   country.     See  W.   P.   Luttrell   (1962)  Factory  Location 
and   Industrial  Movement f   National Institute  of Economic  and Social   ttesearch, 
Lendon. 
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more  than compensate  for higher costß  of transport,   labour,   or other factors 

of production.     In the  formulation of national regional  development policy,   an 

understanding of external economies can probably answer  the crucial questions: 

Are   the principal  cities  too  large?    How big must  secondary centres be  to enjoy 

self-sustaining growth?    What  types  of industries   lend themselves to decentra- 

lization and at what stage of their evolution? 

A classic definition—'   includes three elements  in external economies - 

multiples,  massing of reserves and bulk transactions.     These are concepts 

usually applied to the  problem of determining the efficient size of enterprises. 

In  the case of an enterprise,   the concept of multiples   implies that,  since 

machinery  is designed to operate at  certain capacities,   the minimum efficient 

size  is that which ensures that  no piece of equipment   is  under-utilized.     By 

way  of illustration,   imagine a three-step process.     If the machine of step B 

accomodates the output  of three machines of 3tep A,  and the machine of step C 

accomodates the output  of two machines of step B,     the minimum    efficient  size 

of  a plant would  consist  of six machines of step A,   two machines of step B,   and 

one  machine of step C. 

The same logic applies to a city.    A certain minimum size is required of 

various forms at  infrastructure,  such as an airport  or a transport system,   for 

them to be of efficient  use.     Smaller sizes mean overcapacity and therefore 

greater unit cost.     Perhaps even more  important is  that  only a certain size 

enterprise can justify  the setting up of its own specialized supporting services, 

such as shippers  and jobbers,   financial agencies,   trade  publications,   repair 

services,   printing,   consulting services,   equipment   leasing,   advanced education 

facilities, and  laboratories.     It should be noted that  the principle of multi- 

ples may result   in higher productivity not  only by  preventing idle capacity, 

but  also by permitting firms to become highly specialized and thus increase 

productivity.    A firm could have  its  catalogues printed at a shop already 

experienced in that type  of work,   for example;   it  could seek advice from a 

lawyer who is particularly qualified to handle the   issues at hand;  or  it  could 

get   its machines  repaired by experienced men who have  the proper tools. 

The principal  of the massing of reserves  is an actuarial principle. 

Imagine,   for instance,   five  firms,   each of which plans  to use ten units  of a 

11/ E.  M. Hoovei   (1948)  The Location of Economic  Activity,  McGraw-Hill, 
New York,   pp. 120-121"    Hoover refers this to P.   S.   Florence (1933) 
The  Logic of  Industrial Organization.  Kegan,   Paul,   Trench,  Trubner and 
Co.,   London. 
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material,   but   each  of which,   because   of  the possibility  of spoilage   or unex- 

pected  orders,   may  need  two additional  units.     If  these  firms  are   far apart, 

each must  have   twelve  units  of material  for this   level  of risk;   hence,   the  five 

will   need   a  total   of sixty  units.     This  constitutes   a   reserve  of  ten units  or ?0 

t.çr rent.     On   the  other hand,   if all   five are close   together and  use  a common 

supplier  '>r  have  an  understanding  to  assist  each  other,   only  four  and  one  half 

units  or '*  nor  oent,  of the material  will be needed as a reserve  for  the same 

.evel  of risk.—      The same advantages result  from   larger pools  of skilled 

labour,   larger markets for the  product,  ansi  larger  or more numerous  suppliers 

if the   factors   of production,   repair and  other  services. 

While  the  principle of multiples  refers  to the  definite advantages  of 

particular combinations,   the  principle  of  the massing of reserves  deals with 

the probabilistic  advantages  of sheet  size.     It   is  based on the  fact  that 

uncertainty,   when  spread  over   large   numbers,   is  more  predictable  and  there- 

fore   inv' Ives   leys  risk.     Looked at  another way,   large  numbers permit greater 

flexibility and adaptability   to  changing and often  unforeseeable circumstances, 

because more    >pp >rtunities  are  open.     For  instance,   if a  firm changes   its 

production,  process  and  thereby   finds   itself with   a  new waste  product,  a  firm 

in  a   1 arge  and   varied  aggregate will  be more  likely   to  make  use  of   it  than  one 

in  a  smaller  city;   the waste  product  can become  a by-product.     Conversely,   if 

the  new process   calls  for  some  new   input,   it   is  more   likely  to  be   available 

with i ti   i   large   c i ty . 

The  third  element   in  external  economies  is   the   principle  of  bulk 

transactions.      In  the case of a  firm,   this principle   is based  on  the  fact   that 

buying or shipping  in  large  quantities usually results   in  lower  unit  prices. 

Ir.   the  parallel   cace of the  city,   the  size  of operations may  result   in  lower 

rites   uni  miro   frequent and  convenient   transfer and   terminal   facilities.     The 

•fri., may  apply   to    ,ther public  and  commercial  services;   fixed  costs  may 

ic"'-ir;t   pec  unit    is  inore  efficient   proc-esses  can  be   used witn an   increased 

•"'''i0  •• f operations.     It   is   frequently  suggested,   however,   that many  functions 

• '••   1 i-rge  riti ot-,    »perite  under  diminishing returns,   principally  because  of con- 

-"es: i   n,   cither'  withir;  the   ?' urr 11   ,o  oT>  externally.     This  point  has   not  been 

;'f,i,,|'í   ! ,v   '<,'!; .Tir il   research,   an J   o, ,»..•< i tutes   the   principal   bone   oV 

hi.-   i! ba.-od   on  the   nssumption  that   the probabilities  of needing extrs 
-!•:•'     ¡re   independent   .as  between  one  firm  and   another. 
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contention between those who  argue  for and those who argue against   big cities 

as  industrial   location sites. 

The principle   of bulk   transactions  has a   less  equivocal   aspect  when 

applied to cities  than  the  principle  of multiples.     The  nunber of events  and 

transactions   occurring   in  a  city   make   it   possible  to  handle  a wide  variety   of 

needs  in a standardized and   therefore more efficient  and  less  costly manner. 

For example,   specialized shippers,   repairmen,   professionals,   and  subcontractors 

are available.     In fact,   the   large  city  is particularly hospitable   to the 

unstandardized  producer who  has  greater need  for supporting services and 

associated activities. 

The subtle but  enormous   importance of face to  face relations   is not 

sufficiently  recognized  in  the  classic  definition of external economies.     In 

developing countries  personal  contacts are of crucial   importance;   telephor.es 

are .caree and  not  dependable,   mail  is slow and unreliable,   and air connexions 

•ire inadequate.    Consequently,   distances are a  formidable barrier.     This   leads 

to a spatial  concentration  of  those who must do business together. 

Social   forces  exert   an even  stronger force towaros spatial concentrât im. 

In developed countries,   for  instance,   much information is   transmitted by   trade 

journals,  catalogues and government  publications.     Contracts,   terms of financing 

and details  of payment and  delivery,   specification of the  product are settled 

through   impersonal communication media.     In developing countries communication 

is by word of mouth.     Procedures are not standardized, miking it  necessary  for 

peoole to get  together.     The  rituals  of social contact in such a two-way 

communication are  often elaborate.     In many countries,  considerable time must 

be devoted to expressions   of mutual  respect,   and no  hurry must be  ¡shown to C«*t 

to the substance of a meeting.     Even  the substance must be   treated   in a  subtle 

and  indirect   manner,   which often baffles those used   to procedure,  in developed 

countries.     There are ways  of  ea.-ing yes which mean no,  price and  time estimale« 

which mean something else,   gentle probings and subtle hints.    An order blank, 

a long-distance telephone  call,   a -able or a business letter are   instruments 

too blunt  and   insensitive. 

The  social  and   institutional  matrix of communication  and  information 

as well as  customary  modes  of contact  attract   firms   to the  city.     Personal 

relations play a more  frequent  and more   persuasive role  in human contacts of 

all types,   including business  contacts.     In developed countries,   contacts arc 
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segmented   into  well  defined   roles,  which  are   limited to  the   Lssues  at  hand.—^ 

In  developing countries,   it    is more often   important  to cultivate  sources and 

to  establish  a  community   of  attitudes  or  cia^s  positions.     Information on  new 

developments  teeomes  available at   irregular  intervals,   so channels  must be 

kept   open constantly.     Since   the   information  is   unpredictable,   and  often  takes 

'he   form   ,f   rumours    ¡r  confidential  reports,   it   is  important  to  be   in  contact 

with many  people,   and   to  see   them even when  no  particular business   is  at  hand. 

Conditions   in  developing countries  change   frequently and  unpredictably; 

r-cgu.u t ions  are modified,   ministries are   reorganized,   and  the   relative  costs 

and   availability  of production  factors  and  financing change  suddenly.     To be 

¡ri   '.he  cci.tre  of  influence,   decision,  and   information  is  therefore   often of 

vital   importance.     Because   of  the  heavy  bureaucratic maze  of government  permits 

¡tit)   licences,   papers  must   be  carried  personally   from one  official's  desk  to 

mother.      ihis   is  noi    inly  because  ruler,   and  procedures  are  often  confused  or 

oven  i . :-.'.radiotory,   or because  favourable   interpretations,   favours,   and often 

corruption are   needed   to  grease many an  ove rb urea uc rat ized machine,   but also 

because   the   low  standards   of  professional   competence  of many  government 

officiali:   l e low  the   top   levels  make  it   likely   that  papers  will  get   lost  on 

s  r;io  desk  or-  dusty   file   in   the depths  of  some ministry. 

The   fluidity  of   the   situation,   the   lack  of  standardization  of procedures, 

>'d   'he   porr; aia 1 i .vat i .ti  • - f  contacts  strongly attract businessmen  and  enterprises 

•      the   sitias.     This   attraction   is  magnified  by  the  scarcity  of entrepreneurs 

"ltd IgCT'S ! ., firmr   one  or a  few   individuals  exercise  all   responsi- 

t i ••s    •(' general   management,   marketing,   finance,   purchasing,   production, 
1  '   ¡.'il..'  and   s.h  it-range  planning.     Por   these  reasons  management   is  attracted 

'••e  oiuos  and  draws  product; n: with   it.     The  advantages  of  flexibility, 
: i: ' ¡I i 'l'y,   and   the  Conservation  and  efficient   use  of  management   in  the 

I'H-S   are   more   profitable   than any  advantages   of cheaper  transportation,   cost 

f   -al. tir,   or    >ther  cost   factor at   some   hinterland   location. 

There   me  similarities   between  the   situation  in developing countries 
14/ ani   that   of  i,ow   industries    in developed  countries—'   which are   attracted to 

J—i '''tus, of wirre, is a matter of degree. For instance, even in developed 
camtries, salesmanship is often pursue.1 by warming the personal aspects 
oí'   relations   in  the   sharing of meals   or   leisure. 

]_>'  ;>e   R.   Vernon  (la»M)  Metropolis  19^;.   Doubleday Anchor,   New  York,   and 
H.   N!.   Lichtenberg  ( 1 )To )   One  Tenth  of  a Nation,  Harvard University Press, 
'ami ri.ige,   Massachusetts." 
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large  cities  for much  the  same   reasons.     Sometimes   neither production  nor 

demand  are  standardized and  situations  can change   rapidly.     Ownership,   manage- 

ment,   and   technical  functions  may  be exercised  by  one or  a few   individuals.     The 

instability  of  demand and  frequent   changes   in technology   or the  cunt   or availa- 

bility  of  production  factors  put  a  premium on contacts  and adaptability. 

Investment  per worker   is  low,   since   larger commitments  can only   be  ,;u_d, c ,ous ly 

undertaken when the situation and  the processes  are stable and  predictable 

enough  to  justify with safety   extended runs  of   identical   items.     In  tne early 

stages   of the   industry,   it   is  vital  to have access  to common services and 

inventories outside, the firm,   to  sources  of finance,  and to complementary 

producers;   in short,   new industries   in cities are  oriented to  external 

economies.    With time,   demand  becomes more  predictable,   production processes 

and product  lines become stabilized,   the various   functions of management 

become  professionalized,  specialized,  and distinct,  and greater stability 

makes   it  possible for the firm  to   internalize some of  the services and steps 

of production  that were previously done outside.      In short,   the  firm  becomes 

a self-contained system.     At   this  stage the   industry  often moves out  of the 

large  city to a locality that   offers advantages   in the cost  of  transportation, 

labour  or some  other  factor.     Even  the work of   innovation often  becomes  insti- 

tutionalized   in research sections  staffed by professionals who  work  systemati- 

cally   towards  established objectives.    This activity ray be free of  locational 

constraints   if  not  from locational  preferences.     Very  often,   too,   since the 

professionalization   (depersonalization)  of roles  and  the routinization of 

communications  permit  control   of production,   deliveries and other elements by 

set  standards,   branch plants  are  established which operate apart  from tne 

head  office. 

In a newly  industrializing country,  most   industries will be   In the 

position of "new  industries".     Even well established and standardized indus- 

tries   in developed countries  pas.,  through an extended period  of adaptation as 

management,   technicians,  and   skilled workers   learn the business,  as  production 

methods are adapted  to local   conditions,   and as  demand becomes specific.    The 

most  commonly  noted of these  adaptation-   .n developing countries arises from 

the  differences  in relative  costs  of factor prices.     In particular,   labour   is 

cheaper but  capital   is more   expensive,  and technology  may have  to make the 

difficult adaptation to a   labour-intensive process.     During this  period of 

adaptation  the city   is  naturally  the most  hospitable   pLace   for  the  development 

of a  new   industry.     As the   industry matures,   it  will   show a   tendency   to  seek 

other   locations,  although   it   may  be detained  by  such   factors  as  poor communic- 

ations  and  traditions  of direct   personal  contact. 

i 
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An   industrializing noun try   naturally   has  a   large  proportion of  new  indus- 

tries  which contribute;   to  the  appearance  of  over-urbanization  or excessive 

concentration.     As the  country  develops and   industry  is  established  on a 

larger  basis,   new  industries   seeking the  external   facilities  of  the  city will 

become   fewer and   industry   as   a whole will   become  more  decentralized.     As  the 

economy   advances,  changes may be expected  that will  facilitate  such relative 

decentralization.    Thus,   the   quality  of the   infrastructure and  of the  informa- 

tion about   local conditions  will become more stabilised across  the whole 

territory,  a.:d  the population will adapt to modern conditions  of production as 

a result   of increasing  literacy and  the acquisition of new habits.     A sectoral 

shift  may  be expected   in the   structure of the national economy,   with a typical 

relative   shift   from the  predominance of raw materials for export and of easily 

produced   romsumption goods   to   the  processing of materials within  the  country, 

and   ultimately  to greater production of intermediate and capital goods.    To 

the extent  that  the productive  structure diminishes  imports  of  intermediate 

and consumer goods and  decreases exports of raw materials,   the  great  cities 

will   lone   come  of their attractive   power as  ports.     On the  other hand,   nation- 

ally  produced   intermediate  goods are   likely  to  find both their materials and 

their markets within the   large existing concentrations,   and  therefore  to be 

very much   oriented  towards   the  existing centres  of production.     Furthermore, 

the  national  market  for   these   products will   probably  be  relatively  small,   so 

•hat  production   r-in« will  be   short  and  tailored  to  the  particular order.     3uch 

a dependence  on  close  contacts  and  on external  conditions  will   lead  to  the 

concentration  of  these   industries   in  the  existing centres .^' 

The  location of  industry from the  point   of view  of public  policy 

Most   of  the considerations  outlined  in the  preceding pages apply with 

equal   force  to  projects   in  which the  decision regarding  location rests  with 

the government as well  as with private enterprises.     It  has been suggested 

that  ranagers   tend  to  overestimate  the profitability  of  the  centre as  compared 

With   the   hinterland because   they  lack objective  knowledge  about   conditions  in 

the  periphery,   because   of  the   relativo  ease  with which new  investment  can be 

A   dissenting view  on   tins  point  appears   in  F.   Hauser,   Ed.   (I961) 
irbaru.;;atiün  ir:  Latin America,   UNESCO,   Belgium.     It   is  argued  there  that/ 
producer goods  and  capital  goods  tend   to  choose production  sites   close  to 
the   necessary  raw  materials;   this view  seems   to disregard  not  only  the 
great   pull   of the  market,   but  also  the   fact   that  most  of   the   inputs   into 
thcr.o   activities  are  themselves  manufactures   rather  than  "raw materials". 
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made at  the centre, because of a strong preference  for the metropolitan 

environment,   and because of lack of  interest  in the periphery per sjg.   '   This 

paper argues  that  such behaviour by  entrepreneurs   is  realistic   in discounting 

the unproven advantages of the hinterland in proportion  to their uncertainty 

and the delays  in their realization.     Economic models that assume  the  possi- 

bility  of obtaining full information are unsuited to   the conditions prevailing 

in developing countries;   lack of  information should not be treated as an acci- 

dental  factor.     In fact,   lack of information is  one  cf  the structural aspects 

of underdevelopment.    The compiling cf the necessary data requires  the 

existence  of records,  a paper culture,   a sophisticated and technically 

competent bureaucracy,  and sufficient  demand for  information from government 

and private  decision makers and  technical staff to  justify the heavy   invest- 

ments  necessary  to gather and store  the required  information.     These  condi- 

tions are  not  met   in developing countries. 

In developing countries with a small and precarious economic base the 
17/ 

appropriate  strategy is one of production rather than innovât ion. •*x/   One of 

the profound disadvantages of underdevelopment   is that,   since resources are 

few,   enterprises with a high probability of failure must be avoided when safe 

though  less  profitable alternatives are open.     The   larger developed countries 

can sometimes assume the risk .1'  innovation,   since enough experiments are 

undertaken to guarantee that  the   failures will be  compensated by  the  successes. 

In this  sense,   the choice of a hinterland  location in a developing country 

may be  in  itself regarded as an  innovation.     Only a country whose   economy has 

become sufficiently  large and secure  can afford the risk of failure.     Similarly, 

large  firms  consisting of several  plants are those most able to accept  such a 

risk. 

The  same   logic applies to  locatior. decisions by a governmental agency 

entrusted with one or a few projects.     Rational  programming by  the   individual 

agency will   lead to decisions which are virtually   indistinguishable  from those 

of private  enterprises.    It  is  only when ci^ency  programming is   influenced by 

considerations  of national policy  that these decisions may vary. 

In many  countries,  the government   is engaged   in a  large  number  of enter- 

prises  and,   by  comparison with  the   individual  agency,   may  possess     the 

16/ A.  Hirschman  (1958) The Strategy of Economic  Development,   Yale University 
Press,   New Haven,  Connect i cut,   p.185« 

U/ M.   Bryce,   0£.   ç11. 
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advantages  of size and thus  be ab Le to afford  a more adventurous  policy 

involving a  few  failures   m  return  for greater  over-all benefits.     The 

problem  is  how  to  transmit   this  over-all   strategy  to  the programming agency. 

One  possibility  is  to  require  that  agencies  examine alternative  locations 

before arriving at  a decision.     Such a policy   is   not  without  costs,   i„ spite 

of  its  deceptive modesty.      It  may  stretch very  thin   the  technical   resources 

of the  operating agency;   it  may  delay  the   initiation of projects;   it  may 

invite   irrational  decisions  by  stirring a hornets'   nest  of political  pressures, 

and   it  may  cost  a  surprising amount  of money.     Yet   it  may be   indicated   if  there 

LO  reasonable  expectation   that   enougn advantages  which would  otherwise  be 

neglected will  be discovered  to offset  these costs. 

"he principal  reason   for  this possible  divergence between national 

policy  and  private  or agency  decisions  is  that   the  national  government   is, 

or should  be,   concerned with  naUonal  profitability rather than with project 

profitability.     The  costs  of examining alternative  locations may be  excessive 

from the point  of view of any  one project,  but  a good  investment  if a  large 

number of projects are considered.    The national government,  as  the represen- 

tative  of the  nation,   should   take   into account  external  effects,  while  the 

individual  pubUr-  project  keeps   its books   in a manner similar  to  that   of a 

private  enterprise.     The next   few pages will   indicate some  of the principal 

ways  in which a consideration of economic cost   (as distinct  from money  costs) 

may be   introduced   into  location decisions  taken by  individual agencies. 

The most  general   factor by which such decisions  are  influenced   is  the 

possible difference   in the   interest rate applied  to capital  costs and  the  dis- 

count  rate applied   to   future  profits.     The appropriate  rate  which  should  be 

taken  to calculate   interest  costs  on public  investment has been the  subject  of 

considerable discussion.     The arguments are complex,  and there   is no  unanimity 

on  the  proper  rate   to  be  adopted,   but  a   large   number  of economists  are  of  the 

opinion  that   the  rate  should  be  substantially  below  the prevailing free-market 

rate.     Such a   lower  rate would  favour alternatives  which need more  capital. 

If an agency   m  charge  of projects bases   Us  calculations  on  cheap capital,   it 

aigu-   opt   for  distant   locations,   even though  such   locations might  require 

larger   investments   in   infrastructure.     Similarly,   a policy wach made  capital 

relatively  cheaper would   favour  investment   m plant  and machinery which 

are  more  typical   oí' standaru-product  industries  with   long production runs. 

It  has  also been  argued   that  the  rate  of  discount  to  be applied  to   the 

future  stream  of  income  should  be   lower  for public  projects   than  that  applied 
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(often only implicitly) by private entrepreneurs,  Among the arguments in 

favour of this proposition is that of the permanence of institutions ami the 

society they represent, as compared with the shorter and more uncertain Uves 

of individuals and private concerns.  If public agencies are directed to apply 

a low rate of discount to future earnings, they will be less influenced by the 

delays involved in reaping the benefits of distant locations.  These delay- 

may be due to the length of time necessary to develop the labour force, or to 

a lengthy period of adaptation of production processes to local conditions, or 

again to the time it takes to establish efficient regular procedures of 

communication with suppliers and customers. 

These three simple directives from a central planning agency to operating 

agencies might alter the decisions in regard to location for some projects, and 

it may be conjectured that they would favour hinterland locations. On the other 

hand, it must be recognized that many developing countries are politically 

unstable, and that a particular government, or certain officials in a govern- 

ment, may want to obtain even quicker results than private entrepreneurs.  In 

such cases, they will adopt a high discount rate, and favour projects with 

quick returns. They will shun'distant locations because the exploration of 

alternatives would delay the project and because projects built near the 

centres of population enjoy greater publicity. Whether or not such consider- 

ations are valid, they are present in many cases, and no technical means exists 

to evaluate the relative importance of political stability. 

The decisions to explore alternatives, to adopt a low rate of interest 

and to employ a low rate of discount are only the first steps in the assess- 

ment of economic costs and benefits which reflect the national interest, as 

opposed to the assessment of money costs and benefits which characterises 

private and most public project accounting.  Other steps can also be taken, 

some of which are relatively simple.  For instance, if one of the inputs is 

subject to a gover^jnent tax, its economic cost would be obtained by deducting 

the tax from the purchase price;""' conversely, if one of the inputs in 

subsidized, the cost of the subsidy should be added to the price.  The genera! 

principle is that taxes and subsidies are transfer payments and shou'd be 

eliminated from the money costs to arrive at the economic costs.  The cost <?f 

land (exclusive of improvements) presents a particularly difficult theoretical 

I"/ In some cases the tax may in fact be a charge for services or facilities:. 
In such cases, the tax should not be deducted. 
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und  practical   problem  in   this  respect.     The  purchase   or  .Leasing  of  land  for a 

project   is  a  mone;/  cost,   and because   the  transfer  of money only   transfers  the 

asset   (land)   from  one  holder to another,   it  should   not  be counted among the 

economic coste.     It  may also be argu*•••,   however,   that   the price   o?  land 

represents   the  costs of  opportunities   lost  by excluding some alternative  use 

for  the   land;   if  that  view  is  taken,   land costs  should  be  taken   into account. 

Third,   it may be argued   that  the price   of  land,   particularly   iC  it  has been 

unoccupied  or   little  used,   is  a measure   of  its  productivity   i ,  the  use  for 

which  it  is   intended (say,   as a location differential rent),  and   should there- 

fore be counted as a benefit rather than as a cost.     The matter   is  far from 

clear,  and the writer would be  inclined  to disregard   idle  land  either as a 

cost  or as a benefit  from  the public  point  of view.     Land which   is   in use 

should be treated  as a cost  to the extent  of  its advantage over an alternative 

location and   the  çopty  of   transferring  it. 

The  techniques of cost-benefit  calculation are   only now being evolved  in 

the developed  countries,   and their adaptation  to  the  developing countries  is 

beset with difficulties.     There are  practical reasons  for this,   such as  the 

scarcity of  technical personnel who know how to employ these techniques,  but 

there are also fundamental  theoretical   reasons.     Two  of these will be 

mentioned here. 

The  first   is  that  the economic  cost  of an input   is the marginal cost  of 

producing and  delivering £ t.     For reasons  of economic  theory and  of procedure, 

if not  of empirical  observation,   it   is   commonly assumed  in the  developed 

countries that   the  price   of an  input   is   the marginal   cost of production.     This 

assumption,   however,   is   far    ess sound when applied  to a developing economy, 

where   the pricing mechanisms are more  capricious,   tha economy   less  mtec<rated, 

and money a more   u-   ertam medium (in   part  because  of  inflation).     Thus,   the 

assumption that  price equal!; marginal   r.^t   is  lets   tenable. 

The second  reason   IK   based    v.  -:.->  . - .i: i  ¿   -.-e   r «• underdeveloped economies. 

The  calculât Lot..-,   nf cost-i erel'it ai    .y-.iL r,       •--«'. aR   f¡e  partial 

different    is   of a generai   eqa.^ion for  na*..' .     :• -,   wrach   'he net 

benefit   is  the  -'^-ebraic   sum   >f the effects  on   the     ,n -.•.     ,.-•*.   rr ->f   the 

economy  of a  given change   fthe  given   protect).     In  a  cte.-s.. , </1   »-onomy vjth 

i   largo  national   ine.me,   any  one pro.)*--:   B1lt  be  e-nall   in  its  ^l^cts,   and 

these  marginal   effects  ma.   *>e  ...vmally   taken     * be  •„one.knt.     But   ina 

leve loping country  with  a  small ec ,ic    *se,   a   project  is   '.<sely  to  be 

• • >mparatively   large  and   +o have  pr      Y^
1
   stru'^ural   effects,   af^-ting,   for 
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instance,   prices and rates of output.     Such considerations make the application 

o[ cost-benefit  techniques  in developing countries difficult,   but the relative 

scarcity  of capital makes  them  necessary.     However,    it  is  necessary   to be  aware 

of  their  limitations  and of the   important factors  that do  not  enter into  the 

calculations. 

The difficulty  of calculating marginal costs  should  not  be exaggerated. 

For   instance,   if the   transport  system  is underutilized,   the actual transport 

costs are   likely to be  lower than  the  freight  charges,  and an  intelligent 

guess may approximate  these costs   if an exact  measurement   is  not possible.     On 

the  other hand,   if the  transport   system  is overloaded,  the marginal costs  may 

be   far higher.    A precise evaluation nay be  impossible,  because  it  involves, 

for   instance,   the costs of congestion borne by  others.     It may be sufficient 

operationally,   however,   to calculate marginal  costs as money costs increased 

by  some rough estimate,  or to specify that money costs represent an 

underestimate. 

Far more difficult is the  evaluation of external effects.    For instance, 

the   location of a project in some particular area may make  it  possible  for 

other enterprises,   either public  or private,   to come into existence;    this 

should be counted among the benefits.    The wages  of  labour which would other- 

wise  remain unemployed are also a benefit from  the  na    onal  point of view,   but 

it  may be more difficult to estimate the increase   in economic activity caused 

by  such an  increase   in demand.     The use of a multiplier would be  indicated, 

but   it would be far  less reliable  than in a developed economy,  because the 

response  to increased demand may  result  in sharp price effects due to inflex- 

ibility on the supply side. 

The problem of city size  is  often one of the most  important factors  in 

location policy both in developed and developing countries.     Most countries 

seem to  think that  their principal cities are excessively  large, and conse- 

quently adopt  policies of decentralization,   particularly   in the manufacturing 

industry.     There  is   no factual basis  for this  policy,   for  no  one knows when a 

city becomes too  large.     None  th#>   less,  this   is a matter of profound concern 

to many countries.     This concern   is based on a belief that  certain sets  ot 

costs  rise after cities have reached a certain size.    Amor.^  the  increased  costs 

are   those  of traffic  control,   water and sewage  dispel,   shelter,  policing^   and 

some  social costs.     While  it must  be emphasized   that there   is  no empirical 
Ï 

evidence  that costs actually do  rise  in such caseE,   the argument,   in one  of 

•vS  most  sophisticated forms,   runs thus:    any businessman or gcvfcrnment  agency, 

1 
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in  m wing  into a  congested  centre,   will   pay   only   1 ho  prevailing   or average 

c^r-ii;   for   i durar,   f->jd,    transportât i-m,   utilities  and   the   like.     The addi t ion 

of   the   new activity   to   the  size  cf  the  nty  will  change  these   coste  only 

imperceptibly   for  any   user.     The  marginal   coste,   however,   that   is   to  say,   the 

addition  to   total   costs  due  to   the  new arrival,   will  be much   larger than  the 

average  costs.     Thus,   if costs  rise  with  the   increased size  of   the  city,   new 

activities will  continue  to be  attracted  far beyond  the point   .at   which  the 

increasing marginal   costs make  this  a  relative   or  even absolute   loss   from  the 

p.-int   of view  of the   national  economy.     A cost-benefit  analysis  would use  the 

marginal  costs arising from the  external  diseconomies  of congestion and   so 

forth   in evaluating  that   location.     If  these  costs were known,   the  centrai 

planning agency might   require  operating agencies  to take  them   into  account 

in  their calculation,   and the government  might   charge  the  full   costs  to 

private  businesses  by  some  form  of taxation. 

It was pointed   out,   however,   in an earlier section,   that   there are reasons 

to believe that productivity may also  increase with the size  of  the city.     Among 

the  factors mentioned  were the  facility  of  communications and   the  availabiLity 

of   information,   the  availability   of specialized services,   the  abundance of 

inter-industry   linkage.-,,   and the  principle  of massed reserves.     If productivity 

increases with  urban   size,   then  the  project   or  the businessman  will  take   into 

acount  only the effects  of these externalities  on his firm,   which   in a sense 

•nay  be   termed  the  average productivity.     But   the  project will   not   take  into 

account,   ander normal   procedures,   the  external   economies  that   it   produces  for 

the  other activities.   In  other  words,   the  symmetrical analysis   should be 

performed  on the benefit  side as  well  as  on   the  cost  side,     and   the public 

agency   should  take   into account   the  marginal   effect  on total   production  in  the 

city.      If productivity   is  rising with  size,   the  marginal  product  will be 

considerably  larger   than  the average  product.     Reliable  information  is also 

lacking as  to whether  productivity  rises  with  urban  i:ize,  but   a  great  deal  of 

corroborating evidence  suggests  that   it  does.     The magnitudes   involved   in 

terms   of .¡jer capita   income,   net  regional   income,   value added  per   industrial 

worker,   local  government  expenditures,   and  cost   of  living indices   for those 

few  countries   in which   they are   available,   suggest  that as  far  as   large  cities 

ire  concerned,   the  marginal  product    is   far greater than the  marginal  cost,   and 

thit   •'•   nre:pientiy,   anti-urbanization   policies   err with respect   to   the .roal   of 

national   produc'; m,    f.-r   thy  compare  marginal   cost  with average  product. 

1 
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The external   benefits  of  a  hinterland   location are  even more elusive. 

he  contribution of   the  project   to   the  external  economies  must   usually  be 

estimated  not   for   an  existing centre   of  economic   activity,   but   for a  '"ature 

ne,   to  which  the  particular project  will  contribute.     Clearly,   if  it   is 

¡ifficult  to  evaluate  the  external  effects   in  cities  that   exist,   it will  be 

• veri  more difficult   to do  so  in  cases  where  the  development   is yet  to come. 

This   is   particularly  true   if   it   is believed  that   there  is  a minimum critical 

ihreshold  or  taKe-off size  for  a  growth  pule.     Current models,   whether simple 

multipliers  or more  complex   input-output  or money-flow models,   which are  used 

'o  calculate  growth   in a  local   economy  as  a result   of  new   industry,  might   be 

"ailed   incremental   growth  models   and  do  not   lend   themselves   to   the study  or 

prediction of the  quantum  jump   implied   in  the  concept  of critical  size.     Nor 

10 other  important   considerations   lend   themselves  easily  to measurement.     Three 

of  these are mentioned below: 

(a) The project may contribute  to the  rise,   in the   less advanced parts 
of the  country,   of  new attitudes,   a new  sense  of awareness,  and  new 
patterns  of behaviour better suited  to  economic  advancement.     In 
other words,   a hinterland   location may  be viewed  as  an investment 
in human  resources  which  may be  of greater significance than  the 
project  which   is   located   there; 

(b) The   location  of a  project   in the  hinterland will   usually make  the 
region   better  known,   and   help  to   integrate   it   into  the  information 
network   •">!' the  mor«  advanced  sectors   of economic  activity.     The 
increase  of  information will   reduce  the  discount  arising from 
uncertainty  which   is  applied  to  other  possible  projects at  that 
location.     In  so  doing,   it   lowers   the   threshold at  which  local 
opportunities  become  attractive,   and  several  new  enterprises may 
become   feasible; 

(c) In most  developing countries,  especially those with a colonial 
background,   the most   important centres  of development have coastal 
citieu.     In some of  these  countries,   a  turning inward towards  the 
"empty"  hinterland  may acquire a particular significance as a 
symbolic act  of national   identification and thus create a new 
frontier challenging,  V e      ;+husiasm and unergy   of trie people. 

In the above   discussion attention has  been   focused  on  the goal  of 

rational  economic   growth,   but  many  countries  also  wart  to  move  towards  inter- 

region.-tl  equality   of  incomes,   and are  willing  to   sacrifice  some measure  of 

iiir-'.lute growth   to   that   purpose.     Thus,   a project  may be   located  in an under- 

: "/eloped   r(V\on  even  if  projet      profitability   (in   terms  of  the   internal 

a-ounU:  of  the  project)   and  national   profitability   (in  terms  of contribution 

* ;   rational   economic  growth)   would   be   greater   in   the  city.      There   is  no   for- 

gila   to  study   the   trade-off  between   national   growth and   national   equality,   and 

' n°    leoision   is   ultimately   a  political   one.      Because   trie   choice   is a nari   one, 
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facts   aro  al!   too  oft.pn   twisted   to make   it   appear that   in  a'L   cases bo*h  pur- 

poses   are  servo 1  simultaneously,   whereas   they   are often  at   odds. 

The  objective   of   interregional  eqy/iiity   has  received   relatively  slight 

systematic   c )ns nierat ion."^      It   is a  difficult  singed   to   discuss   in  non- 

technical   terms,   because  .neasures  of regional   equity   tend   to  be more  technical 

and   far " u« e  dependent   on   geographic  definition   than   tnose   of   national  growth. 

Furthermore,   since   the   population   is  usually   free  to  move   from  one  region   to 

another,   a clear   iistmction must  be maintained  between  the   geographic  unit 

and   the  people   mv >,ved.     Thus,   a project   m   a backward  region which must 

bring   m   labour  from  outside may  well   raise   the p_er  capita   income  of  the  region 

but   Lower  the welfare  of   the original   inhabitants   if   it   introduces  shortages 

or  higher  prices.      Similarly,   a project   may   dram off surplus   labour  from  a 

neighbouring region  and  may,   in  fact,   raise   the  ner  capita   incomes  of  both 

those  wno   leave arid   those  who  remain behind.      Moreover,   a   policy  of developing 

growth  centres   in  backward  regions may   or  may   not  decrease   the   inequality  of 

incomes  between  regions,   but   increase   them  within regions.      It   is  often unclear 

whether  the  objective   is   to decrease   inequality  of   income  distribution  for  the 

national  population  as   a  whole,   with  the  region serving as   an   instrumental 

concept   for   the  guiding of  policy,   or  whether   the  regions   are  viewed  as  organic 

entities  and   the  equalising of   incomes   between regions  is   itself  the  objective. 

A   full  discussion  of   these   issues   is  beyond   the scope  of  this  paper and   is 

unavailable  elsewhere.     Only a few observations will  be  made  here. 

Unuer'   conditions  ^^' mixed  economies,    industry   is   induced  to  choose 

h inter bind   1 "\utions   by   lower rates  of   interest,  government   loans  or  insurance 

of capital   investment,   or  direct   investment   by  the  government.     There   is  a 

ocrliin   irony   in  the   use   of these   inducements,   for  they  will  operate most 

strongly  f >r   industries  which are  capital-intensive,   and,   if  technical  substi- 

tut i-n   :'.:   ¡.ossihle,   will   encourage  them  to   substitute  capital   for-  labour  since 

they   make   capital   cheaper.     Such   industries  will  tend  to   rely   on  skilled 

'. ubi ur,   which wL'i   -lien  be brought   in   i'rom   outside   the  region;   they are 

¡.uulS.v   lirre-scule   industries  which   tern!   tu   be self-contained  and  therefore 

less   likely   t.j  prende   local   growth because   of the   sparseness  of  local 

i  <'   A   f--ood   review  of   some   of   the   issues   and   much  of   the   literature   is  avail- 
utd o   in   '.'.   Heiner   ( 1 )t r>)   "L'ub-national   and  National   Planmnp:     Decision 
•'ri t fTi :i",   Papers  of   the Regional   Science  Association,   Vol.XIV. 
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linkages.    Only  recently have  a  few developed countries,   such as  the United 

Kingdom and   the  Federal Republic   of Germany,   begun to experiment with similar 

inducements to attract  labour-intensive industries.     If the reasons  for 

encouraging such   location  are  to  put   local  surplus   labour  to work and  to 

discourage migration to the cities,   it would  seem reasonable  to try  to attract 

industries for which the  labour  factor is preponderant. 

The costs   of subsidies,   direct  investment   m infrastructure,   or govern- 

ment  services  designed to attract   industry to poor regions should be attributed 

to  the goal  of equalization  in cases where,   in the absence of such   inducements, 

the   industry would   have come  into  existence elsewhere  in the country.     They are 

costs of making what may be termed  a geographic  transfer payment,   and  pertain 

to  redistribution  rather than to  national production.     The benefits  derived 

from the  industry   should not be  counted m the  national profitability calculus 

of  coüt-benefil.     They  uerUin   Lo  regional profitability,  which  is as  distinct 

from national   profitability as   is  project pro! iwbility.     Only if the  loca- 

ti onal   inducements  create  industry which would  not   otherwise have come into 

existence within  the national  territory do regional and national benefit 

calculations  coincide,  and even  then secondary effects may differ  if the  loca- 

tion of industry   shifts secondary activity from one region to another.     The 

common confusion between equalizing and national  production objectives  is due 

to  the assumption  that regional  benefits are  identical with national benefits; 

the   fact  that   one  region may  take   from another   is  often ignored. 

None of this  must be  interpreted as a disparagement  of the equity goal 

as  a val m criterion for the   location of industry  from the point  of view of 

public policy.     The  point being stressed is that  the analysis with respect 

to  that goal   is   too  often poorly  handled. 

Regional   r>n]\r.y as a  location factor 

Regional  policy  is not  commonly regarded as  a  location factor in its  own 

right.     It  is  rather viewed as   the basis of particular programmes and actions 

which modify  other  factors.     Thus,   capital may be made cheaper  m certain 

locations  by  preferential  rates,   or  the  disadvantages  of a distant   location 

may  be mitigated   by  a subsidized   transport  rate,   or,   in more  extreme  cases, 

certain   locati .ns   may be  forbidden  and  others  made  mandatory by  governmental 

decree.     Regional   policy  m  itself may,   however,   operate  as a  location  factor 

in    loveloping  r-ountries  over  and  above  particular  government  actions. 
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Much of the above discussion is based on the fact that the conditions 

assumed by the classical location theory do not apply to the conditions prevai- 

ling in developing countries.  Among the divergences are the following: 

(a) there is a general scarcity of information in developing countries, and an 

even greater scarcity in the less developed areas of those countries; (b) in a 

country in the process of development, the modern economic base will be com- 

paratively small; changes are therefore likely to be relatively swift and 

radical, so that there will be more structural fluidity and the traditional 

assumption implied by the statement "all other things being equal" will be 

less valid; (c) the shortage of all entreprenurial, managerial, and technical 

personnel both in and out of government is one of the principal factors Impeding 

development. 

Because of these departures from the world of classical economics, the 

very existence of a regional policy may affect the location of some project?. 

For instance, an announced and publicized decision to develop some provincial 

centre may call the entrepreneur's attention to that centre as a possible 

location independent of the concrete steps taken to develop it, whereas if no 

centre were designated by the government, the entrepreneur would not know which 

location to choose in the provinces and would be more likely to settle in the 

principal cities.  If there is confidence in the constancy and efficacy of 

government action, a regional policy serves to reduce uncertainty in project 

analysis with respect to future structural changes in the economic picture of 

the country, and thus lowers the discount applied to expected returns to allow 

for uncertainty.  Since regional plans normally arc at the same time collections 

of information about the regions, they also serve to increase available know- 

ledge. Thus the regional plan will play a rolo in reducing uncertainty as to 

present conditions and future structural changes. 

This suggested effect of a regional plan is in some ways similar to the 

French concept of indicative planning; when diverse activities have common 

interests, it is sometimes sufficient to indicate a common goal, without the 

necessity of issuing commands or ffering special inducements-  If several proj- 

ects are about to be undertaken, son.1 by the government and others by private 

concerns, it may be assumed that, in the absence of a plan, some projects will 

be located in the principal city and some in the interior.  The designation of 

a growth locality may call to the attention of planners in these communities 

the possibility of coming together and taking advantage of mutually induced 

external benefits. 
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The benefits  that may be thus derived from the plan,   however,  do not 

absolve the government  from  its responsibility  for taking concrete action,   or 

from  the need  to study and  take  into account   the  complementarity of th^ weeds 

of the participating activities,   including government  investment   in infra- 

structure.    ' 

The establishment of a regional  plan meant  to play an  indicative role 

raises  a number of problems.     The  plan  itself will be drawn up   in an atmosphere 

of uncertainty and will probably have  to be frequently revised  as more is 

Learned about actual  conditions and opportunities.    The success  of the plan's 

indicative function,   however,  depends  to a large  extent  on the  confidence  of 

the participants  in  its stability and   in the government's commitment to reach 

the specified objectives.     If tnese objectives  change   frequently, the utility 

of the  plan as an instrument  to reduce  uncertainty will be   nullified. 

The shortage  of entrepreneurs,  managers and  technicians   limits the 

national capacity to collect and evaluate information.    The  recommendation 

that  decisions regarding  location be  taken only after a careful  examination 

of a multitude  of variables  is  not  realistic.     Alfred North Whitehead has 

observed:     "It   is a  profoundly erroneous truism,   repeated by all copy-books 

and   by eminent  people when they are making speeches,   that we   should cultivate 

the habit of thinking of what we are doing.     The  precise opposite  is the case. 

Civilization advances by extending the  number  of  important  operations which we 

can perform without   thinking about   them.    Operations of thought  are  like cavalry 

charges   in a battle - they  are strictly limited  in nu .ber,   they require fresh 

horses,   and must  only be made at   decisive moments."    Thus,   one  of the principal 

functions of regional planning may be  that of economizing energy.    This  is 

achieved by  indicating probable  decisions for certain classes   of projects and 

precluding other decisions.     The  plan may indicate what types  of industry may 

¿0/ Among regional planners, balanced regional growth usually means that all 
regions grow at the same rate, or that the slower regions grow faster to 
cat^h up with the more developed ones. It has recently been pointed out 
that the  "big-push" sectorally-balanced growth strategies  of Rosenstein- 
Roden and  others, which stress  the compi emfintarity of certain sectors, 
is   likely  to  result   m sharp differences   in regional rates  of growth,   with 
an emphasis  on  the more  developed centres,   thus   leading  towards greater 
regional   inequality,   and "unbalanced"  regional growth.     See W.   F.   Ilohman 
and P.  C.   Bhargava (1966)   "Balanced Thought   and Economic  Growth",  Economic 
Development  and Cultural Change,   July  issue.     In the  terms  developed above, 
balanced sectoral growth   is  oriented to   the goal of national growth,   and 
balanced regional growth to   the  goal of equalization. 
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pr-.> lor-t,  analyses  aro   earned   out,   their   joint   effects  and   their   long  range 

•'^¡•.eqiienres  will   n< t   be  ant LO I patod,   and   important   opportunities will   be 

missed   for   lark   of  awareness   of   larger   trends.     On   the   other  hand,   if   only   a 

general   analysis   is  made,   many   projects   may   have   disastrous  results   for  'avin/' 

overlooked   important   details,   or,   equally   important,   the   country  may   funi 

it colf with   excellent   general   policies,   but  without   concrete   programmer   or 
•v./ 

^pocilio  projects  to  give   substance  to   those   policies.-*7   In  short,   the   Lack 

>f   information   ¡n  specific   cases,   the   Lack  of  technical   personnel,   and   the 

rapidity  ..('  change   m developing countries make  the  application  of rules  of 

thumb,   general  guide 1 mes  and  policy all   the  more   necessary. 

Although  profound  changes  are certain   to  take   place   in  the  economic 

structure  of a developing country,   present  knowledge   is  too  tenuous  to   permit 

anything but  a guess  as  to  the  nature   of  these  changes.     Such  conjectures  are 

nec-ss try,   but  because  of  new   information and  the   fact  that  any   plan  i'or  the 

future   involves both  judgement  and  opinion,   regional   plans  tend   to be   unstable. 

It  must  be  re-emphasized   tha+   frequent   changes will   reduce  the   importance  of 

regional   policy  as  a  substitute   for  information,   but   undermining the  confidence 

• f  project   planners   in  the  validity  of  the  forecasts.     At   the   same  time,   as  new 

arni  more  detailed   information  becomes  available,   new  possibi '. it íes will   present 

themselves.     Thus,   there   is  a certain  contradiction  between  the   function  of   the 

plan  as  a  stabilizing element   and  the   logical   necessity   of continued   planning, 

feedback,   and  revision   m   the   light  of   increasing understanding.     There   is  no 

easy   way   to   solve   this   problem.-—J 

binoe   regional   planning both produces  and   substitutes   for   information 

' n   the  national   economic   situation,   they  play  a more   important   role as  a 

location   factor  f,r mature   industries   than   for   industries   that   are  getting 

under way.     As   the   latter   industries  are   still   uncertain  about   processes, 

relations   to  complementary   activities,   ami   other   factors  whiea   call   for 

irtptahility   rather   than   predictability,    they  will   continue   to   favour 

•''   "hi,'   vital   -oint   is   docilmente 1   ir.   A.   Watecston   \l')':'•'>)   be v-i 1 op-men t   PI arm l rig i 
I^SSH,s   oí'  Kx: oriente,    rohns  Hopkins   Press,   Pal timore,   Maryland. 

A   part ic ilari.v   interesting  discussi  >ri   of   the   rei it,i'.-n    ¡I'   :;<• i ont i f ; <•   know- 
ledge   and   trie   exigencies   <-f   the   actual   situation   in   regional   planning may 

.   H, r'r i e ¡mann   an i   V».   ." tohr '.ta' •s    if   Perional 
Science;      PI l'y   °i inning   in  Chile",   Papers   oí'   the   Regional   Science 
Association,   V >1.KX. 
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the   prinriple   cituïr,.     Thus,   the   influence   of regional  policy   per se as a 

location  factor will   be  strongest   in  the  middle  stages  oí' economic  take off, 

after   the  beginnings  but   le fore   maturity,   when the  patterns  have become clearer 

and   information   is   easier   to  obtain. 

In  conclusion,   tw •  general   points  must  be made   in regard  to regional 

policy  as  a   factor   in  the   location of   industry.     The   first   is  that,   in geogra- 

phic   terms,   economic   development  may be  viewed as  a  process  of  national 

economic   integration.     This means  eliminating  irrationalities   in   »he production 

ana  exchange   of goods  and   services  throughout  the  country,   overcoming ignorance, 

prejudice  and   inertia,   arni   facilitating  the  means  of  exchange  between different 
•4/ 

parts   ol   the  country.     '       In  this  respect,   it   is  necessary  to  take  into  account 

not  only  the  benefits   to   be  derived  from any  project   in terms   of production, 

or  >ven  the  external   effects  of   the  project  as  such,   but  also   its modernizing 

influence  on   tne   l.nr\a!   population and   the   important   role  it  plays  in   integra- 

ting  the   human  and   natural   resources   of   the   region   into   the   larger  fabric   of 

the  nation.     'Iherc   are no  quantitative   or  other scientific  methods  to evaluate 

the   trade-off between   the  economic  efficiency  of   a  project  and   its  long range 

effect   in   the  making  of a  modern   nation. 

The   scanni  and   final   observation   is   that   regional   planning  in most 

countries   is   done  by   the  executive branch  of the  government,   while budgetary 

and  sometimes   substantive  approval   is  given by  the   parliament.     The executive 

branch   is   usually   divided   into   functional   divisions,   such as  ministries.     The 

Legislative   branch,   almost   without  exception,   represents  territorial  divisions. 

lUnce  technical   planning   is   usually a   function of  the   executive  branch,   most 

national   plans   have   been   sectoral   plans,   nuore  or   less   formally   representable 

in an   input-output   or  some    -ther  social   accounts   table.     The   emergence   of 

nttional   regional   olarming   in   the   last   few  years   presents  a   formidable   problem: 

from   the   technical   point   of view,   planning   is   the   responsibility  of the 

executive   branch,   lut   inasmuch  as   it   involves  territorial  decisions  capable 

f  promoting  < r  h in lera r.t
r  growth,   it   is   of   immediate   concern  to   individual 

;ens. ! 1 tors.      It   is   clear-,   therefore,   that   regional   planning,    in contrast   to 

ra 1   111 an ri 1 r.,-r 
!   always,   he  disrupted   or  enriched  by   Local   preferences, 

whifovor   the   v'iovvs    ^f   pr .fessiona!   experts 

:"'b:ooa      I   i- 1 ;    "he   Theory    •:'   -Vonomi--   Integration,   R.   D.   Irwin, 
-• »    >'•••   •'•   h.   K.   rriednanr.   M  »''',)   Regional   Development   Pol.ay, 
.'.',     ' i"; : r 1 b'o .   Y'ics a 'li .se . t s . 
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2.      PROBLEMS OF DISTRIBUTION OF INDUSTRY IN THE 

UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS - THEORY AND PRACTICE 

By N. Nekrasov* 

Distribution of productive  forces   in the general  system of  planning 

In the  Union  of Soviet   Socialist   Republics  great   importance  has always 

been  attached  to  the  problems  of  the  rational  distribution  of  industry,  and 

one  of  the main  aims  of  Soviet   economics   is  to  find a  scientific   solution  to 

these   problems. 

The rational  distribution  of  the   forces  of  production cuts  down  production 

costs,   speeds  up  the  rate   of growth  of  the  national  economy,   and  makes possible 

a  proper economic  balance  among'the  various  regions  of  the  country.     The distri- 

bution  of  industry also  has a bearing     n  the  social  and  ethnographic   problems 

involving differences   in   living  standards,   in  urban development  and   in the 

social   structure   of the   natioualit íes  making  up  the  population   in  various  parts 

of the  country. 

From the  first years  of  its  existence,   the  Government  of the   USSR  pursued 

a  policy aimed  at  the  rapid  development   of the   former  national  suburbi-, of  pro- 

revolutionary  Russia by   developing their  traditional  branches  of   industry  and 

agriculture  as  well as   new   industries.     This development   of  the   national   repub- 

lics  has radically changed  their  economic and  cultural   outlook and   raised   living 

standards.     Even  before  the  war,   the  national   republics   of  the  USSR   had  been 

turned   from backward,   mainly  agricultural,   republics   into   prosperous   industria! 

and  agricultura1,   ones. 

By   I939,   basic   industrial   production  of  the   republics  • !'  Central   Asi 1   was 

19.S   times   the   level   of   Ie)?u-;   in   the   Kazakh   SSR   -   ??.'>   limes,,   in   Byelorussian   SS! 

-   12.6   times,   while  the   average   growth   rate   in  the   country   lor   the   saine   period 

vos   7-c  times.      By   1940  the  volume   of  gross   output   of   Large-scale   indus.tr;,   ha 

J_/     Academy   of   Sciences   of   the   'TSSR,   Council   for   Study   of   Productive   For 
Gosplan,   Moscow. 
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i r. -r-i'i:-«. ! .    •;-.'-'    i r.   '!•••    .  :   i-•   .W,    us   r .mpur-'d   t ••,   .'••';    i ''    tino;:    in   the 

Kir-'I.L',   SSR,     '•   .••   t-rK>s   ,,_   -(,_,,   M(1 ,rrKin   c/.'R,     -i   t Lrries   in   the   Arrn-mian   S"R   whio- 

?:.'>    r/nyi^-n   ^p^th   sate   in   th.>   Soviet    Mr]L,,n   was   ¡i.V   times. 

'!ho   npii    ir.iustrial   -if-vo ! rpment     d'   the;   ''m m   repuluc-   luid   a   firm   f. •an- 

dati -ri   tor   the   rise   in   living standards.     For  example,   the   voinmo   of   retai, 

trade  turn> VIT   por  head   had   increased   by   I'M0,   'is   compared   to-   1')1>J,    I1.'   time:: 

in   the  Kazakh   SSR,    l:--.o   timer,   in   the  Trani;'\'iuc;i:;ian   republics,    l( .?   tir.ee   in 

the   repulir:-   of   Central   A::ia.     During  the  Second   World  War  ani   cape.  • a i ly   in 

the   post-war years,   the   national   re puh! irr,  of   the   Soviet   Mm on  continued   this 

development,   tapping  vast   natural   resources  and   setting up  extracting and 

processing   industrie;:. 

industrial   .iev<-Inprnent    is,   first    >f  ;i'A   o   nnecte.i  with   the   vLime    ,f  rapit'u 

investments.     In  the  MSSH  as a whole,   the  volume  of  capitr.l   investments  per 

head  was   ?/}(!.'-   per cfint   in   lot:? as  compared  to   195°,   in the  Byelorussian  SSR 

-   Vi1,.]  per rent,   m  the  Kazakh  SSR -   VJ? per  cent,   in the  n^bek  SSR  - 

?7°.\ per  cent,    m  the   Lithuanian  SSR -   SOI.?  per  cent.     The  volume   of 

industrial   production  for   the  same  period  had  reached  „79  per  rent   in  the 

MSSR,   ÌV.   per  cent   m  the   Byelorussian   SSR,   US  per  cent   in  the  Kazakh  SSR, 

4M   per cent   in   the  Lit   uanian SSR,   3?1   per  cent   in   the Latvian  SSR. 

This  development   in  the  rational   republics has  been due  to  the  tremendous 

efforts  exerted  by  the  Soviet  State and  has  resulted   in  important  gams   in 

social as  well  as,  er momio   endeavours. 

Untier  the   conditions   of modern  society   the   problem  of   locating an 

enterprise   is   riot   an   isolated   fa"t;   extremely   important   social   and   economic 

• ms.e pioti-os  :;,ul,t   be   taken   into   t<-r0unt.     Planning   the  distribution   of  produc- 

! ! v<,   f'rT'ros   in   general   ana    industry   in   particular-   is   part   of   the   larger  problem 

!'   regional   planning,   vh u-h   u; primarily   concerned   with   raising  the   level   of 

w . 1-heirur   M'   the  population  of  this,  -r   that   region.     The   level   ,,f  well-being 

'•'    I'-lirit.M   by   the   extent   t . whio-h  the   needs   of   the   people  are   met,    the   needs 

'rt,:i''f'  'I'-pona    m   the   love!     ,f  er-mornie   development   as, well  as  on   social,   historic, 

ni';   m 1   and     t her  • •< .rid : t i • ms. 

In   i'valing  with   the   problem   •,!'  the   distribution  of  productive   forces   one 

• .'•    ail    like    in!        i •<•    ur *    t h'1   !    11   avi ng: 

1   ' ':'    :'    •"    r'»*:    '•!••     ¡istril  .' i    i.   ••}'   pr  duoti^n   activity   -.ver   the 
'    •' ' r.\ 's   'rrr-i'   - r \   !'r >m   Uie   p   !rj    .-.f   Vlr.w    ;f   -the   e<-,momie 

,-;•'• i    , ,->>-. ••,       f   * r:c   w!    1 e   ••   ur ' rv : 
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(h)   Fn-virib-n   fur  a  certain   ievei   >-f  we i L —be infr  of   the   pe-ple   in   t h « > 
I ifforent   regions   "!'   t-h»1   e ,untry. 

Thus,   \.  "•   'Titori   r;   of  effective   distribution  of   productivo   ï^rcev   in   Ihr 

Soviet   ''mon  cui   i       ¡''fined   \c   the   maintenance   of   i  Riverì  volume   of   production 

;'-.r   M".e   countrv   ai;   i  whole  at   minimum   t:ost(   and   the  achievement    >f  given   lovels 

-.f  well-being  for  regional   populations  during the   last   year  of  the   planned 

period.      ft   is  obvious   that minimum  cost   is  net  an  end   in  itself,   but   savings 

can  be  used   for   increasing the  growth  rate  of  the  country's  economy  and   for 

raising   living  standards. 

Theoretically   the   problem  of  planning would  presuppose  the  simultaneous 

letnrmination  of all   the  main  parameters  of  the  development  and distribution 

,>f   production   lf,tivity,   including every  enterprise.     in   this  case   the  criterion 

of  efficiency  would  be   the achievement   of  the maximum  of  personal  consumption 

throughout  the  country,   provided  a  number  of  conditions  of  nation-wide   ìmpor- 

t moe  were  observed.     However,   for  practical  purposes   it   is  necessary  to  solve 

these complex  problems  one by one. 

Two major   lines  of development   stand  out:     (a)   the determination of rates 

of growth and  proportions  of the  development   of  the  country's economy  as a whole 

and  of the rational   structure  of the branches of  the  economy;   (b)   the consider- 

ation  of  the  complex  of  questions  related  to  regional   planning.     In  other words, 

the  reconstruction of  existing enterprises and the construction of  new plants, 

agricultural  enterprises,   new  transportation   lines,   towns  and  the   like  are 

functions  of  the volume   of capital   investments   in every  given period.      In  turn, 

capital   investments  are  dependent   on   the  national   income  and  the  rate  of 

economic  growth. 

These two   lines   of development  are   in . -.Tdepender.   ,   but  the    î^es  of growth 

and   the  proportions  of  development  within  the <•   Jfre  econ      »are  to  be  determined 

first.     Then  comes  the  multi-sta^o  crocei::'    'I planning the  d: st '"2>ut ion  "'' Voduc- 

tion and   non-production activity   i or  every   . egion  of   ,.ne  count i-^ taking   u. o 
Et t » 

^     _..o .   .   es   in  t.      factors    vffooting       ctribution  as  well 

as   the  aims  of  regional planning.    - ' • 

Before  dealing at   lengt   itith   the met he ds       Iplanrnr     «Ari tor r¡    propor- 

tions  of  production,   it   \s  necesr ijr   to determine  how  "branch"  proportions are 

arrived  at   for  the   planned  period.     Theoretically   it   is   possible   to  determine 

optimal   branch   proportions  on   the   basis   of   i  ilv.uiii    model    ,\'   i r.t'-r-1 r; I v. t ry 

! alane".      However,    since   it   is   to-,   complicated   to   make'   such    i  mode!    it    present, 

» 



•'-.-    ••!-•!'. i í'i'M   "¡.¡.-Is   with    t   turn    irrvon   ,,f    lf:rr,r-, • ,,,„      f   i n i u s • r i. • s   irr   -nido 

í,:"   "   '''"••'    ir"   '-'•'' *i>  •«'   f'T   'ir, i i V;-I:,í*   tri!    !'   r-< as t i v.r   f.,t\ro   ¡,r-- -<• »--.:<• s    ,f    t ho 

'" '''   ':l^',,"',     ,:'   ,}-*'   "^i    'i'¡ 1   ee,,ne,my   but    r¡.,t    f,,r   making   rw. mum-nd il !, r,s   *.,,   I <• 

i '  '   -i' 'Ví* >>d   i nt   .   t he   ot -ft.-   prm. 

'•    '    '-••-,-'•'•'"   P --«-ri   !   T   'n«-   development       f    t h-   country's   i-on.^v    i :•   h,.:r i   .,t; 

",,l¡:'   :   !:lir'--   !'•''   *>'•'   ^"ptra'e   brur.ehes   .  ;     , nd us t r;, .     These   plms    UT   unified 

' '"   rn';r   '   '   ,!i*'    •'•'- r-il l.Y   Ptinne-i   t-lr>rts   which   take   into    teeount    1 he   trends 

,r   '••   '•'•'•-^   pr-.^iv-i-ü   -mi   .<r,:-irr   a   b--tter   p.-irt,  ltl   s.tr,Curo;    but,    f,rst   •»„! 

"      ';'í.    th      pbirs    'h.vr.•(;!-,'(>:•   must,   he   lr.Uí-ht    int   ,   tal ir,ce. 

Detai led   plans   t'-r   Ihr   dove 1, .pme nt    of    ; h«- 

M.   t . r   a   *'i -.-o-y,.-,,.   •,, 

r   development    of   th.-   country's   ee -nomy    is.ua 11,\   are 

A;'   rvpf-M rri' <     .-iow;-,   wh-r:   ploran,"   t h«-   disinibì- 

11   r'    ''*   Pf'-lui-t iv.-   r.r-.-.-i-,    i:    is   nmr:-:-,r,v    t   ,   pàm   f »r  u   ter,   1.   f i iMofin  .ye.ar 

1'"n  "¡    l1    loi:,t    in,i   r"r   •>•   ''till    longer   period   whcr.  do termi ri i ng   lino;-   and 

parameter:;   for  the   utilisation ,f  natural   roi-ourren.     Plans   for   that    length 

)1'   t.me,   however,   cannot   be  as  ,1ct.-ii loci   as   dvo-ycr  plans.     That    L3  why   they 

appo ir  moT-e   like   long-term  economic   forecasts. 

(Vi   the  basis   of   the:-o   long-term   forecasts,   detailed   five-yea-   plann   for 

the  distribution  of   productive   Vorr.es  are   made.     They  are   part   of   the   over-all 

State   five-year  plan   for   the  development   of   the   national   economy. 

The   Council   for   Dtudymg  Productive   P'orcea,   affiliated   with   the   USSR 

S* ..te   Pl'-ming Committee,   is.   responsible   for   drafting   these   long-term   foreran. 

W   rk   or,   the  general   plan   for   „he  development   and   distribution  of   productive 

r"n',;i'   "''   Ul"   "GSK   r'jr   1he   l,or'L')(l   I'Ml-L'^C   ha¡-  been   aider  way   for   come   time. 

!hv   Ived   in   this  work   are   hr.n.iro.in    d'   resoarm   and   deigning   imtitub   •   of 

van.-.ii-   bran-hes    ,f   industry,   the   ec norme    institutes   of   the   Academes   of 

â     ^¡enees   of   the   'an on   republics,   department s   and   branches   ,,f   the   MCCR   Ac idomy 

r  -•'"'''•«^-   i"   the   regioni-   of   the  Rucian   Zuvio.t   I-edcrativo   <¿  -inlii-t   Republic, 

planning   v.mmittonn   of   the  economic   regioni-   of   the  RUF3H  and   the   Ukrainian 

The   work   on   the   "general   plan"   has   not   y,t   been   completed,   bat   the 

 !l "j    !':''"-i'   principien   on  which   it    i o   f-u-od   ;ind   the   -oint   research   expori- 

-i--r   -f   »ho   hundred:-   of   ;-, •. ent i id c   i m-t i t ut ! oris   involved   are   of  considerable 

i n t eres t . 
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'   i ì '•' t i. .ri  <•r   untiti   data   for  making  up   the  ¿renerai   plan 

Thi-   t'^r i!   ryrtem     f    :rriíi i sa t ¡    n   and   the   mam   pr i n" i p 1 er   used   in 

|'!'il"T-itin,"   th<-   f'n'Til   piar,   t'-r   the   nove!   pmont    and   • 111-1 r-1 l-u t i . .r.    >f   pr>d -i*-1 i ve 

t'-r-cer   of   the   USSR   fa-   the   p'TMini    1 o'/l-p rao   incìuio: 

(a)   Determination    if   potential   rate;-   ni'   growth   arni   proportions   of 
dove lopnient   of   the   branch"!-,   of   the   economy   and   of   a   number   of 
general   economo   parameters   showing  the   i-onntrv'::  ma o>r   target;-   f,,r 
the   plinned   per'!  )d ; 

(VO   Defining  the   liner,   of  development   of  the   brancher,  and   sub-branches 
of   industry,   agriculture«,   transport  and   of   the   non-pr"duet ion 
sphere   fo-   the  whole   country; 

(c)   Determination  of   economically   expédient   proposals   for  dev" lopment 
of  the  economy   of  the   union   republic-,  and   separate   economie   regions 
with   a  'piani i •-it i ve   estimate   of   the   main   parameter;-   of   production 
and   n in-pr-oduct i o,n   activity. 

The   first   round   of  this   research  war,  earn od   out   by  the   Council   Í or 

Studying-   Productive   Forces   in  conjunction  with   the   central   economic   instituter, 

of   the   country.     The   results  wore  made  available  to  those  engaged   in making up 

the  general   plan an  guiding  points-  to  be  defined  more  accurately   in  the  process 

if   investigation. 

i'llahoratiun of  the  parts  of  the general   plan according  to 
branches  oí' the  economy  and   regions 

On the basir, of the initiai data, research and designing institutes of 

the ministries and the HCT/? Academy of Sciences elaborated several versions 

of the plan for the development and distribution of the various branches of 

the   economy.     A  plan   for  the   use   of  water  resources   was also  made. 

Economic   instituer,   of   the   republics  and   institutes  of  the  branches   of 

industry  worked  out   their  own versions  of  the  general   plan,   making use  of 

initial   data and   plans   for   the   development  and  distribution  of branches   of 

the  economy. 

['reparation  of a  summarized  general   plan 

At   +his  point   the  Council   for  Studying Productive  Forces must  make  a 

summary.     Scientific   and   technical   conferences  are   held  with   the   Union  repub- 

lics  and   in  the  ministries  of  the  branches  of   industry with  a  view  to defining 

rational   proportions   for   the   long-term  territorial   economic   development   of   the 

c ; untry . 



••'••'   •'.'.:''•'">     '''      r-'ira .:: r».g   w.u'k   t  •   make    ;p   the   (.   .peral    p 1 in   pe f Loe te   .-. ;•' t; 

":• ' K    :    .,-"i'!.    • r.   "p4 .'    • 't. '• rr. i '.:•"  tp<     !'!•. i! :  u,.'   U' t.w .•>.   i. • : i   ni!    i:,i   »a.-    .-, i, 

p- i  i r r. i r..-",    : :  11. • h    i ». :   cu' i    r.'i i     i ppr , r di- " '   4  '   1 /i'1    i i :' t r i 1 at L   >t í   of   p r   .; u t . v • 

''    •••-.;•    ir.:    ' '.• •   •• ' i '     • • !    :•'• ¡ ''t.( '•    ic:   l'i'iT'iT'h. 

V'-p'-M'-rv''   h i.'   ctcwr.   tint   the   branch   'tppr-. .'i.-h   t.-   trio   distribution  of 

•••n ,(''•<•   "t t iTpn :•< •:•    i .•   ins;!'!'o  icnt.      For   ex imple,   from   the   n-urit   nf  vcw    d 

' •""'   '-'-"fi'/r,     d    i   bruneh    »f   industry   it    might   be  cftV'icnt    t.-    b-eut'-   powrr- 

,r;.¡   wit.rr-'--.r::-ííMI nr   initcrprü'c;'    ir'   the   Kuropoun   regions   -f    the   MCÜH.     However, 

.'¡"•'"i   • t¡'    p ' i n t   .,!'   view   of   pozioni!  nccnomj-   the   oppetute  might   be   the re,     The 

'•   aiduc"     !'  .•í.r'ip   fuel,   jkiwi'i',    uni  w'iter   ¡n   the cu-ten:   pegeuis    d'   l.he    !L3o!; 

"'•'"•'    i1   <'vp(>.¡ ; ,-t.'     t       ¡..e-pe   p   wT'-c   nsu'in h,,"-   enterprises    UKTI
1
.       l'ho  "irthcis 

:     ;  r '':•'••    ¡r: i    '' '.'">    '   ' :    P    oci C     • !'   t |;c    . ï i i - •. r • i l > .1 ' i. • • r ¡      í'    I (|.I  u' t r;,'     . r< 

'.' irt her    u¡    l fi   ! h i s    i ft i <• 1 <• . 

ri;' i .liw. 

The   study  und   planning of   the  distribution ol'   industry    IL-   elaborated  to 

produee  Urtai Ici   resets,    including  the    I (.cut i on of   ¡."ingle   enterpriser und 

their   spec pul i .', it. LUI.      Ir.   analysing   the   d i s1 r L h A. i >n   of   branches   .if   industry, 

" i;e   appi i 'a', mi    >f   o c , ,. ,; , , , • muthematr-aL   methods,   past i •• i i ¿ir Lty    the  mein JUS  of 

i I no ir   pr 'gpummi ng,    has   pp-ved   valualle. 

fri   Ilio   'IL;ì;R  und    ibroad  there  ure   man.y   publication::  dealing  with   the   laws 

l!'   Ui"  «i i :-t r-i but i r .n   . d'   branches   of   i rid art r,y .      On  the   luiui'   of   ;-,Ueh   studies of 

'"''    lo.-hrro   '..'e-e   e.,off i e ionts    if  consumption   of  raw  materials,    of   the   fuel 

li: :   I' •'•"'''   '-oiiir-eu   per-   unit   ..f   produrle,    and   of   the   weight    ratio   between  end 

!"'    i i'1-'    mi   .-or-tuir.   o   rt    far top-,   it    i ;•     bviou;;   that   pern uccr .•   of   end   products 

"''"    » M i'i '   r,¡   '  .   »ho   .•   upi'ri-     f   raw  material,   fari   and   centre;:   of   popi; [at i on. 

'•'*'' •'    l^'   s!  id i-o   rnve   been   'nude   of   rurh   factor;;  as,   change:-    in   production 

''"•"'•'   'in«    to   spcau l i:-,uf ¡   -ri and    mcreai-.e   in.   t eanr.poptat ion   oo;-t:-   f.u I lowing the 

•"r"wi h  "r  V' •"hictiori.      in   thoi-e   oa Leu Lat i ora;   the drive  to   out   down   to a minimum 

,hr   ''•'••l-'    '•'  ¡»r'ciuetion   und   transportation   (while meeting   tho   demand;; of  the 

cHitp.v     tii;-   been   lakiui   ac   the   oriterion   or   effieioney. 

11   s.fiou.d  be   rioted   that  the   number   of   proponila   for   ttie.   development  of 

oxirtin,     ind   t fie   cmt, rue t [on  of   new  enterprise;:   in  various   part;;   od'  the  ÜSCH 

u'   •' '   »irVTp   ttit,   ur   a   rule,   it   it;   impossible   to make  a  comparative  study  of 

'•'«''f   !'»• ici 1 i ! i t;.   man ;a 1 itv.     Neve i'tho less,   experienced   economists  and  engineers 

d'I.-,   l'in.¡   coiti- r:s   sinniar   to   the    .ru;;-   mude   by   the   computer. 
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I ri   th.-   ^'¿Zìi,   computer  programming   it;  widely   used   for   solving   the  problems 

'•!'  eptimal   development   and   the distribution   of   the  branches   ol'   industry.   "The 

•an try  han  a   long  experience   in   finding  optimal models  l'or   development  and 

11 st ribut hii   l'or   such   1 ndur.tr ion  as:      chemical,   fuel,   cement,   foresi,   pulp 

md   paper,   machine   building and   others.      Some   success  has  also  been  achieved 

in  developing  corresponding models   for   agriculture. 

The achievement   of  the  optimal  development and  distribution  of a branch 

d'   industry   through  computer programming  ensures considerable   improvement   of 

'he  plan as   compared   to  versions made   without   using mathematical   programming. 

•lanital   investments  and  current  expenditures   on production and  transport  are 

reduced  approximately   ll>  to  20 per  cent. 

Kaeh   industry    is  connected   in  numerous  ways with others,   and   the  various 

versions of  development   and  distribution   influence the other   industries, 

directly  or   indirectly.     Thus,   it   is   imperative  that  the  optimized   industry 

should  be  taken  out   of a more general   complex  of which  it   is  a  constituent 

part.     At  the   came   time,   the branches   of  the   country's economy  with which   it 

has  developed   the  most  ties  should  be   similarly  treated. 

The optimal   version  of the  development  and distribution  of an   industry 

er a  few  industries  (the  optimized  system)   includes  the developing  or modern- 

ising  of existing  enterprises and  the  building of new ones,   determining the 

volume and   range   of  manufacture and  marketed  goods and the   technology to  be 

used,   and the   transportation and  use   of  produce,   including  l'oreign  trade.     All 

there   factors   enable  the   system  to achieve  for a given period   the  maximum 

value,   which  means   obtaining maximum  results  with the  smallest   possible 

expenditure   of   labour and  material. 

The  optimal   version  for the  development   of the  system   is  chosen from 

among the  proposals  that  meet  the   imposed   restrictions.     These  restrictions 

include:     the   original   state  of  the   system,   available resources  (raw materials, 

power,   labour,   capital   investment),   demand  for goods   including  the   possibility 

el'   interchange,   tics  existing among the   elements of the  system,   and  conditions 

for  the  transport   of raw materials and   end  products. 

In defining  restrictions,   the  rates  of   consumption of  raw  materials,   fuel, 

power,   labour,   the   equipment  used and  anticipated advances   in  technology  must 

be considered. 
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: he   rcí'üll;'   of   the   calculations   made   by   eomput or;-    ire   not   used   as   a 

••opl'-te    in,i   final   pl'in   l'or  the   development   ar.d   d is tribut i on   of ;in   industry. 

:•/• pert s   in   the   industry   involved   :md   ecoriometr it- ian;;   conduct   a  thorough 

'•y ni i n;it i on   ol'   the   computer   results;. 

'I1-   ensure   a   greater  decree   of   reliability,   the   correct rioss   of   the   optimal 

pi'"'   ."h -ubi   be  doubLe  cheeked   m   cine   the   ordinili   information and   restr Let Lons 

•f   »he   problem   should   undergo  certain  change;-.     At   this   stage,   the   elements   of 

'i.e   system   incorporated   in   all   versions   of  the  plan   should   be   identified   and 

í'ivni   first   priority  ,-it   the   implementation  stage. 

Although   the  branch approach   to  the  distribution  of   i mi ur. try   ensures 

fas.am 1;.   ue,-u>-,!o   results   within  the   chosen   set   of   restrictions,    it   is   not 

¡'  i'-'ibLe   t  ,    is.-ero airi  the   restrictions   themselves  by   branch  analysis.     An 

intor-industry   regional  approach   is   needed. 

Lot   us.  assume  that  the  calculations  for  the development  and  distribution 

•>f   iLght   Lndustry   show that  a  number  of  enterprises  should  be   located   in  Siberia, 

It   is  aiso   known  that   labour  available   m  Siberia  is   limited  and   that   it   is 

rust   effeo^iveLy   employed   in  the  coal,   oil  and gas   industries,   power-consuming 

enterprises   of   the   non-ferrous  metal   industry,   the  chemical   industry,   logging 

• perai, ion-,  and  wood   processing.     Drawing  off  some  of  this   labour  force  into 

light   industry  may  reduce  the  volume  of  production  in  these  highly  efficient 

industries.      bringing  i.i new   labour  from  other  regions would  create major 

expenditures,   exceeding the  economic  efficiency gained   in  the   light   industry. 

'¡•wovor,    m   some  Siberian  towns  female   labour may be  available.     To provide 

employment   for  these  women,   it  may  be  necessary to  construct   enterprises  of 

light    industry.     Thus  by  a  thorough  regional,   interregional,   and mter-mdustry 

vsis  the  amount   of  labour  IV r  the  development  of   light   industry  in Siberia ana 

w"uld be determined. 

ouch analysis can be applied to prove the expediency of using the cheap 

fue! and power resources of Siberia or the water resources of the European 

pirt . .f the country for locating an industry, or of using effectively the 

Oxid mg infrastructure of towns when locating enterprises. 

The social and economic consequences of the distribution of industry in 

/•me ureas ire not takin into consideration with the branch approach, for 

>'vi"!ple, the possibility of creating disproportions between the spheres of 

Mp;i'--i!! o  I' ::iuio uni iemale lit our, <-<..,v;;ie growth of certain towns, air 
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in.)   water   pollution  and   other   factors.     So the   solutions  to  tho   pr.blem   of   the 

development   and  d istnbut i on   of   industry arrived   at   on  thin  pro noi pio   require 

.-onr.ifler.ibln   regional  norrontir^  even   if aithemat irai   programming  hai-   been  used 

Experience  shows that   to   une   optimal   models   for   the  extracting  and   pro- 

cessing  industrien   is expedient   to  varying decrees.      For ex traet i i,g   industries 

-•T  industries  producing a   limited   range  of heavy   goods,   computer  programming  is 

st   effective   in  choice   of   location  because   of   tho   specif i-  conditions   of 

production   in  these   industrien.     The   location  of  enterprises  of  these   industrie; 

is  usually  associated with   large   deposits of minerals  or forest   resources,  hut 

transport   facilities are also  a  determining factor.     The demand   for  the  produce 

of  these   industries can be  defined  with great  accuracy  m  some   regions.     Thus 

the  solution   to  the problems  of   the  development   and   distribution  of   the   fuel 

industry as  a whole and  its  branches  (on the basis   of  the  optimal   fuel-power 

balance),   of  cement,   lumbering and  some  other   industries can be arrived  at 

with   the help  of  linear models.      Such models were   used   in drawing  up  plans  for 

the development of the economy  of  the USSR. 

In processing  industries   such  factors as  skilled   labour,   research 

facilities  and  scientific  personnel,   infrastructure,   urban development,   and 

the  creation  of   industrial   centres,   are  of great   importance.     However,   the 

wide  range   of goods manufactured  by  these  industries   is difficult   to  account 

for   in  the  models of development   and distribution.      Such models,   therefore, 

must  be  thoroughly analysed,   especially  from the   regional  viewpoint. 

Industries that  produce  goods  to be     onsumcd   entirely within  a  major 

economic  region are grouped  together.     They  inc'ude   industries  producing 

various  kinds  of foodstuffs  and  building materials.      It   is,  possible   to   solve 

the  problems   of their optimal  distribution within  a   region by mathematical 

programming,   and the  results  received are of great   practical valu»;. 

Plans   for the  distribution  of  industry  should   begin with a   thorough 

economic  and   technical analysis   of the distribution   of  enterprises  of   branches 

of the   industry.     The pL-ns  may   have  to be altered   on  the basis  of  a   regional 

analysis,   which  often reveals   the   need  for substantial   changes   in   the   plans,   for 

the  development  and  distribution   of processing   industries 

In  the   Soviet   Union,   the   theory and  practice   of   the   rational   distribution 

of  productive   forces   is based   on   the   need  to  establish   economically   effective 

production   in   the  different   territories  of the   states.     Usually   the   territory 

•f    i   region   or macro;;one  has   specific   economic,   demographic,   or     ihor   condition: 

1 
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••"    '  >•'•'••    ' •'   '       •""'      p'ime   :•    1 *• i    m-    !'   r   t ine   cor, .mp-    ievi  .pm^rt      ('   * he 

''"'•'' '    • .'•    -r'",--i    n     r   m e-r . ; uie      t-'i^niim'   !      t ' :•   • • • • ri< i i t. i -. r: i-   -in.!    i t c   er   n- m >. • • 

;    '<rTiu.    !'   v   ?'"•    !<-•/(•;   pnerU      1'   pr>durtave   !' ^rver.      Pitch   re,~!    n     r   :H;KT ^,'jrio 

I ••   'ir:   :r.*r-.r::-;       pir'      !'   t ho   "ntire   -.-untry    ic   i   rvfilt   ...*'   üUM ,; li,.n¡    Ull¡ 

-.''f'"'.'"!    r. i.   ">•   r;   "lp-   t i Oí- .      A    puant i tut ive  ^r-wth     •{'   enterprise:-    md   prouue- 

t .i   -t.    \.;t.|'i*    it.   -h'1  wteie  country   'imi   in   the   refio'i:'   effeo+e   + ho   i^üit itiv1 

chirles    i n   tri f.-   tern t   rial   proportions   of   or'^vfuc   development. 

nne      r   t.h..   -n.-.-t   imp  rtant   Line:-    if   research   in, the   eoviet   Union   endeavojr 

•"      ••:-t'ti lieh  ir. inomi'-'i i Iv  effective   pr oport i ons   for the   European   irci   of   the 

"•ÏA'Ai   m-, i   the   eastern   part  "f  the   country.     The  main problem::   associated   with 

'ht-   V. ir   pei':   urei      r    i<>ve ! opmrnt   uro: 

(  l     ':      [<    vice   'he   ee.rioniy   .if   the   European   repueuis   with   fue i   und   power 
lí-   mi mm ¿m  <•   s*   ty   rnuk i np  maximum   use   of   existing  power'   resouroes 
if.i      M-ii run,.-   !'irr>'   supplies   of   power   fr.m   the   eastern   retors; 

\\      T.    change  pruduully   tue   structure   of   industrial   production  with  u 

view   to   in'Tr.-isurif;   the   ¡-.hare   of   the  process, i ne;   industry; 

(e;    l'o   level op  a   system  cf  economic   ties between   lar-,   m<viiun    md 
• .:n ! :    * • wns. 

"•"x1   'nur,      i    (olivo;'   with   respect    t >   the   eastern   r-. ^u.rn;   uro : 

(i'   '•      >. nharoe   graduali;,    tut   ii rus.1 i o i i ly   the   role   of   the   eastern   re^Kins 
in   inc.    level   pment     .f   (tie   o   unirò's  "er.norny ; 

''!      '•'     '•;•'  ii ; li-f,    ì   etru'Mre     .f   ìndus'riul   prod Uo t i on   tha*   make:-   the 
!l,o     '-'^   (if   the   natural   uei   eronomio   eor.Uiti  >ns   of   the   eastern 

'•'V"i    ':•'     •   i    ilro  cr:.   ire:-   t. tie   optimal   to   onici L   arni   economic   results 
!'   the    i"vel    pment       f'   sp.   MU.'sed   brunches   of    indurir;    (ei'peoioii'y 

p   w   ••-(•• r i. -1 I;T : i : :-,   no',-f'rM--, . u-   ;n(»t ti   and    'hemic il    i ndus! r: tu-.) ; 

I"'   '.      ! M'   ri"W   lernt   «.(i:'   hiving   i urge  deposits   of   v<< i ou¡:   minerais 
mo   nut  ic i i    re:  júreos. 

'orrit    r'i    ;    pf   p   i"f i ais    '¡'   fne   es--inerme  ueve 1 opment   of  the   European  and 

,a''""h   r,'íri   r•'      '    it,o    ¡LIUR  nave;   t'lM-r:   Riverì   first   priority  and   the   territories 

!'    ' n«'   ''ri ; or    repui  i i -••-,    ;-ec.,nii . 

"•i'n   terri t.-rau L   planning   ef   t tie   deve 1 .ornent   of   the   predictive   force:;   of 

'';':     lll'",,;   reputi üu:   : :-;   effected   vy   trie   jtate   ularinm^  committees  of   the 

r'U' il ' i !'c .     'I tie   ii'i'nf'"ii,   pi inruu-   and   the   piaimin^    >f   the   development    ,f 

!"""i;<,;'      '    i', i i:" r-y   tike   irU.      i -c    it,'    toth   'ne   întere-tr      f   tti<:   Union   repuh- 

'•'    1,; ;    ' '•'     irtcr-,-;-t       f   tin-   L'.. v:e'    o..,   ,tl    ,¡     twìo'ìf».       p .,.   L-.r. i.iy   p,irp,  ^( r 

':    '     !.;•,!   ,     -o    ir-e    •   molerei   t.   ¿'eher   u'e.rdin,"   to   their'   nut'irai   c-uidi- 

:'   :    : "   • P'    ' ' •'   '    r-   e.-   ;.   .ii :   •    .,..-.. ;. .p..:,..o ,      ( v¡ ; + , ,,   r.-,; Jo ,, •<• (    r,,;, tp ; , ,,,.   ..  r 

' " !       o' -  i,       '" it.- ' i i'"i:' i ir.   "eput ! : ••:• . '      The   pr .1, ! eme   of   ec .num.'   deve i opment 

' : ''       '       !    ' 'U   i!  ' '''•'    ' r"    '!''r'.   o'ni.'i:'.      Y   v   i ne t mo e t    t he   t, ¡ ¿h   ¡ r.,i i;-1 r L i ; 
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t.y    í n   Fis ' • n i i,    !,i!vn,     ir;, 

' ' erm 1 íiC;-    í '. 1Î •IV<¡    p    L'i' 1 \  i I 1 ' 1 i-;'    t 

-, in ••-•tin i lera! le   gr )Wt:¡ 

• r i * -   ropub 1 i !•;•   • .f   ('entra.   Ani   mak";-   i 1   nc i\;íury 

'he   \>i-. <<•'-• v.:-\nr   indir, try   i'i   'he     ver-il 1   struotur 

i'^atiu   fri;-   i «MI   t,    high   emp.  -y ment   wh i • • ;, 

T'   1 ""il ir^   indis try   there.      on   the    .(her 

[i ¡¡tu ; at i"í¡   ir¡   'in1   '. rar.seauoar íar.   rnpu; 1 i •;•   ar; i 

•   i ricreare   1 he i v   rh ire      ; 

'í'  e<- Tí .mi >•   pr. -li-ii-1 i TI. 

Third   priority    ir   a,'--, .rae.i   the    i arpe   ecnomie   regi   >ns   •. 1'   the   l'nmn 

republics.   v.'hich   cover   vast   ireu;.      F-r   instance,    m   the   HC FL'H   there   -ire   ten 

regions:      Centrai,   Contra L-H lack   Coil,   '/.  iga-Vyatsk,   fJorth-Wes tern,   N'rth- 

o'aaeasian,   Povdzru-ki   (land   along   the  Volga  river),   Urai,   West-Siberian, 

Mast-Gibenari,   ami   Far   Pastern.     'I'he   Ukraine  han   three   ecorcmic   region;-.. 

Aptrt   from   three   there  are   district,   regi.mal,   arri   .-it;/   pUniiirig  IüIIK-L; 

rerpmsib 1 e   for   the   f""!,'.mi.'   development    ol    certain    incur. 

Territorial   eronr-ic   proposions  dete-rnne   the   inter-indus.try   (vortical) 

tnd   interregional   (horizontal)   economic   tier,,   depending   on   the   specialized 

economy   of  the   zones,     inion   republics,   economic;   regions  and  districts.     The 

division  of  the  country   into  eco.n >mic   regions makes   it   possible   to  select 

economi,-ally   simiiir  territories,   to  ,ompile  sittisties  and   to  set   up accoun- 

tancy  for  each   taxonomi.e  unit.     This   information  constitutes   the basis,   the 

main  tool   for  an  efficient   and   prof rand   technical   and   economic   analysis   of   the 

o.ptima!   development   of   the   economy   of  each   region,   keeping   in  mind   the   turrets 

for  the   country's  development   a,     i   whole. 

I'!   analysing the   terr   i.   nal   pr >¡crt ¡ ,,nr   -O'   ecrcr-ue   development,   the 

group   location   of   industriai   enterpriser   (industrial   f.-ntrn;;)   and   the   bine 

principles   lor-   economic   leve 1 opinent   of   new   territories   are   of   principal 

s igni fi canee. 

An   inducala!   cerere   >- yrr.pv i-re.-  a  ^v.^     .1'   i ntorc nr,-et ed    i nd et ,-i a ! 

enterprises   locatoci  withm   a comparât,-ely   smali   area.      The    ;onoentrat ion   of 

industry   in   some   point,"  (towns)   and   m   urban agglomérat i TV    -of loots   the 

tendency   to   increase   economic   efficiency    .f  production   by   creating  a   unified 

infrastructure   (transport,   power,   water'   <-, mmanicat i TIS,    residential   districts, 

.• ^   lai   servi -or   and   th..   like).     un   this   basis   Large   pet r.'-herr. i c-t 1   complexes 

raving o   diversified   chemical   pi' -d uc t re,     e   ir    ,  a rri   . t<-ei   w   cko   with   'oke- 

herr. Lc-il   production,    large   rn.achine   'caldinr   "   mtleXe.-    tei      tn,,r..   .-tr,   be   ret,    ¿i. 

The   optimal   econ-Truc   stricture      !    ¡no etc •h . .i ¡e termi ne 

• i r,c ipa . !;;   on   t.he   bar is      ft he   pou 
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branches  of   industry  over  the  national   territory and  the  plane  for the  rational 

economi:  development  of each  economic   region. 

The guiding principle   for  determining  the  structure  of  an   industrial  centre 

is  to   limit   the  range  of  possible  industrial   enterprises  to   those   for which 

development   is  expedient   in  the  given  economic  region whic^  allows a sharp 

reduction   in  the range of enterprises  to  choose from.    This   imposed restriction 

is based on  the hierarchical arrangement  of the system for  solving the problems 

ol' the  territorial  planning of the  industrial  centres (structure  of tha country's 

economy;  of  the Union republics). 

After determining the  structure of an  industrial centre,   a  specific 

problem remains with respect  to the gru up distribution of  industrial enter- 

prises within this given centre.     In the  USSR there are dozens of specialized 

territorial-designing institutes affiliated with the USSR State Committee for 

Construction which are experienced in designing industrial  centres. 

Group distribution of enterprises reduces current expenditures and capital 

investments and permits more effective  use of the infrastructure and auxiliary 

and servicing establishments.    The following are the most   important factors 

accounting for this reductions 

- A unified system of transport and storage facilities for all 
enterprises} 

- A unified system of heating,   sewerage and water supply; 

- Interlocking of enterprises,  buildings and installations; 

- A single system uniting repair shops,  tool rooms,   stock,   container- 
manufacturirg and  other auxiliary  shops that cater  to the  needs of a 
group of technologically similar enterprises; 

-"Narrowing the industrial ttrritory; 

- Unified construction facilities; 

- A unified system of housing and municipal services. 

The amount of savings  in current  expenditures and capital  investments 

depends on the kind of enterprises making up the group.     It   is important to 

select enterprises that can co-operate  on the auxiliary production level as 

well as on the basic production  level. 

The data  on planned group distribution  shows up tc If   per cent reduction 

of capital   investments and   10-20 per cent   reduction of current expenditures 

compared to  the corresponding figures of an isolated distribution of 

enterprises. 
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Reduction  of investment and   expenditures,   however,   is not  the   only 

advantage gained from the group distribution of enterprises.     Of great and 

ever-increasing importance   is the creation of conditions that  will  advance 

progress in  technology,   management and  efficiency of production,  and attract 

skilled   labour and  engineers and   scientists.     Planned  group disti ibution 

establishes a  firm  policy  to prevent the   overgrowth of urban  agglomerations 

and the unfavourable consequences   stemming from it. 

The analysis of the group distribution of enterprises Bhould be coupled 

with an elaboration of the general concept for the development of urban and 

rural  settlements in a given region.    Often this point may be  the most impor- 

tant one in deciding on localities where  new  industrial centres are  to be 

developed and  existing ones extended.    This,  however,   does not apply to 

industrial centres directly engaged in the extraction and primary processing 

of mineral resources. 

For the past 50 years new powerful  industrial complexes-developed in the 

Soviet Union have determined the character and  lines of industrialization of 

the country.     Such complexes include the Ural-Kuzbas and KhiMni,  oil producing 

regions along the Volga and the Ural rivers,  Norilsk, Gazly and Mangyshlak, 

the Angara-Yenisei  industrial complex.     The Pechora and Kursk region, with its 

magnetic anomaly, and many other regions have united into a wide system of 

industrial centres.    New industrial zones have appeared in the republics of 

Central Asia and Kazakhstan,  in the Ukraine and the Transcaucasian republics, 

in the Baltic  republics and Byelorussia. 

The Soviet Union has grown economically mainly because of the intensified 

economic development of new regions with a high concentration of natural 

resources.    This characteristic  feature  of the industrial development has 

established the country's modern raw material and power potential,  ensuring 

high growth rates of the economy.    Eacr.  five-year plan has served aj the basis 

for the economic development of new regions. 

The Soviet Union has recently entered a new stage of all-round economic 

development of territories possessing large deposits of minerals and natural 

resources.     In the Furopean area in the centre of the country, a  large centre 

for producing  iron ore ìB being developed on the basis of the magnetic anomaly 

in the Kursk  region.    A new oil-producing region is appearing in Byelorussia, 

and in the northwestern area of the Timano-Pechora region large oil, coal and 

gas deposits  and timber resources are being developed. 
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It   is  m the east,  however,   that  the scope  for the development   of new 

regions  with a high concentration  of natural resources   is the greatest.     In 

the southern regions  of Siberia,   which can boast  of agreeable natural and 

climat in  conditions,   two  large territorial-industrial   complexes,  the  Sayan and 

Low-Angara complexes,   are being  developed. 

The  Gayan region,  which   lies   south of the Krasnoyarsk area,  possesses 

large  economic hydropower resources,   coal deposits  in  the Minusinsk basin, 

large deposits of various minerals and raw materials  (mangarese, molybdenum, 

titanium-magnetite ores,  natrium chloride,   limestone,   phosphorites,   nephelines 

and others) as well as timber resources and arable  land. 

A  combination of favourable  natural conditions and resources,  available 

labour,   and a comparatively well developed transportation network foster the 

development of a new industrial-agricultural complex  ir. the Sayan region.     As 

the generation of power forms the basis of such a development,  construction 

of the Sayano-Shushenskaya hydropower station with the capacity of 6.3 million 

kilowatts is under way.    The composition of the Sayan economic complex,  now 

under development,  was defined in general by the Council for Studying Productive 

Forces  in conjunction with other research, designing and planning organizations. 

Besides  the Sayano-Shushenskaya and Mainskaya hydro-power stations,   coal-fired 

thermal  stations will be built to make use of the Minusinsk coal basin.    Large- 

scale,   power-consuming production of non-ferrous metals and alloys,   ferro-alloys 

and high-grade  Bteel,   phosphorus,   chlorine and their compounds and artificial 

and synthetic fibres  is foreseen.     The machine-building and auxiliary and 

servicing industries  in the total  complex will be proportionate.    It  will 

probably take ten to  fifteen years to put the plans of the Sayan complex into 
practice. 

The  Low-Angara region,  an area of over 300,000 square kilometres,  is 

comprised of the territory along the Low-Angara river and the  land in the 

middle  part of the Yenisei river.     A great complex of power-consuming indus- 

tries can be developed there  since   large-scale hydro and thermal power stations 

can be  huilt.    Aluminium,   lead and  ¿inc-producing plants,  steel mills producing 

ferro-alloys,  and enterprises of the chemical industry are also possible in 
this region. 

It  will take twenty to twenty-five years and capital investments of about 

IS billion roubles to develop the  Low-Angara economic  complex.    About 600,000 

tu ROO,000 people will be needed. 
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The northern portions of Siberia and of the Far East  constitute a vast 

territory with severe climatic  conditions.     The  territory   is  sparsely  populated 

and  has  no year-round  transportation  facilities.     However,  two basic   large 

regions have  now been defined  in the north and  their development will radically 

change the  economic   life  of the  zone.     They are the   Yakut and Aldan-Chulman- 

Udokan areas   in the west  Siberian and Transbaikal  regions. 

The west  Siberian economic  complex  is located within the boundaries  of 

| the west Siberian plain,  an area of about  2 million  square kilometres.     Large 

j oil and gas  deposits,  vast  forests and  other resources are  found  in the  area. 

j The extent   of gas  and oil  fields  is over I.5 million  square kilometres.     Esti- 

\ mated  oil deposits are said to be many billions of tons,  the gas deposits - 
t 
I    I6.5 trillion cubic metres. The output of oil in western Siberia is expected 

j    to reach 20 to 25 million tons in 1970 and of gaB 16 to 20 billion cubic metres. 

§    In ten to fifteen years the annual output of oil may reach I50 to 200 million 

1    tons and of gas - 1^0 to I80 billion cubic metres.  It has been proved that I 
j    development of the gas industry in the far north is highly economic. 

1 
j        The total forest area is 135 million hectares, with timber resources of 

I    7.6 billion cubic metres. Coal and aluminium ore deposits have also been found 

I    here and thermal waters containing iodine and bromine. 

The foundation for the economy of this region has been laid in the past 

few years.  A transportation system is being built and a number of oil and gas 

pipelines have been completed. Plans are in full swing to construct a system 

of large gas pipelines starting from the extreme north of the Tyumen district 

and extending to the European regions of the country. New towns have been built 

such as Urai (population:  l8,500), Nefteyugansk (population: 8,000), 

Gornopravdinsk, Megion, southern Balyk and others. 

An abundance of hydrocarbon raw materials makes it possible to Bet up a 

diversified chemical complex in the southern zone of Siberia, from Omsk to 

Irkutsk. The multiforest zone of Siberia is becoming an important centre fcr 

the chemical-mechanical processing of wood and the production of high-grade 

wood products in large quantities. 

The large deposits of minerals and other natural resources found in the 

south of the Yakut Republic and in the north of the Transbaikal region make 

it possible to solve new major economic problems and will greatly effect future 

industrial development. Mineral resources discovered in this region include: 

a large coal field (40¡000 million tons, mostly coking coal) in the south of 
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the  Yakut  Republic;   the  Aldan   iron  ore  deposits  (the   Taezhru  deposit  alone 

contains   1.1  billion   tons   nf good   quality   .re);   the   Udokan  copper  deposits 

(nome   nf the  best    in  the  USSR);   the   Leno-Viluisk gas-bearing area   (estimated 

deposits -   IP.P   trillion  rUbio  metres);   and  thick  beds  of rock salt   m  the 

basin  of the   Lena,   Olekrna,   and   Chara  rivers.     With  these  resources  a   large 

centre  for  the   iron  and  steel   industry  can be  established   in th»  Par East  and 

a new major centre   of  the  non-ferrous  metal   industry   in the  Transbaikal  area. 

The generation  of  power  in  the  Far East  and  the Transbaikal   area  is  possible 

because  of the gas  and  coal deposits and hydro-power   resources. 

The zone  of Central Asia and  Kazakhstan  is passing through a  stage  of 

intensive economic  development.     Among the new regions  of special   interest are 

the south-Tadiksi   and  Mangyshlak complexes.     The south-Tajikski complex   is 

based on the use  of   large  hydro-power resources which  can produce about 

100 billion kilowatt  hours  per year.     There are also   considerable deposit* of 

gas,   lime,  rock salt  and dolomite   in this region. 

Power-consuming  industries  will  be developed  in  this complex.     The Yavanski 

electro-chemical  combine,   the Vakhshski nitric  fertilizer-producing plant,   and 

the Regarski aluminium-producing plant  are now being built  there.     Favourable 

soil and climatic  conditions and available power will  make  it possible to 

develop electrified  agriculture  based on mechanized  irrigation. 

The Mangyshlak   industrial  complex which occupier  the Mangyshlak peninsula 

is still  m an early   stage.    The  estimated oil deposits  in this region are we H 

over billions of tons and there are deposits of coal,   copper,  and other minerals. 

Deposits of chemical  raw materials  such as chlorides,   sodium sulphate,  magnesium 

and potassium are near ,y  in the Bay  of Kara-Bogaz-Gol.     The Mangyshlak region 

i- regarded as the  country's new oil-producing centre and a major base for the 
chemical  industry. 

The Council for Study, ng Productive Forces has accumulated much experience 

m developing regions with a high concentration of valuable natural  resources. 

However,  to solve the complicated  problems of setting up large industrial  com- 

plexes on barren  land,   preparatory scientific and technical  research  in economic 

development  is of paramount   importance.     In this connexion the following should 
be considered: 

(a) îhT»m!dSdïef IiLd"JOr techn
+
1Cal Priems.    Experience has  shown that 

the    middle-sized'   equipment and machinery  that perform well  m  the 
middle  zone  of the country are not  suitable   for region" There the 
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climate   is severe.     The same  is true for  the  technology  of construc- 
tion of   industrial  and  transport  facilities and  of housing.     Mecha- 
nization and automation of  production,   which  lead  to a reduction   in 
labour,   are  particularly  effective   in  the  northern regions  and   in   the 
desert   land of  the  south.     The economic   development  of  new  territories 
requires  new technical   ideas; 

(b) Research on sociological  problems to find  ways  to o-eate  favourable 
living  conditions  in  the  new regier^.; 

(c) Elaboration of a single scientifically grounded plan for the 
development of industrial  complexes.    The plan for such development 
of the  new territory  is evolved from a scientific study of the region 
comparing possible versions of the most  economic development  of the 
whole  complex. 

On the basis  of technical and economic research the model for the  optimal 

inter-industry balance is made.     This provides for the interrelated development 

of the branches  of the economy and of production and non-production spheres. 

Experimental work  in applying economic and mathematical methods  is under way. 

The fftctflfi affecting the diatriimtion of «nt«•^BftB ind 
tttt  eBUfflfttlQn gf  thoir role  in regional  ol^ny 

In general the factors affecting the distribution of enterprises or groups 

of enterprise are:    settlement  of population and manpower,   location of natural 

resources within the territory,   infrastructure (especially transport facilities), 

and the existing economic conditions and technical  progress in the economy of 

the country as a whole.    These  factors affect the distribution of enterprises 

and the lines of efficient economic development of economic regionB in many ways 

and often in opposite directions.    The problem of determining the optimal 

territorial proportions of development means finding the most efficient  com- 

bination of the factors affecting the distribution of industry.    Planning and 

research in the distribution of productive forces allows a comparative esti- 

mation of these  factors. 

Population and  Banner 

Population and manpower are the most important  factor« in the distribution 

of industry.     On the other hand,  the distribution of industry is one of the 

prir.ipal means  for controlling the territorial settlement  of people and the 

employment rate  in every region.    The study and planning of such settlement  is 

closely connected with the urbanization process that  is developing rapidly in 

advanced countries.    In the Soviet Union the urban population has almost doubled 
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• in«  l,A, !WU - 6,.! „l,Ml  1966 .  1?4.8 ,lnion)-     As  towns are 

pr.nclp.,  „entre, for   the dlatPlbution of   ^^ , _ ^ " 

of pUnnx« has arlsen.     It   lnvolïee analysing netuorks » 

1-«..  «..--,  an. „.„  . int0 .hlch new  toms could be  introduced_    ^ - 

-«•t.», ..«.„,  a „et„ork of to•  18   lBltc.Uv, of ,„. toU1  t6rpltorU1 d.s_ 

tribut ion  of  industrial   centres and   th»^   *       i 

provld.  for the  „.fletto"! lwlo>»•t-     ^ -  «for* would 

ment of ,   rMt"ct""   » «"•*»> Of  th.  larges,  towns,   for  ,„. dcvelop. 
ment  of new industrial   centra  ir, tin« „   » • 

ln the medl^~^ed towns  and  for employing on 
a greater ecale  the population of  the  small   towns. 

In  the IISSH great   importance  is  attached to  the problem  of resettling 

populations,  since the  country is facing  the task of developing the enormous 

resources of its eastern regions.    The migration rate,   especially to Siberia 

and  the  Far East   ia  increasing,    Jfaterial   incentives have been   introduced to 

attract   settlers to the   new territories. 

When estimating manpower the factors   of age,   sex and professional 

qualifications must be  considered.     It   is   economically expedient  to  locate 

certain  enterprises  in  regione „here  manpower is  concentrated.     These  include 

enterprise requiring a  relatively small   consumption of raw materials,   fuel 

and   power per worker per year,   in which the  rates  of unit   labour costs to total 

unit coats  is aleo relatively  small,   but  the product itself is  high-valued. 

Calculations have  shown that the  costs   of transporting raw materials to 

the  production facilities and manufactured  goods to the customer,  even though 

the distances are  long,   are  lower thaD the  ccst of transporting the  labour 

force to  the undeveloped regions.    Labour-consuming industrie,  include some 

machine  building industries (instrument manufacturing,  electro-technical 

radio-technical and other industries)   light   industry, plastic goods manu- 

facturing,  chemical-pharmaceutical and  others. 

For sociological reasons,   it is necessary to provide employment for both 

men and  women in various  types of plants.     For .xample,  experience has shown 

that   in mining centres  it   is expedient  to  locate enterprises that employ 

women;   in centres of the  textile industry plants that employ »en are needed. 

Natural   resnumep 

The   lo-ation of natural  resources exerts  a decisive   influence on the 

distribution of industry.     Land,  forest,  water and mineral  resources determine 

the   ime.  of development   of productive  forces  in every macrozone and economic 
region. 
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Um<¿ rSSPUTCSS in the USSR, even with its vast territory, must be used 

with maximum efficiency for agriculture, industry, transportation, national 

parks and for promoting tourism. Cultivated land in the USSR occupies 

?7.3 per cent of the country and forest 34.4 per cent; the remaining territory 

is tundra, marshland and brushwood.  Land for cultivation is limited by the 

cold climate in the north, the deserts in the south and the mountain ranges in 

Siberia and in some southern regions.  Industrial and transport facilities are 

located mainly in regions where the land is of little or no uBe for agriculture. 

Forest resources occupy vast territories.  Territorial planning envisages, 

on the one hand, large-scale chemical and mechanical wood processing, on the 

other hand, the preservation of large forese tracts as water-protecting zones. 

Prom a scientific and practical point of view iand-forest-water supplies con- 

stitute a single interrelated and interacting complex of natural resources. 

Water resources, in view of the current rata of the development of 

industry, agriculture and towns, assume utmost importance a« a factor affecting 

the economy as a whole and especially the distribution of water-consuming indus- 

tries (synthetic materials, chemical wood processing and others).  Some 

territories of the European part of the USSR, Kazakhstan and the republics of 

Central Asia cannot be recommended for the location of water-consuming enxer- 

|   prises.  Depending on the country's financial resources, water can be supplied 

j   to any dry region.  Large hydro-technical installations can supply deserts with 

I   a considerable amount of water through canals, pipelines, man-made lakes and 

;    sources of deep ground water. Water supplied under these conditions, however, 

is expensive. It is anticipated that the desalting of sea water by nuclear 

power will provide great amounts of fresh water in the near future. 

Î        In many advanced countries the pollution of rivers by industrial wastes 
I 
j    is increasing at a dangerous rate. The USSR uses two ways to control this 
* 
}    problem:  (a) compulsory construction of full-scale installations for cleaning 

î    industrial waste waters; (b) reduction of water consumption by industry and, 

j    consequently, the reduction of industrial waste waters. Although this increases 

capital investments and may raise production costs, the Government is willing 

to assume these additional expenditures, which are repaid by the preservation 

of fish resources and better recreation facilities. 

Mineral resources such as oil, gas, coal, iron ores, non-ferrous metals, 

chemical raw materials and building materials constitute the basis for the 

country's industrial development. Because the most technically advanced 
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mining equipment is used, large-scale mining enterprises, characteristic of 

the present stage of industrial development, effect a considerable reduction 

in the production costs per unit. 

When estimating the cost of extracting mineral* from a territory to 

determine its potential value, capital investments for geological exploration, 

such as geophysical investigation and drilling operations, must be included in 

the total costs.  For the development of large deposits jf valuable minerals, 

a considerable amount of capital investment is economically justified  Por 

instance, although the distance is great, the cost of supplying gas from 

arctic regxons of the lyumen district to where it is consumed is comparatively 
low. 

In the USSR a complex model of the country's fuel and power balance has 

been developed to determine the output of various kind, of fuels (including 

their interchangeability) and their transportation routes, «mi. was done by 

MMuing the costs of output, of transport and transmitting power, and of 

the consumption of fuel and power. It was possible to achieve such a balance 

because tho total demand for fuel of each region can be determined accurately 

by analysing its develop plans. Other resource, are more difficult to 

determine because their consumption by each region xs not so widespread, ft. 

results of research have considerably changed previous estimates of the cost 

of fuel and power in various regions of the country. Before determining the 

optimal fuel and power balance in the USSR, economic calculations of various 

Plans for distribution were made, not on the basis of individual expenditures 

for deposits, but on the so-called »closing costs«. Por example, in one region 

there may be a few open-bed, low-cost coal operations that supply enough coal 

to meet a portion of the present regional needs; there may also be mines extrac- 

ting coal at higher costs. A further increase in coal consumption in this 

region would lead to increased output of coal in the mines, because the open-bed 

operations have limxted possibilities. Under these conditions, plans to locate 

new coal-consunun* enterpri.es in this region must include the cost of pit 

mining in calculating the ,0Bt of fuel for these enterprises even i, they were 

to consume coal from the open-bed facilities.  Such calculate are called 

"closing costs». When calculating the cost of fuel or raw materials, it i„ 

necessary to determine the -closing costs». 
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The stage of economic devalnpn^ 

The stige of economic development nf a territory is one of the most 

important considerations in the distribution of industry. In a territory 

with an aavanced stage of economic development, capital investments and current 

expenditures are comparatively small for setting up enterprises of the processing 

industry. Improvement in the quality of goods can be attempted and new kinds 

of goods can be produced in such a territory. In general, economically developed 

territories offer the advantages of a developed infrastructure, skilled labour, 

scientific and technical personnel, and opportunities for interrelated 

enterprises. 

i 
The trananort factor 

The transport factor determines territorial ties In the development of all 

elenente of the country's economy. Advance« in technical progress have brought 

about a gradual reduction of transportation costs. Paralleling ti« traditional 

means of transport, pipelines for transporting oil, oil products and gas, and 

long distance power transmission lines are rapidly increasing in number. The 

economic development of practically all regions of the USSR relies on a planned 

structure of transportation furthering those means èf  trinrport that are most 

expedient. Railway lines for transporting coal from Siberia to the Europea*1 

regions are being extended. Major pipelines have been built to transport gas 

from the regions of Central Asia to the Urals and the central part of the 

country. Construction of the pipeline "Northern Lights" extending westward 

from Ukhta to Leningrad is under way and a linv.  to transmit power from 

Ekibastuz to the central part of the country is planned. 

The average share of transportation cost in the total production coate of 

various industries in the USSR may be Been from the following statistics: 

Industry 

Cement industry 
Iron and steel  industry 
Production of building materials 
Sulphuric acia production 
Sodium carbonate production 
HydroHzing industry 
Pulp and paper industry 
Low contení- phosphorus fertilizer production 
High content phosphorus fertilizer production 
Meat packing industry 

Transportation costs t 
percentage of total 

production costs 

35-40 
20-25 
20-40 
20-35 
20-30 
17-20 
15-20 
15-30 
5-10 
5-18 
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Industry (cont'd) 

Machine building 
Machine tool construction 
Tool manufacturing 
Leather and tanning industry 
Textile industry 
Knitted goods manufacturing 

Transportation costs (cont'd) 

0.7-3.5 
1-2 

0.5-2.5 
O.75-I.25 
0.08-1.0 
O.1-0.3 

For fuel  and  raw-material  consuming industries,  transportation costs are 

substantial,   whereas  for  the majority  of the processing industries they are 
low. 

Technical  progress in industry _nd in transportation exerts a considerable 

influence on the distribution of industry and the economic development of new 

territories.     For example,   generation of cheaper power by atomic  Btations  leads 

to an increased proportion of nuclear fuel  in the country's fuel and power 

balance.     Location of atomic stations  in regions suffering from a fuel shortage 

provides an efficient supply of power and reduces the expense of long-distance 

transportation of fuel.    The construction of large-diameter pipelines  (2-2.5 a) 

not  only  increases the volume of transported gaB,  but also reduces capital 

investments and the proportion of metal consumption. 

Machinery and equipment designed for "northern" or "southern" conditions 

effects a sharp increase in economic productivity in low-temperature arctic 

regions and in the deserts and semi-desert regions. 

The advancement of technology greatly affects the distribution of industry. 

Factories producing synthetic rubber (butadiene rubber) from alcohol were 

formerly   located in agricultural regions since alcohol from grain or potatoes 

was used.    The  use of synthetic alcohol and the butane-propane  fraction of oil- 

proceasing plants han led to the location of many synthetic rubber factories 

near petrochemical plants.    A new technology often determines the lines on 

which the economic development of a territory should proceed. 

Methods for rfifrmnal   planning of industry 

In the process of elaborating the "»¿ans for thm development and 

distribution of productive forces in the Union republics and economic regions-, 

the Council  for Studying Productive Forces has worked out the basic method- 

ological  principles of regional analysis.     According to these principles the 

first step  in drafting a plan is to make a thmough ecor.jaic analysis of the 

economy of each Union republic and each economic region and its past development 

(analysis of the original   economic base).    On the basis of this analysis the 
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future economic development   ìB determined.     An estimate is made of  the quanti- 

ties and economic use of minerale,  raw materials, biological resources and land 

and water resources.    Natural resources are analysed according to taxonomic unitB 

within the region and water and land resources mainly  from the viewpoint  of 

their availability and the need for them   in the regional balance.     Territories 

with scant water supply and territories with highly efficient agricultural  lands 

where  it  is not  expedient to build enterprises are indicated. 

An analysis of social and economic conditions in the region determines the 

use of manpower for industrial or office work, and its distribution between 

urban and rural areas.    Trends in urban development and changes in the structure 

of industry and the efficiency of its distribution are  studied.    The  existing 

infrastructure in towns of various sizes and in rural areas is thoroughly 

examined.    Technical and economic problems in industry,, agriculture and trans- 

port and their effect of the distribution of industry are studied.    The principle 

of examining the inner regional difference« is adhered to through all stages of 

the analysis. 

On the basis of such an analysis of the natural and economic factors of 

the region and it« place in the territorial division of labour, concept« for 

the development and distribution of product iv« force« in each Union republic 

and each economic region are formed. 

luterai rati on of the ratei and ornnnrtiona nf aconomi« d*vaiQPaent 
of each Union raraihlir. anrt  mm.r.h «annate  region 

The rate« and proportion« of economic development are determined after a 

careful examination of the country's targets for the planned period and of the 

analysis of the existing economy of the region and the concepts for it« devel- 

opment. The attainment of the planned volume of production for the country aa 

a whole and the advancement of living standards in the region with a minimum of 

capital investment and current expenditure« (production and transportation) is 

taken as a criterion of efficiency. 

Because thi« kind of criterion is taken, decisione based on minimum cost« 

in a given industry may have to be changed.    Thu«, the plan« for each industry 

baaed on the criterion of minimum coats differ in various degree« from the 

optimal plan« from the viewpoint of the economy a« a whole. 

The plana for the extracting industries differ only to a very amali degree. 

Por the processing industrie« restrictions on the deployment of all available 
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resources muet  be taken lnto account,   for , fuei   and 

~,e and   e«t-lTOTOl,Ia „umpurpt)se resources      an       ua — 

»P. .1 ..V..W.. some kind. of rw materials) uhich _ ie J     - ; 

m this given  industry but   in many  others. 

indul-"?"^ 80lUtl0nB f0r eaCh branCh °f indUStry  <«*»* «—...in, 
;S)  C1T t0 the "  —    — i» ~*o»l plans 

of resources  nor »closing C08t3»  (except  the estimû 

of each region are divided into effw< , J»   the reBourc^ 
of nr.f effectue and non-effective  categories  in order 
of preference with resDert  +n th.i. •     . B oraer 

respect  to   their use  m the manufacture of goods. 

The comparative efficipn• ^r +K~ c emciency of the manufacture of a cert»ir, •„-*    *   •    .. 
-public   (region)  is detened on the oasis of the co t I   e      ^ /" ^ 
effective Unds of re80urces pep ^     ^ ^ _ ' -non- 

effxciency of the production of all goods in this republic   (regionHc 
mined,  each point corresponding to th      i        -, Region)  xc dater- 
ei   u responding to the planned growth rate for the narioH 
Such an approach permits corrections to be made in th      , I 

and distribution of each branoh    ,      / * f°r *** develoP»«"t xon or each branch of industry using the data on resource th.* 
approximate "closing costs». resources that 

The second method of corr««o+-i«» •¥. <„„    .       . correcting the region.1 pia„, for „ach b 

industry » also concerned „ith the linitation of ^^ » * 

~-.1.H,  as a ruie,  u not U>.„ iato prop.r conelderatlo ^ °   , 
for each hranch of industry.    We ta8k here is to P1- 

distribution of industries in this republic (r„io„) ,rom th *"" 
avaiUMHi,,    t vr«gl0n; from the vienpoint of the ava,latll ty „f manpower,   land and water ^ fuei and 

t ifir TT**the ba°ee of the bui1^^»- - »- - - 
n   a g      ;   reqiUrene"t8'  •* » «'*.«».  Protection of „.ture, *eepi„g a balanCe of »a!. and fenale _,„._ ^ ^ ^  ^^ ^ 

The third way of substantial correction „-r    i 
.    ,    ,       . correction of plans for each  branch of 
industry is to analyse thrir »ff«„+ °rancn ol 

-... —.,,• r r:.:,:::: ;::r:~;rr • -; 
standard of Hving th—    tV ""       "* ^"'"^ *• V1"S *nroughout the country. 

Thus,   the regional and interra nr,ai   „    i     • 

« —». ». -H«. the econic" Lcrcr: °rhand' m"M 

* a »ore thorough e^^on of al]  J^'    *•*•"*•»«•» of indu.tr, 
an  costs and by bringing all  regional 
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proposals   into balance;   on the other hand,   it presupposes the solution  of a 

number of  social and economic problems  for which only quantitative methods 
ire sought. 

A general principle  for drawing up plans for each republic and each region 

is to formulate in a preliminary way (taking into account the development  of 

the region and the country's targets  for the planned period) a summary of the 

BO lut ions.     Detailed calculations are  then made that correct these results. 

In this way it  is possible to bring the solutions offered in the separate plans 

for the republics and regions into balance. 

^Icytotinn of the vol«-» of n>n<t«i 1nYf.t—t, <wVi bmnrhni» 
of the intimai tnnnnw and i^^M:;

,;^¡"|^¡|'-¡!|t'
n>n nninrnflB 

The volume of capital Investmente is determined by calculating the 

coefficients of capital consumption for the past period taking into account 

the structural changes and technical progress in the planned period. 

After elaborating the forecasts of the summarized solutions,  it  is 

necessary to draw up approximate balances,  especially,  for immovable resources 

(manpower,  water,  land).     The balances drawn up at this stage of the analysis 

and especially the balance of manpower,  should be used to correct the forecasts 

of the summarized solutions and, in their turn, they should be corrected at 

later stages of the analysis.    It is ^*, to draw up the following balance.: 

(a) the balance of manpower, water, fuel and power, and the most important kinds 

of raw materials and products; (b) the balance of production, consumption, and 

exports and imports for basic industrial and agricultural produce.    When calcu- 

lating the volume of consumption of fuel,  power, metal and some kinds of raw 

materials the method of correlative analysis with the employment of correction 

factors in connexion with the planned changes in the structure of economy can 
be used. 

Prygrammflñ  for the devPlopmont *WH distrihn^1nn 
of the branche» of in,tìHfitrY 

The planned structure  of industry and the distribution of industries 

within a region is determined on the basis of the comparative efficiency of 

the branches of industry in the region.    The volume of the total output of 

each branch of industry is determined,   to volume of capital investments,  the 

increase in  labour productivity, the employment figures,  the main production 
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tarots   in  term,   of units and   an approximate  ratio  of reconstruction and con- 

struction work  to be done.    The  plans for the republics and regions also 

contun programmes  for  the development and distribution of agriculture and 
transport. 

The principles described  above for drawing up plans for the development 

and  distribution  of productive   forcea  m the Union republics and   in the regions 

reflect the most  modern methods of preparing data for planning emce a precise 

mathematical method has not yet been attained.     Intensive research attempts to 

create   interregional,   inter-industry models  of the development  and distribution 
of productive  for.fcs. 

Such a model would probably determine the general optimal proportion«, of 

the   ievelopment  of regions that are to be specified  in the plans  for the 

development  of each industry and for the development  of each region.    On the 

basis of the global interregional,   inter-industry models an estimate of the 
resources  in the regions can be made. 

The problems  of the distribution of productive forcee of a country are 

averse and complex.    A rapid growth of industry requires planning based on 

a wide range of research.    This article indicates only some aspects of a 

scientific approach to planning the rational distribution of productive force. 
in a country as a whole and in  ite regions. 
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3.     TOE PLANNED INTERREGIONAL LOCATION v>F INDUSTRY: 

ARGUMENT IN FAVOUR OF A TRADE-NCT AID* APPROACH 

by T, Vittoria1 

General  framework of the  inquiry 

The main policy issue  in regard to  industrial location and regional devel- 

opment is often posed as the choice between geographical centralization or 

decentralization.    Strong arguments have been put  forward for either alternative 

but professional opinion,   increasingly influenced by a recognition of the tech- 

nological advantages of large-scale production and industrial concentration, 

has recently  swung towards  favouring centralization.     The importance of "growth 

poles",   following the work of Francois Perroux,-    is widely recognized.    Devel- 

oping countries and regions are thus strongly cautioned against spreading their 

scarce investment resources too thin by attempting to follow a policy of 

geographically balanced growth.     It  is  argued  that  such a policy would,  among 

other things,  drastically  impair their capital/output ratios and thereby 

directly reduce their growth rates, while the resulting increased production 

costi would also damage their bai ance-of-payment s positions with the outside 

world, with obvious further ill effects. 

There can be no question concerning the validity of the technical/economic 

phenomena underlying this point of view.    The existence of economies of scale 

and the closely related economies connected with the  sharing of pooled produc- 

tive facilities and resources  (processes, machines,   inventories,  skilled work- 

force, technical services,  organizational know-how,   social-overhead facilities 

1/ The New School for Social Research,  New York. 

2/ See F.  Perroux "Economic Space:    Theory and Applications", Quarterly Journal 
of Economics. February issue;   (1955)  "Note sur la notion de  'P81e de 
Croissance"', Economie Appliquée.  Institut    de Science Economique Appliquée, 
Paris, January-June i and  (196I)  "La firme motrice  dans la région et la région 
motrice",  in Théorie et Politique de l'Expansion Régionale. Transactions of 
the International Colloquium of the  Institute of Economic Science,  Liège, 
Belgium. 
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and servier) has been established beyond doubt, and is in many instances 

quantified or on the point of quanti fication.  Elaborate economic models can 

be and ;„ some instances have been defined for the detailed numerical explora- 

tion of these phenomena; this line of inquiry will undoubtedly be pursued with 

increasing vigour in the near future, particularly with the coming of age of 

analytical techniques that can explicitly deel with indivisibilities and 

increasing returns to scale (integer programming, simulation).-^ Yet something 

essential is missing from these models as currently formulated, notwithstanding 

their broad coverage and great sophistication.  These models are based on a 

conceptual framework of res-urce allocation, emphasizing the accumulation of 

capital stock, and the productivity of these stocks under a given technology 

takmg into account alternative production processes, alternative geographical 

locations, and (in so far as data pennit) alternative time phasing*. What is 

underplayed or missing is content having to do with motivation, social inter- 

actxon, institutionalization and political action. These elements, it is often 

asserted, should properly be introduced at the level of political decision- 

making, based upon the backdrop provided by the models that admittedly cover 

only some aspects of reality.  But what ir tk~ „ •  * ^• «t-iuy.  eut, what if the orientation provided by such 
one-sided model- is inherently misleading? 

The point of departure of the present minor ; o •>,„«. presura paper is that economic development 
.u,t b, vi..«d rir»t an, r,,.nost „ . prM03 of qualitlti„ „ultural trans. 

 ""'"'"«'•    '"•" ^t—r «p«,ie„c.» or rapl„ physica:  re,„„stru,Uo„  i„ 
w,,-,.»,,,.,. -.„„ltrl„;!,   r,.np,.t„1 by ph|.nonerial  grovth  rM[s  ^  IM^ 

> t... ,u.a tyta,,ily t,•;r,at,„ by . pPtering 011t of the. ao_Ued ^^ 

' !" • :'" """"^ CnSt "ri<"» •"»" 'JP- «»' pricey of Physic8l ,tock 

'':•""":""u,:n "u- ""— °f ^ —- ^«.lo,«« Pra(!„. ^ i„Prt,s. 
.1«.  |,   „.„.r.nvd ly   th,  tr••ic»,   and ,i¡S,,o„t¡r,uoui; expa,,sio„ of ,.„, ,,.n„omi, 

r1"1'"'1""  ,,f a '""•»  '",d- th"   ¡-l»t of 0,lt.¡de  threat or radica! ,t•- 
turai   tr?m-.formation.     Th¡s   m •,<•»> —   In   „   n    i 

^--  prue.   is  w,.n  do„lunenW by  th-  descriptions  of 
•t  »iuml"-r  i^f war   ••'••••.r¡omi e-,     < r  r,p + v. • • 

'     r °f the  >"^•^   f-ats  of revolutionary soei^tie, 
t-"«t   h,v,  utterly  .iumbfound,d  conservative observers.     In  COPtrast     ,. "     '    . 
j       , . '"  '-onx.rabt,   the economic 

•-  -I.,*,,.   .„   ,,,„,  aovelopi.g  ,„,mlri,.3  „r  r,.gioni!  „,,   L„  many   .„„^  ^ 

"-r  r,,„t,v,,.v   „„„,  hi,tori..nì   p,rio,„   ,„   „,s3   drMat.r  thiui   t|w   ^^ 

/ FIT :' me '»•'if text.-, 

." •irti'-I.>. 
-r. mathematical programming see bibliography at the 
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just mentioned.     However,  such development  should not be prejudged as devoid  of 

•he salient  qualitative  features of cultural transformation that  characterize 

those  more dramatic   instances.     The latter cannot be  interpreted primarily in 

terms  of capital accumulation. 

The  fundamental   objection  to geographically centralized economic develop- 

ment,   if pursued without  a proper recognition of the   fact  that economic 

development means primarily a change  in people  rather than  in things,   is that 

it  induces progress  at selected growth centres while  leaving large  segments  of 

the population untouched.    As  long as the  focus  is on capital and on the fact 

that at  any given moment  the existing stocks of capital are b;- definition 

.•earce  since  they cannot  be expanded  in the wink of an eye, development policy 

will   favour strategies  that maximize the  productivity of currently available 

stocks.    Yet once  the  focus shifts to people,  capital will  appear it: a different 

light.     Instead of being just a scarce resource that must be husbanded with  the 

greatest parsimony,  capital will appear more than anything as a by-product of 

growth.     If,  therefore,   a cultural transformation can be  induced that will 

orient people  individually and collectively towards economic growth,  this 

process of growth will  gradually yield the necessary capital required from 

moment to moment   for  the  expansion of the  economic base.—      Conaeouently,  if 

the processi  of cultural transformation  is limited to a few geographical growth 

-entres, the human potential of the untouched segments of the population will 

be wasted i also it will necessarily prevent the capital  formation that would 

have been induced as a by-product of a more generalized growth process.    The 

end result will be  a narrowly based developmental structure whose prototype  is 

exemplified by the contrast between the capital city and the over-populated 

regions  in the remote countryside of almost any Latin American country.    The 

effects on the countryside,  if any, will  be but a trickle, painfully slew and 

inadequate.     The nearly century-long time  lag between the   industrialization  of 

the Italian north  and south should be  a sharp warning of what may be expected 

'•ven under relatively  favourable circumstances. 

±1 The idea of capital as a by-product of growth finds convincing expression 
in some of the writings of Branko Horvat. See: (1958) "The Optimum Rate 
of Investment",  Economic Journal,  December  issue;  (1962)   "Methodological 
Problems   in Long-term Economic  development  Programming", Industrialization 
and  Productivity.  Bulletin  No.5, United Nations   (Sales  No.:     62.II.B.1)   ;.nd 
(196U)  Towards   a Theory of Planned Economy.   Yugoslav Institute  of Economic 
Research,  Belgrade. 
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The   shortcomings  of resource allocation models 

The principal   shortcomings  of current  resource  allocation models that 

require modifications are  the   following. 

All mathematical-programming type  resource allocation models  assume that 

a single objective   function can be made  subject to maximization.     In dealing 

with  separate  regions, this  is often an   impermissible  distortion  of reality. 

We may get an entirely false view of the  possibilities of interregional devel- 

opment  ir we  fail to take  into account the social and political  factors that 

condition the   interaction between regions.     Little  can be done to  quantify 

the role of these  factors; however, it  is essential  to recognize  them in order 

to get  away from the mechanical  application of some global maximization of the 

benefits achieved  in the entire  system of regions, while treating the division 

of these benefits  as  a secondary consideration.    On  the contrary,  the precise 

nature  of the   interaction may well determine the key  features of the pattern 

of interregional growth. 

Resource  allocation models  formulated in the customary way  focus on the 

technological  relationships  involving production and transport,  relegating to 

the sidelines  relationships that depend  on the quantification of motivations 

and behaviour.     As  a result,  these models overstress  the  scarcity of material 

goods   in the course  of development, especially when these goods  serve as stocks 

(means  of production)i and, conversely,  these models do not  sufficiently empha- 

size that the  supply of material goods  increases as  a direct resul    of the 

process of development  itself.     This leads  to a neglect of feedback effects 

from the process  of development  to the   supply of savings,  skills,  and innova- 

tions,   all of which pertain to the human  side of the  development  process. 

The concentration on material goods often erroneously suggests that the 

scarcity of these  goods is  the  sole constraint on development; yet the  limited 

effectiveness  of sheer doses of caratai  are well known tc development bankers 

and foreign aid administrators.    Thus the structure of job skills  is crucitd 

for determining the  absorptive capacity  of an economy for given doses of capital. 

Current models have  a bias towards treating the creation of job  skills  in a 

manner analogous  to the production of commodities;  they assume that,  given the 

proper  inputs   (including existing skills),  any array of skills can be built up 

in the same way as  a stock of goods.    Hence the popularity of the concept of 

"human  capital".     Yet many crucial skills cannot be   imparted independently  from 

the gradual  qualitative transformation  of the  structure of the entire productive 

and social  fabric  of the developing country or region. 
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different groups or different individuals, and is thus an inescapable feature 

of all planning decisions.  It is not an easy problem to deal with analytically. 

Even if the preferences of individuals (as defined by neoclassical economics) 

are accepted as a valid analytical tool, they cannot be synthesized into pubi it' 

or social preferences.*•  Accordingly, all joint decision-making (which is the 

ultimate sanction of planning) depends on the operation of a social or politicai 

process that cannot be reduced to the purely strategic functioning of isolated 

individuals, but must be studied on its own terms. This should hardly come as 

a surprise, since there is after all no reason to expect that the potentialities 

of man as a social being should be fully disclosed by his behaviour abstractly 

postulated for a hypothetical ccadition of total isolation.  It is revealinp 

of the preconceptions within which this particular line of economic inquiry has 
c i 

been pursued that the recognition should have come with the force of shock.— 

In searching for criteria for interregional planning decisions, care must 

be taken not to yerm.t this approach to lead us into one of tvo opposite 

extremes: either to view all attempts at independent consideration of regional 

interests as arbitrary and therefore inaccessible to rational inquiry; or else, 

to short-circuit the entire problem through exclusive attention to global 

optimization. 

In dealing with the problem at the level of regions, it will not be neces- 

sary in this inquiry to analyse the same problem at the full depth of separate 

individuals. There remains, even so, the question of how to define a region 

as a unit of welfare interest. Small or large regions can be chosen, even 

supranational regions composed of individual countries, as units of analysis. 

For planning purposes, it is probably best to work with a hierarchy of regions, 

explicitly considering the problem of units at the same level of hierarchy while 

provisionally abstracting from the existence of lower-level units. In thi3 

s/ K. J. Arrow (1951) Social Choice and Individual Values, Wiley, New York. 

6/  This Ì3 interestingly evident in the metaphors of the language chosen for 
stating the fundamental mathematical theorems.  In relation to individual 
preferences, a social preference function is described as being either 
imposed or dictatorial. Though these terms are given a precise mathematical 
interpretation, the overtones are unmistakable. Since social choices are 
irreducible to the preferences of isolated individuals, within this frame of 
mind they are incomprehensible and are therefore labelled as arbitrary or 
non-rational (imposed) or even inherently evil (dictatorial). 
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The reconciliation of multiple objectives in programming modela 

For the  formulation of programming models,  this  situation  implies that 

there exist several partly autonomous goal-setting units  instead of a single 

unit whose w?lfare aims can simply be maximized.     All mathematical programming 

models, however,  pre-suppose the   existence of a unique objective or goal that 

is pursued single-mindedly as far as the economic limitations tuilt into the 

model will permit.    When an economic problem presents itself in terms  of several 

autonomous objectives  that have to be or are being pursued concurrently,  it  is 

mandatory to reconcile these objectives  in one way or another before it  is 

possible to formulate  a programming model.    The two principal means of achiev- 

ing a formal reconciliation of multiple objectives are: 

(a) The  selection of one objective as  the principal one that will be 
maximized.2/    All the other concurrent objectives must then be 
treated as constraints;  in other words, it has to be prescribed in 
formulating the model that these concurrent objectives will attain 
values at  least equal to stated lower limits that are acceptable or 
tolerable.     Mathematical programming offers no clue as to how these 
limits are to be arrived at.    In dealing with problems of inter- 
regional growth, for example, it is  customary to treat the growth 
of the system as a whole as the main objective while assigning lower 
limits to the growth of each region, either in absolute or in 
percentage terms.    It  is, however, a moot question how these limits 
are to be  set. 

(b) The assignation of stated weights to each objective, and the maxi- 
mization of the weighted sum.    The weights represent the relative 
importance of each individual objective.    Again, programming offers 
no clue to the derivation of the weights, even though a great deal 
depends on just how the relative  importance of concurrent goals is 
quantified by means of this choice of weights.    The programming 
model cannot be formulated until this problem is solved. 

The reconciliation of multiple objectives is achieved by both of the above 

methods in a merely formal sense, without touching the essence of the under- 

lying problem of autonomous goal-setting units.    The two methods exhibit a 

close mathematical interrelation:    given either of the two formulations, it 

is possible to construct a model  following the alternative formulation that 

will have an optimal  solution in common with the first one.*'   Thus fro» the 

8/ Minimization need not be treated separately, sin      !t can always be 
converted into maximization by a reversal of signu. 

2/ A formal exposition will be found in T.  Vietorisz, "Locational Choices in 
Planning", in M.  Millikan, Ed.   (196?) Ustionai Economic Planning, national 
Bureau of Economic Research, Hew York. 
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point of view of flexibility  in representing the underlying .cono«, proni 

there   is  little to choose between the two met,.ods. 
em 

The  interaction of autonomous Roal-settinK „nit. 

^     Both of the  above methods of achieving a fornai reconciliation of multiple 

objectives  in programming models pre-suppose an agreement between autonomous 

goal-settmg units in regard to weights  or appropriate distribution constraints. 

It  is, however,   far from certain that  such a» agreement can be  smoothly reached. 

•no development of lagging geographical  areas may confer important advantage* 

not only upon   them but also upon their more advanced partners.     These advan- 

tage often  appear uncertain so that the policies rehired   for initiating the 

-tching-up process for a lagging r.gio„ »av appea,  as an  in-edi.te sacrifice. 

W.• geographical areas have their own institutions capable of promoting 

effectively a regional or  sectional point of vie. (as is  the  e.8e t„ 1     . 

Uve votin,  district,, more so for politically autonomous region, within a 

federal government, and overwhelmingly so for sovereign n.tion-st.te. »ithin . 

supranauonal planning association)  the reconciliation of multiple objective. 

becomes not merely a matter of subordinating se.tion.1 view, to „ over-Hl 

consensus, but  also a matter of bargaining. 

in each of the above cases, the balance between the autonomous goal-setting 

«nat. has two elements.    First, the., units „ave com• interests which are 

represented by a central decision-making organ with »ore or less extensive 

powers   for resolving conflicts between  the units in the name  of the c«o„ 
good.     Second,   the units  »ion h.»„ ~~~ 

. units also have opposmg xnterests which they are »ore or 

1".. free to pursue  in the   framework of a strategic game  in  which the att.in- 

-nt of the objective, of any one unit   is  constrained only by the behaviour of 

the other ««,     This  implies that the power of the central deeision-madng 

organ must be   sufficiently  limited to allow some latitude  for tni, .tr.t„io 

" "    Th"  ""*#" 8iVe" t0 ««" «" "» «bove two elements differs in 
articular cases.-'    In nation-states with centralized government, the first 

 —,  

isometrica, July TssJ/j    ose mu""Of t eTerfiStiv"' ai*^^".' 
such problems by failing to recoil,.  ;    .1    ««««»»venes,  in dealing with 
°f « institution., ;,^g4.r!?^^  »n the 8M» situation the pr,„„e. 

participants.     This  is   a cogent   of ÍTi tITZ  "*""*- °f th« 
of individual behaviour  in terms of\,~r l*      .the   «""««Ptualii.tion 

cnnot make constructive usoTh^^r."^:"^     ^V'"" iiw«n  interactions, represented by shared 
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element predominates  and there  is  only a moderate latitude  for bargaining and 

other strategic behaviour on  the part of  individual legislative  districts or 

other  institutions  reflecting regional  interests.     In supranational  planning 

associations the   second element  is most  likely to predominate,  since the 

individual units  typically reserve  for themselves veto power over central 

decisions.     Federal governments are  intermediate between these two, but 

probably closer to the first  than to the  second. 

Tae market mechanism in  its ideal form constitutes one possible  insti- 

tutional arrangement  for the balancing of common versus opposed interests 

within a group of economic dec is i on-making units, whether these be  individuals, 

regions or nations.    The market mechanism makes possible the attainment of 

common  interests  (consisting in the gains to be achieved by specialization 

and trade)  and at  the same time it provides a criterion  for the distribution 

of these gains among the individual units.    Their choice of strategy is greatly 

simplified provided that all units are subject to the rules of market behaviour: 

(a) They need no longer pay explicit attention to comraon interests  in the formu- 

lation of their strategies, since the market mechanism assures the achievement 

of common benefits while individual objectives  are being pursued;  (b) They need 

no longer keep under observation the repercussions of their behaviour on the 

actions of all other units,  since these actions are at all times summarized 

for each participant in the  form of price signals which permit the  formulation 

of simple individual objectives.    Thus,  the market mechanism does away with 

the need  for collective value judgements  involving jointly-achieved gains and 

(10/ cont'd) 
psychological  fields, in describing the core of the motivational  structure 
of the personality.    Yet it  is entirely feasible and for many purposed 
highly fruitful to take a diam<-trically opposed point of view,  and to 
conceptualize the core of the individual personality in terms of -ji 
introjected group situation.    This permits a view òf individual  decision- 
making as consisting of the reconciliation of a number of diverse strivings, 
as though  in  the name of some "common   interest" as represented by the inte- 
gration of the  ego.    The resolution of ^ocial conflicts can then be viewed 
as the re-enaction of personal decision-making on a larger stage.    As 
contrasted with such a view, the rationality that emerges  from much of 
current game theory has the  flavour of a theory of interaction between 
high-IQ psychopaths who are seemingly  in perfect control of their behaviour, 
yet are utterly incapable of forming any human relationships.     We must 
beware of permitting our mathematical models of Interregional development 
to be cast  in  this mould. 
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thexr   distribution,   and  with the need   for convex strategic  decisions   in   a 

con.-.antly shifting  precarious power play.     The economy of effort  on both  of 

these   counts  xs great  enough to encourage  support  for  the   rules of the  game 

In   action,  the market  mechanic creates a link between  effort and  reward- 

-n   though this  link  is   not the only  criterion of distribution  (as  scarcity 
-t.   w an equally  essçntial  p9rt of  thc  syatea)>   u   is   8ufficie|itiy prominent 

to give the market mechanis, something of an aura of fair play that may be 
valued   for  its own   sake. 

The «t.» „eehar.iss, ¡, it. practi0ll fom_ ^^  fir from   .deai   in ¡t< 

wor^ngs, has been a major socia! organizing pri„eiple for a long enough histor- 

ial   period so that,   its   rationalisations  -  «, exchange ,  c^id p• ^ffi,  rewlrd 

u. Proportion to effort - tend to t, carried over into situations in which 

strategy behaviour necessarily dominates.    Thus, at the  international level 

U la  met as the traditional free-trade  doctrine.    This doctrine can : e used' 

»s  a purely strategic device (in the for, of a he.vUy promoted ideology,   for 

the pursuit of the particular objectives of those payers  in the strategic ga*. 

who. the rules of free trade tend to favour most; and  it has been so „sed ¿JT 

It should be noted, however, that an appeal to the same underlying idedogy 

appears  also in the principle. applieabXe to a supranational joint planning 

bim1•' th,t eaCh nati0n 3hOU" °btain * "h"' of the «-»•* ---ved benefits  » proportlon to   it. contribution t0 the crMt;on of theae benefit8^ 

This principle  appears reasonable on the face of it, but upon reflection 

I!  "*l SUbJeCt t0 ^• -i^iti...    Co^only achieved benefits 
d_be divided up oust  as well  in proportio„ to poütical  po«r:     the Mio... 

~n»r       „ an operational principle fully as time-honoured as the principle of 

-ing benefits in proportion to contributions; on the other Kan   ,   sh. ing 

benefits to so„e extent at !e.st in proportion to needs win al.ay    have its 
Proponents.     ^ „ne of tnese pri„c¡pleB  „^ ^ * ". 

value   judgements. 

One of the advantages of an ideal market is that its principle of division 

iys r :ts traMiates direotiy int° • —tit"i" -— — .-* r 
y te,.   prlc. signals  express the contribution of each „„„et participant 

[I* °th" *" *"•«*"• «» -~ of power is as Mbigu uT„ 
^-~nt of need.     If the criterion of an ideal market is. hiver. 

w Z• S^XtrS; STA."*- 
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•arried  over   into  a  practical   locational  planning decision,  even  this advantage 

' :•  lost.     The  benefits  of joint  planning  are  due  as  much  (or  often   more)   to 

-•c-onomies of  scale  obtainable   in   larger markets   (with  which  ne  prie1 m^enunism 

•an  effectively  cooe)   as  to  the  classical   gains  cf tr».'ie through  specialisation. 

Moreover,  if  those  effects   of locational   decisions which have  no  counterpart   ir; 

i commodity traded on the market  ar*» also  taken   into  account,  the  price signals 

will   be   àericient  even  in  the  absence of economies  of  scale.     In  this category 

are  such phenomena as the welfare  effects  of migration, urbanization  and  land 

use.     Thus,   a price   system  is of no conclusive  help  in  the determination  of 

contributions   to commonly achieved benefits,   even  if the principle   is accepted 

that  the distribution of benefits  should be proportional to  such contributions. 

Self-financing and mutual support 

Self-financing,  coupled with mutual  support between regions by  a planned 

expansion of their joint markets,   is suggested   as a basic principle  of inter- 

regional development  policy.     While this benefits most  directly the underdevel- 

oped  regions,   it also offers  significant  long-term advantages  for the advanced 

regions.    The  principles of this  policy are offered as  a substitute  for the 

policy of maintaining free  interregional markets or  for the policy of sharing 

rewards  in proportion to contributions. 

The basis  for the suggested policy   is the  postulate that  individual   regions 

typically have a significant measure of political autonomy,  but are  at the   same 

time  subject to some degree of central decision-making.    It  is further postu- 

lated that  regions have both common and conflicting  interests.    It will be 

argued that,  under a sensible policy of planned  interregional development,   the 

common  interests can be made to predominate  sufficiently over the  conflicting 

ones  so that  the autonomous regional goal-setting units will be motivated  to 

keep the policy going. 

The first element of the  suggested policy  is regional self-financing. 

This goes counter both to the notion of free capital markets as agents of 

development,  and to the notion  of global maximization   as represented by conven- 

tional   linear or other mathematical programming models.    The underdevelopment 

of many regions of the world which persists  in  the  face of reasonably free  inter- 

regional capital movements testifies that such movements alone are  far from 
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""t,lt"   r0r """"«i»« ¿"elopment.     I„  f.et there   i. reason to beliew 

•^r »est   -,til¡s,s   free capital no,eB,nt5 dra.n   resourees away  rron ^_ 

.-iop..,  rr,-mt  „a„ thm  contHbutç to the.r reaources by a ^^   ^^ 

Among the factors working   in this  direction are  the   following:     first 

for movements of goods and capital across regional boundaries absolute  rather 

than   -«parati.,,  advantage becomes the criterion of investit, and underdevel- 

oped  regions tend  to have  a disadvantage on almost   all   investment projects of 

merest   for development.     Second, the   investors „ho have access to savings  in 

underdeveloped regions win under market  institutions  generally desire  to 

diversify their portfolios  as a protection against  risk, by transferring a 

substantial  portion  of their  investment  resources  to the „ore advanced regions 

M»re  have been many discusses  of the   fact that  for an underdeveloped  region 

it  "an be a serious  disadvantage  to be  tied to an economically prosperous  one- 

this  has been cited   in the  case   of southern   Italy and northern Brazil,  and in 

»any ways   it holds   true   for the  developing world as  a whole   in relation  to the 

industrialized countries,  as long a, primarily commercial-type relationships 
prevail between them. 

In  the  face of the observed  tendency for the polarization of develops 

rather than  its dispersal  under conditions of free capital movements and the 

• — que„t drain of resources from the underdeveloped  areas,   it makes good 

—   to suggest self-financing as a suitable policy goal  for increasing the 

net   .nvesuble resources  of the  latter.     In other words, since free capital 

movements tend to strip the underdeveloped regions of resources, these move- 

ment,   should b„ stopped as  a matter of policy,   in spite of the fact that net 

capita!   inflow, to  the same regions,  if such net   inflows  could be achieved 

would  be beneficial.     While  self-financing appears to be a more modest policy 

goal   than that of net capital transfers to the underdeveloped regions,   it   is 

'"   i-^t  a h.ghly ambitious  goal  that may not be at all  easy to realize  in 
practice  bcoaune  of  the   verv  r«il   ^ntn^i 

....   very real   obstacles and  contrary  forces that have  to 
b'-   reckoned  with. 

•<•'•  •gg„:tion  of s,.lf-fiIllmcing may be atUck,!d  on  the ground that ^ 

•- —».. .•.•ono.ir  t„,.,ry  pre-cts   a net capital   inflow to underdeveloped 
'*• t'»••>!!;)   if   capital   movement-;   an<   pr..„       ^v -,   , , 

-m dr,    fru..      mc  available   facts tend to  support 

.^VP;'!!t" ^•'Uiä^- h' ^> of the gr,ut difficulties of measuring 

. '"i.'" y -il*!" ;r"n ,;'- 1"";:- ^velop.,d cuu-r¡.,; of the world to the more 
'    ^"1   •w.t.r:,.,,   ..v:..ivri?t,   is   buiHiRg  up  that   su„h   tranüfers amount  to 
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.several billion dollars annually,—    offsetting direct   investments  and economi • 

nid  floving in the  opposite direction.     There   is  ample  reason  to expect that 

the  sante pattern   is   repeated between the  regions of individual  countries. 

The suggestion   of self-financing might also be attacked  from another angle, 

namely by asserting  that polarized development may be   favourable to  a country 

as  a whole.    Some  regions,  this  argument   goes,   are  inherently   inefficient, 

high-cost regions,   and the  scarce   investible resources which  the  country as a 

whole might be able  to generate should go preferentially to the more efficient 

regions; otherwise,   over-all development  will be slowed down.     It   is not diffi- 

cult  to construct  illustrative models  in  support of this view,  and  it has 

adherents in countries both with market  economies and with centrally planned 

economies. 

This argument has indisputable merit  for small regions,   since the logic 

of dispersing development uniformly over geographical  space must break down at 

r.ome point; evidently there cannot be an  integrated steel mill  in  every square 

mile of space;  thus,  economies of scale  inescapably lead to a polarization of 

investments at some   level of regional subdivision.    For a system of larger 

regions this argument loses some of its  force, but there are   still many activ- 

ities,  particularly  those associated with  social overhead investments such as 

transport arteries  and terminals, housing, and urban  facilities,  that continue 

to raise the sam- kind of problem.    These  investments are not  only  subject to 

major  indivisibilities but, distinct from steel mills, their product cannot 

be transferred or utilized over a distance; thus a single large investment 

cannot  serve the needs of many geographically distinct points,  and therefore 

each  region requires   its own investment  to  function at  a favourable  cost level. 

This creates a force  tending to favour the  interregional polarization of invest- 

ments even at the  level of major regions.     Economies of agglomeration and 

urbanization reinforce this tendency. 

These tendencies, however, are not  the only influences  at work.    The 

effectiveness of polarizing capital transfers  is restricted both by unfavour- 

able   feedback effects  on productivity and the  supply of savings and skills  in 

See Goran Ohlin   U966)   Foreign   '       Policies Reconsidered.   OECD,   tabi**  IV. 3, 
pp.68 and 69 and  accompanying text.     In spite of administrative   and military 
expenditures,   foreign aid, private   investments and credit   running to over 
10 billion dollars annually,  the   import surplus of developing countries 
(including transport and similar services)   does not  reach  ?  billion dollars 
annually,   and  is   very unevenly distributed. 
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th-   régions that  are  losing resources,  and by the  limits on the  absorption of 

large  do:>,s  of capital   in  the  advanced regions.     If the  development  of these 

riions   is  already rapid  enough to strain their capacity  for structural change, 

ti,,   polarizing capital  transfers will merely deprive the underdeveloped region! 

r.f tli».  resources reeded   for growth, without  contributing significantly to the 
development  of the more   advanced regions. 

If the notion of self-financing  (at least  for regions of reasonable size) 

is   provisionally accepted,   the  question will   inevitably occur:     in what way can 

different  regions offer  each other mutual  support   if capital transfers are ruled 

out?     Th~ main F.venue of mutual  support under these  conditions  is  jointly 

planned   industrialization.     The more advanced regions  can offer a decisive aid 

to  the  lagging region,  by  assisting the latter in  converting their savings  into 

the   physical  investment  resources required   for industrialization.     This  can be 

lone  by a planned sharing of industrial markets:     in other words,  by providing 

the   underdeveloped regions with an outlet  for their  industrial  exports  from 

which  n,eded capital-goods  imports can be  financed.     The more advanced regions 

gain  by this policy due  to the  widening of their own markets.     To the extent 

that   development does not  remain restricted to the most advanced  regions and 

income rises rapidly in  the  interregional system as  a whole,  all  regions will 

benefit  from the economies  of scale that can be achieved in the wider joint 
markets. 

The  key to this policy is regional self-financing.    It  is  emphasized that 

the  viaoilxty of a policy  of regional self-financing does not  squire a demon- 

stration  that the system of regions as a whole  is  necessarily better off with 

self-financing than  if capital transfers were permitted.     While  strong arguments 

can  be  advanced to disprove the  conventional view that any interference with 

spontaneous polarization  tendencies will exact  a severe  sacrifice  in terms of 

the   growth of the  system as   a whole,^ the   case  for regional  self-financing 

-loo.,   not  hinge on  these  arguments.    It  only needs to be reiterated that each 

i-gun,   is  to a considerable  extent an  autonomous goal-setting and decision- 

making unit.    This unit  may not  be able  to impose  its preferences  on  the oth-r 

'•'•*u,„s,   but   it has  a variety of devices by means  of which  it  can   exercise veto 
power  llV..r many  ,,.pt,cts   of joint  or c,entral  decisions<     %u3)   a demonstratiûn 

l-J   mea:,,  of Elmpie programming models that  certain  resource transfers damaging 

~ '  ;!T fr^lS P—nted below in tables 1 through  3.     See also T.   Vietorisz, 
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to  a given region  are beneficial   to the  system as a whole  fall  far short  of 

proving the case   for  such transfers,  since the  putative benefits may not be 

attainable under any set of realistic circumstances.     When making a planning 

'•loice, each presumed alternative  must actually exist.     The burden of tie 

present argument   is  that a serious   infraction  of regional equities will   in all 

probability result   in an illusory  estimate of over-all growth possibilities. 

The case for reasonable standards  of equity in  interregional planning decisions 

in merely strengthened by a demonstration that,  even when abstracting from 

onsiderations of regional autonomy, the additional  global benefits  that might 

be available  as  a result of polarized growth are modest or non-existent. 

I 

Re£Íonal autonomy and the formulation of programing models 
n^i-<fc^^l I«I   I«     «      II     in   I».II»II •iii<Mifc.A*i,Jri»i —m •••••i'   *'^i   —   minimum    »«•»• »'T   mi   'Hi     m i^ii  »ii  •     •     •—^WI»-<-^~^^-p^l^   •     •     II     —i in- 

Given the  above considerations about regions  as partly autonomous  goal- 

jctting and dec ision-making units,  is  it possible to use mathematical program- 

ming models  as   aids to the interregional  planning process?   „ 

The answer  is   in the affirmative, provided that  the limitations  of such 

models  are recognized.     In the   usual formulation,   a global goal  is maximized 

(such  as the  global product   for  all regions)   while  so-called welfare constraints 

are  introduced  for the  individual  regions,   for example,   in the  form of prescribed 

mi ni muri shares   in the   increase   of global product.     The  foregoing argument does 

:.ot  imply that  such  formulations   are necessarily beside the point; but  it does 

imply  that the models possessing  the given formal  characteristics have  to be 

interpreted and used with a different point of view from the customary one. 

It  is usual  to consider the   regional welfare constraints as being  in  some 

sense  an afterthought,  introduced  into the model after the essential,  technical 

parts  are assembled.     It  is  also  customary to talk  about the cost of such wel- 

fare constraints  in the following sense:    if an additional, constraint  is  imposed 

on a maximizing model, this will   generally restrict the number of available 

alternatives  and will reduce   (or  et best  leave unchanged)   the objective being 

maximized.     Thus  the cost of introducing a regional  welfare constraint   is a 

reduction  in  the  global  product   (assuming that  the   latter  is  being maximized). 

What   is  not  sufficiently appreciated,  however,   is  that   any constraint   in  the 

model  can play  exactly  the  same   role.     If we  remove   any  one  of the  technical 

constraints   (for example,  the   constraint on   iron  and   steel   input:;)   then  the 

formal  solution  to the model  will  yield a higher maximum.     Thin maximum would 

never be  interpreted  on  the  sane   footing as  the  normal  maximum  cince   it   is 
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readily apparent that  the suppression of the constraining role of iron and 

steel  inputs will result in an illusory improvement that cannot actually be 

attained under any set  of circumstances.     The economic  significance  of the 

esumate  is that   it measures the effective scarcity of iron and steel  supply. 

Given the   fact that individual  regions are partly autonomous goal-setting 

and decision-making units,  the exercise of this  autonomy can be described in 

terms of certain political constraints that are  imposed on global maximizing 

décrions.    These political constraints, however,  are by no means gratuitous: 

their removal would lead to an entirely illusory improvement of global product, 

exactly as  in  the case  of the  iron-and-steel constraint discussed above.     There- 

fore,  such constraints  are by no means to be interpreted as a grudging conces- 

sa  to a moral   sense  of equity on the part  of the central planner.     If the 

latter interpretation were allowed to stand, then  it would become a matter of 

the central planner's exercising his  own preferences in ascertaining how much 

of a global cost, (decrease  in global product)  he would be willing to accept for 

a given  improvement  in  regional equity.     In this  case welfare constraints could 

veil be regarded as an  afterthought;   and there  is  good reason to suppose that 

xn  customary formations  of programming models   they are generally so regarded. 

** very name welfare constraint suggests this;   in representing the veto power 

of partly autonomous  regional units,  the name political  constraint is more 
descriptive  of actual  conditions. 

The  consequences  of the  tun diffo«;^»  „J-J.-^ 
tuo differing attitudes to programming models, 

however,  go beyond a mere change of names       R;_irt „„    »     •  . 
. *" CI names-    "^d constraints are an elementary 

»a    of rendent ln6 the  politica! autonomy of regional sub-units i„ programme 

-d.-l=.    A ,ore  sophisticated approach attempts to o.uanti,y the economic «per- 

cuss^ of inevitable  interregional development policies, as reflected by 

productiva, decreases,  lagging supplies of savings and skills, diminished 

•nnoyaUve activity and other indicators.     Thi. permits a more realistic 

»pprai^a! of the convences of different patterns of interregional dévelop- 

pe t.    Vet even this fails to come to grips with some aspects of regional 

autonomy,   since   it leaves out the possibilities of direct political action 

V• a  "indamMtal   inflUen0e °" the  «°» °f ««   interregional  devel- opment p,„   „ . uhole „d vhich elude ^ attempt  at quantificat.on 

maximizing modela. 

The attest at .uantifying some  of the  socio-political  factors is.  „one 

«•• J-. Highly  significant   in spite of all  imperfections and attendant diffi- 

••t.c,-.     .ho more  concretely the repercussions of different   patterns of 
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interregional development are traced,  the more will  it be possible to define 

interregional development policies that emphasize the common interests of the 

individual regions, thereby reducing the sphere of conflicting interests that 

have to be resolved by primarily political means.     The following section offers 

a few tentative first  steps in this direction. 

CAPITAL ACCUMULATION.  CULTURAL TRANSFORMATION 
Àlfo INTERRÉGIONAL tmiÓPWm  

The shortcomings of a maximizing approach to interregional development 

have been explored above  and the introduction of social and political consid- 

erations  into the  formulation of resource-allocation models used tc study 

interregional development has been urged.    Some  further shortcomings of these 

models will be analysed below,  focusing on the inadequacy of the concept of 

capital accumulation for explaining the phenomena of economic  development, 

even  if the concept is  extended to include the accumulation of human capital. 

This  suggests a systematic modification of the parameters of such models in 

order to represent key aspects of the  cultural transformation process that have 

a bearing on interregional resource  allocation.     These principles will be 

illustrated by three rudimentary, aggregate-level models of interregional 

development.    The models lend support to a policy of regional self-financing 

and show the effects of such a policy on the growth of advanced regions, 

underdeveloped regions,  and the interregional system as a whole. 

Human capital 

The concept of human capital is  firmly linked to the concept of economic 

development as an accumulation process, and is in  fact a powerful means of 

buttressing the dominant position of the re source-alloc at ion framework in 

explaining the phenomenon of economic  development.     This is done by extending 

the  concept of capital  from the accumulation of physical stocks to the accumu- 

lation of labour skills,  and hence treating human  labour as a commodity, on a 

par with other commodities traded in the market.     In a resource-allocation 

model used for programming each grade of skill,  like each physical commodity, 

appears  in two balances:     a stock balance with an  associated stock-rental  price 

that depends on the scarcity of the   stock accumulated up to the  given time;   and 

a flow balance with an associated flow price that   represents the capitalized 

value  of rentals   in buying or  selling a unit of the  commodity.     The  stock- 

rental price of a unit   of skill   is   its wage rate,   while the  flow price   is  the 
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c Vitalized value of wages.     The  latter can be interpreted as the value of a 

man's  skills to himself - it would be the  purchase or sales price of a skilled 

slave  in  a slave society;  it also represents the social value  of a skilled 

emigrant  or immigrant.    Skills are generated by educational or training activ- 

ity  that  are defined as tr.e exact counterpart of ordinary production activi- 

ties,  that  is,  their   inputs are physical-  and skill-commodity  flows and stocks, 

and their outputs  are the desired skill-commodity flows.     There are,  in additi!, 

special activities  that carry over physical- and skill-commodities from one 

time  period to the next.    These  activities   inter-link  flow and  stock prices  and 

jointly determine the  structure of discounted prices which underlies the concept 
of the  rate of interest. 

Figures 1  and 2 below present a linear programming model  for human capital 

in Tucker's combinatorial format.    Activity scales  (X and H variables)  appear 

in the bottom margins;  prices  (P and R variables) appear in the right margins. 

Clack variables are  omitted.    The  sign convention is that outputs and supplies 

ar» positive while inputs, requirements,  and demands »re negative. 

Such a model represent! the qualitative cultural changes that take place 

in the course of economic development in terms of a gradual build-up over ti» 

of stocks of skills of ever higher order.    Each high«- skill embodies the inputs 

of physical stocks and flows as well as the requirements of crude labour and 

skills of lower grades that enter into its generation by means of educational 
or training activities. 

For this model to have analytical value, education and training must be 

represented as taking place within the economic sphere, that  is,  as a part of 

the production process.    From the point of view of production,  various distinct 

grades of skilled labour are no more than  intermediate commodities that can be 

produced directly or indirectly from crude labour and other primary inputs. 

In the simple mode,  of figure 1 the only primary (non-produced)   inputs are 

crude labour and the   initial stock, of physical Coods.     If optimization over 

time consists of maximi2ing the value o*\ter*inal stocks,  the  growth of the 

system in any time period is  limited only by crude labour,  and by the stocks 

of physical commodities and labour skills that have been accumulated before 

that tim. period begins.    The essential choices within the model  relate to the 

•xt,„t and time-phasing of educational and training activities,   in order to 

balance   in the most effective manner possible the disadvantages  of tying down 

labour  in training activities  against the benefit,  flowing from the higher 

I reluctivity of the  resulting upgrüied labour  force. 
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For the sake of simplicity,  the model   is   depicted as  allowing for  the 

production of only two types  of goods (labelled 1 and 2)   and for the  existence 

of only three grades of skill   (labelled 0  for  crude  labour,   1 and 2).     In 

practical use,  however,  the model would allow a wide  range  of choice   in  the 

types  of goods produced,  these  production activities using  skills more  or less 

intensively.    The model  also assumes in general that   increasing amounts   and 

and higher degrees of skills are  compensated  in the over-all technological 

structure by reductions  in crude  labour and/or physical  stock and flow  require- 

ments.     While possibilities  of substitution between production activities  are 

it the heart  of the techno-economic description provided by the model,   crude 

labour and skill  input-requirements within a production activity are assumed 

to be  rigidly determined and precisely given. 

In  figure 1,  the  growth of the labour  force  is  treated as an  exogenous 

supply q¿  for skin   of grade i   (i » 0, 1 or 2)   in each time  period.    The para- 

meter q.   comprises the effects  of entries  into the labour  force  (for skill 

grade 0) ;  immigration net of emigration  in each skill grade; and deaths  or 

retirements from the  labour force  (a negative   item).     If any amounts of skills 

of grade  i are generated outside the economic   sphere covered by the model, 

e.g.  by a socio-cultural process not subject  to resource allocation considera- 

tions,  these amounts have to be   included in  the exogenous  supply. 

As  formulated in  figure 1,  educational and training activities always 

result  in a direct  debit against production,   since they withdraw some labour 

from productive uses;  there  in,  however,  an  indirect credit,  in that the newly 

generated skills will make possible a higher  prodi, tivity   in a future period. 

The only possible exception to this rule  is  the training of crude labour under 

conditions where crude labour itself is in  surplus;  then the shadow price of 

crude  labour is  zero and the training activity  is not  debited with a cost  item 

on this account.    There will, of course, still exist  debit  items arising from 

tying down highly skilled teachers,   is well as  the costs of physical  stock and 

flow requirements.    The wage structure resulting from the training activities 

is such that the capitalized difference between wage levels in successive grades 

exactly compensates  for the training costs  incurred,  including the opportunity 

cost of wages foregone while  in training. 
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Figure   1 

A, simple programming model for human  capital : 
Detail for a single period 
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ÏÏStej,:    i. Rows represent resources of physical goods and labour skills,  each 

accounted for separately as a flow and as a stock.    Coluros repre- 

sent activities:    the production of goods and skills; the carry- 

over of stocks of goods and skills from one time period to the next; 

and exogenously determined supplies and demands that are entered in' 

the model as data.    A given coefficient in the detail represents an 

output (supply) or an input (requirement, deaand) of a given resource 
per unit of activity scale. 

2. Fow balances are obtained by first multiplying each coefficient in 

the detail by the activity scale of its coluan  (the X or H variable 

appearing at the foot of the column in which the coefficient is 

located).    This yields total output (supply)  or input  (requirement, 

demand)   of a resource at  the activity scale  designated by the X or 

H variable.    All products in a given row are then added algebrai- 

cally and the sum is a surplus   (if positive)   or deficit  (if negative) 

of the  resource at the specified activity scales. 
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<;. Column balances are obtained by first multiplying each coefficient 

in tae detail by the  resource price of its  row  (the P or R variable 

appearing at the right margin of the row  in which the coefficient 

is located).    This yields the total revenue  (for positive coeffi- 

cients)   or total cost   (for negative coefficients)  associated with 

the sale or purchase  of the resource in question at the prices 

designated by the P or R variables.    All products in a given column 

are then added algebraically and the sua is the profit (if positive) 

or loss   (if negative)   of running the given activity at unit  level, 

calculated at the specified resource prices. 

¡4. The e and g coefficients refer to ordinary flow and stock inputs of 

physical goods into the educational and training activities, such 

as electricity (a flow)  or inventories of desks and benches (stocks) 

The -(l-d) and +{l-d)  entries refer to the  disappearance of lower- 

grade skills and the creation of higher-grade skills resulting from 

the educational and training activities; the d coefficients in 

particular designate the fraction of drop-outs at each level.    The 

entries of -1 and -h in the education and training activities 

represent the stocks of trainees and teachers respectively, tied 

down by these activities during the process  of training.     It  is 

assumed for convenience that only skill-grade 2 provides teachers 

and that each activity is self-contained within a single time 

period; these assumptions can be easily relaxed and longer-term 

training activities as well as various time-lags can be introduced 

into the model in any manner desired. 

5. It is assumed for convenience that all stocks are liquidated at 

the end of each time period; thus stock carry-over activities 

interconnect only to consecutive time periods.    No depreciation 

on physical stocks is assumed; all withdrawals  from stocks of 

skills, as already explained    are treated as exogenous. 
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: ,r;r>>       represents   m  condensed  form the  interconnexions  between  the 

• ••»' 
i. 

• i' K-,   i.-   illustrated   in  figure  1,   that provide   resource balances  for 

tine  rvrio-ic.     The   X,  H,  P and  H   variables   in   figure 2  are   vectors  ani 

-ff ¡••¡'•r.t.s  shown  within  the  figure   »re matrices. 

Figure 2 

A simple  programming model for human capital: 
Interconnexion between periods 
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'J it-:- All  rule a  given   for the detail   in figure  1  are valid  for figure 2 

if the operations are undertaken following the rules  of matrix 

alp.-t.ra.     In  particular,  the   intersections  of rows  I-5  and columns 

I-1    ir;  figure   1   are designated  by the  symbols F*  in  figure 2, where 

th.-  .-¡per.^ript  t » 1, 2,   3  or h refers  to the tine period in 

iU'-'sUon.     Likewise, the   intersections  of  rows 6-10 and columna I-5 

"n   figure  1   an-   desi^ated by  the symbols  S* in  figure P; and the 

lì agorai.;  made   up of    +1     0r     -1    elements   are  designated by +1  and 

-I   r'-.ut' <tively. 

!-w*ur- /   ;.-.   -t   simple accounting device.     In  order to use   it  for 

Pti^i;;-ition,   -..rtain  variables  have  to be   pre-set  to   constant 

'•"i:'4''''     7ii'1->     ir.clu.l--  the  exogenous  vector  for each  time period, 

•1. ••nîï.y  pr--.;.*r   to  MI: It   .'cale;   the  stock   carry-over vector H°   for 
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the  zero time  period, which  fixes the pre-existing stock  levels; 

and the  stock  and  flow price  vectors P^ and R5  for the  fifth  time- 

period that establish the valuation of terminal  stocks.     The  opti- 

mization can then be  expressed   in two interrelated calculations: 

(a)   Choose  a programme of activity scales by setting the  remaining 
X and H  variables to any  desired non-negative values.     Among 
all possible programmes  of this kind,   identify as   optimal  a 
programme which maximizes  the value of terminal stocks while 
leaving a positive or zero surplus   (row balance)   for each 
resource. 

fb)   Choose  a pattern of resource stock and   flow prices by  setting 
the remaining P and R variables to any desired non-negative 
values.     Among all  possible patterns  of this kind,   identify 
as optimal  a pattern which minimizes  the joint profit on  all 
exogenous  activities,  while leaving a negative or  zero profit 
on all activities. 

The maximand of the  first  calculation will   coincide with the mini- 

mand of the second calculation  provided that both problems  do have 

finite optima.     In this optimal   solution,   activities having losses 

will occur at   zero scales,  and  resources having positive   surpluses 

will have zero valuations  (free  resources).     The  avoidance of nega- 

tive  surpluses   in  the  first  calculation  is   an  obvious device   for 

preventing resource bottlenecks;  the avoidance  of positive profits 

in the  second  calculation corresponds to the   well known  efficiency 

condition that  all  profits are   zero under perfectly competitive 

equilibrium.     The maximization   of terminal   stock valuations  isa 

device  for putting the system  in the best possible position  for 

future growth.     The minimization of profits  on the exogenous  activ- 

ities   is a device  for reducing  the scarcities  of exogenously  supplied 

resources while enhancing the  values of exogenously demanded 

resources. 



The  optimal  pattern  of prices  can be   interpreted as  a pattern of discoun- 

ted prices.     In order to  determine a rate  of  interest  connecting any two time 

period,,   current prices are  defined by reference to a common rate of   interest, 

using the  conventional  discounting formula  to  connect current and discounted ' 

pri?..s.     Hinco each  stock-carry-over activity  actually used has a zero return 

in  term«  of  discounted prices,  this translates   into a  formula  connecting the 

ratio of  stock rent  and flow price for a commodity  (physical good or labour 

:*in)   with  a percentage  capital gain or loss   in terms of current  prices. 

"hooding a valu-standard stock  for which  current prices  are equal   in the two 

P'.-riods yields a rate of interest defined as  the ratio of rental price to flow 

rrico   -or the  value-standard  stock.    The rate  of interest   is not  a fundamental 

property  of the model,  since  it varies with  the choice of the value-standard 

stock; but  the  pattern  of discounted prices,   emerging directly from the optimi- 
•/ation,   is   fundamental. 

The  tour  de force of representing the   cultural transformation  incident to 

economic  development  as  an  extension of the  process  of stock accumulation  is 

worthy of admiration  as  an   intellectual  feat,   and in  fact   it yields  an excel- 

!-r-t   Inscription of the purely technical aspects  of the labour training and 

••rational   process.     Moreover,  when technical   inputs  into labour training, 

ot.h^r than   labour  inputs,   can  either be  safely  ignored or can be reduced to 

farther   indirect  labour  inputs, the model  also yields an acceptable description 

of the differentiation of the labour force  as  corresponding to the different 

•unounts of congealed unskilled labour that  are   implied by the emergence of each 

:*ill   category.     Hone  th>-  less when the phenomena of cultural transformation 

"r"  f0r"":ì   int° the Procrustean categories  of resource allocation,  some of the 
>.•-,'  fr-atures  are left out  of consideration. 

Thro,  of th^se key  features    hat have  to be  allowed   for are:     (a)   the 

iir-t   Ir.W^tïon  between  eductior'training  and consumption;   (b)   the  direct 

.nt,.r,.,tion  l:.tve,n  eduction/training and production; and   (c)   the   instability 

•   th, t.,hn„.,i   ,oeffi,i*ntS related to  labour  inputs under conditions of 
•' ^i'H   an i   inrt'tutinnn]   ^han^e. 

.r-"t.    ir't-THct ion   b'-tWeer¡ '•ducation/training  and consumption 

•••-   ;-.-;,^r--an.v^tI,ir!   framework  pre-nuppo^s  a neat   division  between 

i.
i:'t ''.'!"   ri?:1  •:,nr-tif-   •^•-¿   in   society,   whereby  any activity can be 

•V-!••:•>,- as  v.rk,   "contributing  to  production,  or  as  consumption 

" "'ty  r":>'r'iM^'-      '-''en  this   classification,  th-   amount  of work that 
r"'i':* 'rr",i   ";   :^>-'l  V.y  th.-  available   labour  supply.     Yet  the most 
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•"'in'lamentai  determinants  of  productivity  are  impossible  to  classify   in  this 

manner.     Basic  language,   literacy,   and  social   skills  whose  lack  totally  demol- 

ishes  labour productivity are  acquired as  a matter  of course by all  members   of 

a given  society,   entirely regardless  of their needs  as   individuals to do vro- 

luctive work  for  a  living.     Higher education,  the  leading edge  of Productivity 

alvances,   is sought  after by many of the socially most productive   individuals 

is  an  end in  itself.     Thus  educational   and training activities cannot be neatly 

assigned to the   sphere  of production,   and conversely  their  lack or relative 

backwardness  cannot  be  simply reduced to deficient  stocks  of teachers  and 

ieficient training activities  within the  sphere  of production.     By the  samp 

token,  a rapid upsurge of these activities can  at times take place spontane- 

ously,   in spite of the  fantastic   imputed costs   (and consequent  additions to 

gross  national product)   that would be  implied  if all of these activities were 

accounted for at  conventional  (that  is, commercial or administered)  resource 

nrices.     To appreciate the margin of uncertainty in this  regard,   it  is  suffi- 

cient  to note that with an   institutional work year of ?,?00 hours  (50 weeks  at 

UU hours/week)  and a labour-force participation rate of ¡40 per cent, barely 

10 per cent of total  population-hours  are spent   in work.    This   is the maximum 

that  can be assumed as subject  to resource allocation,  either by the market   or 

by some planning mechanism that acts as a surrogate for the functions of the 

market,   such as  programming.     Given this  10 per cent and regarding the 6? per 

cent  of waking time as the  fund of vital hours  available to the culture,  only 

15  per cent of the  vital time-fund  is allotted to the economic  sphere, while 

the  disposition of 85 per cent  is  culturally rather than strictly economically 

determined.    The  education and training of children,  decisive  for later  labour 

productivity,  draws  on  these hours;  so do the unaccounted-for productive activ- 

ities  of housewives that,   as  experience  indicates,   can be considerably contrac- 

ted,   for   example,   during war time;  and so do the  culturally patterned recrea- 

tional  and other  spare-time activities of workers.     With this tremendous slack 

at   the disposal  of society,   it   is hard to argue that  the speed of cultural 

transformation   is  primarily  determined by economically scarce  stocks of skills, 

except  under highly  formalized and rigid institutional conditions.     It   is  true 

that   there may be  severe bottlenecks  in  some critical  skills,   and also that 

there   is   in generai  a well-defined time  lag associated with all   educational 

undertakings  that   in   some ways mirrors  the  time  lag   incident  upon the  accumula- 

tion  of  stocks;  yet  the  existence  of this  vast   slack  more  than  adequately 

explains  the  cultural   breakthrough   that  can  be  achieved  at   times  spontane- 

ously,  or   in  a purposeful   and  controlled manner  with  literacy  campaigns, 
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•ì : uM-e iucution  programmes ,  and other   institutional means  of accelerated 

•uiturai   trans format ieri. 

h;  a  purely  formal   manner,   these   phenomena can  be subsumed  under  the 

»•.-:•.-)r<v-al In^Htl^n  mod-]    in  at   least   two ways. 

Ihr.a,   all   -lucati.-rial  and  training activities   can be  assigned to  the 

rrdu-ti.n   srhere.     This   implies   a  va;t   increase  in  the hours  of activities 

•:'t:-:'¡ fi-l  -t.-   work,  which   : av to be   accounted  for   in terms   of  a corresponding 

•'  •"•"'''•    !•'   t;.--  hour.!  of available  labour supply  per unit  of  stock of each 
•J   "•    !    1 !   gru u t model   of figure   1,   foe  example,  the  increase  in yearly 

v'uv.  neuro   uviiiabl"   fron  a  stock  of  one worker  and  the  reclassification  of 

• n-t rotu-t iv>-   indivi lual s  as workers   is  reflected   in the  expansion of all 

•'-'•'•—'     iri-1 i 1 : r:r .-ni"   labour)   inherited frojn  the  base period  (increase   ir.  the 

»     raram« t.. r   v< -t••!•   io   firure ?)   and  corresponding   increases   in  the exogenous 

• •<i    ir  out rly   ir.  --a'-h   tir:-   period   (parameters  qn,   qlt  and  q2   in   figure  l). 

A •••..Mindly,   the  physical   at. 1/or  skill   output:   that  can be  attained in a giver. 

r   pulut ou   -an  b-   ir^r-as-i.     ir,   formulating such  a model  care must be taker. 

our-'las:    Ty   the  newly  expanded  labour resources   properly,   since otherwise 

* o-  •iu-ttoooil   activities   involving,   for example,   the time  of  small  children 
fiut   ur-    M'w   ao-wu.ted  within  the  productive  sphere)  might   show up as  a  sudden 

"xr"'''';   r:   'r -r;le  labour  available   for   industrial   tasks,  and the  like.     It   is 

-no     -cent ini   to  ¡specify   that  the   expansion  of the   labour  supply  incident  upcr. 

*o.o   i-'d^i'Mtion of the  productive  sphere of the  economy be matched by a 

'•••rr>:-\--..\\ur   in-rea.-.o   in   savings,   since the   redefinition  must   not be  allowed 

t     ••vr-,r. )   -o.oiTtti -n;  tnus  whatever  additional   income  is  generated must  be 

f.-rm-.l   y  oh -wo   MO  r» ir.g  rnvM and  reinvested   in  additional   stocks  of skills, 

.'••«•or. 1,   '-du.-tti- n«ji   unì training   activities   taVirg place  outside the 

• r:vnti   nui   economic  sph-r.-  r-an  be   represented as   exogenously  determined 
;r r lo 

o ünr 

o'    ¡rf- 

f 

t * ', 

•Ï   bonuui  \>inan-t»r.::     in   particular,  this   applies   to  supplies  of 

f1"v''   "' !:"v J-i^-r-graie  ok i i Is matched by withdrawals  of corres- 

f  l-wr-p-rah   skills,   and  demands   of physical   and skill 

ito-i Wiíh   th„   r'roMfi-d educational  and training phenomena. 

ar.. .'ú'ito 

that   t r urei y   forra >lt it o r--'   t" tí¡"   problem achieve  very 

*:.•    -ea.ly   l-:ffi^ult.   Tueotior:.-   remain   outside  the   analyti- 
r-     ':'    i:r—   •>as-,   td,e.r..   :;.  T,0 vay   of analysing  the amount  by 

o-J   labour   oupply  will   • •xw.i   in  each  time   period and by each 

h r-.ul   "xpanci.n  of  savings   required  for mopping up extra 
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factor income cannot be properly specified except ex yost; and the usual opti- 

mizing criterion, that is, the maximization of the value of terminal stocks, 

has to be modified, again in a manner that cannot be determined except ex £ost, 

in order to allow for the apparent over-scheduling of certain educational/trac- 

ing activities known to be valued for their own sake.  In the second case it 

is even more evident that the key questions are hidden behind exogenously 

determined parameters. 

1 

Direct interaction between education/training and production 

The evolution of skills,  in the resource-allocation  framework,  proceeds 

independently of the technological  evolution  of the productive process.    A 

complete set  of technological alternatives   can  in theory be embodied  in the  set 

of physical  production  activities,  and the adoption of the most advanced tech- 

nological alternatives   is limited only by the availability of the corresponding 

skills, as reflected in  their shadow prices.    Thus, as long as  certain advanced 

skills are  scarce while  crude labour or low-grade skills  are- abundant,  the 

available  stocks of these advanced skills will be allocated only to  selected 

critical activities  with an exceptionally high productivity in terms  of these 

skills and correspondingly low inputs of other grades of labour and physical 

commodities.     These  critical  activities will then  set the  shadow prices of the 

advanced skills,  and will  do aj at  a level   sufficiently high  to rule out the 

Drofitable use of these  skills  in any but the corresponding activities them- 

selves.    As  development  proceeds,  additional  stocks of the higher skills can 

be generated by education/training activities,  and this will be done  in so far 

as the resultant productivity increase jiistifies the training costs. 

One socio-cultural  aspect of this  process, which has typically not been 

built  into programming models but has received detailed attention at the aggre- 

gate level,  is the impact of upgraded skills on the total wage bill and thus on 

the balance between consumption and savings.    Another aspect which  is  critical 

to the present evaluation  is the  inseparable,  organic relationship between the 

evolution of work  skills,  organizational  skills,  advanced tPfhnical/sci.-ntific 

skills, and the evolution of technology as  represented by the  collection of 

actually available alternative production activities.    T? ere  is  an  interpéné- 

tration of the process  of production ana the process of innovation that  results 

in  joint activities having a triple character:     by means  of physical  and skill 

inputs they produce,   first,  physical  commodities;  second,   a net  surplus of 

higher-grade   skills,   and third,   information pertaining to new production activ- 

ities that may be  added  to the  set of available alternatives   in  future time 
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periods.     -T'.s  a  resource-allocation   framework  that  treats  education/training 

as   independent  of  production  and   innovation   is  forced  to  postulate,   in a 

patently   unrealistic   fashion,   that  workers  can  be   trained,   in  complete   isola- 

tion  from   the  product ion activities,   for predetermined  slots   in   the  production 

pmoesB;   while   the   latter process   itself  is  viewed  as consisting,   i„  addition 

to currentLy utilized activities,   of alternatives  at   no cost   using higher-grade 

skills   that  are waiting  to  be   incorporated at   the  right  moment  within   the 

a • ". im u I a t, ion sequence. 

Th-ro  has been  much  recent  work on  one aspect  of these  problems,   namely 

ti:-   nUs   involved   in   generating new technical   alternatives  and  the   inclusion 

1—¡Piona pertaining to the allocation of resources to cover these costs 

within the over-all framework of resource allocation. This, however, still 
l„av-<  onon  thf,  ()UP,tîon  of how  such  costs  depeni  on  the   intpraction  betwpen 

the productive Process   and  innovation;  and how both   interact with  the   simul- 

taneous   upgrading of the  labour   force.     While   it   is  easy   formally to  define 

^tivU''^   thHi  »rotnr*.   physical   outputs,   ungraded   labour  skills   and new tech- 

ni">I   i H ornati ves   for   future use  as  joint  products,   this  device  begs  the 

merti-n,   ein-   it   throws  no light   on  how  the  technical  coefficients  of such 

W. i vît I.«»  are to  to  determined.     Tnus the key phenomena of cultural  trans- 

formation   romain  hidden  behind  arbitrarily  defined  parameters. 

The   instability of technical  coefficients   related to  labour  inputs 

 '   ij     o-iii   itT.ts  within   resource  allocation models that  depend 

Ur-tly  or  iniireeMy  on  labour  productivity  are notoriously unstable  compared 

t     te.-hr.i.Til   -.^-fficients  that  depend primarily on  physical  phenomena.     Thus, 

f r oxHmpU-,   in the  production  of  caustic  soda and chlorine by electrolysis, 

t!,>  proportions  of  these  Joint   products  a.  well  as  their  ratios  to the  required 

I'nut   -f ..lorrtri-  current are  determined primarily by Faraday's   law,  and are 

*t ••or :glv   s'chly   stable. contrast,  the output  of a mechanical workshop 

i"P"rîl"   "-"vi'-.v    '•   •**•"'" productivity even   if  its  machine  nark,   product  assort- 

""rt*   '"' '  |,ut":i"    •t-ï'^.ing conditions   are   standardized.     The  technical   coeffi- 

V":!;\ "V •"¡<"''  U  WOrk"    r   "ir"   -'^cngly  affected by  at   least  two kinds  of cultural 
:':      '•-*-   ; :•'   ^  :• i:t;-.p.s   pertaining to  learning,  both  at  the  level   of 

:'   !V   1,rii   "'ir-'1  "'*   fr'"   :"'/,':   of the  social  organization;   and  second,   by 

'  rnt'  '"•'   r-^.'i.t.ü.g  t..  motivation,   including both  material  and  social/political 

"""'     *'   :",!irr;np  hav°  ^'"n  studied   in   some  detail   and can be 
t"r"li-"--    "^-r •-••"•"'• :.t      f r er formane«  that  tends  t :>   level   off 
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asymptotically towards an  empirically determined limit.^    It   is theoretically 

possible  to build  such learning behaviour  into resource allocation models by 

means   of integer-type sequencing constraints that prohibit the  employment of 

more  efficient  technical  variant, vithin  a learning sequence until the less 

efficient variants  have already been  undertaken.-^7    The rate  of  improvement 

-an  be  adequately  described by period-to-period  coefficient   changes,   while  the 

ultimate level  of  improvement   is given within error limits by the  last activity 

In  the  sequence.     The key unanswered questions  Hplied by this   formal  descrip-' 

tion  refer to the  rate and the  limit  of improvement  under different  socio- 
cultural   settings. 

The  phenomena pertaining to motivation are even harder to assess.     There 

is no  question that material  conditions  of  living feed back on the productivity 

of the  workers,  and so long as  a given  socio-cultural  setting can be assumed t'c 

r- essentially stable,  it   is possible to relate material  incentives to effort 

put   forth.    This  relationship  is  covered by numerous  investigations of incen- 

tive systems.    The  broader aspects of the effects  of the social,   cultural and 

political setting on productivity are,  on the other hand,   inherently much 

harder to quantify.     Some of these effects may be  summarized under the heading 

-f morale which,   as   indicated by the   celebrated Hawthorne experiments,^7   is  a 

nighly elusive  concept,     tfhile   it  is  plausible that  a high rate  of economic 

growth  and a general atmosphere of purposefulness  and optimism create a favour- 

able  feedback on  productivity,   a similarly  favourable   feedback may on occasion 

Hi so be  obtained from an  atmosphere  of challenge and crisis.     It has been 

asserted that  under one-  set of particularly dramatic  circumstances  increases 

of productivity  in  a country paralleled the sharp rise of international tension, 

in  which  thk   country as  a whole had a vital  stake.^    If technical  coefficient.. 

I 

.Ü/ H.   Asher  (1Q56)   Cost-Quantity Relationships   in the Airframe  Tndn.t.^. 
Report No.R-291,  RAND Corporation,  Santa Monica,   California.  

~    noc^e"i°eiu   °f  Sequencin8  constraints   see H.   M.   Markowitz  and A.   ?..   Mann, 
U9;0    On the  solution of Discrete Programming Problems",   Econometric? 
January  issue,   pp.86  and  87.  -* 

Hi/  For  a comparative  discussion  of these  and  related eyppriments,   s- 
H.   F.   White   (195G)   "Human  Relations   in   Industry",  The Delphian Quarterly. 
spring  issue;   relevant   portions  reprinted  in M.   L.   Barron,  Ed     UQoT)— 
Contemporary Sociology.   Dodd,  New   York,   pp.318-320. 

UJ  A.   Cilly^f196)0   "Inside  the  Cuban  Revolution",   Monthly  R»VJPW.  N*V YorV 
October  issue,   p.8¡4.  ** 
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~an on occasion exhibit this degree of instability over the very sncrt run, 

it becomes obvious that their longer-term trend must be subject in cardinal 

ways   to  socio-cultural   determination  that   is  entirely outside  *he  analytical 

s-ope  of the  proposed   resource-allocation  models. 

To  summarize,   the  concept  of human   capital   represents the most   far- 

reaching attempt,  within the  resource-allocation  framework of thought, to  come 

to  grips  with  the  phenomena of economic  development   including the  qualitative 

cultural  transformation   incident  on  the acquisition of higher skills   and broader 

education.     Some  shortcomings of this  approach have been   reviewed above and  it 

was  concluded that,  while the key objections   can be met   in the  purely formal 

sense,  the  resulting models  conceal  the  analytical   difficulties behind ad hoc 

definitions  of parameters.     Resource  allocation  of stock  accumulation models, 

whatever their aesthetic  appeal,   are useful  analytical  and planning tools only 

to the extent  that  their parameters can be operationally derived and &"e 

reasonably stable.     The foregoing discussion has  focused attention  on the non- 

operational  character and instability of the parameters  introduced into these 

models when an attempt  is made to extend them to cover some critical  questions 

of qualitative  cultural  transformation  incident on  economic development 

The modification of resource-allocation models 

What can be  done to introduce an alternative point of view into the dis- 

cussion of the development process?    As noted earlier,  it  is premature to 

attempt the construction of an  entirely  sui   generis  framework  for dealing with 

taese  problems.     Possible leads  in this direction  are provided by attempts to 

construct computer-simulation models of social change; but these are  far from 

being standard working tools.    A systematic modification  of resource allocation 

models   is preferable.    Where these models assume stable parameters,  systematic 

parameter shifts  should be  introduced,   illustrative of  forces  of cultural 

transformation  that,  while not  adequately quantifiable at present,  can be 

yhown to exert a characteristic  influence. 

There are three  kinds of systematic parameter shifts that can be regarded 

an  rudimentary illustrations of qualitative cultural transformation phenomena. 

These   illustrative parameter shifts are chosen because they directly modify the 

•ondufuom- to be  drawn from the mechanics of interregional capital  accumulation. 

'":."?''  are: 

'*> A nt«ady  progressive auvance of the savings ratio over time that 
-anno', be  speeded up abruptly and that  is subject to sharp limitation 
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when there   is  an   interference with the  development process,   for 
example by draining avay resources  from the area or region  ir. 
question ; 

(b) A steady progressive  advance   in the absorption capacity for capital 
over time,  with  a sharp increase   in the   capital/output  ratio when 
this  capacity   is  exceeded; 

(c) A steady progressive advance   in  capital  and labour productivity 
over time that,  cannot be speeded up abruptly and that  is  subject  to 
the  same   limitation as   (a)   above. 

t 
The   progressive  advance of the  savings ratio,   the absorption capacity, 

and the capital  and labour productivity  of >¡¡J geographical area   'Ilústrate the 

process of what  is here termed as normal,   development.    This  is  taken to be 

characterized by an orientation to growth;  a systematic transformation of the 

attitudes, thoughts  aad habits of individuals; and a remoulding of the  insti- 

tutional  setting within which the  development process talc >tplace.      } 

Under ehe conditions prevailing in many developing countries such a    k 

progressive growth process  is thwarted by a variety of social and political       ^ 

rigidities.    In order to limit the scope of the discussion, this paper will 

deliberately bypass the crucial problem of breaking   trough these rigidi!.-A 

and  introducing a social and political setting within which an orientation to 

growth and the  consequent progressive  characteristics of economic development 

are possible.    Since  it is the purpose of this paper to study the policy 

choices concerning the planned interregional location of industries,  it will 

be  assumed instead that a general orientation to growth is already present at 

least  in the key parts  of the social-political unit,  for example,  in the 

advanced regions or at  some geographical growth poles.    Detailed study will be 

given to the effect of potential resource transfers between regions upon the 

process of growth  itself,  taking into  account the  effects these transfers have 

upon the normal course of c'-velopment  as defined above.    In traditional  formu- 

lations of resource allocation models that  do not have systematic parameter 

changes of the  above  three kinds \uilt   into them,   the  focus is  on s^oek accumu- 

lation,  and conclusions  tend to favour the geographical polari Ätion of invest- 

ments.     In models with these  systematic parameter changes introduced to reflect 

the underlying cultural transformation process,  such conclusions are modified 

in  the direction of considerably greater geographical decentralization or the 

growth process, based on regional self-financing. 
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Th IP*  Hflgregate-l"Vgl   interregional  growth  modeis 

Tables   I   through  "•  contain   the  three   illustrative,   aggregate-leve 1   inter- 

regional  growth  model,  re ferre*  to   in   the previous   section.     Lach  of these 

j tables   isolates   f,r  study  systematic  shifts  in  one   set  of parameters.     The 

models   refer to a  simple,   cosed,   two-region economy,  with  an advanced region 

A and an  underdeveloped region  P. 

Table  l   illustrate  th, behaviour of the  savings  ration     Tn most of 

•   the conventional  growth mod-Is  savings  are treated either as a constant  fractior 

of national   (regionali   product,  or as a constant fraction  of the   share  of 

profits.     It   should be emphasized here that  these mathematically  simple and 

elegant  assent i-ns   rr».hdg>.  -omrl-Wy  the  conclusions  that are  to be  drawn 

from  su-, m-l^s   v   regar :  to   interregional   investment  policy.     Instead  of 

è assuming such octant ratio, the author stipulates that the behaviour of the 

savings ratio in the n0ursP nf a normal development process, characterized by 

cultural   and  political orientation  to growth,   is a steady progressive  advance 

#to some   reasonable  upper  limit.     This   limit  is  determined  in  practice,  not by 

* considerations of  foregone consumption,  but rather by  technical  and organiza- 

tional   considerations  pertaining to the  effective utilization of additional 

investment  funds,   that   is,  by the   absorption capacity  of the  economy  for addi- 

tional   doses  nf investment.     For  the  purposes  of the  model   of table  1 this 

I.PP'T  limit  has been  set at   Y) per -ent  of regional   product  and the annual 

advance  has  been  specified as ?  per cent,  a figure  in  all  probability excessive 

bMt Whi"h anrw""  to  brin« r'lt th"   natures of the model   in  a more  pronounced 

•   fashion  than   a   ¡essor   increase would.     In other words,   it   is  assumed that  in 

• Ul'    ^ur3e of •^"'••omic development  there  is a progressive  recognition of the 

b-nefits  of setting aside an   increasing portion of net  output  for accumulation 

! ^H-oses, Hnd  that  this  recognition   is translated into an advancing savings 

rntio  via the  decisions  ,ï  individual  households and business  firms  (in predom- 

inantly private-enterprise economies)   or the political  decisions  embodied in 

investment targets   (in centrally  planned economies).     Growth models that  incor- 

^r'iU'  n'irh  ^tematioally advancing savings  ratios have been  investigated by 

>,ninko „orvHt.-      The most  salient   feature of such models   is the   fact  that 

±Z' Thi-   table  has  been taken   ( 
P)   from ' 

• f»r-.- 

,,.   ,      . xcept  for an   interchange of the  symbols A and 
Vietar is:',,  o£.   crt. 

nces   r^iced  in   footnote  h. 
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after an   initial  la*  in  consumption   (as  compared  with   alternativ, models  that 

maintain   the   saving  ratio  at   its   startin« value)   the   consumption profil,   r.ot 

only catches  up with the  consumption  profiles of    he   alternative models,  but 

outdistances  then, spectacularly  within  a  short  span  of  time.     On  reasonable 

assumptions  pertaining to the   parameters  of the model,   the  lag  in consumption 

amounts  to  somewhere from one  half  to one  full year at   its greatest;  that   is, 

a *iv,n   consumption  level   is   reached this  much  later   in   calendar time  as  com- 

pared with the  alternative model   with a static savings   ratio.     The time  required 

for ,atchin* uF   is approximately ten years.     It  should be  noted that neither 

the consumption  la, nor  the   time   required  for catching  up depends on the ut>per 

limt.  set   on  the  savings  rati,,  hut   delusively on   the   pa,e  of the year-to-venr 

'.!•/,.-     <"  th.-   latter;   in  oth-r  word,,  a,   far as   consumpt W:   lev-!, ar-  ,f,n- 

crr^d,   th^re   Î3 no  impediment   for  the rise of the   savings  ratio to SO,  70     or 

PVPn oo per rent of total  product.     What  prevents  the  rise of the savings  ratio 

to these   stratospheric  heights   is  th-   impossibility  of effectively utilizing 

the resulting phenomenal   doses   of capital,   that  is,   the  built-in  inertia of 

the cultura]   transformation   process. 

While   a steady autonomous   advar.ee of the saving,  ratio has been stipulated 

v. th» normal  behaviour  incorporated  into the model,   it   is assumed that drain- 

ing off capital   from a given   region   for the  purpose  of  transferrin* investment 

to  another  region will   choke   off the   flow of savings.     This  assumption   is 

incorporated   in   the model   by  means   of a rule  that   resets   th. base-line   for 

th-  autnn.w>us   Insane  of  savings   to  the  actual   investment   ratio of the 

"'ing  p.-ri'vi whenever  savings   are  drained off, -'0/ 
Whi le  this  rule   is 

0/  Tho   formula   for the  savings   ratio   is  the  following: 

'•   *  Max  (,\~l   • a,   ^   .    (f  L) 

where : 

sav iru'3  ratio   in   region  i  at   time  t 

.nv^stment.   roti o   in   region   i   at  time   t 

'     "   Pfef'i;'i-to-period   autonomous  advance   of   savings   ratio 
Va   traction   per   time   period) 

I- upper limit   to   advance   of savings   ratio. 

;.L;;v.',>t::\^t,i? :?l:\l *?•: **•• ^- •»«s ^o în r,Kion A 
;..,;': /','   "   "    ; '"',   :-,u-s   tiit?   Umi-  on  tht> autonomous   advan-o  of th,   sayir„, 
        '   '-   nilt   "'•   lnt"   rla^   ur   t:" the   fifth   tim-   Period.     Apart   from  the' 
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analytically  convenient,   it   is  a drastically over-simplified  illustration  of 

the disincentive effects exercised upon  autonomous development of a region by 

draining off the  resources  of that   region.     Such  a curtailment  of savings  might 

result,   in  practice,   from the  reduced profitability  of private  investments when 

the   funds needed for  complementary private  or  social-overhead type   investments 

are drained off (in  a private-enterprise  economy);   from the collapse  of polit- 

ical   support   for a high-savings policy  (in a centrally  planned economy);   or 

possibly  from a mixture of the two.     In addition,  there will be adverse effects 

on the  morale of workers and managers alike that  are translated into  reduced 

labour productivity  and a retardation of the process   of technical advice and 

the  generation  of higher  skills,  which are   superimposed  upon the  effects  due 

to a reduction  of the   savings  ratio.     It   should be  recognized that  the  device 

of reducing the base-line  for the autonomous advance  of savings to the  invest- 

ment  ratio of the preceding year is  no more than a broad-brush attempt to 

represent  the  nature  of such  disincentive  effects;  in  practice the effects 

might  well be  delayed or distributed over  several periods of time and might 

have an  unequal  incidence  in different sectors of the  regional economy.     None 

the  less,  the model   is  put  forth as  an essentially valid illustration of the 

kind of effects  that   are to be expected from interregional  capital transfers. 

In   part   (a)   of table 1 there are no  interregional   capital transfers;  the 

growth  of regional product   in the advanced  (A)   and underdeveloped (B)   regions 

can thus  serve  as a benchmark  for studying the effects  of capital transfers. 

The total base-period capital  investment  is  assumed to be higher in the 

advanced than   in the  underdeveloped region   (650 vs.   350 units); while the 

marginal   capital/output  ratio xs set  to  favour the advanced region  (3 vs.   1*). 

Assuming  initial   incomes of 100 units  in each of the two regions, these grow 

to U6.861 and  133,809,   respectively, by the  fifth period,  while the   initial 

joint   capital  stock of 1,000 units rises  to   1,275,9*2 units.     In part   (b)   of 

table  l,   it   is  assumed that  one half of the  savings  of the underdeveloped 

region  are at  all times  drained off and transferred to  the advanced region  for 

reinvestment.     The usual expectation   in  such a case would be that the  joint 

(£0/  cont'd) 
systematic   shifts   in  the   savings   ratio   explained  in   the  text that   -riti- 
ca.ly alter  the  growth  path over time,   the  growth   of   >ach   region   from 
period to period   follows  the  simplest  type  of Harrod-Domar  postulate- 
le      the   increase   in regional product  is obtained by dividing investment 
in   the  region by   its  capital-output   ratio. g 
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ínwre^onal  product would now  rise   fasW than before,   since „  giv.n   ,ios. of 

.p.v«Ftnent yields  a  higher  return   in  the  advanced  region  vhos* capital/ou^ut 

rat, o   1S ,or.   favouran..     This   concision,  however,   r.sts  on  th-   implicit' 

—ption of  rix„  regional  savings   para^ters.^     This   paper.s   action, 

-noerning the  norma!  advance of  the  savings   ratio toother with  the  disincen- 

tive  effects   due  to  the withdrawal   of regional   resources,  however,   profoundly 

alter  such a  conclusion.    While  the  autonomous year-to-year  increase of the 

savin« ratio   in  the  advanced region   is   unaffected by   the  resource  transfer 

;;:;; ;he ——< — - - ^ ,ir^n>. Thua, the s;tem 

- -hols   lo.es  „ore when  depr^ed of  part of   the  potential   Mving8   in   the 

'mi.r1ov.mre.   region than   it  gains   hy   reinvesting  th.   actual   savings  of this 

-'• -  <•'   -   imF,-v,l capital/output   ratio.     By   W,re„n  to tabi.   1   it   can be 

-en  that growth  in   the advanced  region   is  stimulate*  considerably  less  than 

the  growth   lost   in   the underdeveloped  region;   accordingly,   the levels  of 

national product and  capital  stock,   Jointly for  the  two regions,  rise  slower 

vhen capital   is  drained off  from the underdeveloped region than when  each 

— on  grows  on  the  basis  of  its   own  capital  resources.     In  the fifth year 

c-buned regional  product  for the  two regions   is  only  26k,?6l with  capita/ 

transa,  as   against  P80,67O  in   the  cas.  of regional   self-finking;  while 

^corresponding combined  levels   of capital .emulation are 1,199,500 and 
1»'  .'O,'.''.' respectively. 

it wd * ,mvMsiieá that tni, result is due to a fmidmenta] ^ 

•n   > assumons  co„-erninK Incentive  effecta.     It   ..   ^^ ^  ^ 

"!!:";•t:Ve '""'   in the •«<  "«i»»  » not baiane by a correspond, 
pos^ve  „„„ti«  effect  in  the  region  that gains „,„„„,  ^^ ^   ^ 

of „uton„ous  cultural transformation   cannot be  effectively speeded up by 

-".t.•.l doses of capital   investment.     These assumptions are perhaps vulner- 

ale to the charRe of bei„K too stron«.     The disincentive effects in  the iosing 

-r.cn .1(M not  cut   into the  flow  of saving 4uite as   strong „ has been 

«".dated, „bile the  receiving regio„ miK„t  ¡„   fact suecwd   .„ 

:<n«htly  ,.ts cult^l  transforation  process •äer the   influence of the extra 
••trance of Mpital   resmrCM.     yet   there  ¡B no quest.on that ^ ^^ 

""! ""r" "dd"Ma "'" a """•   «""V-« ^ect on   the usual conclusions 

_!' Alternately,   symmetrical   incentive and disincentive  effects ret».•  tv. t*u   regions   will    l A«,-ì t^ +v,, , v-n^ve   euecxs  Detween  th« 
lead to the  same   result.    See T.   Vietorisz,  o£.  cit. 
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that   tend to  support  geographically concentrated growth.    These  consideration 

must   therefore be   incorporated  into the usual   industrial location   criteria  in 

order  to escape   from the biases  to which  the   latter now give  rise.     This win 

be   pursued  further   in  the   final  section. 

Table 2   illustrates  the second of the three interregional growth models 

selected for study.     This model  concentrates on the  growth of the  absorption 

opacity of a region.     Part  (a)  of the table again serves to create  a bench- 

mark  for comparison.    The assumption here is that  in  the absence  of  inter- 

regional  capital  transfers each  region will experience a growth corresponding 

to the  natural expansion of its absorption capacity.     In order to  simplify the 

nn.lel   and concentrai attention on the absorption capacity,   the autonomous 

advance of the  savings ratio in each region has been omitted;   in any realistic 

model   its inclusion  would be crucial.     Thus,  it  is postulated for  the purposes 

of defining the model that  in each region the  savings  ratio.is a stable 

PO per cent  and that  the absorption capacity of the  region grows  in  step with 

the  capital  growth which corresponds to the reinvestment of the resulting 

savings.    This absorption capacity  is  designated by the symbol t and is seen 

to coincide,   in  part   (a)  of the table,  with the total  amount of capital.    Once 

the  absorption  capacity is  exceeded,  as  in part   (b) .  when half the   savings of 

region   B are   transferred to region A,  the capi tal /out put ratio becomes more 

•in fa vourable.     In  the present case the  capital/output   ratio has been  assumed 

to  rise   from  3 to  S   in  region A as the absorption capacity of the   region  is 
exceeded;   in   region   B  it  has  the   value  of U. 

Tn  part   'b)   of the  table the  value  of * for each   region   is the  same as in 

part   (a)  but the value of K,  total  capital,  can  now exceed f.     When  this  is the 

"ase   the  addition  to  the product of the  respective region (region  A   in the 

• Ilustrativa model)   is  assumed to  consist  of two parts.    The  first   part  is 

•adulated from that   portion of tot .1   investment   in region A which   corresponds 

I    the   increase   in  absorptive capacity:     this  portion   is divided by  the capital/ 

output   ratio of  X.     To arrive at the  second ?art of region A'a  product  increase, 

th.  rest  of the total   investment   in  region A  is  divided by the capital/output 

r-atto  of 5,   reflecting the  deterioration  of the  effectiveness  of extra  invest- 

it  as   the  region's   absorption  capacity   is  exceeded.     All  other computations 

.re  straightforward.     An   inaction of • he growth  profiles  in  the  table  dis- 

poses   that  region  A's  gain   is more  than offset by region B's  loss   and that, 

•   rrespondingly,   both  total   interregional   product  and  total  capital   accumula- 

te   are   reduced  as   a  result  of the  capital  transfer   fro, region  B  to  region A. 
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Thus,  a limit  imposed on  the amount of capital that can be absorbed at 

favourable  capi tal/output   ratios   counteracts differences  in the effectiveness 

of investment between regions.     It might be objected that the model overstates 

the strength of these effects.     In particular,  it might be adduced that  in 

many cases the economy of the  receiving region  (advanced region A)  operates 

well below its own limit of capital absorption capacity, and that  in such caaes 

the effect of a capital transfer from region B to A vili be favourable.    As 

far as capital absorption capacity alone goes, this might null be the case, in 

particular if the interregional system as a vhole,  including its advanced 

regions, operates under conditions of semi-stagnation due to social and politi- 

cal rigidities.    It is noteworthy, however, that the argument gains in persua- 

siveness precisely to the extent that the development process as a whole 

proceeds in a satisfactory manner, that is, that the generation of capital as 

a by-product of growth pushes strongly against the absorptive capacity of both 

advanced and underdeveloped regions.    This also underlines'the need for consid- 

ering the limit on absorption capacity, not independently of the autonomous 

advance of the savings ratio aj was done here for purely expositional purposes, 

but in conjunction with the lattar, since an autonomous advance in the savings 

ratio is certain to raise savings eventually to such a high level—/ that the 

absorption capacity becomes the binding constraint.    Thus, the draining of 

capital resources from the underdeveloped to the advanced region becomes a 

rational policy, as far as absorption capacity is concerned, only under condi- 

tions of semi-stagnâtion:     an  ironical result, since stagnation, from the social 

point of view, is the height of irrationality. 

Table 3 illustrates a systematic shift in labour productivity.    Technology 

is here assumed V  be described by a Cobb-Douglas function oí the for» 

Y - Yn K0-5 L0-5 

with a Harrod-neutral technological improvement of 2.5 per cent per year that 

22/ As emphasized earlier,  there  is no constraint based on considerations  of 
foregone  consumption that  would exclude a rise  of the  savings  ratio to 
levels near unity. 
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can be   represented as  an  equivalent  expansion  of the   labour  force alone.— 

Assuming  a  simultaneous biological  expansion  of  the  labour  force by  another 

?.r-   per  cent  per year,   part   (a)   of table   3  shows  a cumulative   S  per  cent  annuel 

increase   of  the  effective   labour  force  in  each  region.     Part   (a)   is  again  used 

to establish  a benchmark  for growth under  conditions of no capital  transfer 

between  regions.     When  capital   is drained away  from the  underdeveloped region, 

it   is assumed that this will  create disincentive  effects  of sufficient   impart 

to  choke back technological   improvement:     accordingly,   the growth of the effec- 

tive  labour  force will  be  reduced to the biological growth rate of ?.S per  cent 

rer year.     Part  (b)  of the  table  indicates  that  under these  conditions both  the 

increase   of the joint   income  of the two regions  and the total  accumulation  of 

capital   is  reduced,  indicating that the benefits  accruing to region  A are more 

than offset by the damage done  in region B.     As  before,  the   issue might be 

raised whether the model does not overstate  the  impact  of capital withdrawal  on 

regional   productivity.    Since the institutional  conditions surrounding a policy 

of such  capital transfer are   likely to be highly unfavourable to the  underdevel- 

oped region,   it  can be argued that under  such conditions the  entire  cultural 

transformation process  is likely to be slowed down critically,  if not  stopped; 

thus the   postulate of a strong impact  is  reasonable,   even though its exact 

quantification can be the subject of debate. 

To   summarize each of the  three parameter  shifts that have been   individu- 

ally embodied in  illustrative  aggregate-level models have the effect  of modify- 

ing in the same direction the  conclusions  drawn  from the neoclassical  versions 

23/ For a summary of relevant  technical concepts, see  Hahn and Matthews (196M 
"The  Theory of Economic  Growth,  a Survey",  Economic .Tournai, December  issue. 
In the formula given in the text, Y  is regional product,  K capital,  and L 
the  effective  labour force.    The constant Y0  is set to yield a base product 
of 100 units in each region with a capital /output  ratio of 3 and ¡4,  respec- 
tively,   in  region A and B;   its value   ir  thus 1//3 and 1/2,  respectively,   if 
capital endowments are assumed to be   300 and aOO.     It will be noted,  how- 
ever,  that the endowment  of region A  is less than  that of region B which 
is contrary to the assumptions of the models  in tables 1 and 2,   in which 
the  advanced region was  assumed to be  endowed with more capital.    This 
inconsistency can be  resolved  if it   is assumed that  the  Cobb-Douglas   func- 
tion   used in the computations  is merely an  approximation  to the  true  pro- 
duction  function   in  the  range relevant  for computations.     The true  produc- 
tion   function,  specifically, must be  assumed to have an   initial   range   of 
increasing returns  to capital.    Thus  the amount of capital actually employed 
in  each region can be  considerably higner th-Ji the  amount that   is  assumed 
to be  operative  in the  approximating Cobb-Douglas   function.    Table  3 
contains only the  lattei   amounts which aie  designated by  the  symbol Y* . 
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0f these  models.     In  each  car+t   the effect   is  one of discouraging the transfer 

of resources   from  the underdeveloped  region  to the  advanced region. 

Home   of the  possible  objections  to the   assumptions  embodied   in the models 

have  been  mentioned.*   Tnese  objections  centre  on  the  overstatement  of the 

adverse  effects  of  resource  transfers.     Yet  the  force  Of these   objections is 

considerably diminished when  it   is taken   into account that  the three effects 

that  have been   isolated  for purposes  of presentation  in  fact work together and 
t 

>»       reinforce each other; besides,  there are additional effects   (some  of which have 

been mentioned  in   the discursive  part D'i1 the  paper)   that  have not been quanti- 

fied   in  separate models.     Taken together,  th'.- joint  impact of these effects has 

a decisive   influence on   interregional   industrial  location criteria. 
i 

Before   passing on  to the definition  of such criteria two  further objec- 

tions  will   be  considered. 

First,   it may toi asserted that the resource transfers embodied in the 

models are  excessive and that their impacts  are largely discontinuous; thus if 

consideration were given to srn'^ler transfers with graduated impacts,  it might 

well  turn oat that  some resource transfers  are at times advantageous for the 

system as a whole.    Thus,  in considering the absorptive capacity  for capital, 

instead of postulating a discontinuous  deterioration of the capital/output 

ratio  from 1 t<   5  as the absorption capacity ojf region A is exceeded,  it might 

be postulated that  the deterioration  is gradual and related to the extent of 

t£i<*  excess. ' Thus  a findest overstepping of the nominal absorptive capacity 

would  raise   the  capital/>utput ratio only  slightly in region A,   while leaving 

it  still  below that of region B.    Under fie se assumptions the  degree of resource 

transfer would be  optimal when  it lowers  the  capital /output  ratio of region A 

to that of region B.     In a similar vein,  the reduction  in the technological 

improvement  in the  third model might be made gradual  in response to an increase 

in  the  ratio of -Vansferred savings rather thiri being treated as an all-or- 

nothing proposition.    Here again the more  favourable capital  productivity of 

.Igion A iTKiijht off se*, "the adverse effects on region B as  long as the degree of 

t ran s fe r   i s   sma '. L . 

Thor*    is merit t. these  objections,  but only  in so  far at   the assumption 

of gradual   impacts  can be complemented  in  practice by the  assumption of care- 

fully  graduated policies  that  adjust  the  system to an optimal balance of oppo- 

Jhp   forces.     Tlii s   is not  likely to be  the  case.    Policies   in  this area tend 

to he  embodied   in  broad  directives or operational  principles that  in many cases 
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have  an  all-or-nothing character.      If  it   is  decided J.o  channel  resources   into 

favoured areas  or  to permit market   forces to do so,^-7 this policy   is   likely 

to be carried beyond the point  of balance - which   is   in any case almo3t   impos- 

sible to measure;  moreover,  such a policy  is likely to go hand in hand with an 

actual neglect   of the underdeveloped areas, because  of an exclusive   concentra- 

tion of technological  factors  and a  disregard of the   social, cultural  and 

political  issues   of broad-based  development. 

Second,   it   may be objected that the  analysis  leaves aside all  economies 

of scale,  of agglomeration and of urbanization;  that  these are the  controlling 

considerations   in   decisions of  spatial resource  allocation, overriding  such 

allegedly secondary  issues as  the  ones on which  this  paper has concentrated. 

The methodological problem connected with these economies is the  fact 

that they cannot be explicitly included in aggregate-level models,  since they 

operate at the  level of individual  productive activities.    Yet allowance can 

be and in  fact   has been made  for them, precisely  in the form of the more 

favourable   capital /output ratios that have invariably been used to characterize 

the more advanced region in each model  in spite  of the fact that the under- 

developed regions have many  investment opportunities that can be exploited 

under conditions  that avoid the diminishing returns  associated with the high- 

intensity operations of advanced regions  (e.g.   extractive activities).    This 

argument therefore hinges on the exact value of the  capital/output  ratio that 

can be legitimately postulated for regions of varying sise and level of devel- 

opment.    The  values  inserted  in  the models can be taken to characterize  sizable 

regions, having at least one major metropolitan  concentration.    As the size of 

regions decreases, the qualitative  arguments concerning the need to bring out 

the full huma;,  ana productive potentials of the  inhabitants still hold in full 

force; however,   it  is obvious  that an attempt to  reproduce the economic  struc- 

ture of the major regions in the microcosm of regions based on individual 

villages or hamlets would run  counter to fundamental technological  realities 

involving economies of scale,  of agglomeration and of urbanization,   and would 

be futile.    Exactly where the  line has to be drawn betweea major regions and 

?l4/The publicly announced development policy of a government may at times pay 
~   lip service  *o the opposite  strategy of channelling resources   into the 

underdevtloped regions,  but the modest amounts  of aid that flow to these 
regions are on the whole heavily outweighed by  large capital  flows  of 
various  kinds that typically move  from the  underdeveloped to the  advanced 
regions. 
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ri: T -i-regions   cannot  be   precisely   stated;  but  the  three   aggregate  models   dis- 

cese 1  above   lose   their   val idi .y   in  analysing the  problems   of the  latter.     Tt 

i,-  I "vond  the   scope  of the  pres<r.t  paper  to  explore   alternative  approaches to 

interregional    level opment   at   this   level.     The key   issues  that  arise   include   at 

¡east   the   following:     the  choice  of  strategies  for  technical progress   in   agri- 

culture;   the   issue  of  a  hierarchical  organization  of  economic  activities,  with 

th*-  1 arg^r-S'Vile   and  technically  more   sophisticated   activities  concentrated  in 

th"   larger  centres;   the   issue  of the  development  of   local   industries   aimed at 

satisfying  local   demand;   the reliance   on  secondary   and   local  resources   f  r 

lo'al   development;   the   integration of th.-.   seasonal   labour  requirements   of 

industrialisation  objectives;  and many more  issues. 

CONCLUSION;    CRITERIA FOR THE PLANNED  INTERREGIONAL 
LOCATION  OF INDUSTRY 

The   previous   argument  lends  strong  support  to  the   policy conclusion   of 

regional   self-financing,   at  least  at   the level  of major  regions.     Thus  the 

development  of each  region   is  to  proceed on  the basis   of  capital   resources 

ren-rated  with ir.   the  region  as  a by-product  of the  growth  process   itself.     'let 

t rar: s fers  of   resources   from the  advanced  to  the  linde rde ve loped regions   are 

ruled  out  as  next   to   impossible  to  achieve   in  private-enterprise  and  mixed 

economies;   oven   in  centrally  planned economies  the  probability of  achieving 

m.'t.i'.r net   transfer  of  this  kind   is   low.     The  policy   objective then  becomes 

twofold:     (»)   attempt   to   restrict  or  to  eliminate  net   resource  transfers   from 

the  underdeveloped   to  the  advanced  regions;   (b)   define   an   industrial   location 

strategy  that   will   significantly  support   the  autonomous   development  efforts  of 

ti.e  underdeveloped   regions,  without   creating a drag  on   the  development   of the 

•i ivan.'ed   n-g ion.-,. 

The   present   section  will   concentrate  on  the  second  policy objective.     The 

instrument   - f choice   ir,   an   interregional  counterpart   of the  "trade-not-aid" 

p'lioy  which   has   been  extensively  discussed   in  the   international   context,  but 

which   is   equally   applicable,   in   fact   considerably  easier to apply,   at  the  level 

•f   fei'i"!:.'   within   a   single    -luntry. 

The   di:; -uss i TU   is   again  1 ased  on   the   simple   illustrative conceptual  model 

• •!..•!.•' i:;g    >t' tw.     regions,  H"   advance)  region A and   an   underdeveloped   region  8. 

•m t w. r*eg : ins c lO.-.f'i J.      Interregional   capital  transfers   are  now 

ir.pt:   r¡ ;   this   for  euch   region  the  mutual   imports  of goods  and 
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services are equel   to  the mutual  exports  of goods  and  services.     It   is  assumed, 

as   in the first  model   (table  l)   of the  previous  section,  tnat  there   is  a pro- 

gressive autonomous   increase   in  the   savings  ratio  up to  a  limiting ratio  L  that 

takes  place  in   the   course  of development  of each  region   unless   choked off  by 

constraining  influences.     Since  capital   transfers  are  ruled  out,  the  principal 

constraining  influence in  the  underdeveloped region  is   assumad to be  its 

inability to  convert   its  potential   savings   into  investment.     The   savings   ratio 

in   region E  is   thus   prevented   from taking  its normal,   autonomously rising 

course. 

Region B  is   assumed to have only traditional exports   to  region A.     The 

demand for such   exports   in region A has an  income elasticity  lower than unity; 

thus the growth   rate  of these exports  is  lower than the  growth rate of region  A. 

Imports to   region B equal exports  from region B.     In  order +o make our 

point in the  strongest possible  form, we will assume that these  imports  consist 

•-.-n ti rely of investment goods, which  region B is  incapable  of producing at  a 

reasonable capital/output ratio due  to scale limitations.     Under these condi- 

tions, the growth   rate  of investments  in region B is  limited to the  rate  of 

growth of its  exports,  which will  always be below the  growth  rate of region  A's 

i n c ome. 

All of these   assumptions,  while extreme, represent   in  a simplified way 

concrete aspects   of economic  reality.    While interregional   capital movements 

-an actually differ  from zero,   it   is  not  an unreasonable  assumption that  the 

•->vervhelir,ing portion  of the capital  required for   economic  growth has to  come 

out of the internal   resources of each  region.    This  question has been  dealt 

with at length   in   thf;  previous  section.     The nature of traditional  exports  and 

the  income elasticities characteristic of these  can be  accepted without   further 

justification;   likewise, the great  limitations on the  ability of the underdevel- 

oped region to produce capital goods  are not open to serious  doubt, provided 

that exception   is  made  for such  items as  construction.     The most  questionatile 

assumption is   that   imports to region  B will consist  entirely of capital  goods; 

however,  if this   assumption  is weakened, the lag of the underdeveloped region 

is made that much more pronounced,   thereby strengthening the  conclusions  to 

follow. 

What can  the   advanced region   do within the  context  of planning to promote 

the growth of the   lagging region,  given the above assumptions?    First,  to the 

' xtent that   it  breaks  any constraints upon   its  own growth,   it will  follow the 
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•, it .:, 'm. .u.-  ü!,vin  path  oV  the   savings   ratio  ^'SCUSSPI   earlier,   with   a oorres- 

;    r. iir.r   :'.<•] r-Hr-.'"l>'ratii!f  growth   pattern   up  to   a given   limit.     The  offert   of 

,,/ .   ^..^ol.Tat./'l  growth   in   region   A  will   be   translated   into   a  higher demand   for 

tra lit innal   -xpo-t:;   from  region  H  to  region  A,   and a  correspondingly higher 

growth   of  investments   in  region  B,   leading   finally to   a higher  rate  of growth 

in   region B.     This   will benefit  region  B,   but   it will   still  tend to widen  the 

relative   gap  between   the  two  regions. 

Second,  while   oapital  transfers  are   ruled  out by  assumption,   region  A  can 

break   the constraints  upon  the conversion  of potential   savings   into  investment 

in   region B.     Region  A can  do this by  planning  to import  certain  commodities 

it   requires  from new  productive  sources   located  in  region B which  are financed 

out  of the  savings  of region B  itself.      By  thus  assuring a market   for this  new 

investment,  region  A helps  region  B to  create new exports  in  lines other than 

the   traditional  ones  and   thereby  raises   the  supply of  investment  goods to   region 

B.     Total  exports of  region B increase  above  the amount  corresponding to   tradi- 

tional  exports alone,  and the constraint   on the procurement  of investment  goods 

in   region B  is  relaxed.     Savings   can  now  rise  to the  level  permitted by toe 

availability of investment  goods.     Thus,   the way is  opened to the  progressive 

autonomous expansion  of the savings ratio  in region B,   until   it   eventually 

reaches  the limiting saving ratio,   at  which  point region B  is  in the process 

of   full-fledged rapid development. 

Some care   is  needed  in  specifying  the  mechanism of the   expansion of total 

exports  of region  B  under  the condition   of  zero  capital   transfers  when new non- 

traditional  export  markets  are  opened up.     In  order to  create  these  additional 

exports,   region  B  has to  channel   its   limited  supply  of  investment  goods  into 

newly  built   capacity   for non-traditional   exports.     This  can  be  done  either at 

the  expend  of  investment   in traditional   export  lines   (needed  for the routine 

expansion   5P these  traditional  exports)   or  it  can be  done  at   the  expense  of 

investment  in  consumer-goods production   for  the domestic market.     For maximal 

growth,   the   former   investment has  to be   left  untouched,   in   order  to be able to 

add  the new exports   on  top uf the  normal   growth of the traditional  ones.     This 

.'ourse  of action,   however,  may   imply   (depending upon  the  parameters of the 

pr-'bloiV   a  faster   increase   in  the   savings  ratio than  the  autonomous year-to- 

year   increase  will   permit.     In  this  case,   the   situation may   arise  that  savings 

in   region  B  temporarily  fai1   short  of  the  amount that  would  ^e  required to take 

full   advantage  of  the  new  exoort  markets.     Such  a situation   can  be  avoided  if 

the   planning  of new   lines  of supply  for   region  A,  based on  productive  investment 
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¡r,  region  B,    is   co-ordinated with   the   available   increase  c '  savings   in   region   F. 

Th-  same  co-ordination  will   also   ensure   that   the  new  markets   created   for   r^giof. 

]>  are   sufficiently   extensive  to   permit   the   eventual    raising  of  the   savings   rat i. • 

•>.  region B  all  the  way  up  to the   final   limiting  ratio,   and not  only part   nf 

tvp  way. 

The   investments   in   region  B   aimed  at   serving  new,  non-trad it. íonal  "xport 

r.irkets will   typically  take  place   at   considerably more  favourable  cap i tal /output 

ravios   than   c-.ld be  achieved  in   the  same  lines  of  production   if they  were 

Intended  solely  for   the   internal  market   of region  P.     Tins   is  due   to  the  econ- 

rnies  of scale  that   can be  achieved when   serving the   combined markets  of both 

regions.     Therefore,  whenever there   is   an  internal   market   in  region  B  for  a 

r.^w  line  of  production  that becomes  a non-traditional   expert  line,   the   export-' 

oriented  investments  produce  an  additional  benefit  by  reducing the  unit   capital 

requirements   for producing the  same  commodity   for the   internal market.     Thus 

the channelling of   investments   into export   industries does not  cut   into domes- 

•> consumption  possibilities as   deeply as might  otherwise be the  case.     This 

i-  readily apparent   in the  case  of consumer goods  or their  intermediates.    When 

the new exports happen to be  in   a capital-goods  or   intermediate producers' 

«nods   line,   there   is  a similar  extra benefit  over  and  above  the   value  of exports 

¿..•..crated to  the   extent  that  an   internal  market  exists  that  can  be   supplied at 

•i  reduced  capital /output   ratio. 

What are  the  over-all benefits  of planned "trade-not-aid"?    The benefits 

•. .  the underdeveloped region have been   indicated above;   those  to  the   system as 

i whole are   almost  equally evident.     When the planned trade-not-aid policy  is 

rvirsued,  capital   accumulation   in   the  advanced  region   is  unaffected,  while 

capital accumulation  in the lagging  region   is  sharply increased;   consequently, 

the  growth  of the   system as a whole must  increase  unless the additional  capital 

accumulation within  the   system  is more tnan  compensated by an   increase  in the 

average  capital/output  ratio  for the   system as a whole.    This  issue  is  consid- 

••red next. 

Under a  rational   development policy,  the   industries or branches selected 

for the trade-not-aid approach  will  be   the  ones  which have  an  absolute   cost 

advantage   in  the   underdeveloped  region  or are  at   least  reasonably   footloose, 

•hat   is,   whose  cost   structure   is  not   critically  influenced  by  ^eopraphioal  loca- 

tion.     In   the  combined marke+   of  the  two regions,   such   footloose   industries  will 

typically achieve  economies of  scale not available   m  either market  alone.     If 

in  the absence  of  a trade-not-aid  policy  such   industries  were   located   in  region  A, 
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' :..  '. r   ir^i'i-'t.-   w: -ul i   !-•   .-x^'uded   from   r"gion  H  except   for   the  modest   :-,hi i p)m- >nt r 

'-;r, ]-•[•     -il'   'iss umpt ;-:.:;    -, -,n s i s • i :ig   entirely   of  capital   goods1!   that   could   ne 

î";:, 'ir. '•'••!    ¡ut   ••!'   )'"fio:i   R ' s   t rad i t i iría i   exports   to   region,   A;   thus  the   economies 

f  -"i!"    -f  :'"i'vir>'   the   combined  market?  would he   foregone   in   these   industries. 

"':.••    i i sadvant ar-'es   would,   however,   rot   stop  here.     Those   industrie*  which  under 

•i   t ra ie-n. .t.-a¡ i   p   1i".'   would   continu'--  being   located   in   region  A   could  also 

ach :ev"   economies:   of  scale   in   the   combined   regional   markets;   moreover,   there 

•iv   traditional   gain:-   fror,  trade   that   could  be   achieved   even   in   the   absence   of 

••••onomi ,.f   .,;'  scale by   r"gional   specialization.     Without   a  trade-not-aid  policy 

most   of  these  benefits  woul 1  also be   foregone,   except   for  the minur ones  that 

would   still   he   captured  by  the  modest  amount  of trade  permitted by  the  market 

for   reg i (in  R's   traditional   exports. 

Under a  trade-not-aid  p   licy  all  of the  foregoing  benefits  will  accrue  to 

the   system as  a whole,   reducing the  average  capital/output ratio.     However, 

industrial   location  in  region  B  for  serving the combined markets will  also have 

lisadvantages:     extra transport  costs,  lower productivity and quality,   or 

unfavourable net  differentials   in  agglomeration and urbanization-type economies 

and  diseconomies.    These extra costs  have to be  charged off against the bene- 

fits  enumerated above. 

When  such  a cost  comparison   is  attempted on an  industry-by-industry 

basis   it  must be  clearly understood that no more than  an  approximation  can 

bo  achieved.     For exact  results  it would be necessary to  compare the  entire 

development  profile   in  the  presence  as well  as  in  the  absence  of a trade-not- 

aid  policy;  moreover,   within  the  over-all policy of trade-not-aid and jointly 

planned  regional   development  the best  possible  division   of productive  activi- 

ties  between  the  two  regions  would  still  remain to be  determined.     Since econ- 

omies  of  scale  are  significant the   resulting problem is  non-convex and cannot 

be  exactly  solved by  systematic  revisions of trial programmes.     Approximations, 
i'5/ none   the   less,   are  of great  value .^-¿- 

The   industry-by-industry  locational  comparison   is  one such approximation. 

This  approximation  can be  undertaken at a crude  aggregate  level,   concentrating 

."' /   For  a  detailed  discussion  of the  problems  raised by  nonconvexity,   see 
T.   Vietorisz   (1968)   "Decentralization  and Project  Evaluation Under 
'•>o:iomies   of Scale  and  Indivisibilities",   Industrialization  and 
'roducti vity,  Bulletin  No.l?,   United Nations   (Sales  No. :     68.II.B.3). 
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,-v   the capital/mittut ratio, or at ï nor- soph i st >R«.- 1 :•••.'.', -• , • •' 

letailed programming node] s flirtar or rcnvm  rior.-l : r.'-ar' "a* ;    '• "•- 

priate shadow prices for all resources, permitting a rtvi- • xa ••  i- *' 

•osts and benefits.  In either .-ase what requires qua: *. i !' ".• . 

Play of the factors mentioned before:  economies of s.'-ale i- ' !.-  • >r«t 

market, economies of specialization, and increased capita! -mat:- 

one side, as against extra costs, productivity n- 1 quality Inrr.-, ar. I 

economics cf agglomeration and organization on the other side.  I't.r»-  .;- 

may arise in the course of such a comparison. 

1. If the comparison of costs alone, not allowing for Increased .-u;t".: 

formation in the underdeveloped region, favours the latter, the rlan-.e ! • •• 

not-aid policy will benefit not only the underdeveloped region, tut a!:' '•• 

advanced region. 

2. If the cost comparison favours region A, relocating the industry 

region B will increase costs, that is, in terms of crude aggregate wie.r   r 

will raise the capital/output ratio.  Such an increase may nev- the] ...v ; 

more than compensated, as far as the system as a whole is concerned, t,v 

additional capital generated in region B.  In such a case the planr.M •••*•»•• 

not-aid : •• icy will favour the underdeveloped region and the syst «P. a:- a w  !•-. 

but not the advanced region. 

In dealing with this case particular care should b* given to th- -xa t 

definition selected for the postulate of no capital transfers betw—r. r»*i   r. - 

[f an industry has a locational disadvantage in region 3 but is n.-.v.-rth-!• ••• 

located there in order to give region B an export outlet, then notwi thst r-r. W :.r 

the resulting over-all benefit for the system, region A vi 11 oxperu-r, i r. • 

in the price of the respective commodity, provided that factor pric-r, ¡r. u.« 

two regions are held constant. Such a price ri:.¿, however, would amount ?  '.r 

actual capital transfer from region A to region B which, un W nur mit la- 

postulate, must be excluded.  This can be achieved by subsidizing th.- t.^n.r. 

price of the commodity from region B to region A, the subsidy being tak-r -i* 

of region B's factor incomes. In this way region A can be left no won-  «T 

than before, as long as there remains a net benefit to region « aft- ••  tt- 

transfer-price adjustment.— 

'6/ A similar adjustment might also be required in som* marginal :•. .tint :<.r.: 

~ falling within the domain of case 1, above; e.g. when an industry ha.- a 
slight locational advantage in B, yet the delivered pri-e n. A n :•..•:•. son- 

what due to a longer transport haul. 
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'..        The  cost  compari son   can   prove  so  much  to the   disadvantage  of a   location 

ir.   r^-or, E that   any  additional  savings  generated   in the   region   arc more than 

"ff.et   r,v deterioration  of  the  over-all   capital/output  ratio.     In  this  case, 

insistence on selecting this particular industry within the framework of the 

tra.le-not-aid pol icy wi ! ] result in an actual reduction of the income of the 

system as a whole.     If this   should prevail   for all   industries,   the  development 

»f  the   lagging  region cannot   be  stimulated  within  the  framework  of this model 

without  a reduction  of the   income of the  two-region  system as  a whole.     Politi- 

cal   constraints,    Hscussed  earlier,  may of course  still   dictate  location   in 

the   underdeveloped   region. 

To summarize   th- planned trade-not-aid policy produces benefits because, 

first,   it raises   capital   formation   in  the  lagging region by removing the 

constraints on  the  conversion of savings   into investment;  second,  because  it 

.reates  economies  of large-scale production   in the   combined market of the two 

regions;  and third,  because   it yields  the  conventional gams  from trade  incident 

upon   interregional   specialization.    The  combined effect  of these benefits will 

raise   the joint  product of the  two regions  except   in  the unlikely event that  it 

is   impossible to   find any   industries that   can supply  the  combined markets of 

the   two  regions   from a location  in region B without   incurring overwhelming cost 

^advantages.     To outweigh   the benefits  accruing to the  system as  a whole, 

t:.,^   ,-.,::•.  disadvantages  have  to be heavy  enough to  offset  not  only  the poten- 

tial   -onomies  of  scale and   specialisation,  but also the  additional  savings 

nnd  the   resultant   investment   and  growth  created  in   region  B.     In  addition,   the 

'Hvu^ed  rP«ion  generally  shares   in  these  benefits   to  a considerable  extent  due 

to  the  broadening  of the markets  for  its   industries,   not  only  as  a result  of 

th»   combination   of  the  separate  regional   markets,   but  also  following  region  B's 

-ducei,   accelerated   income   growth.     These  benefits   to the  advanced  region  can 

,...  nested only by   .trcng  ,ost  disadvantages  of locating new export   industries 

:r:   th-   underdeveloped  region,   when over-all   system benefits depend exclusively 

<    t^   Hlditional   savings   induced  in  the   latter region.     Political  constraints 

•«r.:^. out. of t-   ,oh*Sion   of the   interregional system may, even  so,   dictate 

<   M-nd»-r.,)t-aid   policy  iR  favour of the  underdeveloped region. 

"'?"'. r'"1,íí::""!S  fi^ui^  Particular   force to  the extent  that  the  social 

''''i   ,"llt""i;    *  editions  for   rapid  development,  with  autonomously  rising  savings 

>""":<.   -oiu-tivities  and   skin   levels,   are   already  present.     Under  conditions 

= t^nat. T,     r   „m:-,.ta,r.ation  all   secondary  questions  of social   rationality, 
•t:-   f:..   tu-. 

••'•"'••'t    >•••    ' <rr.ru n.Mr.  vit h   the  kpy   qiP;;t,;on  of H   strategy  for   establishing 

M-itoria   for  the   interregional   location  of  industry,  become 

s"r.  v:;r.   the  key   qiestion  of a   s' 

'"  a  •'   ", ial   orientation  to  growth 
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4.      INDUSTRIAL LOCATION AND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA 

by S. Jack* 

African governments are faced today with serious locational maladjustments 

as a result of unguided population movemenx and an unprecedented development of j 

urban areas. The growth of the "primate city" has become an inevitable concorri- ; 

itant of economic development on the continent. With these cities have come 

the social and economic problems connected with excessive urban centralization 

and severe congestion uf both population and industrial enterprisec. While 

these urban-industrial centres exist and flourish in each country, a vast 

interior awaits  settlement and development. 

In all countries efforts have been and are being made  towards dealing 

with these problems,  but not always on a comprehensive regional basis  in order 

to determine the  underlying cause of locational maladjustment.    Development 

planning in Africa has been characterized mainly by a great deal of single- 

function planning in such fields as housing,   irrigation,   water supply and 

highway construction;  however,   this planning ha- rarely been guided by a sound 

location policy embracing all  interrelated  factors. 

As the problems of locational maladjustment continue  to  increase,   the 

need for comprehensive planning on a regional basis is gradually being 

-ealized.     It  is  in this respect that a new approach is  beginning to influence 

development planning in Africa.    There is a growing awareness among central 

governments that  planning should not concern  itself only with the ideal 

sectoral allocation of investments,  but should also ensure  that  the geographic 

location of economic activities resulting from such investments develops  in 

economically and socially desirable directions and in the  national interest 

as a whole.     Ir.  other words,   as stated on  page 71 of Uganda's  Second Pive-Year 

Plan the geographical  structure of the national  economy should be planned. 

ly   United Nations  Economic Commission for Africa. 
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This paper is a brief review of the problems of  location policy in Africa 

and  the  various ways  in which  some gcnernments are  trying to  formulate and 

implement a satisfactory  solution. 

Economic development and the geography of concentration in Africa 

It  has toen said that   in order to lift an economy  to higher income  levels, 
2/ one or several regional  centres or "growth poles"-'must  first be developed. 

This concept  is nowhere  truer than in Africa. 

A glance at an economic map of the continent will show that a distinct 

feature  in the economic geography of most of the countries  (certainly in all 

of the  larger ones)  is the  polarization of economic activities into one or two 

centres within the national territory.    Zambia provides a classic example of 

this  feature:    the region embracing the copper belt and the  "line of rail"  is 

by far the most prosperous  since  it  is here  that virtually all the country's 

main industrial undertakings are  located.     In Kenya the  industrial concentra- 

tion around Nairobi has a per capita monetary product  twelve  times higher than 

the  national average.    The  same  is true of the  Ivory Coast  where the Abidjan 

district  is  the country's  only highly concentrated industrial region and  its 

fastest  growing growth pole.     Ir Ethiopia the Addis Ababa-Asmara areas and  the 

narrow 3trip lying along the Franco-Ethiopian railway stand out distinctly 

within  the  national territory  in terms of economic advancement.    This picture 

repeats  itself in Uganda where  industrial development  is mainly confined to 

the narrow belt around Kampala and Jinga, 

The processes by which these concentrations grow in the early stages of 

development are the same  in Africa as elsewhere.    Many industrial processes 

are generally attracted to the same location and the process is cumulative. 

The  initial attraction,   for example, may have been the availability of raw 

material,  or the presence of some source of energy,  or such favourable nodal 

situations as a major port or a national administrative capital.    Whatever the 

initial reason for the establishment of industrial enterprise,  the very exis- 

tence of industry often makes the location attractive to other industries. 

Some may want to use the product of an established firm as their material; 

others may want to use a by-product,  previously wasted,  and therefore avail- 

able at a low cost.    New  industrial undertakings may also be established to 

furnish existing firms with various goods and  services.    As the nucleus grows, 

2/ A.  0.  Hirschinan (I958)  The Strategy of Econpmic Development.  Yaie 
University Press,  New Haven,  Connecticut. 
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it   gradual ly   becomes  a  centre  of  concentrated earning power and  hence,   of 

„•jn-hiiuitiK power.      It   becomes an   increasingly  better  market  for  the  consumer 

good;*   u.Vßtrics,   which will   in   turn  be  attracted   to   the  already  growing 

-r-.tre.     .'.ervice   industries  will   also  grow with  the  expanding centre,   as  will 

tne   Labour  force,   both   in  quantity  and   in  the  variety  of   its  skills.     This 

.dd;: irther  to   the  attractiveness  of  the concentration  for yet  other  processes. 

I'hro tgh  such  geographic concentration,   opportunities  for economizing  in 

cervini areas  will   increase.     'ust  as  a  single   ìndur'rv  rnn,   up  to a  nomt, 

, -Lieve   internal  economies as   it  expands  its  output  and  capacity,   so  can  the 

rvins   )f  industries   m a concentrated  area as  the   industrial  capacity  of  the 

irci ¿trows. 

As  the  nucleus  grows,   banking and  insurance  facilities become available, 

maintenance and  repair services are  established,   journals are produced and a 

host   of tertiary activities develop. 

Ktiormous  economic advantages   can  thus be derived   from  the concentration 

of c'-onomic activities within a   few  large centres.     Consequently,   the develop- 

ment  of  these  concentrations  is   inevitable  in  the  early   stages of  industrial 

levelopmont,   and,   therefore,   their existence   in African countries  is   to a 

large  extent   justified, 

Iv-onomic  growth,   however,   if  not  checked by appropriate measures,   has  the 

tendency   to   limit   itself  to  its  original  centres  or regions.    The reasons  for 

this,   is Hirschman  has pointed out,   is   implicit   m   the  phrase  "nothing succeeds 

like  success".^    In African countries as  in all  developing economies,   when a 

region becomes developed,   it   tends   to make  ^ther areas appear backward and 

unpromising.     F'nvate enterprise  easi y overestimates   the external economies 

accruing to   these  growing centres.     They have  scavenged  the opportunities  that 

exist   in the  centres  but arc reluctant   to vnture  out  of  the area to   investi- 

gate  possibilities elsewhere.    Government policy  unfortunately   tends  to be 

influenced  by   this   impressive picture   of growth  poles.     Thus  it   is  that  in all 

African countries   the bulk of public   investment   in  new plants and projects goes 

to centres  that  have already "taken off",     hike  private  operators,   the  majority 

of governments   in Africa are either  too  timid or  find   it   too difficult   to break 

;iway   from  the  charmed  circles  of  growing centres   to  establish new basic   indus- 

tries   in  aiidcrdeve loped  region;-.. 

^     Ibid. 
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Kven  though   it   neems  justifiable   for  bonomie  growth  to be  concentrated 

within a  few areas   in a developing economy,   if  the  concentration  process   is 

left   unchecked,   negative  «pectr  will  develop  to  the  detriment  of  the  economic 

•ini  social  structure.    These  undesirable aspects are already being  felt   m 

:;ome  African countries and are   having an  influence  upon the  governments 

concerned. 

At some  stage   in the development  of an  industrial   complex,  maximum eco- 

nomies of scale are achieved and  further expansion may  result  in diseconomies 

which offset  or more than offset   the economies.     In Africa,   these  disecono- 

mies are manifesting themselves   in several ways.    There   is,   for example,   the 

constant competition between various  industries which  increases  the  price  of 

materials and  other  factors of production such as skilled  labour,_land,   cap- 

ital and transportation.    There  are militant   labour unions  whose activities 

affect wages and attitudes towards  labour.     Strikes are  frequent and wide- 

spread.    When  the  provision of services and amenities  increase  in cost,   taxes 

are  raised  to pay   for them.     Costs rise as a result of congestion and  the 

strain on existing services such as transportation,  water supply and waste 

disposal.    Masses  of the rural  population attracted by employment  opportuni- 

ties  in growing centres,  migrate  to these  centres  in quest  of jobs  ranging 

fron, work  in  trades,  administration and services,   to  labouring jobs such as 

digging,   carrying,   loading and cleaning.     The  urban-industrial complexes are 

usually  ill-prepared to receive  the  "in-migrants".    The preparation of build- 

ing sites,   the  provision of roads and services and the  construction of houses 

cannot keep pace  with the   influx.     Without money or possessions and willing 

to  live at a  lower standard  than other residents,  the  newcomers crowd in with 

friends who have arrived earlier,  become squatters and create shanty  towns; 

in extreme  cases  some band  together into gangs and go foraging. 

The negative aspects of economic concentrations are not only  localized 

within the  concentrations themselves, but at  the national  level  they have 

produced one of the most urgent problems  facing the  large African countries 

today,  namely  the problem of regional  inequality and stranded or neglected 

areas.    Although most  large  African countries are characterized by ample 

physical and  human diversity,   some  regions are  happily  circumstanced while 

others are  not.     Undue emphasis has  too often been  laid  on the development  of 

those privileged areas.    Consequently,   other regions,   some of them very 

promising "growl, poles",   have   been  left  relatively   inaccessible  and virtually 

neglected. 
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Without   investments,   adequate   infrastructure  and  proper  communications, 

misery   ami   niei'1'in: ency  neve lop   in   isolated  areas.     Unemployment   and   under- 

employment   lecome   rampant  and   there   is   no  rational   use   of available   labour. 

I'bsolcle   production   techniques,   a   low  standard   of   living,   scarcity   of   local 

•api tal,   an   insufficiently  developed  agriculture   and   outmoded agricultural 

enterprises  are  usually  characteristic  of  isolated  areas,     Economic and 

si-ili   distress   induce  the  population   to  drift   to  more  prosperous  areas  which 

augments   the  diseconomies   that  already  exist   in   them.       he   result   is  that   in- 

stead  ol   becoming reciprocal   partners  with  the  more  advanced areas,   neglected 

areas  generate  problems   that  act as a  drag on  the   national   economy.     These 

proUems   are   often   translated   into  political   issues  and  sow   the   seeds  of 

instaillity   and   national  disintegration. 

Many  African  countries  are aware  of   the problems   issuing from  regional 

imbalance  or   local ìonai  maladjustment.      The Government  ol'  Uganda,   for example, 

acknowledges   that   "one  region  of  the  country  shows  d ^proportionally  higher 

material   well-being  than  others   ...   that   industrial   development   is  confined 

'."    >ne   narrow  area   of   the   country   ...   and   that   the   state  of  development   of 

'he   Karamo.'a   District   compared   to  other areas   is   so   low   that   it   calls   for 

emergency   action".—'    In  .úamlia,   regional   disparity   is   such   that   in   V)b/\  a 

'Hal   of   five   out   of   the   eight   provinces   of   the   country  contributed  only 

pei'  cent   of  the  gross  domestic  product.¿> 

It   is  evident   that   the   neo.,   for dispersion  exists.     If  the   iooational 

mis'aKes    U' some  of  the  now  highly   industrialized  countries  are   to  be  avoided 

1:.  Afri -i,   efforts   should   be  made   immediately   to   lay   the   foundations  for a 

heal'hy   geographical   structure   of national   économes.     African  governments 

•¡ay   have    i   large   stake   n.   the   results   of   local lunal   development,      Phey  also 

nave   CTivi'   power   to   influence   that   development   and   a   heavy   responsibility   to 

'"•*1'lt-'   :'    >'•  --H'i'ii ly  desirable  directions.     Every   government  must,   therefore, 

formulate   a  conscio!»   Iooational   policy   to  ward   off   the  characteristic  eco- 

nomic  and   social   disadvantages  of  uncontrolled  economic  concentration,   and 

•  minimise  disparity   in   Mie   levels  of development   of  the   various   regions 

w ¡thiii   i ts  country • 

.lomt .-.pects   of  Development   Manning  in   Uganda,   paper  presented   by   the 
lovermnent   of  Uganda   it   the   Second   Conference   oí' African   planners'. 

A I it It'-) !ii>.-eml er   1  " 

irst   Na! lonai 'evelopment   Man   1 ^uo-U.'U,   Uff ice   of National oi-ipute I   ! IMI: 

;eve , iptM-..:    ini)   Manning  of   the  Republic  of Zambia,   Lusaka,   Uj66. 
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pi L 1 i il i ve mecsures are being taken in the majority of countries towards 

•h Loving there end»; however, there measures are seiden comprehensive enough 

.líü'.'irc over—¿ill success. 

Industrial location in relation to urban congestion 

In many countries government action on the problems of urban-industrial 

• incentra t ion har. been in the form of projects in public housing, slum 

1 earance, urban renewal, road construction and improvement and the establish- 

ment of peripheral industrial areas or estates. 

The establishment of industrial estates, in particular, has in the past 

'ivo to ten years become one of the most prevalent means by which African 

,' vernments have tried to relieve excessive urban congestion.  Industrial 

estates are planned in several countries; they have already been established in 

'.ambia, Ghana, Kenya, Mauritius, Nigeria, Senegal, Uganda, the United Arab 

Republic, Tanzania and Zambia. 

The estates are usually organizations set up to improve and subdivide 

tracts of land, and frequently to erect factory buildings (in advance of or 

:'.1 lowing demand) -••!....ch are for sale or lease to prospective occupants. The 

••state in developed according to a comprehensive plan which provides streets, 

railroad tracts and utilities.  The developing agency establishes control over 

'•he  area and buildings by means of zoning and restrictive covenants to protect 

the investments of both developers and occupants. ' 

Although the primary objective in setting up these estates is to promote 

industrialization and employment opportunities and to foster and modernize 

.mall and medi urn-sized enterprises, their physical location in or near main 

i ties has; always been closely related to local decentralization policies. 

"hose policier, have used industrial estates to transfer industry and population 

:'v-im oorgestod H" slum arcs of main centres, to encourage expansion and 

;." »vide new economic bases in more congenial surroundings, and as a means of 

.ïi'-roasing < pportuni t ics for uroan development. 

[t i ;-, t ,. early f> evaluate the extent >•!' the success >f mdustrul 

at ps   as .i-,   t'-r   promoting   1-cal   dispers. po 1 i '• i e !! lwever,   * he 

•.     'he  Physical   .Planning of   Industrial   Estates,   United   Nations 
«Hales  No.:   6?. H.H.4). ~ 



;*';•      !     i      1.1    e '.'•l'i    \.    ;• ii".'i"'-.•"*"      !'"V''i.    tili*    i ;.   s   ;;ie    ' > ir. ' r' i e.'   i r .u a-' r1 > a 1 

0;.,.L,p,.   -,,.,,   t-fMtii'     :<va'e.i     "   planne.'   as   -oil'-.-   >!air."i   ¡r    o,,.t.-    mre 1 ate.I   t 

!•    o.e   -   r' : i mi * eu   w i * i    I i' >'i ir r   p"   gmc-¡ ,es     f   i mi ¿s t r i a 1   Uè ve 1  -prron I .      là- i d   r 

;    i.;      ' \ (•>   ••   •-.;•(>'<•:,<-o      'I'    •(.('   mamo*, :.g   uo'e.m'Y       *'   es1   IN":'   •  X t < • i, l    le;,'    mi    »he     , I'" i ' ;' 

f   'he   esia'os   1hooso ! voi'.       'he   ITT^'     I s   tha'    i no us ! r L'i S   m-1-it ou   uro    orna1';,- 

iir.pr'   perly    locate i    if,   terms    •]'   t.it i    til   ai 1   ravior.a!    req 4 : reme n t s,   ami   there 

is    isiallv   m       ffioiu!   '•   t.tr   1      'ioi'   s o: ,-o.j ,en*   -level   pmont    i i",   the   areas 

s irr -...ruling   the  estates. 

The   ! il t ci'   r-h   el e ---ii wf   Lì-   partie marly   imp rt'iiit   r, irire   the   establishment 

!'   i r, dust r i'i 1   -•   mm on: ''.es    .per.   rives   rise   +  -   secondary   growth.      Related 

i r. i ist r i e;"   rr:'Lt-,-   spring    u>   in   i-i-.'i'ci.l   'irfi:-   1 - -   t iko   a Ivantige    -f   thr   i rii'r'i— 

sir m' ini    f'tni ! it io:-   established.      Th i s   will   nnm • >1 o   further   employment 

• pp "H un i ' i or.   in   the   fringe urei;-   oí'  esta t Pí- ,   which   will   in   t  Lrn   generate   new 

domami   f'-r  h -using   fue i l i t i en  and    >thor   pul 1 LO   rorvirer-.     Thus   the  very   problem: 

which   the   establishment   of   industrial   estates   s-mip-ht   to   solve  arr   TU It ip 1 led . 

Mnuuf hori :',ed   development,   new  shanty   tmwns  ini   iruiur.tri.il   s ! uinr   ma;,-   aevel-p 

ir nini   estator   in  a   very   short   time. 

This   indicates that   entro 1   of   land   use  beyond   the  estates   is   of  great 

import moo   if  these   m'-ites;   ire   to  alleviate   rather   thin  aggravate   the 

physical   problemi-    -f   o ingested   urban  areas. 

The   need   to   Incite  estates   within   ohe  context   of  broader   policies   of 

regioni'   -imi   national   development   is   vital.     The  evor-inoreas i ng  problems   of 

urban-i mlustrn 1   arci;-   are  such   that   they   cannot   be   solved   by   pieoome.il   town 

planning  pnmeets  alone.     The  probi ems   call   for  solutions  based   on  oumprohensivi 

regi -riil   considerations  and  a mort;   balanced   urban-rural  approach.     The  main 

o a ire     f   the   physical   problems   previ i l i ng   m   African   urban  areas   is   not.   s--' 

-nuoli   the  astili! ishmer: '    if   industries,   bit   the   uprooting  of   1 arge   masses    )f 

rural   peoples  who   ropo ir   to  these  centres   seeking  the  opportunities afforded  by 

their   i nd ist r ios.     This   is  the  basic   pr.d lorn   to   be   remedied. 

V lai ¡unir an 1   policies   f >v  regional   balance 

¡       irres!    the   migrati >;.     f   pe.-.pio   if  :;:   the   backward   rural   areas   t  -   the 

pruoi'e    -r MO    ili-:    ! tie    u'ban-i ml ;s t r i a Í   erntres,    the   disparity   lot won   met r- >- 

;     .it an   ano   miri i     irei"   most   be   reduced.      P 'liei es   must   be   applied   that 

'   Imi ist rial   Estates   tri  Africa,   ''nitei   Nations   (Sales   No.:     éé . II. B. ,">). 
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,..(.mpi i,, pr,,m, to opp.rtunitir:- and improve living   conditions in ttie backward 

trr-ir.f '•• >   that the inducement:'. t h;; t pull people to the cities are less effective. 

(V.lv 'i   nmall number of countries embarking on regional planning operations, aim 

it achieving these ends. 

Regional planning on the continent seems to be carried on in two related 

fields.  In the first place, it concerns the practice of making plans for 

,,-trlicular regions of a country.  Such plans are usually drawn up by local or 

nvional authorities.  This is normally done in order to provide an opportunity 

f r lioal interests to participate in the over-all planning effort and to enable 

the central planning authorities to know and, where possible, to satisfy the 

aspirations of the local communities. 

This type of regional planning ir very common in most African countries, 

[r. Gabon's present five-year plan, for example, regional planning committees 

have been charged with preparing a report on the participation of their 

.•cspective regions in the national plan.  Some of these plans are given high 

national priority.  In Togo planning committees have also been established to 

camine local problems and to propose projects for investment.-  Uganda has 

had considerable experience in this type of regional planning.  Here district 

planning committees have for some time been charged with the task of preparing 

[.!•<• grammes and plans for the development of their districts. 

Very often, however, local plans and programmes are not adequate.  Local 

¡ Sinning authorities usually fail to grasp national development priorities, 

and their plans are seldom geared towards those priorities.  Whatever tl eir 

shortcomings, such local plans serve a useful purpose in that they are, for 

the first time, bringing central planning to the local scene. 

Effective regional planning in Africa involves more than jußt the 

p.eparation of local plans. Emphasis is increasingly being placed on the 

organization of territorial space in such a way as to balance the progress of 

the various socio-economic regions while maintaining their necessary diversity. 

The desire to achieve these ends is exemplified, for example, in Zambia's 

current development plan, which has been broken down into provincial programmes, 

The idea, is to "localize investment ... in the leßs favoured provinces of the 

country".^ Elsewhere, in Kenya for instance, the Government has assumed 

•¿/  Government of Togo ( I965) Plan de développement 1966-1970, SIMAG, Paris. 

0/ First National Development Plan 1966-1970i Office of National Development 
and Planning of the Republic of Zambia, Lusaka, 1966, p.6. 
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respcn.-; : ili';,'   for   the   dove 1 opinent   oí' all   arean,   regariless   of  how  poor' ;uid 

remote   the;;   ma;\   he,   -it-:   'i  mat tei-  of  obi tuition   to   the   people.     And   in   Uganda 

i*   hat-   beer;  decided   that   development   planning should  not   apply   only   to   Kampala 

a:.i    'inga  during  the   five-year  period   uf  the   present   development   plan. 

In   *aki:ig  the   1'n-.it   steps   in   the   orientation   of   their  national   plans 

towards   regional   development,   some   African governments   face   a  vast   range  of 

proMcms.     large-scale   regional   planning  is  a  complicated   and   long-term  pro- 

cess.      It   involves  preliminary   1'ieid   surveys  and   sound   research,      Its.   success 

depends   on   the   availability   of adequate,   detailed   resource   information. 

few  African  countries   today   have   carried  out   detailed   regional   resource 

inventories.      !'he  assessment   of  national   resource   endowments   is   far   from com- 

plete.     Very   few  systematic  studies are  available   to  provide   the  basis  of a 

we 1 .-formulated,   factual   co-ordinated  approach   to   regional   problems.     Among 

the  causes  oí'   this  deficiency   is   the  chronic  shortage  of  professionals   in 

departments  and  ministries,   the  burden  of work arising  from general   under- 

staffing  in ministries,   and   the   lack  of  trained  people   in   the   central   planning 

organizations.     Much of   the   required   information   is   likely   to  be   found   m old 

files and  reports  of departments  and  district  officers;  additional   information 

can  be  derived  from supplementary  surveys.     In most   countries,   however,   tnere 

is  no established  machinery   for drawing  together   the   information  thus  avail- 

able   in  such  a  way  that   it  would  provide a basis   for  regional   or district   plan- 

ning or  programming,   or  even  l'or ensuring that  programmes  and  projects  being 

undertaken are  adequately   co-ordinated. 

A  further  factor hindering  the  progress  of  regional   planning and   inhib- 

iting  the  use   of  its  machinery  and   techniques  has  been  financial  difficulties. 

Developing a  remote  area   is  expensive.     Such  areas  are  generally  sparsely  pop- 

ulated,   and   the  cost  of  investments  in  roads,   water  supplies,   power and  tele- 

communications are not  only high  in  themselves but  also  in relation  to  the 

population  they are  to serve.     It   is   this reason  that precludes a start  in 

regional   planning in  such  countries as Gabon,   for  example.     The  meagre 

resources  of  that  country's  regions,   the   lack of  financial  resources  and tech- 

nicians  have  prevented  the Gabonese Government  from making an all-out  effort 

to diffuse   large   investments. 

While   some  governments  have  attempted   to  remedy  regional  disparities 

despite   these   problems,   certain   issues  affecting development  policies  must 

le   taken   into  account. 
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1   !<• 

!'he   regions   of a   country   differ  considerably   n¡   n-soun <•.-, 

duetivity  and   living  standards  of   their   inhabitant;:.     'Live rnwu1 

1 r\v   to   equalize   too   quickly   the   living  conditions   ana    leve ! <;pnir r 

all   regioni-..     Rather   they  must   seek  a  middle   co urce   ¡<>!v,eer    '; ¡: 

î ion  and   that   oí'   "favouring areas   most   likely   to   develop   rapidly   s<-,   '» <•' 

additional   resources  gained   may  help   to  achieve   eventual   sa< i st'i - '  >r>   \r-.rv-.-. 

..   10/ c1 sewhere   ,— 

Further, in order to stabilize uprooted rural peoples who migrate t » • -K 

large cities, urban functions must be decer trai i zed.  i'hic implies the <r-et'i >• 

ut' ;i  more even distribution of urban centres of various sizes.  New towns 

should be developed in areas with promising growth potential,  !'he location ••! 

industrial estates in such areas would foster this development. -Lewis has 

suggested a workable approach in this respect which bears repeating here. 

He suggests that all plans for further de\elopment in towns whose population 

exceeds "300,000 should be restricted, and that for each city so restricted 

some four or five other cities with a population under 100,000 should be 

selected for special development and expansion.—' In this exercise planners 

are up against a powerful natural trend.  Howeve:, once secondary urban centre 

start to grow ip the course of industrial decentralisation, and if supported 

by an adequate infrastructure throughout the country, a new equi]ibrium can 

be reached within urban communities and between urban and rural areas. 

Sumnary 

A prevalent trend in African countries is the development oí' prosperous 

and rapidly growing major cities or single urban-industrial centres, while 

other regions remain vast, neglected, backward areas that act as a drag on 

the national ecoromy. 

Serious dislocation problems exist in these growing centres as a result 

of excessive centralization of industrial undertakings.  The problems are 

considerably aggravated by the presence of a large floating population if 

rural origin.  Outside the growing centres misery and inefficiency are usual ly 

rampant. 

10/ Report of the Ad Hoc Group of Experts on Housing and Urban Development, 
United Nations (Sales No.: Ó3.TV.1). 

11/ W. A. Lewis (i960) Development Planning, Harper' and How, New York. 
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luit il   now action  dealing with   these  problems  has been   in  the  form of 

repárate  programmes aimed at   relieving congest ion  m  the  urban  communities 

and  at  reronstructmg  rural  areas.     These  measures  have  not  always  struck at 

t tie   root   of  the  problem which   is  \uicontrolled  urbanization and unguided pop- 

ulation movement.     What   is  needed   is a  comprehensive approach at   the   regional 

level based  or.  the   judicious   location of  industries  that  would  benefit  national 

interests  as a  whole. 

Up  to  now  lew African  countries  have   tried  this approach.     Such an 

approach  should  not  aim at  accomplishing  regional  equality at  once;   it  should 

first  try   to strengthen  the  economic base of  the existing centres and  then 

enhance  the  growth potential  of other regions by creating alternative   centres. 

These centres  should  be  made  attractive   to  displaced  rural  peoples and  inves- 

tors   through  the   location of diversified new  industries. 
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PART II   FACTORS IN THE LOCATION OF INDUSTRY 

1.     Inter-industry  relations,  external  economies  and regional 
economic  development,   by C.  Michalopoulos 

?.     Relevance  of intermediate industries and   industrial  services 
for correct   location planning,   by  E.  S.   Tosco 

~\.     Regional   location and efficiency  of  industrial  complexes   in 
rela+ion to +he  provision of  infrastructure,   by J.   A.   Shubin 
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I.       INTER-INDUSTRY RELATIONS, EXTERN AL ECONOMIES 

AND REGIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

bv C. Michahpoulos* 

Economic   development,  can   be   viewed  at-,   the   end  result oï a series   of 

kliK.cd   investment   decisions  s lemmi nr from  mcremen t.s   in a country's   productive 

capacity.    Such  a  view  focuses  attention  on  the   interdependence of  economic 

ae*ivi I ics and   investment  decisions. 

"his interdependence can he exu-nmed from two standpoints, depending on 

whether the focus is the rerion or the nation. If the focus k the region, 

•,r, i   the objective   the  maximization   of regional   economic growth,   the   task   is  to 

identify  industries  which,   through   their  impact   on  related  industrier,,   can  rcn- 

• rate  induced   investment within   the  muori and   accelerate regional   economic 

-rowth.    Research  on   regional  multipliers has  stressed   this aspect   by   examinier 

•he multiplier   effects of specific   industries  on   regional   income and   related 
o 

actiVLI ies.-' 

However,   the  allocation  of  investment  ana   the   onsuinr distribution  of 

inluctry  that   maximize  »he  fo'owth   of a riven  rerion  or regions may   diverge   from 

•he  investment   allocation and  distribution of   industry   that maximise   national 

. conomic growth.-"'     If  the  focus    is   the  nation   and   the  objective,   max imi nation 

1     (Mark  university,   Worcester,   Massachusetts. 

L'ee,   for  example,   ¥. T.   Moore   and ,! .  U. Peterson   (V/;r;)  "Regional   Analysis: 
~    An  Interindustry   Model  .d" Utah",   Review of  Economice and  Statistics,   XXXV, 

November issue,   p.Yfk 

',    ('    L    Leven   {I'J^A)  "Establishing deals  for   Regional  Economic  Development", 
-    .Journal  of   the  American   Institute  of  Planners,   XXX,   May  issue,   provides  some 

rood arrumen Is   to   the effect   that   the spatial   distribution of  industry   that 
maximir.es  regional   ,TOWÜI mií-ht.   be   inconsistent   with the  distribution   that 
maximizes   national  ,Towth.     C-c  also  H.  !'.   Chenery   {V)i?)   "Development 
Policies:   for  Southern   Italy",    Quarterly ,'ournal   of  Economics,   LXXVI ,   November 
issue,   [![-, .lj?G-. -°,   rind  L.   Lefeber,   "Regional   Al location of  Resources   in 
India",   in   d.   R.   P.  Prkdmarm   and  W.   Alonso,   Eds.    (V)<>/[)   Location   Theory, 
Regional   Development   and   Planning,   M. I .'! .   Prose,   Cambridge,   '.Ssnaoh. -et is. 

pp.(./l.'-ó'3^ • 
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1, ra'her * han re.-'ioral economi' TOW' tl, hen   the   l.rink   in   to  examine 

"he   luca'uui   of   i n • i u. • » r ;,   an.I   a1 1 • »cat i mi   ni'   i eves t mei t    that   would   max imi /e 

lnluoci    UlVOi', trien '     for   the   IM'HI ' r-Y    a;'     i   whole. 

"his iitml.v concentrates <>i¡ 'he national sphere ari'l ha;; the fo 1 1 owi it." opjee- 

tives: first, to iden'if.v ihncc industries which in a ria i<uial context offer 

•he maximum potential inducement to inveì't men'. ; second, to determine whether 

expansion An these industries leads to a pattern of regional L.v balanced .^r^w' h ; 

third, to examine the policy implications for regional development ani planning 

of a pattern of national expansion which attempts to maximi/.c the i n nieemont to 

invest . 

The study  uses  empirical   material   from several   developing countries,   hut 

the data on  regional  distribution of industrial   activities  have  come prepon- 

derantly from one  country - Greece.    Hreece was  chosen  for several   reasons: 

in recent years,   it  has generated a high rate  of per capi ta  indus trial  output 

growth.    At   the same time,   the  geographic distribution of Creek   industry   is 

typical of many other developing countries.    Furthermore,   the regional   distri- 

bution of Greok industry has  been  the subject   of consideratile  study  and   the 

available statistical  information  is  detailed  and of  hirh quality. 

An attempt  will   be made   throughout   this  paper   to   distinguish   between  conclu- 

sions  and policy  implications   that,  are  relevant   only   to   ire.= ce,   and   those   that 

arc  applicable   to   developing countries   in general. 

Industrial   interdependence   and   linkages 

The  nature   of   the   inducement   mechanism 

Investment   in   the  industrial    sector  of  lest;   developed  countries   is  often 

inhibited  ci;her  by  a narrow  domestic  market   which    iocs not   permit   the  estab- 

lishment   of   efficient,  large-scale   plan's,   or   by   excessive   domes'ie   factor  costs. 

In  a country  with a  market   economy,   prospective   profits   inuuoe   entrepre- 

neurs   t )   invest.     The  profitai i. i i t y    d'  a  project   is   detenni ned   by   'die  cost-price 

reía'b'tiship   a!   different    levels   of  output.      !his  relationship   jo,   i ri   turn, 

s'lvn-ly   influence I   ly   ' ho   output    decision-,   <>f   producers   in   relate)   fiel Is. 

An;,   expansion   o t'   promotion   in   a   .-iven   industry   A   which  raises   output   ueman I 

•!'   re 1 ,0c.'   pre i.;e ' i on  cos's   in   a   rela'ed   indus, ¡ry   r   nay   increase;    the   profi ',- 

o i ' i ' ,.•     r   i'i'i.iv   'he   unprof i ' a: i 1 i-.y   of   investment    in   !'.      If   it   does,    'hen   it 
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,;;i„   he   sani   that   the   expansion   m   industry   A   has  »'onerate.,   external   <v..wu.rm "ü 

which  are appropriated  by   industry   B.^'      If  such  economies   are  su fficio-, 11 ,v 

,,r,„   t.o  stimulate   investment,   in   H,   then   external   economies   generated   by   expan- 

i ,i,   in   A have   induced  investment   m   B. 

investment   in  any  industry  normally  appropriates   the  external   economies 

.-nerated  by   pre-existing  industries and  generates some  itself.     The  objective 

i„   t.hiü   part   of  the  analysis  is  to  identify   those  industries  which  are  likely 

-,  he  net  generators  of external   economi er.     A  developing  country  should,   other 

«hmgs  being  equal,   promote  investment   in  such  industries   tc   provide maximum 

intimement   for additional   investment. 

Expansion   in  industry  A can cause an  increase in demand   for the output  of 

r< 1 at ed  industry B through either residentiary or backward linkages.    Residen- 

• iar.y  linkage is indirect and works through changes in factor income.    Increas- 

ir,r «mtput  in  industry A causes  income of its  employees to  rise,   leading to an 

increased demand  for the  output  of consumer goods in  industry D.     For example, 

•xpanded textile production leads to higher incomes for textile workers,  who 

•H n 1  their  incomes in the purchase of shoes and other consumer goods,   thus 

5/ 
ra ising demand for such consumer manufactures.' 

Backward linkage is  direct and results  from the vertical  interdependence 

..f manufacturing activities.    Expansion in any industry A would entail  an 

increase in   demand  for the output of industry B which is used as an input  by  A. 

!\,r example,   higher production of fabricated metals would  cause an increase  in 

demand for  iron,   steel,  aluminium or other intermediate products. 

A third   type of industrial   interdependence which may stimulate external 

economies will  be called  forward linkage.     Such a linkage  is also based on  the 

vertical  interdependence of industrial  activities,  but unlike backward linkage. 

4/T.  Scitovsky  (1954)   "Two Concepts  of External Fconomies",  Journal  of 
Political   Economy,   LXII,   April  issue,   pp. 143-51 • 

',    The basic  elements  in   this  linkage mechanism were identified  in Rosenstein- 
*"    Rodan  (1943)   "The Industrialization  of Eastern and Southeastern Europe   , 

Economic  Journal,   LIU,   ..une-Sepl .   issue,   pp.*)?-?",   and  elaborated   in 
R     Nurkse  (1^3)  Problems   in  Capital   Formation  in  Underdeveloped Countries, 
Oxford   University~p7ess,   New  York,   and   in   subsequent  writings  by  the  same- 
author.     This   effect   has  .'t'ten  been  recognized  by regional   economists. 
::ee     e.g.,   u.   C.  North   (V»'/;)   "Location   Theory  and  Regional   Economic  Growth   , 
Journal   of Political   Economy,   LXI11,   June  issue,   pp.249"51- 
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* he   s'imuLus   proceed   from earlier   stores  oí'  produe t ion   to   later  mice .      If 

production  m   industry  A   is characterised  t y  economies  of  scale,   expansion  in 

A1:-   c  j t. p,i t   will   cause   a  reduction   in   per  unit   costs   of   industry   n  which   uses 

• he    arpa*   of  A   as   an   input.-'     An  example  of   forward   linkage rright   ne   the 

reiu.iti'.;   i!;   per   unit   cos'   of  producing   aluminium  consumer  goods   resultine 

fron   'he expansion   and   increased  efficiency  in  producing aluminium  platos,   or 

s * rip .- 

Kxpansmn   in   any   industry will   usually  transmit   impulses   to  related   indus- 

tries   through all   three  linkage mechaiusms,   t>ut  some   industries are more   likely 

'o   stimulate   investment   through-one   linkage mechanism   than   through  another. 

; >ie   analysis   that   follows  examines   the   relative  strength  of   the  three  linkage 

mechanisms  and   the  kinds  of industries   associated  with each.    An  attempt   is 

maie   t •  sh^w   that   one   linkage mechanism  is  more  likely   to   induce  additional 

mvestneh'   than   the  others and   that   less  developed   countries wishing  to   pro     ie 

the   strongest   inducement   to  industrial   investment   should  emphasize  expansion 

in   industries   that   send  strong impulses   to related   industries  through  this 

linkoige mechan i am. 

,he nature of   linkages resulting  from vertical   interdependence was  first 
•uveii  prominence   in  A.  Young  (l9?<Pl)   "Increasing;  Returns  and Economic 
Progress",   Economic  Journal,   Dec.   issue.     Subsequently,   the  discussion was 
enriched   ¡y   the   contributions  of  J.   E.   Meade  (1952)   "External   Economies and 
Diseconomies   in  a Competitive  Situation",   Economic Journal,   March issue; 
':'.  Scitovsky,   o£ •  £i_l«i  M-  kerning   (1955)   "External  Economies  and  the 
Doctrine  of   balanced  Crowth",   Economic Journal,   LXV,   June  issue,   pp.251-296; 
and  especially   A.   ;'•.   Hirschman   09r/j)  The  f.träte^y of Economic  Development, 
Yale  University   Press,   New Haven,   Conn.,   pp.7^-119«     The   terms  backward and 
forward  linkage   used  here were   first   popularized   by  Hirschman.     See   also: 
f!.   '••. Chenery,   "The   Interdependence  of   Investment   Decisions",   in  M.   Abramovitz 
Ed.  09r>9)   The  -Mlocation of Economic Resources,   Stanford University  Press, 
'.ìtariford,    'al if orni i,   pp.-T-l bb. 

Expansion   in   imi is try   A might   cause   external   economies   by   reducing costs  to 
other   i nd ist ri es   m  other ways,  as   well.      'hief   'mong  these 'right  be   the bene- 
fi.'ial   effects   that   expansion  A  mipht  have   in   training workers,   improving 
•he   ¡tri tide    >f  workers  towards   industrial   employment,   improving  the  atti- 
' ,de   '!'  t!.e    ' >:rmriuity  towards   industrial   enterprises,    establishing  research 
•v   •  üü'i r; i ty   futilities,   all   ^f  which  might   reduce  costs   in  another   indus- 

aualysis   will   ignore   the.n and i . , . ,    . .. 

v\t fit e 

* W '    IV OS 

<ru b ,  v 

is-   thes.e economies   are,   t'ni 
:.   the   ;->-oilled   peculiar;/   external   economies  discussed   above 
•is:      first,   the   conditions,    inder  which   such  economies   might 
iv   *-v   '/igne and   difficult   t •-  assess   systematically;   secund, 

•i :  ",, iv   i -¡port ant ,    it   is  almost    impossible   to   determine   a priori   the 
na'.uv  "f   the   industry   that   might   generate   them  or   the  nature  of  the   indus- 
T,   Mia' ugh*    appropriate   them. 
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Residentiary  linkages 

Let   uc  consider  first   the generation  of external   economies  and   the 

resulting stimulation  of   investment through residentiary linkages.     Impulses 

•ransmitted by a given  industry A,   in this manner,  will  be  stronger  the larger 

•he   factor  income generated  by  expansion   in   Ihia   industry.     Factor   income  per 

mit  of expansion in gross   output will be highest  in  those  industries where 

•he  ratio of value added   to  gross output   is highest. 

The rise  in demand  for   the output of  consumer goods in  industry  B, resulting 

from expansion in A,   would   raise  the price of   B's output.     It  would raise  BVi 

profitability and stimulate   investment  in B only  to the extent  that  economies 

.f scale are  significant   in  the  production of   3.    If   the increase   in the price 

of  B's  output, resulting   from the increase in   demand,   reflects the-now higher 

opportunity cost of factors of production employed in B,  then expemsion in A 

has  not  bestowed any  external economies on B.— 

The  demand stimulus  generated by expansion   in A is  important  to B only   if 

-induction could not  have   been  undertaken because of a limited domestic 

market.2'     In the absence   of economies of scale  in industry  B,   the  demand- 

creating effects of A's   expansion are desirable only  in the  general  sense   that 

my   expansion of industrial  output in a less   developed country is  desirable. 

Even .f production  in   consumer goods  industry B were characterized by exten- 

sive   economies of scale,   expansion in industry  A need rot   increase  the profit- 

iility of investment   in   B  for another reason:     expansion   in A might cause an 

increase  in the prices  of   factors of production employed by  B,   thus increasing 

'ho   latter's cost  schedules and reducing its   profitability.     For example, 

-xpansion in the output   of metal  products might  increase  the  cost  of skilled 

1 ibour which is an  input   in the production of   textiles or  food processing.    The 

• •xtent   to which this  occurs would depend on   the elasticity  of supply of factors 

H.   B. Chenery,   "The   Interdependence of Investment  Decisions",   oj>. çiU,   p.96. 

Strictly speaking,   in   an open market where   international   trade  is possible, 
demand limitations  do   not  exist except   insofar as   transport costs prohibit 
exports.    On the  other  hand,   Linder has argued that the   creation of an export 
industry in manufacturing is highly  unlikely in   the absence of  large  domes- 
tic demon-'      3.   B.   Linder  ( 1 9^1 ) An Essay  on Trade .and Trap-      fmation, 
Wiley,   New York. 
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used  by   A  and   H.     In the  limiting case where   this   elasticity  is   zero,   that   is, 

supply of   factors  is  fixed,   expansion  in A   cannot   but  impose  external   disecon- 
10 / 

omics on   H  and   in  fact  reduce   the  incentive   to   invest  in  it.—       On   the  oppo- 

site  extreme,   if  H utilizes   factors  of production  with no alternative  uses,   for 

example,    previously unemployed   or underemployed   agricultural   labour,   the 

increase   in  demand for  B's  output  resulting   from  A1 s expansion  might  well  raise 

profitability   in 
11 / 

I 
To  summarize,   the residentiary  linkage  effect   depends  on  the   importance  of 

scale economies   in consumer  floods  industries,   and  on the  elasticity  of   the 

supply of   factors uscii  in  manufacturing.    The  establishment of  a  specific  con- 

sumer roods   industry will  also   depend on  the   income  elasticity  of  demand  for 

its  output   and  on its minimum   economic scale  of  operations. 

Advocates  of  theories  of   balanced economic  growth have emphasized  the  impor- 

tance of   the   inducement   to   invest  provided  by   the   residentiary  linkage  mechan- 

ism,    nevertheless,  as   tne  analysis  has already   suggested,   this   mechanism 

appears   to   suffer from serious   drawbacks. 

Rmpirical   studies have  shown   that economies  of scale are not   as  significant 
12/ " 

in  consumer goods industries   as   they are  in  producer goods  industries.— 

Kxpancion   in  a given  industry   A   is  more likely  to   increase profitability  in 

producer's  goods  industries   vertically linked with  it  than  in  horizontally- 

related   consumer goods   industries.     Moreover,   unless the  increase   in  factor 

income  ¿venerated   through  the   initial  expansion   is  large,   its   impact  would  be 

diffused   throughout  the  economy  as   the income  recipients  spread   their  expendi- 

tures over :>. large range of  consumer goods.     The   original expansion necessary 

to  induce   investment  in consumer goods industries  nay be sc large  as  to be 

unattainable,   given  the   limi tel resources  available  for  investment   in  less 

developed   countries. 

10/ M.   Fleming,   op. cit.,   pp.246-47- 

11 ' H.   H.   Chenery, "The   Interdependence of   Investment Decisions",   çj>.  cit., 

ed   Nations Economic   and  Social  Council,       >mrruttee  for   Industrial 
1 opment   Í1 !>b(>)   Industrial   Planning  and   Programming:     Criteria  for 
Development of Manufacturing Industries   in Developing Countries 

M.   K 

H. H 
p.'j6 

:iti! t 

Deve 
the 

1 11/Add. 
:ipet i 11 oi 

|T     New   York,   pp.P7-H»;   .1.   Z.   Bain  (1956)   Barriers  to 
irvml   university  Press,   Cambridge,   Massachusetts;   and 

pi, I1   The  Theory   of economic   Integration,   Homewood,   Illinois, 
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Should   the   initial  expansion  be   large  enough  to   impart   strong demand 

impulses  to  consumer goods  industries,    it   is  likely   that   the  expansion  would 

pive  rise to  serious diseconomies  resulting from increases   in  the prices oí" 

factors of  production.     There  are  two   reasons why  such  diseconomies  are  likely. 

First,   industrial   production  is  not   usually   intensive   in   the  use of  factors  of 

production  such as unskilled labour   in which less developed countries are well 

endowed.    On  the  contrary,   industrial   technology utilizes  the  factors of produc- 

tion  in which advanced economies  are  relatively well  endowed,   such as capital 

goods,   intermediate products,  and  skilled  labour.^     Second,   it   is probable 

that  the elasticity of supply of  these   factors in less  developed countries   is 

low,   so that   increased demand for  such  factors  in one   industrial  sector  is 

likely to   impose  diseconomies  in other  sectors. 

Historical   experience   tends  to  suggest  that expansion  of activities with 

strong residentiary effects alone  has  not been sufficient   to  provide the stim- 

ulus  for sustained econonomic growth.     Ohlin,  for example,   reports  that  the 

expansion of consumer goods industries  played only a minor role  in the  indus- 

trialization of ninetheenth century  Europe.    Rather,   external   economies were 

abundant  and resulted from the vertical   interdependence between industries 
14/ 

(backward ana  forward linkages),   particularly in the producer goods sector.— 

North has also  emphasized vertical   interdependence as a stimulus to the indus- 

trial growth of North America,   stemming in this instance mostly from the forward 
15/ 

linkage stimuli   generated by the  primary sector.-* 

Backward linkagen 

The backward  linkage stimulus;   to   investment hinges  on  the  impact  that 

expansion  in a given industry A would have on industry  B's  output which id 

used by A as an  input.    The larger  th¿ ratio of raw materials and intermediate 

inputs to  total  output in industry  A   (or what amounts  to  the same thing,   the 

lower the ratio  of value added to   total  output),   the stronger the impulse  that 

Vi/ S. Eckaus  (1955)  "The Factor Proportions Problem in Underdsveloped Areas", 
American Economic Review,  XLV,   June issue,  pp.538-65. 

M/G. Ohlin  (1959)  "Balanced Economic Growth in History",   American Economic 
Review,   XLIX,   May issue,  pp.351 • 

1^/ D. C.   North,   o£. cit.    However,   see C. M. Tiebout   (1956)   "Exports and 
Regional  Economic Growth",  Journal  of Political  Economy,  LX1V,  April  issue, 
pp.'160-69,   for an argument  stressing the importance of residentiary 
linkages. 
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Kor  example,   let   us   assume   that   aluminium  productive   capacity   iti   a  less 

lovelopc'l   co an ! r,\   is   incr"ased   by   the  establishment   of  a modern   plant   processing 

iauxito  ore  .and  produciti.'-  alumina  (backward   linkage).      "his will   increase  demand 

l'or   inputs  of  electric  power.     Suppose,   however,   that   'his  increase   in  demand 

is  not  sufficient   to   induce   expansion  in   the   productive  capacity  of  electric 
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"TWird    link ige   thus  depends   prnnnly    ei   the   e/isterie   of   o- m.MU I CO    •''   o • i ! e 

i >;   ! hn   prxl'iúnr   industry   A.      "he  hi.-'ho."   the   pr-'port i on   ^í'  A's    Mtpii    ie : i ver. - 

•   '   other   iivi i:;' non   't>   satisfy    i ruermed i a te   demand,   rather   than    '•MI.I O' "ro      ' >• 

satisfy   final   demandi,    t ho   ;;trorifer   will   Im   this   stimai r;   thrvwh   t ho   fu-wn-a 

linkage.     The   probability   that    investment   i.ri  a  jnvin   industry   :i  will    ¡e    .UO.M-- 

t.uken  vario     directly with  the   portion  of  B's   total   input  which A's  output 

represente,  and  by   the  amount   by  which  expansion  in  A reduces  per  unit   input 

in   H -   that   is,   by   the   importance  of  scale   economii in A.— 

A comparison of the forward and backward linkage mechanisms shows that, 

expansion in any given industry will induce investment in a related industry 

only if economies of scale prevail in input producing industries, that is, raw 

mate ials, intermediate and capital goods.  Both mechanisms depend on economies 

of scale in these industries.  The forward linkage mechanism attempts to exploit 

these economies directly by investment in such industries, which in turn might 

stimulate investment in industries using their outputs as inputs. The backward 

linkage process works indirectly.  It attempts to stimulate investment in input 

¡•reducing industries - which are characterized by scale economies - through 

"xpanded demand for their products generated by the establishment of input using 

industries. However, from the crucial standpoint of supplies of factors of 

¡•reduction the forward linkage mechanism should be preferred over the backward 

linkage process.  Expansion in any sector is factor-using and, in all likeli- 

:;ooi], within the context of a less developed economy, imposes certain external 

useconomies in ether sectors by increasing factor scarcity.  If the input 

reducing industries are established first, however, making ise of forward 

linkages the supply of inputs is increased directly, thus offsetting expanded 

factor usage by A. On the other hand, the backward linkage mechanism promises 

'•> increase factor inputs only indirectly. If the stimulus is not strong enough 

'» induce expansion in the input producing industries, backward linkage is 

likely to cause net external diseconomies in related industries much the same 

12/ way that expansion through residentiary linkage is likely to do.-*' 

1^/A. 0. Hirschman, or. "• : - . , t,1r. 

I/' Of course it can be argued that in an open economy, no  supply limitations 
for produced inputs can exist because such inputs can be procured through 
international trade. However, this argument is valid only if the less 
developed country can procure unlimited amounts of foreign exchange.  Since 
this condition is not likely to be fulfilled, it is quite clear that supply 
rigidities in the market for intermediate and capital goods inputs are 
likely to prevail.  Gee:  C. Michalopoul os, "Imports in Economic Develop- 
ment:  The fîreek Case", in P. H. Kenen, Ed. (l;/>7) .spects of International 
Economy i New York. 
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of va: ue added.    On  the  other hand,   nothing precludes that   expansion of high 

forward  linkage industries will   not  generate   strung residentiary  effects.     ouch 

residentiary  effects might well   te  instrumental   in  stimulating expansion  of 

consumer goods industries nut vertically linked with the originally expanding 

industry,   in view of  the  over-all   increase  in  input supply  generated by  the 

expansion of  the input  producing sector. 

In the  light of  these considerations,   it  can be presumed that the  strongest 

stimulus to  additional   investment  can be generated through the expansion of 

industries with high ratios of  intermediate  to  final  demand - that is,   through 
,_     •       23/ the forward linkage mechanism.— 

To summarize briefly,  there  is never a guarantee that  establishment  or 

expansion of any industry A will  lead to the  establishment  or expansion of a 

related activity through forward,  backward,   or residentiary linkage.    Yet 

other things being equal,   investment in activities which are net generator? of 

external   economies offers the less developed country the best chance for sus- 

taining growth through a series of induced investment decisions in interdepen- 

dent  industries. 

Of th    three linkage effects examined,   the residentiary linkage mech.-iism 

is the weakest because of:    (a)   the lack of  important economies of scale  in 

consumer goods industries;  (b)   the magnitude of original  expansion required to 

increase aggregate consumer demand;  and (c)   the strain it  imposes on limited 

factor supplies. 

Both the forward and backward linkage mechanisms hinge on the importance 

of economies of scale  in raw material,  intermediate,  and producer goods  indus- 

tries.    The forward linkage mechanism is preferred because:     (a) it increases 

input supply directly and thus reduces the possibility of external diseconomies 

resulting from increased factor use in the expanding industry;   (b) stimulation 

through backward linkage involves the establishment of industries with low 

ratios of value added to gross output which,   among other drawbacks,  reduces the 

Potential  residentiary  stimulus  imparted by any industrial  expansion. 

•jj Fleming is apparently of the  same opinion.     See op_.   cit.,  p.2$0.     For an 
example of the  forward linkage impact  of the  steel   industry in contemporary 
United States,   see W.  Isard and R. E.  Kuenne (1953)   "The Impact of Steel 
Upon the Greater New York-Philadelphia  Industrial  Region:     A Study  in 
Agglomeration Projection",   Review of Economics and Statistics, XXXV, 
November issue. 
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In  North   Arn.ru-a   t'orwar i   linkages   stemmed  mostly   frürr,   the   primary   sectors; 

in  continental   Kur<p-  >•»> ¡    • »"   "ni"n  "1>   -"«'Vi^t   Socialist   Republics   l'r -m   the 

.i».Vfloprn.'iit      f   'h.    ir-n   an •   st'-'-l   m ras try;   in   i-iiglani   from   the   pr »cssiiic  .>f 

importa,   t.-xtil-   fibres;    m  a   1 ess   developed  country   likf Crrenr-,    from   the 

profiPssnw   'f   f.Híí,   -"xUlos  or  steel,   using either  domestic  or  import e i   inputs. 

Both on   Un-wre'iea'   "' ¡  •'"  empirical   Rrounis,   industries  with  high   forward  link- 

ares  appear   <•>   -fi'-r   ' h>    strongest   inducement   to  additional   investment   ir 

relate i   fiel is. 

Forward linkage  industries 

The  input-output   tables of a country  offer  the  best  means of  identifying 

empirically  an  industry's  potential   in   inuring investment   in related   fields 

through  forward   linkages.     The  potential   for  forward   linkage  presumably  would 

be highest   in   those  industries  which  show   the highest   ratio  of  intermediate 

to   total    iemani.     Whether   this  potential   is  realized  and  external   economics are 

generate!  will    tepr-n 1   m  whether  production   m   these   inmstries   is   character- 

ized   by   economics    'f  scale. 

To determine   the   industries with  the  highest   ratios of   intermediate t„ 

final    ternani,   a   sample   -d'   five  countries   was   taken:      Israel,    Italy,   .'apan, 

Norway  and   'he   Reputilo   of  ,\u.'h  Africa.     A  sevent "en-mdug try   hrrak lowr.   was 

used,   employing maULy   an   I5KJ  two-digit   classification.     The  seventee,.   ndiu- 

tries   m  each    .1"   the   five  •• entries  were  ranked  according to  their  rati       I 

deliveries   t  <   intermediate  relative   to  total  demand.     The  results,  are   s,h <wn 

in table   1 . 

The ratios  used  for   Italy,   Japan  and Norway are,   with minor qualifications, 

those computed  in an earlier study by Chenery and Watanabe.-^/    The ratios for 

Israel were  computed from  the  input-output   tables  for  195&I   and  the Republic of 

South Africa  from similar  tables  for  1956-1957 --^^    International   comparability 

of intersectoral  relations was determined by calculating the coefficient of 

24/ H.  P.  Chenery  and T.  Watanabe  (l9r;8)   "International  Comparisons  of  the 
Structure oí  Production",   Econometrica,   XXVI,   October issue,   pp."307-520. 

2¿/ These   tables  can be   found respectively  in:     M.  Bruno  (1962)   Interdependence, 
Resource Use  and Structural Change  in  Israel,  The  Bank of  Israel,   Jerusalem; 
and  D.  C.  Krough (I96I)   "An  Input-Output Analysis  of  the South African 
Economy,   r)')o-7",   South African  Journal  of Economics,   XXIX,   December issue, 

pp.^fW'^.' 
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concordance between  the  five  rankings.     The  coefficient  of  concordance  was   found 

to be 0.612,   significant  to  the  0.01   confidence  level.     This means   that   the 

probability  that  such concordance  is  due  to  chance   is  no  more   than   1   per  cent. 

There is  thus  conclusive evidence  that  the high forward linkage  industries  arc 

by and large  the  same in different  countries. 

Furthermore,   these results  suggest  strong similarities  in the production 

functions of  the  same industries   in different  countries  in «»pite of differing 

factor endowment  and industry heterogeneity. 

The  fact   that  the coefficient  of concordance was  found  to be statistically 

significant  allowed us to compute a "best  ranking"  paring all countries 

according to  the proportion of  each industry's  deliveries  to  intermediate 

demand.—^    (These best rankings  are calculated by inversely ranking the  sums 

of the ranks of  each industry in each of the five  countries,   and are also  shown 

in table   1 .) 

The results of the best ranking procedure are similar to earlier finds by 

Chenery-Watanabe.    The highest  forward linkage potential  is exhibited by   indus- 

tries such as non-ferrous metals,  building materials,   steel,   chemicals and 

paper;  the lowest by apparel,  leather and products,   food processing and trans- 

port equipment.    It is significant that the industries which exhibit  the highest 

forward linkage potential are those  in which,  according to a recent  United 

Nations  study,   economies of scale appear to be  important.^'     This means  that 

these industries not only show a potential  for generation of external economies, 

but also that,   should expansion occur,  this potential will be realized because 

of the existence of scale economies. 

Forward linkage and geographic balance 

Spatial  distribution of Greek industry 

Having examined the nature of industries likely to generate the strongest 

inducement  to  investment,  the question of major interest from a regional 

J Í 

26/   H.  M. Walker and J.  Lev  (1953)   Statistical   Inference,   Henry   Holt, 
New York,   p.286. 

2j/    United Nations,   op_.   cit. 
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•ii"-r: unately, the use of 'lie coefficient of localisation as ix  measui" -«'.it of 

tr,dust rial dispersion has its drawbacks when applied to a country I   K.«/ '.recce, 

where a larre portion of total industrial employment and population is conccn- 

• r-i'od in one I ar^c metropolitan area - Athens.  About /\r)  per cent of total 

¡reck industrial employment is in this area.  "If a large portion of a country's 

•.-tal industry is concentrated in relatively few metropolitan areas, a sjecific 

industry also heavily concentrated in these same areas will quite likely show 

•i low coefficient cf localization (implying considerable dispersion) when the 

coefficient is calculated with total industry employment (as it was in the case 

«f f'reece) as a base."— 

An alternative measurement of industrial dispersion, also using industry 

employment as a base but avoiding the implicit weighting of the individual 

r..r ions by their rebpective shares of the base magnitude has been developed 

by Thompson and was used in this study.  This is the coefficient of spatial 

variation (OSV).^7 

If Xr is the ratio of employment in industry j in region r to total indus- 

trial employment, in region r, and N the total number of regions, then the 

coefficient of spatial variation of industry j equals -§- where: 

r 
!    Í 

S =   '  

2 

and X 
r  J 

N 

This is simply the standard deviation of the proportion of total industry 

employment that employment in e. given industry accounts for in each district, 

iivided by the mean proportion for the country. The higher the CSV, the higher 

'he concentration. 

Table 2 shows the CSV s of Greek industries according to the seventoen- 

industry breakdown used earlier. The highest concentration is found in heavy 

,]_/  W. Isard (i960) Methods of Regional Analysis;  An Introduction to Regional 
Science, Wiley, New York, p.2c4. 

_¿¡  W. R. Thompson (19^7) "The Coefficient of Localization: An Appraisal", 
Southern Economic Journal, XXIII, January issue. 
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industries, iron and steel, non-ferrous metals, petroleum and coal products, 

paper and products, rubber and chemicals. 

There are several reasons for this concentration.  One major factor is 

that the scale of operations for these industries is relatively large.  An 

Florence has shown, a strong positive link exists between the optimum scale 

of operations for an industry and its decree of regional concentration.—' 

This consideration is extremely important in Greece and other less developed 

countries where the limited domestic market might not allow for the estab- 

lishment of many optimum size plants in any of these industries. 

A second important reason for concentration in these industries is that 

they tend to import a large portion of their inputs.  In Greece, just as in 

other less developed countries, there are few important points of entry and 

int ¡stries dependent on imported inputs will tend to minimize transport costs 

and, other things being equal, locate near the port of entry A'     This tendency 

is reinforced in Greece, as in many other countries, because the main concen- 

trations of demand are also located near the ports of entry, thus increasing 

the attraction of industry. 

Finally, the requirements of these industries for skilled labour are 

usually higher than average. Since skilled labour inputs are an important 

factor in determining the location of industries^ there is a tendency in 

Greece, as in many other developing areas, to concentrate the available pools 

of skilled workers; industries employing relatively large amounts of this input 

also tend to be concentrated. 

Concentration and forward linkage 

The index showing the geographical dispersion of Greek industries was in 

turn compared to the index ranking industries according to their potential in 

generating economies through forward linkage (W). Table 2 shows the industry 

rankings according to CSV and according to W. Comparison of the two rankings 

M/ P.S. Florence (*'M8) Investment. Location and i-ize of Plant, Cambr- Jge 

University Press, London. 

Ml <".. V'  Coûte amari s, o¿. cit., p. > /. 

V S. Sch'. ivo-Campo (l')66) "Wa»yes, Skills and Regi, .aal Locatijn of Industry: 
~* '''he Case of Mexico". Paper presented at the Second Inter-American Congress 

of Regional Planning, Rio de Janeiro, 17-19 August 1966. 
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;":ilr' --'ri >::•••  support to 'he hypothesis that industries with high forward link- 

''••""•' '''iM '  ' •' concentrated.  Tex t. i 1 (- is the only highly dispersed industry 

' :'. •' •'•'•'•'w:- .•• r:ie p^'ential in .-enerating forward linkages.  This discrepancy 

'';:¡ ; (> expíame i i y the far.: fhat Lhe minimum economic scale of operations, in 

ex • i Ì o.- \ :•   .-inai 1 . 

"he Spearman rank correlation coefficient for the two rankings is i)."'•'. 

Such a correlation u; .statistically significar; t to the V .¡"Ì   confidence level, 

irnpiyirii- only a 1 per cent chance that the relationship identified is spurious, 

However, 'he strong correlation between the two rankings does not imply 

'hat a pattern of investment allocation which attaches importance to the fener- 

ation of forward linkages will lead to a regionally concentrated pattern of 

rrowth.  It is possible that each of the high growth inducing industries is 

concentrate! in a different region. 

To test for this eventuality, the seventeen industries examined were 

divided into two groups:  those above the median in forward linkage generation 

ani »höre below.  Next, the location quotients of the high forward linkage 

.-r< ipir.r wore calculates for each of nine regions into which Greece was divide.. 

Locution quotients close to unity in most regions would have implied a fair 

••iH"unt of dispersion of high forward linkage industries. 

üi 

Table 3 

;persion of high forward linkage industries- / 

KfV'ii Location  quotient 

Athens 
otorea Hellas 
Upirus 
Thessaly 
Macedonia 
Thrace 
Peloponesos 
(Ire t e 
Islands 

1 .346 
1 .084 
0.349 
0.574 
O.704 
0.236 
O.815 
0.332 
O.590 

L'ourcc:  National Statistical Service, Greece (I965) Recensement 
_ies Etablissements Industriels et Commerciaux. 

a, The industries included were those ranking above the median in the 
ratio of intermediate deliveries to total output in the ranking W 
of 'able , .  because of the emphasis of the paper on industria1 

production in •he strie» sense, mining was dropped from the li.t. 
Thus the industries included were:  non-ferrous metals, petroleum 
and products, chemicals, paper and products, iron and steel, 
'ex'iles, runter, printing arm publishing.  For details of the 
m tus'ri es. by [SIC, see tanles 1 and 6. 
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The renuit a ;ire „hnwn in table 1 ahnve.  They ],„d -, 

hypothecs »hat high forward linkage industrie, tend to t 

;larly in the Athens metropolitan 

region . 

t ron,"- f.uppor ' t" t ' e 

if concentrated, partio- 

irea and in Gterea Hellas, the Burronn.u,,, 

This conclusion raised the question whether concentration of high forwari 

linkage industries in metropolitan areas is a phenomenon unique to r.reece or 

characteristic of other countries as well.  A limited <_ :, wa.. undertaken, 

comparing the location orients of industries m the Athens metropolitan area 

with the locatxon quotients of the same set of industries in three urban centres 

f Italy:  Milan, Turin and Rome. 

Industry ranking were made by location quotient for each of the four urbar, 

rentres, and the coefficient of concordance between the ranking was computed. 

:-he reacts (shown in table 4) strongly support the hypothesis that urban 

centres tend to attract relatively large proportions of the same industries. 

he coefficient of concordance between the industry rankings was 0.619, signif- 

icant at the 0.01 confidence level. 

A further test was then undertaken, relating the rankings of industry 

location quotients in the four urban centres with the industry ranking according 

•0 degree of forward linkage potential, derived earlier. A comparison of the 

rankings again shows the strong tendency of industries with high forward linkage 

potential to concentrate near urban centres. The coefficient of concordance 

tor the rankings was 0.53, significant to the 0.01 confidence level. 

Probable location of induced investment 

It can be presumed that the foci cf growth in the form of industries with 

high forward linkage potential tend to be concentrated, and, in the case of 

Greece, to cluster in and near the Athens metropolitan area. The extent to 

which expansion in these industries leads to a pattern of concentrated growth 

can be determined by the locational tendencies of activities stimulated by this 

expansion. 

Thus, what must be investigated is the locational tendencies of a group 

of interrelated activities which are successive stages in the manufacture of 

m end product.  The optimum location of these activities is also interdepen- 

dent. The location of a steel plant, for example, cannot be determined without 

information on the location of pig iron production, ono of its main inputs, or 
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wi'hout knowledge of the location of the market for steel producto.  The pig 

iron plant location, on the othor hand, would depend on the location of the 

.•'ori plant which constitutes ite market and on the location of iron ore, itr, 

If the problem were to determine the location of an iron and steel complex 

to be built from the ground up, the location of the pig iron and steel plants 

would have to be considered jointly.  An industrial compie:: r.tudy would have 

to be undertaken, supported by a cost-benefit analysis of alternative locations 

for the two plants. Another question must also be answered:  whether the 

listribution of activities generated by expansion in the forward linkage iron 

mi steel complex would tend to be similar or to diverge from the distribution 

:' ! he latter. 

The locational pattern of activities induced by forward linkage industries 

would be determined oy three sets of factors:  transport costs of inputs, 

'ransport costs of output, and external economies or diseconomies resulting 

from the spatial juxtaposition of the induced activities with the inducing cr.es, 

Input costs consist of costs of materials and labour. The former include 

costs of raw materials ruid intermediate inputs, as well as costs of capital 

••-•ods employed in production. 

If an induced activity locates in the proximity of an inducing one, it 

w..uld obviously minimise the costs of some of its material inputs, namely those 

; rooured from the induciv; industry. The extent to which the induced activity 

would minimize its material input costs by locating near the inducing one A 

w-uld depend basically on the share of B's input supplied by A. The higher the 

.'bare, the larger the probability that B would locate close to A. The proba- 

bility that the induced activity B would minimize its material input costs by 

iocatmg in the vicinity of A is high, particularly if expansion in A (which 

in  associated with lower cost for its output) generates external economies. 

No similar tendency can be identified a priori with respect to labour 

costs.  In Greek urban areas, where industries with high forward linkage poten- 

tial tend to concentrate, average wage rates are higher than in the rest of the 

country.  This might appear to create an advantage for induced activities with 

a high labour component of total cost to locate away from urban concentrations. 
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Closer  examination,   however,   shows   this  ad vantée   to   be n>>n-exis tent.     In 

¡recce,   as   m  other  less   developed  countries,   higher wage  rates  in  the   urban 

neutres  reflect   a  higher  skill   composition  of  the   labour   force.     In addition, 

• in.-.k! 1 lr 1   labour  differentials  appear   to   he   insigni f i can t .—'      In  the   case  of 

is,   War' has   obs 

¡ a I io i 

served   that   a   targe   pool   of unskilled,   low wage,   immigrant 

ir  exists  iti  slum  suburbs,   which  reduces   the  advantages  that  outlying areas 

a,-ht   offer   to   induct nee  employing  large  amounts  of unskilled  labour .-^ 

The  pattern  of  demand  in Greece   is  also  concentrated  with Athens   accounting 

for more   than  ;><)  per cent  of   the  total   population,   close   to  60 per cent  of  the 

national   income  ami  c1 .4   per  cent   of  expenditures  on  final   goods.—'     Thus, 

indur-tries   oriented   towards  demand  would also  tend   to  cluster,   though  perhaps 

' l   indus'ries. till:    l liti, i "ri o 

The   tendeno.y  of demand oriented   industries  to  locate  around Athens  is 

reinforced  by  the  structure of   the  transportation  system.     Because of   the 

absence  of  direct  routes   linking outlying areas goods  shipped  from one   part  of 

Greece   to  the other often  have   to be  shipped   through Athens. 

To measure   the  economies and diseconomies resulting  from the juxtaposition 

of  induced  and  inducing activities  is  a difficult  if not   impossible task.    There 

are  many  apparent   benefits  for  industry  locating in a metropolitan area. 

•'unking  facilities  and  contacts  may  reduce   the  cost  of  borrowing;   sanitation, 

legal,   and  research  facilities  are  more  abundant  and  less   expensive.     On  the 

"ihor  hand,   spatial   juxtaposition  is   liable   to  lead   to  external   diseconomies 

in   !ho   form  of water and  air pollution,   traffic congestion,   or  social   problems. 

. >   the  oytent   that   the  local  government  attempts  to  remedy  tve  situation,   taxes 

;.\  urban  centres  may  be  higher. 

With respect   to   the  relative  significance of these  factors  in the   location 

ieoisions  of Greek   industries,   this  discussion will   rest   with  the conclusio 

reached   in   the Coutsoumaris  study  that,   on  balance,   agglomeration economies 

,-oripra'e  considerable  attraction  of  industry   to  the  Athens  metropolitan  area.^''' 

•).   / j_/   .).   .ichiav->-0ampo,   ££.   oit. 

2_ ' ! .   Ward,   o£.   o_u. ,   pp.lri-S; . 

12      ;-   '''•   C v.itsoumaris,   op_.   _i_t_. ,   p.2ri 

'.•'<     Ibid 
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'  -a'an- near   the   :,t inulti,,,   mduotry.     Thus,   if   the   foci   0f   lrMuce,   inve,-- 
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Table 

ligh  forward   J inkage and  per  capita   income 

Hegion 

At honr; 

ï'.i erra   ile 1 iar. 

Ivi ri* 

Thessaly 

Mar 0(1'Ti i a 

'"'r : r*a ' • o 

Pe 1 "p-!ne;''>s 

''rete 

IG lande 

Annual 
per  capita   inn orne Location quotient   of 

in dollars high linkage  industries" 

RL^/ 1. w> 

?V) 1. 084 

MS 0. W) 

? M 0.o74 

?11 0.704 

/M'- <'..'}<> 

.'17 0.81', 

;>17 0.33;' 

191 0.599 

a/ 

Source:     Chase   Manhattan Bank,   "Purchasing Power   Survey:  Technical   Note";   and 
National  Statistical   Service,  Greece  (196?)  Recensement  des 
Etablissements Industriels et Commerciaux.    £§£ capita  income  for 
l%?  was calculated   on  the  basis  of national   income  data  for   I96I 
and  by   using regional   income  information  included  in  income   tax 
collection,   consumer  good  expenditures  and   other similar  estimates. 

a/  Industries   ranking above   the  median  in  ratio   of   intermediate  deliveries 
to total  output.     Por  information on the  industries  include.,,   see  table  3. 

b/ £ej  capita   income   is  for  the  Attiki  prefecture,   of which Athens   is  the 
major city.     As a  result,   the   income  estimate   tends  to understate   per 
capita  income  in  the  Athens  metropolitan area. 
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or,   conversely,   whether such  industrie, are  attracted  to  high  income   areas. 

However,   no  a priori  assumptions  can   be made  about   the  direction  of  causality. 

To  the  extent   that  industries  with  high forward  linkage  potential   are   demand 

rather than  input  oriented,   they would exhibit  a   tendency  to be   located   in high 

income regions.     On  the other  hand,    their  establishment   in one  region   will 

undoubtedly  boost  the  prospects  for   this  region's   growth and  thus'become one 

of  the  factors  responsible for regional  income  differentials. 

No matter  what  the line of causation,   the main conclusion stands.     Since 

low income regions have a relatively  low portion  of  industries with high forwar-i 

linkage potential,  a pattern of expansion which emphasizes the  inducement of 

investment   through forward linkage   is  likely  to  lead  to  rising  income   da [Ter- 
ontials between  regions. 

Conclusions 

This  analysis has  several   important  implications  for regional  development 

policies  in developing countries.     First,   when developing countries   formulate 

plans for investment  allocation,   they must  consider the effect  expansion in one 

industry will  have in  inducing investment  in related activities.     It   has been 

argued that  the   strongest inducement   comes  from expansion in industries with 

high forward linkages;   that  is,   industries  such as   chemicals,  non-ferrous 

metals,   iron and  steel,   paper - whose output  is  largely directed to  interme- 

diate demand.     These  industries  are   by and large   the same  in countries   employing 
similar levels  of  technology. 

This  argument obviously does  not  mean  that  investment in industries with 

high forward linkage potential  must   be preferred  at  all   times.     Investment allo- 

cation must  be based primarily on  comparative cost   and feasibility analysis. 

Rut among equally feasible projects,   preference should be given  to those gener- 

ating the  largest  possible external   economies  through forward linkages. 

It has also  been  demonstrated  that,   in a developing economy such as Greece, 

industries  with high forward linkage   potential  and   the activities stimulated by 

their expansion  tend  to cluster.     This  phenomenon   is likely to be encountered 

in other developing countries.     The   reasons  for clustering in Greece -  large- 

scale relative  to  market size,   dependence on  imported inputs,  dependence on 

skilled labour available in metropolitan centres,   external economies  resulting 

from spatial   juxtaposition - are also   likely  to be   present elsewhere. 
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ConcfintraUon   thus  appear;:   to   be   the  pattern   of  geographical   distribution 

that   maximises   the   private   profitability  of  industrial   activities   and  complexe.; 

A   (-"vernmen:    is   justified   m   in terfenn,.' with   this   tendency   to  agglomerate   only 

if   it   can   show   firs',    'ha'    there   is  a substantial   diverrenco   between   private 

an i   sonai   profilatili:;,'   and,   second,   that   the   latter  will   be  maximized   through 

iecerit ral l.-.at ion.     The  attainment   of maximum  social   profit  will   call   for   decen- 

' r-il i :-.a* lori    >!:!;;   ir   any  of   the   following conditions   prevail:      (a)   regions  with 

'•   w   i', lo-'rid   ao'ivi'y   aoMially   possess   Ideational   advantages   for   the  est.ab- 

1 ishi'..-!¡ '     >!'   i'¡ i ..-' .ri os   'iT'    .-ot   exploited;      :       largo   external   d isea onom i es 

i'''s,i!'    t'r   ni   i n lus. trial   a.-vl "'".'Ta t ioti. 

li.   ' he   ats.et.ee   of   these   conditions,   tampon ri,.-  with   the   tendency   of   mdus- 

'"''''        '   '   "•"':'••'•'   •••;'.      '.!/.'    :•       !      '•:, ' s : ì i ."( ' i   ,:¡    f   r    leseti ' ral 1 su ' i i di ' s   sake, 

wi Mi   :.>' il isa' i • he  s: an lpoiri t   oV  economic  efficiency 

oince   industries,   wi Mi   a   high   forward  linkage   potential   and   their  related 

activi'ies   'end   to  elus'er   in  relatively  high  income  regions  expansion which 

emphasises   'he   forward   linkage   inducement  will   tend   to  exagérate  regional 

incorno    nspari'ies.     In   the  absence  of clear-cut   divergence  of  social   from 

priva'o   profi'al il l'y,   an  attempt   'o  locate a  large  portion  of  these   industries 

in   the   low-income  regions  may   diminish regional   income  differentials,   but  at 

considerable  cost   -   the  cost   of  a  suboptimal  geographic  distribution  of   industry 

which  would   tend   to   lower   the  rate  of income  growth  for  the  country   as  a whole. 

KurIhermore,   an  attempt   to   infuse growth  in   the   low  income  regions  by 

stressiti,.'  investment   in   industries   that  are  intensive  - mostly  industries  with 

low  linkages  -  is  cosily  as  well.     The cost   in   this  case  is  in  the   foregoing 

of  external   economies  which would   have  iniuced  a  higher rate  of growth  for   the 

country   as   a  whole. 

Development    >f  underdeveloped   regionì   in   less  developed  economies may 

f - ' ;  -w  any    d'   the  following  alternatives:     (a)   emphasis may  be  placed,   where 

puu-i! ie,   on   the  expansion  of  those  few high  forward   linkage   industries which 

-ar.   ¡'O    uiiimully   located   in   underdevelope i  regions;   (b)  attempts  should  be  made 

;••>  channel   investment   induced   by   expansion of  the   high  forward  linkage  indus- 

tries,   it,   high   income  areas   to   underdeveloped  rep-ions;   industries   in  which  econ- 

omies  of  scale  are  not   important,   which are   intensive   in the  use  of   unskilled 

I ;bor   ani   are  oriented   towards    local   demani,   would   most   likely   be   optimally 

¡'''••''•-i   Hi   : ho   under levolopod   areas;   (c)   a  strong   effort,   should   be   exerted 

wnor-o   possible   m   Mie   identification  aril   levelopment.   of   the  natural   resources 
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•C  lens uevei   ¡,ed  repone.      The  development   of  a  new resource   can  often   lead 

'•- the  establishment   of resource   oriented   mdustr.es which  will   infuse growth 

in .in   underdeveloped   region  through  either  forward  or  residenter,   linkages. 

1" fir„!f-e,   for  example,   the   exploitation  of barite  ores  for  aluminium  oro- 
•¡untion  was   undertaken  MoGe   t.:   the  raw  mfxleri;ii   ^^  ^   ^.^   ^  ^ 

of  the  aluminium  industry   from  Athens  to  an  underdeveloped  area  of central 
¡reeee. 

î* 
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Table  7 

Industrial  employment   m 
three   Italian metropolitan centres 

Italian 
Indui-t rial 

0 1 assi t'lf-at i()n 

Industries Cdc Milan Torino 

1 1, 3 1', 

Home 

'»,742 

Italv  Total 

".21 ,02 3 i'rorcniied 
•••   .dr-± 

',.'•1,    3.0- 
^•'Xf-ept    3.OÍA) 

30,04 8 

It'll (l    !I1 1   1  1 
pr  duf't :• 3.01A >     W 1 . A 

I         "1 1,415 2,9 19 LU,'145 
'! <•>x"t i loe '.<H_ ! .oc 8.-1,<»M 4[',(M2 4,27 0, '•fP, 1 31 
Apparo 1 >. i / 1 1, ••"..<> 1'/ ,oo1-' 1 1 ,7'M V,o    1',"; 

1 "'i ' her  arni 
product s 3.07-3.08 22,0 v. 8,427 4,475 220,/:\> 
cumber   and 
wood   product v, 3.09-3. K) 40,086 14,98 3 11,416 378,246 
Iron,   steel   and 3.11,   3.12A 
non-ferrous 
mota In 

3.12E, 
3.I5 

114,996 4 5,191 5,07 3 371,908 

Machinery 3.13-3.14 189,843 78,389 13,4«? 578,l'f6 
Transport 
equipment 3.16 V-1,90 3 87,870 1,233 234,861 
Non-metal lie 
mi nera l s 3.17 20,869 7,753 10,796 311,546 
Ohomioals ^.1H,   3.21 %,375 14.096 12.953 254.8(>q 

Pet rol e LUTI  and 
>' >al   producir; 

Huhber  and 
product L- 

3.19 3,167 726 608 23,984 

3.20 

: apor  and   product e 3. ;>;» 

! ri ni tu;' and 
pub l i shmg 3. '•>"} 

'ther   inducine:;        3.24-3.24 

20,230 13,603 1,92 3 49,«22 

13,590 6,282 2,610 81,799 

U,''03 9,291 17,155 111,7'v/ 

33,211 11,395 6,927 117,569 

776,824    372,366    117,376    4,116,355 

il_uree-     See   r tal i an  data,   table   4b. 

•±' For   ISIC   designation of  industries,   see  table  1 
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2.      RELEVANCE OF INTERMEDIATE INDUSTRIES AND INDUSTRIAL 

SERVICES FOR CORRECT LOC <T10N PLANNING 

by £ S. Tout*1 

Auxiliary industries and   industrial  services 

Technological  special i«at ion  in  a feature of modern  manufacturing indus- 

trien   in  developed countries.     Other  things  being equal,   specialization reduces 

investments   in machinery and  plant,   enables   fuller use  of plant  and equipment 

and minimizes the required proportion of skilled manpower.    In short,  it steps 

up  productivity. 

Many  of the  interindustry  relations derived fror, technological  specializa- 

tion exert  an influence  on industrial  location independent  of transport cost 

considérât ions.     Both need and convenience  require manufacturing industries  to 

le  Uicited near auxiliary industries and industrial services.     These require- 

ments,  felt  to a greater or lesser degree  by different   industries,  constitute 

the  interindustry relation? factor which,   together with  transport costs,  infra- 

structure  and site requirements,   labour supply and public   industrial   policy, 

make up  the ennerrule of   industrial   location  factors. 

Interindustry relations  that are important  location  factors include! 

- Specialist units for maintenance  and servicing of machinery and equip- 
ment,  and related facilities; 

- Subcontractoi-s and specialized processing unite; 

- Intermediate  industries or local  depots supplying standard and cata- 
logued  products; 

- Various technical and commercial  services for  industry. 

Maintenance units,   subcontractors and  specialized  processing units art 

auxiliary   industries and should be distinguished  from  industrial services such 

as  local   commercial depots,   for example.     Broadly speaking,   industrial services 

\J "Ital consult",  R omo 
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may  also be  taken  to mean all   those  interindustry relations   (of  intermediate 

supply and  demand)   that  have a direct   influence on  indurtrial  location. 

Special ist  units for  repair  and maintenance provide services   to keep  the 

means  of prediction of   Je   industries  they serve in ¡p-ood working condition. 

In part'glar,   s'     ^¿nits  a-i concerned with  the repair and  maintenance  of 

tools   md gauges,   processing installations,  vehicles  and buildings.    They 

should be distinguished from general   repair shops,   which provide  for the 

repair of machinery.    Maintenance units vary  ace,/ding to tul kinds of tools 

and machinery  with which   they deal,-^    in the composition of the highly skilled 

anpower they  use  and in  the machinery with which they are  equipped.'    Special- 

ization of the maintenance  units   is  therefore  one of the conditions guarantee- 

ing the efficiency  and low cost   of the services they   provide. 

The socialization of these maintenance units is reflected in the range 

of their cus- ^|»rs. Th-' majority of the units work for specific sectors and 

only a fm,   such as buildin^maintenance units,  provide services  for a number 

of industries. 
f «• 

Specialist units for maintenance require,   in turn, the services of supple- 

mentary   fecialized units which  supply them with made-to-order parts and 

apparatus such as welding units  and heat treatment ecpaipment.    Maintenance 

operations also call for the existence of local  B,^re parts depots. 

Maintenance services are generally required by all enterprises because 

their internal  services normally  operate only in the  intervals between over- 

hauls.*    Outside service supplied by the specialist  deals with non-routine 

maintenance  and periodic  overhauls. 

Such\services are normally not self-supplied in large plants and the 

periodic overhaul  of machinery and installations is subject  to considerable 

2/ The needs of specialization for certain types of «achinery are such that the 
makers •hemaelves supply the repair and aainttnanoe services through their 
own workshops in the varioua centre«. 

¿/ The internal service of most  enterprises is limited to normal checking and 
adjustment  of machinery and equipment and replacement of quick-change parts. 
Obviously  there are exceptions;  some types of industries,  for example,  are 
self-contained as far as maintenance of certain specific  processing instal- 
lations is concerned.    However, even these industries have recourse to 
specialist  units for the maintenance of machinery,  means of transport  and 
the like. 
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seasonal   vari at i lins,-'       In a  number of  large   plants  engaged   in certain   indus- 

tri L!   nestore,   however,   maintenance and  overhaul   are effected exclusively  by 

internal   units,   as a ror.nl t   of  exogenous  elements which are  analysed later   Ln 

t in:'.  :-t idy . 

Maintenance  units  must   be   located  near  customer plants  so  that workmen 

and   technical   staff can   reach   them within  a   short   time and  materials oan  be 

delivered   quickly.    Frequent  contacts  between  customer units and  maintenance 

units  -ire   nino necessary,   because in  the   intervals  between  overhauls,  a number 

of   operations have  to  be   arranged,  such as   the preparation  of materials. 

The  radius   of economic utilization of  the maintenance  units   is therefore 

limited.      It  varies according  to a number of   factors,  including  the speed  of 

transport   and communications   in a given area.     Generally speaking this  radius 

may   be up   to hi) km (for  certain types  of units,  up to 100  km). 

Subcontractors and specialized processing units produce materials or 

components   or supply processes   for the articles produced by  the  customer firms. 

These processes  are made—to-order according  to required specifications.     In 

general,   the subcontract  and specialized processing units  supply  enterprises 

within a  single  sector. 

For  this type of auxiliary  industry,   specialization results   in lower coste. 

In many cases,   if the processes were effected by the customer units - even 

those of  large size - they would seldom be  able to achieve the cost levels 

attained  by  the  specialist units, which receive orders from a large number of 

customers   and can utilize the most productive machinery and equipment.     In 

other cases, subcontractors are called in even when the customer units possess 

suitable machinery because full  utilization  of the necessary machinery  is not 

possible.     There  ; re other techno-economic   reasons which make  it   advantageous 

for a given enterprise  to carry out auxiliary processes within  its own factory 
5/ but   to entrust  then, instead to specialist  firms.* 

i\j The periods differ according to the type   of servicing (major,   intermediate 
or minor overhaul)  and according to the  type of machinery.     In Europe the 
periodic  overhaul  of general  service systems and specific processing instal- 
lât ionr.   generally takes place when  the  factories are closed   for holidays. 

'J ¿P.P. European Economic Community (I966) Study for the Promotion of an 
Industrial Development Pole in Southern Italy. ? vols., Economic and 
Finaru-ial   Series,  Study No.r),  Brussels. 
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In many   industries   production schedules   and  product quality   depend  heavily 

on subcontractors and specialized processing  units.     This requires   a constant 

qualitative   check on production and on the   regularity of deliveries.     Frequent 

contact,   sometimet: daily,   is   necessary  between  customei   firmo and    the  .-.uxiliary 

industries. 

The  radius  of economic  utilization of   subcontractors and specialized 

processing   firms  is also  limited.    Depending  on the characteristics  of  the 

transport   and communications  system,  the maximum  for auch a radius  may  be 

100 km,   a   distance permitting  -"requent contacta  and a shuttle service.     For 

certain processes that  ¡;ave  fixed time limits,   the maximum distancé could be 

extended  to   ?00 km. 

Similar location requirements apply to   plants  in a multiplant   firm when 

each unit   turns out a pai*t  of the same product  or products.    Analogous  to the 

case of subcontractors is so-called domestic   out-working.    This generally 

consists  of  hand assembly of components or  work with small  machines.     Frequently 

the reason   for out-working is  the need to  find labeur, especially   female, or 

the advantage of paying lower wages. 

Among  the factory  inputs  are standard  and catalogued products  produced by 

intermediate  industries.     These materials  and products, used on a  large scale 

in industry,  generally comply  with national   or international standards  (standard 

products)   or are decided by the individual   firms producing them  (catalogued 

products).     The use of such products does not  necessitate contacts with the 

manufacturers as does that  of made-to-order   products.    Thus, there  is normally 

no need to   be near industries which manufacture  for the national   or  interna- 

tional market, nor is proximity necessitated, by transport cost considerations. 

Many of these products are quoted at nation-wide prices and for the remainder 

the incidence of transport on total production costs is not significant for 

the majority of customer industries.    However,  firms in industrial  centres do 

benefit  from local depots supplying standard  and catalogued products because 

they stock  together the whole  range of auch   products in sufficient  quantities 

to meet the  widely-varying demands quickly.     These local depots may be the 

commercial   branches of the producing firms   or wholesale commercial   distributors. 

The advantages of local  depots are n.any:     customer factories  can hold 

lower internal  stocks,  mistakes in supplies   can be corrected almost   immediately, 

and production stoppages  or imbalances can  be  avoided when infrequently used 

products  are needed urgently. 
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Raw materials,   too,   have  a homogenous market  similar  to  standard and 

'vital »pried   products  and  raw material  depots   in   industrial   centres   offer 

parallel   advantages. 

Auxiliary   industrien   und   industrial   services  locate  in   large   industrial 

••onoent rat ions  because the  economic size  for their operation   implies support 

by numerous  customers,    equivalent demand conditions may occur in smaller 

•i^lomerations of industries  of a  given sector or subsector   (specialized con- 

cent rat iorirO   such  '¿a certain  textile districts,   shoe   industry  districts and 

electronic   industry districts.      In either case  the availability of auxiliary 

industries  and industrial  services  is an aspect  of  the economies  of concen- 

tration,   that   is   the external  economies occurring in  industrial  concentrations. 

In  appendix   •",   the role  of   interindustry   relations  is  examined   in the  forma- 

tion  of  external  economies,   taking account  of  the  other  integration  factors. 

Ar-  explained   in  this  appendix   these economies  may   be  grouped  under   two headings: 

general   external  economies,   deriving from the  purely quantitative  agglomera- 

tion  of   industrial   activities,   and sectoral  external   economies,  which derive 

from   the  agglomeration of   industries with homogenous   inputs. 

•¡encrai   external  economies   refer not  only  to  the  advantage  of   infrastruc- 

ture   and   sito  (standard  requirements)   and of  labour  supply   ( including skilled 

labour,   but    limited  to  skills   that  are  widely  used),   but  also  to maintenance 

units  common  to  the majority of manufacturing  industries,   to  those depots of 

standard  and  catalogued products   for which  there  is extensive demand and to 

industrial   services  of a  general   nature. 

Sectoral   external  economies  refer not  only  to  specialized infrastructures, 

special   site requirements   in some cases,  and  skilled  labour  supply,   but  also 

to the  whole system of interindustry relations which an industry   in a given 

sector  requires  (sectoral   services). 

Sectoral  external  economies  and   in particular sectoral   services are the 

¡icic   attraction which large   industrial  concentrât ions offer to manufacturing 

industries  with a high degree  of  technological  specialization.-^ 

<•/  In   large   industrial   concentrations  tnere are numerous other advantages that 
could  he   included,  apart   from   the external   economies mentioned above,   such 
as   easiar  sales  and  after-sales  services   for a  large  proportion  of the 
customers.     Even  in  the  case  of  industries  that  sell   to  the domestic and 
international  market,   location  in   i large concentration means  the/ have a 
considerable number of customers  in  the   immediate region - obviously a great 
advantage.     It   shouh    be  noted,  however,   that  among these advantages,   the 
reduo'ion  ot'  transport,   coats   in delivery   is,   as  a  rule,   of very  little 
importance. 
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Finally,   it  should be noted  that  the  large concentrations  m developed 

economies are  complex economic  spaces made up of  industrial  centres  whose 

radii  of utilization of sectoral   services  often  overlap,   thereby covering 

entire  regions  and spreading to  parts of adjacent  regions. 

The need for  auxiliary industries  and  industrial   services 

The need   for auxiliary  industries and industrial   services varies according 

to the  field  of activity of the  processing industry.     In general,   needs  are 

greatest   in  the manufacturing industries where  technological   specialization 

prevails,  and   least   in the  basic   industries,   due   to emphasis  on technological 

integration.     Such  needs vary,   however,   within  the manufacturing industries 

themselves,   affecting the question of location which   is also  influenced  by 

other location  factors. 

It is important therefore to know the extent to which different industries 

require auxiliary industries and industrial services, and to determine in which 

industries this factor tends to predominate in the choice of location. 

Industries may be grouped as shown below, bearing in mind that the predom- 

inance of one factor does not signify that the other factors are not taken into 

consideration. 

Industries group Predominant  factor 

Market-oriented industries Transport  costs 

Material-oriented  industries Transport  costs  (and special 
site requirements) 

Sectoral nervices-oriented Interindustry relations 
industries 

Other  industries None 

The market-oriented  industries are thOBe  in which each plant  produces  for 

a regional  or local  market*/  because of high transport cost   in relation to the 

value of the  product  (many standard food products and drinks,  various wooden 

products,  construction materials  and bulky containers). 

In this group the leed for services from auxiliary industries is generally 

limited to those provided by maintenance units;  the need for local  depots of 

¡J The size of the market  served by these industries varies according to the 
products,   the distribution of the customers,   the ease o** the transport 
system,   the commercial  organization of the  firms and so on. 



materials   -imi   products   .me.'   in   their  processes   is   reduced.     Location   is   thru: 

Mii'.   influenced   i y   the  availability   of  such  services,    hut  by   the market.     These 

irid .stries  mike   use   of  the   servicer,   available   and   may   eveM provide   servicer,   to 

>! MO:'.". 

A'*t LV i t, i es characterized by a service clement which must he near their 

customers may be planed within the market-oriented gr«;. up. They are mainly 

smal l-:ii"i 1 e activities operating for the local market ami with limited need 

far industrial services (small mechanical workshops repairing all manner of 

n.ach i tinry, vphicle? and domestic equipment; shoe repair units, tailoring, 

dressmaking, small furniture works etc.). This group is known as scattered 

patterà  or geographically  protected   industries. 

Among  the   market-ori anted   industries  one may  also   include  the   auxiliary 

industries   themselves  (specialist   units   for maintenance,  subcontractors, 

specialised   processing units)   in   relation  to  the   sectors which  they   specifi- 

cally  inerve. 

Material-oriented  industries   are  those which   produce for national  and 

international   markets and whose   transport  costs   for  bulky raw materials  are 

an  important   component  of  total   production cost.     ouch   industries   locate  near 

domestic  supplies   of  raw materials   (extractive  materials or agricultural 

produce),   or  near  ports   if they   rely on  imported  raw  materials.     In   the  latter 

case  the   location   factor,   "special   requirements   of   infrastructure  and  site", 

may become decisive  (for example,   in the case  of a  refinery,   deep-water berths 
8/ 

are  required   for   the   tankers).-^ 

Has io   industries  belong  to   the material-oriented  group  ( steelmaking,   heavy 

chemicals,   petrochemicals,   mineral   oil   refining  etc.),   as do a limited number 

of other  industries   (some metal!iferrous  products,   paper mills,  certain  food 

industries  such  as  vegetable  oil   mills,   grain  mills   and sugar  factories).^* 

In general ,   material-oriented   industries  are   technologically   integrated 

complexes with continuous  processes requiring only  certain specialist  units 

for maintenance,   tut  not  subcontractors. 

y  Kor  some   industries  in   this  group,   special   site  requirements also  depend on 
the  processe.;   used. 

J Indus; ri os   such   as  the  aluminium   industry which,   although   influenced  by  the 
supply   of   raw materials,   are   energy-oriented,   may   be  included among the 
has i <•   industries. 
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However,   a   zone   chosen   beeuur.e   of   lower   transport   coots   and   spec i •!   si* e 

requirement?,  need   not   ne   re.¡finteti   f^r   lack   of  nun h   auxiliary   Loria-1 ri os.      W 

they  do  not  exist,    they o an   be  provided   within   the   plants.     The   •idditomil 
r;°3t   is   irrelevant    in   relation   to   the   total   cost   of  production.      h\>v  ex unfile, 

:-.«>me  petrochemical   complexes   that   have   üpr.in^  up   in  virgin   zones    ire   self- 

contained;   others,    located  near   industrial   centres,   limit   their   internal   main- 

tenance   facilities   to   equipment   required   for  emergency   repairs   and   rout me 

maintenance. 

A  few maierial-oriented   industries   such  as   food   production may   find   it 

advantageous  to   be   near not   only  specialist  maintenance  units  but  also  other 

auxiliary  industries   (containers  etc.)   and  certain   technical   services  such  as 

laboratories  as   well   as  local   depots   of materials  used   in  their  processes. 

Technical   services   exist  in  zones  where   there   is  already  a certain  agglomera- 

tion of such   industries,  as   in  some  vegetable  oil   refining and   food  canning 

districts  but   the  advantages  of  location   relative  to  transport   costo  of raw 

materials ren.ain   predominant   in  these  market-oriented   industries.     This 

explains the presence   in a number of zones  of the kind of factory which can 

operate economically  without  the  support  of auxiliary services. 

Sectoral   services-oriented  industries  are  factory   industries  for which 

the  predominant   location factor  is   interindustry  relations.     They are   indus- 

tries with processes   that  involve  technological   specialization.     Their output 

is  generally destined  for the national   or  international  market.     The most 

important  industries   in this group are   the metalworking  industry  (general, 

electromechanical,   electronic and   precision engi leering),   the  textile  industry 

(wool,  cotton,   other  natural   pibres,   synthetic  fibres),   the hosiery   industry 

and the shoe industry. 

In order to  be  competitive,   these  industries need  specialist  units  for 

maintenance,  subcontractors and special-process units,   local  depots  of stan- 

iard and catalogued   products.    Consequently,   they must   locate   in areas where 

there is already  an  agglomeration of industry of the same sector. 

The phrase   "agglomeration of  industry  of the same sector" does not neces- 

sarily signify   a geographic pattern.     On  the contrary,   in come  small   countries 

with a long industrial   tradition,   such a3 England,   there  are no concentrations 

of metalworking  and   other  industries.     For  example,   in  England   there  are  a 

number of scattered  metalworking centres  whose  over-all   influence  dominates 

the  country. 



''• •• '"•<*   interindustry rei it i ms factor has been examined, much import .<:<-c. 

i.- >''o.n ('i'.'Oü ry n* • ! al work i n,.' i n i ir, t r i o:; to the labour supply factor (.'killed 

w rk->r.' arci or workers with sp> cial characteris 11er, ) and to site requirements. 

'•!•" le:!.- ' > -, proferente í'T   locating i ri industrial centrer, and even justi- 

fie.: !oo.fing vi the fringes of such centrer if the iruiur.tr'es concerned are 

still within the radius o\'  utilization of their sectoral services.— 

Fri ,'ciicr.i1, met al working industria- should be close to toolshops, 

•' ' oídnos, l'aire::, auxiliary indus' ries providing machining and presswork 

' ¡" i 1 it íes ana ma'ntenanoe units <•., well is to the depots supplying their 

st andard -ind catalogued products. 11/ 'here are, however, some light engineer- 

ing and electronics indu, 'ries in which assembly and simple repetitive work 

crevai 1.   nero industries have less need for auxiliary industries and are 

sensitive to labour supply, especi illy female 'abour.  ouch industries 

"renerai ]y the incidence of  the additional transport costs on materials and 
f>r delivery between such centres or areas is negligible. 

11/ li' detail, the auxiliary industries for metalworking industries consist of 
vinous types of toolshops which repair, modify or construct specific tools 
used \'or  metal-cutting, metal-forming and assembly; maintenance and over- 
had units i -r general service systems, specific processing installations, 
''instruct i nis, electrical machinery, centrical parts of various machines, 

met a I-M t t i rig machinery, me tal-form ¡ ng machinery, store equipment and 
transport equipment.  Various supplementary units see to the supply of 
spec M'i o materials and processes required by the toolshops and maintenance 
units 'welding, stamping and forging, heat treatment etc.).  The numerous 
types of met a i-working auxiliary industries arc flanked by subcontractors 
and "specialised processing firm.,", e.g. foundries and forges, which supply 
the client with made-to-order castings, hot-stamped items, hot-forged items, 
for production, normally in series; units which provide heat treatment, 
sitting ami forming processes, which fabricate gears, nuts and bolts, 
special heat-hardened elements and thermoplastic items, extrusions, sin- 
tered products, microcastings etc.  Most of the various auxiliary indus- 
tries, are at the service of all sectors of metalworking industries, but 
there are some which are specific to particular sectors.  i'he trade depots 
supplying -tandard and catalogued products stick numerous types of inter- 
mediate units.  lióme of the intermediate industries are themselves metal- 
working (producers of standard nuts and bolts, hardware, metal tapes, 
springs, radiators, nydraulio cylinders, bearings, steel ropes, flexible 
piping, roller chain, l.'l. engines, electric motors, compressors, electrical 
•c'.t elect r 1ULo material >:or   industrial use etc.), tnd some belong to other 

se-tcrs ''f industry (industries making ,'ibries, vegetable stuffing and 
r,'!!. artificial leather etc., plywood and semi-finished wood items, tires, 
'anee tiles and curdi ions, various, rubber articles, belts, linings, welded 

:f'i"les, ins H at. in., materials, various chemical products such as paints, 
'•':••' i".- c! . , normal and plate glas;-, products etc.). 



frequently   locate   in   amali   towns   which  may   be   distmt   f'r >m   '. ne 

tions  where metalworking   industries   tend   to  set   up,!— 

Textile   industries,   depending  on   the   sector   involved, O'MTO      1 '. 

serve!   by  virions   type H   OT  special i /.ed  ma   ntenanoe   units  -   mei ilia,'     ;•• 

¡zed   machinery   suppliers   -   as   well   us   by   various   auxiliary    : rid is t r i es    • 

as  dyeing  and   finishing  specialists,   plu;   certain  suppliers'   aud   i- ¡-rr 
li/     » services.—       Areas   wnere  hosiery   industries   locate  offer  similar   a   xi' 

industries  and  services. 

i rv 

The centres m which the shoe industry tends to locale offer mi's ;:p.-a 

ized in the maintenance oC  shoe-making machinery, units f)r closing ippers • 

the like, as well as depots supplying materials and various ^-flmeraii servia 

to the sector. 

The group termed other industries may be considered to consist >f J! 

those industries with a wide market for which there is no nearly prep.uier •• ' 

location factor.  1'his group contains a wide range of factories proilu--inf 

consumer and intermediate goods sucn as certain food industries and wood 

products industries not included in the preceding groups, toaacco, -lotn-n,.', 

leather goods, rubber and plastic products, paint and varnish, determents, 

pharmaceuticals, and various light chemicals. 

The industries in this group need few auxiliary industries apart fr -r- 

those concerned with maintenance.  A paint factory, for example, may  .„..: i .'-r 

locating near a unit producing printed metal cans; a medium-s. ;e deU;rr-,:,,* 

unit near a paper carton producing unit and 30 forth.  As a rule, the i-a M.", 

of transport costs for raw materials and other materiali, is not lii(»h it, • *ä , :- 

group. 

V?J  When an analysis of the metalworking sectors is made m greater drpt',. 

various types of industries having particular location aspects.  ¡ani ,r. 
The same would also be true in other groups of industry.  Kor example, 
as shipbuilding must be located on the coast, it may have to orvaa 1 /....• 
itself in seme respects as a sel^-contained unit, if certain uuxili ,r, 
industries are not available in the area.  With both shipbuilding -m 
heavy structural steel work, the high volume of iron and steel nip ,;.• 
means that the transport costs of such materials, ac -ount far a :>ns! ar- 
able proportion of total production costs.  This is. not. genera!!./ ' ' «• 
case in most metalworking industries. 

13/ The spinning and weaving of synthetic fibres have less need of „»,;, , .• 
industries th in has the traditional textiles sector. 
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Notwithstanding these and other conditions which might   lead to the  assump- 

tion that  they enjoy considerable autonomy of location (greater spatial   flexi- 

bility),   industries in this group generally tend to set up in existing large 

concentrations.    This  is because the  requirements  of the various location 

factors are better satisfied here,   thanks to the  advantages  called general 

external economies.    Among these advantages is the presence  of a large propor- 

tion of cu8^omers in the  immediate iegion (facilitating sales and customer 

services).    This aspect   is closely considered by   industries   in this group when 

choosing a factory location,  especially by those  types of industry in which 

plant« fire normally not  large. 

On the other hand,   industries within this group which require a large 

quantity of general or female labour may find the advantages offered by the 

large concentrations out-weighed by thoie offered by areas with a supply of 

this type of labour. 

In conclusion,  it may be stated that the availability of auxiliary  indus- 

tries and industrial services within a reasonable radius constitutes a location 

factor for all industries.    It becomes the predominant factor only in oertain 

sectors in which it is a fundamental condition for efficiency and competitiveness. 

These sectors have,  however,  great importance in the general framework of 

industry and condition the level and rhythm of development.     In developed 

economies,  sectoral services-oriented industries contribute about half the 

total product and employment of the manufacturing industries,    Netalworking 

industries alone can contribute up to 40 per cent  of the total and also have 

one of the highest rates of industrial growth. 

In developing regions and countries, these sectors,  especially those 

engaged in met al working,  constitute a determinant for future industrial 

development. 

Auxiliary industries and industrial servicee in the location. 
and development of industries in the Mezzogiorno 

The lack of auxiliary industries and industrial  services 
as an obstacle 

The southern region of Italy - known as the Mezzogiorno - is characterized 

by the following points:    a relatively low joer capita income  (about half that 

of the developed regions of northern Italy and of the European Economic 

Community  (EEC)  average);   a considerable part  of  its labour  force still  engaged 

i 
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in agriculture;  ari insufficient level  of industrial  activity, many sectors of 

which have  limited competitivity;  and a low availability of skilled manpower. 

With the creation of the EEC, the Mezzogiorno was faced with the problem of 

increased competition from regions which are among the most highly  industrial- 

ized in the world and which, within the new framework,  exert an increasing 

attraction for industrial investments. 

Moot  of  che industries in the Mezzogiorno are typioally market-oriented 

and are located in the main towns.    In £er capita terms their performance is 

only 40 to 6C per cent  of the level of corresponding industries in northern 

Italy.    This may be considered adequate  if comparison is made between the 

per oapita product  or per capita income in the Mezzogiorno and that  in the 

North (indeed, market-oriented industries operate for a demand which is a 

function of the regional product and income). 

Among the material-oriented industries, basic industries have expanded 

considerably in the Mezzogiorno, especially during the last ten yeaxd.    Impor- 

tant steel plants have been built, and the petrochemical industry has reached 

a £gr oapita product of more than 80 per cent of that in the North.    The 

creation of large industrial complexes (basio industries) in the Mezzogiorno, 

favoured by the regional development policy, has been made possible by the 

discovery of natural resources (methane etc.) and by the ereotion of new port 

facilities for the importation of raw materials (oil,  coal, iron ore,  etc.). 

The agricultural processing industries (vegetable oil refineries, grain mills, 

canneries,  etc.) in the southern region have reached a higher level than those 
in the Worth. 

However, all the material-oriented industries taken together make but a 

limited contribution towards the produot and employment aggregates of the 

Mezzogiorno (the same is true of developed economies). 

The industrial gap between the southern and the northern regions of Italy 

becomes even more apparent when considering the industries which in this study 

are called sectoral services-oriented industries and other industries.    On 

average, these two groups reach a per oapita output of barely 10 per cent of 

that of corresponding industries in the North.    In the former group,  this level 

is achieved by metalworking industries  (excluding small mechanical repair 

shops), traditional textiles and synthetic fibres.    In the latter group, the 

manufacturing industries which use materials supplied by the petrochemical 

industry also achieve about 10 per cent,  while others reach a maximum of 
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:\)  per cent.     Notwithstanding the completion of certain new establishments  of 

considerable size - some of which owe their  ixisteace   to  public holdings -  the 

flow of  investments  into these sectors   in the Mezzogiorno  ie  insufficient  to 

bridge  the gap. 

In  brief,   the Mezzogiorno (and other similar regions  on the periphery  of 

the EKO,   sunh  as southwest   France)   is characterized by geographically protected 

industries  (local market-oriented industries and material-oriented industries) 

ma :i lack of attraction to other industries. 

[n order to ascertain the reason for this lack of investment flow into 

the Mezzogiorno it is necessary to refer  briefly to the ways  in which the 

industries  in question expand,  i.e.  industries which at  present  are located 

mainly  in the  large concentrations of the more developed regions. 

One element which tends to favour the present geographical  pattern and 

results  in these industries remaining in  the large concentrations (quite apart 

from conditions regarding industrial  location in the Mezzogiorno and other 

regions),   is that only  one third of the   investments of these industries is 

spent  on buildin? new plants.    Two thirds  of the investments are used to expand 

existing plants,  thus  avoiding the problems  involved  in establishing new fac- 

tories and making possible  economies of scale.    Even  in cases where it is not 

feasible to enlarge the existing plant,   there are many advantages^ in build- 

ing a new plant as near as  possible to the old one. 

It   is not  always possible to increase production by  such solutions  (for 

example,   because there are not sufficient  building sites  nearby or owing to 

local  labour shortages).-*'      It is only  in such cases - estimated by the EEC 

to amount  to less than one  fifth of all   investments - that  location in peri- 

pheral  regions such as the Mezzogiorno may be considered. 

In practice,  preference  is given to  locate new plants on the fringes of 

existing  industrial concentrations,  in nearby regions  and in depressed regions 

(regions with an industrial  tradition but  undergoing a structural crisis) where 

14/  Possibility of using the same suppliers;  ease of moving materials between 
the two establishments;   facility of management  and supervision;   less staff 
and  training problems  such a3 transfer of key workers. 

Vj   In  some  areas  industrial  activity may grow faster  than  the population of 
the  city  centre,   and  so  on. 
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industrialists can not only find apa<;<    ,ad labour (skilled,   or with special 

characteristics)   but also count  on auxiliary industries and  industrial 
W services.- 

On the fringes of industrial concentrations,  a new plant  is still within 

the  economic radius of utilization of the sectoral services of one or «ore 

centres of industry.    In depressed areas such sectoral services may be readily 

available for the relocated raetalworking industries. 

Although enterprises in some industries move mainly because of local 

labour shortages and/or because they need more manufacturing s pac» (during 

periods of general economic expansion), these are not the main location factors 

for many important sectors such as metalworking industries.    Por the latter 

the prime factor is interindustry relations (availability of auxiliary indus- 

tries and industrial services)  which peripheral regions are unable to supply.-^ 

Comparative analyses of the location pattern in the large  industrial 

concentrations of the OC area (and its zone of influence) and comparative 

studies of the conditions and operating costs of industries show that the lack 

of auxiliary industries and industrial services (which for the moment cannot 

be overcome) is the main reason why the Mezsogiorno is not attractive to 

industries «eUcing a new location .i^' 

16/ Por certain industries, one of the additional advantages to be gained from 

ÏJ/ SîtînlnîdaÎ 8ÏZÎ! •TV" rTn% ***** ln ,MM """I»« countries (the 
to tlì ïiî?    ;   * eîC,) °n the reM0n8 und«"lyin« Plant location point 
î^hivÎT    T°r "! ^XnfS th€ *°8t frtqu#nt cau" for «location, ^hen 
1^*7      ? raaí° * choice

/
bet"*«n alternative locations all offering the 

required sectoral services  (although with greater or lesser facility)! it 
is obvious that in this context labour supply may be the determining factor. 

5;it,2,rfiríP^fc
OOUntPl~ 8UCh M the »W«~l topublie of German^d^e 

United Kingdom the geographical field of choice cover« most ofihe country 

ex^TS**" dir0ntfnuOU81^ b«oa«« of th« number and distribute of 
?íere Ï .SÜT^S °îï ~! "* î* TadÍU* °f utlUzatl°« «* their services, 
the tr«L E i  7 ï\^efore,  in the statement of some economists that 
the trend m industrial development is towards a growing share of «foot- 
loose" industries (metalworking industries and,  in general,  the manufactur- 
ing industries) but this »footlooseness« is noi directed towards îîe 
peripheral regions. 

lJ/ iîïeîïîn??!."*?^ +
a.nUmbr °f raaJ°r flrras "ere «*•* about   the main factors 

thfrî    g+ location of their new plants.    The «oat  frequent replies to 
this question were:     labour and site requirements.    However,   in reply to 
the specific question why they had not  considered setting up  in vi rein 
tTìhTlacf o?8 the

i
MeZZO«i°r"°.   »1-o-t  all  the metalworker^ firms pointed 

¡LI    *l ?t      •!"    ^  lndu8trie3 a"d  induatnal  services  essential   t« 
worker * ^  pr0blems of electing and training local 
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nhe EEC-Italconsult   3tudy—*^   nhows  that   in the most  important   industrial 

arcai'   of the Me/.zogiorr.o,   the  infrastructures  and site requirements comply 

with   Ruropcan standards.     In these  areas there are  the undoubted advantages 

if good  supplies of general  and   female  labour.     The  study acknowledges  the 

organizational   difficulties in selecting and training local  workers   in the 

Mezzogiorno but notes  that,  at  time3  of relatively  full employment,   these 

problems and costs must  be faced when  locating large plants,  even when these 
°C)/ 

are  sited on the fringes  of the large concentrations and in adjacent  regions."'—' 

Workers   in the Mezzogiorno learn quickly and well   and,   if the job   is done by 

firms  experienced in setting up ne* establishments,   the time required for 

training,  construction and start-up nan be kept within acceptable   limits.—-' 

Supported by   numerous  statistical   data,  the study  states that  the   increase in 

transport costs for most  of the manufacturing industries (non-material  oriented 

and  having wide markets)   in the Mezzogiorno amounts   on the average to less than 

1   per cent of the total cost of production. 

It   is in the field of interindustry relations  that conditions  in the 

Mezzogiorno appear to be decidedly  negative.    While  large industrial concentra- 

tions offer efficient  networks of auxiliary industries and industrial services, 

these  are missing or  inadequate,  even  in the most   important areas  of the 

Mezzogiorno where there  is a certain agglomeration  of industry.     This defi- 

ciency causes serious  production difficulties,   increases production costs and 

cancels out  the effects  of incentives. 

The fact that metalworking industrie    in the Mezzogiorno have,   in many 

cases,   to look to tool shops in the North (more than 800 km away),  makes deliv- 

ery dtìlays more frequent.    Delays in the delivery of new or in the repair of 

12/ European Economic Community  (1966)  oj). cit. 

20/ For metalworking industries setting up in the Mezzogiorno,  the additional 
costs of selecting and training local workers plus those incurred during 
the start-up period  (over and above what  these would be for setting up 
similar establishments  in the North,  but not right in the firm's "home 
district") amount  to 1  or ? per cent of the total value of the  investments. 
In practice,  these  increased capital costs are more than offset  by capital 
grants to new  industries setting up in the Mezzogiorno. 

Pi/ See also "The problems of the development  of metalworking industries in 
Southern Italy and experiences thereon of interest to developing countries" 
by  V.  Valletta,   Chairman  of S.A.   Fiat,  Turin,   Italy. 
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old specific tools make it necessary to use alternative emergency tooling if 

production is not to be halted, even though this may involve a longer produc- 

tion c^cle.  Alternatively, it may be necessary to stop production of the 

component involved, while continuing to produce other parts for stock, or to 

assemble an incomplete finished product (which also increases stocks). In the 

first case, labour costs increase, while in the other two cases - apart from 

overtime payments in order to restore the balance of production - increased 

financial charges are incurred by producing for stock and not for sale. Estab- 

lishments which carry out the repair of their own specific tools also incur 

higher costs because they have to equip themselves with machines and skilled 

labour which are considerably underemployed because the calls for their 

services are intermittent and variable. 

The need to look to the North for machinery and equipment maintenance 

services owing to the lack of such units in the South likewise leads to delays, 

stoppages and production upsets with damaging consequences of the kind des- 

cribed above. Firms which carry out their own overhaul and maintenance work 
22/ 

likewise have to face higher costs.—' 

Excluding craft units, there are not sufficient foundry and forge services 

in the Mezzogiorno. Supplies must be drawn either from the North or from local 

self-contained raetalworking plants which aiso turn out supplies on a discon- 

tinous basis for other establishments. This results in delays and losses, which 

can be partially avoided by carrying heavier inventories of such materials. On 

the other hand, it is not an economic proposition to equip an establishment 

with its own forge and foundry. The same applies to processing and treatment 

services. 

Higher production costs arise as a general rule from tha insufficiency or 

complete lack of subcontractors, which leads to additional investments in 

machinery that cannot be fully employed. In the Mezzogiorno it is also neces- 

sary to carry larger stocks than in similar establishments in the North, in 

order to make up for the insufficiency or complete lack of local depots carry- 

ing standard and catalogued products. 

22/ It should be noted that when establishments attend to their own repairs of 
specific equipment and to the maintenance of all the machinery, the addi- 
tional problem arises of the lack of supplementary units to supply the 
necessary materials. 
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From inquiries made for the EK' study, it appears that on the average the 

iequany of the auxiliary industries and industrial services in the Mezzo- 

giorno results, either directly or indirectly, in increased costs of production 

amounting to 10 per cent or more 'depending on the various metalworking activ- 

ities, the size and production organization of the plants).  To this must be 

added the problems and the difficulties which assail the managers and techni- 

cians*, even though these are not quantifiable factors.  If account is then 

taken of the fact that there are no great differences between North and South, 

as regards the other cost elements taken as a whole,-^ and that the various 

incentives offered by the industrial promotion policy reflect on operating 

costs to the extent of ?  to «j per cent (lower depreciation costs, lower interest 

charges, etc.), it is not surprising that there is no great flow of investments 

to the Mezzogiorno. 

It is only in certain types of metalworking activities, where interindus- 

try requirements are relatively negligible and the need for unskilled or female 

labour is high, that there is a ritt advantage after taking the effect of incen- 

tives into account.  This explains the location in the Mezzogiorno of a number 

of structurai steelwork plants, light metalworking industries and electronic 

factories, where assembly is all-important. 

The main reason fcr the lack of auxiliary industries in the Mezzogiorno 

is the absence of intermediate demand locally.  There are few metalworking 

industries; the incipient agglomerations of industrial areas are formed by 

heterogeneous industries, in terms of inputs.  It should also be stated that 

in the one industrial area of the Mezzogiorno (Naples) where metalworking 

activities have reached a certain level of importance, many essential types 

of auxiliary units are missing. 

To remedy the present situation the metalworking indub.ries of the region, 

especially the larger plants, formed an organization to make good, as far as 

possible, these missing services.  Such an organization requires considerable 

additional investments, which must be amortized over time, and an additional 

pool of skilled workers. While the shortage of services persists, machinez-y 

and special equipment have to be renewed continuously.  The difficulties have 

been accentuated by certain policy measures (preferential supplies to the 

__, For detailed statistical analysis, see the EEC (1966) 0£. cit. and 
particularly the projects which contain comparative analyses of th« 
operating costs of similar projects in the North (Milan area). 
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government  etc).     Th^se measures,   however,   permit   the  industries  in question 

to operate with a certain degree  of profitability,   notwithstanding the  lack of 

auxiliary  industries  and  industrial   services. 

As   far as the textile  industry   is  concerned,   there are no great  obstacle." 

to the  location of synthetic fibre  plants  in the Mezzogiorno,   because the 

synthetic  fibre sector has les3 need   of auxiliary  industries  than the tradi- 

tional  textiles sector.     The advantages  of a good  labour supply and the effect 

of incentives have  indeed led to the  setting up of some important establish- 

ments.     The fact  that  there are still   not  as many  industries  of this kind   in 

the Mezzogiorno as  in the North probably reflects a tendency  to continue to 

locate  in traditional  areas even though the main reasons for doing so are no 

longer valid.    On the  other hand,  the development  of the hosiery industry  in 

the Mezzogiorno is  slowed down by the  lack of suitable industrial services, 

despite the female labour supply situation. 

Finally, although  it  is not mainly the lack of industrial  services which 

stops more industries  in the "other  industries" group setting up in the Mezzo- 

giorno,  the interindustry relations  factor has an indirect  effect on many of 

thep-.     In fact,   a number of the  industries  in this group produce intermediate 

items,  especially for the metalworking industry and,  as almost  all  their 

national  clientele are  in the North,   such  industries are not  anxious to locate 

in the Mezzogiorno  (even though transport costs on delivery do not play an 

important  role in the total production costs). 

It may be concluded that the lack of auxiliary industries and industrial 

services  is the main reason (either alone or together with other reasons)  why 

most   industries in the Mezzogiorno are  local market-oriented or material- 

oriented,  and these,  as such, cannot  ensure a high level  of employment  and 

industrial  output  in the economy. 

Experience with the industrialization policy for the 
Mezzogiorno - a pilot  study for the EEC 

During the last  decade,  the Mezzogiorno has been the object of an  inten- 

sive  industrial development  policy.     The instruments of this  policy are those 

used  in other European countries:     public expenditure on infrastructure,  the 

creation of industrial  estates in  industrial areas,  grants and other  incentives 
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new   industries,   direct    investment   in   industry   by   puh] Lo   hold uu? companies 

:hf-   ^r   •'!•"   -1!'   this   poli-y   m- Iule   the  pnvir.ion  «if  a  ii^iern  .-mi]   efficient 

..'enera 1    infra s, trun ture,   a   (le^^ iry   premio   fir   the   industrial   und  economic 

.ievolopment    >f   the  irei.      The   present   transport   system   provides   an  adequate 

! I:IK   between   the  main   industrial   a reati   if  tho   southern  return   und   the   1 a r^e 

-ont re;-    d'   indairry  and   o-nis ¿rnpt ion   in  northern   TLaly  and   in   the  KEo   countries. 

' >••   n .,"->   por"    installations  -nay   lo  considered   key   items   for   the   hamo   itici us try 

"p'-xe;-!.      ihe   indir.tr i al   estates   not   only   offer  sui tattle  matiufantur in^   sites, 

.'   also  solutions   to  urgent   prudermi   of  town   planning  and   regional   phytiLoul 

;: anni .up,.     '.'arious  measures   deal   with   the   pro!.leni   of   the   lack   of  lo0:i]   manpower, 

no    tireot   participation   of   the   government   through   pubi io   ¡share  holding   helped 

•   inórense   activity   m   important   seotors     steel   complexes,   petrochemical   and 

"iot alw irSrirw   industries,   et-.   .     Atuve  all,   fir  the   first   time   m   the   history 

,r   'ne   "^e/^i^iorno   there   -as   been  a  modification   of  the   traditional   economic 

- u •   s io i al   s, t ru- t ire. 

Although ^no(i results have been obtained m market-oriented and material- 

Trier.ted industries located m the Me/z/.o^iorn >, those in other industrial 

•'°"! ,rn leave much t) be desired. Tt has been possible to ¿ret the industria1 - 

i '.-i-, ion process under way, hut it suffers from sectoral imbalance, which 

restricts industrial development. The P1KC study - mr.de with the col 1 aborat Lori 

<r the :>mmittoe of Ministers and of the nassa del Mezzogiorno - -ums at idori- 

•if'yiu.' the limitations of the policy adopted and includes ingestions Vor new 

-ndelines   arid   measures.      The   results   if  thin   study  are  worth   summariz, In*  here 

ar  as   the   limitations   "nnoern   the   field   of   interindustry   relations. us 

He  areas   of   industrial   development  were   selected  with   the  objective   of 

:>r v-i-c-srroiy  est abl i sh i nr   industrial   concent r ,t ions   tri   the  Mezzogiorno   which, 

with   'neir  ,-rowin,' economic   efficiency   and   the  multiplier  effects  deriving 

fr >7i   the   i nferrel at i ins   of   the icir  enterprises,   could make  accelerated   industria ai 

/   .- 
ro,"'r'    ' ,-:,'ri:   i,M-    '>""   cinkiru'   f;rids,   firnri.-ial   aio,   state   share 

.•rtfi pat i,.n,    • i p L t •, 1   grants,,   (.-to.   f ,r   ,lCW   ¡rujust-ues   setting up   i „   the 

• •   incentive:-    dTored,    the  "-'e-coi- i orr,o  can   sappi'/ 
• •'*!ri,-r!^>   i"';1"-'  ••••"'    •'•'   tac  --entrai    ,   ''cniiiifiri t. ' s   requirements   t> uri 

"'•'llio;';; ;°   i"--'''-'    ^'''    iÜ'ubu   V T   the  a'iatu,,,  of   mfra- 
'"    '''•'<•'      *'   i au ..•! ri ai    love!   cment,    me ladini";   the   lud .striai 

•'•'•     ir""      :1-''      •i'--;
,oU     f-r    the     i;:d ¡s'Hal  i;y,t ion    nuclei      I.   , 

or    i au :s ' r- i   i 1      ,*..<• i   n^i'O i    as. 

•U'iou;'    ' ho    'V  ; r' 
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t ..•* r.v. 
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development   pn;;:ul le.      However,   the   industrial   development   areas,   nspirea   : .- 

the   "ritir.h   experience   of  development   are-.v.,   did   not   pr -ve   to   he  ;; , t'fie Lent : 

attractive   for  sect^nil   services-oriented   industries,   especially   the   Lmporfo." 

•nu)   dynamic   metal working   industry  and   i r.dus t, ri en   directly   or   indirectly   y,.,.,,^. 

ted   thereto.     The   problem   war,   u   vicious   aírelo.      It   is   m toreo, t i UP   t >   not.-.   ••    • 

Lri   the  united   Kingdom,   the   c-.ttish   Highlands  have   attracted   practically   •., 

industries   as  a   result   of   the   development   areas   policy.      Like   the  Me'/o^ogi ora 

the   Scottish   Highlands   are  undeveloped   industrially;   in   other   parto   of   'h,. 

"ni ted   Kingdom  where   the   policy  han   proved   successful,   the   development   •„•,,•,,. 

•orretipornlod   to   old   industrial   districts.     Although   for   various   roj.so.ns      .nerv- 

rloyment   etc.)   these  other   area:-, were   in   a   depressed  state,   industrial   rase.- 

auxiliary   industries,    industrial   ::ornnen   etc.)   already   existed   and   hen-e   oc-- 

plants   '-l):);,]   ¡c   established   without   d i ff i o,,.! ly .^ 

The   industrial   area:;   policy   in   the   Mezzogiorno   followed  well-known 

theories   on   regional   economics,   in   that   steps  were   taken   to  promote   the est o- 

lishment   of   a   leading  firm   'usually   a   steel   complex,   a  petrochemical   complex 

etc.;   as   a   nucleus  whioh   would   induce   industrial   investments.      !'he  RFC   study 

shows   that   su-h   a   complex   (apart   from   its   direct   economic   and   social    eflV-'s 

ai   the  one^   han   limited   multiplier  effects.     The   initial   establishment   in 

-erta in  cases   of   just   one   part   of a  whole   steel   or   petrochemical   complex 

followed   by   the  completion  of   the whole   operational   unit   cannot   he  e nisidered 

:   true cane   of   induced   investments.—    The  creation   of  a  complex may,   at   the 

most,   ¿rive   rise   to   a  few   plant   and  construction maintenance  units.      Industries 

which  use   products   from   the   petrochemical   complexes  as material   inputs  are, 

in  view of   the  high value  of  nuch materials,   not  material-oriented   in  general. 

It   may  be   thought   that   tne  existence  of  a  steel   complex  would  generate   the 

W.   F.   Luttrell   (l'^ò?)   Factory Location  and  Industrial   Movement.   Vol.1, 
National   Institute   ^T Economic  and  Social   Research,   London,   p.M6. 

Sometimes  only some   of  the  cycles   of  a complex  may be  set   up  (e.g.   a  ho 
roll   mill   for  a steel   complex or  a   chemical   corn} lex   producing only  into 
mediate   synthesized   products;.      Then   later,   if   the  required  conditions 
a>cse   (market   growth   etc.),   the  complex can   he   completed   (e.g.   with  the 
inclusion  of  a   cold-roll   mill   or   the   production   of  basic   products   such 
resins).     'Phis  ntep-by-step  implementation  of   the various   integrated  cy 
cannot    lead   to   the   original   unit   being  regarded   as   a   "prime  mover".      Lu 
reality,   it   is   the   beginning of  a  -Lain which,    if supplemented     perhaps 
without   being completed),   has well   defined   limits.      Finally,   it   nhoulu 
remembered   th it   it   is   irrelevant,   as   far  as   this  case   is  concerned,   who 
the  units  of   the  complex   belong   to   the   same   firm  or   to  different    firms. 

t- 
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•A \ \.:>ïméfll   of  met-il work in*'   i .udust. r< or ;   however,   transport   contri   of   iron •in. i 

•',,,o!    ,r<'   no   lim."cr  determining   I'.'U >rv,   for   the   location   of metalwork i rip   in.lus- 

"'"';'~       '.'.imilarly,   ' v:o   pom i h i 1 i ty   of  a   1 arpe  metalworking   plant   actir 

ad in,"   indar!try   in   ?,lf.  Wiy   indicated   must   also   be  excluded.—•' -8/ 
. np i s 

In other words?, without the creation of an industrial environment any 

incentive« ivniri incentive.  While present conditions pe-sist, it will be 

diTicu.t for th* areas of Mezzogiorno to expand more rapidly and *,o become 

r iern industrial centres. 

T'e EEC study propose^ t sectorally differentiated policy with preferen- 

ti •: 1 arse oT   incentives.  Support should be given mainly to industries which 

o in move to the Mezzogiorno only with considerable difficulty (i.e. precisely 

trios:; industries characteristic of developed economies).  The various branches 

oí the metal working sector should be given priority as they present the best 

possibilities for development.  Industrial development policy should aim at 

geographical concentration during the initial period, so as to favour the 

f'ipi'.J form;**, m of i A/..-tri .al agglomerations and thus the creation of general 

extor^i  economie! .      { 

Anothof .-'onerai guideline fct the cref  in of a sound production structure 

for the development poles |<  MIO lei, taking a| 'ant of interindustry relations 

and special izat ion criteria frVit favour the emergence of sectoral external 

economies. t 

The implementation of this new policy requires the selective utilization 

^r  exist uig| -icenUves and the creation of  additional ones.  To develop the 

sectora1 servi ces- -ri en ted industries and break the vicious circle of the 

i.hort.avfr .?• auxiliary industries and industrial services m the Mezzogiorno, 

i: is conoltfjcd that J,   ->w instrument is required. The development of branches 

of the metalworking industry, in particular, would be affected but other sectors; 

such as textiles and shoe manufacturing could likewise benefit. 

-, / 

'lie  mere   presence   of  a  new  steel   complex   does  not   automatically   lead   to 
the   establishment   or  a  whole   range   of new   industries,   but   often   to   the 
ore-ali ,n  of  specify   production   lines,   such  as   that   of concrete  from 
l 1 ast-fiu"   '.op   sl.a-e. 

• •y.    C.1W7, Morir.  1-,-n   :«:  satisfied   only   by   the creation  of a  really  huge 
pU    "'   °;'%    l      i"t 'r.v   pr   i.urig   (riot   .just   assembling)   1,000   to   ?,000  cars 
o   d,y.      "rar,   would   allow  numerous   auxiliary   industries  and  subcontractors 
'  '   -'lM    "P   1!1   the   area,   but    it    is   a   rare   case. 
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The policy action of .hin new areno;- w^uld -ausist m tne d<>! (>r»; ; ., . ? 

¡ireot promotion ;ind s imu 1 taneous creation of an ensemble ,-f m i i n e.-.i 

"lents belonging to one homogeneous sector or subseotor, along with O 

tid auxiliary units, all located m a given area.  The new main e.u 

•vuit be present m sufficient number (and size) to sustain, with their dem,,.,! 

for inputs, new auxiliary units of an economic size and to justify the .usi ,:- 

1 .ation of local depots of standard and catalogued products.  In principe ,t 

i a not necessary for the intermediate industries producing these materials I 

be near the industries which use them.-^/ 

The face that the main industries belong to a given homogeneous «ort.ir .-r- 

substotor makes it easier to achieve a satisfactory level of inputs from esser - 

tial auxiliary industries and to serve the specific requirements of customer:-.. 

The homogeneity of demand extends to other inputs, thus facilitating the crea- 

tion of local depots of standard and catalogued products and other industrial 

.•services.  It also helps the formation of a skilled manpower pool.  Later m, 

with the expansion of che original activities, the homogeneity of demand 

increases the possibility of investíais in the area by intermediate mechanical 

industries and other sectors (light chemicals, rubber etc.) which make such 

standard and catalogued products and materials. 

Within the sector or subsector chosen for area specialization, the new 

•vi in establishments must be selected by means of suitable criteria (relatively 

^w skilled labour requirements etc.) to make the product lines showing the 

,-reat-st growth trends, always providing that these establishments can compete 

with similar establishments in the North.  Individual feasibility projects are 

¡rawn up for the main establishments and for the auxiliary units. 

jj  To reduce the difficulties of promotion, the number of main units (taking 
account of the size necessary to operate competitively in Europe) han been 
kept down to that required to sustain the auxiliary units.  The latter are 
limited to the most essential ones.  For example, the following auxiliary 
units are essential for large and medium general metalworkmg plants: 
toolshops, specialist maintenance units, foundries, forges, heat-treatment 
units, metal-cutting and metal-pressing units.  The absence >f units, 
specializing in extrusions, sintering and rnierooas t mg should not croate 
operating problems, as the user industries can turn to suppliers m tre 
Worth or in other regions.  Furthermore, the auxiliary units are ^„,,, 7nd 
as being as small as possible and as having the lowest degree of sp 
ization found in similar units operating competitively m the large 

'•oncentrat ions. 

01 s |>ec 1 1 I - 
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In reporting to t,he Committee of Ministers and the Cassa, the promotional 

agency would suomit projects to be carried out by expanding firms in Italy, 

the other EEC countries and abroad. The agency would offer adequate assurances 

regarding the implementation of the whole ensemble of projects, and especially 

of the auxiliary industries (use of direct public investment, etc.).**' 

The final composition of  the ensemble, influenced by the free choice of 

the private firms participating in the programme, may turn out to be different 

from the ensemble originally planned.  However, it must have an equivalent (or 

higher) level of inputs from the auxiliary units envisaged in the original 

pi J.Ù. 

The promotional agency must also ensure that industrial sites are avail- 

able to the firms taking part in the programme, as well as any additional 

technical and social infrastructure (housing for workers etc.), together with 

such facilities for training local labour, etc., as may prove necessary. 

It Ls important to emphasize that by setting up an ensemble it is possible 

to create operating conditions in part of a virgin region similar to those which 

can be found at present only in the larga concentrations of highly developed 

regions.  These conditions may favour not only the main establishments of the 

ensemble but, especially, others which may come in later (the present major 

obstacles having been eliminated and the incentives exploited) in a self- 

generating development process. This is a new conception of an industrial 

growth pole, and as such must be promoted by new methods.*^ 

wj  For the main establishments, promotional work would be directed towards 
that pari, of investment in new plants which for various reasons must be 
outside the home district, and which at the present time relocate on the 
fringes of the large concentrations or in nearby regions.  As regards 
promotion of the auxiliary units, the fact of their having an assured 
mirKot through the creation of main establishments on the same spot is 
a great; help. 

¿1/ The following aspects distinguish this new concept of an industrial growth 
pole: ' 

- !'he creation, in a given area, of an industrial environment typical of 
that which exists in highly industrialized areas, right from "the very 
outset, by means of an ensemble of interrelated projects. 

- !'he distinction between interi ndnstrial relations which require the 
geographic proximity of the industrien involved (relations with 

: ciliary industries) and relations which are technically and eoonomi- 
•:M.v feasible with considerable distances intervening between customer 
and ¡-.pplicr : relations with nasi- industries and with intermediate 
mo .stries supplying standard and <    • Hogued products). 
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The EEC  study presents,  as a guideline,  a complete programme for the 

promotion of an interrelated ensemble of projects which could constitute the 

embryo of a large industrial centre  in the Bari-Taranto pole.    This could serve 

to test  the new policy instruments.    The ensemble of projects comprises eight 

modern main establishments,  the size and technical characteristics of which 

are in Keeping with European standards.    The plants belong to the general 

metalworking sector and the total investments are in the order of USI80 million 

(value added in production 140 million;  5,900 employees).     In addition,  there 

are twenty-three auxiliary units requiring a total investment of t47 million 

(value added in production tl6 million;  2,300 employees).^/ 

The programme, which has already been approved by the Italian Government, 

entered the promotion phase in the second half of 1966; this phase was planned 

to last for one year,  followed by the final design,  construction and erection 

phases (over two years). 

Similar studies for the selection, determination, pronotion and creation 

of an interrelated group of main establishments, auxiliary units and industrial 

services are presently being undertaken by Italconsult in the Uelva-Cadiz- 

Seville pole (Spain) and in the San Nicolas pole, along the Buenos Aires- 

Rosario axis (Argentina).    Similar studies may be undertaken in two other 

countries. 

(¿1/ cont'd) 
- The consideration of the specific sectoral nature of many auxiliary 

industries. 

- The assurance that the pole has the minimum initial dimensions capable 
of guaranteeing its feasibility. 

}2/ The eight main units cover the following product lines:    heavy structural 
steelwork;    stoves,  baths, central-heating radiators,  pots and pans,  all 
in sheet steel;    centrifugal pumps and oil burners;    agricultural machinery; 
metal-working machine tools;    excavators, mechanical shovels and self- 
propelled cranes;    large cranes and transporters;    lift trucks.    The 23 
auxiliary units comprise:    a malleable iron and steel  foundry with pattern 
shops;    a cast iron foundry with pattern shops;    a non-ferrous foundry with 
pattern shops;    a forge producing stampings and forgings;    a machining unit 
for large and medium  items;    a machining unit  for medium items;    3 machin- 
ing units  for small   items;     2 gear-making units;     2 press shops,  one  for 
large and medium items and one for small  items;     2 heat  treatment  units; 
a galvanizing unit;     a unit  producing nuts and bolts;     a toolnhop for large 
and specific tools  for machine shops;    2 similar toolshops for amali  tools, 
gauges  etc.;    a toolshop for specific medium and small  press dies;     2 units 
for the maintenance and overhaul   of machinery and equipment   (general 
services  systems and  specific processing installations),  organized  in 
sections,   according to main  types  of machinery and  equipment  involved. 
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Auxiliary   industries,  other intermediate  industries and 
industrial  services  in   industrial  location   programmes 

of developing countries 

•:'he  shortage uf  intermediate supply  as one   of the  mam  obstacles 

In order to  be geographically protected and   have a  ready market,   market- 

oriented   industries generally predominate  in the  limited manufacturing activity 

oi" developing countries. 

Tri larger and medium-sized countries with a certain  degree of development, 

in addition to various material-oriented industries  (including the basic  indus- 

tries)  almoct  all  manufacturing sectors are  present,  even though they may make 

only modest  contributions  in terms of output  and  employment to the national 

economies  since thoir F oduction is  restricted to the less complex products. 

Rxcept  for material-oriented  industries,  a large part of industrial 

activity   in the developing countries  is located in  one or a few centres, 

generally  large cities,  where economic activity is  concentrated and where 

there are the beat  infrastructural facilities.^     In the larger developing 

countries,   this has given rise to sizable  industrial agglomerations,  despite 

the   low £er capita level  of industrial  output.     In many  developing countries 

the geographical   pattern of  industry   thus causes  serious   town-planning prob- 

lems  and  considérable  regional   disequil ib.-ia. 

The existence  in   the larger and  medium-sized  developing countries   of 

relatively  diversified  manufacturing  activities   md  sizable  industrial   agg] om- 

ettions  does  not   derive  from  a modern,   rapidly growing   industry.    The   former, 

where   they  do not   enjoy   a natural,  geographical   protection,  exist and  operate 

in mont  -ines  i.hankn  to  tariff  barriers.    These enable firms to reap large 

prof i-s  even  if they prod ice at high  cost  owing to   their   inadequate size,   often 

obélete  machinery  and   equipment,   and   outmoded  techniques   and organization. 

i"ut   this  situation   implies that   their output  must   be limited to the restricted 

demand  of  the donestio  market,   even   in   the  case  of   industries which in  devel- 

oped  countries  arc  geared  to  production  for  wide markets. 

This   situation   is  not  to  be attributed   solely   to tariff protection   (which 

isti fiable  and  necessary,   up to  a   point,   for  a  country's  industrial   devel- 

rn.ont\   or   to entrepreneurs  who consider  investment   opportunities in  an  easy 

— ' ''•vpi
1",,Il-v»   n.arkct-orienlcd   industries   'except   those  which are strictl 

1 * "''1      '"•"    il-1   lo;u;   scattered  geogn   ' -- 
arc   in  developed   countries. 

i ; 

o 

àl  
ire   ,U'?  ìer,:'   "nattered geographically,   other   things  being  equal. 
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domestic market the only  safe  ones (there are  numerous  local  entrepreneurs with 

a modern outlook ana subsidiaries of foreign firms which   in  their heme coun- 

tries   own factories which  compete actively on  the  international market). 

In those industries which   in developed economies  are  termed sectoral 

services-oriented,   entrepreneurs   in developing countries  find themselves  up 

against problems which are   in many respects similar  to those  in the Mezzogiorno. 

In these countries,  such  problems extend to the whole of intermediate supply, 

where  other unfavourable conditions must be added such as  lack of skilled 

manpower.     A new plant by  itself cannot bring about   the creation of the auxil- 

iary  industries and industrial   services which  it requires.     It has'to be set 

up as  self-contained or adapt   itself to the inadequate conditions  of existing 

supply.    As   in the Mezzogiorno,   the unfavourable production  structures are 

perpetuated by a vicious circle.     Under such operating conditions,  production 

costs  are necessarily high and  therefore investment   opportunities  remain 

limited to  industries catering  for the protected domestic market. 

In the  developing countries   these problems affect mainly the metalworking 

industries.     The textile  industries and other sectoral  services-oriented  indus- 

tries  often manage to offset  the  disadvantages  by  the  advantages of low-cojt 

Manpower,   at   least  as far  as certain low-quality products  are concerned.     It 

is therefore  worthwhile to examine the effects  of the  shortage of  intermediate 

supply  on metalworking firms   in   larger and medium-sized developing countries 

(in  the smaller countries,   such   activities are confined practically to general 

repair workshops). 

In many  medium-sized  developing countries  the  production lines of the 

metalworking sector are still   limited   (on the average,   over   three quarters of 

the domestic   demand  for mechanical  products has  to be met   by  imports),  covering 

activities  such as  assembly  of durable consumer goods  and  production of simple 

articles for  the domestic market.    These industries  are forced to turn to non- 

specialist  workshops for maintenance needs or to carry out   the maintenance 

themselves.     The same applies to  all processes which   in developed countries are 

dealt  with by specialized processing firms and subcontractors.    In contrast 

to the Mezzogiorno,   industries   in developing countries have   the possibility of 

turning to  specialized units  in   large modern centres   in the more  industrialized 

regions of their country,   however distant.    In addition there is a  lack of 

adequate local depots of standard  and catalogued products,   +he majority  of 

which  have  to be imported,   resulting in considerable   transport costo and   longer 
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periods   of delivery.     In other words,  whereas  in  the Mezzogiorno it is   not 

absolutely  necessary  for some  types  of auxiliary  industries to be located near 

trie met a.! work Lnf  industries,   in developing countries the  basic problem   is   their 

total   absence within the country;   the problem of local   depots becomes,   in 

practice,   that  of the  lack of  firms   inside  the country  to manufacture  these 

standard  and catalogued products. 

Even   in  larger metalworking plants,   adequately equipped and organized,   the 

operating conditions described above  lead to mach higher costs compared  with 

plants  of equivalent  output  operating in  industrial   centres in developed coun- 

tries.     The comparatively low unit cost of  loc^l  manpower compensates  for  the 

higher unit  cost  of key workers and technical  staff,   but   the total cost   of 

direct  and indirect manpower  is still  higher  (additional   and underutilized 

workmen),   an increase  in depreciation rates  additional  and underutilized 

machinery  and equipment   in a self-contained  organization   increases deprecia- 

tion costs,   the  inadequate auxiliary services obtainable within the are.1   of 

location  also raise costs.     Transport costs  for imported materials and   inter- 

mediate  products and  the  financial  burden of the  larger  stocks of materials 

tha*   have  to be kept   in the plant must also be taken  into account.    To  these 

higher costs must  be added those caused by delays  and  imbalances in factory 

programmes  as a consequence  of the  inadequate supply structure,   leading to 

further   increases  in manpower costs  and financial   charges. 

On  the basis of feasibility studies  for metalworking industries carried 

out   in developing countries   it  can be claimed that  even given an economic 

size,   adequate organization etc.  the  burden of adverse  external conditions 

implies   increased  total   production costs of ?0 per cent   and more, according 

to the  type of  industry. 

In  larger developing countries where the metalworking industries cater 

for about   50 per cent   of the domestic demand for mechanical products  (durable 

goods  and,   to a  lesser extent,   capital goods),  production conditions are 

similar.     Metalworking  industries,   including those which  operate in industrial 

centres,   have  to face serious  problems from  the shortage   of intermediate 

supplies   and,   in particular,   of auxiliary  processing.     Not  all  the necessary 

auxiliary   industries are available.     The   interned i at e  supplies offered  by  the 

• •XL-ting auxiliary  industries  are  generally   insufficient   to meet the demand. 

Their degree  of specialization   is  low and  this  is  one  of the reasons why  the 

cost    >f*  their  services   is high.     The  proportion of  standard and catalogued 
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products   imported remains high.      Moreover, the existence of various   factories 

manufacturing standard and cataloged products for domestic demand  only, 

protected  against foreign competition,   does not  help to reduce the costs  of 

such supplies.    Often the low quality of such intermediate products contributes 

towards  the   low quality of the  final  products.    The  ensuing excess  production 

costs   in the metalworlcin* industries,   as compared with similar industries  in 

developed countries, represent  about  the same percentage as  for medium-sized 

developing countries. 

These   increments to normal   production costs  indicate that,  even if the 

general   problems of capital  shortage,   finance,  manpower training,   etc.,  were 

solved,   and  ii entrepreneurs were  prepared to accept  the risks and the cost 

of setting up engineering plants  with adequate organization,  capacity,   equip- 

•nent and technical know-how, external conditions in developing countries would 

»till  prevent the majority of these industries from competing internationally. 

It  is  not unrealistic to suppose that these general problems will be over- 

Already in a number of countries more organic and efficient   industrial 

development   policies have been introduced and international collaboration 

between developed and developing countries is being strengthened.     Even without 

taking these  macro-rconomic aspects  into consideration,  it must be  acknowledged 

that when  sound industrial  projects are presented,   their financing  is not  very 

difficult.     The higher cost  of training basic manpower, key workers  and key 

personnel  may be compensated by  the  lower cost  of general labour,  while  the 

know-how and  organization may be  assured by a joint  venture or some  other form 

of collaboration with large foreign concerns to establish major new plants. 

Thus these  problems may be solved   as far as the promotion of  important   individ- 

ual projects   is concerned.     This  does not apply,  however,  to the problem of 

intermediate   supplies, which is a  question of external  structure and proves in 

the final  analysis to be the real   limiting factor. 

Certain  requirements of the   »other industries» group from auxiliary  indus- 

tries and  industrial services cannot  readily be met   in developing countries.^/ 

Supplies  of  other materials and  intermediate products are also more difficult 

to obtain and more expensive.    In  addition, the group often  lacks sufficient 

domestic  demand to sustain plants   of internationally competitive size (low 

^ •* /elements in this group  are  lower than for metalworking and other 
sectoral   services-oriented industries, though still  relatively "por^t. 
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yield  per  capita for those   industries  in this   «croup  which  produce  consumer 

goods,   and  scanty  industrial   activity,   especially   in the metalworking customer 

sectors,   for those which   turn  out   intermediate producís).     U must   be  borne 

in  mind  that export-oriented  plants  in this  group  of  industries  are  not   very 

common   in  the developed   countries;     the support   is  generally necessary  of a 

considerable volume of sales   on the domestic  market. 

An  important  aspect   of  the effect  of intermediate  industries   on the  level 

and   composition of manufacturing activities   in developing countries  is  their 

favourable   impact  on the   geographical  pattern  of industry  in these countries. 

The   presence of auxiliary   industries and  industrial  services in certain centres 

or  agglomerations,  even   in   inadequate strength,   together with the general 

external  economies available  there is mainly responsible for the  tendency of 

industrial  investments  to  be concentrated in only a few areas. 

The  role of the auxiliary  industries,  other intermediate industries and 

various  industrial services becomes even more  important when the  future  indus- 

trial  growth of developing countries is considered. 

Without underrating  the unexploited opportunities of local market  demand 

in  some developing countries,   mention should be made of the hampering effect 

of  a protected domestic  market  on industrial   initiative in developing countries 

with  a certain level of   industrial development.    After the boom  in the  first 

stage of development occurring in such surroundings,  and despite  the take-off 

invariably proclaimed,   industrial growth and that   of the economy  slows  down 

and   incentives seem to  lose their effect.    This situation is often accompanied 

by   a worsening in the balance  of payments. 

To speed up industrial  development,  industrial  effort must  be aimed at 

wider markets with rapidly expanding demands.    Taken as a whole,  however, 

market-oriented industries  are  able to expand  only  in line with  a country's 

general  economic growth.     The  same applies to many material-oriented  industries.4 

35/  Among the basic industries,   petrochemicals have a high rate  of growth  in 
demand  in the  international market.    However,   it  has earlier  been remarked 
that   in certain countries,   if the possibilities  exist,   the  creation or 
expansion of these   industries  (although constituting a sizable contribu- 
tion  for the zones   where   they will  be operating)  does not   lead to more  than 
a  limited contrihut ion  towards  employment   and  production at   national   level. 
It   should al.;") be  remembered  that   in general   basic   industries   (iron  and 
steel   complexes,  heavy  chemicals  etc.)   produce  above all  for  an  internal 
market  and hence  depend   on  the country's   industrial   growth.      Furthermore, 
in view of the considerable  proportion  of exports  that  often   becomes  neces- 
sary   to sustain the   size   of such  complexes, mus t   be  borne   in mind  that 
the   international   market   for  theje  products   is  very  difficult   of  accesi 
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Metalworking and   related industries   are most  likely to have large markets and 

good expansion  prospects. 

Producing  for export as well  as   the domestic market   means  achieving 

competitive conditions   in the  industrial   sectors  involved,   which again depends, 

among other factors,   on adequate  intermediate B.ipplios.^î/    These are difficult 

but unavoidable  problems for all developing countries.     (The experience of 

industrialized countries shows  that   many of their industries depend to a con- 

siderable extent   on exports.) 

Even with the enlargement  of the   internal market  through association with 

other neighbouring countries,  e.g.   forming a common market,  these problems of 

competitiveness  persist.    In the ideal  case all member countries should benefit 

from such an economic  integration,   in  that  the industries  of less-developed 

countries reach  a  level  of competitiveness comparable to  that  of the relatively 

more advanced countries  in the association.    In fact,  however,   only the stronger 

industrial  centres benefit if unbalanced development  takes  piace among member 

countries,   and regional   imbalances within each community  become more pronounced. 

Intergovernmental   agreements on industrial  location are difficult to reach and, 

at  least  on a medium-term bacie,  tend  not to ensure the maximtra exploitation 

of the available  economic resources  and the maximum increase in production and 

income. 

Nevertheless,   if a common market   is conceived solely as a wider internal 

market, where demand is not supplemented by exports  (such a concept occurs,   in 

fact, when no profound change  is made  in the production structure and hence in 

intermediate supplies required to achieve competitiveness),  all  that has been 

done ìB to set up a new economic space with restricted marketing opportunities. 

Here, too,   after   an easy boom during the  initial stage  in which various plants 

may be established  in new activities,   the pace is sure to «low dowr. and condi- 

tions and problems of development similar to those described for thu larger 

developing countries are then encountered. 

%J It is obvious that in every country, given the limited economic and human 
resources and the economic size of plants, industrial policy should limit 
this effort towards participation in the international market to a number 
of sectors or aubsectors. In other words, insofar as the objectives, of a 
high degree of self-sufficiency are sterile, the aim of promoting all the 
industries in the most dynamic sectors and with wide markets is unrealistic. 
Hence  the affirmation of the need   for   specialization. 
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Possibilities and limits of applying  the experience 
of the Mezzogiorno 

The  importance of  intermediate  industries and  industrial services   to  the 

industrial   growth of developing countries  indicates  the need to make use   in 

these countries   of the technological   experience  of   industrially more advanced 

countries.     The   recent   industrialization policies  of developed countries   for 

their underdeveloped regions  (technological  specialization in the  factory- 

industries,   technological  integration  in the basic   industries,   etc.)   offer 

valuable guidance. 

The question is whether developing countries  can apply tne technologies 

of developed countries and in what circumstances  they should do so.     The  fore- 

going analysis   implies an affermative answer  in principle to this question  in 

most cases,   contrasting WLth the conclusion reached by other Btudies that 

developing countries should use a less capital-intensive technology  in view 

of the relatively lower unit cost of labour (unskilled labour).    These  conclu- 

sions depend in fact on the theoretical assumptions made regarding efficiency 
377 and competitiveness.*"1-' 

Precisely because of the shortage of skilled manpower and the need to 

utilize unskilled labour, recourse must be had to  some degree of automation  in 

manufacturing operations in developing countries.     In developed countries,   on 

the other hand,   automation has occurred not  only  as the outcome of technological 
38/ 

progress,   but  also under the pressure of high labour costs.*-' 

37/ It   Is   logical that  in choosing which industries to promote  in developing 
countries,   those requiring the most difficult  technologies or a high 
proportion of skilled manpower should be excluded.    However,  the  question 
here  is  to establish whether the  same or different technologies should  be 
applied  in developing and developed countries,   industry by  industry. 

38/ Automation of industries  in developing countries should be selective and 
should be carried out  in co-operation with foreign firms.     Net  saving on 
skilled manpower can be calculated;  the  larger requirements  for certain 
types  of skillet workers  (e.g.   to set up machines)  or supervisory  personnel, 
will   be more  than compensated by  the decrease   in the number of skilled 
workers   in charge of hand-operated machines.     Automation in metalworking 
industries  and other manufactur   *g industries  cannot  cover all  operations, 
so that   large numbers of semi-skilled workers  will  still be needed.     The 
question  of  automation in certain operations,   i.e.  the reduction  of the  numbe 
of skilled workers,   has been taken up in the   designs of the  factories   propose 
in  the  EEC-1 tal consult study for the promotion of the Bari-Taranto   industrial 
pole   in  the   Mezzogiorno. 
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To   sum up,   in the major   industries whose products  have to compete  on the 

international market the same   techniques  as those used  in developed countries 

are  necessary.    Economic  factors  such as   limited market   outlets dictate that 

these   techniques should correspond,   in terms of machinery,  equipment,   organiza- 

tion  and  the like, not  to those of the  larger f?ctories  in developed countries, 

but   to  those of smaller factories which,   however,   compete on the world market 

(for  example,   for certain machining processes,   numerically controlled machines 

can  be   used instead of transfer-line machines). 

The  technologies should  also be the  same for materials and intermediate 

products  as those in developed countries.     A certain variation may'be allowed 

in  terms  of size and degree  of specialization,  provided ihat  there is no 

adverse  effect on the cost  of  such supplies. 

The  experience of some developing countries,   including mainland China 

tells  against the production  by old techniques of the materials used in the 

basic   industrial complexes.     The application of traditional techniques should 

therefore be restricted to industries that  produce exclusively for local 

markets. 

Accepting the need to apply the technologies of the developed countries, 

at   least   in key industries,   it   follows that European experience in location 

and  industrial development  policy should be drawn on by the developing coun- 

tries.     The application of the  European experience should be limited,   however, 

to underdeveloped regions  (similar to the Mezzogiorno),   thus excluding econom- 

ically  depressed regions.     Account  should also be taken in developing countries 

of the  different degree of economic  and industrial development  achieved,  the 

economic  system, the density  and distribution of population and so on. 

Despite their relatively  high £er capita product and income,  European 

peripheral areas such as the Mezzogiorno have various aspects  in common with 

developing countries:    limited contribution of industry to economic activity, 

predominance of local market   industries,   scarcity of skilled manpower,   and a 

manufacturing production network short  of intermediate supplies.    The degree 

of  industrial expansion achieved in  some devele ping countries has not,  however, 

brought   about  any profound changes   in the  adequacy of intermediate supplies. 

Major   industrial agglomerations  in the  larger developing countries call  for 

different  measures of implementation  from  those  to be applied  in other coun- 

tries   with  incipient industrial  centres.     The experience of the Mezzogiorno 

can  be   applied not only to developing countries with a market  economy,   but 
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also  tal    :untries  with   planned  economies,   because  competitiveness  and  efficiency 

criteria  in using resources   tend  in practice   to  be  similar despite  the  differ- 

ences   in  economic  systems.     Clearly,   different   systems  call   for different   policy 

instruments. 
39/ 

As   for differences   in  density and distribution  of population,—^    the 

majority  of developing  countries  have  to  face  a growth  of urban centres more 

rapid  than the growth  of  employment  possibilities   in  industry.     This   presents 

a  severe  challenge  to   industrial   location  policy. 

In  the  interests;   of  brevity,   attention must   necessarily  focus  on   industries 

that   depend heavily   for   their  location  on  the   interindustry  factor,   in  other 

words,   the sectoral   services-oriented  industries.     Recent  experience   in this 

field   is  of  industrial   poles,   in accordance  with  the EEC-Italconsult   concept 

previously presented.     ,rihe  following section  outlines the application of this 

concept   in developing countries. 

Poles of industrial  growth and location planning 
in developing countries 

The most   interesting application to developing countries of the  determina- 

tion and promotion of   industrial growth poles  according to the EEC-Italconsult 

concept  consists of a  pole  based on a given  sector or 3ubsector of metalworking 

industries,  together with  its  auxiliary  industries and  industrial  services. 

This gives rise to conditions  of operation  and  of  interindustry  relations that 

foster the progressive   installation  in  the  area of various manufacturing indus- 

tries  turning out   intermediate and final goods.     This  application has  the 

advantage of focusing on  one of the main targets  of  industrialization of these 

countries,   the metalworking  industries,   followed by the  expansion of other manu- 

turing industries with   sufficiently  large markets,   with direct  and  indirect 

effects  on important   basic   industries  (steel,   chemicals and petrochemicals). 
42/ 

In establishing  industrial  poles  in developing countries  account  must  be 

taken of the various  situations and problems  described in the  two foregoing 

sections.     A distinction must  be made  therefore when designing the pole between 

Vi/  Differences  in population density and distribution affect  policy  profoundly 
with regard to t.ie  utilization of resources  and the  time-scale  of  indus- 
trial,   as  compared  to  agricultural,   development. 

•]y /  For  a discussion   in  concrete  terms  of  the   possibility  of creating poles 
b'tsed  on  this  concept   in  developing countries,   see  V.   Valletta,   C£.   cit. 
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countries where the engineering industry is still at an initial stage :tnd those 

where agglomerations of metalworking industries already exist on a reasonable 

¡vî.-il«, even though with considerable structural deficiencies.  A network of 

auxiliary industries and industrial services must be created (which need not 

be done in underdeveloped peripheral regions of Europe) and other intermediate 

industries producing standard and catalogued products have also to be estab- 

lished.  The creation of industrial poles must form part of the spatial 

co-ordination of industrial and urban growth and indeed of all economic activ- 

ities, whose twin objectives are to achieve an equilibrium of production and 

income in the various regions of a country, and an acceptable distribution of 

industrial activity among developing countries which form a common market. 

In countries where engineering production is at an initial stage, indus- 

trial policy should be directed towards the determination and direct promotion, 

in an adequately equipped area, of an integrated ensemble - however small - of 

main metalworking projects together with auxiliary units and the most necessary 

services.  In substance, it would mean setting up a nucleus to become the prime 

modern industrial centre in the country, offering a modern industrial environ- 

ment from the very outset and therefore constituting a pole of attraction for 

nubsequent investments in metalworking industries and related activities. 

The product lines of the new main industries in the ensemble would have 

to offer good market prospects and also would have been successfully manufac- 

tured by smaller enterprises in developed countries^ and would require a 

limited amount of skilled manpower. Examples are certain types of light metal 

structural work, agricultural implements, metal containers, pots and pans, taps 

and faucets, and various products in which assembly plays an important part, 

such as refrigerators, deep freezers, air conditioners, lifts, elevators, and 

industrial vehicles with special coachwork and fittings.  Should some of these 

industries, characteristic of an initial stage in engineering activity, already 

exist in the countries in question, the ensemble of projects in the pole should 

be devised to allow for the rationalization and expansion of existing factories 

41/ A different criterion was followed in selecting industries for the Bari- 
Taranto pole in the Mezzogiorno.  As this area is situated in one of the 
largest markets in the world (the European Common Market), there were no 
problems of demand.  Eliminating the product lines which imply large-size 
factories reduced the number of main units, and hence the promotion diffi- 
culties.  At the same time the selected activities permit large-batch 
production, with resultant advantages. 
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in addition to the creation of new production lines for relatively simple 

machining and presswork processes and assembly. 

If possible, it is advantageous to include in this ensemble, as an excep- 

tion to the general criteria of selection, one or two units to make mechanically 

more advanced product lines (such as centrifugal pumps, special agricultural 

machinery). These would have a certain educational function in the training 

of skilled workers and so on, 

The ensemble of pole projects, including the existing industries, should 

be large enough to justify economically the creation of the most essential 

auxiliary units, for example, a toolshop for medium and small specific tools 

with sections for machining and presswork and a repair and maintenance unit 

with a number of sections (according to types of machinery and equipment). 

These auxiliary units should offer more efficient services than those provided 

by general repair workshops operating in such developing countries. 

The fact that the auxiliary industries oarely reached minimum economic 

size and have a low degree of specialization, leads to 10 to 15 per cent higher 

costs in the processes they perform than is the case with average industries 

in large industrial concentrations; but this represents less than 1 per cent 

of the total costs of production to the customer industries. It is important 

to ensure t! *t such essential auxiliary industries are available in the pole 

area f'Wi  the outset. 

It is unlikely that when the initial nucleus of the pole is set up demand 

will justify the promotion of even the most essential of the intermediate 

industries making standard ->nd  catalogued products.  It may be feasible to 

create units in some industries producing simple products of widespread use 

(e.g. a nut-and-bolt unit, a hardware unit). In the absence of intermediate 

industries for standard and catalogued products, the setting up of local depots 

for imported counterparts should be encouraged. The selection of a production 

ensemble with homogeneous inputs contributes t-.wards this ond, since it creates, 

despite the small numb' r  of factories forming thì initial nucleus, a greater 

over-all level of demand for such products and materials. 

m 
The creation of the initial nucleus of the pole involves selection and 

direct promotion of the ensemble of units, measures to ensure the requisite 

infrastructure (industrial estates, uwellings i'or workers, etc.) and train 

lo;al manpower, and so on.     ''"he examination of such measures, though they are 

Connected with the creation of a pele, is outside the ¿cope of the present 
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Once the initial nucleus  of the pole has been established and favourable 

operating conditions have developed in the  area,   investment  opportunities arise 

for the creation of new larger  industries  producing more complex mechanical 

products. 

The growth of such activities in the pole should help to increase the 

demand for inputs and permit expansion of the original auxiliary industries, 

creation of new types of auxiliary industries and greater specialization in 

auxiliary supplies.    The increase in the intermediate demand for standard and 

catalogued products creates favourable conditions for the improvement of 

depots and leads in some cases to setting up industries to manufacture these 

products (springs, valves,  rubber materials,  paints, and so on). 

This natural growth of the pole should be sustained by a clearly defined 

industrial policy which,  inter alia,  is capable of direct promotion of major 

industrial projects, the absence of which threatens to create a bottleneck in 

its future growth. 

In view of the development  of the intermediate industries,  industrial 

policy must give priority to a national system of standards^ based on that 

of industrialized countries.    Measures must be taken to promote co-operation 

between new factories making mechanically similar products  ' o adopt standard 

components such as valves and joints in the design of their components. 

Rapid growth of the pole will be fostered if industrial policy has a clear 

sectoral orientation to the raetalworking and other related industries.    This 

contributes to the homogeneity of auxiliary demand and of other intermediate 

products,  and facilities the training of skilled manpower for specific tasks. 

It  also imparts that step-by-step character which is essential balanced devel- 

opment  (progressive extension of activities  from general  engineering to more 

complex ones such as precision engineering)  and permits territorial  special- 

ization in the creation of new poles,  in accordance with regional policy 

requirements. 

In developing countries where metalworking industries with diversified 

product  lines already exist,   the prime objective in creating a pole  is to 

rationalize and modernize the  production structure of the existing industries. 

Therefore the pola area coincides with the  country's main industrial  centre or 

industrial  agglomeration. 

4?/ Standard sizes  of materials  for the metalworking sector. 
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On the  ba¿is  of the  industrial  development   policy targets  (new product 

lines  and mure  complex  products   in  existing lines,   for  the  local  market   and   for 

export)  the  sectoral  orientation of the pole   is  fixed  in terms  of specific 
43/ me tal working sectors  or subsectors.-4-' 

The principal  enterprises  in the area  in  the choBen sector or suhseotors 

shoul '  be studied from the point   of view of modernizing them or expanding their 

size,   and a selection made of new main plants  to be promoted.     At   *he same 

time,   it   is  necessary  to decide   the types  and  sizes of the  auxiKai*y and other 

essential   intermediate units  which will  be  required  for the new production 

structure and  its  degree of  technological   specialization.     The new auxiliary 

industries  should show a trend  towards relatively advanced specialization right 

from  the  beginning and cover.,   with appropriate  types  of units,   the whole range 

of sectoral   services.     In the  case  of standard and catalogued products  the aim 

should be to fill   the major gaps   in production as  far as possible.     The possi- 

bility should  also be considered of improving and extending the supply of 

materials from existing basic   industries. 

The inputs  of the major existing plants and the new ones should together 

be high enough  to sustain the  activity of the  auxiliary industries and to 

justify the creation of other  intermediate  industries.    To complete  the net- 

work of intermediate supplies,   project selection should favour product   lines 

with a high demand for inputs   of the materials  and services provided by the 

auxiliary and  other intermediate   industries which have hitherto been  lacking 

or   inadequate.     Existing workshops,   if enlarged and modernized,  could become 

service enterprises. 

It is a far more complex operation to promote the establishment of a pole 

in an existing agglomeration of moderate size  than to create the first nucleus 

in a newly established pole.     This is due to  the volume of investigations, 

studies and design called for,  and to the inertia of the production organi- 

zation of existing enterprises.    If the gradual  incorporation of these enter- 

prises into  the new network  is envisaged,  there must be a corresponding 

increase in  the number of new plants to be crerted,   in order to ensure an 

over-all level  of intermediate demand large enough to operate the modern new 

auxiliary industries and services. 

-1V The existence >f a met al working plant with poor prospects does not in 
it:-,e'!f justify the inclusion in the pole of the subsector in which it 
'perates. 
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When the objectives  set  for the  pole's pattern of production have been 

reached,   in  terms  of complementarity,   rationalization and modernization,   the 

tnetalworking and related sectors  encounter new conditions of  operation and 

compétition which  result   in the  quantitative and qualitative  expansion charac- 

teristic  of the great concentrations  in highly  industrialized countries.     More- 

over,   the  increased external economies  in the pole area foster the development 

of other industrial  sectors.     Both before these  objectives  are  reached and   in 

the ensuing phase  of expansion,   a whole series  of industrial   policy measures, 

such as  industrial  financing,  technological research, manpower  training,   are 

called  for. 

The improvement of the network of intermediate,  especially  auxiliary, 

supplies  is  not only essential  for the competitiveness of the  industries 

concerned but  also - other things being equal - reduces the nail   fnr skilled 

manpower.     With equal output,   an ensemble of main plants and  its auxiliary 

units  (with  a normal degree of technological  specialization)  makes possible 

a fuller utilization of manpower and requires  (in the engineering sectors 

referred to)   10 per cent  less skilled workers than a corresponding group of 

predominantly self-contained plants with similar total output.     The indirect 

benefit which technological specialization yields by making plants competitive 

must also be  added.    The achievement   of access  to wider markets  permits the 

creation of  larger plants which can economically use more productive specific 

tools,   machinery and equipment.     From studies made  it  appears  that,  depending 

on product   line,   large industries employ about  10 per cent  fewer skilled 

workers  than  plants  of medium size.- M/ 

The creation of poles  in developing countries  implies considerable efforts 

both'in implementing the programme properly and with reference  to general   indus- 

trial  policy measures.    Especially concerning the simultaneous  carrying out  of 

an ensemble  of projects,   the inherent  difficulties are undoubtedly greater  in 

market-economy countries than in planned economy countries,  where the govern- 

ment  provides  the  necessary direct   investments.     In market-economy countries, 

the government acts as promoter  (selection of the ensemble,  drawing up of 

feasibility  projects,  etc.),  while private entrepreneurs cater  for industrial 

investments.     The government  takes  < r4 direct  promotion,  contacting private 

44/ "Large"   und "medium"  sizes   in  terms  of the  levels of output,   employment 
and  investments must  be read   in the European context,   for  the various 
product   lines. 

I 
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entrepreneurs, a procedure which requires considerable time to get operations 

under way (gathering a sufficient number of investors).  The designed ensemble 

must be adjusted according to the final choices of the private entrepreneurs. 

Difficulties occur when changes in the structure of an existing industrial 

agglomeration are required and the government has to face pressure groups 

which defend existing, inefficient small industries. 

Government action in market-economy countries does not necessarily stop 

short with direct promotion, the granting of incentives and the provision of 

infrastructures.  By means of licensing and selective granting of incentives, 

the government influer,'es the composition and location of investments in the 

pole area. The government may have recourse to direct investment in projects 

for major factories and auxiliary units projected if they do not gain the 

interest of private operators, thereby speeding up the completion of the 

ensemble.  It may also carry out joint ventures with domestic firms and 

foreign corporations interested in the major projects. The fact that the 

pole area will possess operating conditions similar to those in industrial 

centres in industrialized countries, the offer of suitable incentives, the 

availability of general manpower (which becomes progressively scarcer in 

developed economies), the advantages in the domestic market and possibly in 

certain groups of countries (forming a common market), all these benefits can 

induce foreign industrial firms to settle into a developing country. 

The creation of a new pole of industrial growth can contribute towards 

solving the problems of congested urban areas, which plague many developing 

countries. Establishing the initial nucleus of a new pole and the autonomous 

way in which an ensemble of projects works both allow considerable flexibility 

in spatial location.  In principle, all areas with a certain size of urban 

population that can readily provide the necessary infrastructures (water and 

electricity supply, adequate transport system, etc.) may be considered as 

potential areas to locate a pole. Solutions which are effective in terms of 

physical planning can be set in the framework of the objectives of regional 

economic policy. 

When a pole is created within an existing industrial agglomeration in a 

-undented area, the problem of urbanization can likewise be solved while 

remaining within the radius of  techno-economic utilization of the auxiliary 

industries and industrial cervices ''roughly 100 km, given certain transport 

and communications facilities).  It is therefore possible to create satellite 

t. -wn;- in whose industrial estates the main activities of the new metal working 
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and auxiliary  industries  are  located.     Other industries making standard and 

catalogued products for the  intermediate demand of the metalworking sector 

(and,   later on,  other industrial  sectors),  most  of which make limited use of 

auxiliary  industries,  may be  located in satellite centres within a 100  to 

200 km radius. 

; Licensing,  incentives,  the building of industrial estates and dwellings 

; for workers  act on the new industrial  investment  flows and consequently on 

i the population flows from mirai areas,  changing the spatial  organization,  with 

» indirect  effects on the congested areas by attracting existing industries to 

J        move.     (Use of various auxiliary industries is obviously easier at a distance 
j 
I   of 20 to 30 km than near the limit of 100 km mentioned above, where the 
i 

|   previously existing industries are sited.) Planning of spatial organization 

i   is not a simple matter.  Not only problems of urbanization have to be aolved: 
i ' 
ì        account must also be taken of the specific requirements of sites for various 

types of enterprise and of the spatial implications of many technical restric- 

I   tions impoaed by interindustry relations.-^/ 
ì 

| The creation of industrial growth poles can assume an important  role in 

regional  policy of medium-sized and larger developing countries.     In general, 

however,  during the first stage of a country's development the limited human 

and economic resources make  it necessary to concentrate spatially all  indus- 

trialization efforts,   instead of aiming at  balanced regional  industrialization. 

Judging by the experience of European underdeveloped peripheral regions,   there 

should be no wishful thinking that  spatial  equilibrium of production and  income 

can be automatically brought  about  in future.    The conflict between sectoral 

and regional approaches in developing countries has to be faced. 

This conflict can be settled only by a policy of geographical specializa- 

tion of industry.    In determining and creating a first pole or in restructuring 

the pole of an existing agglomeration,  its specialization must be fixed in terms 

of given subsectors of the metalworking sector.    These limitations of the pole's 

fundamental production structure encourage a swifter formation of external 

economies,  thereby shortening the period before the pole acquires autonomous 

expansion characteristics.     When the promotional effort  and the implementation 

45/ An  instance is given  in the EEC study cited of the distribution of the 
various main and auxiliary  industries  in two centres  forming a single pole, 
bearing in mind these relations and other factors. 
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of  projects  have  ended  and  experience  of  this   type  of  operation has  been 

••^quired,   the  next   step  is  to  create new poles  based  on   other subscctors  or 

sect irr.. 

'"he  inclusion   of  spatial   planning  in  policies  of  industrial  development 

is   not   a new   idea,   but   the  poles   of  industrial  growth,   as   defined  in  the 

present   study,   uo  represent  a new   instrument   to attain  such objectives,   while 

conforming to criteria of techno-economic efficiency.     The way poles work and 

their specialization   in product   lines make  it   possible to  distribute geographi- 

cally   the sectoral   programmes  of metalworking and other  industries. 

Â  country  which  has  already   reached a suitable  stage   of economic  growth 

could consider the   establishment   of two or more poles  in  different  regions 

under  its national   development   plani.     Among  these poles,   in accordance with 

appropriate criteria   (degree  of  development,   special   resources,   geographical 

position of the areas   involved,   etc.)   the programmes to expand metalworking 

must   be distributed   in homogeneous  ensembles.     Intermediate industries manu- 

facturing standard  or catalogued   products may   be distributed among these poles» 

provided a system of  local depots   and an efficient  national transport  system 

exist.     In particular,   the  large  group of intermediate non-metalworking indus- 

tries  can locate  in  a  number of  subsidiary  nuclei  of the   poles  or  in autonomous 

nuclei,   thereby  spreading the  industrialization process geographically.     Simi- 

lar possibilities  can  also be offered for the   location of  industries  producing 

consumer goods  for broad markets,   which are  not  strictly   sectoral  services- 

oriented. 

Market-oriented   industries  must generally b.   located   in the major centres 

of  populaticrv  and  consumption  (centres which   in practice  coincide with  the 

area  of the  pole.-).     Any new basic  industries  provided for in the national 

development  plan,   especially complexes,  can contribute to   industrial  activity 

and  employment   in  zones beyond the areas directly  influenced by the  poles.*-' 

These must  be  zones,   however,  where adequate  sites and the necessary  facilities 

for  raw material   supplies t^ist.     Lastly,  there are the  possibilities offered 

by   the creation of specialize    concentrations  of sectoral   services-oriented 

industries,   such as  textiles,   hosiery or shoe manufacturing,  which can be 

located   in appropriate  zones not   taken up by   other  industrial activities. 

•''' ' "Jcw non-Ins ic material-oriented industries may be 3et up in a number of 
•"•J'ICV : itici;, for example, factories processing agricultural produce rre 
!o':tcd    •! u;e   ti   polen  of  agricultural   growth. 
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In  short,   even   if a   process   of  dispersed   industrialization,   which   u;   so 

favoured   by   sociologist,   is   impracticable,   it   should  be  posniMe   through   the 

creation of growth poles  and nuclei   to  extend  the  field of   industrial i/at LO-, 

considerably   m  a geographical   sense,   at   the  s ^e  time   ir.ir0du<ùng   idvanced 

techniques  and competitive criteria. 

What  has  been  said  about  harmonizing sectoral  arid  regional   approaches   to 

industrial   location  can  be  applied, *ith due  alteration  of details,   to  the 

allocation  of  industrial   investments   among the member countries   in a common 

market,   especially among the small   countries  that  are  relatively   less developed 
industrially. 

Provided   the minimum need of  a common transport   system   in  the common 

market  area has been met,   there   is  no  reason  to rule out   the  setting up of 

growth  poles   in small  member countries.     The establishment   of  a\Äiliary   indus- 

tries and  industrial   services,   the  supplementary measures  taken to t<;ain  the 

labour  force  and the creation of specific  items  of  infrastructure elimina'-   the 

main differences between small  and  larger member countries  in terms of their 

ability to attract  enterprises  in  a given sector  or subsector to  favoured 
areas. 

Implementing a common  industrial   policy on Glanced development among 

member countries of a common market   leads to difficulties  in  the   location of 

all those  industries  that  are not   local  market-oriented.    The creation of 

growth poles with large external  economies and a specialised  production «truc- 

ture can provide a logical   basis   for  intergovernmental   agreemen y   on  indus-^ial 

location.     One criticism among memoer countries of current   industriai   location 

policies  is  that any decision not  based on economic choice  (principles of 

comparative advantages)  and not   implemented by economic  policy  instruments 

(licensing,   differentiated incentives,   etc.),   reduces  industrial efficiency 

and hence the  economic development  of  the common market  as a whole.    With the 

creation of growth poles the differences in comparative advantages  in respect 

of many  industries  in  the sectoral  services-oriented group tffld many classified 

in this  paper as "other industries" can be drastically  reduced  in  practice. 

The necessary specialization of the poles according    o met al working sub- 

sectors cannot   occur to the same degree   in a common market   of several countries 

comprising numerous   industrial centres  as would be possible   in a single country. 

Specialization can and must  be effected  by taking into  account   the  degree  of 

development   airjady  achieved in  the  various countries.     Only   the  polea   in 

¿i 



:ívr    - '«ntrien   where   a   :r,cti!w'rki!i('   traditi >n    il ready   exists   ",ui  cpeoiah/.o 

w ' r K i ordain   fonerà!   mot a1 work irif  activities ikt 

>•': '<:x   *' ! e ' ' f <r\o nh »ri i -il    ; r >d .• • ! n.      W i desproad   differentiation   can   alno   he 

•''  -. • •' i   wit"in    :   t'iv1!,   n.lne.'* >r   t-y   designing   two   polen     in  ti if forent   oouri- 

•n>'.-    <:'   the    - >",":0!i  ninr-Ko' '   witr    tiffererit   product   line«.     Within  a  single 

- i    >r   ir.i.n'ry     e.g.     igr i • i 1 t. Lr il   machinery   or  machine   ;.ools)   such   differen- 

tiation   lotwoeu   pilon   m ny   te   •• ori t ri voti   throigh   product   spec i a1 i /.at ion.      In 

t í, i.-.   ••annexion,    it   i!i,L-,t.   ¡e   romomterod   that   rest rio 11 ng   the  number  of mode!» 

pnrul'i'U .roii   m  n?w     oj-   already   existing'1   plants   han,   like   technical   stan- 

larii.'.ati -n,   t ne   .-.me  vl'i'n"     HI   economi"   efficiency   as   i ricreai; i ng  the   sine 

'!'   pi •into.      'hio   t;, pe    <Y   ff tory   opeo i ni L ;',a t i ori   oan   be   envisaged   owing   to   the 

ì iiv'cr  demand   m   the    -ommon  market   and   tue   export   poso, i hil 11 i es  which   are 

•rea'cd   i !'   o , oh   i no ..• t r i a 1 i /,a t i .ni   m   "arrioii   through   with   the   objective   of 

! e- or;, ; n.-r    •, in, pet lt. L VO. 

! ri   the   formulation  of   intergovernmental   agreements   ori   industriai    location, 

it    in   advantageo is   t, o   seek   nome   ì'TUI  Oí'  spec i al i zat i ori   for   intermediate   indus- 

trien     standard   and  cataloged   priduotn,     and   for   industries   producing  consumer 

,"o aie   )'>r   ìirco  market:       ultrioagh   m   principle   thene   imi istrice  can   be   located 

m   o if forent.   poloni,      libere   standard   arid    \atulogued   products   are  manufactured 

f •''    •   •' -mm oi  market,    it    i.-.   important   to  establish   a  unified   system  of   standards 

f T'   t r.r-.-o   prodi-ts   and   t..   q;ote   the   name   delivered   prices  at   all   the   poles   in 

' ••«'    'ammari  rrurket   f >r   trie   mont    important   products   (especially  materials   for 

w o'k i nf se" t >r N one in industrialized countries. 

Kinilly, the ••reutiori of  p.-leu can contribute little or nothing to the 

[r a lem "f the distribution of material-oriented industries among various 

mo::i!<M' auntric:; with dornest i" resources of the same raw materials and similar 

cite fi'ilitien.  nevertheless, it is reasonable that the basic ones among 

these nul,.-trien should be allocated to the larger countries, where inputs 

to i rid ist r .v ¡re h Lghor. 
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3.       REGIONAL LOCATION AND EFFICIENCY OF INDUSTRIAL COMPLEXES 

IN RELATION TO THE PROVISION OF INFRASTRUCTURE 

by J. A. Shubin* 

:his   study   analyses   i ndus try- inf ras t. rue ture   re Lat ìonships   arri   the   provi- 

sion  of   -ranspor-   ar.d   power  wiM:m  'ne   -or^ex:   of   *ne  -levelopmenr   of  an   i„„jP- 

"r-ia^   -'r.f'ire  uesigned   fo:   acce ì era' ed   growth. 

Industries   m  a  Riverì  geographic   situation determine   infrastructure 

requ ireinents,   but   mf ran irur ture .    t'»">      In terni roa   l>~-   ¡r-     i      »• » .ne,   i_,   ,ic termines   e fi«  ¿and  ol   regional   ìndus- 

M'ies  and   industrial   structure   that  are   economical ly   feasible.     The   introduc- 

• ion  of  an   industrial   structure   appropriately  designed   for underdeveloped 

•*'uma   renults   --  h^h utilization of  plant  and   infrastructure   (transport  and 
power)   capacity. 

An   industrial  structure  of  high  productivity   13  designed   (as  outlined   in 

••his  study)   on  the  basis  of  a rationalisation of   industrial  production,   design 

>f specialized  production  centres,   and   the  application  of  analysis  and  appro- 

priate   lo-ation  procedure   to   obtain a rational   industry-location  p,- '„tern   (a 

projected  regional   division  of  labour). 

effective  planning for   industrialization and  for an  economic   provision  of 

infrastructure   is  based  on  a  region's  projected   industry-location  pattern and 

its  pre-deBigned   transport  and  power  systems.     Such  planning results   in 

rational   long-range  programming of  infrastructure;   it  can  erect   a  pre-designed 

infrastructure  system   in   logical   stares  with  well  prepared  schedules   that 

provide  adequate  services   to   industries  at   comparatively   low   investment.     It 

uLso  erects   plant  capacity   in a  constellation  of  related   industrial   centres   to 

obtain  high utilization  of   infrastructure  and  economies   of  scale. 

In  developing countries,   the   typically  small  markets   for  specific  goods 

specie   the   establishment   of  modern   industry   for   the   output   of goods   for  domes- 

•-i-   consumption.     Continual   advances   in   industrial   technology,   moreover, 

_    Department   of Economi-s,   New  York University,   "Jew  York. 
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enlarge the output capacity of economic-size plants. Notwithstanding these 

impeu îments, practical approaches for industrial development are available; 

ml in trial   plants   car;   he   introduced   in  developing countries   on  an  economic 

I.as is. 

''.'ne  successful  economic  growth  of  smaller  countries   requires   that   they   be 

economically   integrated   into   largtr  common market  regions.     Economic   integra- 

tion  makes  possible  an  efficient  use  of  resources   through  regional   division of 

labour. 

'Ihe procedure for Locating economic activities to obtain geographic 

specialization of production (regional division of labour) and the approach 

for designing the E true turai organization of industry and infrastructure 

require analytic methods appropriate to the conditions of developing countries. 

If they are to design the structure of industries for developing areas, plan- 

ners must Look to the economic and the reLevant technological attributes of 

industry and infrastructure, and to the interrelations among industries and 

ÍÍ economic areas.—' 

An anaLysis of the industrial structure and the production technology of 

industrialized countries points to alternative structural arrangements and 

organizational adaptations appropriate to underdeveloped areas; and it indi- 

cates the structural designs of industry and the development approaches fruit- 

ful in achieving accelerated industrialization. 

A realistic approach to economic growth demands a long-range over-all 

analysis.  Planners must design and project a region's sector mix and its 

structural pattern for the development of industries if they are to programme 

mtegrated economic development and fully exploit the growth-and-productivity 

potential inherent in regional division of labour. 

Viable industrial programming for accelerated expansion and the economic 

provision of infrastructure can be obtained on the basis of a predetermined 

geographic specialization of industry, the rationalisation of production, 

design of specialized production centres, design of infrastructure systems, 

and related approaches as outlined below. 

_j    The pLanner derives his approaches from the "demonstration effect^" of 
industrialized countries.  The planner must not only lo. k to historicai 
stages and processes of economic growth, but to the nature of the evoiving 
industrial system and technology and to insights into available structural 
potentialities and procedural schemes. 
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Reg ional location and efficiency of industrial complexes 

The ideal location for an industry is determined on the basis of the 

lowest long-term cost of production and distribution of goods.  The selection 

of a location for an industrial enterprise must take into account the future 

size of the market, the future cost of input factors and transportation, and 

the advantages of proximity to complementary industries. 

Location analysis and procedure 

By appraising the comparative advantages of alternative locatipns on the 

basis of an industry's future cost' (the relevant cost) of production and 

distribution of goods, planners can determine the net impact of the different 

location determinants (the location pulls).  The long-range approach for 

locating industries and industrial complexes in a developing country differs 

from that of locating industrial plants m an advanced country.^ 

Many of the external pulls (availability of suppliers, specific markets 

for goods, and so on) that influence the location of a plant or an industrial 

complex in an advanced country become, in a developing country, internal 

interrelationships among the industries involved in the over-all location pro- 

cedure for determining a region's pattern of geographic specialization of 

industries.  Long-range planning for developing regions deals with relatively- 

dynamic development and industrial programming which essentially creates its 

own economic environment.  When a planner simultaneously locates industries 

on the basis of mutual comparative advantage, he creates a specific economic 

environment for production.  If they are to locate industries for geographic 

specialization and high productivity, planners must, at the outset, locate 

industries and project infrastructure two decades or more ahead. 

^ Invoì^f ì0n  and ^ efeCti0n °f an ind^8trial Plant in an advanced country 
involves a comparatively small capacity increment to total industrial capa- 
city of the economy.  Even though a new industrial facility is large  its 
location m an advanced, economy essentially involves a small capacity adjust- 
ment and increment to an existing industrial structure and environment and 
pattern of geographic specialization of production.  Plants that are poorly 
located, or locations that have become obsolete because of technological o.- 
economic change, would operate under high costs.  Producers in high-cost 
locations are eliminated m the long-run by the competitive process, whilr 
rival producers in favourable locations typically expand capacity, thereby 
contributing to the emergence of geographic specialization of industry 
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By  employing appropriate  economic  analysis,   planners  can attain  a highly 

productive   Location   pattern   for   industry   and   economic  activity.     An  analytic 

approach may   he  ah i e   to  avoid   the  emergence  of  excessive geographic  concentra- 

tion   of   industry,   while   attaining specialized   production centres   or district:-, 

of  appropriate  size. 

Fl anners  can  project  a  region's  future  sector mix and geographic  special- 

ization  of   industry   through  an  analytic   location  procedure   that   takes   into 

account  geography  and   resource  distribution,   projected population,   projected 

industrial   techno Logy  and  stipulated goals  for  economic growth. 

The  procedure  for  obtaining an efficient   geographic  specialization of 

in ! .ict r Les  calle   for:      [a."'   a  resource survey   and  an  evaluation of   the  poten- 

tialities  of modern   transportation and  power  supply;   (b)   the designing of 

specialized  production  centres  and   industrial   complexes on  the basis  of tech- 

nological   interrelationships  and   in conjunction with  the  geographic  situation 

of  resources;   and   (c)   sequential   locating of  plants   and  industrial  complexes 

on   the   basin  of   Long-term  comparative advantage,   computed   in terms  of future 

costs   for   the  relevant   time  horizon. 

The  analytic  procedure   for   locating economic  activities  involves  a chain- 

reaction  patti and  feed-back   interrelationships  among vertical stages  of produc- 

tion and among geographic areas.     In determining and  projecting the  locational 

pattern  of economic   activities,   planners,   therefore,   employ  a sequential  proce- 

i.¿re   (with  systematic   back-tracking)  for  successively  locating  industries  and 

eonomic  activities  on   the   basis   of a resource  survey  and   in.'  striai  analysis. 

"!.rough  regional   analysis   planners   identify  areas of resource  adequacy 

an 1   high  growth  potential  as  well  as  areas  of   low  economic  potentiaL,   such  as 

ar1 i    -.one:-,   and   inaccessible   rugged   terrains.      Resource surveys   and   industry 

.:'. .IL.'III     an  produce  ani  project   a  future   industrial   geography   (a   predetermined 

11, i ..: t r, - I .j'-at ion   pattern,1   that   censiste   of   a  distribution  of   industries   bas ^d 

>n   resjuce  availability   and  areas  of nigh  growth  potential.     Because  most 

large   regions   in>Tuoe   areas   of   low  proluctive   potential,   an   industry-location 

pattern   woul i  generaLLy   consist   of  a  "spatialLy   unbalanced"  patten    for 

¡'•"i-i  o á!     leve Lopmen t . 

A   !  ••:;'-range   projection  of   a   ^redetermined   location  pattern   for   industry 

•'   "     v. •    le   ano    >r  more   into   the   fitere   is,    in  many   ways,   viiaL   to   the  attam- 

'••••       ;'  <-<>>, .. r,r   n . ,,   ,„M .    jOVf.) ipinen'.      I'    provi ics,   for   instance,   the  means 
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for designing a rational regional infrastructure system and for programming 

the provision of infrastructure on an economic basis. 

Planners begin by locating resource-based industries and extractive 

industries (crop production, mining, fisheries).  On the basis of the distri- 

bution of fuel resources, they provisionally plot the pattern of the future 

interconnected power system; the lower coat of electricity gives planners 

greater locational flexibility for situating a range of industries.  Planners 

outline an emerging spatial pattern for economic activity by delineating the 

areas for agricultural processing industries, basic chemicals, and other 

early-stage production. They can then tentatively project the transport 

routes that will make up the future transportation system. 

The location pattern of resource-based industries and specialized agricul- 

tural areas (the "independent" locations) predetermine the location of many 

intermediate-stage and late-stage industries.  Planners take into account the 

fact that industries and areas engaged in resource-based production become 

important markets (on the basis of derived demand) and are thus relevant to 

the location of certain market-oriented industries. 

In allocating industries on a regional basis, planners determine whether 

an industry-divisional unit or an industrial complex is essentially material- 

oriented, fuel-oriented, labour-oriented or market-oriented in its location. 

Then, to locate plants and industrial complexes for economic production for 

the long run, planners take into account accessibility to the market area or 

the consuming industries concurrently being located, the location of material 

sovrces, the extent of weight loss of materials during processing, projected 

transport costs, special requirements in terms of power and water inputs, and 

the projected location of industrial districts consisting of complementary 

enterprises. 

In a given geographic uituation and resource endowment, the best location 

for a plant or an industrial complex engaged in one or more stages of a series 

of production stages depends on the locational situation of the preceding or 

the subsequent stage; on the advantages of locating separately or of locating 

near projected complementary enterprises so as to reap the economies offered 

by a specialized production centre. 

The locational situations of late-stage industries, service industries, 

and locales of construction activity identify the consuming industries and 
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ar^a;'   •.ha'    'ail   Cor  sui'h   inputs   as  sem i-processed   agricultural   products, 

•  ,ii 1 irii' materials   ami   semi-fabrloated  metal   products;   therefore,    they   indicate 

A'!, L -ii   .'uppl.v   sources   (w'.ioh   early-stage   industry   Location  options)   are   advan- 

'.a^Fo.iK ly   situated   for  access   to   larger  markets   and   for economical   distribution. 

Hej'.urce-based   industries 

Many  agricultural   processing  industries  must   necessarily   be   situated  near 

'.he   source   >f   their  raw materials.     The   influence  of raw materials  on   location 

le--is ions  depende  not  only  on   the  future  cost   of  transportation,   but  also  on 

the   Lulkmess  and   the  perishability  of  the   raw  materials  and on   the  extent   to 

v/hi<-h  production  processing  brings  about   weight   loss  during conversion  of  the 

•:;atTials   into  a  finished   state.     Weight-los i *•£ materials  attract   processing 

pLants   to   the  source  of  the   raw material. 

For  certain  resource-based   industries  only   a  limited number  of  locations 

are  available.     This  rigidity stems  from  the   fact   that raw materials are situ- 

ated  only at  certain places,   for example,   copper and nitrate deposits.     There 

are,   however,   alternative   location choices  for material-oriented   industries 

that   process  these widely  distributed raw materials.     Moreover,   the continual 

development of new sources  and  new kinds  of materials,  and  improvements   in 

transport  technology provide alternative   location arrangements  for  industry   in 

developing countries. 

There are many opportunities for designing  industrial  complexes and. 

specialized production centres cans irting of more  or less  techno-economically 

related enterprises.     The   kind and the extent   of division of labour that  can 

be  developed depends not  only  on a region's  resource endowments,   but  also nn 

ingenuity   in exploiting the  potentialities of new production technology  and 

new   transport  and  power  technology. 

The   topography of a region,   the  locational  configuration of   its agricul- 

ture  and other resource-based industries,   and  the situation of projected 

industrial areas determine   the general  routes  of  transportation and  identify 

the  sources of,   and markets  for,   power. 

By projecting the  future outputs of agricultural areas and  the future 

transport  routes and cross-roads,   planners   identify centres where processing 

mills  and  plants  can  be   located  fo" high  productivity.     Major  transportation 

•or.tree   (main-route  junctions)   in rural   areas   frequently  provide   the  "growth 

¡••i :.'-;•;*•  cuitalle  for  processing   industries,   schools  and experimental   station;:, 
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equipment   ...pair  shops   and  marketing centres.     extractive   and  resource-base i       * 

Industrien   (distilleries,   pulp  mills,   lumber  mills,   or-    reduction  mills,   et-. 

.should,   wherever   possible,   be   developed   in   the  vicinity   oí',   and   spatially 

integrated   with,   agricultural-processing   industries  so  as   to  promote  the  joint 

development  of   infrastructure   and  the  emergence of   industrial  areas. 

The   env.rons  of major   transport   junctions  containing  the  forementioneÌ 

economic   activities and   facilities may   be  projected  as  evolving  into   larger 

towns  favourable  for  locating   industries  oriented   to   the  agricultural  sector 

such as  the production of  farm machinery  and   implements,   local meat  packing, 

tanneries  and  fertilizer  plants. 

Thu ^he  delineation  of   the  specialised   production  of  richer area,;   and 

•-he  projection of power  supply  and transport   routes   identify majOr  transport 

centres  and  bulk-breaking points,  which offer favourable  situations fw 

locating  those material-oriented processing and manufacturing  industries  *Aat 

exploit   the resources of   the general  area,   and  those market-oriented  industries 

drawn to   the general area because of economical  product io, -Jrid distribution. 

Market-oriented  industries 
J 

Among the  industries   that  seek a location readily accessible  to their 

major markets are  those  which produce bulky  or perishable goods  and  involve 

high transportation costs  for shipmer   |to market.     Market-oriented industries     ! 

also   include those establishments that  require market accessibility for dec- 

live  technical servicing of,   and communication with,   consumers and those  that 

require a connexion with market  developments  aru. àinsumerb   ^behaviour*to * 
ascertain  style   .rends. 

Modern  industry  is   basically engaged  in specialized production.    Many 

industries are engaged  in the  assembly of standardized final products such 

as appliances,  business machines,  communication equipment   and agricultural 

machinery.     Assembly plants are  typically market-oriented;   they   locate more 

or  less  centrally with respect  to their over-all market.     Producers of parts 

and sub-assembly units  also  locate centrally  for economica' djistribu'i J*i  to 

assembly  plants and other   industrial buyers  of their products. 

Producers design end products which can incorporate standard interchange- 

able sub-assembly units (motorn and compressors, «Iransmiss Jn devices, control 

ievices)   and other "common" components,   all  of which are decidedly more econom- 

"-al   to buy  from specialized manufacturers   than to produce. 
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The   industrial   system nurtures   different   types  of  industrial  complexes.-^ 

F ir  example,   an   industrial  complex   .a multiple-plant  urn    )   may   consist   of  two 

or  more   stages   m  a series  of  successive  ríales  of  production   from raw mate- 

rials   to   the  final   product;   it  may  consist   of a cluster  of  plants  putting out 

two  or more  products   from a single  raw material   (that   is,   engaged   in  the  output 

of  a material-related   product   line);   it  may   consist  of a multiple-plant  unit 

that  employs  processe«   for  the  joint   output   of  two  or more   related  products 

.that   is,   engaged   in   the  output  of  a  process-related product   line);   or,   it  may 

consist   of more  or  less   integrated  establishments  engaged   in activities   (the 

preceding,   the  following,   or   the allied activities)  related  to  a major   activ- 

ity   'for  example,   publishing). 

The  rationalization of   industrial complexes  and regional   location 

The   geographic  specialization of  industry on the basis  of  the highest 

available   productivity   decrees the rationalization of  industrial  complexes and 

of each homogeneous   industrial  sector,  for  example,   the  light-engineering 

sector or   the electrical-engineering sector.     A rationalization programme 

employs  selective analysis and a number of related  industrialization approaches 

that assure accelerated  industrial development. 

The  active responsibilities of a rationalization programme are to: 

(a) Design plants and  industrial complexes to obtain the production 
adaptability  necessary for developing countries; 

(b) Design and  locate  industrial complexes to obtain the available 
economies  from vertical  integration; 

(c) Formulate approaches for setting up minimum economic-size plants 
and  industrial complexes  required by developing countries; 

(d) Employ a broad product-design approach that  permits   industrial 
sectors to maximize the adoption and the output  of common compo- 
nents,  such as standard interchangeable sub-assembly units,   parts, 
and materials; 

4/ An  industrial  complex  is an interrelated multiple-plant  unit   (embodying 
production,  marketing,  or other activities)  located at  a given site for the 
output  of goods or services.    When an  industrial complex opt rates on the 
basis   of current   technology and organization,   the physical  separation of a 
single  activity or  facility from  the site   increases   its  cost  of operation, 
whereas,   the  expansion of a complex to  a given level  of output  sometimes 
makes   it  economical   to add a related activity or facility.     Because of the 
size  of local markets and  transport costs,   sub-optimal   industrial complexes 
can  be   profitable,   multiple-plant   units. 
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(e J   Organize  and  set  up plants   and   industrial  complexes  on  the  basis 
of process-related  product   linen   to  obtain  a   large  volume of  work 
for  output  by  mass-production  facilities; 

(f) Group techno-economically related plants and complexes to make up 
specialized production centres or districts that obtain high pro- 
ductivity  and   intensive  use  of   infrastructure; 

(g) Design   the   type of  industrial  structures  that   promote mutual 
locating of  industrial complexes  and the setting up of specialized 
production centres  for regional  division of labour; 

(h)   Design a projected  industrial  structure  that  enables  the programming 
of integrated   industrialization -  the programming of related 
projects  that   erect  vertical  segments of capacity and techno- 
economically  relatad  facilities  and concurrently  provide complemen- 
tary   infrastructure to assure  economic   integration. 

The above   industrialization approaches  are  elaborated upon   m the pages 

following. 

Por developing countries,  an adaptable plant or  industrial complex has 

particular value because of its ability  to  turn out a comparatively wide range 

of products and because of the  low  investment  requirement  for conversion of 

the plant  to another line of output  or  for expansion of plant capacity. 

Process engineers can readily design plants and industrial complexes for 

ease of adjusting or converting processes  to meet changes   in the products as 

well as for ease of inaugurating multiple-shift production to meet peak output 

requirements.    Engineers attain production adaptability through the use of a 

process-layout arrangement for plant  machinery,  wherein the constituent  depart- 

ments or plants consist  of a given type of processing equipment,   as exemplified 

by press shops,  machine  shops and welding shops.    Plants organized on the 

basis of a process  layout and judicious use of general-purpose machines are 

highly adaptable  to the  introduction of new or redesigned products and to 

expansion.     The pre-planning of and provision for production convertibility 

prior to the erection of a plant lowers the capital outlay that would be 

required for plant  change-over to an output of technically-related products. 

A vertically-integrated industrial complex is generally a multiple-plant 

industrial division consisting of sequentially-related plants at  a given site. 

Detached mills and facilities situated at a distance from the complex proper 

can be likewise more or  less  integrated with the "works" division as ancillary 

plants or auxiliary facilities.    The  processes or services of the detached 

facilities would be  technically designed specifically to meet the production 

requirements of the   industrial complex. 
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'ho   pronom íes   of  vertical    integration  deri/e  from  the   reduction   in   over- 

all   îr.ver.tory   stocks   required,   utilization  of more  specialized  facilities,   and 

tue  elimination   of   some   beginning or   terminal   operations  and equipment,   such 

a:-   thjse   that   involve  furnace  heating,   inspection,   packaging and  crating, 

haniiir.g ano   storage. 

In  order   to   reduce   investment   in  plant   and  to   obtain  steadier  utilization 

of  plant  rapacity,   an  industrial   complex may  be designed for partial   or 

"tapereii"   integration,   wherein   the  capacity  of  the  earlier-stage  plants   is 

Limited  to  meet   the  output  requirements  of  the  normal   level  of business.      The 

additional   output   required  to  meet  peak-production  periods   is covered  by 

purchases  from  subcontractors  who  supply  fabricated   items  and components   for 

fartn^r  pro'-pcsing  or  assembly   by   the   later-stage   plants  equipped  with   the 

required  peak-production  output   capacity. 

An   industrial   enterprise   integrates  either  forward or backward   (acquires 

sequential   plants)   when  the return on  investment  for  earlier-stage  or for 

later-stage  plants   is higher than the return on  its  alternative  investment 

opportunities.     As   a vertical   complex grows   in output  capacity  (scale),   and 

as  technological   innovations   introduce  capital-savings production methods  or 

improved materials  which are more economical   to process,   producer,   typically 

find   it  economical   to erect an  earlier-stage  plant   to  produce components   and 

materials   thp.t  have  become cheaper to make than to  buy  from suppliers. 

The  number of vertical  complexes   that emerge or  that  can be designed  from 

the entire cycle  of production  stages   in a given line  of output   (for example, 

in metal  fabrication,   textile,   or  food   industries)   depends  on the  volume   of 

similar goods  or  related production  that  planners can group for a product 

coverage,   the  location of the major market(s),   the  geographic situation  of 

resources,   and   the   ingenuity of   industrial  planning  and engineering.     Planners, 

in  their   lon^-range  design and   projection of  regional  development,   can  fre- 

quently   locate  highly-integrated   industries   by  identifying  and securing  favour- 

able geographic  situations where  the  required materials and other  inputs   (fuel, 

power,   or water)   are  in close  proximity and   there   is  also advantageous  access- 

ibility   to   the  major markets  for   the  goods  produced. 

The  optimum  size  and   the  minimum economic-size   plant  or  industrial   complex 

.1 if fer among   industries  because   of differences   in plant  divisibility,   capital 

mterisiveriess,   length  of  the  production cycle  and  the  sources of economies  of 
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scale.     The   econorr io-siae  p-oduotion   .nit   increase   over time  due   to   tue  emer- 

gence  of  high-speed machines  and   processes,   improved  materials   *rat   process 

faster and  more   intricate  products  which require  a   longer production   ..y.-ie.S/ 

The  capacity   balance   among   comparatively   indivisible  production   and 

ser /ice  equipment   and  facilities   is   obtained more   readily  m  the  higher  range 

if   rated  capacity.^     Because   of   the  high  productivity   and comparative   indivis- 

ibility  of   facilities  in certain   fields  of industry,   such as   transportation 

and  power  supply,   increases   in  scale   ( in output   capacity)  can  be made  only   ir, 

relatively   l,-»rge  increments. 

An effilent  smaller plant   or  complex  (a smaller-volume minimum  economir- 

Bize  ur.fc)   ^an   be ...onomica   ,y   obtain^   by  specking  a product   Une  .„mustir* 

of «conomy  model   products,   designing products  for  output  on   less  ...apital- 

mtensive  facilities,  organizing  plants on the  basis   of a process-layout 

pattern wherever possible,   and  carrying out  subcontract work on the   high- 

capacity  underutilized facilities.     The aggregation  of techno-economically 

related plants an. complexes   into  specialized production CPr.,re8  promùle8  the 

joint use of high-capacity,  capital-intensive facilities, auxilUfy  plants 

and  local  infrastructure. 

lmum 

¿/ An optimum size  production unit   is one that  obtains  the lowest  unit cost of 
output  in a given state of technology.    A minimum economic size  facility 

to P 1#"?    f Unlt   1S  that   SCaie bey0nd Whlch   lon«-^ u», t   cost begins 
to deciim   «lowly over a wide  range of output   (eapeciallv  m t ne  field of 
manufacturing).     The scale of   the minimum economic  size ^.it depend    on «he 
out?>   volume of the largest   ( m output rate)  high-produ^vit^-pUai: 
intensive  equipment or  integrated processing unit;   the scale of   the minimum 
economic   size  industrial  complex depends on  the  capacity of the   largest   (" 
output  rate)  economic size constituent plant.     Analysts  identify   the minimi* 
economic   size divisional unit   of an  industry  as   that  output  volume which 
fully employs   (at rated capacity     the high-productivity constituent   indivis- 
ible equipment  or facility,   which may be a high-speed machine,   an   integrated 
fabrication  line or assembly   line,   or an expensive  auxiliary  plant. 

^ w^VnTf^  (the effeCtlve   outPut  capability)   is  the output   attainable 
when a plant or an entire   industry operates  on  the   basis of  the   standard 

wLïï      ?ry  le?fh °f Week and  nUmber °f sKfts   (e*e-  single  shift,   48-hour 
week) with an allowance  for  normal delays -   i.e.,   shutdowns resulting from 
machine  faille and equipment   repair or renewal,   job  set  ups  and  < handovers 
processing difficulties,   absenteeism,   and the   ilice.     Rated "capacity   it ' 
computed  from past  performance,   trial runs,   o, engineering data.      Makers 
would  tend  to  adopt a multiple-shift   production   intensity  when   inve ïnt 

o*nPíanÍ   1S     igîv.ftndïnit   COSt   (aH  Weil aS   the   ln'tlal   "vestment   outlay) can be  lowered through multiple-shift  operation. 
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.'   :     •.•;.'     ' urp •   :       .-.-"¡P'-'Pí   1' if   pr ' 1 . • t i uii.       1 hp.v   gr >up   prof,   ' .•   f T   pr •••es. 

:•<• ' .'i'>• i : i-.-.-,    "i.'i'i'fui!    [i\a'(> u.c.'.:;,   marKet    re L at, p ino;-:',   ar; 1    infra:'1 r. 't >r'i' 

;•" ¡ . i re't.>'t. ' .'..      As.'em: loi   final    proia-tc,   arf   f irlluT   ir oken    i own    int. •   •••jívri J r ¡ 

•   :•.[   .i.et.'.s   ani   .' o -ai' setní I y    .a;i's. 

1 n i..:','. r ía 1   planner;;,    '„Lor.,   promote   the   max im: un   adoption   oí'   common  compo- 

ne.» • :•    ,s tan lari   11; ' er  har.geab 1 e   sut>--assemb L IP:; ,   par's   ani  supply   it. omni   that 

aro   .'pie-tri   or    iesigned   'O   pò   into   the   fabrication   ari ì   assembly   of   similar 

a.-   ^^ .      ar    ìifferet.     KI-.IS   o:'  proi.'s.      For   economica,   aria   a'.'e.era'e'i 

i : i ..'ria   i -a ' ìoj. •io;p . 'pn.g   regioni-    'an   aiop'    a  r.ueii' iti •roa ì-t ase i 

pi'   i • ' ' -ter, ipì.   appra'h    PSSPI.' la   .;/,   a   -rcai   approach   for   'he   RP.P -"Iü',  of 

.• ,i:-a::.'pr:ib l\   unit:'   ani  parts,1   which   permits   large-scale  output   by   spec lai i/.ei 

¡'Ian':;   of   ::tai¡ lari   sub-assemb 1 IPG   arni   part;;   designed   for absorption   into   the 

assembly    A'   a   wile   range   of   final,   products. 

In   this   appr>aeh,   products   'me iudmg  suh-assemblíes  and   partr, )   that 

require   the   same  or  similar   production   technology   art.   grouped   to  make  up a 

process-related   product   line   for   joint   output   'usually  output   on  an   inter- 

mittent   basis;   by  a given   plant   or   industrial   complex.     The  process-related 

pro luet   line   approach  for  designing  and   setting  up  plants  or  complexes   is 

employed   where   the   projected   output   volume   (the   projected market)   of  a single 

product   or   item   is   not   sufficient   for   the   erection  of  a minimum  economic  size 

pro luetion   un 11. 

Where resource:; and other location requirements are favourable or, at 

Least, permissive, planners will specify plants and industrial complexes on 

the basis of process-related product lines so as to obtain ("carve out") a 

larger volume of the same or similar production requirement for low-cost 

i.itput by a minimum ei onomic-s i;-,e production unit. Diverse items of small 

volume requirements are grouped to make up broader process-related product 

Lines   for-  economic    >utput   by  more  adaptable   (less  specialized)   facilities. 

Analysts   may   break   iown  a  product   line  slated  for  large  volume  output   into 

two   ;.ir   more)   narrower process-related   product   lines   for efficient   output  by 

more  spe - íai i sed   industrial   complexes  or  plants.     Large optimum-size   industrial 

•'triplexes   sometimes  may  be   split   up,   without   any  appreciable   sacrifice of 
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"",):i,''''lv|!,v,    ir.to   '.wo  '.r   mr,ro   .iiviiio-,::   of  a  minim .m   p.-or.om i. -   s i -,p   ;- ,   ,-ts    '  > 

•btam   a   wider   1 oeat lonai    lispersa!   of   mlustrirs   ar, i   :   .lii    ,P   :•-o, • ! a : i .-,<M 

industrial     ¡i;'.tn-t,r   in  d i f ferer.t   arras.       Ir:   the   Long-Verm   pro. o.r   of   ,„.„,-,.„,.. 

••ivo   .1 iv ir ion   of   labour,   more   specialized   pLants   and    i r. i ..-t. ri ai    -or,(, ¡ ,. * ...•   w.i. 

'•mtirmalìy   géstate   ani  spawn   ir.   the   mio.-trial   er,y i r~ , nrnen ' . 

Depending  or.   the  particular   dispersal   ,lf  ,.oriiV4rri. .,,,   , r, llu.. r |(1,   ;tti 1   ,.,,,,..,„,„ 

mrket   aroa:;,   market-orlented  complexes   wi L L   locate    in   areas   of  relatively 

high-meorne   potential;   such   areas.   may   molale   urbar,   areas,   major   transport 

••entree,   areas   of   intensive   agriculture,    richly   endowed   Lake   areas,    larger- 

valleys   ami   has ins   and  harbour  ar-as.     Planners   should   set   ..p  or  promote,    i,: 

selected   growth   areas,   nt.P   jr  more   appropriately   spe. • i a I i •«• I   pro,,,-';   ..    ..„,.   ,.„ 

»r   iistri.-ts     -onsistir.g of   a  we L 1    situated   4u;;tpr   of   industria!   plan's   or 

".mplexes   that   employ more   or   less   the   same  or   similar   p-,duetion   te,-imo Logy, 

materials   and   infrastructure.      These  .-entres  would   in.-lu.ie  material-oriente, 

Plants   an.l   complexes,   market-oriented  complexes   and   single   plants,   auxiliary 

facilities   and   infrastructure   fa'-ilitifs. 

In   striving  for  an economically   "ideal" geographic   specialization   of 

industries,    planners,   m  their   long-term  analytic   procedure,   proje-t   the   K i r, I 

of specialized   production  centre   that   is   best   suited   to   each  area and   region 

in   the   long   run,    including   the   economic   exploitation   of  a continental,   or 

subcontinental   infrastructure   system   .particularly   the   economie  use   of  conti- 

nental   transport   and   power   systems).     The   entire   infrastructure   u  -Ludes   road 

transport,   railways,   air   transport,   power  supply,   water  supply,   ani   waste 

imposai   facilities. 

basically,    tho   emerging   industry-location   pattern   is   perspective   or 

"indicative"   physical   planning.      It   serves  as   a   basis   for  preparing  economi- 

cally  viable   five-year or  "short-term"  plans  consisting  of  projects   for 

erecting  vertical   segments   of  capacity   and   teehno-economieaLly   related   facili- 

ties,   including  companion   infrastructure.      (A   later  section   deals  w.th   relevar; 

economic   planning and   programming  aspects,   particularly   with   respect   to   thp 

provision   of   infrastructure. J 

: he  efficiency   of  geograph n-al ly-npec iaii :;ed   ir,i:,stnal   ^mplexej 

Through   regional  analysis   and   the   sequential   and   mutual    locating  of   mi.s- 

triaL   plants   and   economi'-   activities,   planners    level'': 

or,e- ia! i.-.at loh-of-irmuctrv    Lo-atior.   pat'err.   for   pianni' 

/(-r-apfi i ••- 

ar. 1 jgranm i '-g 
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regional industrialization, infrastructure development and accelerated eco- 

nomic growth. Compared to dispersed and isolated enterprises, geographically 

specialized industries and industrial complexes require smaller investment for 

their development, are more adaptable, and operate at substantial"y higher 

productivity. 

More precisely, economic development along the lines of a predetermined 

geographic specialization of industries achieves productivity gains and advan- 

tages in a number of ways.  It specifies the types of skills required for each 

projected specialized production centre or industrial district and, thereby, 

provides time for the provision of a pool of skilled labour in advance of long- 

term requirements;  it obtains lower transportation costs;  it calls for a 

smaller investment in inventory stocks (a more optimal s*ock-sales ration; 

it promotes more stable levels of production and use of plant capacity;  it 

promotes industry-wide adoption of mass production methods of output; it 

requires a smaller capital outlay for the erection of plant capacity or for the 

revision and moderrization of plant; it promotes the emergence of industrial 

research and a flow of technological innovations; it promotes the emergence of 

service and ancillary plants and a supply of components to producers;  it speci- 

fies appropriate special-purpose (more efficient) types of infrastructure, 

providing ample time for engineering and erection of infrastructure synchronized 

for emergence with the establishment of industries in a given area, and attains 

more intensive long-term utilization of infrastructure. These advantage* of 

economic development along the lines of a projected geographic specialization 

of production are amplified below. 

A production centre comprised of enterprises specializing in teohno- 

economically similar lines of business (whether in extractive, manufacturing 

or service lines of industries) creates a labour pool of skilled and technical 

labour. Geographically specialized industries may augment the supply of 

skilled labour by an early inauguration of trade and technical schools. By 

predetermining the location of industries well in advance of their erection, 

planners obtain time in which to establish technical schools for the provision 

of the required skilled and professional personnel, so that the "labour bottle- 

neck« need not emerge to retard industrial development or adversely influence 

location decisions. The provision of the required skills in advance of demand 

creates a desired "labour pull" on industries, drawing them to economically 

valid locations. The general availability of better schooled labour in 
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exxstxng urban areas would,   however,   tend to attract and accelerate the estab- 

Ixshment of certain labour-i„tensxve  industries.    Such labour-oriented indus- 

tries are those  in which  labour costs make up a sxgnifcant  share of the unxt 

cost of output,  and busxness volume tends  to fluctuate,  so  that  the ease of 

selectxng and recruiting effective workers from a large local supply facili- 

tates the maintenance of a relatively efficient work force.     Furthermore 

industries requiring skiUed personnel  tend to be drawn to urban areas where 
such manpower is usually concentrated. 

A predetermined geographic specialization of industries remits in a 

more economical pattern of transportation;   it eliminates needless movement 

of oargo and minimis the cross haulirxg of cargo and the multipUcity of 

shunts.    The location of establishments,   industrial complexes, and special- 

ised production centres on the basis of a lorxg-range transport design and 

long-term transportation ,osts achieves the economical shipping of finishe-i 

goods and economical inbound movement of raw materials that  a modern transport 
technology can provide. 

The design .„d timely programing for th. provision „f tr«,port („ i„ 

th. c. of power and oth.r infra,tructur.) for . con.t.n.tion of related 
.p.ci.liz.d industrial di.trlet. ^ .„ int,nsive Me of euch infrMtruo_ 

tur. .„d low coat transport service..!/   The Xoc.lla.tion of industrie, in 

speciaUsed production centre. r..ult. in lower industry-wide stock-sal., 

r.ti«.    Thi. quantitiv. shrinkage in    „».„tory .tool», »ith re.ulting lower 
investment m inventori...   i. appaiati, in *„. .any indu8triM t„.t produc! 

hi»*-v.lu. good.,  wherein  investment in „ook t.„d. to exceed inv.stm.nt  ln 

PW «4 ,quipMnt.    Th.  loc.lla.tion of indulItrias nviirm  iomr finiihed 

stock l.v.1, becus. „icier delivery .nd .hort.r di.tribution channel, .„.ort 
leas stock. 

«.UonaUsed p».„,. «d indu.tri.1 caBpl„.. in mll eltuatad ^ 

i-trlot. h.« rn.rk.41y !ow .«ock-s.le. r.tlo. owing to th. greater !„,.„.._ 

tion of plant, and wid.r Sorption 0, int.roh.ng.aM. .ub-„.„bH.. and 

cc.pon.nt. in th. assembly of fi„i product..     Indu.tri.1 r.t io„.l i... i0„ 
.hrinx. inventory .took, by d..lgni„g pl.„t, .„.„.,,. t0 ^^^  .__ ^ 

2/ The analysis and the approach for attlni«» fK4. 
allocated to a later sS. **•*»«* thi. economic arrangement is 
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product  mix,   by  shortening distribution   channels and  by  obtaining more effi- 

cient  material-handling and   transport   arrangements.      Industrial   rationaliza- 

tion  also  ot.vains  economies  by   promoting  the  adoption  of  improved  inventory 

Control  systems  and  "hand-to-mouth"  purchasing practices. 

Producers situated   in a specialized  production district  can more effec- 

tively  adapt  facilities  and operations   to  changes  in products,  product mix, 

and production  requirements  because of  a wider range  of equipment   types and 

GU'.c;;  available  for current  and  standby   operations.     Producers can also attain 

a more c.Jble  volume of output   in the  face of seasonal  influences and shifts 

m market  demand owing to   the greater availability of market   information and 

more effective  forecasting,   and   to  the  greater opportunity  for purchases from 

locaL subcontractors  to meet  peak sales  requirements or for engaging m 

subcontracting work during the slack season.     Producers,  moreover,   experience 

fewer production  interruptions  because  of a more reliable supply of materials, 

utilities,   repairs  and facilities. 

The geographic concentration of producers  in similar  1'nes of business 

readily and economically  promotes  the emergence of industrial research.    The 

concentrated   location pattern  is more conducive  to the assembly of a community 

of  technicians,   engineers  and scientists  and   to  the establishment  of  industry- 

wide and publicly aided research activity  for  the generation of a flow of 

technological   innovations specifically  geared to  the needs  of the   industry. 

A concentration of more or   less  specialized proluction   in an economically 

favourable   location reaps  productivity  gains  from lower priced inputs of 

productive factors   in terms of goods and services  (that  is,   from external 

economies),   as well as from the  broader adoption of mass production technology 

by economio-siae establishments   (that   is,   from internal economies).    Special- 

ised ancillary  plants emerge  to supply   sub-assemblies and parts  to producers 

of different   though  technically-related products.    A large market,  comprised 

of  techno-ecoriomically related producers  in the general area,   promotes the 

emergence of specialized enterprises  that  offer such services as equipment 

repair,   motor  trucking,   warehousing,   plant  construction,   waste disposal, 

engineer ing,   technical tJu-'.ation and other   local  infrastructure services. 

Producir:-   locating   in an economically  compatible centre of specialization 

obtain   I'^wer operating exists   (lower  break-even  n^irns)  owing to  the avail- 

ability    <f ckilLei   labour  ani  specialized  suppliers  .ind  to   the procurement  of 
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lower   priced materials  and utilities.     Lower production costs  permit   lower 

prices   and,   generally,   P   larger  volume  of sales  for many   line, of goods which, 

in   turn  and m the  long run,   promotes wider use of masc-production   (high-speed) 

machinery with  its  lower  fixed costs and  .ower  labour cost  per unit  of output. 

Thus,   when a plant  or an  industrial  complex,   designed for the output  of 

a process-related product   line,   is  located in a specialized   industrial 

district,   it obtains a low break-even point from external economies  (including 

savings  from purchases of  low-priced sub-assemblies and components)  and from 

internal  economies,   though  in some cases  internal economies may be somewhat 

limited   in  the  initial years of business.     As   indicated earlier,   through" the 

joint   output of related goods,   enterprises obtain  internal  economies  because 

of a relatively high utilization of capacity.     Since a rationalised mining 

economie-si^ enterprise,   when situated  in a specialized production centre 

enjoys  a  lower break-even point,   it will be an economically viable enterprise 
even  though it may be somewhat underutilized.^ 

Infrastructure provision for r»ffi0nai  industri»!  nn-|ti.M 

Infrastructure provides  industry with the basic services necessary to  the 

production process.    These  »economic overhead- services  include transportation 

power  and water supply,   and communication.    Social  infrastructure consists of 

education, health facilities and the various public services that contribute 

to economic growth and a general increase in productivity. 

The provision of such  infrastructure as highways,  railways,  terminals and 

power facilities absorbs large amounts of capital.    The capital  intensiveness 

and capital «lumpiness» of infrastructure derives from the geographic dispersal 

of the  demand and market for their services and the physical extensiveness of 
their facilities. 

^ L*lXlnallzaííon Programme (as outlined earlier) standardizes materials 
and sub-assemblies and maximizes their interchangeability for assemb v or 
fabrication into various final products.    It orgfnizes ÄÄ    M 

dL?^«TTCOn0mlC 8T °n the baB1B °f P^esB-related product  lines 
uíe  f? LírLaPPr;Priate,adaptabÍUty and integration and for intensive 

"oduet o?" iz x\:^:;;vtodrivity gains; "set8 ^ -p-^,.* v       uuviuii centres conei.,   ing of techno-economically related  industrial 

ESS s•.S r•Sä-SSäSää 
tecCofogy! d«trictB,   namely on tue basis of a spectrun, of  industrial 
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The  programming of geographically  scattered  development   projects  often 

means   that  newly  erected  plants  are  provided with high-cost,   underutilised 

infrastructure  cervices,   or  are  handicapped  by   interruptions  stemming front 

bottlenecks   in   transportation and  power.     Poorly  planned and   indiscriminate 

infrastructure  erection results  not  only   in  underutilized capacity,   but   in 

Long-term economic  dislocations;   plants  are pulled to areas and sites  by  the 

short-term availability  to   transport or power,   rather than being rationally 

located on the  basis  of the   best  available resource and market  situations. 

A development   approach which permits heavy  absorption of investment   in under- 

utilized  infrastructure,   moreover,   retards  the  rate of economic growth because 

it  representa misdirected development and a waste of resources. 

Because of the general   indivisible  nature  of  infrastructure and  the fact 

that  facilities are often  built  ahead of demand,   underutilization (excess 

capacity)   is  considered to  be unavoidable.     This means  that  for a period of 

years  large   investments for  economic development  contribute  little to  the    , 

supply of goods and services. 

Balanced  programming seeks  to avoid excess capacity above  that which  is 

inherent   in the  indivisibility of the facilities.     Capital  lumpiness and under- 

utilization can be somewhat  reduced by tailoring and staging the construction 

of highways,   thermal power  plants,  and coastal  shipping to fit  the current 

requirements of industry and development.     Such balanced programming attempts 

to provide sufficient  infrastructure services  to prevent the emergence of 

production bottlenecks as  new industrial  facilities go  into operation. 

Flanners must  try to  provide adequate  infrastructure so that  industry can 

function without shortages   in power,  transportation and communication.     Short- 

ages result   in curtailment  of production,  underutilization of plant capacity, 

and excess accumulation and hoarding of raw material stocks.     Planners must, 

however,  avoid the erection of technically "over-specified" facilities and of 

excess capacity (underutilized facilities)   in infrastructure with the conse- 

quent  high service charges. 

Planners must provide  developing countries with technically and economi- 

cally efficient and useful   types of infrastructure for  long-term needs and 

rational economic development.    That is,   they must avoid the  incidence of 

premature obsolescence  in capital-intensive facilities   (both   in design and 

economic utility).     The  infrastructure must meet  the needs of  long-term eco- 

nomic development and provide a useful strvice  for a long span of years. 
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Traneport and peer supply are   lnUgral   ^ „f lndMtplal a„d ^^ 

activity.     Effect i».  industrial planning depends on a continual  curvy  of 

resources and their evaluation for comm,rcial exploitation on the basis  cf 

richness  and accessibility   in  terms  of projected transport  and power  tecn- 

-low      A transport study must derive from studies of resources and plans 

or agricu turai  development and industrialicen.     Bcc.omic objective« and 
development p.ans must   be translated   into   transportation revirements   ., a" 

efiicient  long-ten, transport system  is to be design and developed. 

The projected cost  of transport services influences  the location of . 

industries and the kinds of industrial complexes that can be established 

An economical transport  system and an  interconnected power system enlarge the 
cope of market, and open up »growth areas» for locating specialised prlucÍ 

tion centres.    Because cf ,„.  Urger number of availab!,  location options. 

industrial ,,.pl„.. can be more advantageously situated for cheaper inputs 
and  efficient production. 

It  is essentially by projecting a geographic specialization of economic 

LT   ri"1" PUn"'rS °P,Cify lhe l0ne-tera r"'-'1 "*"»°» <* '-.lop- 
«nt and  the economica!ly-valid industrie, for each area.     A continuing study 

for the projection and refinement of a location pattern for industries obtain. 

an efficient distribution of specialized production activities.    A location 

study ....„tialiy allocate, and situate. reUt.d ir.du.tria! activities and 

Und uses to area, and di.tricts where these specific economic activities 

-»UM be advantageously .it.d;  and where the rehired pianta can be organised 

•nd arranged for efficient „. of Und a. well a. for efficient production. 

tifvinTT•1""1 r"ÌOnal l00atl0n °f l"dU,t" """•' « * —• ** ««- tiding,  «firing and r...rving scarce, well .i,u.t.d indu.trial  land for 

Vita!  long-,,• .concie development.     It thereby determines the best uso for 

scarce industrial  !and and provide, the time n.c...^ for research and 

thorough planning of the economic aspect, that facUit.t. town planning.     !„ 

the short run, industrial  land mV be effectively employed for agriculture, 
storage areas, public m«*.,.,  0pe„-.ir ein«»., rather than for permanent 
structures. 

* P. ejecting the kind „4 the .iz. of indu.trie. suited to each economic 

area (by projecting economic potential), planner, detenne th. infraetructure 

specification for each are. i„ term. 0f tran.port.tion, pow.r, water, ...t. 



li;-p.)caL,   commun irai Lori,   technical   education,   medical   facilities  and  the   like. 

A   projected   locati m of mining,   iron  and  steel,   and basic   chemicals   industries, 

ï^r   instance,    indicateti  where  heavy   transport  services  and  power would  be 

rcq.i i red. 

A   location-projection survey  shortens   the gestation   time  for erecting and 

establishing  industries  and   infrastructure   because   it   permits  advance   long- 

term decision  making and,   thus,   provides   ample  time  for   thorough economic  and 

engineering studies  and  for  selection and   acquisition  of   industrial sites. 

The   planning of   • runcportation,   communication,   power  and water supply 

systems   is  fundamental!;,   based  on a  projected economic  and   industrial geog- 

raphy of a developing region,     ".he  projection,  however,   undergoes adaptation 

and refinement   to  accommodate   technological   innovations   and  the  availability 

of more  complete  resource data. 

A projected economic geography  enables  planners   to  determine the  routes 

and kinds of transport  services required,   areas of water  surplus and areas 

of water demand,   areas  of cheap f.;el  ar.d  power surplus,   and the pattern and 

stages for the   evolution of an  interconnected  oower grid.     Planners,   for 

instance,   will   estimate the   types,   volume  and seasonality   in the flow  of cargo 

so   that   they  can  evolve a rational   transport  system. 

It   is on  the basis of over-all   analysis and   the emerging transport   tech- 

nology  that   the  planner projects economic  development  and designates  the 

transport media   that  are economically suitable for the  various  types of cargo 

and branches of   industry.     The cost  and performance of  the various  transport 

services  differ among areas  because  of differences   in the  type and volume of 

goods  to  be moved and differences   in geographic  location  of industries. 

The  development  of a transport   system  takes   into  account  the trend   in 

transport   technology,   comparative  transport capabilities  and costs for dif- 

ferent   transport media,   the   impact  of the  different media on production and 

distribution coats,   and  i-he  net   long-term effect  on economic development  of 

the various  transport  media.     The selection of a media will be based on 

comparative costs,   not only   in terms  of  the transportation service,   but  of 

the  total   long-run cost  (the  future  cost)   of production and distribution for 

industries projected  for development.     The  projected freight cargo to be 

moved,   therefore,  would be allocated among different   transport media so  as  to 

at lain minimum   long-term investment   in both transport  and  industry and  to 

accelerate economic  growth. 
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Planners  develop a  transport  system  on  the   basis  of  topography,   geographic 

configuration  of economic   areas,   and  a projected  flow of goods  fron  industries 

and  areas   planned  for development.     Planners  select  general   routes   for surface 

and  water   transport  and   stipulate   terminal  and  key   intermediate  points.     (The 

ievelopment   of a cargo  air   transport  system  and  air  transport-based   industries 
is outlined   in a  later  section.) 

í 

Transportation analysts  select   the   type of carriers   (type of  transport 

services)   on   the basis of development  strategy,   adaptability  and   long-term 

costs   for moving designated   types of freight   m   the projected  economy.    The 

specification of  transport  services   involves   the  stipulator   and  al location, 4' 

transport   nedia among freight   and   passenger services,   for  lo- g-r.aui   and 

short-haul   trips,   for  bulk and  small  package goods movement,   for high-value 

ana   Low-va Lue  cargo  and  so  on.*-1' 

A detailed study of projected economic development and of transport 

requirements provides the specifications for specific routes -  initially thé ^ 

routes  for  those areas selected for earlier development.    The construci <m of       * 

transportation is programmed for effective synchronization with the progress 

of plant   construction and  projects for agricultural development. 

In   the   projection of  transport,   planners  should  take  into  account rele- 

vant   technological  trends  and   industrial  potentialities.    They  should parti- 

cularly  note   the progress   in miniaturization of both consumer and  producer 

goods.     Light-engineering and electrical   industries,   for instance,   devote a 

large  share  of their capacity   to  the output  of goods of high value  relative 

to their bulk   (small high-value products).     This means  that  a substantial 

share  of  the  manufactured  products of the   immediate future will be goods of 
10 ^ * 

high unit  value relative   to  their bulk.—'     Meanwhile,   the continual   long- f 
I 

term drop   in   the cost of air cargo sh  pping means  that air transport will > 

2/    In general,   long hauls   in heavy  traffic would be allocated  to railways and 
water carriers;   road transport  finds  its best use for moving high-value 
goods and perishables  over short hauls;  and air transport   is economical 
for high-value  products  relût :/e  to  their bulk. 

i0/ Miniaturized sub-assembly  units  and components go   into   the assembly of 
business  machines,   automobile control  devices,   air conditioners,   television 
sets  anu  radios,   and a growing group of other products.     Air-shipped sub- 
assembly  units and components  that  also go   into   the final  assembly of many 
products   include  transmissions,   clutches,   gears,   crankshafts,   axles, 
instruments,   pumps and control  devices,   generators,   motors,   rubber and 
plastic   parts and  the   like. 
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expand   secularly.     A der IG ion   for   the   future   introduction  of  air   transport 

services  for  a given   industry   in  developing regione,  should   take   into  account 

the   important   savings   in   inventory   that  would   take  place,   the  over-all  reduc- 

tion   in   inventory  carrying charges  and   the advantage  of speed   in   transport  of 

materials. 

Industries operating on the basis of air transport can, therefore, 

obtain substantial economies in terms of steadier production, short distri- 

bution channels, speed in adjusting to changes in market demand and low 

over-all inventory Levels. Such economies, and the possibilities of estab- 

lishing efficient industrial complexes of minimum economic size, create the 

economic conditions for a measure of industrial development on the basis of 

air  transport   in  the years  ahead.—^ 

The   investment  required for   the  provision of air cargo   transport  services 

WHild be comparatively  low because of  the general  excess capacity   in airline 

facilities   in developing countries.     Moreover,   cargo aircraft  might  be acquired 

^   gly as needed.—     The comparative absence of capital  1-unpir.ess   in air 

-argo  transport  facilities would enable a gradual expansion  it. air  freight 
carrying capacity. 

Interrelationships  in the programming of infrastructure and  industry 

Perspective planning projects   the future  industrial geography  of a 

developing country by outlining   its  constituent  eco,. Vue areas,   location 

pattern for   industries and a flow of economic activities.     Such planning 

provides a large backlog of viable  industrial  ani agricultural projects  that 

make   it  possible for planners  to  prepare and maintain an up-to-date,   long- 

range development   plan for years  ahead.     Since  perspective planning provides 

«ft le range  of viable projects   for  the erection of  industries and   infrastruc- 

ture,   it  offers  alternative directions and approaches  for economic growth. 

U/ Most fundamental  is the fact   that air transport might become a major means 
for overcoming  the obstacle  of small markets.     A continental  constellation 
of  interrelated  industrial  complexes and specialized production districts 
might  emerge   to produce and  distribute  to an enormous market  and  thereby 
obtain a balanced flow of freight  and intensive utilization of air  trans- 
port  facilities  that  will make  for   Low shipping costs and  lower priced 
inputs. 

l£   Aircraft   builders would  likely   find   it  economical   to  tailor  their aircraft 
designs   for developing countries.     Por   instance,   slower planes  would be 
appropriate  because  of  the  substantial  differential  between air  speed and 
surface   speed. 
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In determining the most effective strategy for economic growth, planners 

analyse the perspective projection (a projection of the geographic totali- 

zation of industry two decades or more ahead) to ascertain and evaluate 

alternative directions and approaches for developing the earlier stage of 

economic growth and the ultimate growth of the economy as a whole. 

Although there are many intricate aspects to the problem, the selection 

of an economically valid growth strategy is crucial to success.  Stated in 

simple terms, planners employ the perspective plan as a basis for following 

through alternative paths for economic development (alternative approaches 

and sequences for developing industry branches, infrastructure, agriculture, 

etc.) and for appraising the results of each in terms of such criteria as tue 

rate of growth, attainment of technological proficiency, investment absorption 

and ease of maintaining economic balance, that is, avoiding imbalances m 

capacity, in the balance of payments and in inflationary forces. 

Once a valid growth strategy is determined, planners implement fie strat- 

egy by preparing an economic plan for programming the eBtablishment of speci- 

fied industries and infrastructure in selected areas in conformity with the 

predetermined industry-location pattern. 

With perspective planning, planners are able to prepare and implement a 

succession of comparatively leng-range plans (six to ten years) for developing 

industries, infrastructure, agriculture, education and other cultural improve- 

ments.  S-.ch "planning in depth" is particularly vital for programming infra- 

structure; and industry for concurrent complexión and for attaining the adapt- 

ability in programming essential for minimizing the emergence of imbalances 

during the process of growth. 

On the basis of a projected industrial geography, planning and program- 

ming can accelerate regional development by initially exploiting Ine economic 

potential of the most promising areas and growth points.  These would include 

major urban areas as well as accessible selected regions favourably endowed 

with rich minerai deposits such as copper, bauxite, and potash; timber 

resources for lumber and pulp industries; and rich sources of fuel (coal, oil, 

sites for hydroelectric power).  Industrial programming would initially 

concentrate on those capital-intensive industrial projects that promote the 

emergence of scale economies and step up economic expansion. 

Planners introduce geographically specialized industries and integrate an 

emerging -conomy by programming a succession of techno-eoonomically related 
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vertical segmente of capacity - in line with the predetermined industry- 

location patter* within the limits of available investment funds and short- 

term supply of skilled and professional  labour.-»' 

The programming of a new industry usually involves the erection of 

vertical?^ related plants and industrial complexes at pre-located industrial 

districts.    This vertical  segment of capacity will generally consist of early, 

int.flnediate and final-stage plant capacity and the supporting specialized 

local  infrastructure.    The constituent plants and industrial complexes would 

be mutually supporting ir *tat they would be supplying establishments and 

consuming establishments. 

Planners programme the expansion of an existing line of production by 

enlarging output capacity all along the line of a vertical segment of produc- 

tive facilities and the specialized local infrastructure facilities.    This 

may involve the erection of a duplicate early-stage plant and an enlargement 

of a final-stage industrial complex.     It may, however,  call for the erection 

of a more specialized final-stage industrial complex (or plant) and the con- 

version of an existing industrial complex (or plant) to a narrower line of 

production.    Programm i ng,   in this instance,   splits a line of production and 

allocates a narrower line of work to more specialized establishments. 

The development plan will typically include the programming of a number 

of groups of techno-economically related single establishments pre-planned for 

location in appropriate specialized production centres.    In the earlier stage 

of economic development,  many of these establishments are designed to put out 

products substituting for  imported goods.    Since the foregoing plants were 

largely selected on the basis of their material relatedness, the specified 

early-stage plants  would be erected with a ready market for their output. 

A long-range approach to economic growth enables planners to prepare plane 

and programmes that   take  into account detailed infrastructure needs  (depots, 

terminals, warehousing,  special handling facilities) of industries pre-located 

at various growth districts and areas.     Such an approach enables planners to 

avoid or, at  least,   to minimize the waste of resources stemming from economic 

I )J It   is obvious   that short-term planning for economic growth in developing 
countries  involves many obstacles - political  instability,  trade  imbal- 
ances,   inflation,  shortage of capital and skilled labour,  etc.     This paper 
limits its coverage to  the outlined long-range  location-and-development 
approach and  its contribution to facilitating long-term economic develop- 
ment on a more   rational basis. 
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imbalances that consist of shortages in capacity  (or output)  in certain 

industries and infrastructure along with excess   (underutilized) capacity in 
other industry branches and infrastructure. 

The attainment of integrated industrial development necessitates advanced 

programming of transport and power facilities in order to assure the provision 

of the infrastructure services required for industries scheduled for early 

emergence.    Long-range planning in depth on the basis of a predetermined 

industry-location pattern enables planners to identify the transport and power 

infrastructure requiring long gestation. 

Long-range programming can then specify the needed transport routes' and 

facilities and the time schedule for their erection.    Such programming erects 

those sections of the pre-planned transport system required for synchronized 
•mergence witn particular industries. 

Planners may specify a transitional scheme for the provision of transport 

servioes.    A near-term scheme for the provision of transport for a given route 1 

m*y stipulate motor trucking or a narrow gauge railway which is later to be 

replaced by a standard gauge railway line.    The dismantled narrow gauge railway 

may be installed for local infrastructure of isolated industrial districts. 

Planners will not long delay the improvement or the linking up of trans- | 

port services between neighbouring economic areas.    The programming of compie- f 

mentary industrial enterprises at neighbouring economic areas results in a 

more intensive use of linking transport services.    Transport utilization is 

augmented by an early programming and construction of industrial establish- 

ments at major cross-roads and along the main route between economic areas. 

The long-range development plan takes into account the cost of power.    A 

study for long-term power supply analyses the long-range development plan and 

formulates the most rational scheme for acquiring an economical long-term 

power supply, while satisfying near-term power requirements with a minimum of 

underutilised capacity.    The long-term supply (and cost) of power will depend 

on the feasibility of designing suitable stages for evolving an interconnected 

power system.    The near-term supply (and cost) of power would depend on the 

relative cost of fuel sources,  availability of hydroelectric power sites,  and 

the types of power stations that can be economically erected to meet the net- 

terai demand as indicated by the development plan. 
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In the short run,  certain isolated production centres can be supplied lay 

a local power station.    Small power stations may be equipped with a transport- 

able turbine which can later be installed in another area.    As the demand for 

power increases,   the spreading power network supplies electricity to formerly 

isolated production centres. 

Planners essentially achieve industrial development at low investment in 

plant and infrastructure by programming industrial capacity for the «mergence 

of a number of integrated industrial districts.    By expanding (filling in) 

capacity in a constellation of related production centres in line with a pre- 

determined geographic specialization of industry,  planners obtain intensive 

use of power and transport facilities,  lower stock-sales ratios and create 

other economies of scale. 
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Appendix 1 

INTERINDUSTRY RELATION  TN THE HISTORTÇAL EVOLUTA 
OF INDUSTRIAL LOCATION FACTORS lj 

Before the industrial  revolution,  transport costs were the predominant 

factor for the location of industry.    Industries,  including the production of 

iron and  steel (whose furnaces used wood for fuel), were generally scattered in 

small centres of production set in plains or valleys where transport was easy 

and there were pockets of non-agricultural  labour (fertile areas with 

agricultural production)  or in regions with a rapidly growing population 

offering ample supplies of low-cost labour. 

With the industrial revolution there was a changeover from a scattered 

iron and steel industry based on wood to one using coal for fuel and reduction. 

Because of the cost of transporting coal and the large quantities involved, 

the ste«l industry - which now needed heavy investments - settled at sites in 

the coal basins which in Europe stretch from the Saar-Ruhr area across to 

England.    These areas possessed the additional advantage of river transporta- 

tion facilities.    In their turn,  industries using iron and steel tended to 

settle in these areas,  influenced by their cost of transport.    Similar trends 

appeared in the glass and ceramics industries and in other industries requiring 

considerable quantities of fuel.    In this way, what were to become the greatest 
industrial centres in Europe grew up. 

The emergence centres for iron and steel Baking and metalworking created 

concentrations of population, and hence manpower resources and local market e, 

which attracted manufacturing industries.    These economic concentrations 

justified and led to the creation of vast infrastructural works.    Thus,  new 

industrial location factors were added to transport costs, arising from the 

•patial concentration of industry and the economies of concentration or rather 

the external economies offered to firms by the existence of good infrastructure, 
labour supply and so on. 

The nineteenth century and the present century saw the expansion of these 

great concentrations.    Their power to attract industrial investment continues, 

although there are now profound changes in the role of location factors, which 

have begun to manifest themselves - at first slowly, then more rapidly - during 
the last fifty years. 

Jr- 

i/ The text of this appendix has been taken in part from EEC (1966) op. cxt 
suitably condensed and modified for the purpose of the present study.  
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New sources and   forms of energy  are  used and  there are vast   improvements 

in   transport  systems.     Markets have   broadened and   competition grows.     Given 

the  need for greater  productivity and   innovation,   technological   specialization 

becomes ever more   important  in the manufacturing  industries,   forming the basis 

for modern mass-production methodB.     This specialization,   once  peculiar to the 

textile  industry,   has   spread to metalworking and   numerous other manufacturing 

industries.    In basic  and other continuous-process   industries  (steel,   heavy 

chemicals and so on),   these objectives are attained by technological 

integration. 

Technological   specialization  in manufacturing  industries   leads  inevitably 

to reliance on auxiliary  industries and various   industrial services.     These 

must  be  located near  the manufacturing industries,   either because their 

facilities must be   immediately available or because  frequent  contact with 

them  is necessary.     Because of their  size,  the auxiliary  industries and 

industrial services  require many customers in order to operate  economically. 
2/ 

Hence  they are to be   found only in tne   large industrial  concentrations. 

Though transport  costs no  longer have a decisive effect  on  production 

costs   in most manufacturing industries*1'   and a suitable energy   supply   is also 

available in other areas,   nevr  investments continue  to be directed towards the 

existing concentrations,  despite the   fact that  new conditions  favour greater 

mobility. 

Interindustry  relations have become the predominant   location factor for 

manufacturing industries with widespread markets.     Availability  of  labour and 

more  spacious sites are the most  frequent reasons  why expanding enterprises 

deride to move.     But  because of the   interindustry  relations,   such movements 

generally occur within  or around  the borders of   industrial concentrations, 

that   is within   .he  radius of utilization of the auxiliary industries and 

industrial services. 

Originally,   the   industrial agglomeration process  in  the concentrations 

was  essentially quantitative,  but   it   has since become mainly qualitative. 

2' With some  industries which developed  in traditional centres,   such as 
textiles,  auxiliary   industries and related services grew up  organica! ly   in 
these  specialized agglomerations. 

J ' With auxiliary   industries and  services,   the   importance  of  proximity  lies 
noi    ir, the   transport  csts   involved,   hut   in  the   immediacy  of   such  services 
and   nere mai   contacts. 
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The  external  economies which once  stemmed from the mere fact  of agglomeration 

now derive  from the specific  interindustry relations  found  in  the great 

concentrations,  where  the  units belong to the same and complementary sectors. 

Transport costs are  still the predominant   location factor for a few 

industries,  mainly those using bulky raw materials,   such as the basic indus- 

tries,   or selling bulky products to  louai markets (food products,   soft drinks 

and some construction materials).     As supplies of the raw materials (coal and 

iron ore) which gave rise to the concentration of industry in Western Europe 

become  insufficient or less economic and new materials (oil,  etc.)  which need 

to be  imported have been introduced,  the expansion of basic  industries is 

moving to the coasts to reduce transport costs,   or to those parts  of Europe 

where deposits of the new materials (methane etc.) have been discovered. 

Large steel works,   petrochemical complexes and refineries spring up in 

the peripheral parts of Europe,  which previously were left out  of the 

industrialization process and could count only on small industries serving 
the  local market. 

Unfortunately,  since the common  location factors which once grouped 

manufacturing and basic  industries no  longer exist,  these complexes do not 

give rise to new industrial centres,  despite the presence of infrastructures 

and  the regional development policy  incentives  introduced during the  last 

decades.    These regional policies were devised when belief declined in the 

principle that a free economy would be spatially  self-balancing and mark the 

introduction of macro-economic criteria of industrial  location  in the European 
countries. 

The profound historical changes described above  in the relative  importance 

of the various  location factors have not,  however,  greatly changed  the indus- 

trial  face of Europe.     By and large,   industry remains  located  in a central 

block.     Over the course of time,  the  large concentrations have extended into 

the adjoining regions whil¿ the peripheral parts of Europe have continued to 

have a  low density of  industry and an agricultural  economy.     In view of the 

different rhythms of expansion which characterize these two types  of economic 

structure,  the gap between the developed regions and the peripheral regions 

has become more pronounced. 

Without doubt,  one of the major causes of the present  lack of development 

in the underdeveloped regions is the  inadequacy of interindustry  relations, 

particularly the lack of an efficient  network of auxiliary industries and 

industrial  services. 
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Appendix  2 

INTERIWDU5TRY  RELATIONS   IM THE CLASSIFICATION 
OF  INDUSTRIAL  LOCATION FACTORS 

An a¿ hoc classification of industrial   location factors has been made in 

this  paper for the sake  of  clarity oí'  presentation and to highlight  the 

autonomous  role  of  interindustry relations.     The  following five  main headmgB 

are  utilized: 

1.     Infrastructure and  site requirements 

This refers to  the general   technical   infrastructure  (transport, 

communications,  water supplies,   etc.)  and the social  infrastructure 

(housing,   schools,   amenities,   etc.)   in the district where   industry is 

to be   located,  and   tu facilities at  the site on which the  plant   is to 

he built  (availability of building plots,   connexions to water and 

power  supplies    etc.,   access to   transport  systems). 

In this  respect   two sub-headings may be considered: 

(a) Standard  requirements:     normal  infrastructure and site 
requirements needed by  most   industrie?, 

(b) Special  requirements     those relating to  infrastructure and 
sites for  certain heavy  industrial  plants and to  industries 
using particular processes,   etc.   (water access and deep-water 
berths  for overseas  shipments;  quantity or quality of water 
or electricity or gas   supply;   size  of plot,  nature of the 
ground,   etc.). 

2-     Transport  costs 

These  include  not  only transport but also communications costs,  of 

raw materials from  the  source to  factory and of products from the 

factory to the markets. 

'.    Laftoyj- SUEPIY 

This covers the availability  of labour (workers and other personnel) 

and  rates of remuneration.     Labour supply may be referred  to,   depending 

on its characteristics,   under three sub-headings: 

(a) General   labour; 

(b) Skilled   labour; 

(c) Labour with  special  characteristics  (female  labour etc.) 
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4. Interindustry relations 

Interindustry relations refer  to  linkages that cause one  industry 

to be   located  nrar to another,  but   not because of transport   or other 

direct  costs.     Such  industrial  linkages making for proximity affect  the 

following groups: 

(a) Specialist   units for maintenance and  servicing machinery and 
equipment.   including supplementary units and local spare 
parts depots.    Many such repair and maintenance units work 
specifically  for a tfiven sector of  industry;   others,  concerned 
with the maintenance of general   service plant and  construction 
systems,   operate across   industry as a whole. 

(b) Sub-contractors and speoic.lized processing units,  comprising 
workshops turning out made-to-order products or performing 
special processes specifically requested by industry.    Most 
of these industries work for a particular industrial sector. 

(c) Other intermediate industries or  local depots supplying 
standard and catalogued products.     Intermediate industries 
which produce material used on a large scale  industrially. 
This sub-heading excludes basic  industries,  which do not 
normally have to be close to the factories they supply; when 
exceptions  occur,  they are due to  the effect of 2.  (transport 
costs). 

(d) Various technical and commercial  services,  which may be 
grouped according to whether they serve industry  in general 
or given sectors. 

5. Public industrial policy 

This item refers to instruments and measures of industrial policy 

which influence the location of industry (controls, incentives, etc.). 

They tend to introduce macro-economic criteria of industrial location 

in the market economies. 

In the classification adopted, interindustry relations as location 

factors are limited to those shown in heading 4. Many other interindustry 

relations appear in input-output matrices (linkages with basic industries and 

aspects of vertical integration of production in steel and petrochemical 

complexes) but they are excluded as location factors.  In the few cases nowa- 

days where manufacturing industries locate near basic industries, the main 

reason is generally transport costs, no longer technological reasons. 

Steel and petrochemical complexes and other basic industries are generally 

material-oriented, so that transport costs mainly determine their location. 
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' ri I;/ a part >f "he processing cycle of these complexes may set up at the main 

I r at i r;, the rer.t oí' the cycle being undertaken elsewhere by the same firm 

"r even in nearby establishments of other finr.s.  These are eases of technically 

o mplox integration if a single operational unit, although the I'^-ati^n "f the 

remainder if the cycle coulii be considered as resulting from the interindustry 

relations factor.  It has been thought preferable, however, to treat steel and 

petrochemical complexes as an operational unit, whether this is the actual or 

p tent i a I situation.  Agro-industrini complexes, on the other hand, are gener- 

ally processing industries located near raw materials of agricultural origin; 

in Uher words, tnnsport costs are the main consideration in their location. 

To summarize, interindustry relations have been defined independently 

from other factors, to avoid duplication and confusion in the classification. 

Only auxiliary industries and industrial services satisfy this criterion.  The 

customer industries tend to locate in their proximity, not because of transport 

costs but because the services and personal contacts need to be immediately 

available.  In other words, the distance factor has a marked influence here, 

but not in the traditional terms of transport costs. 

The classification might have been drawn up to include interindustry 

relations under a wider heading called the "distance factor", other than trans- 

port costs. This heading would also have covered, for instance, the commercial 

advantages of being near to customers or a considerable number of them, and 

also the requirements , t internal organization of multi-plant firms and so on. 

It cou',; be objected, however, that the latter point is one of the general 

arpects of the problem of centralized versus decentralized management.  The 

case of piants operating as auxiliaries of other plants of such firms is 

• vrred by sub-heading (ai and (hi of this heading. 

The classification does not include under separate headings the following 

factors affecting the location of single industrial plant:  the availability 

•if natural resources, the availability of capital and economies of scale. 

As natural resources, the classification refers to processing industries 

• >thcr than mines, whose location is determined by the deposits.  The avail- 

ability of natural resources is covered by the factor Transport costs (2) for 

raw materials or ly the factor Infrastructures and site requirements (l), for 

water supply, climate, etc.  Availability of capital is not considered a factor 

tearing in the Location of individual plants, in view of the existence of 
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national and international sources of finance and the mobility of this 

production factor, especially „hen sound projects are involved. 

Economies of scale are undoubtedly an element to be considered when 

deciding whether to expand the production of an existing establishment or to 

set up another plant, duplicating the range of products or suitably dividing 

the processes between the new plant and the existing one. Hitherto, consider- 

ations of the economies of scale have worked against the relocation of enter- 

prises. Should it be decided to set up a new factory, its location will be 

decided after examining the various cost factors in relation to site needs and 

ease of operation. 

Finally, it should be noted that the classification facilitates reference 

to the external economies gained by firms located in industrial agglomerations. 

This subject if dealt with briefly in appendix 3. 
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Appendix 3 

INTERINDUSTRY RELATIONS AND EXTERNAL ECONOMIES 

Interindustry relations form part of the external economies which in any 

given location may benefit the operations of firms already there or which settle 

there. External economies generally refer to the existence of suitable infra- 

structures, interindustry relations, and organized labour market and other 

conditions. 

These external economies, are available to industries in industrial con- 

centrations or agglomerations, by their very nature, but not to those in rural 

zones. External economies are therefore identified with the so-called economies 

of concentration. 

The need has been felt in the present study not only to define them in 

terms of the various location factors, but also to distinguish between general 

external economies which derive from the purely quantitative fact of agglomer- 

ation, and other external economies which result from the presence of industries 

belonging to the same sector or industries with a relative homogeneity of inputs. 

The convention has been adopted of calling this class of external economies 

sectoral external economies. 

The distinction makes analysis easier and is based on observable reality. 

In underdeveloped regions of Europe and in many developing countries one may 

encounter, in incipient industrial areas, agglomerations of heterogeneous 

industries which can offer in consequence some general external economies, 

but only to a limited extent.  In the great concentrations of the highly 

industrialized regions of central western Europe and other economically 

developed countries, it is possible to add to the general external economies 

the more important sectoral ones. 

General sectoral economies include infrastructure and standard facilities; 

supplies of general and the types of skilled labour used by many different 

industries (electricians, certain types of mechanics, etc.); a few types of 

maintenance units used by the majority of industries (maintenance units for 

general service systems of plants, for constructions, for vehicles etc.); 

local depots supplying the materials most widely used in industry; and other 

technical and commercial services which operate for industry in general (see 

table). 
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Sectoral  external économes  include   infrastructure and  site faciline- 

which satisfy special requirements;   skilled   labour and  labour with special 

characteristics;   sub-contractors and   specialized processing units;   special 

unit, for maintenance;   local  depots supplying standard and  catalogued products 

aud  various technical and comercial  services which are required  specificali» 

by the industries of the sector considered.     Interindustry relations thus 

belon,, mainly to this class of external  economies, and for many industries and 

sectors »ith a high degree cf technological specialization (tetal.orking, 

textiles,  etc.),   they represent the most  important element. 

General external economies „ay vary  in quality and level according t'o the 

characteristics cf an agglomeration of industries.    On tho other hand    an 

agglomeration which contains numerous industries belonging to the same sector 

may not offer all the external economies described above,  especiaHy as fas as 

auxiliary industries are concerned.    The presence of industries belonging to 

the same sector constitutes a necessary but not a sufficient condition fcr the 

operation of such auxiliary industries and services.    Because of inertia,  indus- 

trial agglomerations cf considerable size already exist in some industrial 

areas,   in underdeveloped parts of Europe and in the larger developing countries. 

Such agglomerations contain „umerous industries belonging tc the same sector 

but cannot attract the auxiliary industries and specific services they require. 

The great industrial concentrations  in the developed countries, however 

offer every class of external economies;   for certain sectors such economies  ' 

are available in specialized  isolated agglomerations such as textile and sho. 

manufacturing districts.    Since they are the geographic locations of a great 

number of industries, and consequently the seats of great centres of population 

too,   such concentrations also offer additional advantages to many industries 

producing for intermediate demand (standard and catalogued products) and for 

consumers.    Although these are i.dustries which produce for wide markets 

(national or international), and delivery costs are not usually a significant 

part of total product cost,  the fact that many of their customers are in the 

immediate region facilitates the commercial organization of sales and customer 

service.    This is one of «he genera! externa! economies proper to the great 

concentrations.    Furthermore,   it is precisely in the great concentrations that 

the continuous training of a body of managers and technicians occurs, and 

where the fastest  transmission of technical and administrative know-ho. takes 
place. 
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Table 

Industrial location factors and external economies 

External economies 

Industrial location 
factors 

1. Infrastructure and site 
requirements 

(a) Standard requirements 

(b) Special requirements 

2. Transport costs 

3. Labour supply 

(a) General 

(b) Skilled 

(c) With special 
characteristics 

4.  Interindustry relations 

(a)  Special units for 
maintaining and servicing 
machinery and equipment 

General 
(general agglomeration 

of industries) 

Sectoral 
(agglomeration of 

industries of 
same sector) 

E 

E 

e 1 

E 

(b) 

(e) 

Sub-contractors and 
specialized processing 
units 

Other intermediate industries ¡ 
or local depots, supplying 
standard and catalogued 
products 

(d) Various technical and 
commercial services 

S, Public industrial policy 

E 

E 

E 

E 

Note: The symbol E indicates the existence of facilities corresponding to the 
indicated location factors. The symbol e indicates the possibility of 
facilities restricted to a few aspects. 
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PABTm METHODS Oïï INDUSTRIAL LOCATION PLANNING 

1. Taohniqua« of Industrial location profr—lnç - A aaltotiva larvw. 
by I. Kritid 

2. Th« UM of indicativa planning to pue fro» ovar-all plane to location 
of individual projaot«, by P. David 

3. TwritorUl division of labour and distribution of productiva foro««, 
by S, A. »ikolajav 

4*   fifrta rafttiraaanta for induit rial looation, by f. Carniansky and 

5. MothodB of aoniavin* oonaiatanoy bttwaan national and racional location 
plana, by D. Sohajbal and 0. Zurak 

6. Cartographic aathoda appliad to ragionai planning, by I. Alaav and 
8, Jack 
I 
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I.      TECHNIQUES OF INDUSTRIAL LOCATION PROGRAMMING - 

A SELECTIVE SURVEY 

by l. Kretié1 

Current reaearch and development in locational programming have been 

intensive, including efforts to widen the application of scientific methods. 

These methodological innovations are too numerous to summarize in a single 

paper, if limited, as this paper is, to the techniques of industrial loca- 

tion programming. Locational methods important for research and practical 

purposes are considered here and priority has been given to methods verified 

by practice. Considerable attention has been devoted to the problems and 

methods of programming individual and group locations not emphasized in the 

literature of the major languages. Only the moot important techniques of 

programming individual and group locations have been mentioned. Titles of 

original papers referred to are given in the list of references. 

ECONOMIC THOUGHT ON THE PROBLEM OF LOCATION 

Survey of the development of the theory and 
methods of location 

During the intensive economic development of the nineteenth century the 

Ruhr Valley became the world's biggest industrial centre. The Industrial 

Revolution spread throughout the rest of politically and economically disunited 

Germany and by the end of the century the industrialization of the country had 

become intensive. Accelerated industrialization created many problems brought 

on by aspirations of increased productivity and profitability, and severe com- 

petitiveness. Realization of these aspirations depended, among other thingj, 

upon the location of industrial activities. 

For obvious reasons, the nucleus of the industrial location theory 

appeared at this time.  In 1882 Launhardt published in Berlin his tentative 

1/ Institute of Economics, Zagreb, Yugoslavia. 
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method of determining optimal  location.-^    Thirty odd years   later Weber con- 

structed the  "locational  triangle" method for the same purpose and  in almost 

the   jame way.^     He wanted to determine  the methodological  approach and the 

optimal  location  for industries according to their needs.     Since then,   the 

approach to the formulation of the locational  problem has been simplified. 

According to  Launhardt  locational  optimal ity depends upon a single  locational 

factor - transport  cost8.     As in Weber's  locational  triangle,  the apices of 

the triangle  indicate the location of raw material,   fuel and consumption of 

product  (market).     The task is then to find the place of production within 

such a triangle,  that is,  where  transport costs will be lowest. 

In these  investigations Weber went much further than his predecessor.     He 

was the first  to formulate the original  industrial  location theory.    According 

to him, the determination of an optimal location depends upon three factors: 

transport costs,  labour and agglomérat ive-deglcmerat i ve factors.    Weber widened 

considerably the instruments applied by the methodology of determining optimal 

location, but  all of his methods  (locational triangle,   isodapane system and 

Waringnon model) have been reduced to a technique of determining the individual 

industrial location with the minimal transport costs.    Other factors have been 

only of corrective importance.    It is not clear what their locational influence 

can be upon the methods mentioned above. 

All attempts to apply these early methods have shown how imperfect, 

impractical and rather naive they are.     Webor's numerous followers had as 

little success  in trying to perfect these methods as he did. 

Among other theorists Palander of Sweden contributed greatly towards 

perfecting Weber's  technique.^/    Although he showed a great  deal of ambition 

in trying to find practical solutions to the location problem,  his work was 

of limited practical value.     In his methodological approach  Palander improved 

Weber's isodapane method by applying it  to the determination of industrial 

location.    However,   to stray from his examples  in applying this method requires 

a deep knowledge of the schematic  intricacies of this complicated locational 
technique. 

ll W.   Launhardt  (1882)  "Die Bestimmung des zweckmässigsten Standortes ein«r 
gewerblichen Anlage",  Zeitschrift des Vereins deutscher Ingenian•   ¿6( 3) f 

Ü J*  ae•an(!909)  "^ den Standort  der Industri«».   Tübingen,   Federal Republic 

4/ T.   Palander  ( m<>)  Beiträge zur Standortstheoria.   Uppsala,   Sweden. 
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The  first national   theory ta,  within the past   fifty years,   deveiop.d 

»«. a number of théorie, of differ, approach,  subject,  or extent.    Slml. 

aneous with the development of the theories,  contributions have been „ade 

towards perfecting relative locations methods.    Although it makes li,tla 

sense and is very «mou» to separate the analysis of develop within 

various methodologies from the creation of the theory,  a number of theorists 

have »ade interesting contributions towards perfecting the technique of deter- 

mining location (*.  Loach,  E.  Hoover   Hanukov,  S.  Florence, H. Ho.elHng 
A. Smithies,  a. Ackley and others).V 

Losch has stressed the importance of the ..ber-Paland.r method of Lo- 

dane«, for iccaticnal research,  with a „umber of contribution, of hi, „.Í/ 

Hoover ha. emphasized demand a. on. of th. problem, in location research. 

However, his original method of determining th. rol. of th. lowe.t transport 
oo.t. ha. no« sur,»...* th. ,MUr „„, ^ ^ ^ ^^^¡J 

Th. met compr.h.„.iv. co».td.ration of tran.port cost, for th. alloca- 

o„ „f indu-try i» th. Union of Sovt.t Scoiali.* „.public, ha. b..„ glv.„ by 

Chanukov, i, include. . m.thodological a.0.0, of how to .olv. th... prob!«,..*/ 

R...aroh p.rfc.d by P. Sarget Flor.no. l.d to th. for.ul.tion of what 

.known a. th. "o„.fftci.„t of location», which d.note. th. tendencie. of an 

indu.try toward. di.p.rBion or concentrât ion.*/   If thi. i. taken for granted 

.uoh a method can hard!, .how how to .olv. „i.ting national probi«...    „ow- 

•v.r,  this method r.pr...nt. an attempt to .hift  from individual methods of 

r.s.arch to method, of group indu.tri.1 location.. 

Owing to th.lr div„.. oharact.r, th. .cluticn of loc.tional „id .pao. 

prob«, r.ouir.3 a continuing p.rf.„ti„„ 0f fohnicu...    Th. naIv. m.thodologi- 

oal location .clutions given by Launhardt,  H.b.r,  Paland.r,  Florence and oth.7. 
ar. u..ful oniy i„ ,olving yeIy .^ looational pr(jbw    ^^ ^ 

Hr.t to u.. th. theory of .p.c. baiane, in „plaining th. alIooaUo„ „f 

5/0. Po»..rd (1955) Economi, et ..pac. J.E.D.E.I.S.,  Paris. 

6/ »;|^»°M1940)  Di. räumlich. ^ ,.. ...-,,, ,„ r|    ^  „.^ ^^ 

V   pp.?8°T (1948) ""nation of P^nomiCtivity,  McOraw-„i„,  »,u r„rk, 

8/   E.  D.  Hanukov (1,55) Transport  i  r.,...;.^. „^ „,„,.„„,    ^^ 

2/   P. S. Florence (1948) InvMtmentjLocatton and Sii. of PI.„»   ^ 
University Pre.s,  London cation ana ¡>i2. of Plant, Cambridge 
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industry.     He  gave Lösch a basis  by making the  problems of location a part  of 
tne whole  system of economy.^/    Among the  ^^ ^^^  Qf ^^ 

porary  theorists,   outstanding credit  belongs to   Isard and Leontief for pointing 
d"   the  relativi* »f  Ideational  factors,   the possibilities of substituting 

one forymother and the need  to give a dynamic  basis to the theory of  loca- 

tion. Thus,   the essential   investigations of  the methodological approach 

to the   problems of location can be  seen in a different  light;  this cannot  be 

said of the  individual   locational   investigation methods of a more  static 
character. 

Economic literature of centrally planned economy countries ha8 taken a 

different approach to the theory and methods of location. This can beet be 

seen from the history of the role given to Weber'«  theory of location. 

Differences   in East   and W»qt  theories anri m,t.h^, 
of industrial  location -——— 

Market economies,  containing elements  of liberal economy with private 

initiative and  an aspiration towards the realization of private interests, 

were a starting point  for the creation and initial  development of the  first 

theory of  location.     Locational  methods have continued to develop along this 

Une;  until  recently their task was  to determine  tne optimal location for a 

certain  industrial activity  or factory.     Between  the two ware efforts were 

.ade by  Predohl,   Ohlin,   Losch  and others to extend  the original.  individual 

theories   into a general  theory  of location that  would also contain elements 

with a broader  social   impact.     However,  only the   intensive and manifold pro- 

cess that  has   taken place in all  fields of space  economy after the Second 

World War ha,   brought  about  a marked change  toward  that end. 

The  planning of economic  development has often been applied in countries 

without  centrally  planned economies.     Certain economic and social  principles, 

made manifest   through the need  to develop underdeveloped regions  (plans  of 

development   for southern  Italy,  Mediterranean regions and Bretagne in France) 

J£/ A.   Predoni   ,1J^)   "Das Standortsproblem  in der   Wir+cnhaf+ • ».       •   .. 
Weltwirtschaftliches Archiv.   VoUPl Wirtschaftstheorie», 

li.    W.   Isard and   W.   Leontief  'iQSPÌ   "The  sv+ö„   • * T 
t >  Interregional  Analve~><     i     w     Í      >     f ^ f^-Output  Techniques 

"]      " '   1"!-t!l0n  and  SP*°e  Economy,   Wiley,   Mew ^ 
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ha^e gradually become  Dart   of ¿~    T 

-ol. regi0J u„its ha ^ Pr0gra•eS-     ^-«'t.H..«lo„ of •.. has b,c* the most  fmuent  fom of deveiopMnt  ^ 

.*.. nr,:::;:: r„:;rme "*to—~ - ~- 
domain „, .00nomlc ZZI " regl0nal deVe,0W"1 P>-"i»«.     m ,hi. 
vidua!   indust : Ur"'   •n""Sti— - «-. method, app,i.d to lndi. 

iiiuuBuriai  location «rave rin« tn + K«        VI 

:r::::;.-•:,r r—"—-:^i ugn cnanges  m the professional economic  literature of th« y    • 

-J:;:::,:;:::::;- ^ -:r * -— ~- _tri88 
o  • ^*   on after th« Revolution of 1917 th. u  • Soviet Socialint R.^MJ   ^ «***«n 01 iyi(  the Union of 

.. ». - ..:r::i,;r^r:r•~;;.- r-~ •— 
beginning economic plan8 laid down .      ..     „        *****' thU8'  froffi th« •ry 

F    »o ¿aia aown by the Government of the irc^B t„„i, 
spatial dimension.    In the *iaK„   •, °°k on a 

*9 oocUPi.d a >Peoial P : ? tr rr th*iooationai t,nd-°y °f ind- 
ProcUim.d .cono,"   and    omic "" "** '" ""^^"^ ""> «" 
n-l. principle       „. *"»*»"•    '" addition to th. tai. .00- 

«r an,! :h rr ra of MIíMI
 '°°iai -^ - »» mux,   th. promotion of th. und.rd.v.lop.d on.,    and slmiw , 

and  political  m.i^i-1 , "«••,  ana similar social 
fumicai principles played an aotiv. rol. in th. A,   .   .,. 

tiv. forc.s     Por th distribution of produc- 
« lorc.s.    Por thee, .r.a.ons,  r...arch eff.ct. .„,. 

•ual  industrial location, _ p^r.^^ " ^^ 

Weber's theory of location was uaed in setting up the first  fi 
Plan of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics     Soon    f       h      . 
den Standort der Industrien . ^ ' °" after hl8 book.   "^«r r indU8t^ienM.  was translated into Russian i„ IQ-V; 
evident that «Ah.^i- *u «»siaii in 1926,   it became 

th.ori.s of th. „.Ur ,yp. hav. b..„ ZorouJ 0! .        ' 

Uteratur. of  ,h. M.iâ/   To th„. tZZr, I    ^ '" ^ MM'C 

sneories Feigm.  Nem^inov and others 
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contrapone  the basic  principles  of locational  distribution of industry used 

in the  USSR.14/ 

The main task of industrial   location planning does not  lie  in determining 

the  optimal   individual   locational   effects,   but   in the broader social  role of 

economic  development.    Such an attitude,  therefore,  did not create in the 

centrally  planned economy countries a basis for more intensive methodological 

research  towards solving individual locational  problems.    This aspect must be 

taken  into consideration when thinking of the almost  non-existent research on 

the method of individual  location.    However,  the last couple of years have, 

in the economic literature of centrally planned economy countries,  seen a more 

intensive  investigation of locational methods,   including mathematical methods 

that can be applied in these fields of research. 

When emphasizing the importance of possible savings in transport costs 

in the USSR and an increased interest in research into locational problems, 

the French economist Chambre foresaw that locational theories of the Weber 

type—2/ might again be applied. 

Thus,   it can be said that in spite of divergent development, both basic 

techniques of programming industrial location have gradually acquired their 

proper place,  importance and role in the theory and practice of the industrial 

development of the East and West.    Methods and problems of individual location 

are given more importance in the literature of centrally planned economy coun- 

tries.    On the other hand,  programming of group industrial locations has found 

an important place in the planning of economic development in many countries 

with free enterprise economies. 

In spite of such development there still remain characteristic differ- 

ences in the programming of industrial locations,  resulting from differing 

systems of political and economic life. 

\Aj Y.  G.  Peigin (1956) Standortverteilung der Produktion im Kapitalismus und 
im Sozialismus [Translation of Peigin cited in footnote Ho.13j, Verlag 
"Die Wirtschaft",  Berlin,  p.172. 

V.  Nemöinov (I96I)  TeoretiSeskie voprosy racional'nogo rasmeBSenija 
proizvoditel'nyh sil", V-iprosy Ekonomiki  (6),  pp.l-15. 

Vj M.  Chambre (1959)  L'aménagement du territoire en U.R.S.S.,  introduction 
à l'étude des régions économiques soviétiques, Mouton,  Paris/Lattaye, 
PP.95-153. 
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METHODS TO DETERMINE INDIVIDUAL INDUSTRIAL LOCATIONS 

Approaches to determine industrial locations can be best divided into two 

groups:  (a) to determine the optimal location as a function of two or more 

locational factors; (b) to determine which of two or more locational projects 

would be optimal for the location of an industrial activity or factory. 

Defined m this way the determination of industrial locations consider- 

ably influences the application of a corresponding technique in solving some 

of the locational problems.  In the first case, some mathematical methods can 

be applied. In the second approach the comparative method offers valid results; 

taking this into consideration, the techniques to be applied in solving certain 

locational problems are outlined below. 

Mathematical methods 

Classical mathematical methods 

Mathematical methods were first used in locational research to determine 

optimal individual industrial locations. Such problems were the subject of 

research of the earlier locational methods, that is, the locational triangle 

of Launhardt and Weber and the isodapane system of Weber and Palander. The 

determination of minimal transport coats was one of the most important results 

of applying these methods. Even when simplified in this way, such methods 

have proved too complicated to offer practical solutions. 

The isodapane method has, however, certain advantages. It can be used 

to determine almost all relevant points within an investigated territory, that 

is - with respect to transport - those that have the same locational condi- 

tions. Additional methodological techniques make it possible to choose from 

a series of locations the one to which looational features other than trans- 

port give a locational advantage. Although a detailed description of the iso- 

dapane method has been given and manifold possibilities of its application 

have been indicated, it has still not been used sufficiently for purposes of 

practical research. 

Polyvector method 

The requirements of both research and practical work mean that the problem 

of improving the techniques for solving individual locational problems is ever 

current. Constant development of mathematics brings about an improvement of 

I 
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the vector theory. One of the theorems in this field of mathematical science 

is the methodological improvement in determining individual location with 

respect to the older methods already described. Applied in different fields 

of locational research, this method is called the polyvector method.-^ 

Like the other mathematical methods, this one has been the subject of 

criticism. The method takes for granted the shortest possible transport 

connexions and cannot be applied in regions with poor transportation. E(y 

applying this method the optimal solution can be obtained, which mathemati- 

cally denotes the territorial gravity centre. Also, it denotes an improvement 

in the application of the locational results. 

The advantages of this method when determining individual locations are: 

(a) It can start simultaneously with a great number of similar factors, 
3uch as consumption centres, raw material and fuel supplies, and 
also with other location factors of equal importance; 

(b) Application of graphic or analytical forms of the method is rela- 
tively simple; it enables locational results to be obtained fairly 
quickly, and the method can be widely applied in operative research; 

(c) The method can help to acquire results for each phase; thus, sub- 
regional locational optimum is first investigated and afterwards 
the definite optimal solution is attained. 

The location of a central transformer station in the west of Yugoslavia 

can be taken as an illustration of the possibilities of applying such a 

method.—^ Savings in investments for transmission appliances and losses in 

transmitting the electrical energy depend upon the choice of location; they 

are in direct relation to the length of transmission ways. 

The following prior conditions* should be defined if this method is to be 

applied successfully: 

(a) Prospective consumption of electrical energy of the region should 
be centralized to five local consumption centres. Distribution of 
electrical energy is performed from these centres through trans- 
former stations of IIO/35 kV to the final consumers; 

16/ The method has been applied several times in the last ten years or so in 
setting up plans of industrialization in Yugoslavia. It has also been 
used to determine the location of one of the new cement factories now under 
construction in central Bosnia. In this connexion see I. Kreliô" (I962) 
Lokaoi.ja i problemi razm.jesta.ia naSe cementne industrie [Locations and 
Problems of Distribution of the Yugoslav Cement Industry], Ekonomski 
Institut, Zagreb, Yugoslavia, pp.119-122. 

¡j/  The necessary parameters in putting this example forward have been formed 
on the basis of the analysis of the perspective plan of electrification 
(I. J an 16 !.1%1) "Elektrifikacija Istre", Energiia. No.7/8). 
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(b) Configuration of  the  soil   makes  it   possible  to connect  roti-mmer- 
centres directly  to  the   location of  the  central   transformer  -t.i • n, 
of 220/110 kV;   

(c) Sources of electrical   energy that   feed  the central   trarmfonu.r 
station cannot  bo defined with respect   to  location  nor with  re-jpo-t 
to the size of the  unit.     When elaborating this  draft,   it  WIG  t.kcn 
for granted that   sources  of electrical  energy  have  no  influjo   ìn 

determining locations   for the central   transforming stations,   although 
this is not the case. 

Thus,   basic parameters that   influence determination of the  location for 

a central  or regional transformer station of ?20/ll0 kV are those  that show 

the amount  of consumption of the  electrical energy being distributed through 

local transformer stations of 110/35 kV.    Annual  consumption of each of the 

local centres will,  according to  the plan,  amount   in I98O to: 

Consumption of electrical  energy in the local centres  in 1980 
(Transformer stations of IIO/35 kVÌ """' 

Buje 

Baderna 

Pula 

120 GWh 

130 GWh 

250 GWh 

Rasa 

Plomin 

170 G'-*h 

180 GWh 

The locational task would be  to select the optimal location for the 

central transformer station of 220/no kV with respect to the local trans- 

former stations of no/35 kV.     The  optimal  location allows the shortest 

possible  transmission of electrical  energy thus minimizing investment costs 

for the transmission appliances,   current expenses  for maintenance,  and the 

losses in transmitting electrical  energy. 

The polyvector method refers  the giv9n region to co-ordinate axes and 

determines  the co-ordinates  of all   five local centres of consumption (trans- 

forming stations of no/35 kV).     This makes it possible to set  up the distances 

by simple measuring of the map,   that   is to find the  length of the abscissa (x) 

and the ordinate (y). 

In order to calculate the abscissa (X) and ordinate  (Y)  of the central 

transformer station the following table is made: 

Centres of energy 
consumption 

Buje 
Baderna 
Pula 
Rasa 
Plomin 

Total 
K 
y 

120 
130 
250 
170 
180 

850 

x 

15 
29 
74 
83 

119 
75 

42 
57 

Kx 

1,850 
7,250 

12,580 

M.?4Q 
36,720 

JSL 
14,280 
9,750 

7,140 
10.2Í0 

41,430 
annual consumption of electrical  energy   in GWh;   x ^ abscissa; 
ordinate. ' 
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Inserting the values  of Kx and Ky given above  into the  appropriate 

formila: 

T.  Kx 
I  K 

¿Vf?0 
850 

43.2 

Y » LJSi 
E   K 

^ - *-7 

When the given valueo of the resulting abscissa (X)  and the resulting 

ordinate  (Y)  are inserted into the prepared co-ordinate system,   the required 

locational  solution will  be in the  intersection  (see figure following).     The 

influence of certain practical requirements can mean minor corrections   in 

order to determine microlocation for central transformer stations.    These are 

the  problems that  should be solved within the  limits of investment decision- 

making and   technical  characteristics  of the location of a certain plant. 

Individual  locations in different cases can be determined by this method 
18/ 

far  industrial  and other locations.—'     Tt  is assumed that  the  locational  opti- 

mal i t,y depends upon one  or more locational  factors,   whoBe activity can  be 

expressed   in  the same way.     Tn case determination of the optimal  location 

depends upon  factors whose  locational  activity cannot be expressed in  the same 

way,   thin method can be   only  of partial  use,   if any.     In such a oaee the only 

solution would  t>e to use the polyvector method to determine the partial  solu- 

t ion  !ased   on  factors   of the  same kind and to  include,   if possible,  one   factor 

of  the mo.-t  decisive   locational   activity.    The  final  locational  solution will 

_I_y   A  study   of  the Academy  of Sciences   of Czechoslovakia,   published in   I965  in 
Prague,   treats problems   in connexion with determining the   location of a 
regional   shopping centre.     The mathematical   solution of the problem has 
noen  given   ir.  a similar way  by  M.   Manas and  A.   Steker  (I965)  Gteines- 
Wet-erova ill oha a .je.U  pouSiti   pfi   reSeni   lokaSnich problému.  Ceskoslovenska 
Akademie   Ved,   Prague. 
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The location choice for central transformar station 
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Transform« station 220/nOkV 
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be found either analytically or through the comparative method after the given 

result has been corrected. 

Comparative methods 

Application of the comparative method in locational research is based on 

gradual adaptation of the general form of comparative analysis which has in 

various forms been applied to many fields of economic and non-economic research. 

Its high flexibility makes possible its efficient application in locational 

research.—^ 

The comparative method can be used directly and independently for less 

complicated cases; for more complicated locational research it is used as an 

instrument for quantitative economic analysis of the widest range.  Its effi- 

ciency depends upon the form, tasks and field of application chosen. Here, 

the aim is to find an optimal locational solution from among many possible 

ones.  It thus becomes one of the most important elements in investment 

decision-making. 

The method has a dynamic aspect as it can be widely applied in different 

phases and on different levels of investigation of a given location problem. 

Such characteristics favour its application even within the widest range of 

dynamic economic analyses of complicated locational problems. 

The influence of temporal changes upon the optimality of the same loca- 

tional case, caused mostly by technological changes and technical improvements, 

can also be quantified through menifold application of the comparative analysis. 

In locational research, the comparative method can be used in the following 

methods. 

V¿/ Examples of applying variants of the comparative method are numerous;  of 
special   interest   is  the role attached to it by Isard in programming indus- 
trial   locations  as  part of regional  planning.     Supply of steel  products 
for three regions   is a simplified example of the application of the com- 
parative costs method.    The example  has been described in W.   Isard and 
J.   Cumberland,   Eds.   (1961)  Planification économique regionale.   Paris,  p.2?. 
This review has   been basod on application of the comparative costs method 
in the  interregional  research.     The method has been further elaborated by 
W.   Isard and E.   Smolensky  (I96I)   "Développements  récents dans  la science 
économique régionale",  Cahiers de   l'Institut  de Science Economique 
Appiiquée   (Série  L)   No.8,  Paris. 
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Complex comparative method 

When applying this  form of the comparative method,  all  locational factor, 

of technical  or economical   importance are taken  into consideration,  whether 

directly or indirectly connected with the given  locational  problem.    Qualita- 

tive  and quantitative locational  factor are both relevant  in such a compara- 

tive  analysis.    Such a complex comparative method allows the widest  analytical 

approach in investigating locational  problems.     The following are the negative 

features of applying the complex comparative method: 

(a) As a rule,  it  requires a relatively  large amount  of research and 
time,  and m some cases it  involves high costs before any final 
results are reached.    It thus becomes  less efficient, especially 
in the field of operative locational  research; 

(b) Locational results as  functions of a great number of locational 
factors of different  intensity, meaning and direction of activity 
are often not  clear or are difficult  to understand.    Such loca- 
tional results  cannot always be relied upon in cases where all 
parties are not   equally interested in the final results. 

Abridged comparative method 

This variant of the comparative method introduces into the locational 

estimate only those relevant   locational factors  and elements  of locational 

investigation that are of direct  influence upon the final result.    The selec- 

tion and choice of the relevant  factors implies  the elimination of all  loca- 

tional   factors that are of equal  importance for all competing locations;  and 

of all   factors and parameters of locational eatimate that are not essential 

for the final  result and thus,  for the determination and sequence of competing 
locations. 

This variant of the comparative method is especially suitable for deter- 

mining optimal   industrial  and other locations where all locational  factors are 

equal   or where there are  only a few decisive factors of location.     It  thus 

shows   its applicability for  operative and practical cases of determining loca- 

tion.     The final result  is  not only easier to obtain,  but also becomes compre- 

hensible and logical, creating the impression of an objective approach. 

It might  prove dangerous,  however,  to oversimplify the  task of selecting 

the  relevant  factors.    »Unimportant» locational   factors must   not   be  forgotten, 

as such  oversights might   result  in incomplete or   incorrect data creating a 

basis   for inaccurate locational decision-making. 
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On the  other hand,   if the choice  of the  relevant   location factors  and 

parameters   is  competent,   the abridged  comparative method  will  prove  of great 

practical   advantage   in  all  cases where   individual  location   is being chosen. 

There  are  several  phases   in the process   of application  of  the abridged com- 

parative method. 

Defining the  locational task 

A  prior condition for a successful   application of the  abridged compara- 

tive method  is to define  the task clearly  in advance.     Although this method 

can be  applied in some specific cases,   it  is basically usen to determine  the 

optimal  among numerous possible  locations  for a certain  industrial  activity 

or project.     To select the  location that minimizes costs  or maximizes the 

economic effects  is one of the most frequent  tasks in applying this and other 

locational  methods. 

The preliminary  selection 

When determining the  best   of the  possible locations  through the abridged 

comparative method,   it   is   often possible  to simplify  the  task beforehand.     One 

must   first  eliminate those competing locations  that do not   meet the basic 

locational  conditions.     For example,   when building an  integrated steelworks, 

the minimal   necessary ground would be  300 hectares,   its  carrying capacity  at 

least   ?  kilograms  per square centimetre,   minimal  water  supply of 2  cubic  metres 

per second and so on.     Other technical   conditions can  be  determined  in  advance 

for whole  aeries  of  factories  or  units.     Elimination  of  the   locations  that 

cannot   economically meet   such needs,   or  other  locational   needs,  can,   in  some 

cases,   leid  not  only  to a  simplification of  the task but   also to the definite 

rol ut i on. 

Determination of the relevant   locational   factors 

A  correct  choice  of  the  relevant   locational  factors,   that  is  decisive 

parameters,   is  of the  greatest   importance  for  the efficiency  ana quality   of 

the  Riverì  results  through   the  abridged  comparative method.      Besides  a proper 

élimination  of the   less   important   factors,   the  selected   locational   factors 

rust   be  divided   into quantitative  and  qualitative  factors. 
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Quantitative factors are those from which locational activity car t,0 

me"s,irp'i or auantified.  They can he introduced into an exact or mathematical 

operation and directly related; that is, they can be compared.  AH a Prolimi- 

r.ary it is often necessary to put locational activities of more relev,.,' ., ,-Ul_ 

titative factors under a common denominator.  Most often the result L, -, typ», 

of scale of values, but it can also be some natural common scale such as kilo- 

metres or tons per kilometres.  When production costs, investment costs, 

transport costs and other costs are taken as relevant quantitative factors, 

these would be suitable parameters for a subsidiary mathematical technique. 

In order to measure the locational optimality on the basis of   the'soule 

of values of parameters, one must differentiate between recurrent costs and 

non-recurrent costs. 

Recurrent costs are those repeated during the whole period the unit is in 

existence.  Their size depends on the characteristics of each location, regard- 

less of their relation to the business conditions ( productional parameters, 

transport costs) or conditions of exploitation (exploitation costs, transport., 

energy supply exploitation costs and others).  They are usually measured in 

equal temporal intervals, mostly annual.  Although transport costs can be 

taken as recurrent costs, all other costs that are repeated throughout the 

duration of the working capacity of the selected location are also to be taker, 

into consideration (production costs, maintenance costs and permanent losses, 

for example). 

Expressed mathematically the general formula for the value of these costs 

would be: 

0  . 0   f. 0   j. 
r   r    r f- 0 

where  0     ^  recurrent   costs; 

ti     =  number  of years. 

Non-recurrent   costs   are  closely   connected   with   those   relevant   locational 

factors   of   location  whose   activity   is   manifested   in   one  moment,   such   as   invent 

merit   costs. 

Come   locational    factors  manifest   their   location;-ï    force   in   bol. h   wa./s, 

that    is   their  activity   happens   only   once   (value   of   i nvoctmont   -,;•.!..•;.   .„•   ¡ ;;    , 

permanent   activity   of   recurrent   costs.      I'he   supply   of   wator    <r  c. ! <:•• • ri '••. ! 
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energy means different costs on different locations.  Maintenance costa, loqueo 

•mil other costs for the supply of water and electrical energy are recurrent 

••osts, he 1 ng repeated at intervale.  'hat is why the activity of one and the 

.•ano liant i tative factor can be manifested in both ways. 

Ideational factors that cannot be measured by objective means such as 

working skills and industrial atmosphère of a certain location are qialitative. 

It is difficult to find their common element, but any comparison lacking this 

element is impossible to make. 

Comparison based on quantitative factors 

The aim of each exact method of determining location is to obtain an 

equal result in relation to all quantitative factors.  In order to reach that 

aim one  must first place various locational activities under a common denomi- 

nator. Synthesizing recurrent and non-recurrent coats can in our example be 

done in two ways. 

Non-recurrent costs, as for example investment costs, can be reduced to 

temporal cos s, this being achieved through the process of determining the 

annui t i es. 

In this way non-recurrent costs are given their temporal value; conse- 

quently, they are characterized by the same feature as are the recurrent 

(annual's costs.  Only after both types of costs have been reduced to the terms 

of a common value can they be summed up.  The given results for any number of 

competing locations can then be compared in order to determine their locational 

opt ima 1 i ty. 

Recurrent costs can ho accumulated into one sum by reducing all temporal 

'osts to the present value.  Recurrent costs (production costs, transport costs, 

exploitation costs) are repeated throughout the whole existence of the unit 

being 1 orated.  The ire costs are discounted on the present value which enables 

their direct summing up and comparison with non-recurrent costs, such as 

i nves i men t cos ts . 

K T such m analysis, the economi, expectation of life for the unit sub- 

l(,''t ''' lo'-ation must be determined; this 's at the same time the capitaliza- 

!i >n term.  War the same purpose, the profitability rate must be determined 

• r-pir oJ_ aj.'  • "'•' Invest ici je a podu/.e^u [ Investment in Enterprises], 
•;' "'"" •' 'f.  ' '.-'rei , ':' .."-.slavi a, p.l !,'. 
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for the branch of activity   (it will  also be the rate  of interest   for discount- 

ing the  recurrent costs).     Thus,  discount  term and rate of interest   enable 

recurrent  costs to be  reduced to the  present value by  applying the  classical 
formula for discounting: 

i»   - à    r    - 1 

rn(r - 1) 

where T = total costs; 

A a amount of annual  expenses; 

n m number*of years; 

r - (1  + JL). 
100 ' 

The mathematical  expression would be as follows: 

C 

C 

c. • c 
i r 

C,   + C IVn 

i        r   p 

where C 

C. 

IV' 

costs; 

investment costs; 

annual recurrent costs; 

number of years ; 

discount  coefficient  in Spitzer tables. 

The amounts obtained   in such a way  on the basis  of the equal  relevant 

parameters make a direct  comparison possible.    Comparing the quantitative 

results givss an insight   into the level  of optimality  of each  location. 

Quantification of the  activity of all  of the relevant   factors  is the  best 

way  to determine the most   optimal  of all   locations. 

An example of the  application of the abridged comparative method on the 

basis  of chosen quantitative factors has  been set   forth   in a study which 

considers the  sequence^of seven competing locations  for a planned steelworks 

on the Yugoslav coast.-21/    Table 2 gives  the sequence  of the competing loca- 

tions   in accordance with  the optimality,   based on quantitative  parameters. 

21/  I.   Kre8i6   (1962)   »Primjena skracene komparativne metode u  lokacionim 
istraSivanjima» [Application of the Abridged Comparative Method   in 
Locational  Research],   Ekonomske Studi je.  No.l. 
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•'.   review  of the global   Ideational   optimal i ty 

When consideration  is   given  only  to  quantitative  locational   factors,   nome 

important   locational   factors  with  qualitative characteristics  may   fail  to be 

taken   into consideration,   such as   the   industrial   atmosphere,   applicability  for 

further expansion,   the birthrate  m  the  region and supply of local  manpower. 

Taking  these  factors   into consideration   is  methodologically difficult  and can 

lead  to  subjective  .judgement   m determining locational   importance.     However, 

these should not be disregarded;   review and consideration will  be  given to the 

comparative method as  a means of judging their locational activity. 

The qualitative   locational  factors  cannot  be quantified;   consequently, 

the possibility  of a  simple  synthesis with other relevant  loational  factors 

does not  exist.     In oases where these factors have a predominant   influence 

upon the  optimal  results  in  determining a  location,   there is a real difficulty 

in reaching an  objective decision. 

The  abridged comparative method can be met most  often when  such methodo- 

logical   difficulties  are  involved.     It  should be decided first  what  the real 

impact   of qualitative  factors would be upou the choice  of a location.     In such 

casos  the system of points   is used  to determine  the  locational   importance of 

these   factors.— -' 

The  task   is  easier when   the  pointing  of qualitative  factors   is  only 

required   as  a  correction  of  the sequence   of  locations  and  the   results  achieved 

HI   the   bonis   of quantitative,  measurable   parameters.     A  direct   pointing of all 

relevant,   Kwitional   factors   'quantitative   and  qualitative)   is   incompatible  with 

research   ideas   that   rely  heavily  on  quantitative methodological   techniques. 

!•«••• ormi nation   of  the   objective  locational   result   indicates  that   only  the neces- 

- ,rv Tuni-norr    ^f   >he  nut je-ti ve element   is   considered   in  such  research work; 

'•' ''  "i°'1'1-   th''--   1'^'itional   activity   ^f each   of  the   factors should   be  objective. 

"at  .rally,   there   is  not   always   the   need  nor   the  anility   to   apply  such 

ctriM   criteria.     However,   the   locational    importance   of qiiali tat i ve  factors 

• 'b Mid   act.   ¡ o   nrv'l e -1 e Ì, 

be   pv-twar   neri ni   tJere  were e were   several   reviews   published   of   the   point 
.:.• ' o H   i > i    i . i 

i * era ' ¡re. 
lona,   research.      : hey   appeared   first   m  American  economic 

• ' .'r v; í i •!,.' example   is   given   m  A.   3.   Knowles   and 
''     -  '••     ! '•: :••' n ,}   "ana^oment.   '-lew  York,   pp.bP-'3. 
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in order to get a better insight into the technique of determining the 

locali inai activity of bo'h kinds of looational factors, examples of such a 

•nethod follow.  This would be a correction or complement to the results from 

* -it 1 en 1 and ?,   both achieved on  the basis cf quantitative factors. 

It is necessary first to distribute the total amount of points among the 

qualitative and quantitative factors.  It has been determined that from 1,000 

possible points, the quantitative factors share 800 points (for the most suit- 

able location Ü, table ?).    The most suitable location can gain a further 200 

points on the basis of qualitative factors.  This is the case with location C 

•if the example in table 3.  In order to get the most objective results, the 

pointing should be performed by commission; later, points of each of the loca- 

t i ori:- may be compared. 

Table 1 shows that the limited influence of locational factors with quali- 

tative characteristics has caused a correction of the achieved results and 

sequence of locations based on quantitative factors alone.  Locations D and C 

have rotated in the scale of locational optimality (table 2 and table 3). 

PROGRAMMING METHODS FOR GROUP INDUSTRIAL LOCATIONS 
AND ALLOCATION OF INDUSTRY 

of 

Much less time has been devoted to the development of theories and methods 

programming group industrial locations than to investigation of individual 

ndust.rial locations.  Weber was aware of group locational problems,-^ yet 

;r-itli' the tw > following decades no significant activity took place.  The prob- 

os- .>f gr-o ;p industrial locations and the allocation of industry were tackled 

a1,/ .''for i "son, ohlin and others, and after planned industrialization had 

'•'", laiM :foi t-y Mie H17JR.  They are still the dominant problems of oontem- 

if'if'v locational economy. 

I cms o if programming group industrial locations have multiplied 

' ' ' e intensity of modern industrial development.  advanced 

:':av i". -reasingly complicated tasks.  These tasks are the main 

-•e;- i rig a simple and quick development of new techniques in 

'',,;P i t.i d-t riil 1 'itions and the allocation of industry. 

'e'h H! '1 o,gy if -p,d; planning the following problems must be 

•i:  programming gram industrial locations on the basis of 

' " '''V  '' !••>*  '  v -'t i ori of Industries. University of 
'• : ' •.•'••, : i ! mois, pp.1 ;-'ll. 
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their technological  and economic connexions;   and efficiency  of space alloca- 
tion of industry. 

Differentiated  in  such a way,   problems  of group industrial   locations have 

been solved in various  ways by  applying corresponding methods  of  programming. 

However,  the results  obtained in creating specific techniques for  programming 

such industrial  location,  are not sufficient.     For this reason,   the use of 

quantitative economic  analysis  is still  important. 

Bearing in mind the two problems mentioned above,  two specific methods 

for solving locational  problems can be pointed out.    These are  industrial 

complex analysis of the   Isard type,  and spatial models for allocating industry. 

Economic  analysis can  serve as  a basis for both,   although each  approaches 

modern mathematical  methods in a different  way,  especially in  investigating 

the final results and effects.     Other methods,   especially modern mathematical 

ones, can be of considerable help. 

Quantitative analytical methodB 

Intensive industrial development has brought about new locational prob- 

lems and features,  creating new approaches and methods in programming indus- 

trial locations.    These techniques are concerned with programming group indus- 

trial locations regardless of whether they are called industrial  complexes, 

combinâtes,   industrial  centres,   focuses of development or anything else. 

Industrial complexes analysis 

Industrial complexes are groups of industrial activities and  individual 

locations which,  from the technological and economic point of view,   form a 

unit.    French economist  Jean Chardonnet was the  first to make a detailed 

analysis of these complexes.-^    'ie has given greater consideration to agglo- 

merata  industrial  problems -  to which Weber and some other theoreticians of 

the older school paid only sporadic attention - than to individual  problems. 

Chardonnet's analysis,   however,   is still within the limits of classical econ- 

omics,  as it  does not  touch on the problems  of quantitative measurement  in 

industrial complexes.     The  industrial complex analysis,  as elaborated and 

applied by  Isard and his  co-operators,  represents this type of methodological 

24/ J.  Chardonnet   (1953)   Les grandes types de  complexes  industriels.   Paris. 
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system  for  investigating group  industrial  locations  and  their problems-^ 

which   is within   the  limits  of quantitative economic  analysis.     Industrial 

•¡ompley   analysis   comprises many methods  including quantitative  ones,   such as 

c imp .rative  costs   analysis and  the   input-output   technique.     These methods are 

.iloo  applied   in  analysing final   results. 

Owing to   its  complex approach  and flexibility,   this  technique of program- 

ming can be applied  in different cases  of research  for group industrial  loca- 

tions.     The  possibility  of quantifying the  results  through this  method  is of 

vital   importance   for both locational   programming and investment  decision- 

making.     For example,   the comparative  advantage of the so-called "Dacron A" 

in  ! uer+. i Rico,   when compared with the second best  variant,  was  estimated to 

have   a yearly   net   profitability   of 'JSS3H ,000.-^ 

The tecnnique of programming industrial  aggregates as shown above can 

help a great  deal   in solving these  locational  problems,   but   it  cannot  provide 

the solution  for  all group locations.     Exact   locational  results depend on 

exact  subsidiar-/  methods rather than  on the  industrial  complex analysis as a 

whole. 

Other quantitative and analytical techniques 

Professional   literature of the USSR analyses the method of programming 

group industrial   locations in the same way.    These analyses remain mostly 

within the  limits  of classical  economic analysis.     They comprise the analysis 

of technical  parameters of location rather than quantitative analytical 
2'// 

ele-onts.—       The  analysis of focuses  of development,  established as a part 

of the regional   theory  i,i France,   shows similar characteristics. 

Spatial models 

Industrial agglomerations and complexes still represent, as a rule, only 

one of the forms of group industrial locations. There remains the problem of 

discovering methods to solve the problems of programming group industrial 

r_S/ W.   Isard,   E.   W.   Schooler and T.   Vietorisz  (1959)   Industrial  Complex 
Analysis  and   Regional Development,   a case study  of refinery-synthetic 
fibre complexes   in  Puerto Rico,   Wiley,   New York. 

•''ft/  W.   Isard   and   K.   Smolensky,   o£.   cit. 

_jj  '-urlakov et   al_.   [i')G/\)  Osnovy ra.jono.j  planirovki  promvslenvh raicnov. 
Vo — ow,   pp.-l^-'i).      
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locations  for  a whole  territorial  or  regional  unit and to answer  the gestion: 

"How can all   industrial  enterprises  or   industrial capacities   of a region be 

economically  or even  optimally allocated?»     In  addition  to general   analytical 

methods,   spatial  models  can  be used  in  programming locations. 

In spite  of a difference  m the  aim  and scope of construction and appli- 

cation,   the method using spatial models  can  be considered as  a  specific instru- 

ment   in programming group  industrial   locations.     Ta countries  with a planned 

economy,   the method of spatial  models helps  to determine the most  economic 

locational  realization of the industrial   development plans. 

When trying to determine the most  economic distribution of coal   m the 

United States,   Henderson adopted this method,   although he omitted  some of Un 

specific  features.^/    A similar path was   followed by Marschak   to determine 

the best  productional  effects  in the oil   industry.^*/    In both  of  these case- 

suitable mathematical  methods were used  to   find those spaUal   nolutions that    ' 

would produce maximum economic effects.      Both  Böventer and Lefeoer wisheu to 

determine the general  spatial balance in  a  similar way,  though  their work 

differed;    emphasis,   however,  was laid on   the theoretical solution of the 

problem.^    Spatial models can be arrangel  in three essential  groups^ homo- 
geneous,  heterogeneous and complex. 

Homogeneous spatial models ' 

Research in this group concerns units  and activities of the  same kind, 

although territories may vary,    homogeneous  spatial rrfels deal  with the most 

economic allocation of similar factories   in a country or region,   such as steel- 

works,  refineries,  or cernera  factories.     These are the so-called spatial models 

of industrial groups.     At  the moment,  this  sort  of spatial model  providea the 

28/ J.  M.  Henderson  (1958)  The Efficiency   of the Coal  Industry:     an Application 
of Linear Programming,  Harvard University Press, Cambridge,   Massachusetts. 

22/ T.  Marschak (1963)   "A Spatial Model  of US Petroleum Refining",   in 
A.  S. Manne and H.  M.   Markowii*,   Eds.    (1963)  Studies in Proc-a»  Analyse 
Economy-*frde Produ.-.lon Capacities.   Cowles Monograph No. 18,   Wiley,  
New York. ' *" 

> 
¿0/ L.   Lefeber  (i/-&)   Allocation in Space.   North Holland Publishing Co., 

Amsterdam,   and E.   von Böventer f1962)   Theorie des   glichen Gleichgewichts, 
»ohr,  Tübingen,   Federal  Republic  of Germany. '  

¿1/ Böventer,   in his  "Theorie des räumlichen Gleichgewichts"   (page  ?)  divided 
them  into  "Totalmodelle"  and "Partialmod«;ie". 

1 
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greatest   achievements   and   the  most   exact   results   and  effects   of   spatial   allo- 

cation   in  a  region  or  country. 

This  method  can  -ìleo be  appi Led  to  solve  problems  of distribution of 

various   tertiary economic and  non-economic   activities,   such  as   laundries  or 

medical   centres within  an urban area,   or   the  allocation  of  hospitals   m a 

region  or' country. 

Due   to   its  relit ive   simplicity,   the   homogeneous  spatial   models  method 
3?/ LS  at   the  moment   the  only   one  appi Led   in  programming the  locations—-'   of 

factories  engaged   m  a  common   industry. 

The  application  of   the  spatial  models  method  demands  analytical   prepara- 

tions,   including  the  definition and  volume  of  the  activity   investigated  ''for 

example,    ¡1 location  oV  sugar mills  or cement   factories   in  a country).     The 

scope  of  the method must   also be determined:     minimizing transport   or  loca- 

tionally   relevant  production costs,   and  maximizing product ional   output  and 

se on.     The quality  of  the   results depends  not   only on  the analysis  of the 

given  situation but   also  on  the variations   in quantity and  size  of  factories 

in a given  region. 

Results  of the model   are arrived at   through  the application of the mathe- 

matical   programming method,   most  often through the transport  model   of linear 

programming.     The elaboration of the corresponding algorithms  depends on the 

type of subject  and task;   the final  result  depends mostly on the correct choice 

of  locational   factors   or  parameters. 

To obtain t^e  locational distribution of a homogeneous   industrial group 

for example  the cement   industry  of a region,   in which a harmonious  relation 
j 

exists between production  and consumption,   a mathematical  solution can be 

}?/ Simultaneously with  the elaboration of the current   five-year plan of the 
economic development   in Yugoslavia  (I966-I970),  homogeneous  spatial models 
are being elaborated  for some  locationally relevant groups.     This  is being 
done   in order to check whether this method could be applied  in the loca- 
tional   realization of the planned programme  of industrial   development. 
The  author of  this  paper has  also  prepared  a basic  ;aethodological   study: 
Osno-'i   prostornih modela [Spatial Models]  for  the needs  of Federal  Planning 
Bureau,   Belgrade. 
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are matrix  element.-,  denoting  unit   tran, port  -„.-t.-   from  nmiu OT   1 
t -  cori.-inner   j 

quanti tie.;   of  cement   tran 

(xij i0) 

¡ported   from producer  i   to  consumer  j; 

b. 
J 

L.  Xij "  lf   2»   "• m^ " capacity of producer 

F x..      (j  •  1,  2,   ...  n) • needs of consumer j 

In this way the supply arrangements for specific consumers are obtained; 

by introducing a fictitious consumer j - n +1, the most economic distribution 

of production centres   is   found. 

The mathematical   solution will take  a different form if optimality of the 

location depends not   only  on the cost of marketing the goods,  but also on the 

cost of delivering the  raw materials.     In  such a case,  the double-stage trans- 

port model  will  be  used.     The mathematical   formula would be as   follows: 

m 
min.T  = c. .   x 

s 
I — • • • ',        c . .  x . . 

i«l   j»l     1J     lJ       i*r+l     j»JUl       1J     ^ 

where 

Cij elements now denote transport costs from raw material producer i 
to final goods producer j or from final goods producer i to con- 
sumer j 

* 1,  2,   ...   r applies to raw material producers 

«r+1,   r+2,   ... n and j  • 1,  2,   . . .   £ apply to  finaJ   goods 
producers 

a   '   + 1,   £   + 2,    ...s applies  to consumers 
a m  - r  -   1 

•r.T.t   ¡rot I-mi-   that   arise   ir. programming  group   ' oc at : or.o   will 

d  ,!•• -f  tr."!T.   remain   vi t.\ ; t.   t 

•qu ir> 

f rvxt:..-mat:C'i: 
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: r rn.miric    >f   the   !iie:.r  and   non-l n;-Mr   '.vpe.      Phi::   is,   at   present,    the 
l.v i y   •!(' ,'iiririí'   the  optimum vimnt     if   d i.;t ri l it i HI. 

• al' 

;i„t or pernio -in   spatial   modeln 

The  method    in  o ->rioe med  with   neekinc  the  maximum  effects   of  d i;;t n hut ion 

if  several   or    ill   gro ipr,  of   industry    in  any   region.      In  sunn   a  cane,   several 

industrial    i an t i t at i oris   op  faotonet.;   belonging  to  different   branches   of   indus- 

try   -in  he   subject   to   invent. Lira t ion ;    these  would   comprise   the  contents   of  two 

or more homogeneous  spatial  models.      At  the  moment,   there   is  no  specific 

methadoloiry   m   programming such   ¿»roup   industrial   locations  other  than  classi- 

cal   economic   analysis. 

' ¡rnplex  sput i al    models 

This  method   includes  the  whole   territory or  region;   it  can be  roughly 

identified  with  methods of regional   planning. A detailed discussion of  such 

models is  unnecessary as they  do  not   strictly belong to the techniques   of 

industrial   locations  programming. 

Modern mathematical methods 

An aspiration towards exact   results directed the theory of location  from 

the beginning towards a full  use  of mathematical methodical means.     ThUnen 

developed a  whole  book-keeping system   to quantify his locational  results.     The 

mathematical   section is one of  the  composite parts  of Webar's main work  "Über 

den Standorts der   Industrien".     A  number of other theorists have directed their 

research  towards   improving these  methods. 

Modern development  of space  economy has  also been accompanied by  a devel- 

opment of quantitative methods;   mathematical   theorems have  become a part   of 

the  industrial   locations  programming  technique. 

K dynamic   u.f   complex approach   to  locational   problems  prevents  static 

:«i schermv-Ä  sol Xions.    Thus,   the   dynamic  economic analysis,  with the   final 

result" greatly   quantifie , J remains   .he basis  of research  and programming for 

almost all   types   of locations.     Mathematical  methods,   applied  in  quantifying 

the analytical   recuits,   are becoming  an  indispensable tool   in  almost   all   fields 

of locational   research. 

Among  the  modern mathematical   methods  relevant   to economic  research 

math.'--* i-al   pr       fimmingmust   t>e   emphasized.     The   transport  model   in  linear 
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rr;,r•'"" h,r' •—" ""*' '"P"-'— - Progr»•ln, BUM ,0Mtlon3,. 
;; '•;,n y-—- -< •••*>*"„..., —,,„,, Mthudn. ,Hher Mthem.iUivu 
•....«h..,0 ,„„ .„.„^ „„ be ,iïm only a sporadic roie in iMauMii ^^ 

In „n.r:.,,   th. :iPpUc:,tlon of mathematica, methods,   in,:) ^ 

"""S °f l0C'"1•"  Pr0bl0'»3-    Thi = «PPll» Particu,ar,y t0 the nr,^m. 
-ng or group  ^tria,   locatlonSi   ln   naàing th> optiMi   ooiut[OTs       -     e 

-.llocion  of industry.     The aDplicatlon ot. Bodern „athematical methods 

programming  locations   is  still   a+   tv,«  ~« u     . 
,   , l  at   the  resea^h stage;   further results can be 

expected in  the  future. 

Conclusion 

Although oons.de.abU achievement  „as been made  in improving . 

methods for industria,  location progni,,,  n0 universal „..„odologiol 
means or "ready-made" schemes «ist that  can be appUed  (o ^ ^  ^_ 

d    Mm,! 10MUO"'  bUt  rath- *° «"«• loo.tion.1   probi-..   constant 
changes of  ,ocational conditions  and varying degrees  of importance attached 
to   locational   factors. 

There do „ut,  „„„ever,  location»!  problem that  can be solved ir. a 

•»PI. wav.     in some caaes,  such as operative programming of industriai loca- 
tes,  ...t-boofcs and ,„dioatora conpUed 8peoifioaliy  for 3patui  resMroh 

can be us.d.^    One thing is certain,   schematic and hasty  locational solu- 

tions and hasty location programing do mo-, harm than good. 

Quantitative economic analysis still   represents  the best methodology to 

* .PPH.. to the needs of industria,  locations programing,    „any exact 

methods can be efficiently applied within the Units of this method. 

The type of locational problem determines th, methodology chosen.    Although 

a number of possale technics in programing industrial  locations are given 

» this paper,   the  author does not wish to imply that   there  are no other loca- 

tional methods that  can be used for the same or a similar purpose. 

10  Md T^""^al   Ind^ators,,   Ekonomski   Inst i tut,   Zagreb,   Yugoslavia. 
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2.      THE USE OF INDICATIVE PLANNING TO PASS FROM OVER-ALL 

PLANS TO LOCATION OF INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS 

by P. David1 

rjPROPH-TIPM 

oiriC;    'ver-il!   pl'uis   cxprr.-;    the  will   to  establ lrh   guidelines,   they  'ire 

t o iii 1   to   treat   the  question   of   location   m  a  way   that   conflicts with   the  atti- 

tude   of   those who control   individual  projects,   which nearly always  reflects a 

desire   for   freedom of action.     Pressed to  their extremes,  these opposite  ten- 

dencies   lead either to rigid  compulsion or to  unfettered licence.     Indicative 

planning offers a third choice:   the  harmony that   can be created by a dialogue 

between  the  people concerned,   instead of an equilibrium that reflects   the  play 

of  impersonal   forces. 

Individual  projects whose   location conflicts with  the objectives .of over- 

all   plans   involve both the  public  and private  sectors.     The reconciliation of 

interests   is essential  for many  reasons.     The clash between the public and 

private  character of any activity   is a matter  for  legal  decision,  not  confined 

to  the   socio-economic questions  which are  the concern  of this  study.     Moreover, 

private   projects cannot  be   considered separately   from  public  schemes,   which 

generally  buttress  them,   provide   their  infrastructure   and make  their   implemen- 

tation   possible.     That   is  why   the   passage   from  over-all  plans  to  private  opera- 

tions   often   takes place   in  two   stages,   the  private  project  taking over  from 

the  public   interest.    The  second  part  of the  journey  cannot  be understood 

without   understanding the  pitfalls  of the  first. 

Conflicts  between over-all   programmes  and   individual  opinions  are, 

perhaps,   more  pronounced  and   formidable   in  the  public   sector than  in  the 

private  domain;   they relate   to  both objectives  and  methods.     The  location 

\J   Ministry  of Construction,   Paris,   Prance. 
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objectives of over-all plans can be best clarified by contrasting them with 

the aims of individual programmes in the public sector and with those of 

private projects.    • v 

The location of individual operations in the public sector, for example, 

of an mdusts-al zone, is not decided upon at the national or purely local 

level but at an intermediate level which tends increasingly to be that of the 

region. Consequently, the conflict is between the location objectives of the 

national plan and those of regional plans. 

In France, for instance, the spatial objectives of the national policy 

in the industrial field have been clearly stated by Guichard, a member of the 

Regional Development Board (Délégation à l'Aménagement du Territoire et à 
r -\ ?/ 

l'Action Régionale, DATAR):  UH 

(a) The industrialization of the western, southwestern and central 
regions of the country, which suffer from a chronic disequilibrium 
between potential demand for employment and the supply of jobs 
created by the spontaneous development of the economy} 

(b) Solution of local difficulties arising from the decline of a domi- 
nant industry, particularly in certain mining or textile agglomera- 
tions in the north, east or centre; 

(c) Vtcongesting the Pari© region; 

(d) Removal of certain more localized difficulties in providing employ- 
ment which, because of natural or historical circumstances, appear 
in some reg'.ons which are otherwise dynamic. 

The British National Plan of I965 emphasizes the economic more than the 

rocial aspects of employment. It proclaims the necessity to use all available 

resources, particularly manpower. In regions where the structure is obsolete 

the production equipment must be modified and likewise the social and economic 

environment, in order to ensure a more balanced regional development of indus- 

try and housing for a rapidly growing population. 

In a more general way, a stu^r sponsored by the European Free Trade 

Association [p] emphasizes that in the member countries the essential objec- 

tives of spatial policies are of national interest. The aim is to use all 

resources in the moBt efficient way to promote a general expansion which can 

spread higher living standards over all the regions. The special features of 

lagging regions and the feelings of their inhabitants should not be ignored. 

2/ Figures in square brackets refer to references listed at the end of this 

paper. 
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In  fact,   it   is not  certain at  first  sight  that the  population of 

depressed regions considers  the growth of the  national product  to be their 

mam objective.     On the  contrary,   they devote   their efforts  to pressing   che 

central authorities to undertake projects beneficial to their own region, 

without consideration  for other regions or the  maximization of national 

income.    There  is  the danger,   however,   that   the  demands  put   forward by  the 

regions will grea.j<r exceed  in total  the  financial and technical resources 

of the nation. 

The plan of the Austrian province of Lower Austria illustrates the 

narrowness of regional objectives.    It analyses the industrial  location 

factors in the region,  deduces  from these the production sectors that might 

take advantage of them and the  improvements necessary, mainly in infrastruc- 

4p *,ure.    However,  such a study made at the national  level would also have taken 

into account full employment and the equilibrium of regional economic 

structures [3]. 

In the same way,  it has been said that the authors of French regional 

plans have too often defined what they believed desirable instead of what was 

possible to undertake in a national framework,  since they did not have access 

to the relevant data [4]. 

Colombo, when Italian Minister of Industry,  stressed that the purpose of 

regional plans should be less to express needs than to list resources [5]. 

But certain objectives do exist,  even though they are more or less consciously 

sensed by the population of the regions,  rather than explicitly stated.    With 

its methods of discussion and compromise,   indicative planning offers some 

interesting possibilities to resolve these latent conflicts. 

The conflict of objectives between over-all plans and private projects 

in the matter of location is perhaps more obvious, but by the same token 

undoubtedly less dangerous.    The dispute centres on the well-known distinc- 

tion between private costs and soei&l costs. 

In their location studies,  industrialists compare the net production 

costs at alternative sites.    Obviously, they try to minimize their net costs, 

in other words,  to maximize their profits [6].    Such an attitude, which is 

logical  in a free-enterprise  system,  arouses among the advocates of planning 

two major objections. 
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The   first objection  is  that  the  industrialist  takeo  into account only a 

part of the  total costs borne  by the community.    He   leaves out  the costs borne 

by  other economic entities,   namely,   other firms,  households,   public groups, 

the  community as a whole  and   foreign countries [7 |.     In particular,  he dis- 

regards  losses due to the  diseconomies of agglomeration:    growth of transport 

difficulties and of the cost,   if not the  price,  of public services  [8],    These 

indirect expenses are becoming more and more substantial with the modern trend 

towards concentration in metropolitan cities whose dimensions often seem to 

exceed the optimum. 

Streeten has shown how diffused and important  social costs can be, for 

example,  those that are connected with the lack of diversification in a back- 

ward area [9],    F. A.  Angers has stressed the impact   in the case of developing 

countries of social costs resulting from the operations of a dominant foreign 

firm whose profits are repatriated and whose tax payments are likely to be 

rather low [10]. 
i 

These social costs tend to be taken into consideration to an increasing 
1 extent by public authorities.    In a paper on area development programmes in 

Europe,  Victor Roterus stresses the growing importance of social costs.    He 

points out that these costs are particularly high in over-industrialized and 

i supersaturated urban centres.    In these agglomerations new enterprises can use, 

often free of charge, express highways,  public means of transport, prepared 

' sites and other services which, through the system of grants, cost the nation 

a lot of money.    Decentralized areas and smaller urban centres, however,  are 

much less of a burden on public funds.    Europeans widely agree that, under 

, certain circumstances, grants to induce  industrialists to locate away from 

overcrowded areaB can save more than enough in social costs to offset the cost 
4 of the grants [ll]. 

i But to make such comparisons requires an analysis in some detail of tha 

concept of social costs.    Por that purpose, Lombardini suggests using cost 

i differentials, that is to say, the difference from cost at a reference loca- 

tion.    It would be necessary to include:    (a) a part of the cost of housing, 

^ to the extent that the plant locations being considered would cause transfers 

of population requiring investment in buildings, greater than would be needed 

at the reference location; (b) cost differentials of public infrastructures •• 

initial costs and operating costs; since the operating costs are incurred in 

1 
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manv different  periods   of  time,   it will  be   necessary  to  calculate  their din- 

counted   present value   [l?]. 

Thi.-.   norial  cost   analysis  should  be  extended  in  two respect;-.     In  the 

first place  there  is  no  reason why this   research should be limited to housing 

and  public   infrastructure.     There are  other  necessary  elements   in   the  workers' 

life,   such  as  transportation,  with their  costs  in money  and  time.     In addition 

to infrastructure,   superstructure should be  mentioned,   and  private concerns as 

well as  public institutions.    An analysis  would be  useful  of the   impact of new 

plants on  the activity and operating methods of already established  firms - on 

their manpower and wage   scales,  on their suppliers and  conditions of supply, 

on their markets in terms of volume,   location and   t|.ces.     T   is not cctain 

that all   of these influences would be unfavourable. 

In the  second place   it does not  seem  satisfactory to lirait this ki/?d of 

research to one side of the balance sheet  - the cost  side.    It does not seem 

logical   to  be silent about the social benefits, which can be greater in large 

communities than in small ones:  more widely used public  services,  greater man- 

power productivity,  external economies for existing firms and the -like.    It  is 

worth while trying to strike a balance between positive  and negative aspects; 

it would help to define the concept of optimum 8ize of agglomerations and to 

guide spatial development policies more effectively.     It would also be neces- 

sary to consider the second kind of objection to the minimum-cost criterion, 

namely,   the actual meaning of prices. 
i 

In liberal economic  theory, prices tend to be equal to marginal costsj 

they express consumer preferences and to some extent  social utility.    Prices 

guide  investments by a  spontaneous, democratic and decentralized mechanism. 

The second objection of the advocates of planning is that the system does not 

run without  shocks;     the  cost calculation,   which must take into account invest- 

ments and research,  tends to become an increasingly stochastic process and,  in 

the last analysis, subjective.    The idea that social utility is expressed by 

the consumer's economically attainable desires is increasingly challenged. 

Even consumer preferences seem less and less independent of external pressures, 

such as; advertising.    Lastly,  for social  or political  reasons,  the public 

authorities sometimes  fix prices basic to the functioning of the ecoromy at 

levels that make any  financial equilibrium  impossible.     This is particularly 

tiue  in the areas of transport and energy L13]. 
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A return  to true  prices  in  such situations has been suggested [14 J»  or 

the  taxation of  social  costs [l5].     But  in the  short  term a means of reconcil- 

iation  in this  new conflict between over-all  and  individual  views has  to be 

found.     Discernible at  the level   of location objectives,   the contrasts  are 

no  less apparent at the  level of location methods.     The above  distinction 

between  individual  projects in the  public and private sectors must again be 

taken up  in this context. 

The conflict between over-all plans and individual projects in the public 

sector about  location methods is exemplified by the problem of allocating 

public investments to the regions.    The question is whether priority should be 

given to the development of strong or depressed regions.     The answer is not 

immediately obvious.    Davin observed that the development of well-endowtd 

regions caused a chain reaction that benefitted the poor regions, as a result 

of which the whole economy experienced an over-all expansion greater than would 

have been the  case if dynamic regions had been left to follow their natural 

evolution and government intervention had been concentrated in depressed 

regions [l6].     In another study Davin takes the argument forward as follows: 

developed regions with permanent over-employment possess the most favourable 

conditions to utilize the most advanced techniques,  for example, a reservoir 

of skilled manpower,  a high rate of savings, modern social services,  a progres- 

sive outlook and a high standard of living.    Sophisticated products tend to 

enlarge outlets and to maximize the profitability of regional advantages [17]. 

Le Pas shares this viewpoint and asserts that in the over—all  interest of a 

nation it is dangerous not to ensure the optimum growth of its developed regions 

(instead of its depressed zones).    Moreover,  for an equal  investment,   the 

burden on income account is relatively less heavy if a plant is set up in a 

region already thrusting forward [l8]. 

Other authors express different points of view.    Nowioki, asking if 

depressed zones should be driven forward by themselves or pulled forward by 

expanding regions, observe a that pulling effects come into play only at a 

oertain threshold.    To reach this level basic investments, whose profitability 

may not be insediate [19], oust be made in these backward areas.   Hirschaan 

contends likewise that the central government, through a voluntary concentra- 

tion of public  investments, must give lagging regions the initial conditions 

for expansion  [20], 
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By drawing a distinction between types of investments,   it  is possible  to 

bring these  poinds of view closer together;   thus,   Hansen distinguishes basic 

investments as being economic  or social  in character.     For those  of an eco- 

nomic  character better alternatives exist,   within certain limits,   in  inter- 

mediate  regions than in retarded ones;   this thesis corresponds closely to the 

views of D*vin and Le Pas.     Por basic  investments of a social character,  on 

the contrary,  the return will be greater in arrested regions;  this conclusion 

is close  to those of Nowicki and Hirschman [2l].     This distinction emphasizes 

the human  factors in development and  serves to recall  that social  progress and 

economic  expansion are complementary  in the opposite way to what  is generally 

assomeu;     that  is,  social progress prompts economic expansion rather than the 

reverse.     Looked at in this way, sccial  investments are deferred economic ones. 

However,  one has to be able to wait,  and that is not always possible  for eco- 

nomic, psychological or political reasons.    The creation in underdeveloped 

regions of cumulative processes of agglomeration has also been recommended, 

concentrating in them investments that are profitable only in the long-term 

[2,?j.     In the  last analysis,   the choice would depend upon the price one set on 

time and it is uncertain whether this price would be the same for the central 

as for the regional level.    Waiting is a luxury the poor cannot afford.    Here 

again a compromise is necessary;    the dialectical methods of indicative plan- 

ning will prove useful  in working one out. 

The same is true where there is a conflict between tie location factors 

evaluated by private firms and the criteria used by the puslic authorities in 

designating development zones to attract new enterprises. 

Since a great deal has been written about the location of plants, only 

two observations will be made here.    Industrialists seem to be increasingly 

sensitive to market size and the socio-economic climate of the agglomeration 

they consider joining.    In a lecture at the Industrial Development Institute, 

Oklahoma University, Norman, Oklahoma, D. M. Barthold,  an industrialist, 

suggested the following as location factorsj    nearness to raw materials and 

markets;     favourable community and cultural climate;    suitable terrain with 

minimum site-development costs;    a stable political climate;    a good labour 

pool and sound wago policies;    equitable power costs and tax rates;     abundant 

water supply;    good transport facilities by rail,  road and water;    and possi- 
bilities of waste disposal [23]. 
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This list seems to meet the present-day needs of the great majority of 

plants. The importance it gives to markets and to the receiving agglomeration 

is partially explained by an interesting study by Mrs. Anne P. Carter on the 

evolution of innut-output tables for American industry between 1947 and I958. 

This comparison shows the extent to which firms are becoming more dependent 

upon each other and how the importance of general inputs, mainly services, 

tends to grow at the expense of material inputs [24]. Thus, industries are 

less sensitive to distance from their suppliers than to nearness to their 

customers (often other industries) and to the suppliers of services, who are 

generally linked to an urban complex. In short, the essential is an indus- 

trial and urban milieu, sufficiently large and diversified. This, development 

is not, at first sight, favourable to critical regions, which are characterized 

by a mediocre or undiversified environment. 

In addition, regions proposed by public authorities to new industrialists 

for development are generally chosen for reasons quite distinct from location 

factorB, namely unemployment or low personal incomes. Sometimes complementary 

criteria are taken into consideration, for example, tax yields in Austria, emi- 

gration in Belgium and Denmark, the probability of unemployment in Prance or 

the inadaptability of the economic and social infrastructure in Greece. As 

Klaassen points out, these criteria are nearly all negative [25]. Governments 

think first of stricken regions rather than of areas to be developed; fortu- 

nately, a new trend can be detected. In developing countries, regional expan- 

sion seems to correspond to a political choice asserted almost everywhere - to 

reduce inequalities and disequilibria within nations. In Africa this is true 

for Senegal (with Dakar), the Ivory Coast (with Abidjan), the Niger, Gabon, 

Madagascar, and so ou [26]. 

Thus, location factors for private firms and development criteria for 

public authorities seem to be clearly differentiated. Since policies should 

express a purpose, it could hardly be otherwise. But objective« can be more 

or less ambitious and methods more or less rigid. To harmonise over-all plans 

and individual projects in the public and private sectors, indicative planning 

must elaborate sophisticated methods of co-ordinating seemingly contradictory 

objectives in regard to location. It will be possible in the last analysis 

to discern a marked trend towards a kind of spontaneous harmonisation between 

public policies and private initiatives. 
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OVER-ALL PLANS  AND LOCATION  OF  INDIVIDUAL 
PROJECTS   TN THE PUHLIC SECTOR 

Indicative planning intervenes  in two ways in the  passage  from over-all 

pians  to the  location of individual  projects   in the public sector; it affects 

institutions or public bodies by the technique of participation and it affects 

procedures by the  technique of regionalization. 

Institutional  participation 

A distinction should be made between public institutions and para-public 

bodies.    The  first are mainly information-oriented;  and the second,  action- 

oriented. 

A description follows of the  trauitional types of organization,  the 

British regional  councils and boards and the  French regional economic develop- 

ment commissions,   (CODERs): 

Public institutions 

In the Netherlands, the Minister of Economic Affairs requests the prov- 

inces, after discussion with the municipalities, to submit projects to him. 

A small expert committee, the Industrial Development Committee for Problem 

Regions, evaluates these proposals for their contribution to economic expan- 

sion.    This committee is composed of representatives from various ministries. 

It gives its advice only after conferring with the provincial governments on 

the choice of works to be undertaken, their order of importance, time sched- 

uling and other matters.    In the event of disagreement between the committee 

and a provincial government, the problem is  submitted to the minister 

concerned. 

In practice, however, the current tendency is to replace consultations 

with individual local representatives by the advice of a representative group, 

specially set up for this purpose.    For example, in Greece regional committees 

have been constituted, headed by an inspector—general of the public service, 

which hold meetings with the representatives  in the region of the central 

Government, of local groups and of professional and trade union organizations. 

These committees give their advice on all matters that in any way concern the 

economic development of the region and act as intermediaries between the 
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public authorities and the population in order to obtain positive  support  for 

the taskB to be undertaken [27]. 

In countries with a  federal  constitution,   local  representation tends 

naturally to be undertaken *y the  state governments with the assistance of 

representatives of the   Federal  Government.    This  is the system adopted in the 

United States under the Public Works and Economic  Development  Act of 1905,  on 

which an interesting study has appeared in the  review Redevelopment,  published 

by the Department of Commerce [28].    The new arrangements envisage the  setting 

up of "multi-state regional planning commissions" composed of representatives 

from each participating state who are  in principle t;.e Governors, with someone 

from the  Federal Government serving as co-chairman.    The findings of these 

commissions must be  approved by the majority of the  state representatives and 

by the federal co-chairman.    The commissions initiate and co-ordinate  general 

programmes of long-term economic development,  prepare particular plans and 

make legislative and other recommendations concerning short- or long-term 

projects.     In addition,  the commissions establish priorities for the  imple- 

mentation of appioved programmes and plans and ensure that the necessary 

studies and consultations are undertaken, especially through the medium of 

public meetings and citizen councils  [29].    Such an institution is of interest 

in two respects.    The commissions are able to play an important role  that goes 

far beyond mere consultation:     in programme promotion,  recommendation of 

measures,  public participation.    Secondly,  the harmonization of the viows of 

the federal authorities and  those of the  individual  states is ensured, not by 

decision of the central authorities  in the last resort, but by the need for 

the majority of the  local representatives and  the federal co-chairman to reach 

agreement.     The federal  form of the United States Government seems to have 

enabled it to set up regional institutions more sophisticated in certain 

respects than those of unitary states.    It is true that the problems are 

different;  the co-ordination of public policies seems to be more difficult in 

a federal than in a unitary state. 

The federal structure of certain developing countries should likewise 

facilitate the participation of their local representatives in institutions 

for regional development.    In the Federal Republic of Cameroon, the preparation 

of the second five-year plan (1966-1970) made it necessary to set up four 

regional planning commissions with representation from the private sector [30j. 
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In Madagascar,   the regional  technical   committees  for planning and development 

have  the chief representative of the  central Government  (préfet)  as chairman, 

the other members being regional delegates or representatives of the ministries 

concerned,  the head of the rural development centre and,  with a consultative 

vote, «...ree representatives elected b$ the General  Council.    As a first step, 

the General,   ommissariat   for Pl#  mg asked the regional committees to work 

out the^r develop* planen the ba^ - of national objectives,  allocated 

regionally.    At  tfiia stage  the regional committees had to define the agricul- 

tural  objectives of the area for which they are responsible and determine on 

the basis of these objectives the programmes of the other sectorr, distribute 

geographically the zones  in which new operations will be located and.  lastly, 

draw up a list of the actions to be taken.    The general commissariat has made 

a cohét.nt  synthesis of these draft regional plSjs,  on the^oasis of which the 

major outlines of a «   xonal pi** vere  submitted to the Government.    Subse- 

quently, the regional committees toolt^n their work again *    the basis of the 

approved objectives and instructions given by the Government;  thus they were 

able to break down the definitive regional plans into detail, by specifying 

«y* and means af   location« [31].    I» Senegal, regional development committees 

confer with national authorities as in Madagascar [32].    These planning insti- 

tutions have evolved on similar lines to the British and French experiments. 

Regional planning councils and beards in 
the United Kingdom of Great Britain 

Regional councils and boards in the United Kingdom work in close' co- 

operation, but their composition, xnJ duties are not  identical;  the former are 

consultative bodies, the latter deal wxth co-onLV vtion. 

Regional councils (rogioral economic planning councils) have the follow- 
ing tasks: 

(a) To help draw up regional plans, seeking to use available resources 
to the best advantage; 

(b) To adyise on measures for implementing regional plans with the help 
oí data furnished by economic planning boards; 

(c) To advise on the effect on the regions of national economic policy. 

Councils have an active role in that they can take the initiativ« in 

bringing up matters which,  in their opinion, ought to be examined by the eco- 

nomic  planning boards.    The boards prepare draft plans for their respective 
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regions and co-ordinate the action of varies ministerial departments xn the 

implementation of definitivo programmes [33]. 

The main contribution of these bodies, and especially of the councils, is 

to aid in estimating and assessing regional needs and national resources [34 J. 

In short, councils and boards are concerned with the long-terra implications of 

economic planning. They fivst evaluate the economic potential of each region 

and the measures to be taken for its full development, includ ng social measures 

such as the creation of a more attractive environment. This first task is 

difficult and immediate results cannot be expected. However, decisions must 

be taken by the Government in matters of economic policy, communications and 

spatial planning that will have a long-term impact on the regional economy. 

Councils and boards can draw the attention of the central authorities to the 

concrete effects in various regions of measures under preparation, before they 

are finalized. This procedure has been followed for the development of large 

ports and for long-term road planning as well as for closing down branch rail- 

way lines and the reorganization of the coal industry. Councils can also 

accomplish a great deal by encouraging local authorities and non-official 

organizations to adopt a regional viewpoint in solving common problems, for 

5    instance, in the arts, tourism or reclamation by industry of disused land [33]* 

The member3 of the regional economic planning councils are ohosen as 

individual experts and not as representatives of special interests. The 

number of council members ranges from 18 to 37 and they have experience in 

local government, industry, the universities or social service. In short. 

councils are collective consultants with higher standing than an individual 

consultant because of their collective insight. Membership is honorary, and 

the point of view is neither political, academic, professional, trade unionist, 

nor that of the employer, but a little of each. The choice of chairman of the 

councils reflects the respect for amateurism, so dear to the English. The 

chairmen of the eight councils in England consist of two industrialists, two 

university professors, one local politician, one teacher, one trade unionist 

and the chairman of the governing body of a hospital [36]* 

The regional economic planning boards are composed of regional represen- 

tatives of the departments conoerned with economic planning such as the Board 

of Trade and the Ministries of Labour, Housing and Local Government, Transpor- 

tation, Technology, Agriculture, Public Works, Power, and Land and Natural 
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Resources.  In England, the chairman is an official of the Department of 

Economic Affairs; in Scotland he is an official of the Scottish Office. 

Regional economic development commissions in Prance 

Established by the law of 14 March I964» the regional economic develop- 

ment commissions (commissions de développement économique régional, CODERs) 

are composed of 20 to 50 members selected as follows: 

(a) As to at least one fourth:  one or more councillors designated by 
each general council from among its members, and one or more mayors 
designated for each department by the general council from outside 
its membership; however, the mayor of the capital of the region is 
a member ex officio of the commission; 

(b) As to one half: members designated by chambers of commerce and 
industry, chambers of agriculture and of trades, and by professional 
organizations, trade unions and employers* associations for industry, 
agriculture and commerce. The chairman of the regional development 
committee is a member ex officio of the commission; 

(c) As to the remainder: members designated by the Prime Minister. 

The instructions for préfets to guide them in the choice of qualified 

persons are of interest. They are advised to choose people with knowu compe- 

tence in economic, social, family, scientific or cultural fields.  They should 

avoid putting forward persons whose only experience is political.  It is desir- 

able that a suitable proportion of promising young people should serve on the 

commissions, and if there are not a sufficient number of them in the first two 

categories mentioned above, the préfets should propose them for inclusion in 

the tnird. Moreover, préfets are asked not to designate a person as qualified, 

on the sole ground that he is a member of Parliament [37]. 

Imong the 20 CODERs with a total of 920 members, there are in fact 

?55 representatives of local communities, namely, 103 mayors and I52 members 

of general councils, that is, a little more than one quarter of the total. 

'aking into account the double role of some members, the figures show: 

'!?  deputies, 53 senators, 202 general councillors and 286 mayors.  In short, 

more than one fifth of CODER members are general councillors and a third are 

municipal representatives. The participation of elected local officials is 

two thirds, a proportion markedly higher than foreseen by the law of i964. 

'¡"he nocio-professional categories of the CODER members are as follows:  agri- 

culture, 1/0; artisans, 37; industry, 200; employees, I85; and social 

activities, 109. From among the liberal professions:  36 barristers, 
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0 solicitors,  8 notaries,   34  physicians,  and 2  chartered accountants but, 

surprisingly,   no architects   or economists. 

The chairmanship has been given less often to economic specialists than 

to political personalities,   and moreover generally to well-known ones such as 

Chaban-Belmas in Aquitaine,   Edgar Patire in Franche—Comté, Maurice Paure in 

Midi-Pyrénées, Pleven in Brittany, Pflimlin in Alsace and Pinay in Rhône-Alpes 

[38]. 

Yet the role of the CODERs is not political.    These bodies are called 

upon to give advice on the  implementation of the national plan for economic 

and social development and the regional development programme in their regions. 

They are consulted on regional aspects of the main options included in the 

national plan and on the regional sub-plans at the time of their detailed 

elaboration.    The CODERs are kept regularly informed on progress in executing 

the plan [39l»    Often these commissions are brought into the work of preparing 

the regional details within the national budget and can study problems such as 

the contribution of local communities to financing the plan, housing difficul- 

ties, employment trends and general perspectives for regional expansion [40]. 

As Bauchet points out,  most of the CODERs are so active that some people 

have feared the rebirth of the provincial parliaments that existed before the 

French Revolution [41]»    Still, by reason of their geoijrarhical base and the 

originality of their composition, the commissions should make it possible to 

create a new form of participation in public life, provided they accept the 

idea of discussion with the central authorities with the object of imparting 

information and collaborati.^.    They must not  lose themselves in a fruitless 

I game of staking claims and opposition [42].    The CODERs were in some respects 

anticipated by the regional economic expansion committees, whioh are para- 

public institutions. 

Para-public institutions 

Among the para-public institutions that enable regional executives to 

participate in the location of individual projects, there are in Franoe the 

economic expansion committees, chambers of commerce and industrialisation 

boards. 
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(a) Regional  economic expansion committees 

A French  law and  an official  circular of 20 January I9ÍI  dealt  with the 

establishment  of regional economic expansion committees.     These bodies enable 

the economic and  social groups of a region to participate in  the elaboration 

and execution  of regional plans.     In crder to gain official  recognition they 

had to ensure   that the various departments of the region were  equitably repre- 

sented.     In  the  professional   field  they had to  include  representatives from 

agriculture,   commerce,   industry,  artisans  and trade unions.     They could also 

recruit  people   from university circles,   credit  institutions,   consumer groups 

and   family associations. 

Following the establishment of the CODERs,  a general  instruction on 

26 May I964 divided duties between the two institutions,  assigning a consul- 

tative role to one and research and promotion to the other.    Consultation is 

the province of the CODERs,  which officially formulate the opinions of the 

^°gions.    This official advice can only emanate  from an official public orga- 

nization, working with the préfet.  who is the Government's representative in 

the region.     The tasks of research and promotion, however, will continue to 

be undertaken by the  regional expansion committees which, with their private 

status,  have greater  flexibility and can obtain the help of a considerable 

variety of specialists,  through the medium of study groups.    (The "creative 

function" belongs to the regional expansion committee,  and the  "role of deci- 

sion" is reserved for  the CODER [43].) 

After the expansion committees lost  part of their authority to  the CODERs, 

it was proposed in compensation to,transform them into committees of inquiry 

with a para-public status.    Some would like to make them into economic infor- 

mation bureaux [44]»    Yet such activities would only be an extension of the 

official  estimates.     Actually, relations are close between the  two bodies, 

which are often run by the same leaders.     This is also true of regional 

chambers of commerce and industry. 

(b) Regional chambers of commerce and industry 

These organizations, created by a decree of 4 December 19Mi were designed 

to represent  industry and business  in their relations w'-h tbc  public author- 

ities and "to advise Government on means to increase economic  prosperity". 
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Regional chambers of commerce and industry play an important role in the 

execution of public investment in transport infrastructure, industrial zones, 

railhead wholesale markets - in brief, the economic assetB of a conurbation. 

Sometimes chambers of commerce set up information bureaux for new industries, 

as was done by the regional chamber in Bordeaux [45]«  The Lille Chamber of 

Commerce has instituted a successful industrial promotion service, which has 

prepared a card index of available industrial property and sites and has done 

extensive research on town planning and real estate projects that could be of 

interest to firms. The group has also equipped a I50-hectare industrial zone, 

which could be expanded to 250 hectares [46].  These activities are similar to 

those of industrial conversion and expansion bureaux. 

(c) Industrial conversion and expansion bureaux 

Wishing to have a hand in solving the problems of their own future, local 

economic bodies and businessmen have established industrial conversion and 

expansion bureaux, aided by the public authorities, who join with them in 

defining objectives and the means to attain them [47]. 

ihese para-public bodies, private in nature but public in their objectives 

and by virtue of their collaboration with administrative authorities, some- 

times have a diversified structure. In the administrative region of the Nord 

the industrial bureau, known as the Association for Industrial Expansion of 

the Nord and Pas-de-Calais, has four tiers: 

(a) An assembly composed of the association's founders: the coal mines 
of the Nord and Pas-de-Calais, the regional iron and steel industry, 
regional chambers of commerce and industry and local employers; 

(b) A bureau which consists of the founders, members of the public 
administration including the two préfets, representatives from a 
chamber of commerce and the regional expansion committee; 

(c) A technical committee which advises the new organization on partic- 
ular questions; and 

(d) A consultative committee [48]. 

Co-ordination between the diverse participants is thus facilitated and 

local residents take part willingly. It has been said that the industrial 

bureaux were, first and foremost, "federating bodies" [49]* lhese associations, 

in short, represent the last phase of a significant evolution: the participa- 

tion of local representatives and industrial circles in the solution of devel- 

opment problems, particularly in the location of public installations, has 
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grown and has become   increasingly  institutionalized.     Collaboration between 

public authorities and private persons  is no longer left  to chance circum- 

stances or sympathies;   it takes the  shape of institutions whose structures, 

because of their increasing differentiation, encourage  specialisation and,   it 

may be hoped,   greater efficiency. 

Regionalization of procédures 

Regionalized procedures can affect national planning in the medium term 

and annual budgets  in the short term.    The following commentary ìB devoted 

mainly to the French experiment,  which has been unquestionably in the fore- 

front of this  field. 

Regionalization of the plan 

The regional i zat ion of the French Fifth Plan (1966-1970) was inspired by 

a number of objectives, of which the following relate especially to industrial 

development and new plant location.    The industrialization of the West was 

given first priority  to avoid an irremediable deterioration of the existing 

structures by around 1970.    A persistence of past trends would have resulted 

in the emigration of at least 250,000 persons between 1962 and 1970.    It was 

necessary to continue the incentive policy initiated by the Fourth Plan and 

to ensure that 35 to 40 per cent of new industrial jobs in the country would 

be located in the West.    The volume of emigration would thus be reduced by a 

third. 

Development of the North and East was thought of in relation to their 

proximity to the European centre of gravity.    The North had to make good its 

backwardness due to the decline of the extractive industries and a lack of 

dynamism in other sectors.    The East needed to persist in the re-equipment 

effort that  it had carried out since the end of the Second World War.    Centred 

on an economic  axis  (North Sea - Mediterranean), urban facilities, a network 

of communica4 Ions and industrial zones were to create the necessary framework 

for expansion. 

Lastly,  specific actions were envisaged, particularly conversion opera- 

tions in lightly  industrialized areas.    These  interventions had to be orga- 

nizad  sufficiently  in advance to avoid sudden strains caused by external 

competition.     The  policy  involved  ensuring a retraining of manpower and at 
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the  same  time  co-ordinating th«  initiatives of all  the bodies engaged  in 

carrying out or facilitating these operations.     Comparable efforts had to be 

made  in favour of depressed rural areas  [50.]» 

In order to attain these objectives,   the  Fifth Plan procedure of region- 

} alization benefitted   from  some  important  innovations compared with the Fourth 

1 Plan.     Regiona.'Azation of the Fourth Plan was   introduced only after  its approval 
î 
I by Parliament.     It consisted   in the elaboration  of "operational  sub-plans", 

I since known as "regional  sub-plans",  subdividing according to regions the esti- 
1 i mates of emploient,  economic activity and public  investment  previously fixed 

J as national   totals.     For the Fifth Plan,   work  on  the regional  details began 

j sooner,  so that local  representatives were able  to be associated with  it during 

preparation of the plan and not  only after is  approval  by Parliament  [")l]. 

There were three successive  stages of work on the regional details of 

the Fifth Plan.    In the  first,  the national options were prepared and regional 

participation was United to studies and surveys.    These studies were made at 

the request of the central government departments or of the committees of the 

General Commissariat of the Plan.    Some were spontaneously undertaken by the 

regions;  they involved: 

(a) Employment and economic development;  thus an analysis of employment 
trends between Í954 and I964 gave a better understanding of economic 
and demographic trends; 

(b) Public facilities:    the extent to which the quantity and quality of 
existing facilities have been able to meet needs; 

(c) Specific studies astead for ty' regional préfets and sanctioned by 
the General Commissariat of the Plan to increase knowledge about 
particular problems auch as the supply of professional manpower or 
the reception of new industries [52J. 

This research was used during the second stage of the regional planning, when 

the regional bodies had to make known their viewpoint on the orientation to be 

given to long- and ^hort-term spatial policy in their region. 

In preparing long-term forecasts (1985)!  the regional    ¿ganizations have 

been helped by the first  report of the National Commission for Regional Devel- 

opment  (Commission Nationale d'Aménagement du Territoire, GNAT),  to which the 

following documents were appended:   thegional estimates of population and occu- 

pational  activities in 19^5» estimates of industrial production in I985, and 

of rural area development;   report on the urban structure; preliminary report 
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on transport facilities  in relation to regional development;   report on the 

North Sea - Mediterranean axis,  and on the West. 

Furthermore,  these  questions could be the subject of complementary studies 

entrusted in each region to small groups of experts.    The regional perspectives 

for medium-term economic development were mainly concerned with employment 

forecasts for the Fifth Plan period,   I966-I97O. 

To facilitate all  of these tasks,  the National Institute  for Statistics 

and Economic Studies  (institut National de la Statistique et des Etudes 

Economiques, INSEE) worked out for each region two demographic projections 

for I97O.    The first was based on the assumption that past trends in migra- 

tion would continue in the future;  the second on the hypothesis of a popula- 

tion growth undisturbed by migration.    Manpower needs in 1970 were estimated 

for each region for 28 occupational groups. 

The regional organizations also had available two kinds of studies 

already mentioned:    (a)  systematic research carried out in all regions, of 

which the quantitative findings were synthesized at the national level: 

employment balances,  professional manpower resouroes,  indices of the situa- 

tion of public facilities, power problems; and (b) specific research on par- 

ticular questions:    the adjustment between supply of and demand for jobs at 

a lower level than that of the region,  the trend of certain activities, the 

establishment of new enterprises.    Moreover, regional bodies could make use 

of work done in preparing urban programmes [53]. 

With the help of all this information and that from local experts, 

regional orientation reports were drawn up according to the following tripar- 

tite pattern. 

Part One:    perspectives for regional area development,  1985t in accord- 

ance with the guidelines drawn up by CNAT,  that is to say: 

(a) Long-term demographic perspectives:    total regional population by 
age-groups,  school population, population of large agglomerations, 
rural and urban population, available manpower, and estimates of 
trends in the active agricultural population; 

(bi Development perspectives for rural areas: restructuring of build- 
ings, estimates of agricultural school facilities (programme law), 
and trends towards concentration or dispersion of rural facilities 
(pilot sectors - village centres); 

(c) Urban structure perspectives:    outline of urban structure, urban 
development  policy (in liaison with adjoining regions) and per- 
spectives  for development  of principal towns; 
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(d) Communications development perspectives:     outline of major road 
network (express highways and three- or four-lane roadrO; main 
nver communications and navigable waterways;  and air connexions; 

(e) Water policy (only for some regions). 

Most regions have modified the demographic projections of INSEE, and 

INSEE has as a rule accepted these corrections, agreeing that its sector 

studies are relatively theoretical and that, especially with regard to employ- 

ment, regional specialists are usually better informed than national experts 

concerning the probable establishment of new enterprises in the next few years. 

This observation is very significant.    At *,his level of the dialogue between 

the central authorities and regional representatives the latter, because of 

their direct practical experience, easily impose their point of view. 

In order to follow the above pattern the regional planner» had to con- 

sider economic development perspectives and future plant location.   Most 

reports recommend the concentration of new plants in a few favoured towns, 

to their profit in terms of social and economic facilities, especially those 

for schooling and housing.    Regional views on all of these points have pre- 

vailed in discussions with the oentral authorities. 

Part Two:    regional perspectives for economic development, I966-I97O, 

including the following: 

(a) Demographic forecasts:    total population by age-group, eohool pop- 
ulation, rural and urban population (population forecasts aooording 
to categories of commune), population movements within and between 
regions; 

(b) Employment forecasts:    manpower availability, manpower needs for 
each of 28 occupational  groups, employment equilibrium within the 
region as a whole, and vocational training requirements; 

(c) Economic development perspectives:    agricultural production fore- 
casts for some groups of products, expected agricultural employ- 
ment and structural evolution, a study of industrial possibilities 
in the region, specific actions for industrial conversion and rural 
area rehabilitation, problems posed by foreign trade developments, 
study of exchange flows for some products, study of exchange between 
frontier regions and neighbouring countries. 

Regions have thus been asked to express their views on industrial possi- 

bilities.    They have analysed their current position in regard to industrial 

development and made some attempt to forecast what they could accomplish luring 

the next five years.    As a result, fixed asset investment has own concentrated 

in two respects:    in favoured localities and in certain industrial sectors. 
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This double  choice   in industrial  location by the  regional authorities  is  bound 

to  influence  the  central  government  in  its distribution of credit  facilities 

and  the regional  authorities  in their  initiatives and  financial grants   for 

equipping industrial  zones. 

Part Three:     a study of public  investment  including the  following: 

(a) C'irrent  regional situation:     place of the  region in the  national 
situation,  I96O-I965,   particularly as regards housing and urban 
facilities,   facilities  for primary,   secondary and technical  educa- 
tion and  for adult vocational training,   sanitary and social   facil- 
ities,   and rural  facilities; 

(b) Proposals for relative priorities among the main investment  sectors; 

(c) Proposals for relative priorities within a given sector. 

These  situation reports were drawn up under the  responsibility  of  the 

regional  Préfets,   each  of whom had at  his disposal   a "mission" of administra- 

tive and technical   civil   servants and specialized working groups composed  of 

civil servants,  members  of the  CODER and experts.     After having been submitted 

for nomment  to the  relevant CODERs,   the reports were transmitted to the General 

Commissariat  of the Plan [54]. 

With the aid of these regional reports,  the General Commissariat of the 

Plan could make a list of regional desiderata,  review its priorities for  fixed 

asset investment  in terms of expressed needs and even reconsider the regional 

development objectives in the national plan.    On the basis of a synthesis of 

the regional reports,  the national committees of the plan have been led to 

recast their estimates for production,  employment or investment.    At this 

second stage the  regional studies have thus caused some objectives to be modi- 

fied, have clarified some choices or corrected national  statistics. 

During the  third and last  stage of regional work on the plan,   it was nec- 

essary to make explicit the objectives for each region,  to propose a certf.in 

number of development axes and  in particular to distribute among the  21  regions 

the major programmes of public  investment,  distinguishing operations of a 

national character and those affecting a region or département.    National 

operations  included some major projects for university facilities,   for research, 

for regional development of agriculture,  irrigation or tourism and also  the 

main communication routes by air, road and water.     For these programmes there 

was no preparation by the regions.    Their location was decided with due  con- 

sideration  for the general objectives of regional  development.     Regional 

préfets were  simply notified about these projects. 
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i For investments at  the  level of a region or département the distribution 

j was made  on the basis of objective criteria established by the ministries con- 

j cerned,   the General Commissariat  of the Plan and the Regional  Development 
ï 
« Board,   DATAR.    Broadly speaking,   these  investments had to ensure an equal 

I level   of services throughout  the ccintry.     Their distribution,   therefore,  was 

I based essentially on the   situât.'on in I965 and on demographic trends.     But a 
J 
J reserve of 5 to 15 per cent of expenditure according to the sector was set 

I aside  in order to allow for adjustments after regional consultation and to 
I 
j meet  unexpected situations which might arise during the execution of the plan. 

Within the framework of these allocations,  the préfets have worked out 

the  sub-plan for their regions,  essentially a programme based on lists of 

operations classified according to their urgency and location (regional 

investments) or on financial totals allocated to each département  (departmental 

investments).    This regional  planning covers housing and industrial  zones, as 

well  as the ten main sectors of public investment:     school, university and 

sports facilities, vocational  training facilities,  scientific research facil- 

ities,   sanitary and social   facilities, rural community facilities,  urban 

facilities, road, other transport, post and telecommunications facilities. 

The draft regional  sub-plans prepared by préfets were submitted for 

comment to the CODERs and then sent to the General commissariat of the Plan, 

which correlated them.    Some adjustments and increases proposed by regions 

for housing, post and telecommunications or schools were taken into considera- 

tion and put into effect during the execution of the plan. 

Hence a systematic dialogue at the study and programming stages resulted 

in the location of individual projects, for instance, of industrial zones, and 

at the same time of their indispensable adjuncts:    housing,  school,  road and 

cultural facilities.    This formula, with its sophisticated techniques of par- 

ticipation and consultation,   is a significant example of indicative planning 

possibilities in the location of individual projects in the public sector. 

The  system is based upon persuasion rather than authority.    And it works effi- 

ciently since the budgetary ceilings placed on each region's expenditure must 

be observed, as well as the objectives of regionalization.    In short, the 

central authorities have  made the rules and settled the amount at stake  in the 

game.    But within these  objective limits there  is complete freedom and,  for 

the  unlucky, the chance  for a second try through the reserve fund.    The  free 

enterprise system is not  always  so considerate. 
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Regionalization of the budget 

French budget régionalisation follows fro• the regional sub-planning of 

the national plan, since the budget should respect ihe regional estimates and 

control regional progress fro* year to ,ear. The 1« of 4 August 19« approv- 

ing the Fourth Plan envisaged in the annual budget an analysis of credits 

according to programe regions. Fur.ther,=ore, even if th.r. «re no plan, 

budget régionalisation would ensure coherence among the investment programs 

of various national ministries. 

For these reasons, the mam responsibility for budget regionalization is 

assumed by the Regional Development Board, DATAR. Since it has direct access 

to the Prime Minister, DATAR has enough authority to perform the co-ordinating 

role essential to regional development vis-à-vis the technical ministries. 

All investments cannot be allocated according to region.  In the first 

place, ministries must keep a national reserve for unscheduled operations 

which may become necessary during the budgetary year. Secondly, some funds 

remain blocked, such as those for large housing developments. Lastly, some 

programmes affect many regions and their apportionment is not possible - for 

example, investments which have a national dimension, such as express high- 

ways or short-wave raaio transmission networks. In short, within the budget- 

ary credits for various programmes, the percentage listed on a regional basis 

ranges from 50 for the Ministry of Education to nearly 90 for public works, 

cultural affairs or construction [55]. 

Por a geographic distribution of investments, certain criteria of choice 

are necessary; whenever possible, they take the form of distribution "keys". 

The Fifth Plan programmes take into account two major aims:  (a) balanced 

growth in public facilities - the preferred criterion for distributing invest 

ments among regions and determining operations is the notion of "keeping in 

step-, and (b) «elective pressures to promote economic growth in regions or 

areas whose spontaneous development is considered unsatisfactory. 

Some actions by the public authorities, therefore, have an equalizing 

purpose and others involve more localized choices. Included in the first 

category are social investments. For primary and secondary school faciliti- 

for general cultural activities and for health facilities the objective xs 

clearly an equalizing one.  Into this category must also be put housing 

policies - considered one of the factors in "keeping in step" - and water, 
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sewerage and telephone   infrastructures.     However,   in   these cases the criteri! 

for distribution must take   into account the geographic evolution of  urban 

areas. 

As examples of actions based on a clear choice among geographic priori- 

ties  one can c^te the  location of research in a few multi-disciplinary centres 

of national   scope,   the development of very high level  facilities which,  cut- 

side Parir,  can only be located near a regional metropolis,   and the develop- 

ment  of large  tourist complexes such as Languedoc-Roussillon   [56].    In any 

case,  whether the choice  is governed by a policy of ''keeping in step" or of 

incentives,   it  is essential  to ensure consistency in the   investments.    Since 

¿ach spending ministry is apt to have  its own "key"  for deciding the distri- 

bution,  the  functions of co-ordinator,  undertaken by DATAR,   assure a harmo- 

nious and efficient result. 

It  is important also that regions should participate  in the budgeting of 

policies that they have helped to elaborate.    This participation, whose nature 

had not been established at the time of the inception of the plan, could take 

two  forms.    First,  the members of DATAR would have at their disposal the 

annual reports of the regional préfets.    These should enable them to ova\ vte 

the  rate of progress in investments compared with the approved amount for each 

main sector of the regional  sub-plan.    Hence  it would be possible to postpone 

or cancel operations whose  fulfilment had encountered,  at the regional level, 

unforeseen difficulties,     .'likewise,  local  financing problems - including the 

need to borrow funds - would be studied with more precision in the light of 

the  information given by local  specialists.    Finally,  these reports would 

convey the viewpoint of the region itself, and not simply of regional officials, 

since the CODERs (whose representative nature has been stressed) would be 

associated with the work. 

In the  second place,  these commissions would probably be invited to par- 

ticipate in the preparation of regional  items in the budgets.    Naturally,  it 

would not be possible every year to decentralize altogether the budget proce- 

dure.    Nevertheless,  it would be useful if DATAR could make known in budgetary 

discussions the position of local authorities on essential points.    Thus the 

trend to regionalization through consultation affects even the normal  function- 

ing of traditional public  services   Í57 ]• 
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The  idea of budget regionalization is becoming increasingly accepted. 

The national plan of the United Kingdom refers to it; ministries  would issue 

each year a regional breakdown of their expenditure estimates  for new build- 

ings and works.    Regional boards are associated with this task at  least in 

defining objectives and  specifying the needs of their region [58].    An advanced 

system erists in the Republic of Mali, where,  since I963, regions have haa 

their own budgets.    The  receipts transferred from national accounts to the 

new vegioml budgets are raised essentially by direct taxation;   expenditures 

are for all kinds of regional activities [59]«     In many respects the budgetary 

experiment of Mali seems more developed than that of the United Kingdom or 

France. 

These regional budgets, together with their supplementary documents, are 

of additional value for the information conveyed,  particularly to the local 

population.    The latter,  if the concrete problems are explained,  the necessary 

choices pointed out and the region's future possibilities depicted, are able 

to participate with renewed efficiency in forming regional policy and m 

locating the individual projects which are the end-product of this prooess. 

These problems of information are just as important, if not more so,  In 

deciding the location of individual projects in the private sector. 

0VE2R-ALL PLANS AND LOCATION OF INDIVIDUAL 
 ttflUMfe fr m FWATë i"L%í  

In order to harmonize over-all plans and the location of individual 

projects in the private, sector, indicative planning attempts to gain the 

agreement of private industrialists on plant location through the medium of 

information and a technique of persuasion/dissuasion.    These procedures tend 

to gain a freely given support by the decision-takers (in the case of indus- 

trial location, the entrepreneurs) by means which are void of all compulsion. 

More specifically, the measures described below are designed to attract the 

attention of industrialists, to engage them in the discussion, and to prompt 

them to present their views.    It is the quintessence of indicative planning 

that is brought into play in this way. 
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Information 

The  insufficiency of available  information for use  in locating projects, 

especially  industrial projects, has  led the public authorities to take steps 

towards improvement  in this field. 

Inadeguacies of the conventional information 
of industrialists concerning location 

The defects of the conventional information of industrialists concerning 

location are well known.    A somewhat old but still significant study by the 

Federal Reserve Bank of Boston points out that very few industrialists are 

suitably informed on the economy of New England.    Moreover,  solid data avail- 

able are generally outdated.    As a rule, books on economics or economic geog- 

raphy dealing with New England stressed the migration of the textile industry 

to the South.   This one-sided presentation overlooked the progress made by 

other more dynamic sectors.    The presentation of facts is sometimes tendentious« 

Changes in population,  industrial activity, income and other economic charac- 

teristics are often expressed for different regions as a percentage of national 

results.    New England, one of the oldest and most developed areas of the country, 

has been unable in recent years to grow as rapidly as some other less developed 

regions.    It is easy to give the impression that New England is declining in 

absolute and not simply relative terms [60].    Certain facts, but still more 

certain interpretations and presentations, had created in the minds of indus- 

trialists an unfavourable image of New England. 

This concept of image is important, for it tends to explain some economic 

phenomena that rational analysis cannot justify.    In Prance the traditional 

indifferenoe of industrialists to Brittany resulted from an unfavourable image 

- that of an antiquated, retarded region - at a time when its demographic evo- 

lution and its human resouroes made it one of the youngest and most dynamic 

provinoes.    In order to rejuvenate the image of Brittany it was neoessary to 

group together there, by a conoerted polioy, factories and research centres in 

the most sophisticated sectors:    electronios, telecommunications, chemistry 

and pharmaceuticals.    These new features, as well as the development of leisure 

activities and seaside resorts, have helped remodel Brittany's image and to 

make Rennes, its chief town, one of the most rapidly growing French cities [61]. 

HirBchman has noted that progressive regions and sectors are impressed by 

the dynamism of their own development and they tend to distinguish themselves 
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from less favoured areas by picturing the population of those areas as  lazy, 

scheming and generally without hope.    This tendency to set one's own group or 

region apart  from the others seems a very cenerai me.    Very often a success 

which is due to natural resources, history or other factors is attributed to 

the moral qualities  which people easily persuade themselves and  seek to 

persuade others that they possess.    The system tends to be  self-perpetuating, 

for in order to keep their reputation,  dynamic groups end by practising these 

virtues [62].    So,  due to a favourable or unfavourable collective image, 

certain sectors or regions become dynamic or  suffer from economic depression. 

The  image does not  explain why some areas are expansive and others the  reverse, 

but it does explain why they have continued to expand or decline long after 

the causal  factors have disappeared [63]. 

Images are dangerous because of the irreversible, cumulative processes 

they set in motion and the extremes to which they can lead in the depopulation 

of some regions and the overcrowding of others. The public authorities can at 

least make the images reflect impartially the concrete facts of general inter- 

est in their policy. It would be even better if the role of collective images 

in economic development and plant location were to be studied more systematically, 

Images affect not only decision makers in the matter of industrial loca- 

tion, but also their colleagues and the population of the coamunities where 

they may settle.    Business executives are often reluctant to transfer their 

residences.    (Once more the image explains their inertia without justifying 

it.)    The local population at times manifests towards new industries an exces- 

sive indifference or enthusiasm, which can lead to unrealistic attitudes and 

then to disillusionment.    The role of motivating images seems to be decisive 

in all such behaviour [64]* 

Measures taken by public authorities to improve the 
information of industrialists concerning location^ 

Writers on the subject invite public authorities to inform industrialists 

on the current situation of regional development and future opportunities, with 

a clear statement of their willingness to prepare the ground and of the direc- 

tion of their efforts [65]*    In turn, the public authorities emphasize the 

problems of information and the measures they have taken or are about to take 

to deal with these  problems. 

In the United States all states offer information to prospective indus- 

trialists.    Specialized programmes have been established in Florida,   Illinois, 
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Iowa, Kentucky and Nevada. Florida calls on consultants to put together 

information about profit possibilities for specific industries; Illinois gives 

its firms information on exports; and Kentucky issues data for each county on 

the location advantages for specific industries [66]. 

Since France is a unitary state, the measures had to be more centralized. 

A decree of 15 June i960 created an interdepartmental information centre for 

industrial decentralization and adaptation. In creating such an organization 

the motives were: 

(a) To improve the quality of the general information used by the many 
people responsible for regional expansion, by making it more homo- 
geneous, more accessible and more up-to-date; 

(b) To facilitate the work of those concerned by gathering in one place 
all information needed; 

(c) To develop the two functions of reception of industrialists and 
evaluation of their applications, by separating them into distinct 
but not isolated services; 

(d) To give officials with varied administrative backgrounds the oppor- 
tunity to work permanently in a team which would work successfully 
only if the services concerned truly collaborated with each other. 

In short, the new organization had a double information role - towards the 

users and among the officials themselves. 

The decree of 15 June i960 laid down that the tasks of the centre were 

essentially to give economic and financial information and advice about loca- 

tion to industrialists wishing to make investments that might qualify for 

government aid; to receive requests from industrialists and to assist them in 

preparing their applications; and to ensure that action is taken on these 

applications by the relevant services. 

Among the main activities of this information centre the reception of 

visitors is foremost. Direct contact, between industrialists and the director 

of the centre has proved useful to both. In particular, it helps industrielles 

to understand better the policy of the authorities, its reasons, its objectives 

and the means adopted; and it enables the administration to be better informed 

about industrial problems, especially production costs and competitive prices. 

Among the visitors are members of local authorities and chambers of commerce, 

and in general people interested in the industrial development of their com- 

munity or region. 

The information centre also receives requests from industrialists for 

grants and loans or reduction of transfer tax and checks these applications 
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before   trans"! i tt in**'  them  to   the  services   that  evaluate  them  or  to  the  committee 

which  decides   the matter,   with  all   of whom  it  works   in close  co-operation  [67|. 

Proposals have been submitted  for study,  under which the  information centre 

would have more  powerful means at   its disposal,   ir  particular a team  of special- 

ists on such  questions as  financing,  housing,   industrial  zones and  real estate 

leases.     As  a  result,   it would no  longer be  necessary to wait behind  a counter, 

so to speak,   for industrialists,  but   it would become possible  to seek out heads 

of firms to  offer them help  in solving some of their problems   168 ].     In short, 

it is largely  the  information centre  that carries out the policy of  persuasion/ 

dissuasion adopted  in Prance,  as  in many other countries. 

Persuasion and dissuasion 

Policies of persuasion by incentives are much more v: i de s pre ad than poli- 

cies of dissuasion by controls but   the latter,  owing to the way they are 

applied, also have a clearly indicative character. 

Persuasion 

Most countries have created a system of incentives to industrial  location 

in depressed areas.    Cenerally these  incentives take the  form of bonuses or 

subsidies,   loans,  reduced rates of interest,  tax benefits and various  facilities 

for industrial buildings and sites, manpower training, housing, and  so forth. 

The United Kingdom has a very elaborate  system in the development areas 

for the renting or construction of factories by public bodies,  including loans 

to industrialists,  subsidies up to 40 per cent  for equipment and machines, and 

of 25 to 35 per cent for buildings;   in the absence of these subsidies,  tax 

advantages are offered in the  form of accelerated depreciation at the  rate of 

30 per cent [69].    In Canada aid consists of:     (a)  tax incentives which allow 

new firms  in designated arees to enjoy a three-year tax holiday;  (b)   capital 

subsidies,  exempt from federal  income tax,  of up to one third the cost of new 

buildings aid equipment,  subject to a limit of US$5 million for each project; 

and  (c)  permission to depreciate machines,  equipment and buildings at special 

raten,   for  fiscal purposes. 

In the  United States  incentives for industrial development vary  from 

¡•tate  to state and often from community to community.    For example,   in 

l.ousiana a  new  incentive  consists of a graduated tax exemption on natixal gas 
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bought  by  industry;   and the number of states  that  have duty-free  '/.ones has 

increased.     Such measures  cannot  be neglected by those concerned with  promut ine 

manufacture,   entrepôt and  export  trade development. 

Tax benefits and other concessions to enterprises continue  to make their 

appearance,   but these methods tend to be  subordinated to more elaborate measurer, 

such as technical  services,   detailed  information and expansion programmes.     In 

the financial field,  private bodies still predominate.     In I965 business devel- 

opment corporations had $50 million of current loans to  industry,  compared with 

$34 million  in I96I [70]. 

The action of the American federal authorities in this respect  is of con- 

siderable benefit to both industrialists and public sector bodies at the town, 

county and  state level.     The incentives consist of subsidies for public works 

and facilities intended to help expansion;   loans up to 100 per cent  for public 

works and up to 65 per cent for industrial and commercial development;  and 

guarantees up to 90 per cent of sums borrowed by public bodies.    Aid can also 

be provided for technical assistance and research, and special conditions are 

offered for loans and subsidies in conversion areas and multi-county develop- 

ment districts [71J• 

In the Federal Republic of Germany industrialists who locate their plants 

in economic development regions obtain loans at low interest rates:    3.5 P*r cent 

for buildings and 4 per cent for machinery and equipment.    In the eastern fron- 

tier zone an interest rate subsidy is given on loans for rationalization and 

transport costs are also subsidized. 

In addition, firms in depressed areas benefit by tax reliefs or advantages 

as follows:     (a) exemption or deferment of payment of income tax, undistributed 

profits tax, the Berlin assistance tax, capital tax, and the charges equaliza- 

tion tax;   (b) permission to charge extraordinary depreciation on investment 

goods such as machinery bought or made by firms in depressed regions - up to 

50 per cent for movable assets and 30 per cent for fixed assets;  (c) tax exemp- 

tion for investments made by self-financing; and (d) exemption or long-delayed 

payment of the turnover or transmission tax (Umsatzsteuer) [72].    Local author- 

ities, especially the Lander, utilize similar methods to attract industries; 

as in most federal states this creates difficult problems of co-ordination [ 73]- 

In Italy the system of incentives to new industrialists in depressed 

regions,  and especially  in the Mezzogiorno,   is particularly comprehensive: 

(a)   Tax facilities:     50 per cent reduction in the general turnover tax 
(imposta generale  sull' entrata,   I.CE.)  for  industrial materials 
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and equipment; 10 years' exemption from tax on non-property income 
(ricchezza mobile, R.M.) for new industrial plants; similar exemp- 
tion from this tax in respect of income arising from extension of 
production facilities; exemption from tax on R.M. applied ae an 
industrial investment in the Mezzogiorno; total or partial exemp- 
tion from local taxes; 

(b) Exemption from customs duties on materials and equipment necessary 
for industrializing the Mezzogiorno; 

(c) Some compensations for bad debts; 

(d) Financing on particularly favourable terms as regards interest rates 
and duration of loans, including credits from special institutions 
such as ISVE1MER for southern Italy, IRFIS for Sicily, or CIS for 
Sardinia; 

(e) Equity participation and technical assistance; 

(f) Various aids such as reductions in transport rates and in the price 
of hydrocarbons; 

(g) Equipping of industrial zones [74]» 

In Prance incentives to industrial location in development or conversion 

zones are very elaborate. They include: 

(a) Industrial development premiums ranging from 5 to 20 per cent of 
investment expenses; 

(b) Industrial adaptation premiums in conversion zones - maximum rate 
also 20 per cent; 

(c) Tax reliefs: reduction of transfer tax, total or partial exemption 
from licence tax, a special 25 per cent depreciation of new build- 
ings, reduction of tax on capital gains from real estate; 

(d) Loans granted by the Social and Economic Development Fund 
(100 million francs in I967) and by public banking establishments 
such as the Crédit National (at 6.75 P«r c«nt for 15 and, exception- 
ally, 20 years), the Crédit Hôtelier (6 per cent, same duration as 
for Crédit National) and regional development societies (minority 
participation in share capital of enterprises; and 7 or 8 per cent 
loans for 12 years); 

(e) Compensation for decentralization paid to industrialists »dio leave 
the Paris region (60 per cent of removal expenses); 

(f) Manpower assistance: vocational training, retraining and help with 
removal costs; 

(g) Aid from local communities and organizations with regard to indus- 
trial sites and buildings and exemption of local taxes} 

(h) In the case of large operations, an agreement concluded with the 
enterprise setting up a plant, whereby the state grants special 
assistance with housing, telecommunications and vocational training} 

(1) The recently introduced system called Crédit Bail Immobilier whereby 
industrialists making an initial cash investment of a quarter of 
total building construction costs are granted special 20-year loans 
with the possibility of a government guarantee [75] [76]. 
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In South Africa special incentives are offered to industrialists who 

locate their plants in depressed regions. These aids consist in low railway 

rates to urban centres, tax exemptions and low prices for water and energy« 

In addition, the central government has financed a certain number of industrial 

zones in these regions [77]« 

While there is agreement in practice on offering these forms of aid, 

their material effectiveness is more controversial. Thomas Wilson considers 

the financial advantages ocnnected with plant location in development districts 

in the United Kingdom very generous. Some concessions, however, diminish the 

value of others; the value of subsidies, for example, is reduced by the 

subsequent reduction in depreciation charges. Moreover, help with depredation 

is also granted outside development districts. It is estimated that on the 

average during the years i960 to I962 enterprises in development area« had to 

supply four fifths of their capital fron their own funds, against nine tenths 

in the rest of the country. A distinction should be drawn between the initial 

improvement in the cash position of enterprises and any permanent reduction in 

production costs. The first item may not be negligible, especially if the 

profits are large enough to allow the depreciation advantages to be claimed. 

The advantage in costs is less evident, about 12 to 14 per cent of capital 

charges in development areas compared with other areas of the United Kingdom} 

this may represent 4 per cent, or less, of annual expenses. According: to 

Wilson, such measures cannot cause serious distortions in the spontaneous 

distribution of plant locations [78]» 

According to a study made in Wisconsin [79] i assistance in industrial 

development is a more important location factor within a region than in the 

choice of a region, although differences in total oosts within regions are 

generally lower than interregional disparities. Even when the ohoice of loca- 

tion is limited to a particular region, such assistance is probably a secondary 

factor. In most oases cost reductions due to incentives are small oompared to 

total cost differences. The essential elements are variations in wage or 

transport costs. For this reason the majority of firms who have received 

assistance do not consider it was an essential factor in their ohoioe. Never- 

theless it is useful to take the size of the enterprise into consideration. 

Small firms are more sensitive to facilities for financing, others to tax 

advantages. 
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A survey made among recently installed French industrialists  indicated 

the  following average results, expressed as percentages of the investment, 

discounting future expenses at 7 per cent.     (The town of Chartres,  which has 

neither aid nor penalties,  was chosen as base  for the comparisons.) 

Geogiaphic comparison of incentives to new industries 
(per cent  of investment coBt) 

Transfer tax reduction 
Licence tax exemption 
Special depreciation 
Development premium 
Special aid to  industrial 

zones 
Penalty for premises built 

in Paris region 

Paris    Chartres   Angers    Mayenne    Nantes 

+0.3 
+5.7 

+0.3 
+5-7 
+2.5 
+6.4 

+0.3 
+5-7 
+2.5 

+12.8 

+1.6 

+6.0       +14.9     +22.9 

In short, a firm able to choose Paris or Nantes for its location will 

obtain a net saving amounting to 34.9 P«r cent of its investment by choosing 

Nantes, compared with Paris  [80]. 

Yet even in Prance industrial location incentives are considered by indus- 

trialists to have a limited efficiency;  and an official attached to DATAR con- 

ceded that incentives uoed by the Government to guide industrial location have 

only a very marginal effect on the choice.    Bearing in mind their real finan- 

cial weight,   incentives can affect the choice only when the two localities 

seem in other respects about equal.    State aid can then tip the scales [81 ]. 

Klaassen suggests that measures in favour of new industries often have 

greater psychological than financial consequences [82].    Here again the  idea 

of the image comes in.    The study on Wisconsin rightly stresses this aspect 

of the questior.    The offer of incentives by Wisconsin may markedly improve 

that state's  image in the eyes of industrialists.    The image of an area depends 

in part upon costs and in part upon less tangible factors.    Bergin points out 

that while most state agencies still stress tax advantages and financial incen- 

tives aB essential factors in industrial location, surveys show that these 

initial offers are far less important than the climate of co-operation that 

they inspire   [79]« 
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In this respect one might make a distinction between two kinds of incen- 

tives: local assistance and that extended by the central authorities. The 

first directly improves the regional or community image, since it reflects 

dynamism, interest and a welcoming attitude on the part of local groups. The 

effect of the second type of incentive is different. It might even be thought 

at first sight that the action of the central services indicates the inadequacy 

of local initiatives. Generally this is not the case; aid from the national 

authorities tends to reinforce the drive and to bolster the slender material 

resources of local bodies. The image concept is a little more complicated 

here; incentives contribute indirectly to improve the image of the region, 

through the interest that the region has been able to arouse on the part of 

the central authorities and this is retransmitted, duly magnified, to indus- 

trialists looking where to locate their enterprises. 

Incentives represent in economic terms a very limited advantage for firms, 

but they call the attention of industrialists to certain regions or towns whose 

image, until then doubtful, thereby becomes brighter. Previously neglected, 

depressed, distant, the development zone becomes dynamic, protected, favoured 

by the public purse. That is why the assistance policies seem to match so 

well the needs and the spirit of indicative planning, by employing techniques 

of suggestion and persuasion similar to those of commercial advertising. 

Dissuasion 

Among countries that employ indicative planning, only the United Kingdom 

and Prance appear to use methods of dissuasion in industrial location. In the 

United Kingdom, under the Control of Offioe and Industrial Development Act of 

1965, all new industrial premises of 1,000 square feot or more due to be con- 

structed in oertain defined areas of the midlands and southeast England must 

be approved in advance by the Board of Trade issuing an industrial development 

certificate. The Board must be satisfied that the proposed operation fully 

complies with the requirements of industrial distribution [83] [84]. 

In practice, enforcement of the regulations has been flexible and many 

exceptions have been granted, some near London itself. During the period i960 

to 1965 industrialists were refused permission in respect of only 7.8 p«r oent 

of the total area they requested, although the percentage was 18.7 in the 

midlands. It is worth noting that, between 1947 and i960, less employment 

was provided by new firms in the wnole of Scotland than in the seven new 
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towns in eastern England, which were only a part of the total expansion that 

occurred within a 100-mile radius of the centre of London [78]. 

Holmans points out that the need to obtain industrial development certif- 

icates for establishing new plants has not prevented demographic expansion in 

southeast England.  He notes that during the period I95O-I962 (1958-1959 being 

excluded for statistical reasons) development certificates granted in the 

southeast involved 190,000 jobs.  Yet the number of additional workers during 

this period in the sectors concerned was between 577»000 and 612,000.  The 

author explains these larger figures by the construction of many small work- 

shops and by expansion without additional surface area - all operations to 

which the regulations do not apply. The conclusion is that the sources of 

employment growth are so diverse in the southeast that building control could 

only slow down the current development [85]. 

The French system is similar to the British controls, although more elab- 

orate. In the Paris region and during recent years in the region of Lyons, 

the specific consent of the Ministry of Equipment - previously the Ministry 

of Construction - was needed to build or extend industrial premises with a 

surface area exceeding 5OO square metres. Agreement is noi, necessary for 

extensions of less than 10 per cent of the surface area in use on 5 January 

I955. For the construction of industrial premises in the Paris region penalty 

fees of 50 to 100 francs per square metre have been instituted, varying accord- 

ing to the zone. On the other hand, the elimination of this kind of building 

gives rise to a bonus of the same amount, paid by the Government to the owner 

of the property [86]. 

More generally, industrial construction may be prohibited throughout the 

country by the application of article I5 of the 30 November I96I decree for 

national control of urban development. According to this article, "when, by 

their size, their situation or their use, buildings would conflict with the 

needs of regional development and town planning, building licences may be 

refused or granted only subject to special conditions". Public authorities 

are therefore able to oppose a plant location they deem undesirable on socio- 

economic grounds [87]. Under these regulations, applications for a permit to 

build industrial premises of more than 2,000 square metres are submitted for 

preliminary comment to the regional member of DATAR. 

This control, which might appear rather restrictive, is in fact applied 

very flexibly. The number of refusals by virtue of article I5 of the town 
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planning decree   is  not  published,   to  the   author's knowledge,   but   it must  be 

very  small.     The  application  of the  special  regulations  for the  Paris region, 

however,   is  analysed each year  in the   statistical bulletin of the  Ministry  of 

Equipment.     According to  the   last published  information,   58O applications  by 

industrialists  for  permits  to build or  extend premises   in the  Paris region were 

up  for  decision  m  I964 and  the  refusale  numbered  IO8,   or  21.3 per cent.     This 

is  close  to  the  18.7  per cent  refusals   registered  in  the English midlands.     It 

cannot be  concluded from this,  however,   that the French controls  are more  severe 

than their British counterparts;  British   industrialists may practice a self- 

discipline  to which their French colleagues are  less accustomed  [88], 

In the  last analysis,   these systems  of authorization seem mainly - as the 

small  percentage  of refusals  suggests -   intended to   induce an exchange of views 

between public authorities and industrialists.    When  industrialists want  to 

locate  or expand in overcrowded areas  they must convince the authorities  that 

their choice  is motivated by rational   socio-economic   factors and not by  sub- 

jective  considerations.     This policy of dissuasion is  still,   in practice,   one 

of persuasion;  the  law has had the effect  only of reversing the burden of proof. 

The authorities no longer have to convince  firms where  they should locate; 

instead,   industrialists must persuade  officials that  they cannot  locate  out- 

side a chosen place.     It  is the same  game but the rules have been changed.     In 

large  centres the value  of external economies to enterprises and  the disecon- 

omies of scale for the  public authorities are such that the usual  regulations 

to persuade by incentives would not have  worked.    For this reason it was neces- 

sary to employ another sort  of indicative  planning,   one  involving restraints 

but still  open to  free discussion.    Here  restriction  is used only to the extent 

needed to ensure persuasion on the basis  of objective  rather than subjective 

considerations. 

The confrontation between the authorities and industrialists is often more 

apparent than real and a many-faceted development  is already discernible  towards 

a spontaneous harmonization of public policies and private  initiatives  in the 

location of new enterprises. 

RECONCILIATION OF PUBLIC POLICIES FOR LOCATION 
WITH THE PRIVATE ENTERPRISE SYSTEM 

There are four angles to achieving a spontaneous agreement between public 

policies for location and private projects:    they concern objectives, methods 
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of forecasting, the process of economic development and the trend towards 

integration. 

Objectives 

Public objectives and the goals of private enterprise were traditionally 

distinct, if not conflicting. The former were inspired by social considerations 

such as the reduction of unemployment, the equalization of incomes in the 

various regions of the country, or preventing the abandonment of poor areas. 

The lattor, on the other hand, were connected exclusively with economic con- 

siderations such as profit maximization, the competitiveness of the enterprise 

or guaranteeing the possibility of its expansion. But objectives, public or 

private, alter and it can be seen that the paths of their development are 

converging. 

Public-sector objectives 

Although they were purely social in the beginning, public objectives have 

become increasingly affected by economic considerations. Myers observes that 

in Western Europe regional policies are no longer dictated by the sole concern 

to ensure a high rate of employment throughout the country but that they tend 

increasingly to concentrate on exploiting the economic potential of each region 

T89]; these measures are therefore only one part of national policies that aim 

at a higher growth rate, that is, an increased and widely spread prosperity 

F90]. The evolution of the terminology is significant in this respect: 

"depressed", "critical", "underdeveloped", "lagging" regions are now designated 

as "development areas", "growth centres", "growth poles". The stress has mani- 

festly been shifted from social to economic preoccupations. 

In seme countries the evolution is particularly marked. In the United 

Kingdom regional policy tends to industrialize certain "development zones" 

less, it seems, to diminish unemployment than to improve the use of manpower, 

an essential factor for general expansion and for reducing the overcrowding 

in the midlands and southeast England that threatens to limit growth and breed 

inflation. Economic development is all the more necessary and carries a high 

priority, because it must match the demographic expansion of the country [9l]» 

For this reason in the United Kingdom, as in some other countries, regional 

planning is integrated into the national plan. 
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In many countries there  is this same shift of regional policy towards 

economic preoccupations.     It  is worth quoting a clear Swedish statement about 

the possibility of assistance to  foster industrial decentralization:     "This 

policy should aim to assign to enterprise areas that are economically viable. 

The authorities must be guided by economic logic  ... we will even say that 

firms, whether they belong to the private or public sector,  should take  into 

account only purely commercial  factors in considering their location."    This 

viewpoint was stated by a representative of a trade union, not an employers' 

association [92].    This shows how far,  in a country where social policy is 

most generous,   it  is widely accepted that the  regions must stick to economic 

considerations. 

In the United States the shift in regional policy from social to economic 

goals became manifest in I965 with the Public Works and Economic Development 

Act (Public Law 89-136).    The intervention of public authorities is now 

intended to promote long-term economic development in the regions concerned. 

The purpose is to help lagging areas help themselves.    The new measures aim to 

furnish the framework for a close, effective and lasting collaboration between 

public and private sectors in order to bring about the continuous growth of 

the economy, permit a more effective use of technological innovations and 

ensure that all parts of the country will have the opportunity to develop 

their potential [93].    The term potential is used here in the widest sens© to 

include natural and human resources as well as those of technology. 

The same preoccupations exist in developing c entries.    The Sudan indus- 

trial location policy has as its main objective +o take advantage of all 

natural resources in all regions of the country, particularly in the south 

which is the less exploited zone.    Location is considered in the Sudan as one 

of the most important factors for the success of industry.    It is essential 

to choose and organize locations most favourable from an eoonomio point of 

view [94]« 

In short, public objectives in the matter of location policy have spon- 

taneously come closer to private objectives by the adoption of an economic 

concept of growth.    This evolution is undoubtedly due in the main to the 

general decrease in unemployment and the economic and demographic expansion 

after the Second World War.    Indicative planning techniques may also have had 

something to do with this development.    According to Chamberlain, disagree- 

ments between public authorities and private entrepreneurs are resolved in 
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the  last analysis by negotiation.    For this,  the representatives of firms are 

not unarmed;  they have pressure groups.    The compromises which result  from 

these discussions diminish the extent  to which public objectives are achieved 

but  increase the probability that anything at all will be achieved.     In the 

end,  if planning is to be effective,   public objectives must be broadly compat- 

ible with private objectives [95].     It  ia also possible  to uphold the   inverse 

proposition:     to be assured of success,  the plans of a firm must not be incom- 

patible with those of the nation.    In short, those in charge of private and 

public affairs must have,  if not similar, at least compatible preoccupations. 

Private-sector objectives 

Since the Second World War the heads of private enterprises have  tended 

generally to show a greater preoccupation with docial factors.    For reasons 

which may not always be disinterested, entrepreneurs are concerned about the 

problems of education, housing, unemployment or reconversion.    Some techno- 

economic factors have encouraged this awareness, such as the depression in 

many traditional manufacturing regions, the specialization of businesses and 

workers and the growth of mass production (where the workers are also neces- 

sarily the consumers).    In the United States as in Europe, public authorities 

tend to solve social problems by encouraging local action by economic groups, 

mainly in the fields of employment, housing and vocational training.    Those 

concerned have thus become more aware of their social responsibilities and 

above all of the effectiveness of the action they could take.    The expansion 

of professional organizations has been related to this evolution.    These asso- 

ciations, which act as intermediaries between the public service and private 

firms, have been useful in translating the preoccupations of the one into the 

language of the other.    Because they understand each other, all are now under 

the impression that they speak the same language even if they do not express 

a single thought but a variety of views.    Lastly, the evolution of social 

philosophy cannot be neglected, especially the social doctrine of the Catholic 

Church.    As early as I96I Pope John XXIII in his encyclical "Mater and Magistra" 

stressed, in the name of justice, the necessity for regional development and 

pointed out that "even private enterprises must share in bringing about social 

and economic equilibrium between the various areas of their country"  [96]. 
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Methods of forecasting 

The inadequacy of traditional methods of forecasting used in private 

business is fortunately counterbalanced by the contribution of public planning. 

Traditional forecasting methods in the private sector 

The location of private firms  is still carried out according to generally 

unsatisfactory procedures, and this  situation is explained in large part by 

the inadequacy of the  forecasting methods which they use. 

Traditional location methods still give the main emphasis to transport 

costs, doubtless because their original exponents, the famous German theoreti- 

cians,  Lösch among others, wrote before 1940, at a time when transport costs 

had an importance they tend not to have today [97].    In practice the techniques 

for analysing comparative and industrial-complex costs are not perfect.    They 

tend to underestimate sociological or personal factors and to treat unsatis- 

factorily the phenomena of agglomeration [98]. 

These methods seem still less adapted to their object if one considers 

what is involved in the idea of the spatial optimum for any particular enter- 

prise.    This optimum appears to vary vith the circumstances, insofar as it is 

tied to the state of technique; it also appears to be provisional, since the 

calculations depend on the value attached to various economic variables such 

as the wage level and taxes.    This optimum is also relative, not absolute, 

sinne it depends on a price system that car.not reflect the marginal cost of 

goods and services [99]» 

Under these conditions it is not surprising that many plant locations are 

made without serious study.    Needleman and Scott have stressed that the majority 

of firms in the United Kingdom are located without systematic surveys.   The 

search is apparently made not for the best location but only for a satisfactory 

one, without comparing costs between the prospective sites [lOO].   Similarly, 

Pogarty points out that British industrialists do not study sufficiently the 

choice of their location and that if they do, they are nevertheless swayed by 

myths, by fear of the unfamiliar, by social prestige, etc. [lOl].   Here again 

we encounter the concept of the image.    These irrational considerations oerry 

proportionately more weight when logioal methods seem inoapable of getting to 

the bottom of the complicated problems involved.    A primitive kind of mentality 

is at work here, which appeals to a mythical image to justify or explain 
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phenomena in "magic" terms,  where  scientific knowledge cannot yet provide 

answers.     For this reason the persuasive techniques of indicative planning are 

very  useful.     Industrialists are all  the more easily convinced to modify their 

choice when they cannot marshal logical arguments based on scientific methods, 

save   in exceptional  cases.    And there  is always the  fact that the future  is 

uncertain. 

In truth,  industrial location  is a matter of the  future and the long 

term.    The forecasting methods of the private sector are very suitable for 

the  short term (market  studies),  inadequate for the medium te-m (because  they 

fail  to take account of trends in the branch of industry)  ana almost non- 

existent for the long term (when the total national picture must be considered). 

As Boudeville points out, it is not pragmatic but utopian to ask entrepreneurs 

to make long-term (I985) forecasts of their expected growth.    At this level 

isolated market studies and an analysis of the possible growth of production 

capacity do not give a realistic picture.    National and regional interrelation- 

ships have to be taken into account as well as the requirements for harmonized 

growth which adjust supply and demand in each sector, preventing price dis- 

tortions and other social pressures [102].    Public planning can aohiev» a 

great deal in these fields. 

The contribution of public planning 

Studies of prospective comparative costs involve a gamble, since future 

prices depend on the unforeseeable evolution of supply and demand.    But the 

plan, being a statement of the choices available,  tends to lessen the risk. 

Planning, above all,  reduces uncertainty by its mechanism of comparing the 

effects of alternative choices and by the stabilizing affect of the body of 

decisions which it enshrines [103].     In effect, planning assembles in a com- 

prehensive market study the forecasts of all economic agents and helps to 

make their future supply and demand consistent.    By fixing objectives and 

laying down the means for attaining them, planning sets up a body of likely 

decisions, thus tending to restrict the field of possible developments.    The 

plan does not eliminate uncertainty, but it limits its scope. 

The plan thus allows the private sector to have a more detailed perspec- 

tive of the future;  the risk is therefore less.    The planning procedure also 

permits greater accuracy in economic calculations.    As confidence  in the plan 

grows,  the decisions of the private  sector tend to conform more closely to it, 
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and this in turn reduces risk and uncertainty in the economy by a sort of 

cumulative process [104].    Hence the two main features of the plan,  forecast- 

ing and decision-taking, are closely linked.    The value of the plan's fore- 

casts does not lie  in highly developed means of investigation or sophisticated 

economic models, but  in the exemplary character of a set of probable decisions 

that public authorities and private entrepreneurs have prepared jointly and 

which have seemed to them more likely than any other solution to correspond 

to the general  interest, by providing for a coherent pattern of expansion. 

Firms are free to participate or not in the harmonious development thus 

proposed.    They know that objectives fixed by the plan should allow the various 

sectors to find the goods and services they require and the  customers they need 

without an excessive strain on the market which would jeopardize price stability 

or the flow of production.    Nevertheless, entrepreneurs can refuse the findings 

of this comprehensive market study placed at their disposal by the national 

plan.    They can reject the guidance of the public authorities and the agree- 

ment of employer organizations, as well as the compliance of the vast majority 

of other firms.    Their refusal would not necessarily be rational and likely to 

maximize production or profits.    Opposition is a gamble as much as consent or 

ae the plan itself.    To paraphrase Pascal, it might be eaid that in any event 

one must gamble and the greatest risk would be not to place any bet at all. 

If the plan is rejected by a firm, that decision makes sense only if other 

firms follow suit in sufficient numbers to upset in some respects the general 

equilibrium of the planned programme.    But this eventuality seems very doubt- 

ful for two reasons.    First, the plan has been not only accepted but largely 

prepared by professional organizations, which presumably have the ear of the 

majority of enterprises.    Secondly,  the plan is a motivating image,    ty i** 

very existence it attracts,  it invitee action.    Its psychological pull oannot 

be denied.    It indicates the direction of the current, at least for the near 

future, and the consensus between what the public authorities want and the 

other firms accept. 

Concerning the relations between planning and free enterprise, Foley, 

former Assistant Secretary of the United States Department of Coamerce, 

expressed the view that the purpose of modern planning was to free the entre- 

preneurs from the obstacles and problems that stand in the way of success and 

to help them define their full potential and attain it.    In an economy at 

huge and as complicated as that of the United States, he commented, no single 
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enterprise could comprehend and influence the factors that directly affect  it. 

Plans are needed "not  to control enterprises, but to allow them to control 

themselves intelligently" [105]. 

This effort of collective forecasting which constitutes the plan should 

be  readily accepted by  industrialists precisely because it is mainly their 

work and not that of the government  services.    In preparing the Fifth Plan, 

the committee for the French manufacturing industries was composed as follows: 

employer organizations,   32 members;     entrepreneurs,   19»    trade unions,  8; 

public officials,  7»     and others,   2.     In short,  out of 68 members 5I repre- 

sented industries on their professional organizations,  and '( were public 

officials [106]. 

The public authorities and the private sector tend to adopt the  same 

forecasting methods not because entrepreneurs have been won over to the views 

of the public authorities but rather because the latter have adopted views on 

the future elaborated by industrialists and their professional organizations. 

Development procedures 

Traditional industrial location policies tend to prevent the concentra- 

tion of establishments in areas that are likely to become quickly overcrowded. 

They are policies of dispersion intended to produce a more or lesB equal 

distribution of population throughout the country.    The reservations of 

industrialists derived from the advantages that firms find precisely in the 

concentration of activities.    National policies have in this respect shown a 

remarkable evolution.    For some years the stress has been placed on the value 

of a geographic concentration of enterprises.    These new ideas merely trans- 

late in terms of space the shift from purely social to economic preoccupations. 

A first consequence of the geographic concentration of industrial development 

concerned the size of expansion zones.    When assistance was more or ICBB linked 

to unemployment,  the beneficiary districts corresponded closely to the unem- 

ployment map,  for it would have be^n illogical to disassociate cause from 

effect.    But unemployment is often scattered and discontinuous! there are 

patches of unemployment on the maps.    Consequently,  the division into the 

zones given assistance was itself more atomic than molecular.    With the 

reversal of the trend,  these zones were regrouped,  especially in the United 

Kingdom and Prance.     To assure the growth of an industrial concentration or 
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pole, a sufficiently large hinterland was needed with suitable resources and 

markets. It was also necessary to set up the reception structure. All these 

arrangements could not fail to be approved by industrialists, because they 

corresponded to their declared requirements. 

Extension of the zones and the concentration of public measures 

Extension of the zones takes various forms; one of the most important is 

the tendency to consider increasingly larger regions. In Prance there are 

currently 21 programme regions, which are superimposed on the 95 départements. 

But this grouping is already under question. Since I96I experts 01 the 

European Economic Community, better known as the Common Market, designated in 

Prance nine large territorial units that could equal in importance the German 

Länder or the Italian regions [107]. Furthermore, the National Commission for 

Regional Development has proposed dividing Prance into three large zones: 

Paris, the West and the East, and this division was adopted in the Fifth Plan 

[IO8]. It was thought preferable not to use too ambitious economic models at 

the outset but rather to stick to a very schematic representation of the 

reality. 

There is no doubt that regions tend to spread out to encompass increas- 

ingly greater space. They tend to overlap and to break out of their geographic 

borders. Thus, alongside the Paris region the Pari» Basin was recently defined, 

a zone under the direct influence of the capital involving no leas than six 

regions and fifteen départements. 

The tendency towards the spatial expansion of zones for concerted action 

can be seen in other countries. In the United States the experience of the 

Area Redevelopment Administration has proved that many local development 

problems were better treated on a broader geographic basis. Neighbouring 

counties, working together, are better able to "feel" their common problems 

and, by combining their means, can achieve more efficient solutions [109]. 

In the same way, in the Netherlands the new development areas designated In 

1959 were larger than the preoeding ones; they included expansion nuclei [110]. 

In effect the extension of regions or zones of development justifiée and 

requires the concentration of public interventions in oertain favoured areas 

that serve as bastions of the industrial expansion. 

Agreement is almost universal on the importance of this geographic con- 

centration of intervention by the public authorities. According to Iden, a 
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member of the  Area Redevelopment Administrât ion,   the number of  zones in the 

United  States eligible   for aid  should be  limited and  interventions  concentrated 

on areas which have a development potential,   that   is,  where   the  cumulative 

results  would be more   likely  to constitute an effective driving force towards 

long-term economic growth  [ill].     In Sweden the  policy seeks  to assist the 

largest  centres suitable   for  industrial development,  since  experience has shown 

that  the  major firms tend  to choose the biggest agglomerations.     Internal 

Migrations should be guided accordingly |~112].     In the Netherlands public 

assistance has been concentrated since  1959  in 18 main centres and 26 secondary 

centres  f 113]-    This policy  is similar to that  of "central  points" which has 

been applied in the Federal  Republic of Germany since  1959  [H4].     Emphasis on 

the expansion of growth points, medium-sized towns capable  of developing rapidly 

into centres of industrial  progress, has also been advocated for developing 

countries [ll5l« 

The reception structure 

These centres of expansion must be equipped with the reception structure 

that the  future factories will use.    All the  factors that make  up the life of 

an enterprise must be brought together:    physical elements such as land,  trans- 

port,   power and telephones;  human elements  SUCK as manpower training, housing, 

entertainment and leisure activities. 

Housing is a particularly sensitive question, decisive  in the installation 

of workers,  especially skilled workers and executive grades.     Public authori- 

ties generally take special measures in the housing field for  social reasons, 

to reinforce their actions  in providing facilities directly required for new 

factories,   such as industrial  zones and railway sidings.     In Prance, DATAR has 

a special allocation of assisted housing,  which has risen from 2,000 units in 

1964 to 4,000 in 1965 and  5,000 in I966.    In addition,  DATAR subsidizes para- 

public  construction companies that build houses for industrial  executives in 

towns  indicated by the Government. 

¿11  these measures echo the most pressing requirements of industrialists, 

who are  increasingly sensitive to the climate,  way of life and reception accorded 

in the  area they are about to inhabit.    Here again,  therefore,  the policy of 

the public authorities  spontaneously matches the wishes of those who direct 

private enterprises and no efforts have to be  spent in persuading the latter 

group. 
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Integration tendencies 

 The  twndonciGs towards integration ara of two kinds:    professional 

organizations of private   firms  are  increasingly  integrated into the work of 

preparing over-all plans;   and  these plans have  to reflect the evolution of 

states  towards one form or another of supra-national  organization - which 

¡aradoxically tends to bring them closer to the programmes prepared by the 

private  sector. 

Integration and professional  organizations 

Professional organizations are anxious to be associated with the prepara- 

tion of general plans, where  they affect the location of private firms.     In 

Prance  the principle of co-operation has been pet  lorth very precisely by 

Georges Villiers, president of the French National Employers» Council  (Conseil 

National  du Patronat Français,   CNPF):    "Since regional development is going to 

be an essential element of our  social and economic policy, employers have  the 

duty to co-operate with the  organizations concerned,   in seeking a harmonious 

equilibrium between the over-all orientation necessarily given by the public 

authorities and the safeguarding of the initiative of enterprises which, above 

all, must ensure their competitive position on internal and external markets" 

[116].     Moräne, president of the regional activities committee of the CNPF, 

states specifically that employer participation must be secured both at the 

regional and national levels.    The CNPF opposed cutting up into 21 regional 

parts the national sectoral  forecasts worked out by the national planning com- 

missions.    It likewise opposed the establishment by regional authorities of 

regional  forecasts, whose  simple  juxtaposition would constitute the national 

plan.     Such a "miniaturization"  of the national plan might lead to control 

stretching right down to the  level of the individual enterprise [II7L    The 

employer representatives acted here as supporters of indicative planning by 

the concern they showed that  it should remain a framework of discussion suf- 

ficiently broad not to impinge on programming at the enterprise level, which 

is the responsibility of private entrepreneurs.    The employers' thesis was 

ed accepted by the Government:     the regional details of the French plan affect 

only public investments, excluding all sectoral  forecasts. 

The resulting association of employer organizations with the regional 

details of the Fifth Plan has been very close,  especially in respect to 

location.     Thus an instruction to the préfets from the General Commissariat of 
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the  Plan  for Equipment  and Productivity,   specified  that  concrete  development 

proposals  for the  regional  sub-plans  must  be adopted  "after  study with economic 

circles  regarding,   for   instance,   the   orientation of vocational   training,   the 

location  of  industrial   zones,  and  so  on".     Moreover,   the   sectors  responsible 

must  be  associated  with  the  preparation  of regional   sub-plans,   even  before   the 

latter are  submitted   for comment  to the CODERs,   in which  (as we have  shown) 

employer circles are   strongly represented.     Thus,   the entrepreneurs are  not 

only  invited to  formulate  their observations on a draft drawn up by others, 

but  they are also associated with the  actual preparation of the regional  pro- 

gramme  [lift].     With  such  a close   integration  of employers,   essentially  repre- 

sented by their professional organizations  in the work of the over-all  plans, 

it   is hard to see how they could fail  to correspond to  the viewpoints of indus- 

trialists and to be  adapted to their needs  in  the matter of location. 

in  fact,  many  similarities can be   found in the  thinking and the actions 

of the  public services  and professional  organizations;   this  facilitates agree- 

ment and contributes  to a harmonization of views between  state and industry. 

Often the  senior officers have received  the  same education at the Faculty of 

Law or even the National School of Administration.     They know each other,   are 

accustomed to working together,  have   the  same methods,  broadly the same  objec- 

tives and,  above all,   the  same intellectual  insistence  on  rigorousness £.nd 

realism.     These new administrators are as different  from the old-style  civil 

servants as from the  unenlightened employers of the  last century.    Standing 

half way between these archetypes,   their mutual understanding when they meet 

is apparently sponanteous.    This does not prevent differences  in views;  on 

the  contrary,  it creates an atmosphere  of debate - the  very spirit of indica- 

tive  planning flip;]» 

Integration and supra-national institutions 

Supra-national   institutions  such as the European Common Market that work 

for the reduction of tariff barriers between participating countries,  may well 

exacerbate the regional   imbalances  in their initial  phases.     In Eurcpe  this 

risk  is by no means  negligible:     the  strong regions at  the geographic centre 

of  the  Common Market,   located along the  Rhine and generally in what was called 

Lotharingia in ancient   times,  could develop even further  in the absence  of 

frontiers at the expense  of the weak peripheral regions  such as southern  Italy 

an.i  weiîtern  France   ¡1?0|. 
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J On  the  other hand,   one  of the  most   important  tasks  that   the  Treity of 

| Home  assigns  to  the  Community directly concerns  regional  policv.     It  con:-Lit:-,, 

I according to  Article   Two,   in  "promoting a harmonious  development of economic 
I 
f    activities throughout the Community".  Por this reason the Community ínstitu- 

j tions have recently studied a development pole, that of Bari-Tar;-n to in 

1 southern Italy [121].  Among the Community's financial establishments, the 

I European Investment Bank in particular is required to foster the improvement 

1 of the less-developed regions and the European Social Fund was created to help 

1   vocational retraining and grant relocation allowances and aid to workers in 
I 

the case of reconversion of enterprises [122]. 

The addition of the Community to national institutions should encourage 

in many respects the harmonica.lion of public policies of location with private 

interests. First, the material means which the countries will have at their 

disposal, following the creation of financial bodies just mentioned will be 

such as to eliminate many objections and facilitate agreement. Secondly, the 

very functioning of Community institutions tends to foster direct contacts 

between officials and industrialists and this helps them to reach agreement. 

Last but not least, with the virtual elimination of frontiers foreign competi- 

tion makes its presence felt throughout the domestic market. The need to 

ensure that firms are competitive and to maintain the dynamism of private 

enterprise - a basic thesis of the employers - has come to be largely accepted 

by the national authorities. The opening up of markets facilitates the 

technico-financial concentration of firms that is advantageous for technical 

or financial reasons, but this goes together with the geographic déconcentra- 

tion of establishments, as the experience of the United States seems to prove. 

Likewise, the elimination of frontiers fosters in each country the establish- 

ment of foreign enterprises, especially those from other countries of the 

Community. Foreign firm«.* seem more amenable to the guidance of the public 

authorities than national ones, undoubtedly because their managers have l3ss 

precise or more objective images of the developing regions. 

Under these conditions it appears that the trend towards supra-national 

integration of whatever form, far from creating new difficulties, fosters this 

multiform evolution towards a spontaneous harmonization between the views of 

the public authorities and private interests in the matter of location. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The  problem of how to use indicative planning to pass   from over-all plans 

to the  location of  individual projects seems  rooted in the  concept of   infra- 

structure.     This  is the   justification of the  distinction made  in the   introduc- 

ción to the  present  study between private operations, such as setting up a 

factory,   and programmes  in the public sector,   such as setting up an industrial 

zone.    Private projects  seem to be   indirectly  controlled by the public   sector 

investment   in infrastructure.    In  other words,   between over-all plans  and 

private operations,  the  public sector projects  are the necessary intermediaries: 

they are  the key to harmonization,   part of the   answer to the problem -  only a 

part,  however,  because   the difficulties arc not   so much overcome as displaced. 

Research  succeeds  in answering one   question only by bringing to light   the 

seriousness of new obstacles.    We have stressed tho trump cards that  indica- 

tive planning possesses to effect  an agreement   in the matter of location 

between general plans and private  projects and have shown that an apparently 

spontaneous convergence  is brought  about, multiform in nature, as a result of 

the way opinions  md  institutions,   including international  ones, have 

developed. 

Broadly speaking,   once it was accepted that the public authorities could 

and should   install general facilities (the infrastructure)  no longer  simply at 

the request of users to meet current needs but  also on their own initiative 

initiating future needs,  planning was born.     At that moment,  the problem of 

the relation of planning to private  decisions  was both posed and solved.    Under 

the previous system the  industrial  user seemed to be the master of public 

works;  he  had means of pressure,   political or  other, and sooner or later the 

state gave  him the  facilities he  needed.    But   in an economy based on   forecast- 

ing, mastery can be equated to anticipation:     he who knows before the  others 

ran be sure of making his views prevail.    The   state can anticipate  for the 

medium or  long term;   industrialists cannot.     The state knows the future of 

the country because  it  reflects its collective will and because the  future 

u- to a large extent made by the  state.    All   the industrialist knows  about 

thi.-  future are the  views and will  of the state.    The Government has  a policy 

with renpect to  location, and it   installs the   infrastructure for reception 

•!.:.-.">riüngly.    Of course the industrialist is  almost everywhere free,   in the 

.¡Mir-il   meaning of the term,  to  settle in other locations, but he will be 

•.'• ¡   '.•run the  public authorities,  the  professional organizations   and other 
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firms.     Now that enterprises seem  increasingly interdependent and are   increas- 

ingly customers of each other,  the   freedom of the  isolated firm is really eco- 

nomic  slavery.    Moreover,  the  industrialist cannot  enjoy true psychological 

liberty.    The concept of reception,  propagated through motivatili« images by 

the  public authorities,  aided by the professional organizations, largely takes 

the   form of the  infrastructure,  economic and social,  human and material.    The 

most  attractive location will be the one that is best equipped for the  firm to 

make  profits and for assuring the well-being,  that  is,  the stability of employ- 

ment,   of those who work in it.    Willing or not,  the  industrialist will be 

psychologically,  economically, and socially obliged to choose his location in 

conformity with the decisions of the public authorities concerning the  instal- 

lation of facilities. 

Freedom, however,   is never abeont  from indicative planning - no%   just a 

formal  freedom but one with a socio-economic burden.     The true freedom for 

industrialists in choice of location is not after the public authorities have 

installed the infrastructure  for their reception*,  it  is before this happens, 

also  an act of anticipation.    Industrialists, or their représentative^ have 

the  opportunity to influence the public authorities while they are preparing 

their global policy.     Thus the industrialists,  collectively, guide the state, 

which in turn guides the individual  industrialist.     The circle is closed and 

freedom goes by the name of discussion.    But the game  is not played by only 

two  players; the regions or their representatives make a third participant. 

All or nearly all regions want to have their own reception infrastructure. 

Discussions between them and the public authorities can be difficult  since they 

do not always speak the same language;  regional representatives express them- 

selves in terms of needs,  the central authorities  in terms of possibilities 

and  there is no common factor.    Needs are almost unlimited, possibilities are 

always insufficient.     It cannot be  insufficient.    It canr.ot be claimed that 

the  techniques of participation and regional i zat ion discussed in this paper 

work as well for projects in the public sector as for those in the  private 

sector.    In the former case,  the problem is political rather than socio- 

economic. 

When it comes to a choice between the national and the purely  regional 

interest in defining a regional policy,  the only guide-postñ are the  unshake- 

able  concepts of the  state and the common good.    In practice, an understanding 

is achieved by compromise,  the technique of indicative planning.    But at a 
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time when  the   idea of the  state needs  to evolve at both the   intra-national  and 

international   levels,   regionalism carries  with  it  the danger  of a break-up. 

'"he   theme  of  "î'hrope of  the regions"  may   be  recalled,  which gained a consid- 

erable hearing at   the beginning of the  1960s when the European  Economic 

Community  achieved  its   first   successes.     Hirschman  (20,   page  I85] and Streeten 

I 9,   page   ÌÌ1 ) warned  that  regional  imbalances could prove  irreversible,   because 

no compensatory mechanism operated between   strong and weak regions as it  does 

m  international   trade.     The  theory  of comparative advantage does not work 

between regions,   only absolute advantages  matter:     the strong region has no 

need  to buy  from  the weak region in order   to sell  to it and the latter can 

deteriorate   indefinitely.     In the end,   one   can only encourage  migration between 

regions or give   them  come  attributes  of  sovereignty  (of which  the  willingness 

to compromise   is  already  an example). 

This does not mean that  the break-up  of the  state appear  inevitable. 

Paradoxically,   the regions are weakened by  their own success,   by their multi- 

plication  in number and geographic extension.    They multiply  since  they are 

the projection  in  space  of economic problems,   in that each problem tends to 

correspond  to a particular area.    In Prance,   21 programme  regions were estab- 

lished after all   previous administrative  districts had been unified.    Never- 

theless this territorial  framework is ignored in many contexts.    The national 

plan distinguishes three major regions;   industrialization incentives are 

spread over  five  zones;   and the eight regional capitals and their hinterland 

do not  fit  into  the division  into 21  regions.    The river basins which serve 

as the  framework  for water policy do not  correspond with the boundaries of 

any  programme  areas.     It  cannot be otherwise,   because a single  pattern of 

subdivision must  disregard  the specificity   in spatial  terms of particular 

rijbloms and  could lead   to unrealistic  solutions.    But  this geographic hetero- 

geneity of regions weakens their bargaining power.    François Perroux and hiB 

school   point   out   that  economic space  is not  an ordinary surface,   it   is multi- 

form:     expansion  zone,   space around a pole,   programme area.     The region like 

the economic   order  is multiform and that  will  always be  in contradiction to 

the unity  of the  land.     This  fundamental   antagonism does not  seem easily 

soluble.     It   seems to show that between  the  economy world and geographic 

i-.p-ice  there   is  a difference  ii» nature that   makes them unyielding to one 

mother.     A  region,   that   is  to say the  land,  cannot be  the expression of 

piroly  economic   phenomena. 
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Regions tend to grow in size without check, both in the United States and 

in Europe.    This corresponds to the growth of economic units and also the  intei 

dependence of markets.    In the European context,  for instance,  regions tend to 

cross national frontiers and soon their dimensione will outgrow those of the 

nations themselves.    Then the  states in turn will threaten the regions from 

within and,  in that endless duel, roles and advantages will be reversed. 

Every victory tends in the eternal renewal of history to secrete the seeds of 

its own defeat. 
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3.     TERRITORIAL DIVISION OF LABOUR AND DISTRIBUTION 

OF PRODUCTIVE FORGES 

by S. A. Nikolafev* 

Introduction 

The many issues involved in the optimum planning of eoonomic development 

have been the focus of attentior. not only of economiste and statesmen, but 

also, to some degree, of almost every member of society.    Over the years the 

science of economics has developed extensive techniques for analysing the 

problems of expansion.    Recently, as a new and vital technique, mathematic 

modelling of economic processes has been adopted. 

Economics is increasingly gaining ground as an exact scienoe.    It is 

concerned with research into and determination of the clear-out quantitative 

interdependences among the many phenomena of economic existence.    However, 

the core and heart of any economio expansion - the growth rate of the total 

social product as well as the size and structure of personal consumption over 

a given planned period of time - are not ascertainable from the analysis of 

the phenomena whioh the science of eoonoaics regards as its subject matter. 

The above social objectives must be defined in the interest of all members 

of society with the understanding that these interests coincide.    In other 

words, economios helps to establish ways to achieve goals in the interest of 

society, but does not find the goals themselves.    In so doing, it is of para- 

mount impórtanos to determine the proportions between the share of national 

income meant fcr acctmmlation and that intended for consumption.    In certain 

circumstances the limit values of the interrelations between these shares can 

and should be arrived at by using precise methods of economic analysis. 

The lower limit of the share of consumption in the national income may be 

described in teros of the minimum permissible standard of living, while the 

1/ Council for the Study of Productive Forces, Gosplan, Moscow. 
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upper limit  can  be obtained by  using the whole national income  for consumption. 

Generally speaking,   the higher the accumulation share,  the greater will   be the 

increase in economic  growth (all  other conditions being equal) and the  lower 

the uptrend in  living standards;   and conversely,  the more rapid the rise of 

living standards,   the greater the  slowdown in economic growth.    This doeB not 

suggest, however,  that a given share for consumption will  lead to an arbitrary 

establishment  of the concrete value of the economic expansion rate.    The objec- 

tive of optimum planning is to maximize the rate of economic growth or of 

living standards,  in the presence of pre-set correlations between the share of 

consumption and of accumulation,  by seeking to find the most effective road 

towards national economic development. 

There are many ways to formulate the social objectives of development, 

and all  such formulations are interconnected.     In their optimum planning the 

socialist countries assume, as the starting point, a certain size and struc- 

ture of the ultimate personal consumption of the population over a given 

planned period.    Thus, under socialism the ultimate goal of production - the 

satisfaction of the material and moral requirements of each person - is the 

immediate objective and the starting point of optimum planning.    Suoh an 

approach suggests that all members of society possess a common interest or, 

in other words, that private and social interests coincide.    In the absence 

of this prerequisite, optimum planning is stripped of its objective basis 

because the divergent interests of separate social groups make it impossible 

to  lay down a common goal of development. 

If an ultimate personal consumption of a given size and structure is 

assumod as the social goal of economic development, the object is to gain it 

at a minimum total cost and to ensure, in this way, the maximun possible expan- 

sion of the economy as a whole.    After the foraulation of social goals and 

effective criteria, economic methods may be applied in order to try to settle 

the problems. 

These methods necessitate a comparison of the expenditures associated with 

different trends in tha development of industries, transportation, agriculture, 

construction and services. The same results (a given size and structure of the 

ultimate personal consumption) can be brought about by stepping up the produc- 

tion of various branches requiring a different level of total costs; from among 

these the optimal  can be chosen.    The problem of finding optimum proportions of 
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productive branches in terms of the whole country, can be solved by the con- 

struction of a planned dynamic interbranch balance.    Although the construction 

of the balance, in principle, seems sufficiently well understood, there is one 

important question left unanswered, namely, what aw the concrete values of the 

expenditures whioh are to be made operable?   It should be borne in mind that 

current prices,  even though fully in keeping with the costs or socially neces- 

sary labour inputs, suggest the existing system of distribution and development 

of productive forces, whereas optimum planning deals with a sooewhat new branch 

and territorial economic system in whioh socially necessary expenditures on the 

same product may change from the current prioeu of the basic year.    'Rie resul- 

tant gap depend« on the changes in the branch pattern of production, and also 

on territorial distribution.   The factors that cause the value of socially neces- 

sary expenditures on the production of a given proiuot to change are olosely 

interwove»i this value ia an outoome of the branch pattern and territorial dis- 

tribution of production. 

Anon« these factors, the most common is that any ohange in the sise, 

quality or assortment of produots in a given branch entails, as a rule, ohanges 

in the value of input« in other branche«.   Thu«, solution» to ta« problem« 

involved in planning the opti«« branch pattern and territorial distribution 

of production ob««rve the «see effective oriteriont    that is, the minimisation 

of expenditures to attain the pre-set sise and structure of production.   The 

above oriterion is a oonorete form of other more genaral criteria - the need 

to achieve maximum (in oertain oireumstanoe«) labour productivity on a oouatry- 

wide seal«, and the principle of work-time economies. 

At present, two general trends have ery«tallia«d in ta« «oeneoio scienoe 

conoemed with problem« cf optimum planning:    research iato the optimum branoh 

pattern of economy, and the optimum territorial distribution of produotion. 

Because the problems involved in optimum planning oan only be solved on the 

basis of the interconnected advancement of both the branch and territorial 

aspects, each of the two reeearoh trends ha« it« own specific objective.   Th« 

first researoh trend is aimed toward« th« «tudy of the branoh proportion« and 

branoh pattern of produotion, while the objective of the «eoond trend i« terri- 

torial proportion« or th« territorial pattern of economy. 

After these general remark« on the approach to the problem of the distri- 

bution of productive forces and their interrelation with the problems of 
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determining the optimum branch proportions, a more detailed consideration of 

the laws of shaping the territorial pattern of economy follows. 

Territorial division of labour and its place in the 
system of social division cf labour 

The history of the development of productive forces has shown a deepening 

and broadening of the division of labour,  since a newly born productive force 

suggests an increased division of labour. 

The following types of social division of labour are usually indicated: 

between independent enterprises (unit division of labour); between branches 

(or sections of production);  intra-industrial,  intra-agricultural, intra- 

transport, intra-cons-'-ruction, etc. (specific division of labour); between 

national economic branches (general division of labour) and, finally, terri- 

torial division of labour. 

It must be emphasized that the procese of the deepening of the social 

division of labour is the core and heart of economic advance and general social 

progress.   The level of social division of labour determines the country's 

general level of productive forces.    In the literature of the USSR concerned 

with economics and economic geography authors take various views of the concept 

of territorial division of labour. 

In general terms,  the territorial division of labour is the division of 

labour between territorial productive complexes, or groups of people who live 

and work in those territories.   The complexes themselves nay vary considerably 

such as an industrial node; an intra-regional or regional district; a larger 

economic area or economic zone; or a country or even groups of countries« 

At first glance,  the division of labour between territorial productive 

complexes seems to lie within the framework of general, specific and unit types 

of division of labour, and does not require singling out.    In point of fact, 

interregional exchange is action between corresponding enterprises within or 

without thfe same branch of national economy.    However, territorial division 

of labour is only manifest in the interenterprise kind of division of labour 

without buing confined wholly to it,  just as a higher form of motion cannot 

be confined to its simpler component forms. 
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The product of every enterprise,  an immediate partner in the inter- 

regional exchange,  is not only an outcome of its own activity but also, 

directly or indirectly, of the whole territorial productive complex.    The 

efficiency of an enterprise depends to no small extent on the characteristics 

of the territorial productive complex to which it belongs.    In turn, any 

change in the characteristics of this enterprise affects, in varying ways, 

other links in the territorial productive complex.    In other words, the inter- 

enterprise type of division of labour is a manifestation of the territorial 

division of labour. 

It must be added here that taxonomic units of the territorial division of 

labour, beginning with eoonoaio regions, combine in a well developed fora the 

main types of eoonoaio activityt    industry, agriculture, transportation and 

construction.    % this evaluation, territorial division of labour is a special 

kind of synthesis of other typss and kinds of division of labour.   Its devel- 

opment suggests in a general way the development of component parts (general, 

1        speoifio sad unit), and, consequently, the general level of economic develop- 

ment of the oountry as s «hols, as well as individual regions.   This is an 

important conclusion as it throws some light on a pressing problem of the 

eoonomlos of location:    the relationship between the branch and the national 

eoonoaio optima. 

the view that territorial division of labour is a synthesis of ths various 

kinds of labour predioates that branch solutions, in all probability, will 

be non-effective fro» the standpoint of territorial division of labour,   fhs 

global or national eoonoaio opt im«, usually opposite to the branch one, is 

nothing more than the optimum solution to ths system of territorial division 

of labour. 

It is known that any type of division of labour leads to each producer 

specialising by redueing the variety of products that he manufactura,   fais 

operation hae eoonoaio meaning so long as the total costs of all producers for 

the manufactura in the region of a given volume and mix of products remains 

less than their total costs in ths alternative situation in which each producer 

would aim at "universality" by manufacturing every product,   fhie generally 

happens, because the sharp reduction in production costs more than offsets the 

rise in distribution costs. 
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The following economic prerequisites of territorial division of labour 

can be pointed out.    Any kind of division of labour rests on the foundation 

of a differentiation of natural media throughout the world.    The share of 

materialized labour and "live"  labour inputs in the production of a unit of 

the same kind of product varies in different regions (or other types of terri- 

torial productive complexes) in accordance with differences in the natural 

environment.    This factor is, therefore, the first and foremost economic 

prerequisite of territorial division of labour.    In view of the geological 

occurrence of mineral resources, the quantity of useful raw materials and 

other natural conditions, inputs in the extraction of a given type of mineral 

undergo changes.    Severe climatic conditions require greater expenditure for 

the construction of industrial equipment and housing, for example, as well as 

the production of food and clothes needed to meet demand.   This situation 

causes an increase in the cost of the labour force through pay raises $ further- 

more, prices of itemi produced in the area subsequently increase.   Examples of 

this kind could be easily multiplied.   The specialisation of many newly intro- 

duced area« is dictated by the quantitative and qualitative idiom of their 

natural resources, as well as by natural conditions generally«    for instance, 

non-ferrous, mn and noble metals, fish and timber in the Par lastj unique 

power potential«f timber and non-ferrous metals in last Siberia} favourable 

cotton growing conditions, gas resources and hydropower potential in the 

Middle Asia; and finally, oil deposits and gas and timber potential in the 

west Siberian depression. 

Bat as the process of development goes on, there appears a sharp terri- 

torial differentiation of economic conditions whose effects upon the division 

of labour are more often than not comparable with natural differences. 

Generally, economic differences show up in the ragged territorial dis- 

tribution of national wealth accumulated over a long period of development. 

Highly cultivated and economically well developed old industrial regions 

provide for reduced capital investments in the construction of new units, or 

the expansion of existing productive units, compared to less cultivated regions. 

This is a result of reduced ir vestment s in the construction of communication, 

cultural and housing facilities, larger grounds for the combination and speci- 

alization of production and greater advantage taken of the distribution of 

enterprises by groups.    A region's economic condition has a substantial role 
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I to play in determining current inputs.    In other wor^s, older industrial areas 

provide at one time or another better economic conditions reflecting,  in 

general terns,  the amount of materialized labour and "live" labour accumulated 

in the area and favouring the expansion of production in a higher measure than 

do the advantageous natural resources of a less developed area. 

The concept of "economic conditions" involves not only the accumulated 

total of materialized labour and "live" labour, but also the latter's struc- 

tural and qualitative characteristics, such as types of industries, their 

concentration and specialization, composition of labour resources by trades, 

and the existence and capacity of construction bodies. 

The combination of natural and economic conditions in different regions 

affeots in various ways their economic growth.    For example, the territorial 

pattern of production in the USSR centres around ths problem of determining 

the optimi» proportions between the oountry's west and east sones.   The east 

zone is comprised of Siberia, the far last, Kazakhstan, and Middle Asia, while 

the oountry's european arsa and the Urals ars in ths west sons. 

The natural and economic prerequisites of territorial division of labour 

are différant in the two sones and, furthermore, they operate in opposite 

directions.    The east sons possesses large fuel resouroes (90 par oent of 

the country's coal), water resouroes (except for Kiddle Asia and Kasachstan), 

hydropower (72 per oent of the oountry's total) and a variety of raw materials. 

These ©astern areas have a shortage of manpower (the residents make up 10.5 ptr 

cent of the total population) which appears to be fairly "costly" because of 

high wages.    The lower level of economic development in these areas, in combi- 

nation with a higher wage rate and complex climatic conditions, diotate tht 

need for nig**«* investments in the construction of processing industries. 

Western areas are characterised by a deficit in their fuel and power 

balance, high costs of fuels and power (the price of Bonbas coal is five to 

seven times that of Kansk and Atohinsk or skibastoos), tight water balancs, 

little raw material potential with difficult teohnical and economic character- 

istics in its acquisition (and no large resources of iron ore, oil and gas). 

On the other hand, the bulk of the oountry's population lives in the western 

areas where huge productive and nonproductive funds were sst up, therefore 

reducing current and single inputs in the newly organised industries and in 

the expansion of existing industries. 
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I       » w 

Finally, the specify economy geographic and trsf-port position of the 

territorial producti-e complexes and their territorial distribution make one 

more vital prerequisite for territorial division of labour. This prerequisite, 

a derivative of many factors, does not operate independently, and is a manifes- 

tation of the two prerequisites for territorial division of labour, namely, 

natural and economic conditions. Correct evaluation of all these conditions 

is a matter of exceptional significance for economic analysis. 

National and regional proportions of production 

It has been pointed out that the structure of production in a region is, 

as a rule, different from that of production in other regions, or in the 

country as a whole, since it is the objective foundation of the territorial 

division of labour. 

The whole of trie production yield in a region can be broken down into two 

groups: production meant for interregional, or for int»-regional use. The 

first tyj o of production issues from and comes into interregional exchange 

with the aim of securing nation-wide economy arising from territoria.. division 

of labour. The second type of production contributes indirectly to territorial 

division of labour, being an immediate item in the cost of the first type of 

production. If a region is aimed specifically towards the manufacture of 

engineering items, the production of ferrous and non-ferrouB metal industries, 

electric power, coal producing, and chemical and other industries are part of 

the costs of the ultimate production issue to be shipped outside the region (in 

this case, engineering items). The volume of the second type of production - 

that immediately consumed by the population of the region (services included) - 

is determined by the strength of the population (taking into account its income) 

employed in the above-mentioned industries. Thus, the size of both types of 

production yield is determined, directly or indirectly, by the laws of terri- 

torial division of labour. This factor makes possible the introduction of two 

combined indices indicative of the part played by the region in territorial 

division of labour: (a) the level of specialization of the region, which is 

the relation in percentage between the total value of production exported from 

the region and the gross production within the region; (b) the level of satis- 
rving the requirements of the region from the internal production, which is the 

relation in percentage between the value of the produce meant for internal use 

and the value of the production consumed in the region. 
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The  level  of specialization falls  invariably below  100   per cent;   .»tiuv- 

wise,  the  region would produce nothing  for internal  demand,   clearly an   ini^-m- 

bility.    Similarly,  the level of satisfying the requirements of  the rem.-  f  

internal  production must also be under  100 per cent;   or the  region wouiu  bo 

totally divorced from territorial  division of labour and,  consequently,  not. an 

economic  region  in the present-day meaning of the wûrd.    The two   lovolr.  inter- 

act  in such a way that a rise in either  level  entails a drop in  the other. 

The optimum relationship between these  levels can only be  found if one re^irdr 

collectively all  the regions within the  system in question.     In concrete  tome, 

the relationship between the level of  specialization and the level of uatis- 

fying the requirements of the region from internal production depends on the 

types of production of certain items in the given region,   that  is, with reé'ard 

to the production proportions by regions (territorial proportions). 

To achieve the optimum in the distribution of productive forces it  is 

necessary  to fix at a bare minimum (both productive and transport) expendi- 

tures allotted to reach the established size of production.    Applied to the 

problem of constructing optimum regional programmes, this  leads to detenni»"n,' 

production proportions for all of the regions that would ensure minimum total 

expenditure on the production and transportation of all types of products.    To 

establish the proportions of production for all types of products in the «.tiro 

country over a given planned period,  or to achieve the desired level of the 

ultimate personal consumption requires a precondition for developing regional 

programmes.    Production proportions in terms of every region can and nust be 

substantially different from national  proportions, although the sum total of 

the amount of production of a given kind of product by all  regions should 

accord with the pre-established volume of national production of thii* product. 

Thus, theoretically speaking, the size of production of a given type of 

product in a region can vary, ranging from zero to the volume needed to meet 

the country's total requirement.     In practice, however,  such variation in rar* 

as there are always natural, technical and economic restrictions.    This ap,.ro.v:r. 

demands that  emphasis be placed on the problem of finding the criterion to 

establish production in each region for items whose consumption properties new» 

^comparable,  since all kinds of products issued in a region should be treated 

as interchangeable (within restrictions).    This is how the approach differs ir. 

relation to nation-wide and district  proportions.    In terms of the whole 
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country  (apart from  foreign trade)  the requirement  for any product can be 

satisfied  from the country's production, and the interchangeability is only 

conceivable in terms cf those products whose consumption properties are 

identical.     Regional analysis presents an entirely different case.    The 

region's  specialization and its contribution to territorial division of labour 

suggest a broad variety of the types of production,  of which every type should 

be assessed from the  standpoint  of its relative efficiency. 

Such comparison can,  in the last analysis, be based upon the value of the 

effect of territorial  division of labour.    The effect of the contribution of 

a given region to territorial division of labour by a certain type of product 
2/ can be expressed in the following formula:—' 

Is - BBr. C*  - (B( 

3 0 
sr C8

+ B8r. 
0 .1 

TBr) (1) 

,s where E.    is the effect of the region's participation in territorial division 
of labour;  by a certain product; 

,sr 
B  is the size of the exports of the product j from the region s to the 

J    region r; 

C . is the cost of production of a unit measure of the product j in the 

,8 

,sr 

region r; 

î       is the cost of production of a unit measure of the product j in the 
^     region s; 

T.     is the cost of transporting a unit measure of the product j from the 
region s to  the region r. 

Therefore, the higher the value 3. the more effective the type of expan- 
s r sion in the problem.     The values G . and C . are not constant as they are sub- 

ject to change depending on the type of territorial proportions involved.    To 

make the above clear:     region s is a producer of aluminium to be exported to 

the region r where its production is more costly.    But  in the region s electric 

power is only available through either mine or opencast coal extraction. 

The  size of opencast coal  extraction has a limit  of value, and if the 

demand for coal surpasses this limit,  the gap can be covered only by mine 

coai  extraction, which  iy more costly.    The cost of the power to produce 

n lumini urn and,  consequently,  the cost of the aluminium  itself will be depend- 

ent,   therefore,  on the  total  coal   requirement  for aluminium  produciion 

:>r A.   rrobtrt  (I963)   "Determination of economic  effects of specialization 
1:.   ' \io   í'coiumy oí'  a   region",   Moscow  University   Journal.  No.12. 
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Î and for all other economic branches in this region.    If the total requirement 

for coal does not exceed the permissible level of opencast coal extraction,  the 

price of aluminium will be lower than when mine extraction must be used as well. 

The price of aluminium in region r, in the above example, is not constant, 

and may change as a result of various types of economic expansion in region r 

and in all other regions.    In other words, it is necessary to arrive at the 

maximum total effect of territorial division of labour in the whole system of 

regions, taking into account all interbranch correlations. 

ZI*!-III-T• cj-HIT-c;-m-T-x7^—..  (2) 
* J    i j   i   r j*i i    i   i 

If this is so, the type of expansion associated with the maximum total 

effect of territorial division of labour may not coincide with that making 

possible the maximum value of this effect in terms of a given economic branch. 

This non-coincidenoe can be cauaed by the inequality of the value C 

with the value C8.    In the first formula these values mirror the existing 

branch and territorial production pattern, while in the second formula some 

new, pre-planned structure that is bound to be optimum from the standpoint 

of the accepted effective criterion, is the case.    That is the cause of the 

non-coincidence between the solutions to the problems in terms of economic 

branches and those in terms of territorial division of labour. 

Thus, the optimum system of territorial division of labour presupposes 

that such interrelated proportions of production will be found in every region, 

providing for the maximum value of the total effect of territorial division of 

labour by the country as a whole.    At the same time it represents the optimum 

distribution of productive forces in gênerait 

Organization of an effective system of territorial division of labour 

requires effective economic and mathematical techniques, a large normative 

base; only a step-by-step solution can be contemplated. 

From the economic standpoint, an attempt to find a solution to the 

problem of the distribution of productive forces by determining the maximum 
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value of the total  effect of territorial division of labour has the following 

strong points: 
(a) It aims to find the type of distribution of productive forces that 

involves the minimum social input in the achievement of a given 
level of production for the country as a whole; 

(b) It arrives at the numerical criteria of the optimum pattern of the 
region's economy which,  therefore,  ie nc  longer quantitatively 
indefinite; 

(c) It helps to find tud mounting sources of labour productivity that 
follow immediately from the advantages of territorial division of 
labour and, consequently, from the optimum distribution of produc- 
tive forceo. 

This method appears to be universal, but it is hardly attainable with the 

present-day use of computers and economic information.    Other simplified 

methods can be employed, however, with considerable practical effect.    Some 

of these methods are outlinod below. 

Regional approach to the distribution 
of productive forces 

Generally,  it is possible to consider three main approaches to solving 

problems involved in the optimum distribution of productive forces. 

The first approach is to attempt to settle the over-all problem of 

optimum planning:    that is,  to  find both branch and territorial proportions, 

through trying out the various types of expansion and distribution of all 

individual enterprises, considering the countless kinds of relationships 

between them.    This approach is practically impossible. 

Obviously,  there is a need to employ simpler methods, making possible an 

approximation of the solution to the problem.     In recent years the methods of 

linear and non-linear programming for solving the so-called branch problems 

have gained wide use.    Their use has resulted in the need to determine the 

size of production of existing and newly introduced enterprises, which means 

to meet, in its entirety,  the requirement for one or several kinds of products. 

The probiom presents itself under different aspects.    For instance,  effective 

criteria can be found in:     (a) minimization of all  expenditures (production 

and transportation)  in the achievement of a given size of production issue; 

( I') maximization of the prod\iction issue at  the given size of capital 
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investments;   (c) minimization of current expenditures at the given sizes of 

production and capital investments; and (d) minimization of the size of capital 

investments at the given size of production. 

It should be stressed that branch problems find solutions with a hij^i 

degree of accuracy, and there has been much information   published on ways and 

means of solving these problems.    However, the branch approach to the distri- 

bution of productive forces is not backed by any theoretical foundation. 

Indeed, the questions arise:    why is it that some groups of enterprises can 

break through from within the whole economic system and be optimized?    Is 

such an approach in any way justifiable? 

The justification is solely that such partial optimization is more 

I effective than other solutions to the same problem divorced from mathematical 

methods.    How these partial optima relate to the global, national economic 

I optimum, however, ìB still not clear. 

| In general, it is possible to point out the following causes of the non- 

1 coincidence between the branch and national economic optimum solutions to the 

I problems involved in the distribution of productive forces. 

j The multiple interbranch relationships of every one of the enterprises 

of an economic branch are unaccounted for, which can give rise to some non- 

effective production sndeavours, or produce derogatory effects upon the other 

elements of the regional complex. 

Airthermore, the amount of consumption of a given kind of product, and 

especially its territorial distribution, can be defined either intuitively, or 

by means of rough calculations.    As a result, the highly important problem of 

the distribution of productive forces - reduced transportation costs of produc- 

tion - remains practically unsolved, because efficient economic-mathematical 

techniques are based on rough calculations of the size and localization of 

consumption. 

Finally, no solution has been found to the problem of putting to use, in 

the most economically effective fashion, primary resources consumed by many 

industries.    These include, above all, such universal resources as the labour 

force, a wide assortment of raw materials,  fuel-and-power resources and water 

supply   sources. 

I 
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In other words, the branch approach strives for the settlement of the 

problem of the distribution of enterprises of a given industry in a highly 

accurate and detailed manner by taking no account of the multiplicity of their 

relationships  in actuality. 

The non-coincidence between branch and national economic optima in the 

process oí  finding solutions to the problems involved in the distribution of 

productive forces are due to a single cause:    namely, any change in the distri- 

bution of production of a given type of product results in change in the value 

of the total  spending on the production and transportation in other industries. 

In terms of branches,  the importance of the gap between branch and 

national economic optima varies and, it seems,   increases from mining industries 

to processing industries.    The regional approach offers an alternative, by 

developing regional optimum models, which regard the region as an economic 

whole.   This approach suggests a certain degree of generalisation (often in 

proportion to the size of the territory), but it givts consideration to the 

entire system of territorial division of labour. 

In other words, the regional approach to the settlement of the over-all 

problem of the distribution of productive forces, that is, the determination 

of the optimum proportions of production in the whole interrelated system of 

economic regions, is based on the laws of territorial di vision of labour.    In 

this approach the maximum total effect of territorial division of labour is 

assumed as a modification of the general econoraically effective criterion 

(maximum effect at minimum costs).   Other means of optimisation are not con- 

sidered, as the given presentation of the problem presupposes the determination 

of optimum branch proportions by the country as a whole. 

An approximation to the settlement of the over-all problem of the distri- 

bution of productive forces can be obtained by constructing interregional and 

regional models utilizing location factors in the most effective way.    These 

factors are the basic elements which are subsequently combined with the inputs 

in the production of any given type of product, and also some external limited 

factors involved in this production.    Location factors constitute a substantial 

value and a considerable part of the total amount of expenditure on a given 

type of product and vary,  in terms of value,  from one region to another.     In 

the last analysis, the cost  of any product is made up of the inputs of location 

factors, and,   therefore, as soon as the most economical use is made of these 
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factors in putting up the pre-given size of production by the country as a 

whole, it can be said that the requirement for the general economic effective 

criterion is satisfied.    On the whole, location factors include:    labour 

resources,  fuel-and-power resources, raw materials and maintenance materials, 

water and land resources, transportation resources, capital investment 

resources, and effects of the agglomeration of production. 

A further breakdown of location faotors depends on whether interdistrict 

or intra-di strict models are constructed.    The interregional model of optimum 

territorial proportions of production can be constructed through a distribution 

of production of all of the reviewed products by regions so as to ensure mini- 

mum total inputs of looation factors (in value).    In the following model an 

attempt ìB made to steer clear of complications and thus, adhere to reality. 

At the same time there has been no oversimplification that might rob the mods! 

of its praotioal signi fioanos.   The following designations have bsen employs«! 

1-remouroes (i • 1, 2, ... •), specif ioally, 

i . 1, 2,  ... k - primary resources;    k < m. 

j-producte (j . k + 1, k • 2, ... n).    It comprises all of the product* 

included in the model, lsss primary resource». 

r,s - regionsi (r,s - 1, 2, ... R). 

ar* - ratios (natural) of the inputs of a unit measure of a resource i 

from the ragion r in the production of a unit msasurs of a product j in the 

region s.    In this oase, if we do not mean to aooount for region-to-region 

differences in the same productive techniques, or the transportation lossss of 

the resource in question, the ratios are bound to take up the form a^ 

C*" - transportation costs of exporting of a unit measure of the 

resource i from the region r to the region s.    with r - s, 0%   - 0. 

arm#crs _ %h# ^lu#§) of transportation costs of exporting the m»ber of 

a unit measure of the resouroe i from the region r needed to produce a unit 

measure of the product j in the region s; (i - 1, 2, ... »)• 

Kr - the value of inputs in the expansion of production of a unit 

measure of the resouroe i in the region r; (i • 1» 2,  ... k). 

d. - the value of specific capital investments in j product divided by 

the normative term of repayment! (j - k • 1, k + 2, ... n). 
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8 
h    - ratio of ths increase in the costs of construction for starting the 

production of the product j in the region s as against the lowest cost by all 

of the regions under review assumed as a unit cost;  (j » k +  1, k + 2,   ... n). 

A j - the size of the production bulge j of the product by the country 

as a whole as to the close of the period under planning. 
„8 
Xj - the size of production of the unit measure of the product j in the 

region s,  sought for; (j . k + lf k + 2,  ... n). 

The point now is to arrive at such sizes Xs as to fix at a minimi« all of 

the spendings in the model.    The purpose function has the form: 

5     ¿     J,     * mnRR 

i«l j'k+I   r*l   s«l i-i  j»k+i   r>1  §,j 

n       R (3) 

provided the following conditions are observed: 

u> v . 
¿Xj *AJ       U-k+1. k*2,... n) 

Then, the total size of production of the product j by all of the 
regions involved is equal to the pre-established sizes of production of 
this product by the country as a whole. 

0»)     X^lF*       (Í.1.2....H;    r.t.2....R) 

That would mean that the productive potential (or utilization) 
of primary resources in any of the region r push against son« upper 
lirait. ** 

il        R 

j-k+l   s=l 
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.1 

r8 
Where X      reflects the variant of supplying production of the product j in the 

region e by resource i from the region r. 

The size of production of unit measures of the resource i in the region 

r is equal to the total consumption of this resource for the production of all 

of the products j in all of the regions involved. 

Following are a few observations concerning the economic meaning of the 

model described here to be settled by one of the methods of linear programming. 

In view of thé specific conditions of a given country, the assortment of 

primary resources and products in the model may vary.    In general, primary 

resources should involve (i - 1, 2,  ... k):    labour force (with a breakdown, if 

necessary, into male and female),  coal (types specified), oil (types specified), 

natural and companion gas, timber (with a breakdown into hardwood and softwood), 

iron ore, non-ferrous ores, non-metallic raw materials, faming raw material 

resources, water and land resources. 

It is noted that the assortment of types of primary resources can be 

affected not only by the country's ooncrete conditions but also by the objec- 

tives with which the research is concerned.   The fewer primary resources and 

products inoluded in the model, the narrower, as a rule, is the ground for 

optimisation. 

vi 

These primary resources must be assessed in value terms in every one of the 

ewed regions (K,).    In the conditions of the USSR the value 

where C* is the production cost of a unit measure of the resource i in the 
r region r; Kb. is capital investments per unit measure of the expansion of 

production of the resource i in the region r; N is the consolidated nomati ve 

term of repayment of capital investments by all of the types of production 

assumed to be about seven years. 

In terms of labour resources the value KF represents the average hourly 

wage (with account taken of regional differences) in the industry where the 

labour force is employed.   Accordingly, the ratio a. . is expressive of the 

size of labour inputs in the production of a unit measure of the product j in 

manhours. 
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The second group of resources (i • k + 1, k + 2,   ... m) well deserves the 

name of secondary resources,  or intermediary products.    The number of secondary 

resources exceeds by far primary resources, as all of the products which can 

come out as elements of the working funds involved in the production of at 

least one of the many products included in the model belong here.    In other 

words,  this group comprises the products which are continuously usable in the 

production of any one of the products included in the model, and constitute a 

component part of the current cost of this production.    Among secondary 

resources are electric power,  ferrous and non-ferrous metals, products of 

chemical and mechanic timber processing, chemical raw materials obtained in 

the processing of oil, coal, non-ferrous ores and many other types of raw 

materials, semi-fabricated items and materials.    Expenditures on the production 

of secondary resources can be made available by settling the problem through 

the summation of inputs in the production of primary resources with the capital 

investments (with account taken of regional differences) per unit measure of a 

secondary resource divided by the normative tern of repayment (d.*h.). 
J J 

Whether the use of either primary or secondary resources is effective 

can be determined only when account is taken of the transportation costs of 

these resources from the regions of production to the regions of consumption 

(a. .«C. ). However, the total expenditure of resources on the products 

included in the model is lower than the whole necessary size of their produc- 

tion by the country as a whole since the model cannot and should not combine 

all the products issued in this country. Part of the industries and the whole 

sphere of services must be within reach of the consumer population. Therefore, 

the model is not developed before all these types of activities are distributed, 

as is the population. As a result, the total expenditure of resources upon 

local types of activity can be incorporated in the model as pre-given values. 

The problem can be viewed at a different angle. Admittedly, there can 

exist some migration from individual regions with an abundance of labour 

resources, whose size and direction (within given limits) will be made clear 

in the course of finding solutions to the problem. Notably, the value cf8 

as applied to the migration of population must incorporate not only the actual 

amount of transportation costs, but also the additional expenditures arising 

from the need to stimulate migration. In this case, the corresponding size of 

the input of resources in the local types of activity associated with the 

migrating part of population also becomes a variable involved in the process of 

solving the model. 
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The third group of products included in the model appear as ultimate (in 

terms of the given model) products. They cannot be regarded as elements of 

expenditure, and their distribution, therefore, does not depend on the trans- 

portation costs of bringing end products to the consumer. This assumption is 

basic to understanding the economic purport of the model. The share of trans- 

portation costs in the total cost of these products is, as a rule, rather low. 

In addition, various types of transportation of end products tend to level 

off with one another, as an outcome of a more even distribution of population 

(if compared with individual branches). Thus, it is possible to disregard the 

size of expenditure on the supply of end products to the consumer. This is 

true of countries with a fairly small territory and even distribution of 

economy. In the conditions of sharp territorial differences in the level of 

economic development (as is the case in the USSR) transportation can be incor- 

porated in the model as one more resource. In this case, the ratio a. . repre- 

sents the average transportation costs per unit measure of the product j in the 

region * and is deducible from an expert assessment. There is no necessity to 

introduce this ratio in terms of every end product. 

For example, in the conditions of the USSR, a large part of the production 

of aluminium in East Siberia in vast quantities will be exported to the European 

part of the country. The transportation oosts involved in the production of 

one ton of aluminium in East Siberia can be incorporated in the model. It is 

noteworthy that the development of a model presupposes a profound analysis of 

the country's economy and, above all, an analysis of the problems involved in 

the distribution of productive forces. The determination of optimum territorial 

proportions by means of the above model is by no means confined to the many 

mathematical operations, but is a creative process (in all stages) of utilizing 

both quantitative and qualitative elements of analysis. 

Inputs in the production of a unit measure of end products are made of the 

expenditure of primary and secondary resources along with specific capital 

investments in a given region, divided by the normative term of repayment. In 

other words, the model operates in such a way that the value of current and 

capital inputs in the production of unit measure of end products is shown. 

Although the current inputs contained in the model do not embrace the 

current inputs in existence in actual fact (no account is taken of the inputs 
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of some kinds of raw materials and maintenance mater:als,  and of wear-and-tear 

deductions)  this  latter factor affects in no way the accuracy of calculations. 

The point  is that,  first,  the part of the inputs left out of account  is 

relatively  low in absolute terms and,  second,   these types of inputs have - 

which  is more important - no  substantial region-to-region differences. 

The value <* *h    (j  « k + 1, k+ 2,   ...  n)  is highly meaningful  from the 

economic standpoint.    A breakdown of investments by regions, meant  for the 

production of a unit measure of the same product in terms of a unit of capacity 

involved in it, mirrors differences both in the levels of economic development 

and the natural conditions of the regions involved;  that is,  it lays down the 

main prerequisites for the territorial  division of labour.    Generally speaking, 

differences in the levels of economic development are manifest, above all,   in 

the differentiation by regions of specific capital  investments in the produc- 

tion of a unit of capacity spent on the production of the same product.    The 

value h. cannot be obtained before special research has measured the effects 

of the region's economic and natural conditions upon the cost of construction. 

It is necessary that d.'h. should involve not only inputs immediately 

associated with the construction of an industrial enterprise, but also those 

for housing and welfare construction programmes.    The latter make it possible 

to account  for such an important  factor aB the degree of development of a 

certain territory.    In older regions there are available labour resources pos- 

sessed, to some extent or another, of housing,  cultural and welTare facilities 

which may often be missing in newly cultivated regions.    ThiB approach ensures 

a fuller account of the factors sending up the costs of housing and welfare 

construction programmes. 

In constructing a model  it is important to point out the possibilities of 

producing the same product by different techniques.    Thus,  electric power can 

be generated,  for example,  by using coal, mazut, natural gas, hydropower 

resources or peat.    It  is necessary, therefore, that the model  should include 

instead of one product  (electric power)  some five products in keeping with the 
number of available techniques. 

In order to make the model work in practice, use has to be made of aggre- 

gating both products and regions. The principle of aggregating is of greatest 

importance.    The similarity  index of the economic characteristics of location 

i-K-xorr, eau   be acr.umod  :i,,  RUch a  principle  to   single out   economic  regions. 
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That means that in the whole territory of the region eligible for constructing 

the model of optimum territorial proportions,  each of the location factors ìB 

bound to have similar economic characteristics.    Naturally,  the smaller the 

territory of the region the stricter adherence to the criterion of regional 

breakdown and similarity to the economic characteristics of location factors. 

In aggregating products,  there arises a similar problem of grouping 

various kinds of products in such a way that the share of any location factor 

in the structure of expenditure on the production of items included in this 

group would be more or less the same.    In other words, this group combines 

products with a similar pattern of inputs of location factors.    Practical work 

on aggregating products can find the correlative method of mathematical 

statistics highly useful. 

The interregional model of optimum territorial proportions displayed 

above suggests that there be linear dependence between the cost of a unit 

measure of a primary resource and the size of its production.    It is possible 

to disregard this assumption and, subsequently, to foraulate the non-linear 

presentation of the problem on the basis of studying the actual dependence 

between these values. 

Following the preparation of an interregional model,  the construction of 

an intra-regional model of optimum territorial proportions begins.    Since the 

optimum territorial proportions by the region as a whole are crystal clear, 

the problem now is to distribute them throughout the territory of each region. 

In essence, the problem is similar to the one treated above.    However, its 

solution requires that new specific factors be taken into account. 

The value and idiom of the economy of the reviewed region dictate the 

breakdown into subrogions or location pointB.    The underlying principles of 

intra-region breakdown are the same as those involved in the construction of 

the interregion model.    As for the points of distribution, they can be singled 

out of all of the settlements of the given region by a pre-analysis of their 

developmental conditions.    This approach to the problem of the distribution of 

productive forces in the economic region (through the singling out of location 

points)  is of special interest, as it permits the simultaneous determination of 

the most effective assortment of enterprises in industrial centres. 

The distribution of enterprises in industrial nodes secures considerable 

economy of both capital and current expenditures compared with individual and 
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isolated locations. The effect of aggregate location can be evaluated in the 

stage of project development, although the problem of optimum assortment of 

industries in a given industrial node cannot be settled through analysing one 

centre alone. To this end, it is necessary to construct an intra-region model 

under which location points or industrial nodes act as taxonometic units. 

Despite some similarity of the principias underlying the construction of inter- 

regional and intra-regional models, the latter is characterized by the need to 

account for a number of new factors and restrictions. 

These are the so-caiTed local conditions of location points, namely: a 

detailed analysis of labour resources (with a breakdown into male and female, 

and with a view of the need to observe some proportion between them, as we"11 

as the skill and composition by trades); the available productive machinery 

and especially the base of the construction industry; sites of industrial and 

civil construction; possibilities of distributing injurious types of production; 

transport situation; traffic and welfare facilities; and important industrial 

plants in the centre and their potential capacity. 

It is necessary to watch closely the effect (through reducing current 

costs and capital investments) of various combinations of production units. 

The extent of this effect alters considerably with the accepted type of combi- 

ning production units, and it must be described i.~ general terms prior to the 

development of the model. It is subsequently introduced in the model asa 

function of various types of combining production units. 

Summary 

The optimum long-term planning of a national economy consists of two 

larger sections of economic science, concerned respectively with the problem 

of branch and territorial proportions. Either section, although observing the 

same effective criteria and closely interrelated, has its own objective. The 

study of the economy of distribution of productive forces seeks to construct 

the most effective system of territorial division of labour leading to higher 

productivity of labour through the best conceivable territorial organization 

of production. 

Territorial division of labour, or its division between territorial pro- 

ii^tive complexes of any order, is a combination of other kinds of division 

of l.-ihiur.  As a result, the distribution of individual branches of economy 

••in :'h! must DO revised from the standpoint of territorial division of labour. 
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The optimum  territorial pattern of production cannot be arrived at  by developing 

the distribution patterns of individual  industries or production units, riince 

each type of the distribution of a given branch gives rise not only to the 

changes in the inputs in production and transportation within this branch but 

in other economic branches as well.    This latter factor is not taken account 

of in constructing branch models of location.    The regional type cf Approach 

to the problem of optimum distribution of productive forces combines organically 

the interbranch and interregional aspects of analysis, and thus eliminates the 

above-mentioned drawbacks of the branch type of approach.    Thus, the need to 

maximize the effect, of territorial division of labour becomes the reliable 

effective criterion. 

The optimum distribution of productive forces can be arrived at solely if 

the optimal proportions of production for every region are found}  that is, the 

proportions that ensure the highest value of the effect of territorial division 

of labour.    In theory, it is possible to deal simultaneously with the problems 

involved i a the de termi nati o " *»f optimum territorial and branch projetions. 

However, methods to achieve this *.Bp practically non-existent as yetj for this 

reason the problem of distributing productive forces is formulated as that of 

distributing, by regions, th. ^proportions of production by the country as a 

whole, which have been crystallized at a pr*. Jbus sta^of analysis. 

One c  |the possible soli, ions to the problem is the d^ifiopment of the 

interregional r.jgl regional models of optimum territorial proportions by making 

the most effective use of location factors. ^ 

I ß 
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4.  DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR INDUSTRIAL LOCATION 

by V. Cemiamky1 and V. Mikuka* 

One of the serious problems of locating industrial projects and planning 

regional development is the lack of data and information. The problem is not 

that the quantity of data is inadequate, but that the data are often incomplete 

as to time, space and other required aspects. The data are not framed in a co- 

herent system to enable long-term evaluation of spatial requirements for the 

advantageous and suitable distribution of industry. Moreover, the existing 

information is dispersed in various institutions. The result is that undue 

weight is sometimes attached to narrow local aspects, and the application of 

% a uniform procedure from the national point of view becomes impossible. 

P The seriousness of the lack of coherent systems of data for spatial plan- 

| f-ing has t ipme evident in recent years, when it has become necessary to ensure 

en equilibrium of natural, technical and economic conditions for the people 

within a certain area. 

Only recently have urbanization and spatial economics dealt with the ques- 

tion of how to remedy damages caused by the uneven development of industry in 

traditional regions (for example, exhausted resources, air and water pollution, 

problems of transport and excessive noise). These social costs were accepted 

in the name of the profitability of industry, and no thought was given to the 

fact that space also was limited. Whenever the interests of industry clashed 

with the use of space, industry was exclusively favoured. At present, experts 

in urbanization and spatial economics seek ways and means of securing the har- 

monious, long-term development of an area. Even within these scientific disci- 

plines, questions arise relating to prospective development and planning. This 

has created the need for a system of information that would gradually cover the 

entire area of the state - a uniform system of classification which could be 

continuously up-dated. 

y  University of Economic Sciences, Prague. 

J  Henearen Institute for Capital Construction and Architecture, Bratislava, 
Czechoslovak i a. 
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The question arises whether such a coherent system of information,  cover- 

ing the entire area of a state,   is needed in developing countries which do not 

have problems caused by an excessive concentration of industry.    At first 

glance it might seem that in these countries, as was once true of advanced 

countries, the one-sided criterion of the suitability of a certain area for the 

construction of industrial projects  should be applied, leaving the future devel- 

opment of the area to chance.     In this case, however, the developing countries 

find themselves in an advantageous position,  since they may learn from the ex- 

periences of advanced countries, and may thus avoid eventual losses caused by 

the necessary reconstruction of whole regions, the relocation of transport and 

communications, the regulation of waterways, the restoration of natural condi- 

tions and so on. 

The present study draws attention to the system worked out in 

Czechoslovakia, by which information on natural, technical and economic condi- 

tions of individual regions and of the entire area of the economy ii collected 

and classified.    It is a graphic and tabular system of continuously up-dated 

information that provides background material for ascertaining advantageous con- 

ditions for the distribution of industrial and other projects, and for planning 

the development of the area in the light of future requirements. 

The essence of the spatial classification system 

In the evaluation of industrial projects, technical, technological, eco- 

nomic and financial aspects must be considered from the point of view of all 

possible variants of a project's location.    The construction and the operation 

of every plant will depend on the geographic and social environment in which 

it is to be located.    On the other hand, each plant will mak* an impact on its 

environment in different ways.    Each plant is a system of technical linkages 

of the productive process in the area, which thus becomes the technical and 

economic factor of its existence. 

It has become necessary to establish a documentation system of spatial 

nditions which supplies information needed for ascertaining the efficiency 

f industrial location.     First,  documentation of the plant site is made, fol- 

lowed by documentation of the agglomeration area of regions and subregions and, 

finally, of the  entire area of the economy.    However, most of these modes of 

toeumentation came  into being as  isolated systems,  in the form of physical 

i-J ans  of towns and villages,  zones,   production regions and so on. 

oc 

ì 
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A spatial project which provides a uniform method of documenting the tech- 

nical parameters in the entire area of a country, and which is continuously up- 

dated in harmony with the dynamics of economic development, is almost unique in 

the world.  The first steps towards undertaking such a project in Czechoslovakia 

were made in I96U.    The first part of this general spatial projection, completed 

in 1965, contains an analysis of the prevailing spatial and technical conditions 

and of all relevant investment projects planned for implementation up to 1970. 

It includes an allowance for corrections to be made in the location and distri- 

bution of individual investment projects in the interest of national economic 

efficiency. Work on the second part of the national spatial projection, that 

is on the preparation of a prospective projection of settlement within the whole 

economy of Czechoslovakia, is currently in progress. 

The system of spatial documentation should provide reliable information 

for spatial planning to facilitate the selection of the best possible location 

of individual plants and to ensure that the construction of plants harmonizes 

with the natural environment, including the living conditions of the population. 

The documentation of all parts of a spatial projection provides information 

necessary for the solution of problems concerning natural, technical and eco- 

nomic conditions. These three groups are linked by objective interrelationships. 

The development of these relationships and their quantitative and qualitative 

changes depend primarily on the degree of the concentration of economic activity. 

This concentration is expressed in the production capacity, working oppor- 

tunities, total population, provision of housing and services and the like 

within a given area. 

Demands for technical infrastructural facilities change in proportion to 

the degree of concentration of economic activity in the area. These changes 

are of a non-linear nature. The investment and operational costs of technical 

facilities have a lower limit of economic feasibility, determined by the mini- 

mum concentration, and an upper limit, determined by the full technical use of 

economically feasible natural resources and by the infrastructure of the area 

(for example, water, power, transport). Between these lower and upper limits, 

there are certain critical points for individual factors, where costs for one 

unit of facilities begin to grow progressively.  The concentration of economic 

activity and the costs of technical facilities within the spatial unit in ques- 

tion have a certain optimal relationship.  The optimum is determined by the 
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most effective  economical  exploitation of  an  area's natural  potential   for n 

ier'^in  concentration of  economic activity.     The system of comprehensive docu- 

mentation  is  intended  specifically to ascertain  such ^n optimum. 

The  relations  between production and a  given area,  that   is,   the relations 

between  economic activity  and the costs of  constructing and operating the tech- 

nical  facilities of the area  (infrastructure),   are not  limited  ty  the frame- 

work of a town, residential district or any other agglomeration  unit, although 

the weight lies within that  framework.     The  national economy  shows  that these 

relations ffe projected into broader connexions of towns and residential dis- 

tricts,  and that they become parts of the economy of a subregion,  region and 

of the entire country.     The system of relations of one town must  be compared 

to similar systems of other towns and of places not yet inhabited. 

Tine system of spatial documentation may üe divided into  four categories, 

.lamely:     (a^ plot construction spatial plannirvfci (\>) town and village (and/or 

other a^gglq^ration units)  spatial planning;   (c) regional and/or  subregional 

spatial planning; and (d)  general spatial planning of an entire country.    In 

the graphic  illustration different scales are used for individual projects¿ 

degrees of documentation and differing quantities of detailed information are 

provided.    The common unifying aspect of all this spatial planning is the 

urbanization solution, that is the expression of the conditions of the space in 

relation to the production orientation of the plant, to the size of the popula- 

tion and its housing and service requirements,  including the best possible use 

of natural conditions for the technical facilities of the area. 

Plot construction spatial planning for plants, housing sites and the like 

is intended to aid in the placement of individual constructions and groups in 

the terrain, in the architectural composition of the dwelling area in the en- 

tire town organism and in its linkages to the system of technical facilities. 

A scale of 1:2,OCX) and/or 1:1,000 is used for this purpose.    This  type of plan- 

ning corresponds to the specific nature of the solution of the  synthesis of 

space and building which directly determines the rational and technical stan- 

dard efficiency and social quality of the utilization of space  in general. 

This part of spatial planning belongs,  in  fact, to the problems to be solved 

in industrial plant planning and in the planning of housing and other functional 

constructions. 
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Town and village  spatial  planning represents the basic  instrument   for 

tue  distribution of  investments,  as the town  constitutes the basic  technical, 

economic  and  organizational unit of settlement  that  has gradually developed 

into  a  fully  built-up area. 

A spatial town plan provides for the integration of a town and its area 

into the landscape and for the internal division of the space into functional, 

specific tracts and technical facilities. The currently used scale of graphic 

part solutions is 1:5,000. This scale makes i* possible to delimit with suffi- 

cient precision the area of the town and its internal division into functional 

tracts. It also affords sufficient technical and economic background material 

for the location of groups of buildings. 

Binding together the various parts of a spatial plan of a town are the 

prospective  size, relevant argumentation for the functional division of space, 

design schemes of technical facilities systems of transport, water and power 

and telecommunication networks and resources.    The motivation of the functional 

division of space and schemes of technical facilities are dealt with in sepa- 

rate technical,  economic  and qualitative sections.    The prospective size of the 

town  is  considered from the long-term aspect.    The  20- to  25-year plan  is sub- 

divided into  shorter periods,  usually of five years.    Individual stages are 

harmonized with the time necessary for the expansion of building plots and for 

the construction of utility networks for the technical facilities of the func- 

tional areas. 

Progressive classification methods reckon with different extents of 

spatial plans  for towns having more than 100,000 inhabitants, for those with 

a population of from 30 to 100 thousand and for small towns with 10 to  30 thou- 

sand  inhabitants.    The differences in the extent of documentation also depend 

on the  functions of individual towns within the system of settlement   (metropol- 

itan area,  regional centres,  towns).    Village planning is  usually the simplest. 

The fundamental function of regional spatial planning is to provide solu- 

tions to spatial and technical relationships between two or possibly more towns, 

or to relationships arising from the exploitation of natural resources and 

from the  infrastructure of the area.    From this  function  it  follows that  there 

i.-,  'i  certain   lack of uniformity  in delimiting the extent  of space of the  region. 
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The  development of regional and/or  subregional  spatial planning was once 

determined by  economic  development,  primarily that of industry.     Spatial aspects 

were taken  into consideration only after serious spatial problems emerged.     In 

this way  special spatial plans  came  into existence.     In Czechoslovakia, for 

example,  most  of the existing spatial plans are those for coal basins, centres 

of metallurgical and chemical production, water economy and so on.    Plans to 

develop special areas as centres of manufacturing industries were limited. 

The delimitation of the extent of the area of a region must proceed from 

the assumption that, in addition to changes in the development of production, 

the life of a town will be much more strongly affected by other changes, among 

which are the  impact of the construction and reconstruction of the transport 

system, the envisaged acceleration of the speed of traffic, and the impact of 

the changes  in the living standard (increasing number of cars, more time for 

leisure)  and in the way of life  (more time to be spent in the open air). 

The methods applied so far for delimiting the area of & region do not meet 

these requirements.    For example, Czechoslovakia is considering increasing the 

area of a given region from the present radius of 15 to 20 kilometres by 2 to 

2.5 times,  depending on the size of the towns and the extent of their inter- 

relationships.    The basic scale used is 1:20,000.    Such delimitation of space 

naturally presupposes that there will be a close link between the spatial and 

technical aspects of the problem.    The spatial plan of a region and/or sub- 

region provides a broader framework for town and village planning and, moreover, 

it is linked to the adjacent regions or subregions which,  in turn, are delimited 

and co-ordinated within a plan for the whole area of a country. 

The elaboration of a coherent system of spatial documentation of the whole 

area of a country is an urgent problem both in industrially advanced and devel- 

oping countries.    Industrially advanced countries, having a long tradition of 

industrial production and construction, must undertake wide structural recon- 

struction of industry and agriculture in connexion with the intensification of 

the development of the entire economy.    Structural reconstruction should faci- 

litate the accelerated introduction of the fundamental trends of the industrial, 

scientific  and technical revolution.     The problems of structural reconstruction 

grow in proportion to the growth of export  industries,  for this growth increases 

•-<e need for  flexibility and adaptability of industry to changes in foreign and 

domestic  markets.     Such an adaptability cannot be secured without  certain 

-"ichnical reserves. 
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The concentration of industry  in traditionally highlv developed productive 

regions and towns»  where at present  the natural and labour resources  are ex- 

hausted,  considerably  diminishes the operational possibilities of  industry. 

Therefore,  in the   interest of accelerating  structural changes  in  industry, the 

concept of urbanism must reflect new basic  development trends,  that   is, modern- 

ization and reconstruction of existing capacities, mostly  in traditional 

regions, and new construction in less developed areas. 

The aim of modernizing and reconstructing industrial plants  is to raise 

the volume and the quality of production and,  simultaneously, to release 

workers for employment  in the service and construction sectors.    The con- 

struction of new plants should accelerate the economic development  of the less 

developed regions without violating the principles of housing, the  <J'velopment 

of services and the technical facilities of the area.    The population must have 

good conditions  for its work, living,  education and for an all-round develop- 

ment of physical and mental capacities;  at the same time, conditions must be 

adequate for economic  development. 

These development trends support the concentration of settlement in towns. 

The degree of urbanization, however, must correspond to the attained level of 

industrial development.    A widespread network of villages and communities 

causes considerable dispersion of investments over the entire area of the 

country.    Effective utilization necessitates the purposeful concentration of 

investment in selected towns and villages. 

The urbanistic trends mentioned above can be properly channelled, the 

highest possible efficiency of construction attained and the standard of hous- 

ing and services secured only by following the methodology of macro-planning 

based on scientific knowledge.    The spatial planning of a country  is one of 

the  instruments  that may facilitate  the solution of these problems. 

Spatial planning of a country  is a form of documentation of the area under 

conditions where  space is increasingly recognized as an economic  factor.    It 

changes the role and position of the whole system of spatial projection and 

its relationship with  economic planning. 

In Czechoslovakia the physical  planning of towns,  villages and regions 

was mainly static and passive.    Planning was restricted to final  solutions to 

problems arising  in connexion with production targets and investments approved 
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by the economic  development plan.     With frequent changes in planning,  such 

physical plans became rapidly obsolete.    Serious disproportions arose between 

the requirements of production units and the production opportunities offered 

by the area in question.    Natural  conditions of the area,  and even the require- 

ments of the population, were not  sufficiently taken into account, particularly 

in the traditional industrial centres. 

From the beginning over-all  spatial planning has made corrections of 

national development possible by taking account of actual needs, especially 

investment requirements, and by covering all levels of organizational manage- 

ment.    At the  same time, it creates prerequisites for an effective implementa- 

tion of planned construction, mainly for the efficient functioning of new pro- 

ductive capacities and other constructions such as housing, public services, 

schools, health and recitation facilities and tourism.    Spatial planning pro- 

vides n«fj concepts* und data f.r the up-dating of physical plans for individual 

towns and areas from a social point of view.    In this way the spatial projection 

of a country enlivens the whole system of regional planning.    It influences, in 
i, 

advance, the decisions on investment distribution, provides objective assess- 

ments of technology and economy,  and harmonizes local and social interests. 

The active role of a spatial projection of a country develops in full scale only 

after its counterpart, that is, the projection of settlement of the country, 

documenting the efficient concept of the urbanization of settlements, has been 

completed. 

According to the new concept of macro-planning, the whole system of the 

national economy development plans in Czechoslovakia has done away with details 

on technical,  economic and social conditions.    The attention of the central 

planning authority is focused on  improving methods and procedures aimed at 

determining the principal directions of development and the fundamental propor- 

tions of national economy, both within industrial sectors and within the regions. 

The planning system is based on massive data, background information and con- 

cepts that must be documented by technical and economic studies, projections and 

other information.    The spatial projection of a country makes it possible for 

the central planning authorities to view the level of various areas and towns 

from the standpoints of individual productive and non-productive branches and 

fields;  it also provides information for sectoral and spatial synthesis at the 

national level.     Spatial planning  is a flexible instrument  for alternative and 
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variable  solutions  according to the efficiency of  prospective development.    The 

concept of settlement,   which forms part of the  spatial projection of a country, 

provides one of the  key   systems of documentation   for long-term economic  devel- 

opment and is a guide towards rendering capital  construction more  effective. 

Spatial projection  becomes a significant  starting  point,  as well as one of the 

main instruments,   for placing national economic  planning,  particularly  its 

regional and investment  aspects, on a scientific  basis. 

Typical examples of technical problems that must be solved by economic re- 

construction are to be  found in the location of crude oil refineries,  nitrogen 

plants and atomic  power plants.    The location of these plants depends upon the 

solution of a number of  spatial and technical problems resulting from an un- 

balanced distribution of  industry, scattered,   congested settlements,   limited 

and unevenly located water resources and so on.     For example,   in Czechoslovakia 

when the location  of refineries was considered,  there were only three alterna- 

tives within the whole area of the country.    A number of variants  (in one case 

IT) had to be considered for each alternative.     Complicated problems arose in 

planning the networks of oil and gas pipelines and product pipelines for the 

entire country. 

Similar problems arise  in the distribution and location of nitrogen plants, 

atomic power plants  and large thermal power stations.    The development of a pro- 

gressive power industry and of a material base gives rise to problems in the 

traditional fuel and ore  extraction regions,  where many plants may have to be 

closed down because of exhaustion of resources or economic inefficiency of 

extraction. 

The concentration of manufacturing industries  in traditional areas also 

poses problems for   spatial planning.    The interests of the engineering and con- 

sumer industries often  clash with those of the key  industries  (fuel,  metal- 

lurgical and chemical  industries), particularly  in the recruitment of experts, 

the provision of housing facilities and in demand for water and transport facil- 

ities.    The distribution  of chemical, metallurgical,  power and manufacturing 

industries to new  and  industrially less developed regions  should help to avoid 

this clash of interests.     Such a step,  however,   necessitates a coherent classi- 

fication of spatial  and technical conditions   in  the  entire area of the country. 
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In   planning the new  industrial  areas  and regions,   Czechoslovak authorities 

nade  use  of experiences  gained in  the traditional regions  in order to avoid  the 

negative   effects of industry  on the  landscape and on  settlements.     Attention 

was  paid to coherent  urban  solutions  in the framework of town planning,   although 

construction of some plants  was envisaged for the distant  future.     For  example, 

areas  were reserved for  future water-economy constructions,  for roads,  gas  and 

oil pipelines,  group water mains,  airports and the building of new residential 

quarters  and for the construction of plants with high demands on space.     This 

solution seems particularly desirable for the developing countries, as  it 

offers them an opportunity to take advantage of experience and to avoid mis- 

takes that later may require supplementary investments and cause unnecessary 

losses through inefficient  construction and slowed economic development. 

Even during the preparatory and drafting stage of the spatial projection 

of Czechoslovakia,  it became necessary to find practical solutions for  some of 

the problems that had received varied theoretical interpretations.    This 

applied mainly to the concept of coherence of investments and basic funds, and 

tne concept of methods applied in the spatial projection system.    The princi- 

ples of the dynamic and coherent concept of investments and basic  funds and 

the principle of continuous up-dating of the entire system of documentation of 

3pace were formulated,  and their correctness was confirmed by the actual  draft 

-f the first part of the spatial projection of the country. 

i It was found that the preferential treatment given to the construction 

of industrial capacities  in some towns, at the expense of housing and utility 

facilities,  had a negative  effect  on the utilization of the productive capa- 

cities as well as on living conditions.    In some regions, heavy concentrations 

of industry caused water and air pollution and upset the natural biological 

equilibrium, thus making excessive  supplementary investments necessary. 

It  has likewise been confirmed that when investments are allocated to 

'oherent  housing construction,  a knowledge of specific  conditions of the area 

nrid the possibilities for utilities in individual towns are of fundamental 

importance.     Experience has  shown that a small number of high quality,   fully 

• quipped  flats  is more valuable,  both socially and economically,  than a  large 

'. imber of  flats without  these amenities. 

i 
The conclusions drawn from the elaboration of the projection underline the 

•vosity of respecting the criterion of the dynamic development of tovas and 
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villages.     Capital   construction  must   simultaneously   take   care  of   the   recon- 

struction  oí'  towns   and  villages,     ûne-sided orientation   toward:;   the  construc- 

tion of   housing  on   virgin   sites  at   the   boundaries of  towns   causes   ft    lagging 

behind  of  the  older   housing  areas  and may   cause  a  disharmony  of  appearance  and 

function   between the  "old"  and the  "new"   town.     In  addition,   construction on 

new plots  means   increasing the  demand  for  additional  land and  investments   in 

the  infrastructural   utilities.     The  relation  between  construction  and  recon- 

struction  depends  primarily  on  the  development  rate of a  town,   on  the  urgency 

of the   housing  r>-oblem,   and on   investment   demands  for  new  construction  compared 

to those   for   reconstruction. 

The  data collected confirm the tendency towards  structural  reconstruction 

of areas.     The  prospective division of  space follows  the  trend of the  formation 

of functional  groups within the built-up area  (for housing,  production,  utili- 

ties).      In town  planning,  areas are reserved for recreation facilities to serve 

as  social  and  cultural  centres of the  town and adjacent  areas.     The above trends 

in the   spati  It and   technical   solutions   should help   to expand the  historic  admin- 

istrative  boundaries  of towns  which,   especially when town   development   is  not 

understood as  a  dynamic  process,  often   impede progressive  and  effective urban- 

ization  GO Lut ions. 

An   integrated approach in any urbanization plan  is  generally  valid for  and 

aplicable to  developing countries  and regions.    Urbanization  schemes must   be 

all-embracing,   even   in cases  where   investment   funds  are  limited  and part of the 

plarmed  construction must  be postponed.      In these  cases,   the purpose  of inte- 

grated  urbanization  schemes  is  to organize space in  such a way  as  to  reserve 

areas   for  future  construction.     Should   these  areas be built  up  haphazardly, 

extra  expenditure  connected with the  demolition of  constructions  built at  un- 

suitable  or  ill-considered locations vili be necessary.     These  conclusions 

hold true both  for  the delimitation  of   industrial and housing  sites  and for  the 

déterminât ion  of  sites  and tracts  of  land  for  engineering networks,  mainly 

transport  ways  and  water-economy   installations. 

Spontaneous changes and those that are planned beforehand, must be pro- 

jected in the whole system of spatial documentation by continuous up-dating. 

Ha^kground material   car.  thus  be  obtained   for  the  delimitation  of  the  area  to 

.•¡•vi    t,:.!'  modernisation   at.l   reconstruction   of  basic   funds   and  sanitary  condi- 

• i   :..;,   ani  tíie   purposeful   preparation   of   the  area  for  new  construction. 
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The Czechoslovak authorities gradually   prepared the  organizational   pre- 

requisites  for   carrying out  the general  spatial  projection  of the  country.     A 

number of country-wide technical  and  econ    |c   projects and other  documents 

were prepared  which applied uniform methods   for working out   the natural,   tech- 

nical and economic  development  potentialities of indiviiual  ar^As and regions. 

The nost  significant  of these mt_'serve as  examples. 

The Czechoslovak Central  Institute fo.r  Geology made a  systematic assess- 

ment of a geological  survey of deposits  of raw materials and of hydrological, 

seismic and landslip zones.    The  state hyd-^rme. .-irological  service and  both 

state and regional  sanitation experts worked out documents  on climatic  c   *i- 

tions, air poLxution,  purity of watercourses and main sources of water.     The 

Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry,   in co-operation with national committees 

and the administrative bodies of   immunities,  districts and regions,  worked 

out a nation-wide zoning plan for agricultural production according to produc- 

tion regions,   including specifications for  irrigation and drainage.    Data for 

the  balance-sheets of the land and forest  fund were also specified.    At the 

request of the State Planning Commission, the State Institute for Regional 

Planning worked out a national balance-sheet of labour according to districts 

and selected villages earmarked for development, and drafted technical and eco- 

nomic maps for the spatial distribution of  industry.    The Instit fe also estab- 

x i shed a spatial scheme for the tourist industry.    From the periodical censuses 

the Central Commission of People's Control and Statistics  collected data on the 

number of inhabitants,  flats and houses    housing fund) and made a demographic 

projection of the development of the population,  its economic activities and 

age composition within spatial divisions.     National bodies  in charge of tech- 

nical utilities  for the whole country accumulated data on the national trans- 

port and resource systems such as selected network of roads,  railway network, 

airports, power-circuit network and state water-economy plan. * 

Most of these documents were elaborated as government  schemes with the co- 

operation of  sectoral research planning institutes and other specialized bodies. 

These documents represent a systematic collection and classification of data 

and background material  corresponding to the various aspects of natural,  tech- 

nical,  economic  and social  conditions,  to  processes of economic and social 

ievelopment and to the possibilities  for  their exploitation  in view of the 

•--nanging requirements of modern society. 
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This  collection,  however,  provided no analysis of mutual technical and 

economic  linkage and no synthesis  of general  social aspects.     The missing 

links were  provided by the general  spatial projection.     The projection was 

elaborated by  state  authorities,   dealing with regional planning,   in  collab- 

oration with  urbanization centres   established in the regional  planning insti- 

tutes. 

During the ten years of their  existence,  the state  institutes  for re- 

gional planning   in Prague and Bratislava worked out more than  70  spatial pro- 

jections and  studies,  and several  nation-wide  spatio-technical  documents on 

selected productive and non-productive branches.     Individual  planning insti- 

tutes worked out  spatial master plans for most of the towns and villages within 

their own regions.    The establishment of urbanization centres as parts of the 

regional planning institutes constituted organizational and financial prerequi- 

sites for recruitment of qualified architects and engineers,  specialized in 

urbanization,  to work out maps on the spatio-technical conditions of the indi- 

vidual regions.     In addition to these expert groups, boards of architects were 

established in the capitals of Bohemia and Slovakia (Prague and Bratislava) 

and in other towns and important  centres of tourism (Brno, Ostrava,  Koslce, 

Plzen,  Ústí,  Karlovy Vary,  Vysoké Tatry).     This highly organized professional 

machinery completed the work within eighteen months.    The  short  time needed to 

complete the  task,  and the high professional and technical  standard,  confirmed 

not only the  correct  selection of  experts working on the project,  but also the 

suitability of the organizational  procedures.    The main merits  of this set-up 

lie in the  fact  that  it ensures continuous up-dating of the whole system of 

documentation and data. 

» 

Scope,  formulation and up-dating of Çhe classification system 

I       The general  spatial projection of a country consists of three basic parts: 

descriptive tex*. ^tables and graphs,   with ea . Ipart pr  .ì.ding information on 

natural,  technical and economic-social   conditions   ^.As these three groups of 

onditions  create the prerequisites  for economic  and social activity, the text, 

Hie  tables and graphs of tne  spatial  projection form an  interrelated system of 

IcK-umentation  of  the whole country.     Thus,  any  commentary on  the  system of 

iu/umenLation begins with the classification of conditions  into ^fpes and 

•-•.''i.'.cnlü,   and  proceeds  in the three   interrelated parts  of  documentation. 
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Natural conditions 

| The group of natural  conditions  of an area in the documentation system 

I covers  five main categories:     geology,   land fund,  climatology,   hygiene and 

biology.     The criteria determining the choice of factors  in these categori es 1 
I are parameters that  characterize them from the point of view of the require- 

ments of the population and the suitability or non-suitability  of the area for 

building purposes.     Simultaneously,  documentation is made of the characteris- 

tics of the area according to its  suitability for the development of primary 

production  (extraction industry, agricultural and forest production). 

With regard to geology and land fund,  the choice of parameters is made by 

the elimination method.    Maps are made of deposits of fuels,  ores, minerals, 

peat,  other raw materials,  seismic and landslip zones, water resources and 

mineral and thermal springs.    All these specified areas are eliminated from 

the fund of building sites for general construction; they may even fall under 

a special land protection scheme.    They may,  however, provide  locations for 

plants connected with the extraction and exploitation of deposits.    The docu- 

mentation of the land and forest fund is made in a similar way.    Records are 

kept on the characteristic features of the natural conditions  of production 

regions and specialized areas, the irrigation and drainage systems, the bal- 

ance-sheet of the land fund according to background materials  used in the 

zoning of agricultural production.    The working out of background materials 

concentrates mainly on the protection of the land fund against  expanding build- 

ing activities and on the possibilities of using the land fund for agricultural 

production.     The choice of parameters doc-menting the other branches of the 

group of natural conditions - climatology,  hygiene and biology  - is determined 

mainly by their influence on the set-up and use of building sites.    Among the 

climatic parameters, the most important ones are the movements of winds and 

inverse positions.     Directions and velocity of prevailing winds are compiled 

in tables and,  for characteristic areas, marked by wind roses. 

Important data on spatial hygiene are those concerning the purity of at- 

mosphere, watercourses and water resources, main sources and types of pollution, 

affecting mainly towns and their neighbourhoods.    Pollution is caused mainly by 

combustion processes of solid fuels (ames,   oxide,  sulphur and arsenic), basic 

•nemicai plants,  cellulose and paper  industries, fuel and ore processing plants, 

and effluence from municipal sewerage. 
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Biology   is  of  importance as a  factor  balancing  the negative   impact of human 

-ictLvities on hygiene.     By protection  of selected  areas (special  forests,   nature 

reserves,   national  parks,  historical  beauty  spots   etc.)  and the  recultivation 

of  devastated regions,   biology provides  an active  approach to the  creation of 

prerequisites  for the  equilibrium of  natural  surroundings and productive 

activities. 

Technical conditions  and utilities 

The  utilities  of an area are  the  core of the problem in planning indus- 

trial  location and the  location of other functional  establishments.    They 

cover  four categories  of resources,   equipment  and  networks,  namely:     water, 

power,   communications  transport  and telecommunications. 

The factors to be studied and to be included on the spatial projection 

maps must be characteristic of the natural resources of the relevant area and 

the level of their technical exploitation. This arrangement provides data on 

natural resource reserves and technical reserves and/or the overburdening of 

specific types and elements of engineering networks and sources. Areas still 

m-ving unutilized resources are marked and sites are reserved for future use, 

including housing and plant installations. 

In  Czechoslovakia - the watershed of Central  Europe - water  resources  in 

the river basins of the main watercourses are of k'±y importance to technical 

conditions.    The clarification system includes data on their minimum rates of 

flow  (for  36I4 and 355  days) and flood rates of flow  (for  1, 20 and 100 years). 

Specifications are made of:     supply  of water to and consumption  of water by 

the  population,   irrigation systems,  agriculture and  industry;   sources of water 

pollution;  classification plants;   system of water mains and sewers;  reservoirs 

and  dams.     These  estimates are used  for establishing water balance-sheets  for 

37 river basins.     Underground sources  of water and protection of land against 

contaminated water  are also recorded. 

Balance sheets  of water according to river basins and specifications of 

current  and future   spatially bound  supplies  (for  drinking,  for   irrigation and 

other  purposes)  make  it  possible  to  obtain figures  on water resources  for  in- 

dustry.     Water resources  conditioned by  investments  are mapped   (potential 

-onjtruction of reservoirs and damn),   along with  specifications  of investment 
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The significance of the transport system increases with the progress of 

the present  scientific and technical revolution and its impact  of prediction 

and on  society.     The complex  system of transport  under prevailing conditions 

(distance between working place and residence)  has assumed a new economic and 

social  role.     For  the majority  of the population and the industrial  sectors 

an efficient network of roads  and streets  is  of key importance.     The mapping 

covers constructional and technical conditions of the network with regard to 

transport,  its  capacity, utilization and prospective development based on 

various studies.     The degree of motorization,  the intensity and structure of 

road transport,  and public facilities for personal and freight traffic are 

also assessed. 

For railway transport,  the  significant factors for spatial documentation 

are the network,   shunting stations, centres for the loading and unloading of 

freight cars,  efficiency and quantity of trackage.    Mapping of civilian air- 

ports contains technical data,  their percentage of use and indication of 

specially protected zones.    For  shipping traffic, mapping is done of ports, 

navigable waterways, shipping tracks and channels.    The general development 

of shipping traffic  is covered by separate studies.    Maps on the network of 

long-distance conduit systems  include markings of tracks according to dimen- 

sions of media,  and of control centres and stations. 

With regard to power utility, data are collected on the various types of 

power:     electrical, thermal and gas.    The characteristics proceed from the 

concept of central heat deliveries for housing and production zones of towns 

based on the development of the basic structure.    As to electrical power, 

information is collected on current and future  supply and consumption patterns 

Maps are made recording the location of thermal power stations and thermal 

stations, the  condition of the power transmission systems and the condition 

of important distributing stations and major supplies exceeding one million 

kWh per year.     The data provide a survey of the distribution,  size and use 

of thermal stations and the mapping covers the  system of basic  heat  conduit 

networks.    Data on the gas  supplies of individual areas cover the  situation 

in the resources  of coking,   crude oil,  carbon and generator gas,  trp.cKs of 

nigh-pressure pipelines,  consumption and short-term prospects.     The telecom- 

munications network is marked according to  individual types  of equipment 

(wireless, television, telephone exchange and cables). 
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Data concerning transport  and power  industry are classified so as  to pro- 

vide background information on technical reserves of basic  resources  in  indi- 

vidual areas,  both of the current  and the  expected development  conditioned by 

investments.     Such data are important  for  the construction and development of 

industrial plants and'for housing construction and the development of services, 

that  is,   for the development of towns as balanced organisms. 

Socio-economic conditions 

Information is compiled on the current socio-economic  situation and the 

possible development of the population in relation to basic funds.    Documen- 

tation is provided for basic data on  industrial plants,  housing,  services and 

the like, and the systera of settlement is characterized in general.    Towns and 

villages are classified as:    typical town settlements,  settlements suitable 

for village population, and other settlements. 

Industrial intensity is analysed according to individual centres  (above 

500 employees).    For these centres, the spatial documentation lists data on 

characteristics of plants, location and types of plants according to their 

prospects for further development  (plants capable of future expansion,  sta- 

bilized and viable plants and those earmarked for liquidation), utility 

requirements,  possible expansion of industrial development, and the negative 

effects of industry on settlements.    The synthesis is made on the basis of 

value,  age structure of basic funds and the number of jobs in general and 

specifically for women. 

A relatively more detailed documentation is made of the housing fund 

and the population.     In these cases it is necessary to proceed on the assump- 

tion that the location and distribution of housing construction and public 

amenities should reflect ti.e active role of spatial projection and its  impact 

on the location and distribution of industry. 

With regard to demographic development, attention must be paid to those 

elements that substantially influen e the location of flats and service facil- 

ities and also to data on the present mployment structure which are important 

for the location of industry and services. Documentation should include popu- 

lation figures in general and figures broken down according to sex, age struc- 

ture; the development of the number and structure of households requiring 

.louüing;   and facilities necessary  for personal and public   services.     The data 
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covering the development of the population and households form the basis for 

determining the fundamental relationships to be considered in the location 

of production and other investments as a uniform whole within the area of 

individual towns and villages.    Attention must also be paid to the development 

of housing and service facilities for the population. 

In addition to current data on the number of houses, flats,  density of 

built-up areas and the structure of the housing fund according to the nature 

of communities, the qualitative aspects should also be an»1ysed. 

For the qualitative indices, analyses are made particularly of the hous- 

ing standard, the average number of rooms per flat, the age structure of houses 

and flats, and the types of material used for construction and equipment of 

basic fittings.    The relation between the number of flats and the number of 

households during the last twenty years is documented by the final  number of 

households having no flat of their own according to types of apartment houses. 

In harmony with the trend towards solving the housing problem, documen- 

tation is made of the current situation in public amenities covering the 

following sectors: 

(a) Educational facilities (universities,  secondary schools, schools 
of general education, secondary vocational schools); 

(b) Cultural facilities  (theatres, cultural establishments); 

(c) Medical care (hospitals, maternity hospitals, polyclinics, 
facilities for specialized treatment); 

(d) Services  (establishments where several types of services are 
concentrated, laundries and dry-cleaning, wholesale warehouses); 

(e) Sport  (open-air and winter stadia, gymnasiums,  swimming pools); 

(f) Social welfare (homes for retired people). 

The facilities under documentation represent a set ot amenities exceeding 

local scale and are analysed according to sectors and areas.    Synthetical 

assessment  is made of their location froa the point of view of the 

concentration of settlements and regional distribution. 

In recent years Czechoslovakia has increasingly come to regard recreation 

as an independent economic  sector and the documentation of this  sector follows 

and supports this trend.    Three phenomena are under observation:     recreation, 

tourism,  and spas.    Suitable areas are marked and divided into appropriate 

sections according to their characteristics.    Areas suitable for tourism and 
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tue development of spas are analysed in greater detail. According to the 

degree of their attraction ind their importance, they are classified into 

local,   regional,   national  and  international  categories. 

Classification of documentation and methodology of its  up-dating 

The documentation of the general  spatial projection  of the  entire country 

is composed of text,  tables and graphs.    As the projection is a document  in 

which  spatio-technical data are compiled,  the  emphasis  is  on the graphic and 

tabaiar parts.     The text  outlines the objectives and significance of documen- 

tation  and the  process of elaboration.     It  lists the  co-operating organizations 

and the applied materials  and documents.     Explanations are given on the divi- 

sion of the tabular and graphic parts of spatial documentation and methods and 

indices  applied. 

The graphic part  forms the basis of the entire documentation;   its main 

component   is  a  set of maps  on a  scale of 1:50,000.    The area of the  country 

is divided into sections;   for Czechoslovakia there are U5U sections.     Each 

map covers  one  section and contains  all factors  under observation that  can 

be expressed graphically  according to a uniform key.     Each sectional map pro- 

vides an analysis of all  characteristic  factors  found in the area.     Thus a 

synthesis  is provided of all conditions for the area represented by the map 

which gives a realistic picture of the degree of coherence and disproportion. 

If appropriate maps are combined,  they give a picture of  individual regions. 

They may  be  used for  composing a picture of the  entire  country,  a picture of 

selected spatial  entities within the  framework of the  country,  and also within 

regions.     The  following figure  is an  example of  such a map. 

The country-wide synthesis of  individual  sections and types of spatio- 

technical conditions and their analytic distribution into admir.istrative units 

(regions,   districts)  are  documented  in maps on a scale  of 1:500,000.     Each of 

these maps covers the whole area of the country and indicates certain types 

and factors of natural,  technical and economic  conditions.     For example,  natu- 

ral  conditions  are represented graphically  in  twelve maps,  of which five deal 

with the  land  fund,  two with hygienic conditions and three with geology  (min- 

orai  reserves,   hydro-geologic  zones,   seismic  and landslip areas).     Economic 

••uiditicns  are  included  in eighteen maps,  the  characteristics of the  housing 

:'.;;!   ir.   seven maps  and the   demographic  development of the  population  in  five. 
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'•':•-' '-'-i-, t-h'j mousing fund is depicted qualitatively in twelve charts and the 

;• r:. ¿rap.i o aeveiopment in fourteen charts. 

detailj of selected data are given in maps on a scale of 1:?00,000.  These 

include relationships between population and housing facilities broken down 

uy  towns and villages, the quality of the land fund according to local land 

registers, and information on basic water-economy according to river basins. 

The documentation of the factors under observation in maps and charts on 

a scale of 1:500,000 and the more detailed documentation of selected factors 

in maps on a scale of 1:200,000 serve primarily as tools for orientation. 

They express the degree of difference in the types and factors of conditions 

between individual areas.  They provide a good basis for assessing the distri- 

bution of the factors and facilities over the entire country, signal the newly 

emerging disproportions in spatial units and the absolute and relative 

differences between them (in per capita relation). 

The tabular part complements the system of graphic documentation.  It 

contains basic spatio-technical data on the quantitative and qualitative fac- 

tors under observation.  These data permit an analytic as well as a synthetic 

numerical survey of individual elements and their groups. They provide infor- 

mation for alternative and variable distribution of industries and for housing 

facilities according to individual areas, for total, vertical and horizontal 

analyses of the current situation and also for current and future solutions 

of spatial problems.  (For models of such tables, see appendix.) 

The problem of continuous up-dating of the whole system of spatial docu- 

mentation has both organizational and technical aspects. As far as organiza- 

tion is concerned, the up-dating is entrusted to the responsible bodies for 

spatial projections (State Institute for Regional Planning or the town planning 

.•entres in regions).  All investors are legally obliged to obtain approval of 

the individual stages of project documentation of an envisaged construction in 

•o-operation with urbanization centres.  They are obliged to request the res- 

pectivo national committees for permission to put the construction into opera- 

tion.  Thus, data on constructions needed for the up-dating of the spatial 

K'>- jri«-i';tat ion are systematically and continuously acquired. 

:':.•• t.vMiieal aspect of up-dating is solved by a system of watermarks 

•:'••>•:.• : *.. ti.e original maps.  The watermarks register data on actual devel- 

'.:"••".' .-. i v. tro level opnent of economy and investment, and are placed on 
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background materials of individual stages of approved documentation of 

buildings.  Corresponding tables are supplemented as well as thr graphic 

registration.  After about four or five years the complete set of maps and 

tables are reprinted and the old ones deposited in the archives to be kept 

as significant documents of their time. 

Possibilities and ways of using the documentation 

An advantage of general spatial projection is that it provides an all- 

embracing system of documentation on the characteristics of the country, 

classified according to branches (vertically) and regions (horizontally); it 

contains data on the factors and spatial units under observation and is con- 

tinuously up-dated. The uniformity of the system, its classification and 

up-dating make it useful both in theory and in practice. 

The adjustment of the system of documentation to countries with differ- 

ing conditions does not lie in the changes of the system, but primarily in 

the results it yields. For example, in the documentation of developing coun- 

tries, the system will largely cover data on natural conditions, the distri- 

bution of these data within characteristic areas and zones, data on the popu- 

lation and its distribution according to regions, and data on the patterns of 

settlement.  The methodical documentation of these data within a uniform system 

of tables and maps is of great benefit.  It provides government authorities, 

Doth national and local, with uniform information on current and prospective 

activities within the framework of their investment policies.  Whenever deci- 

sions have to be taken on any important investment project, this system makes 

it possible to assess the suitability of its location in the light of national 

considerations, and specifically, to formulate the technical and economic 

problems to be solvei in the choice of location. 

It represents a system of data and technical documents for the formulation 

of future construction of engineering networks, transport systems (roads, rail- 

ways, airports, ports), water economy networks, networks of power supply and 

tneir trackings in regard to the needs of the national economy as well as of 

individual areas. 

The system provider, important background material for the introduction of 

Gnomic and financial measures by the state and the local administration, 
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.'.•:.  H-    'OT.tr i-butior.s   ef enterprises   towards   the  construction  of engineering 

fa •. . -t : ^s s   cnarges   IVT   t::eir   use,   assessment  of  building   sites.     It  offers 

'  •'•'{•'-'   f-1!'   the  elaboration of  partial  spatial projects   (towns,  regions), 

a:, i     "   f  r  tirir   ip-datmg.     At   the   same time,   it   provides  an  objective  view 

• •'   '.•••:..M 'al,    ;ruat:  ani   economic   problems awaiting   solution  within  these 

.:.;.-   classification  system   in the   hands  of the government  bodies  and 

.    -a:   a ini ni stration  authorities   can  become an effective  tool   for locating 

; :•   i.'i.v"  as  we^l as   non-productive   investments   and for manifesting a  social 

::.*.• rest   in   ail   such   investments. 

The  classification   system provides   industry  with the technical  and  eco- 

:.::.. •   information necessary   for   tue optimum location and  establishment  of new 

plants  with   regard to  the  country  as   a  whole.     At   the  same time,  industries 

i:.ust,   iti   t.ieir   investment   intentions,   fully   respect   social and public   interests 

arid   taK.e   into  consideration  the   possibilities  of utilizing the  resources  and 

t->'tinical  amenities  of the  area  subject  to the  investment  plan. 

Tne  above  possibilities  for  using  the classification  system of documen- 

tation of  space  indicate  its  potential  applicability to countries in different 

stages ,,?  industrial  development,  particularly when  spatial  dispersion  in the 

régions  and  the  entire  country   is  uneven.     In the   least   developed regions 

:.- 'uitientation  will  be made  particularly  of natural   conditions,   technical  pos- 

. .uh iti es  and their  current   utilization according  to completed technical 

¡-""^mentation   (schemes)   and development  projects   (power  networks,  networks  of 

water  economy   constructions,   roads,   railways,   ports  and  the  like)  and popula- 

•..   T.  uata.     In  regions  with   industrial   centres,   data on  technical and economic 

• •:. i : t i-ons   of areas  will  predominate.      Documentation will  primarily  concentrate 

:.   ' :.-•  '~y\>-.-   and capacities  oí'  existing and projected engineering constructions, 

'••<•'   •';"•"   Hi.i   location  of production  capacities,   the   size  of  towns and villages 

'<'• i   ,:-'i."    i-v-'i.ipment   according  to tiieir  spatial  plans  and so  on.     At  this 

M/    •'•    i •'•   tne   I'o-orainating function  of the classification   system that   steps 

' :•••   f   ••'••(-'X-  -ni.     There   is  the  need  to  co-ordinate the timing  in   technical 

• •••••',:•.••   í • * .we- •:.   proiuct;   t.   engineering  constructions  and the   building  of 

•'"   :'': '   • •'-•    '•       •'*'  .sal: y,   ."et;;  •:,;;   with   intensive   development   of   industry 

"    ; • • :'   •      -'-   '•• : i.'-. - i-   '.-    ':.•..•   at   •/••    i ' ".jrientat i on ,   spatial   planning  of  towns 

iterest   wh: 

s   u 'ept   a:. Ì   thus 

L'y-stag"   i'.'V'  : > p;v Tit 
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Appendix 

MODELS OF SELECTED TABLES 

Utilities 

Water Economy 

The set of tables on water economy covers the various spatio-technical 

factors under observation and their interrelationships.    These tables contain 

data on water resources, the degree of utilization",  and the pollution of water 

courses.    Specifically, the set of tables includes data on the natural rates 

of flow of water courses; the underground water resources  (both under obser- 

vation and utilized); the degree of utilization for agricultural irrigation, 

industrial uses,  and drinking water; the current situation of water economy; 

and the operations of reservoirs and purification plants (both currently in 

operation and planned).    Such a numerical presentation facilitates an analysis 

of the reserves of water outside the water courses and underground sources, 

and sources requiring investment«, such as the preliminary technical and   eco- 

nomic parameters of the feasibility of construction of reservoirs.    There is 

a set of such tables for each of the 3k river basins in the general spatial 

plan of Czechoslovakia. 

The system of indicators is graphically expressed in maps on a scale of 

1:500,000.    These maps also show the basic network of water mains and sewers. 

Models are shown here for three of the tables on water economy. 

1 
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Economic conditions 

Industrial plants 

Table U includes a set of factors which must be currently checked in 

industrial plants with more than ten workers.    Plants are observed and docu- 

mented according to individual districts for which population and labour bal- 

ance sheets are  also made.    A complete regional set of tables covers all the 

districts that are parts of the region in question.    The set of factors on 

individual plants do not contain water supplies.     These are covered by tables 

concerning water economy.    The  supplies and resources of power are observed 

by a similar method. 

Fund of houses and flats 

Table 5 contains a set of housing and settlement factors.    Such tablea 

are worked out also according to districts and fona a part of separate sets 

covering individual regions.     By their classification according to items, they 

are closely linked with the system of industrial labour balance sheets industry. 
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S.      METHODS OF ACHIEVING CONSISTENCY BETWEEN 

NATIONAL AND REGIONAL LOCATION PLANS 

by D. SchejM* and O. ¿unk* 

Consistency of the aims and efforts expressed in programmes and plans for 

the development of a national economy and purposeful regional arrangement are 

an  inseparable part  of national economic planning and programming.     They are 

•he most substantial  part of regional  planning.     Production location concerned 

with the branch viewpoints and needs as well as the conditions of individual 

regions  is a complicated and exigent economic activity.    The correct execution 

of this work can benefit the producer and society as a whole.    It  is necessary 

to follow all relations  induced by a newly located production plant in each 

region and to evaluate these relations objectively. 

The theory and practice of national economic planning are continuously 

facing new problems and tasks.    The following study presents the basic criteria 

used  to approach the solution of such problems  in national economic planning 

in  the Czechoslovak  Socialist Republic.    The main objective of this paper is 

to contribute to a mutual recognition of effortj for the development of plan- 

ning methods and management activity  in the economic  life of various countries 

with different socio-economic orders. 

The relation of the national economic plan to the 
development of economy in regions 

General conception of the problem 

The economic development of a country involves problems related to the 

iocation of the economy.    The degree of solution of location differs consider- 

•t ly  in individual  countries and in groups of countries.     In various socio- 

economic orders economic ia>fs operate  in different ways  and their  influence 

Jn the production process as a whole also varies. 

_    Head of Department,  Ministry for Economic  Planning»   Prague. 

w    Ministry for Economic Planning,   Prague. 

A 



ir.   rentrai!;/   planned   economies   'he   poi'i' it \ 1 L t LOS   for   the   volition oí' 

ques'ions   relate^:   to   the   location  of   t fie   economy   are   favourable   cerante   the 

government   control/   the   planned management    ol'   the  entire  economy   arai  employs 

i'    for  the   benefit   ar.d   satisfaction   of  nablet;/   as  a whole.      In   market   econo- 

mies   there   is   a vast   srupe   of   interests   and   ¿roaIs. which cannot   always he 

harrriot: i /.ed. 

The   solation   to  problems  related   to   the  achievement  of  consistency 

be+ween   a national plan  and  regional   location  plans depends  on   the  character 

of   the  development of  the  national  economy   of a  country;   that   is whether 

planned  management of  national  economy   is    involved or not. 

A  scientifically  planned  economy is   one that  develops  according to a pro- 

trarrmi'    drawn  up  in advance,   rationally utilizing all  available  possibilities 

and  moans.     A  scientifically  planned  economy not  only considers  all  spheres  of 

the production process   such as manufacturing,   distribution,   exchange and con- 

sumption,   but also all  aspects of material,   labour, costs,   sectorial and ter- 

ritorial   planning as well  as   the time aspect. 

The  criteria for a  planned economy  must  then have  these   features: 

(a) Proportional   development  on  the  basis of socially   conscious 
planned activity  of the  people; 

(b) Consideration  of  all spheres  oí'   the  production process; 

(c) Developments   for  the  interest   of society as a whole  with an 
a^m to raise   living standards  continuously - both  material 
and  cultural. 

Regional   location   oí" production   is  an   inseparable  part   of  economic 

planning   in  the  development   of a national   economy.    The  position of regional 

planning   in   the  complex   system of the development of a national  economy, 

especially   the  location  of   industry - technically and economically  the most 

progressive  sector of  a national economy  — becomes an  inseparable  part of a 

national   economic plan  and  one of  its most   important aspects.     The  degree of 

consistency  between a national economic   plan and regional  location plans - 

especially where industry ie concerned -  is dependent upon the degree of 

planned   management of   the   production  process. 

The   necessary starting  point   is  the   development  of  production.     Changes 

of   proportions   in  the  national economy  as   a whole are  reflected   in  the  propor- 

' : o.-.;-  of  various, groups,   tranches  and   industries   in one  region   or  another,   and 

''•o   . avi not*! i oris  among   individual   regions  of   the  country.      Correct  reLalion- 

• .•     '-  ' :.L-C\   ¡ I'ï.I'î.CI'   and    industries  within   each  region  and    the   creation   of 
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•:i ir. i-i rig links  or  the  fortification  of backward  links  m regions   is of extraor- 

. mary  importance  not  only  for  the   development  of a given  region but   for the 

. -onomy of the  entire country. 

The proper  regional   location  of production  means the harmonized   develop- 

ment of ail  branches of national  economy  in  the  regions and  the  creation 

;!' correct  proportions  in the  development  of the whole economy  and culture. 

'orrect proportions contribute greatly to the  effective development   of the 

: itional economy  and help to  create  conditions  necessary  for the  development 

• f higher living standards.     To  achieve  such proportions  it   is  first  necessary 

•j consider the  possibilities  and needs of the national  economy  and  the possi- 

: ilities of rational  exploitation of the natural  and economic  conditions of 

• --h region.     This  information becomes the basis  for regional   economic  planning 

•:.l within  its  framework regional   location plans are formed. 

Proportional  development of all regions of a country does not mean a 

-imple arithmetical balance,   for example,  of the rate of growth of industrial 

production,   the  structure of industrial production and the level of jser capita 

income.    Proportional development  of all regions signifies a proper division 

of labour among individual regions and a purposeful harmonized development of 

individual branchée  in the regions.     This is achieved by preferential develop- 

ment of those branches and industries of national economy in regions that have 

jrtimal conditions for their development.     These  conditions can be of a natural 

r economic character.     To ensure  the most purposeful growth of national econ- 

'•\v,  each region must utilize  to  a maximum degree - but rationally  from the 

)int of view of society - all  its available resources.    The econorny of all 

"egions can then develop in a rising curve,  even  if it  is not  possible - or 

"ren purposeful - to develop at a uniform pao^.     At the same time  it  is neces- 

• '•:ry to continue efforts to eliminate substantial economic differences among 

:''-Vi.ons. 

Regional  proportionality   in  the  development  of a national   economy is not 

'•••Ly u matter of proportion  in the  economic development of the  regions them- 
r'L,R:;f  but  of  proportion  that  will  bring about  the purposeful   exploitation 

natural  and economic conditions  for ill  regions by the exploitation of 

'•' îonal wealth,   natural  and financial resources,   the labour  force,   and all 

•er resources  and  interrelationships. 

!, 
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The principal  relationship between a national plan and regional   location 

plans  is one of basic proportions of national economy xn the  territorial aspect 

of individual regions and among the regions mutually.    This implies comprehen- 

sive plans for the economic development of regions with a mutually harmonized 

development of industrial and agricultural  production,  transportation and 

building,  trade and commerce,  cultural,  educational and sanitary facilities 

and housing projects and the solution of such problems as water supply. 

The location of production, one of the substantial factors of economic 

development in regions,  must be examined comprehensively from the viewpoint 

of development of production in regions and their territorial relationships. 

Such an examination will express the conditions and costs connected with the 

implementation of regional location plans. 

These considerations lead to the term,  complex economic development of 

regions, which is often theoretically overvalued but only partially understood. 

Complex economic development of regions can be understood as the propor- 

tional  development of:     (a) a complex of branches of a national economy, that 

is,  certain parts of the productive sphere?  and (b) the necessary complex of 

branches of the non-produotive sphere. 

The complex economic development of a region has individual links forming 

the base of the proportional development of  its economy.     It  is possible to 

analyse these links and to determine the proportions of development of a region 

and the position of its economy in the national economic system. 

Experience has shown that certain general principles are valid for prac- 

tical application  in proper location of production.    Economic activity may be 

subordinated to practical application aooording to specific conditions in each 

country.    These principles are generally valid,  though only one of them may be 

accentuated in each country at certain stages of development. 

The general  principles have been developed from the fact that  the rational 

location of production in the regions of a country  is reasonable only if favour- 

able conditions are created for: 

(a'/The growt; * of social productivity of labour; ' 

(b) The/mtional exploitation of all  resources of a country such 
as ru&ural wealth,  labour and financial resources; 

| (c) The solution of socfc-political  probleuJ connected with over- 
coming economic backwardness and conspicuous differences in 
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living standards.   (The backwardness  of certain territorial 
entities must be solved by the government through an effective 
regional policy.) 

These general principles for the location  of production express not 

only the goals of practical activity but also the point of departure for the 

achievement of consistency between the national  economic plan and regional 

location plans. 

The branoh principle in national economic planning and the 
ensuring of regional proportionality 

Consistency between the national economic  plan and regional  industry 

location plans from the viewpoint of the principles and criteria mentio>Jfel 

above requires an organizational structure of national economy as    Junóle, 

and managing and planning authorities.    Working together they serve this 

purpose to the best advantage. 

Economic proportionality in the development of a national economy 

requires: • 

(a) A development plan for all economi   branches of the national * 
economy, evaluation of the role of sectors, plans for the utili- 
zation of labour, and other detailed planning prepared by a state • 
planning commission; 

(b) Development plans for individual branches and industrier worked 
out by oentral organizations (ministries) and thei- em bord mate *> 
organizations; 

(e) Development plans for the economic activities of reg onal, districv, 
municipal and local administrations. 

The comprehensive development plan of a national economy is thus formed, 

apart from the basic economic balances, by a combination of comprehensive 

development plans foi ¿ill econuolc branches and inaJrtries according to their 

organisational structure and aooording to the development plans of the regional 

branches. I *, | 

In practice the organisational structure  is expressed in the recalled 

two lines of planning (even if several planning levels are involved): 

(a) banning of economic activity by central organizations  (branch 
planning bodies); I 

(b) Planning of economic activity by regions' organizations  (local, | 
4               sJbiicipal, district ¿ftd regional). 

In the  systam of national economic planning the branch principle prevails 

a'-^ will co.Aimie to lo so.    This primi^«» does not offer a true   image of its 

> I 

S 
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feasibility because  the verification of regional possibilities cannot be real- 

ized;  for  this  reason an examination of the regional  aspects of the development 

of  individual branches and industries mast be made.     Consistency of  purpose of 

a national  economic  plan and regional  location plans  may   be assured by: 

(a) Profitable division of  labour,   to ensure  regional proportionality 
of economic plans on all   levels of management  and planning;   and  to 
ensure close mutual co-operation to determine  the duties  and lia- 
bilities for procuring basic data; 

(b) Establishing specific responsibilities for  subordinated organiza- 
tional  units such as branch managements,  branch enterprises and 
research and project   institutes; 

(c) The creation of a system of methods by means  of indices,  of eco- 
nomic  and financial  instruments of planning documentation to study 
economic phenomena,   to establish production  location and ensure 
economic and cultural development of the regions in accordance with 
their specific conditions; 

(d) The determination of appropriate economic and financial  instruments 
to ensure regional proportionality. 

Economic territorial division of the country 

To ensure advantageous location of industry in accordance with the 

national economic plan,   it is neceosary to divide the state into units in which 

the planned management of national economy from the territorial viewpoint would 

be possible.    These territorial units should correspond to the requirements of 

the study and the expression of economic and natural  phenomena. 

Such a division of the country into regions according to eoonomio and 

natural conditions determines the participation of the regions in the division 

of labour and creates favourable preconditions for the planned establishment 

of proportions on the basil of rational exploitation of resources. 

Natural and economic conditions in individual parte of the state vary 

greatly, resulting in substantially different regional units linked by a 

rational division of labour. 

The division of the country into regions can then be carried out as 

follows: 

(a) Economic regions are created according to economic and natural 
conditions -md are VLùOA exclusively for the  solution of questions 
related  to the implementation of regional plans of production loca- 
tion.     These regions usually have no directive organs and the 
activity concerning their development is carried out centrally. 
The regional  location plans are then worked  out according to these 
economic  regions; 
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ví);   The  regional   Location  plans  can be  based on  the  administrative 
division of  the country   (regions,   districts,   municipalities  etc.). 
The  advantage  of using the  administrative division of the state'" 
for  regional  planning   lies   in the   fact   that  many  directive and 
planning bodies are  organized according  to  the  regional  aspect 
of  the  development  of national economy  so   it   is  possible  to 
organize  co-operation among  lower  planning bodies.     For example, 
the division of public  administration of  the  CSSH as  created   in' 
I960  became  the basis  for  the development of works connected 
with regional  proportionality of national economic plans.     This 
administrative division of the country  into  ten regions and  the 
capital,   Prague,  and within these regional  108 districts,   is prac- 
tical  for regional planning.     In creating this  regional organiza- 
tion attention was paid to  the decisive economic conditions of 
separate regions as well  as  to the possibilities of effective 
development  of the economic-organizational function of the state 
in regions. 

The division of the state  into smaller units making possible the exam- 

ination of all areas of operation is one of the conditions needed for the 

achievement of consistency between the national plan and regional location 

plans.    Such a territorial division not only helps to solve economic problems 

effectively but brings about a comprehensive cultural development of all 

regions. 

The merger of centres into larger territorial units differs according to 

'heir problems.     It  is difficult to solve the balances and distribution of man- 

power, but Buch balances must be worked out not only for districts and regions 

¡ut  in relation to principal economic centres and transportation facilities. 

To ensure the regional aspect of the development of a national economy, 

it   is useful to exam ii. i a whole system oi basic data and analyses according to 

hosen territorial units (regions) which will differ from each other in the 

extent and intensity of their natural and economio conditions. 

The economic region is therefore a general denomination of various types 

of territorial units.    In the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic the public 

administration division of the state has created the basic regions for which 

economic plane are drafted.    Slovak!;» represents a territorial unit within 

ne framewor':. of a united Czechoslovak economy in which there are specific 

-;-oiiomic and political aims and a national development and historical back- 

hand different  from  the regions of Bohemia and Moravia. 
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Consistency between regional   location plans 
and the national  economic plan 

The achievement  of consistency between regional  location plans  and the 

national  economic  plan ac an inseparable  part  of the whole process of planned 

management  of  national economy  is realized  in  five basic phases: 

(a) Collection of data; 

(b) Analysis  of data collected; 

(c) Decision-making:     setting of tasks,   determination of instruments 
and  conditions; 

(d) Fulfilment of tasks under operational management; 

(e) Final control. 

Collection of data 

The beginning of the process of planned management ìB the collection of 

such data as  the condition of the national economy,  the level of productive 

forces,  the  state of exploitation of natural resources of the country and the 

influence of national and international  political factors on the development 

of the  national economy.    The collection of such data from the regional aspect 

has a decisive  influence on the determination of a starting basis,  and for the 

estimation of basic  trends and tendencies of development in regional location. 

Analysis of data | 

í 
The analysis of this regional data is the second phase of the process of | 

management.     Careful  analyses contribute to: I 

(a) Qualitative examination of individual  phenomena and their individ- 
ual components in regions; 

(b) "Determination of the decisive links and activities, and  interrela- 
tions armng individual  phenomena  in   the regions; 

(c) Formulation of conclusions about factors   influencing the develop- 
ment of the phenomena examined,  and measures to be taicen in accor- 
dance with  the aim of the analysis. 

From the regional aspect, thorough scientific analyses of the state of 

location anu  of the natural and economic conditions of individual  regions are 

important  fujh'ar.iental  tasks at this phase of management. 

Thene 'üialyseo  should be elaborated at the beginning of the work on a 

lot;g-'erm prognosi»  of  the  developmet.t   of a national  economy.     They  aie of a 

twofold .-haracter and are worked out along two  lines - branch and regional. 
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Central branch organs work out, with the help of their research and 

project institutes,  the analyses of present development,  the state of produc- 

tion location in individual industries,  development tendencies,  the scientific 

and technical developments of industrier and their influence on the further 

development of production location. 

The regional organs work out summary analyses of the achieved degree o^ 

development and the exploitation of natural and economic conditions of indi- 

vidual regions. 

On the basis of these analyses and its own data, information and studies, 

the planning centre determines! 

(a) The possibilities of further exploitation of natural and economic 
conditions of individual regions; 

(b) The factors which oan accelerate,  decelerate or even limit the 
development of production in the regions; 

(o) The main changes in production location which may be expected in 
the coming years as a consequence of present or already-started 
development and as a consequence of the development of new tech- 
niques or other development tendencies or targets; 

(d) The problems to be solved. 

The basic data for these analyses can be divided into such categories 

as:    data about natural conditions, raw materials and emergency resources 

(the possibilities of their exploitation and the probable time when exploita- 

tion oan begin);    data about demographic development and structure of the 

population;    the location of industrial and agricultural production;    pro- 

duction and consumption relations within each region and among regions;    and 

transportation data. 

The data should be suitable for perspective plans, the material clear, 

of simple construction and w..th graphic and cartographic annexes.    This basic 

material must be available to the decisive branch and regional planning bodies. 

The development and the predetermination of industrial location in the 

Czechoslovak Socialist Republio and the basic tendencies of influence must be 

respected to a large extent in further plans of regional location of produc- 

tion.    That is the case of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic at present, 

where a ?.ong-term projection for fifteen to twenty years is being prepared. 

The conclusions arrived at, on the basis of the analyses, are applicable to 

a number of industrially developed countries;   they are: 

(a) The present development of Czechoslovak economy demands exploita- 
tion of conditions and resources and the utilisation of already 
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existing productive fixed assets  for the achievement  of a more 
regular location of production,   so that  the future development 
of national  economy and,  with it,  production  location will  be 
influenced by the degree of exploitation of these conditions 
for economic  development.     Economic relations within  the regions 
and  among them have increased,  becoming significantly more 
intricate; 

(t)  The necessity to increase  economic effectiveness through intensi- 
fication and through the realization of necessary structural 
changes,  especially in manufacturing industries,  tends to leaf 
to a  situation under which the  increase of production will  be 
further concentrated in key plants, branches and  industries; 

(c) The location of new productive capacities in a number of oranches, 
especially  in manufacturing industries,  has to be secured - while 
observing the principles of social effectiveness - in a manner 
that utilizes manpower resources available in certain regions; 

(d) The necessary process of reconstruction and modernization of pro- 
ductive fixed assets of a number of branches will have an out- 
standing regional character.    The need for complex development 
of the regions will be an important condition  in decisions on 
the order and significance of reconstruction and modernization 
of existing productive fixed assets (the problem of the recon- 
struction of productive fixed assets in Bohemian regions in 
di3trictn and branches industrialized in the epoch of the 
primary  industrial revolution); 

(e) The process of production concentration and specialization already 
begun  in many industries (engineering,  textile and garments,  and 
foodstuffs)  brings new regional problems in the full  exploitation 
of new productive fixed assets,   in the growth of new and more com- 
plicated inter-industry relations and in the problems of reserve 
labour opportunities in localities where old productive capacities 
have been liquidated; 

(f) Development of agriculture requires not only selection of land 
suitable for intensive development in individual regions, but the 
solution of a whole set of problems of outstanding regional  char- 
acter brought to life by the introduction of wholesale production 
in this sector; 

(g) The organization of cargo transport in national economy as a 
whole will require a strict observation of regional aspects in 
the location of productive forces; 

(h) The direction of the flow of supplies resulting from the developed 
international socialistic division of labour (coal,   iron ore, oil, 
gas) became a new factor in the rational and effective location 
of productive forces.    This led to the creation of new industrial 
regions  (Bratislava, Kosice) where extensive construction of new 
productive capacities of a series of basic industries is under 
way  (me tal working, chemistry and engineering); 

(i)  The development of production occurs under continuously deterior- 
ating conditions as far as water supply for industry,  agriculture 
and  population is concerned.     The maintenance  of water in a region 
requires  good care of forests and the avoidance of pollution; 
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(j) It is necessary, more now than ever, to link, the gradual solution 
of housing problems with the elimination of backwardness m tech- 
nical and civic  undertakings. 

The  preceding survey,   which  should  serve  for basic orientation  only, 

shows  that  these and other circumstances have  their  influence on  the  devel- 

opment  of the economy as a whole and urgently require a sensitive  solution 

to regional distribution and location. 

DeciBion-makim»     setting of tasks,  determination 
of instrumente and conditions 

The third principal phase of planned management of national economy and 

its regional aspect of development is decision-making:    setting of tasks, 

determination of instruments and conditions for their implementation. 

Economic decision-making depends upon the analyses and studies carried 

out,   the goals of economic development,  the determination of direction and pace 

of this development,   the basic proportions of the development and  the deter- 

mination of means for its realization.    The basic instrument of management and 

thus of decision-making is the national economic plan as a general conception 

of economic development,  giving the proper orientation to each enterprise as a 

part of the national economy.    The plan must represent  the binding framework 

of the economic policy of the state,  specially through centrally directed fi- 

nancial  credit,   income and price policies.    The national economic plan and 

measures taken by the state  in this respect will determine the concrete taskB 

of the units of economic activity. 

Decision-making should be considered the main phase of the process of 

management in the field of regional planning and the choice of indicators 

and instruments should be subject to it. 

Fulfilment of tasks and operational management 

The fulfilment of the plan and the realization of eoonomic tasks ooour 

under ever changing conditions.     In the fulfilment of the plan itself unfore- 

seen circumstances, unsatisfactory work,  the influence of foreign trade, and 

changée  in international relations, can alter the economic relations of future 

development and, consequently,  influence investment activity and the develop- 

ment of the labour supply. 
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It  is  therefore necessary  to  adjust or to modify the  set  economic  tasks 

according to  influences,  and to  do so on the basis of  influences on operational 

management  of economic administration. 

Final control 

The control  of the fulfilment of the tasks by  the managing organs which 

closes the  process of management   is  important.    While controlling the  fulfil- 

ment  of the development  plan of national economy from the regional viewpoint, 

it  is necessary to concentrate on the principle of the main link,  to direct 

attention to  the main link of the national economic  plan,   to regions and tasks 

which can influence in a decisive manner the goals and development of the 

national economy. 

For this purpose it is necessary te   establish a system of indicators and 

controls.     Individual changes ocourring in the regional production location 

usually have a long cycle}  i+  is therefore not necessary  to execute the control 

of the fulfilment of the plan in this field in short-term intervals;  serai- 

annual and annual controls are usually sufficient.     In some economic activities 

the time period can be longer. 

Control should be based on the data of statistical services, whioh should 

organize their work in relation to regional problems. 

Organizational forms of planned management 

The solution of problems related to the realization of economic plans 

from the regional viewpoint demands effective organization. 

In the system of planned management of national economy,  the basic con- 

dition for the solution of the regional aspect of the development of national 

economy is the creation of relations of the planning centre with central branch 

and industrial organs and regional organs.^    Thus,   it  is necessary to create 

the conditions for the elaboration of the draft of the plan in individual 

3/ In the CSSR the law emphasizes the highly responsible role of national 
committees - organs of popular administration - in securing the harmon- 
ious complex develrpment of national economy in regions administered by 
them,  irrespective of the subordination of economic activities in the 
regions.     In this sense the term "regional organs"  is used iu the text. 
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branches of the national  economy   (the   co-operation of central   brandi ami 

industrial organs  and enterprises with regional organs).     These  relations     t 

create  the organizational  conditions   for   the  estimation  of  proportions   ui 

.he development of economy managed  by  the centre and economies mummed by 

regional units. 

The basic proportions  in the  economic development of  regions,   the propor- 

tions among regions  and the use of economic instruments must  be  determined by 

central authorities.     The regional  aspect of  .he development of   a national 

economy  is,   therefore,  directed and centrally co-ordinated by  the planning 

centre   (in the CSSH the  State Planning Commission).    For   this  purpose  it elab- 

orates the analysis and evaluation of the existing state of exploitation of 

natural and economic conditions  of  individual regions,  and works out basic pro- 

posals for effective exploitation. 

On the basis of these analyses and considered lines of development of 

the national economy,   it proposes basic long-term directions and aims for the 

development of individual regions consistent with the needs of further devel- 

opment of productive and non-productive spheres, and presents these proposals 

to the Government  for approval as pare of a comprehensive draft of the national 

plan.    Ministries and other central units,  branch managements and association 

enterprises,  and regions are informed of these directionb and aims.    The propo- 

sals of the centre are then compared with the technical-economic studies worked 

out for the development of individual branches from the viewpoint of economic 

needs and requirements.    On the basis  of these comparisons,  basic long-term 

directives and aims are set. 

The planning centre has a special department of regional proportionality 

which elaborates and applies appropriate economic and financial  instruments. 

Tuese form part of the whole economic system which ensures regional proportion- 

ality. 

The planning centre then proposes a general system for:    co-ordinating 

the participation of ministries,   central units, branch mana^&ments and regional 

units for material and organizational problems of production location and eco- 

nomic development;   the co-operation of central statistical units to determine 

the required accounting and statistics and to present suggestions for scienti- 

fic research concerning these problems. 
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It is therefore necessary to adjust or to modify the set economic tasks 

according to influences,  and to do so on the basis of influences on operational 

management of economic administration. 

Final control 

The control of the fulfilment of the tasks by the managing organs which 

closes the process of management is important.    While controlling the fulfil- 

ment of the development plan of national economy from the regional viewpoint, 

it  is necessary to concentrate on the principle of the main link, to direct 
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which can influence in a decisive manner the goals and development of the 

national economy. 

For this purpose it  is necessary to establish a system of indicators and 
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usually have a long cycle;  it is therefore not necessary to execute the oontrol 
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Control should be based on the data of statistical services, which should 

organize their work in relation to regional problems. 

Organizational forms of planned management 

The solution of problems related to the realization of economic plans 

from the regional viewpoint demands effective organization. 

In the system of planned management of national economy,  the basic con- 

dition for the solution of the regional aspect of the development of national 

economy is the creation of relations of the planning oentre with central branch 

and  industrial organs and regional organs.^    Thus,   it is necessary to create 

the conditions for the elaboration of the draft of the plan in individual 

3/ In the CSSR the law emphasizes the highly responsible role of national 
committees - organs of popular administration - in securing the harmon- 
ious complex development of national economy  in regions administered by 
them,  irrespective of the subordination of economic activities in the 
regions.    In this sense the term "regional organs" is used in the text. 
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branches of the national  economy (the co-operation of central branch and 

industrial organs and enterpriseo with regional organs).    These relations 

create the organizational  conditions  for the estimation of proportions  m 

the development of economy managed by the centre and economies managed by 

regional units. 

The basic proportions  in the economic development of regions,  the propor- 

tions among regions and the use of economic instruments must be determined by 

central authorities.    The regional aspect of the development of a national 

economy is,  therefore,  directed and centrally co-ordinated by the planning 

centre  (in the CSSR the State Planning Commission).    Ftor this purpose it elab- 

orates the analysis and evaluation of the existing state of exploitation of 

natural and economic conditions of individual regions, and works out basic pro- 

posals for effective exploitation. 

On the basis of these analyses and considered lines of development of 

the national economy,   it proposes basic long-term directions and aims for the 

development of individual regions consistent with the needs of further devel- 

opment of productive and non-productive spheres,  and presents these proposals 

to the Government for approval as part of a comprehensive draft of the national 

plan.    Ministries and other central units, branch managements and association 

enterprises,  and regions are informed of these directions and aims.    The propo- 

sals of the centre are then compared with the technical-economic studies worked 

out for the development of individual branches from the viewpoint of economic 

needs and retirements.    On the basis of these comparisons, basic long-term 

directives and aims are set. 

The planning centre has a special department of regional proportionality 

which elaborates and applies appropriate economic and financial instruments. 

These form part of the whole economic system which ensures regional proportion- 

ality. 

The planning centre then proposes a general system for»    co-ordinating 

the participation of ministries,  central units, branch managements and regional 

units for material and organizational problems of production location and eco- 

nomic development;  the co-operation of central statistical units to determine 

the required accounting and statistics and to present suggestions for scienti- 

fic research concerning these problems. 
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Cer.'^yal  and  branch   unite work  out  ealculati   te and analyses  foi   develop- 

ment   and char'.-s^   in   location of the  economy  with which they ar? ONoncerned 

from   the viewpoint   of the   location of production,   fixed assets and tvjiic 

co-operative  relationships. 

The development  of  branch  industries  iti  regions usually is  determined by: 

(a) The conception of location   .;. »a productive-technical and development- 
research   basis  based on existing location a^d maximum  exploitation 
of existing capacities; 

(b) Classification of organizational  unite,» enterprises,  plants,  works 
ir¡  regions,   that  is,,   the  division of  individual   enterprises,   plants 
and yorks  int    Categories of development units,   stabilized units, 
units  for liquidation,   expected changes in the utilization  of pro- 

. ductive   capaci tiec.   puid the  like; 

(c) The conception of the organization of the production of the  branch 
in the  region,   that  is especially  the problems of concentration, 
specialization and combination of productions with respect   to 
customer-supplier relations and co-operative relations and the 
conception of the development of technical  level  of production; 

(d) The conception of the development  of the production of individual 
regional   "ranches and industries on the basis of economic  .4eeds; 

(e) The realization of economic instruments for ensuring long-term 
development of production of individual  branches and industries 
consistent with regional  proportionality. 

Regional  units  are   the  necessary organizational  components   to  solve 

regional problems  in the  development  of the national economy,  and they  should 

ensure  the full  economic  development  of the  regions. 

in accordance with  the needs of the national  economy  on the basis of 

instructions  from  the planning Centre and the  Government,   regional  units can 

ensure   the most  purposeful use of natural and economic regional  resources and 

the consistent  development and /pcation of the  economy, administered and 

planned by local  organs,  with the location and development  of the centrally 

managed economy.     They must estimate the development of proportions and rela- 

'*°m'   in  Lhe complex economic  development of regions,  smaller territorial 

units,   industrial   agglomerations and  large cities. 

Regional units :nui:t  work  out  comprehensive  draft plans   for economic 

development  of  the   regions on the  basis of:     directives from  the planning 

centre,   their own   basic   data,   data  from  branch   and industrial  managing organs 

and   their subordinated units,   from  communi ti es,   municipalities and districts 
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:.ir enterprises administered by   them,  and present  these   drafts to  the plan- 

rang centre.    A comprehensive draft then becomes a basic  document   for the 

management  of economic activity. 

The  suggestions of regional  units for better utilization of their natural 

and economic resources,   for achieving interregional proportions,   and for util- 

izing economic  instruments become  a part of  the draft of the over-all plan. 

The regional aspect of national economy and planning documentation 

The system of national  economic  indicators,  economic instruments, plan- 

ili ng methods and procedures and documentation help to develop the regional 

aspect  of a national economy.     To  fulfil  its mission the BysUii must respect 

individual conditions of branches, industries and regions so that specific 

features are observed and unified activity achieved. 

System of indicators 

Economic indicators in the  field of regional planning are the verbal 

expression and numerical  determination of the quantitative contents and 

qualitative relations of one aspect of the production process - the regional 

aspect.    This system should: 

(a) Determine the basic  relations and the degree of utilization of 
natural and economic  conditions of the regions; 

(b) Estimate and determine the main changes in production location 
and the basic proportions of the  economic development of regions, 
mainly the proportions in the development of productive and non- 
productive spheres,  between the development  of industry and agri- 
culture,  between the need for construction work and the capacity 
of building industries, between the resources and need of manpower, 
and between incomes and expenditures of the  population; 

(c) Estimate and determine interregional proportions in the development 
of production,  transportation and housing; 

(d) Carry out, balance an^ unify work needed to ensure proper regional 
proportions of manpower, investment construction, water supply 
administration,  transport and incomes and expenditures of the 
population; 

(e) Estimate the economic  effectiveness of proposed solutions; 

(f) Create conditions for organizations at the branch and regional 
management levels to  collect data on responsibilities. 

The system of indicators can be divided  into two basic groups: 

(a)   Indicators which become  the subject of co-ordination   in   individual 
regions such as the  indicators of the plan of labour,   investment 
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•¡e i ; v . ',.,v f  construction >-rk,   transport,  water supply  adminisi . ra- 
•ioi,,   housi t.('  projects,   rd'.oa t i o na i ,   cultural  and  recrea ti on al 
í'io i 1 11 ¡Oí;; 

{••:)   Indicators  thai   ocH imaio ai,a  détermine Ihn  pace nf develo¡)meiit 
oí'   ino  economy   li,   regions,   the   devo ¡opinent  of  living  standards, 
I ho   ciato  and  degree  ni' the  uti 1 i ;-.a*. ion  oí' natura]   wealth  and 
the  state and  uevelopment of  the   location of production   branches 
and   industries.     Together with   the   first   group,   these  indicators 
estimate  basic   regional  proportions. 

I')tn  groups of regional   inlioators  are  at,   inseparable  part   of   the method 

•.    it.struct ions   issued  by   the planning centre  for drawing up plans  for 

reclinai   and   nranoh organisât Ions. 

The   indicatore  listed  in  the annex are  used   in national   economic  plans 

> rs] ecrill.v  for  the five-year period)  for  the examination and determination 

•f regional   proportionality  in the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic. 

Ko or. om io  instruments 

Economic  instruments are also an important  factor in the system of 

methods.     Ko11owing the basic principle,  economic and financial  instruments 

do not work against  the major requirement of society in production  location. 

'¡'he  basic   instrument  of the management  of the regional aspect  of the 

development  of a national  economy is the plan with its basic goals,  ways 

and means;   however,  another instrument of management can be the purposeful 

connexion of the plan with the market mechanism. 

Economic   instruments must  be used either as a stimulant or a limitation. 

The choice of these  instruments must respect the fact that economic processes 

m regions and localities demand the expenditure of national  resources (induced 

investment). 

The basis for the determination of economic instruments to ensure the 

regional aspect of the development of a national economy is the analysis of 

the development of the economy in regions. It is determined by a long-term 

(five-year)   plan indicating problem areas and basic goals. 

Economic   (financial)   instruments can  be  divided into positively  stimu- 

lai mg economic  instruments,  and limiting economic instruments.     3ome examples 

are  ,>'ivrn   below. 
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Positively  stimulating economic instruments: 

(a) Subsidien  from the  Government  for partial coverage  of investment 
costs of the  investors.     The  subsidies can be a fixed per cent 
of the  budget cost  of the  investment  (e.g.   Vj per cent of the 
total  bulget  cost)   or a per cent   limit   (e.g.   5   to   ?<\  per cent 
of budget  investment cost when giving preference  to'certain in- 
dustries ),  that  is,   for regions and  localities determined b.y 
the  Government  for a longer planning period,   such as a fivelyear 
period; ^ 

(b) Reduction in the per cent of contributions  (Vuces)  payable  from 
the productive and non-productive fixed assets to level out the 
increased operational costs of the enterprises  in special cases 
and regions determined by the Government.    The enterprises and 
plants would pay the contribution (tax) from fixed assets in 
specified regions or specified branches according to a reduced 
percentage rate (reduction by one third) and for a certain period 
after being put into operation (3 to 5 years) or for the period 
of the necessary trial-run of the production; 

(c) Credit preference and eventually a reduced interest rate on the 
credit granted - a certain percentage out determined in advance 
for investment operations in selected regions,  industries and 
activities. 

Limiting economic instruments influence organizations which plan the 

:evelopment of production and investment activity in regions with intricate 

ochnical and territorial problems, especially manufacturing industries that 

1  not require a location related to a raw material or some specific natural 

• Midition. 

Limiting economic instruments: 

(a) The increase of the rates of contribution (taxes)  from the fixed 
assets of newly constructed production capacities for a certain 
time after the start of production (one third of the rate).    The 
resources gained in this manner can be used for the administra- 
tion in districts, municipalities and localities or for subsidies 
for the promotion of economically less developed regions; 

(b) The determination of additional contributions (taxes)  from gross 
income or profit for a certain period after the start of the oper- 
ation of production organizations which can be passed to the state 
budget or to local administration budgets; 

(c) The determination of fees in the case of new constructions, where 
the basis would be a percentage from the price of the realized 
investment to the  state budget or to the local administration 
budget; 

(d) The introduction of an economic  instrument to direct  the devtlop- 
ment and proportions in regional distribution and utilization of 
manpower resources.    The utilization of this  instrument can be 
bound to the extent of the total of wages paid out by enterprises 
and plants (e.g.   2 per cent)  in relation to the  increment of 
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workers  in comparison with the  preceding neriod (that  Í3,  a 
year).     This additional  fee  (tax)   can be determined only  for 
regions and localities where there are large differences between 
the resources and demands  for manpower,  eventually differentiated 
to ensure  a purposeful development  of the  structure of labour in 
relation to resources (men-women)  and where the society does not 
have any interest in further concentration of production and pop- 
ulation into a few industrial agglomerations, but wants to solve 
further location of industry from the political-social aspects» 
The aim of the application of this instrument is to lead the pro- 
ducers of the given region to use progressive technical solutions 
in production to save labour and thus to ensure the planned result 
in production increase. 

The use of economic instruments for ensuring the regional goals of the 

development of a national economy it an important link in the achievement of 

consistency between the national economic plan and the regional industrial 

production location plans. 

Kinds of plans 

A long-term perspective plan for the development of a country covering a 

period of ten or even fifteen to twenty years can deal fully with the problems 

of production location.    Based on the evaluation of natural conditions!  the 

perspective plan can call for:    the solution of complex economic problems in 

regions,  the preparation of large territories for industry or agriculture, the 

exploitation of natural resources such as mineral wealth, the orientation of 

agricultural production, and the creation of preconditions for industrial 

processing.    The long-term plan can assess in the best manner the need for and 

the consistency of activity in +>>e non-productive sphere, the conception of 

housing construction and the construction of civic and technioal facilities» 

The regional location of production (enterprises or plants) depending on the 

state of production location in individual regions is preceded by basic studies 

from the planning centre. 

In preliminary technical-economic studies for the development of branches, 

it is possible to assess the effectiveness,  needs and demands of the branches 

to be located in regions.    The determination of technology for the development 

of industries is one of the basic factors connected with regional problems. 

Perspective plans worked out,  for example,  for a five-year period must 

gradually bring to a realization the production locations contained in a long- 

term plan.    Five-year plans include a more detailed consideration of regions 

than   is possible  in a  long-term plan.    They estimate the demando for production 
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in relation to space and  time and include a selection of location variants. 

hey estimate  in detail  the relationship between primary industries and 

•Manufacturing industries. 

Perspective plans are worked out  for each year o£ a given period in a 

wanner which enables mutual co-ordination of time and planned action in 

regions. 

In annual plans the questions of regional development and production 

location are only mentioned.    One-year plans are important  instruments for 

'.lie realization of regional intentions and for disclosing existing or future 

partial disproportions in regions which have not yet been recognized in detail. 

The system of national economic plans used at present  in the Czechoslovak 

Socialist Republic provides every opportunity for achieving consistency between 

the interests of the economy as a whole and the interests of regional produc- 

tion location.    The tasks of individual plans of this system are expressed in 

their specific methodology,  so that the solution cf regional problems may be 

worked out gradually and concretely. 

Mutual co-operation of planning bodies 

If a plan is to realize its objectives for the development of the economy, 

the managing unita must co-operate at all stages of the national economic plan 

(irrespective of its kind)  in a time continuity that enables all units to ful- 

fil their functions« 

After the determination and issuance of directives for the drawing up of 

i plan by the planning centre (Government) or, during the period of prepara- 

tion of perspective conceptions,  the branch units (ministries, association 

enterprises and branch managements) must present their projects within the 

ifitermined scope of regional indicators both to the planning centre and to 

regional units. 

The regional units should participate directly in the preparation of the 

Ian.    On the basis of their own data and the data of the branches, they work 

•>'it the drafts for the development of the economy and culture in regions and 

resent these drafts to the regional units of the planning centre.    The 

-"•'¡suits of negotiations between branch and regional organs are an inseparable 

art of  the  planning documentation. 



:'h'j   alarming  centre   then  has  ut   its  disposal   the  drafts  of  the   plan  ut' 

' :.e   ¡ranch   units,   witli   certain   basic   data  about   the   regional   location  o''   oro- 

!•..(••'.ion,   an!   the   regional   complex   Irafts  of  the  development  cf the  whole  ^aon- 

omy   in   the   turn tor;,   of  the  region:-,   including the   results  of negotiations 

¡.•et•.•;*:-'-a   Ihe.-e   units.     'L'he   platiniti." centre   should   Le  informed of  the   details 

''    -, ..'ri • i L ' •1 i'ltu:   between   units.      It    is  at   thin  moment   in   the  process  of   the 

yr-u; . ,:, of    ;   national  economic  plan   that   the  closest  consisterle;/  with  the 

x'c,--ional  aspect.:  of realisation  is  reached   from the methodological  point  of 

view. 

uri  the   ¡.asi.-   of  the   data  mentioned   and   its  own material,   the  planning 

ce.-.tre  riioul i    ii.-ouss  the  contradiction  of aims between branch and regional 

ants,  work  out   the   final  draft  of the   plan  of regional   location of the econ- 

omy  as MI   inseparable   part  of the  national  economic  plan,   and  determine  the 

i.i-'sif  goals   and   tasks   in  this   field. 

The comprehensive  notional economic  plan  (including its  regional  aspect) 

must  be approved  by the Government.     In the  Czechoslovak Socialist Republic 

the   Government     - i  +he  National  Assembly must  approve  the   basic  goals and 

ia.'r-.s  for the   development  of   the  national  economy to become  a law. 

The   regional  aspect of development 

The method of the  main  link is a basic  method  used  in the   field of 

regional   protlome.     ":aialLy,   the  whole  oompLex  of  economy   in  regions,   the 

spec Lai i.:;at i> -n  and   position  of regions   in the  national  economy  are  examined 

by   this mctnoti. 

The decisive  factor  in complex economic  development of regions  is repre- 

sented by  the   fields of production which establish the  position  of a region 

imi   its specialisation.     These  are  the  specializations which will   bring about 

the  most  rapid  deve lo priant  of the  productive   forces of the  entire   state   from 

the   most effective utilisation of local  conditions,  material  and manpower. 

The degree   of specialisation of production can be  expressed by  the   share 

of  the total   production  of all   branches   in the  regions,   by the   share   in  state 

production  of  respective   brandies,   ani   by   the   share  of  production   in  the   cover- 

ige   oi'  the   need.;-   -;f other  regions  of  the   country.     The  extent   and  direction  of 

lii"   relations  anong indi vi.um L  regions   is   determined  by  the  concentrât ' on  of 

pr 'i.ciiou   ana   the   peculiarities  of   structure. 



The  level   of the  development  of proiucti-e   t'ureei-,   ,i.   iii.tiviua;   vcrioi i- 

.s,   first,   dependent  on   the   scope and   pace oí'  development  of  spo^ iul : .-ei;   in- 

dustries.     The  economic  complex of a region   is   formed  around  one or   .-ovcrvl 

industries.     The complex  of   industries  has   to  be  examined,   therefore 

' i on  to  the   leading  industries. 
re l a- 

Hecent  experience   in  Czechoslovakia shows   that   m  a number uf   refiuns   it 

is not  possible  to realize  an  all-round  development  of   industrial  production, 

•ecause of economic reasons,   some  industries,   enterprises  or plant r,   receive 

"preference".     This means  that  a longer-term  process of more  dLstmotive   spe- 

cialization,   in accordance  with the needs of  the  national  economy,   begins   to 

i p pear. 

For the  future,   the  problem rests  in determining  the mam   lines  of 

regional   specialization,   the mam  links  of development,   and   in   the   subordma- 

' ion of all  other goals  to   the develop.»enI of  the  regional  economic   structure 

m  these decisive directions. 

The development  level  of production fields and  future possibilities 

consistent with the uninterrupted development  of  the  specialized regional  pro- 

duction are taken into account when using the method of  the main  link. 

To increase the  level  and possibilities of  these fields  is not  only   impor- 

tant  to mobilize the resources  in each region,   JUL  also to accelerate  the pro- 

Motion process,  to decrease production costs and to create effective manage- 

ment  of production. 

Industries and enterprises connected with the  production of goods l'or 

local  consumption are•an  important consideration,  especially the production of 

construction materials,   the  consumer and foodstuffs industries and  agricultural 

production.     Proportional  unity of these  three groups  ¿s  important   to ensure 

'he complex development  of the economy of regions and  the correct  regional   lo- 

cation of production   in general. 

There  is a certain dependency between  technical progress ariti  regional 

-.cation of productive  forces which cannot be omitted  in using the method of 

'ne main  link.     Technical   progress alters the  criteria for production   location, 

•iterates production  from  local  borders and enables a more  regular   location oí' 

• :.i.istry  and agriculture   throughout  the  country.     The achievements  of*  technical 

• r;gress  can be  applied  best  under  the  conditions  of rational  production   looa- 

''•>•'•»   that   is,   -under the  most  purposeful   utilization of natural   and   economi': 

'-•:.•! i ' ions  of   individual   regions. 
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The   Uif ^apn-'pr   '>f   lehn l'-al   pr-)irrT,r   arni   regionaL   location   oi'   product i >r, 

our.  be   briefly  characterîzed  au  follows: 

(a) Improvement  oí'   technology  oí'  production  changes  the  demands on  pro- 
duct íori   location   ami   the  criteria l'or   location; 

(b) Mechanisation   and   automation   leads   to   a  considerable   increase   in 
product ivi t,v  oi'   labour and  growth of production  and  a  decrease   m 
product ion  costs; 

(c) development  of   techniques enlarges arid enriches   the  raw material 
basis  of an   in '.ustry;   new   sorts of raw materials  appear,   and 
research helps   to  discover new natural   resources; 

(d) Concentration  oi'  production   increases  the   specialization of  the 
regions  and  their  share   in  total  production; 

(e) Increase  of  the  efficiency   of technological  methods  has a direct 
influence on  the  growth and  proportionality of the  economic  devel- 
opment   oí' the  region; 

(f) Changes   in structure occur,   such as combined enterprises which com- 
pletely   utilize   raw materials and waste  materials; 

(g) Economies  m raw materials made  possible  by general   technical  pro- 
gress  of the  industry cause  changes  in  the needs of regions; 

(h)  Changes  in transport utilities either heighten the efficiency or 
change  the mode  of transportation as an  important  factor of rational 
transportation. 

A   final  group  in the  complex economic development of regions  is formed by 

those  branches of national  economy which create  the conditions  for the activity 

of the  mentioned groups of production  (transport,  water supply,   energy and the 

like). 

Investment  activity 

Preparation and creation of investment plan 

Investment  activity,   especially  the construction of new productive capac- 

ities,   has a decisive influence on changes  in production location and on the 

pace  and structure  of the  development  of production  in regions.     The recon- 

struction of existing capacities,  their modernization and completion have a 

significant  regional  importance.     The   plan of  investment construction has 

become   the most   important   instrument   m  the regional  aspect   for  the  develop- 

ment   of a national   economy. 

llie  preparation of   investment  construction  can be divided   into  several 

t inie-1 muted   stages according to their  character.     The   initial   stage has  the 

•haracter of planning preparation,  while  the  following stages  assume gradually 
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::.G   character  o''  project  preparation,   that  lu,    technical-economic  ans   vaina- 

•:!   projects  ami  terri üorial-techr.ioal   basic  data. 

The construction of new industrial c pacities (enterprises .ml ;>! s t,s ] 

•ones from the fulfilment of development plans, of the national eoonom/. Lun.-- 

:orrn perspectiven can solve the complicated questions related to pi-os so t ion 

: ¡nation, preparation of new sites for the construction of industriai b ,scs 

:..he construction of hydroelectric power stations, railway networks,, and the 

»reparation  of the  territory   for the  development  of agriculture. 

By their character,  regional   schemes emerge   from national   economic plus; 

and  make  precise  demands on  time,   material and  total  investment.     Therefore, 

the   result  of  such a complicated activity is  the  project   for a certain tern- 

lory which  is  then decisive   in the   construction and reconstruction of produo- 
1 ive  capacities,   as well as  of the  other related  objects  either  induced or 

•onditionally bound to  such a construction. 

According to  the  character of the   territory and the   character of  the  prob- 

lems  to be   solved by  the projects,   solutions  can be brought about by   regional 

schemes  for large  territories or development plans for settlements,   towns, 

agglomerations or villages. 

Territorial  projects serve as a basis for the  issuance of building 

sermits for the  realization of an  investment  in the territory.    The   issuance 

of a building permit  concludes basically the  site of location.    The  unit 

issuing the building permit   (usually district,   municipal   or local  adminis- 

tration)  controls,  before  its issuance,  the  conditions that determine  the 

stages of the preparation of the  investment. 

Regional  schemes  are advantageous  for the  construction of large areas 

which call   for vast and complicated changes in the surroundings,   reconstruct Lori 

>í'  territories,   and the  construct1 on and reconstruction of cities. 

cchnical-economic motivation 

An important part of the planning preparation of investment construction 

s an elaboration of technical-economic motivation of the investment to esti- 

nte  and determine the  main economic and technical  indicators. 

Technical-economic motivation is usually a >art of long-term perspective 

Ian s of investment construction and is t'ne basis for working out project and 

• iget  de .annientation. 



The   tcoh:acaL-ccnn0:aic   motivation    ,f   industrial   construction   usually 

••-•:.•;.• t.-   •)!'   .-¡"h   i'. !'(•;"•:•'. tin':   a:-   na Leal at ion-',   to   determine   the   product ion 

•!!':|,-j..;  »i'  the   atra'1  a-e   ai'  a  production   programme,   the  economic  motivation 

.!'   raw  '-rile y, a l,   the   :' <e I    ail   energy   la.a.;,   calculations  on   the   relation  of 

' he   pronation  of   the  enterprise   to   the   regions  of  consumption,   water   supply 

asta,   transport   information  and   manpower  retirements. 

The  economic  ;:ioti vat ion of  the   site   of  construction   in  regional   variante 

re.mires  ••   separate   analysis  of   investment   for  the   construction  of the   produc- 

tion  capacity   ani   the   inducement   to   invest. 

The  constriction oí*   industrial   capacities,   especially with  large   demands 

a    ¡at • i ¡J',    -alls   fa-  ^ uns i ìcrun Le    -.n-ts   for   the  development  of   tue municipal- 

ity;   suon  coin r.   ini' Linneo  s igniî' ica.a l ìy   the   total   economy   of   fno   investment 

Location.     Under these  conditions the   investor has  to cover,   in   substance, 

the   Investment  required   for 1d ^  development   of the  municipality.     He must also 

examine  the   possibility   of location   in  economically  less developed regions 

with manpower resources. 

Kor economically  less developed  regions,   the  planning centre must  carry 

out the  following: 

(a) Make a selection of economically less developed regions, evaluate 
their possibilities and determine a orogramme for the preparation 
of these  territories  for economic development; 

(b) Hxeroise   "pressure"  for the   organization of production programmes 
in   industrial   agglomerations  for the   best  possible  conditions  to 
stress   production  specialization   in these  regions; 

(c) Contribute  to   the  organization of aid  to   industrial  agglomerations 
for economically less exploited regions where  industrial develop- 
ment   is   planned.     (Training of experts  on   the  spot   for   the   reali- 
zation  of construction  and  taking over  newly constructed  production 
oapac t t ¡esN. 

The complex evaluation of all  conditions of the  regional  location of 

production capacities  ana  their location   in  specific territories   is a vast 

activity   involving not   only  the  quantification  of  branch conditions,   but  the 

evaluation of   individual   regional,   territorial   solutions;   correct decision- 

making ami  utilisation  of the  time   factor,     hach  final  solution  in regional 

territorial Location of new niants requires, the anlaysis of a number of 

! a'tors which help to create conditions for effective production and an 

improvement   o f  the   social    arid  economic   life. 
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Association of  investment   in regions 

Association of  investments refers  to  inventors  joined by a common  inter- 

est   in the development of certain utilities.     This has considerable  signifi- 

cance  in the  construction of infrastructure  in a territory.     It  is to  the 

benefit of the  national economy to issue a binding rule which solves m detail 

the  procedure  of association of investments,   including financing. 

Association of investments  in one common investment brings considerable 

savings to all  participants,  especially in costs  connected with operation. 

A well chosen participation of regional units of administration results 

in  savings and  it is  in their material  interest   to ensure  the whole process 

of association,  according to the  following principles: 

(a) Association of investments should be  carried out in regions by 
economic organisations administered by the branches and by the 
administrative units or enterprises of production co-operatives, 
regardless of whether the investment  is of a productive or non- 
productive character; 

(b) The association should be voluntary,  modified by economic pressure 
in cases where the effectiveness of an associated investment is 
doubtful  (that is in the form of refusal of investment credit or 
its limitation); 

(c) The position of regional organs of people's administration is 
strengthened at all levels by the association of investments, 
especially their active role and initiative in proposing associa ï 
tion, in the .approval of the main investor, in determination of 
the participation of partial investors, not only for the con- 
struction but for the utilization of associated investment us 
well, in solving difficulties in financing and realization of 
asrociated investments, and in the division of savings achieved; 

(d) It is purposeful to determine the participation of the units of 
people's administration on the use  of  savings up to the  level  of 
50 per cent  of total  savings which go  to the reserve fund for the 
development  of the economy of these  units; 

(e) An active role by the  state bank is important in decision-making 
for an associated investment. 

Contemporary tendencies in the improvement of regional planning 
in the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic 

The foregoing explanation of the methods of achieving consistency between 

a national economic plan and regional production  location is based on the 

practices and experience of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic.    During the 

period of development of planning of rational economy in the CSSR extensive 
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attention was given to  the development of regions and to planning methods 

which would achieve  such development. 

Economic  development in the  last  fifteen years has resulted in nore than 

a quadruple  increase  in industrial  production.     At all  stages of this develop- 

ment considerable emphasis was given to the role of industrial agglomerations; 

a large part of the effort for the total growth of economy concerned each 

centres. 

This economic development brought about the construction and growth of 

production in economically less developed regions,  and gave birth to new indus- 

trial centres so that  no economically less developed territories remain.    The 

preparation of a long-term perspective (up to I980) presently under way will 

increase efforts for the solution of regional proportionality. 

The Government has increased the role 0/ national committees at all 

levelB - regional,  district, municipal and local - to ensure complex economic 

development in the territory administered by each organization.    The fulfil- 

ment of this task will  ensure a harmonious development of the economy of the 

territory administered by national committees, whether the production ur.its are 

managed centrally or by local units (Law on National Committees N0.65/1966). 

The modifications of The National Committees Law cover to a large extent tasks 

entrusted to the national committees as organs of the people's administration, 

especially with regard to the necessity to give greater attention to living 

conditions in respective regions. 

The intricate conditions governing the location of productive forces in 

the CSSR have called for scientific  examination and research,  especially from 

the point of view of perspective planning.    These requirements have led to a 

new evaluation of the role of scientific organizations.    The Czechoslovak 

Academy of Sciences and the Economic  Institute of the Slovak Academy of 

Sciences are examining the theoretical problems of the location of production 

forces.    The extent  of regional problems in the CSSR has recently  led to the 

foundiug of a special research institute for regional planning.    This research 

centre will analyse and evaluate scientific methods for the development of the 

Czechoslovak economy  in regions and will examine possibilities in the regions 

to determine their role  in the economy of the country as a whole. 
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Conclusion 

This paper has  endeavoured to present an  explanation of  basic  criteria, 

preconditions,  methods and organization of regional  planning as an   inseparabl. 

part of national   economic  planning.    The growing exigency for a  solution of 

production location and a harmonious development of the economy  in  regions 

consistent with their natural and economic conditions have been pointed out. 

The solution of the problen:  requires a counterbalance between the appli- 

cation of the branch principle in the planning and management of the economy; 

and the ever-growing complexities of the methods of regional planning.    The 

preparation of draft  plans and their realization require organizational condi- 

tions.    In thiB field the problems of management should be connected with 

economic regionalization of the country.    The CSSR uses for this purpone the 

administrative divisions of the state. 

All activity related to the regional aspect of a national economic plan 

must be based on detailed facts about the regions and a recognition of the 

demands of branches and industries on the "absorption" of existing possibil- 

ities in regions. 

Methods for this work are based on the system of indicators, on economic 

instruments - limiting the development in certain regions - and on the appli- 

cation of measures to regulate regional  economic development. 

For the proper functioning of the whole system of regional planning,   it 

is necessary to ensure that  branch managing organe deal with the regional 

aspect of the development of their production.    It is necessary to authorize 

the appropriate units in individual regions to organize activity to  ensure 

all-round co-ordination,  especially concerning the intentions of various 

participants in the development of economy in regions. 

Technical-economic motivation of the location of productive investment, 

all-round preparation and implementation of investment programmes,  and the 

evaluation of variants of location of new production in regions aid   in tho 

exploitation of investment activity as an important factor in production 

location. 
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Appendix 

INDICATORS USED IN  THE  CZFCHOSLOVAK .-QCTAI.T - 
'        FOR  ECONOMIC  PUMKT\T,  

1   RKK'ULTC 

Below are  listed the indicators  used in the Czechoslovak Socialist 

I epublic for preparing the development of economic romplexer  in regions, 

¡•elected districts and agglomérat i one,   for the Five-Year flan  of 19üb-l')70 

Industrial  production 

Volume of industrial production 
(Grose production in comparable prices) 

Selected indicators in material  units 

Agricultural  production 

(per selected districts and per region as a whole) 

(a) Areas under cultivation 

Agricultural land 
Arable land 
Hop fields 
Orchards 
Vineyards 

(b) Areas under crops 

Grains 
Technical crops, total 

sugar beet 
potatoes 
fodder on arable land 
permanent pastures 

(c) Number of domestic animals 

Cattle,   total 
dairy cows 

(d) Market production for state  funds,  total 

Vegetable produce 

grains,  total - mercantile 
technical sugar beet 
potatoes - mercantile 

Animal  produce 

meat 
milk 
eggs 

Unit 

million Korunae 

hectares 

hectares 

head 

tons 

tont; 
1,000 litre:: 

100 pieces 
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(e) Labour 

Pull time workers required 
Full time workers available 
Women 

nuiuber 

3. Forestry 

Forest area 
Timber production 

4. Transport development 

Transportation of good« per main substrata and type 
of transport 

Road transport of persons (only state bus company) 
total of persons transported 

5. Ratai 1 turnover« total 

Enterprises of public nutrition 

Number of beds 

6. Education and cultura 

Number of new students at day high schools and 
specialized high schools, total 

Total number of students 

in high schools 
in specialized high schools 

Total number of apprentices 

in agricultural and forest schools 
in specialized schools 
in apprentice schools 

Kindergartens, number of children 

School clubs, number of members 

Boarding homes, number of boarders 

Children's homes, number of children 

7. Health and social care 

Health establishments,  number of beds 

HomeB for retired, number of places 

8. Local enterprises and co-operatives 

Incomes from the population 

hectares 

tons 

1,000 persons 

million Korunas 

million Korunas 

million Korunas 
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9. Inveetment construction^ 

Total volume of investment construction 

in building works 

Total housing construction, number of apartments 

state 
in family houses 

Volume of building works carried out by construction 
organizations with the site of the enterprise within 
the region (irrespective of the 3ite of construction) 

enterprises of local building trade 
others 

million Koruna8 

million Korunas 

10.    Ubo UT"/ 

Total number of workers as per regional balances 
(without apprentices) 

Yearly average 
Pinal number on 31 December (physical) 

Wage fund in the sane classification 

Total number of apprentices 

in specialized schools 
in apprenticeship 

H« Water administration 

Need of water 
Consumption of water 
Unpurified refuse waters 
Number of inhabitants using public water supply 
system 

Number of inhabitants in flats with public sewerage 
system 

12• Domestic consumption of aas 

Number of inhabitants in flats connected with public 
gas system 

U.    Nominal Lists 

Newly-started investment projects 

Plants and works newly put into operation 

Projects under construction 

Plants and works to be shut down 

Location of useful mineral deposits, indicating 
deposita worked 

million Korunas 

m /sec. 
m^ 
*3 

1,000 inhabitants 

1,000 inhabitants 

1,000 inhabitants 

a/ Presented by all branch and industrial organizations within the region, 
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6.      CARTOGRAPHC METHODS APPUED TO REGIONAL PLANNING 

by £ Alaev mi S. Jackx 

Planning and location policy 

The two main objectives of a location policy are to achieve optimum dis- 

tribution of economic activity throughout a country;  and to provide rational 

development of all economic regions, provinces and municipalities in the 

country. 

These two goals take different approaches. The first approach seeks the 

optimum location fox- a given project or group of projects, from among several 

possible locations ("where  ¡,o loqate the project"). 

The second approach determines the most feasible methods for economic and 

social development of a given region according to  its natural resources, man- 

power, geographic situation and so on ("what to locate in the region"). 

The  first approach is based on a location policy translated into location 

planning,   the results of which reflect the existing location of productive 

forces. 

The second approach is based on a regional development policy translated 

into regional planning, the results of which constitute a stage in the devel- 

opment of the economic regions of the country. 

Thus,  a distinction should be made between policy,  planning and results. 

The policy-maker fixes the main targets and the criteria for evaluation of the 

results ("what is to be achieved").    Tne policy is then translated into a plan 

(«how and when the targets are to be reached").     The results serve as a basis 

for future plans.    Clearly a defective policy will  lead to defective planning 

and consequently,  to poor results.    Unfortunately,  however, the reverse does 

not hold good,   since a well thought out policy can be converted into an infe- 

rior plan,   or a good plan poorly  implemented. 

1/ Economic Affairs Officers,  United Nations Economic Commission for Africa, 
Addis  Ababa. 
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Location policy and planning are mainly - but  not exclusively - the domain 

of national planning authorities.     Regional development policy and planning 

are mainly - but again,  not exclusively - the domain of regional planning 

authorities. 

Neither policy can be carried out in isolation.    Each project whose  loca- 

tion is based on national considerations has its impact on regional developmentf 

while a regional  development plan must dovetail with   »ver-all national  targets. 

The co-ordination of the two policies depends to a marked degree on the  working 

relations between the central and local planning authoi Lties. 

Location policy is, by its very nature,  subordinate  ho the over-all, policy 

of economic and social development.     What can be called incnpendent are  the 

methods used for analysis, calculation and implementation,    lhese require a 

specially trained team within the planning body. 

The aims and methods of a location policy should not run counter to those 

of a general development policy, but should serve to promote the achievement of 

approved general goals.    Consequently,  the decisive factors in a location pol- 

icy are the same as those in a general development policy. 

The aim of any economic policy should be to achieve the maximum results 

at minimum espense.    In the case of a locá:ion policy, the method will be a 

rational distribution of resources throughout a given tef - i tory.    Indeed, a 

location policy may be defined as the territorial aspect of a general develop- 

ment policy. 

•Hie rational distribution of activities - or the rational location of 

productive forces - implies that Vhe location pattern was selected in accord- 

ance with a fixed criterion of optimisation. 

In many cases the word rational may mean the economic optimum (minimum 

capital outlay and current expenditure), or the social optimum (maximum employ- 

ment in a given region).    The equalisation of economy^ regions, the national 

interest, coronerei al profitability and so on, mas serve as criteria of rational 

development.    Sometimes multi-national factors may influenoe rational planning 

of location patterns.    Unless otherwise specified,  the word rational  implies 

that the location füttern was planned with a view to promoting both the eco- 

nomic and social welfare of the nation as a whole. 

1 
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Like  any of the  countlesr   planning and  programming methods,   the  rational 

location of productive  forces  may be  regarded as  another way of  saving resources 

and   increasing national   labour  productivity.     It  does,   however,   have  certain 

special  features of its own,   thus: 

(a) More concrete and detailed plans and projects,   since any decision 
as to  location requires not merely general  economic calculations, 
but also solutions  to various technological  and managerial  problems, 
ih accordance with the particular features of the region concerned. 
Thus,  a distinction  should be made between  location  (for example, 
the city of Mombasa)  and site (northern suburbs of Mombasa,  distance 
from port or railway station, and so  on).     For the location,  all 
that need be known are the economic  situation and the  social  con- 
ditions.    When selecting a site,  however,   account must be  taken of 
geological,  engineering and other factors; 

(b) The merits and demerits of a location  policy are usually implicit. 
The planners can generally foresee the  primary side effects,  but 
the  secondary and tertiary ones are a more difficult matter.    The 
higher the level of locational planning,   the easier it is to fore- 
see the side effects of a project and take them into account when 
preparing the plan; 

(c) Errors in location policy have one outstanding feature - once the 
policy is implemented^ they are almost  irreversible.    Control 
targets in sectoral programmes,  fiscal  policies, or management 
patterns can be changed quickly when a mistake has been discovered, 
but a factory cannot be dismantled without heavy loss.    Thus, a 
badly located project may be regarded as a permanent monument to 
defective location planning. 

In all developing countries, regardless of their level of economic devel- 

opment,  territorial distribution of activities  is  vitally important because 

the existing pattern of distribution is always unequal.     Industrial and infra- 

structural activities tend to be concentrated in capitals or ports to the 

neglect of other areas.    Because of unemployment  in the neglected areas,  the 

labour force - especially the young people - drift  from those areas to the 

relatively prosperous cities,  where unemployment  soon increases,  since even 

the rapid industrial development in cities cannot  provide  jobs for all  immi- 

grants.    Moreover,  the undeveloped areas cannot provide markets for the new 

industries,  so that development of the advanced areas  is hampered.    If this 

imbalance afflicts regions with different races,   political  instability and 

chaos may result. 

In the  final  analysis,   both aspects - national  and regional - are equally 

important.    Nevertheless,   it  is obvious that more  attention should be devoted 

to the aspect which has been previously neglected,   and prompt remedial action 

taken. 
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Location policy and cartography 

Methods  for the  analysis   of statistical  data and other  information in 

planning include:     data tabulation,   graphic  representation and processing in 

electronic  computers.     In loca ional  and regional  planning,   however,   maps  can 

be an additional  aid to analysis and  decision-making. 

Generally  speaking,   locatioi   policy  and cartography go hand in hand. 

Files,   catalogues and textual  descriptions cannot take  the  place of a good 

map.     Moreover,   an ordinary map car.,   by  special methods,   be  transformed into 

a tool  for calculations and decision-making. 

This paper deals mainly with cartographic methods that can be used in 

regional  planning;   some  reservations,  however,   should be mentioned. 

First,   cartographic methods must be applied in conjunction with other 

methods.     Although maps are essential  in planning,  they cannot be expected to 

provide  solutions to all planning problems. 

Second,  the application of cartographic methods,  although essentially 

simple,  calls for special training.    It is necessary to know how to read maps 

and to be  familiar with "cartographic  language". 

Third,  cartographic methods are no different from any other methods in 

their treatment of statistical  information.    In cartographic analysis, the 

Jata used should be: 

(a) Geographical,  that  is,  related to a given area,  city, village or 
the  like; 

(b) Contemporaneous,   that  is,  collected for a given period common to 
the entire mapped area; 

(c) Homogeneous,   that   is,   collected  in the same form or units.    Por 
example,  different power plants should not be shown on the came 
energy map with some indicated according to capacity (MW)  and 
others according to production (kWh); 

(d) Chorological,   that   is,  varying from one region to another.    If 
rainfall has the  same value all over the country,  there is no point 
in  ghowing it  on a national map,   since the  regions will  not be  dif- 
ferentiated.     The  same applies to all  national  data  (Gross National 
Product,   per capita  income,  etc.),  unless broken down by regions. 
Chorological  data can be used as guides in the  selection of carto- 
graphic  scales.     The  symbols can be divided  into  two groups:     thor.e 
marking the  areas where  the  indicator is above  the   national average, 
and those marking the areas where the  indicator is below (see 
appendix 7). 
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The main indicators used in the  formulation of a location policy are 

Vocational factors,   locational determinants and locational  characteristics. 

Ideational factors are those economic,   natural  and human resources of a coun- 
• 2/ try «hich constitute, as  it were,  the  framework of a project or enterprise-' 

and  thus determine  its location.    The  main locational factors are manpower, 

raw materials,   energy, water, transportation and the natural  conditions of 

the  locality in question. 

Mention should be ma.de of certain economic and technological  factors 

which,  while they cannot be called locational,  nevertheless  influence a loca- 

tion policy:    economies of scale, technology patterns and produce specifica- 

tions  (bulk or  liquid, transportable over long distances or otherwise). 

Locational  factors must always be taken into account though each project 

is  influenced by these factors in different degrees.    An aluminium plant would 

be  sensitive to the "energy" factor but not a printing house.    The  indicators 

of the quantitative and qualitative relationships between projects and loca- 

tional  factors are called locational determinants. 

Project 

Unskilled 
Total Engineers and semi- 

manpower and Skilled     skilled 
requirements    technicians   workers     workers      Remarks 

Iron and 
steel works 

2,000 170 830 1,000 Approximately 
75 P«r cent men 

Engineering 
plant 800 350 250 200 

Textile mill 500 50 100 350 Approximately 
75 P«r cent 
women 

Sugar mill 500 40 100 360 Pull employment 
6 months after 
the harvest 
season,  other- 
wise 40-50 per 
cent. 

2/ Generally  speaking,  an enterprise  is something that is already j.n operation, 
while a project  is still at the blueprint stage, or, at most,  under 
construction. 
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The  locational  determinants of a project or enterprise are those 

technical-economic data which determine the selection of the most rational 

location.-*/   The dependence of  four typical enterprises - iron and steel  works 

engineering plant,   textile mill,  and sugar mill - on the manpower factor is 

obvious.    The precise manpower requirements of each enterprise are shown 

above. 

The wide variations in these locational determinants and their influence 

on the  salection of a location are clearly shown in the above table. 

Every project has a large number of locational determinants.    Some are of 

minor importance, while others play a decisive role and may be called critical 

locational determinants.    Por example, the critical  locational determinants of 

a sugar mill are sugar cane and water; any area where these are not available 

in sufficient quantities can be excluded from investigation. 

Locational characteristics, which,  like locational determinants, must be 

calculated, are the qualitative and quantitative expression of the availability 

of locational factors in a given area.    It is not enough to know,  for example, 

that an area has adequate or limited water resources;  it is also necessary to 

ascertain precisely how many cubic metres per second (per day, per year) can 

be obtained for the project in question,  the cost of a cubic metre, the sea- 

sonal  fluctuations, and so on.    Again like locational determinants,  some 

locational characteristics can be called critical.    The critical locationa. 

characteristic of an area is,   in most cases, a shortage of some factor of 

production. 

What can and should be mapped for regional planning purposes?   Generally 

speaking, anything that plays an important role in social and economic life 

and which presents a problem that can be solved best with the aid of carto- 

graphy.    This paper is mainly concerned with projects in which maps are an 

essential, or at any rate, a useful tool. 

Cartographic methods 

Before approaching the specific cartographic methods used in planning, a 

knowledge of "cartographic language,, is essential. 

if The  technical-economic characteristics of a project which are not germane 
to the choice of location cannot be called locational determinants (e.g., 
technical specifications of buildings,  internal transport, structure of 
snops,  management patterns etc.). I 
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The  first  stage   in all   cases  is to  prepare an outline  map with a grid 

system of meridians and  parallels,   showing the  general planimetrie  features 

of the  territory.     These  include physical  features  (rivers,   sea coasts,   lakes, 

swamps)   and national  and  administrative boundaries.     Fixed  social  and  economic 

features,   such as  inhabited  localities and transport routes,  can also be 

shown. 

Although all  general  planimetrie objects  can be  shown on a single  cliché 

and  in a single colour  (black or dark grey),   it  is better to use  two colours: 

rivers,   lakes and sea coasts  ^n blue,  everything else  in black.     A sample  out- 

line map is  shown in appendix 1  (map of Zambia);  appendices 6 and 7  show how 

this outline map can be  used  in cartographic  exercises.    Each regional  plan- 

ning unit  should have  a sufficient  stock of printed outline maps as they will 

be needed  frequently.     These  maps should be  printed on bond paper suitable  for 

ink drafting. 

With the aid of various standard methods, outline maps can be converted 

into economic maps for use in planning. Some methods of presenting economic 

and social phenomena are described below. 

Symbols 

For economic maps  symbols are widely used because of their simplicity 

and geographical precision.     Each object is  indicated by a symbol at the  proper 

place on the map.     Symbols are used to portray population  settlements,   trans- 

port routes  (appendix 2),  mines and power plants (appendix 3),  factories 

(appendix 4),  and  so on. 

Because of their pictorial character,   symbols are easy to read.    Thus,  a 

small  aircraft inside a circle can only mean  an airport,  while an anchor denotes 

a harbour.    Mineral  deposits and mines are  usually shown by the chemical  symbols 

of the particular elements.     There are of course some features for which it is 

impossible  to devise  pictorial  symbols. 

It is essential  that  symbols be drawn according to the  proper scale  in 

order,   first,  not  to  overload the map,  and  second,  to make  them truly repre- 

sentative.     There  are  two types of scale:     class interval  and absolute. 

In the  class  interval   scale,  the classes  of a phenomenon are portrayed. 

For example,   the  following classes can be  used  for power plants:     less  than 

:>r-> MW;   ?s to  50 MW;   50  "to  100 MW,  and so on   (see appendix  3,   figures  (a), 
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(b),   (c)).     Here,   the  larger  symbol corresponds to the  larger object,   but  not 

proportionally:     the  100 MW symbol  is not  necessarily  twice as big as the  50 MW 
symbol. 

In the absolute scale,  on the other hand,  the differences between objects 

are shewn proportionally:     the symbol for a 100 MW power plant  is four times 

as large as that for a 25 MW plant (see appendix 3,  figures (d),  (e),  (f),  and 

also appendix 6). 

The choice of scale depends on the phenomenon and on the difference between 

the extreme quantities.     If,   for example,   the biggest object is a hundred times 

larger than the  smallest,  the use of the absolute scale is not feasible. 

The quantitative and qualitative characteristics of a phenomenon can be 

combined in the same symbol.    Thus,  the size of a symbol will represent the 

capacity of a power plant,  and the shading or colour represents the primary 

energy source.    In appendix 3,   figures (a),   (b) and (c) denote coal-consuming 

power plants,  and figures (d),  (e)  and (f)   oil-consuming ones. 

Non-quantitative areal distribution 

This method is suitable for the presentation of spatial phenomena such as 

land under cultivation or scattered mineral deposits;  briefly,  any area with 

special characteristics distinguishing it  from the rest of the territory.    The 

areas where a given phenomenon has been observed are shaded or coloured, or 

merely marked off by a conventional boundary.    The map shows the approximate 

distribution of the phenouenon, but not its density or intensiveness (see 

appendix 5, map (a)).     These maps are ideal  for those occasions when the plan- 

ner only wants to know where a given phenomenon occurs  (such as tse-tse areas, 

national parks and game reserves;  map (b)). 

The non-quantitative areal distribution method is often used to demarcate 

potential development areas.    Map (c)  shows areas Wi ere sugar cane could be 

grown, given the right agronomic conditions.    This method can also be uaed 

negatively,  marking off those areas where a phenomenon does not exist or where 

its location would be  impossible for one or another reason.    Map (d)  in appen- 

dix 5 shows areas unsuitable  for agriculture (swamps,  rocky ground, dry areas) 

and restricted areas (national parks),  so that only the unmarked portion of 

the territory can be a basis for agricultural planning. 
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Dot method 

Tue areal  distribution method  is purely qualitative,   separating the areas 

where a given spatial phenomenon occurs from those where  it does  not.    The dot 

method,  on tht   other hand,  provides  a quantitative  picture of the  distribution 

of spatial  phenomena,  each dot representing a specific quantity.     Areas where 

the phenomenon is dense are shown on the map by a greater density of points. 

This method is illustrated in appendix 12, where the dots represent the dis- 

tribution of agricultural produce and consumption centres;  and in appendix 13, 

where they denote  population. 

Choropleth maps 

Variations  in the  intensity of an economic phenomenon from one area (prov- 

ince,  district,   municipality)   to  another can be  indicated by shading or colour- 

ing these areas  in such a way that the intensity of the phenomenon is shown by 

the corresponding intensity of the  shading or colour.    As a general rule, this 

method is used to portray relative data:    population density, per capita income, 

capital/output ratios and others.     Choropleth maps are never used for absolute 

data. 

The administrative subdivisions of a country constitute the most conve- 

nient framework for choropleth maps,  since statistical data usually pertain to 

provinces,  districts,  townships and so on.    If,  however, other subdivisions are 

used,  the work of data collection must be organized accordingly. 

For sample  choropleth maps,   see appendices  14 and 15. 

Diagrammatic maps 

The structural and historical nature of phenomena in their regional con- 

text can be  indicated on a diagrammatic map.     In this method a diagram is pre- 

pared for each subdivision of the  country (province, district,  municipality). 

The map in appendix 6 shows the  structure of gross domestic product in Zambia 

by province  in  I964.    The diameter of each circle corresponds  to total GDP, 

while the sectors show the contributions of agriculture,  industry and services. 

This method  can be used to portray two  or more phenomena  simultaneously, 

or to show various aspects of a  single phenomenon.    In appendix 7 a choropleth 

map (planned growth rate of GDP by provinces,   1964-1970)   is combined with a 

diagrammatic  rr :p   (planned growth  of GDP  1964-1970).    The  diagrams  for each 
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province  show GDP   in the base year I964 (left-hand column)  and  in the end year 

I97O  (right-hand column). 

Another illustration of the  diagram method  is given in appendix 8 - map 

(a)   (industrial  centres).    As  in appendix 6,  the  diameter of the  circle  shows 

the size of the  industrial centre  (the criterion being the number of manufac- 

turing enterprises),  whil-i the  sectors indicate the shares of the various 

industries. 

IsofraniB 

Isograms (sometimes called isolines) are lines on a map which connect 

points of equal density or value  for a given phenomenon;  they are often used 

in population maps,  and also in equal-cost distance maps which show how far 

goods can be transported from a given point at the same cost.    These maps are 

frequently used in locational exercises.    (See appendix 10, map (b)  (rainfall), 

and appendices 11 and 12 (equal-cost distance maps).) 

Epures 

These are used to portray dynamic phenomena such as migration or trans- 

portation.    On a transport map épures are those stripes which follow the trans- 

port  routes and show the direction of traf fie, 4/ and the volume and  structure 

of the commodity flow (see appendix 8,  map (b)). 

The various techniques described in this paper are the principal methods 

for portraying statistical data on maps; they can be used in various combina- 

tions.    The following are the main problems encountered: 

(a) To choose the most appropriate method for portraying a given 
phenomenon; 

(b) To choose the right  scale in order to prevent visual distortion; 

(c) To eliminate secondary phenomena in order to avoid overloading 
the map; 

(d) To choose the territorial subdivision (province, district, etc.) 
which is best suited for the particular phenomenon or problem 
under investigation. 

4/  The direction of traffic on a map should be related to the driving habitn 
of the particular country:     thus,  in right-hand drive countries the stripes 
on the right-hand  side of the  road indicate  "forward"  flow,   and  on the  left 
"backward"  flow. 
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Appendix 9 shows how to avoid overloading a map through the  judicious 

selection  of scales   for the  symbols.    One  type  of map does have  to be over- 

loaded - a general  economic map,   which shows all  the  economic  phenomena exist- 

ing in the  mapped territory.     Such a map,  however,   is  used only  for informa- 

tion purposes,  not  in cartographic exercises. 

Elementary  cartographic exercises 

Experience can be gained by applying some of the ordinary cartographic 

methods in the preparation of simple maps that can be used subsequently for 

complex application. 

The method of elimination 

In the  initial  stage of analysis,  areas unsuitable  for the  location of 

the  project arc eliminated  (see  appendix 5i  maP  (d))»     T^3 criteria used  in 

elimination are the  locational   factors,  locational determinants and locational 

characteristics discursea earlier.    The example chosen here  is a nitrogen fer- 

tilizer plant in which production is to be based on natural gas: 

Locational factors 

Workers 

Production 

Gas 

Energy 

Water 

skilled 
unskilled 

total 

ammonia 
nitric acid 
ammonium nitrate 

Locational determinants 

98 

183 

150,000 t/year 
280,000 t/year 
345»000 t/year 

240 million m /year 

344 million kWh/year 

113,850,000 m3/year 
(or 3.6 m-ysec) 

Even when a country offers many possibi'ities for the location of a 

project, the process of elimination is still u. ->d to make a final selection. 

The first areas to be eliminated are those lacking sufficient water resources, 

triturai gau and energy reserves, as well as those which cannot be reached by 

t:;\x  pipeline; all these areas could be marked off by the non-quantitative 
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areal  distribution method.     After further élimination the   final   lorat^m   of 

the   project   can be determined by direct   calculations. 

The process  of elimination  should  not,   however,   begin  unUl   the critical 

locational  determinants  of  the project   have been  identified and a thorough 

study made  of the  locational  characteristics of the  country's economic  regioni-; 

otherwise the task of finding a  location for the project  will be considerably 

more  difficult. 

Cartographic calculation of  surface water resources 

Three maps are required:    relief,   surface water  network and  rainfall. 

The  first  two can be combined into one map.    The sequence  is as follows  (see 

appendix 10): 

(a) Delimitation of the catchment area of the  river on a contoured 

relief map  (map  (a)). 

(b) The rainfall map,  prepared on transparent paper (map (b)),   is 

superimposed on the relief map. 

(c) A squared graph sheet  is then superimposed on the combined map 

(for convenience  of calculation,  each square is  100 km    or 

100,000,000 m2). 

(d) Calculation of annual precipitation per  square: 

Thus,  the average  in a zone  of 1,000-1,100 mm annual rainfall  will 

be  1.05 m/year.     I.05 x 100,000,000 gives  I05 million m3/year of 

precipitation per square. 

As a general  rule,   surface water flow is measured in cubic metres 

per second.     105,000,000 •  31,536,000 (number of seconds in a year) 

gives 3.3 rn /sec total precipitation per square. 

(e) The water from precipitation is distributed in three main direc- 

tions:    evaporation (back into the atmosphere),   infiltration  (into 

the  soil) and run-off (into  rivers).    Data on run-off are of espe- 

cial  interest  to planners  since they provide an  indication of the 

available water resources and of the requisite construction para- 

meters of the hydropcwer plants or other enterprises which are to 

be established  i 1 the area. 
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Data on  evaporation,   infiltration and  run-off, which  in  any case 

will  be   needed   in  the  later calculations,   can be obtained from 

meteorological and  hydrological   services. 

Let   is be  supposed  that  in the  present  example evaporation accounts 

for 94 per cent  of  precipitation,   and infiltration and   run-off 

3 per  cent  each. 
• 

In the  1,000-1,100 mm/year rainfall zone the run-off per square will 

be 0.1 m  /sec (3 per cent  of  3.3 m );   in the 900-1,000 mm zone the 

figure will be 0.09  m /sec. 

The  figure for one   square should then be multiplied by  the number 

of squares in the  catchment area.    Since the squares do  not  coin- 

cide with the catchment area,   recourse must  be had to  the auxiliary 

square grid rule:     add up,  first,  the squares lying completely 

inside the  1,000-1,100 mm zone   of the catchment area (in map (c) 

marked by  crosses  -  11 in all),   then those  which are only partly 

within this zone (marked by dots - 24 in all).    The total acreage 

is equal  to ail the  squares of  the first  type plus half the total 

of the second:     11  + -w- = 23.     Twenty-three  multiplied by 0.1 gives 

2.3 nr/sec run-off  for the  1,000-1,100 mm  zone. 

The corresponding figures for  the 900-1,000 mm zone are: 

2£)   x 0.09  -  1.80 m3 

<~ -j 

will  be:     2.3  *-  1.80 =« 4.1 nr/sec. 

10  +- i|¿)   x 0.09  =  1.80 m /sec.     Thus,  total run-off ax  point  "A' 

Equal-cost distance  maps 

These maps are a useful aid in loca+ional problems.    The big disadvantage 

is that   each map has  only one  datum point.     Transport   costs can be determined 

only to  and from that point.     Thus,  if ten big cities  are involved in a loca- 

tional exercise,  ten separate ECD maps have to be prepared. 

In map (a)   (appendix 11)   city "A"  is  the datum point.    The transport 

rates are 2.5 cents/t/km for main roads,   and 5 cents  for secondary. 

First,  the points on the  roadr- with the same rates for transport to and 

from "A"  are marked with the aid of a divider.    The  $1 mark will be 40 km on 

the main road  (4 cm  on map  (a)) and 20 km  on secondary roads  (2  cm).    The 

points with the  same transport  rated are  connected by   isolines (here called 

isovalents).    The map is then  shaded. 
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In map (b)  (appendix 11)  city "B"  is  the datum point. 

Following are  some examples of the application of equal-cost  distance maps 

Delimitation of transport gravity zones (hinterlands) ( 

If the ECD maps for cities "A" and "B" are combined,  the line  of economic 

equidistance between the two cities can be determined.    Everything west  of 

this line  (C-D in map  (c),  appendix 11) gravitates,   in terms of transport 

costs,   to  "A"  (that   is,   the provision of commodities and  services would be 

more economical  if organized from "A"),  ano\ »ast  of it  to "B".    In addition, 

these maps will show to what  extent  administrative subdivisions correspond to 

transport  gravity  zones;   however,   it  should not  be forgotten that  administra- 

tive boundaries usually derive from historical or even racial factors,  rather 

than economic ones. 

Transport  cost  location 

Let   it be supposed that  a location has  to be found for a food  processing 

plant, the two locational determinata being:     (a) it must collect and process 

44 tons of local agricultural produce; and (b) distribute 22 tons of processed 

goods among consumers in the same area. 

There are two possible locations:    city "A" and city "B" (see appendix 12), 

Map (a)  (same area as in ECD map of city "A") shows the respective loca- 

tions of agricultural production (one black dot = 1 ton) and processed goods 

consumption (l white dot  =  1 ton). 

City "A" 

Transport 
zone 

(»Aon) ( 

Production 
centres 

black dots) 

Total 
transport costs 

from zone 

Transport 
zone 
(t/ton) 

Consumption 
centres 

(white dots) 

Total 
transport costs 

to zone 

1 8 8 1 7 7 
2 12 24 2 5 10 

3 13 39 3 6 18 

4 7 28 4 2 8 
s 4 20 

119 

5 2 JLO 

53 

Thus, for city "A" the grand total (cost of collecting agricultural 

produce and delivering processed goods) is 119 + 53 = $172. 
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In   the   cace  of  city   "H"   (map   (b))   the  corresponding  figure  is  $lb$.     From 

:.o  standpoint   of   transport  costs,   therefore,   city   "B"  would  be  the  better 

•at i m. 

Régionalisation and  zonal  delimitation 

H i¡;ic   cotìcept s 

A   location  policy  embraces   numerous  spatial  phenomena,   as  does  the 

science   of  cartography.     As a general  rule,   the   location can  be an economic 

region,   economic  area,   economic   zone,   industrial  centre,   or agro-industrial 

centre.     These   subdivisions  -ire  defined below. 

An  economic  region  has the   following features: 

(a) Economic - specialization and a certain   level  of  economic 
development ; 

(b) Territorial   -   r\ centre  of economic gravity,   whose   influence 
permeates the   entire  economic  region  (there may be   several   centres, 
but  one  of them will  be dominant); 

(c) Managerial -  there must   be   local  authorities responsible  for 
planning,   plan  implementation and over-all management;   for   this 
reason  economic regions  usually coincide with admini strative  sub- 
d ivisions. 

The  network  of economic   vegions must  cover  the entire country. 

An  economic  regior   is the basic  unit   in regionalization  of national plans 

and,   naturalLy'enough,   in regional  development plans.     It   is also the   main 

unit   in cartographic exercises   for planning purposes. 

An  economic  area is  a territory which,   due to  the-lack  of  some  of the 

features  listed above,   cannot  be  given the   status  of an economic region,  but 

nevertheless  has an economic  structure  of  sorts,   or,   in  some  cases,   common 

economic and   social goals.     The  Copper Belt   in Zambia,   with  its special char- 

acteristics,   is a' 'case  in point.     Another  instance  is the territory comprising 

the  southern  part   of Central  Province,   the   northern part   of  Southern  Province, 

and  the area  of the proposed Kafue  Dam project. 

Unlike  economic regions,   economic areas do  not  cover the entire  territory 

''V a  country . 

An   industrial  centre   in  usually  a city  or town.     It  has  some features  in 

common   with  an  economic   region   (specialization,   economic  viability,   availabil- 

ity  of  managerial   skills);   in addition,   however»   it  possesses the advantages 

• •f agglomeration. 
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An  ^gro-industrial  complex   is a  territory  in  which  agriculture  and  the 

food-processing  industry  are  closely   integrated.      rt  consists  of an  agricul- 

tural  area,   and   a centre  where  the agricultural produce   is  processed.     The 

processing capacity  usually  coincides  with  the  crop capacity.     These   complexée 

liave  one  special  feature:     manpower can be moved   from field   to processing plant, 

and  vice   versa,   depending on the   intensity  of work.    Often  the periods of  in- 

tensity   in agriculture  do  not  coincide with those   in  the  processing   industry. 

Zonal  delimitation 

This  entails   identification  of  the  economic   zones  and  determination oí' 

their  boundaries;   it   is  a simple  procedure  since  usually  only one   indicator   LS 

needed  (very occasionally,   two  or perhaps three). 

To prepare a map of  surface water resources,   the calculations by  carto- 

graphic means described earlier  in this paper are   used;   to  these may   be added 

direct  measurement  data if available.     The various data on surface water re- 

1-0UTC3S are entered on the map,   and points with   equal amounts are connected by 

Lsolines;   in this way uniform zones are delimited.    These can be classified as 

follows: 

Zone A = good  (more than 5 1117sec of fresh water) 

Zone B =  medium (I-5 m /sec) 

Zone C  = meagre  (less than 1 m /sec) 

Zone D =  dry 

The localities within each zone need not be interrelated economically and, 

indeed, may have nothing in common save being endowed with the same quantity of 

water  for a given project. 

An economic  zone has a uniform  locational characteristic.    For  example, 

all areas with a rainfall  exceeding 400 mm/year constitute  an  irrigationless 

agriculture  zone  (other things be :ng equal).    The   hinterland around a port  or 

vai.lway  station   is also an ecorv.-mic  zone:     its most economical connexion with 

'he  outside world  is through that  port   or railway   station.     The definition and 

identification  of an economic  zone depends  entirely on the  particular planning 

.•'oa 1. 
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Regional Lzation 

V Régionalisation^'    iß an essential  element   in the formulation of a  loca- 

U'irial   policy.     Each  region  has distinctive   natural,   economic  and  social  con- 

ditions  which  have  to  be  taken  into account   in  planning. 

Economic  regions  can vary  in  size  and class.     A country  can be  divided 

into   large  regions  (corresponding to the   largest   administrative  subdivision, 

for example,   a  province).    These main economic regions can,   in their  turn, 

consist  of  several medium-size economic  regions,   with their own centres of 

gravity  and   other  relevant   features. 

The  country  can also be divided  into the   smallest  viable  economic  units - 

primary  economic  regions  (PER's),   which make   it possible  to  carry out  any 

:•...-:  i',:!   d mniug  exorcise  with   a   relatively   high  degree   of  precision. 

The  criteria underlying régionalisation   in the   Northwestern Province of 

/.ambia are   set   forili  below: 

(a) Population.     It  was assumed that   each PER should have at   least 
10,000  inhabitants,   as being the  minimum needed for the   smallest 
economic  unit   to develop by  means   of its own   labour force,   and also 
the  minimum that,   according to the  plan,   could be provided  with 
some  social   institutions  (one health centre;   five primary   Schools, 
uppei   level;   ten primary  schools,   lower  level); 

(b) ' >mpactnesn  and  economic   liability.     Each region has a centre 
of economic  gravity.     These  centres should contain all  the  eco- 
nomic  enterprises,   social   institutions and administrative   offices 
which cater  to  the  surrounding territory.     Usually,   provincial  or 
district  centres were   chosen - or,   failing these,   the  largest 
villages.     Naturally,   the  centren   of economic  gravity must be 
reasonably   accessible  and  also be   situated  at  or near the  geo- 
graphieal   centre   of  the   regions; 

(c)   Economic  and   social  base.     Each  PER must  have  an existing  structure 
of economic   enterprises and   social   institutions as a bass  for 
future  development.     Note  was  also  taicen  of  proposed  or  provision- 
ally   approved projects; 

(ii)   Natural  resources.     The  available  water resources,   fertile   land, 
mineral deposits and the  like were taken into  account.    These 
natural   features also  helped  to determine the boundaries   of the 
regions with greater  precision. 

MV.-i ana ! L.vit LOH  of   a   territory   means   dividing a  country into  economic 
••>,-; »us;   regí vial i • it ion  of a   plan  entails  distributing the various 
>!o"!.>:<.ts   . i uvostmeut,   projects   etc.)   a-nong  the  existing economic   regions 
w   ;'!' 'Vin 'i'.;. 
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The  process of regionalization in the  Northwestern Province  of Zambia  i« 

shown cartographioally   m  appendix U,   the  sequence  being as  follows: 

Mapja].     The probable   locations  of the PER  centres can be estimated 
from a map  of population and industry (Legerd-     j  - „irin « 
enterprises and  social   institutions; V- probable   JaU• cTST 

Map(b)      Map  (a)   is combined with a map of population (dots,  map (f)) 
each centre receiving an approximately equal  number of dots    Legend- 
3 -population,   one  dot  = 5OO inhabitants;   4 - PER centres after elim- 
ination;   5 - PER boundaries,  first  rough delimination).     Incidentally 
localities  D and E,   previously  earmarked a«  potential centra have now 
decreased  in   importance. ' w 

Mapjc).    First  adjustment, a road map being used.    The  boundaries 
are now more precise  in terms of accessibility  (Legend:     •> - prelimi- 
nary boundaries;   6   - main and  secondary roads;   7 - adjusted boundaries). 

Map(d).    Use  is made of a map  of agro-industrial complexes.    The  .one- 
oí   the -lood-processing enterprises do not  coincide with the PER's      The 
supply zones of the  enterprises  should,  if possible,  be  in the  same 
region as the enterprises themselves.    Thus,   a second adjustment  is 
called for.     (Legend:     7 - boundaries after  first adjustment;  8 - food- 
processing enterprises;   9 - boundaries after  second adjustment). 

Map (e).    Third adjustment  (Legend:     IO). 

Mapj£)      Final PER boundaries (Legend:     11 - after three adjustments). 
The results should be checked against the population map in order to 
calculate the population in each region. 

The application of the criteria listed above eliminated certain areas 

'•vom the PER framework. These should be regarded as reserved territories; 

they  include national parks and game reserves. 

Regionalization prepares the ground for another  stage in cartographic 

^alysis - the  3valuation  of the economic potentials of each region,   in other 

w rds an  estimate of locational characteristics. 

•laps of  locational characteristics 

These maps are  of .rucial  importance in the evaluation of development 

•'•••'tentials and in the determination of development priorities. 

The  main object  here  is to estimate more or less precisely,   in quantita- 

'Lve terms,  the natural,   economic and social potentials of the PER's.    These 

l entities can serve as a basis for the calculations which must  precede any 

•onomic  decision as to project   location,  regional  development,   and so on. 
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Thin  method   in   il Lustrateti   in  appendix   14,   which  shows   six   PER's,   to- 

gether  with  evaluations  of   their  potentials:      water  resources,   forests,   man- 

power,   external  marketing,   internal  marketing.     Owing to   the   lack  of adequate 

statistical  data,   these  factors  can often only  be  evaluated qualitatively   in 

terms   of  very  good,   good,   mediocre,   unsatisfactory  and  bad. 

Map   (a)   clearly   indicates that,   for any  project  requiring  large quanti- 

ties  of water,   region  "a"  is the best,   followed by region  "b".     As regards 

forests,   the best   conditions are   in region "d"  (see map (b)). 

Map  (f)   presents  the combined  evaluation  of all  five   factors.    The  fol- 

lowing conclusions  can be drawn: 

- Region "a"   is  suitable  for those  projects which require   large quanti- 
ties  of water,   only a  limited   number  of workers and   not   much timber, 
aid are  orie. ted mainly   to the   local  market; 

- Region "b"  can accommodate a project  which requires a moderate amount 
uf water,   no timber,  a  limited number of workers,   and   is oriented to 
the  local market; 

- Region "c"   is the best   location for a project requiring a large 
number of workers; 

- Region "d"   can accommodate a project  based  on forest   resources; 

- Region  "e"   is the best   from the  standpoint  of external  marketing; 

- The  worst   conditions are   in region  "f".     It   should  not   be  forgotten, 
however,   that  this conclusion   is based only  on the  five   factors 
listed above;   the  "mineral  resources"  factor might  alter the picture. 

The map  of  locational  characteristics can be  regarded as the  last   in the  series 

of cartographic  exercises which must  precede  any preliminary decision as to 

project   location and   regional development. 

Cartographic analysis  of the  agricultural  sector 

The principles and  practical   implications of régionalisation and  zonal 

delimitation can be   illustrated  through an analysis of  the  agricultural  sector. 

Analysis  of  productivity 

The  first   stage   is to prepare maps  oí   agricultural  productivity by areas - 

f  r   instance,   by  primary  economic,  regions.     The  indicators  of productivity are 

many   and  varied:     crop yield per  hectare,   crop yield  per worker,   or income per 

hectare  as   used   in   'lie  exarnnle  below. 
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After the productivity map,   the  next  step   is  to prepare,   for purposes of 

omparison,   maps  of the  various factors governing agricultural   income,   includ- 

ing,   inter alia:     marketing-facilities  (transport   accessibility);      investment 

¡•or hectare  of cultivated  land;     fertilizer  supply  per hectare;     tractonza- 

•i .n  ;.,er  1,000 hectares;     and electrification of  agricultural  processes (kWh 
ner worker). 

Appendix IS  contains maps of the  same PER's   ("a",   "b",   "c",   "d"     "e"    "f») 

is  shown in appendix  14,   together with  indicators  of agricultural  development 

(the higher the  indicator,  the darker the shading on the maps).     Map  (a)  shows 

income per hectare,   map  (b) marketing conditions,   and so on.     It   is assumed 

•hat all  six PER's have   similar rUmatic conditions. 

Two observations  can be made  from this cartographic analysis.     First,  map 

¡)   shows that  income per hectare and productivity  in region "b" are  higher 

•han  in region "a".     Why?    The transport accessibility (marketing facilities) 

;.s the same  in both regions so this  element cannot  cause the difference  in 

income. 

Investment  per hectare is  likewise the  same  in bcth regions;   they also 

receive the same quantity of fertilizers per hectare.    As regards tractoriza- 

• ion,  region "a"  is  in an even better position than "b". 

A study of map  (f),   however,   shows that,   in the electrification  of agri- 

iltural processes,   "a"  as far behind "b",  and thus the difference  in  income 

or hectare. 

The conclusion drawn from the  analysis is:     in order to increase  produo- 

Mvity in region "a",   steps must be  taken to raise  the  level of electrification 

f the various agricultural processes. 

A second observation reveals  that   income per hectare in region  "cM  is 

"i ich greater than  in  "e",  although  transport accessibility is the  same  in both. 

he  cause can be  seen  in map (c):     low investment   in region "e".     Map  (c),   in 

's turn,   shows that   "c"   is also well  ahead  <,f "e"   in  trantorization;   its  lead 

•n  fertilizer supply  and  electrification,   however,   is somewhat   smaller.    Thus, 

'ne analyst  may  recommend,   for region  "e",   that  priority be given   to   increasing 

.vestment  and raising  the   level  of  tractorization. 

Cartographic analyses,  though very useful  for purposes of demonstration, 

will  not,  however,   provide any indication of the  specific sums required for 
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Investment in the various elements oí' productivity; this can only be done by 

d i rent oa i culai ions. 

Coot r d >>' ¡eels 

A central   obieol   has  five  main  features: 

(a) Local inri  at   a  single  ¡joint; 

(b) A Riverì area  serves  the  central   object,   or  is   served  by   it—   ; 

(c) The  capacity   of the  object   determines  the   size  of the  surrounding 
area   (the greater  the caoacity,   the   larger the area): 

fd)  Elements directly  connected with the  object   (the greater  the 
density  of distribution of these  elements,   the smaller the  areaj; 

(e)   Accessibility  of the various elements   in the   surrounding area to 
the  central   obiect.     This  determines both the  configuration  of the 
area  and  the  effectiveness  of  inter-communication within   it. 

A tobacco  barn with a capacity   of r;0t) t/year  can  serve oOU acres   of 

tob-icco puntati mo,  while  one with  a capacity   of   1,000 t/year can  serve twice 

that  area.     Tn  the  former case,   if  the plantations  account for only   50 per cent 

of   the cultivated  area,   the   size of  the area attached to the tobacco  barn will 

be   1,000 acres.     Thus,   central  objects with the   same  capacity can serve areas 

different   in si/.e,   depending on the   density of the  elements. 

The  configuration  of the   surrounding area,   though  roughly circular,   tends 

to  reflect   the   indivdual  features of  the particular territory;   these   surround- 

ing areas will   therefore be  extended   along roads   (the better the road,   the 

greater the extension)   or curtailed  by physical   obstacles such as mountains 

( )r   swamp s. 

Central  objects are  legion:    anything possessing the features  listed 

above can be called a  central   object.    The  following are typical  instances in 

agriculture:     a  tractor and mechanization unit,   an oxen  unit,   a marketing 

office,   a training centre.     In industry there are   food-processing plants,   saw- 

mills and  other  enterprises whose  suppliers are   scattered throughout   a given 

tenitory.     Social   institutions such as hospitals  and  schools can also be 

regarded  as central  objects. 

6/ "To  serve"  means that the  economic activity   is  directed towards the  central 
~"     object   (raw  tobacco   sent   from area to tobacco  barn),   while "to be   served" 

implies, that   the activity   is directed  from the   central object   (fertilizers 
sent   to growers from  fertilizer   store). 
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It  should be   pointed out  that  the   surrounding area   -   in other words,   the 

.-.•.no  of accessibility - has certain  clearly defined   limits.    Thus,  the   con- 

fL-uraUon of the  area  surrounding a  dairy-products  processing plant   should  be 

tî.inh  that milk  can  be transported  from  one point  to another  in  less than  six 

hnurs (unless  special refrigerated  vehicles are available).    The area  served 

by  a primary  school  should lie  within a radius of  not  more than three  miles 

in  regions where   the pupils have to  walk.i/ 

So,  armed with data on:     the capacity of the  central  object;    the  density 

of distribution  of attached elements;     transport  conditions within the  sur- 

rounding area;     and the  limits of the accessibility  zone,   the planner can 

begin his cartographic analysis of the central objects. 

Here,   the  exercises often pertain to  the  location of agro-industrial 

omplexes and the  concomitant  regionalization,  when the processing plant 

(primary element   of the complex)  is closely  linked to the  surrounding area 

(secondary element). 

The following are typical  of the problems which arise  in connexion with 

'•entrai objects: 

(a) After  the distribution of the secondary elements in a tobacco- 
growing area,   locations have to be found for the primary elements 
(tobacco barns); 

(b) After   locations have been  found for the tobacco barns,  the most 
economical gravity  zones must be determined for each tobacco barn; 

(c) Combination of (a)  and (b):     some central  objects are already 
present,   together with their secondary elements, but  locations 
must  be  found for new central  objects with a view to increased 
efficiency in the area. 

The process   of cartographic analysis has much  in common with that  of 

regionalization.     The planner,  with the aid of auxiliary maps (transport, 

locations of suppliers and consumers),  must  choose  the optimum scheme of  zonal 

delimitation from among several variants. 

The subsequent marketing operations must also be taken into account.     For 

example,  the location of a tobacco barn should be governed not merely by  the 

¡Lstribution of the tobacco plantations,  but also by the  site of the nearest 

•inrket for dried  tobacco (a tobacco  curing plant or tobacco marketing office). 

Strictly  speaking,   primary  schools,   cinemas,  bare,   restaurants and  the   like, 
which serve a  very restricted area,   should  not  be  called central  objects, 
but  rather   local   objects.     This  does  not   mean,   however,   that  their   location 
does  not   require  thorough  study. 
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Technical  recommandât ions 

Mapping procedures 

To   illustrate   this report,   only black and  white maps have  been prepared. 

''hin  considerably   limits  the range  of variations for mapping and "reading". 

Coloured maps provide  a wider range  of variation,  but   they are more expensive 

and  more difficult   to  print.    Since all   planning maps are generally prepared 

m a  single copy,   the   use  of colours   is   strongly  recommended.     Coloured maps 

oan be  photographed   and then projected   on a screen for demonstrations. 

The  importance   of transparent  maps   (overlays)  cannot  be  too strongly 

emphasized.    A set   of  overlays,   each devoted to a single   locational factor, 

'•an   simplify the  task   of analysis.     The   planner can  join  together various 

overlays  in the particular  combination  required  for a given  exercise,  and 

each  overlay can be   used many times over   in different  exercises.    If special 

tracing paper  is used,   up  to four overlays can be combined,   with the bottom 

one  still visible. 

In exercises with overlays,  the use  of a sheet  of cardboard witn two 

hinges  is advised:      each overlay must be   stuck to a strip of hard paper with 

two holes coinciding with the hinges.     The hinges and holes must be so centred 

that  all the features  on the overlays coincide.    This technique saves time. 

In tiie drafting  of symbols,   the  standard printed  or photographed samples 

are  recommended.    The  symbols are printed  in many copies on  sheets of gummed 

¡riper,   after which   the draftsman cuts them out  separately and  sticks them  on 

the  map. 

Gtencils are  another very useful  aid.    A hole in the  shape of a symbol 

is cut   in a celluloid   sheet.    By placing the stencil  on the map and applying 

a brush or stamp,   one  can quickly  obtain  the desired print. 

Map  operations  room 

Cartographic   procedures require  special rooms.     The main room should be 

devoted to demonstrations and operations,   and  should be at   least 8x5 metres 

{?'<   x   !(•  feet).     One   of the narrow walls   should be windowless,   so that maps 

••ni   ¡>e  hung on   it.      This wall must be   covered with dark fabric,  preferably 

dark   green. 
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The main  room   should   contain:     a  conference  table  ami   .-hurí-,;     rv¡l!r 

.-lands   for maps;     a  vertical  tracing table  with   lighting for   demeurât,..., 

overlays;     a  slide projector and  screen;     and   dark  curtains   on   1 he  winder, 

i'-ir  use when  slides are projected during the  day. 

A   fully  equipped drafting room is also required  for the   technical work 
of map  making. 

General conclusions 

Cartography is  only an  aid  in the   implementation of an  over-all  planning 

policy.     It  should be  used   only when the   broad  outlines of the   national devel- 

opment   strategy are  known.     Cartographic   conclusione and recommendation.-   I<> 

not,   as  a rule,  affect a development  strategy;   they merely   indicate the m,u-,t 

economical way of implementing that strategy. 

Stress has been laid  on the operational  value of cartographic methods 

and  on their importance  in decision-making.     However,  their   informational 

aspect   should not be  overlooked.    Each map or  overlay,  besides being an aid 

in cartographic exercises,   is a stock of  information which the  planner can 

draw upon when considering  locational problems.     It  should  not  be  forgotten 

that  the first  stage  in cartographic analysis  is to prepare a general economic 

map of  the territory,   in which all economic phenomena are shown. 

Maps also have a demonstrative character.     Whatever the  problem,  its 

portrayal on maps will help to clarify the main issues and,   as  often ac not, 

provide pointers to a solution. 
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Appnu'i i x   1 

'AV.  YAÏ'    )K   /,AMHI.A 
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Appendix 

iJGGESTED SYMBOLS  FOR  MAPS:      SETTLEMENTS  AND TRANSPORTAI ION   NETWORK 

jettlem-. nts   (by population j Transportation network 

I» ss  than 1,000 

Rai 1 way   and 

station 

{1st  variant] 

1,000-?,0011 
tf ti I way   and 
S tati,Ti 

(?nd vari an t 

2,000-5,000 Hain  road 

5,000-10,000 Secondary   rt)¿ii 

10,000-25,000 """     1 rae k 

25,000-50,000 Airo ort 

more   than 50,000 "urti o or 
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*fflfy»M 3 

ilKTESTBD r.YWBOLG POR MAPC:     MININO JUJJ) POWER 

bitu«t(10l'S  coil 
b»|ìfi «nd »ire 

Brown ceti 
b'ssin »Ad »lot 

Mtnlif* 

fi»«* inUrvil scile po«r pianti 

HydrotinfTil (toiH 
up te ?S W 

(b) 

K46 W 

Iron or* áipoiHi 

Ir«» or« H«l»f 

M 
50-100 M 

*b«o1utt tesi* 

UM 

Cow«f dipoi Ut 

(•) 

UNI 

Cow>«r tlnlni} "©•-• 
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Appendix 4 

SUGGESTED SYMBOLS FOR KAPSt    MANUKACTURINü INDUSTRY 

A B 

Iron «id «ttil work% Pulp and p#«r 

left-ftrrtwt ntih Hubtr I »entry 

CnçlMtHfif M«ttiH| 

PttrtUwa rtftMfy fertile 

ditttetU CUM «9 

Una At Uittwf UMI fttttttr 

But Itine attor I tit 

Kn:    A - slnaU •MtrpH« 
I • mtnl Mttrerlttt in 

M Induttrltl ctftirt 

Food 
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App^f 5 

MOiMaMNTITATIVE AREAL DISTRIBUTION MiTHQP 

îftëwre yoíilfiq »rtts 

I ) A«M wltiiïlt f#r 

.'Z?* 
(Hj ï»«t» irti 

|£& fctUn.i pirli 

O »wit fttitMtl »#fet 
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Appena i« 6 

STRUCTURE OF QPP  BY MAJO» SECTOR AW)  BY PRQVIMCK 
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Apptftdix    • 

FlAStXBP GROWTH OF 0!>p 1.964« 13/0 
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Appunti* 8 
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I.     INOUSTWAL LOCATKJW WUCW ANO MtAlültti IN 

PATTERN OF INDUSTRIAL LOCATION 

In »oat Jtveloplnm countries  induatry hau »o neurit rated   in a few  li-au • >»•, 

ueually metropolitan areas.     In  India,   for example,   m  VH.O there wan an   >ver- 

wheirairtf concentration   ir.  two otatee,  ÄaheraBhtra »ni West  Henftml,    fhpnr ¡i?ni.; 

omprised only U  per c«nt of   India's populat nn,  but eco »untivi  f.»r   ',i, nt<r ••cnt 

if the manufacturing eatahi inhmenlo,^   44 p#r "ent of in© employment and '»' pet 

•nt of valu« added.•*/    Even  in then« otates   industrial activity <*«fitrei pre- 

dominantly around the metropolitan filia« of  Homlay ami Calcutta, especially 

Ho«bay. 

In Brasil,  another country of continent*! dimensions and vast r«a<»ur«eit, 

'*.' par cant of industrial  employment  in 195') **•» cwentrated   »:» the n -»th. 

With only  35 per cent of Brazil'«» population,   the B-»uth <*<>ntainftd  <,t< per <-*»f.t 

>f th« «anufaoturinf establishments while ito share <>f value added wan oM pat- 

ent.     In th« «tat« of 3ao Paulo,  where in  1959 well   >ver rj0 per    ont,   ,( 

«ragil'« industrial manpower was employed,  about half the workers were ctip^n<i 

in the napital of 3ao Paulo^   which accounted for *>) p»r cent of the value 

added by indu« tria I production in »raatl. 

I/ Paper presented by UNIDO »ni prepared in no-operatlon with r.   ¡J. Neim.tr«, 
Stanford University,  Stanford, Otti i forni»,  bated t »rire1 y on country studier, 
by S, Aziz, Pakistani    K.  J,   .«orr*« and A.  ".  L.  R»o,   ,ndU|     m 1 
H.  S.  Broderaohn, Argentina.    Presented at  the  International   ."ymjjoui'im -»ft 
Industrial  Development,  1967,  m IP/COMF. !/;•'/. 

j   "he power-equipped establishments employed ^o or mure workeruf  thow  ¡1* king 
power installât lone had  100 or m«rc workers. 

_   Annual  Durvty of... Induit ri »a (l'*>0),   De¡»t.  of rtt»U«ticnt  Oentr'tl  ."t/»t. 1 ¡-.ti'-ul 
^r^ranination, Calcutta. 

j/   Data reportad by Servilo tuonai de Aprendiaagero  industriai^  Jorvtyf> de 
Cadastral e Controle de Pepartmentos Regional ani published  In AOBOí layto 
Commercimi "de Rio...de ianeirop Rsviat», ffio   le -faneir.»,  -lune   l #60. 
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!r.  Pakistan,   m   in   ìndia and   Hraul,   industrial  development   in charac- 

rr¡'f»| ìv concentration  in a comparatively  amali  number of regione and  by a 

,"•  win* population  ir,   iniuntrial   townn.      Iti   llWU   the maximum concentration  in 

.•.r.¡f   ! akin tan wan at  Karachi,   í^allpur,   I,ahore and Multan.    These centres 

<i     ).rí• *»<I  for 4^ per cent of   industrial  employment.     in East  Pakistan the r«ia~ 

ive ' >ficr»rttrat ion  »n even more pronounced.     ite four main centreo account for 

\   per   'eri*   of all   industrial  workerai     Dane« district,  with  P*).1)  per cent of 

•c  •< tal   «of which  Pj.H per cent are in  the city of Narayen#anj),  Ohittagonff 

tin'ti  t,   14.     per centi  Mymanstngh district,  ft,0 per centj  and Khulna district, 

.    per dfin' .     In « erm» < f value added,  West  Pak i atan1 « share ms 74.5 P**f* oent 

ii: compared with :",,*> per cent  in Rast Pakistan.    In i960 valu« added In Karachi 

(.';•.7 per rent)  exceeded the  finire for the «hole of last Pakistan. 

Umiler pattermt   »f industrial  location «re found in almost ail develop- 

ing countries.     In Arftntina,  for instance,   in 1963 about 8} par oent of estab- 

! mhmenta an I workers were concentrated in the liöt-üentre rafiun,**  with the 

freatent number of establishments (5?.5 par cant) and workers (6i.4 per oant) 

ii.  J'uenos Aires.     In the Philippines 50 per cant of employment and 49 per cent 

!   value added   in 195> were concentrated in metropolitan Manila, whiah aeoosae- 

sa*ci -inly 4,     per cent of the population. 

iHapile these trend» towards concentration and äfflomeration,   in moat 

icvcloptnf countries some activities continue to be dispersed ovsr a minibar 

»f reruns ani areas.    What are the characteristics of the dispersed as oos*- 

nared with the concentrated  industries? 

Most disperge i activities are small-scale industries catering to ioeal 

marke tu with a limited decree of meohani siati on per establishment and par parson 

empi «yed|   the mai ri ty of the prôduein« units are snail eraft estabUaastants. 

he c -n.'entrated industries are medium and larife-eeale establishments aaterinf 

•     » wi icr marketf  they tend to be capital-intensive rather than labour-intensive, 

Perhaps the outstanding feature of concentrated activity  is its diversity. 

in PekUuan, centres  like Karachi,  !-alio re,  Dacca and Chittafonf have a variety 

«   industrien,   u«-ludinf consumer goods such M textlies,  electric bulba, 

iCt ut Airen,   .Mrdot-a,  Entre Htoa,  U Pampa,   Santa Fé. 
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»awing machinan,  radio»,   footwear,  pharmaeeuticala, proceased food» mn<«  tobar.- 

producta;   Intermediate food»,  including wire and wir. producta, ptp*»,  nm^r, 

plywood, oil rafininf,  papar producta,  tiraa and tubaa, ateel re-roUmg,   ir. 

batteria»,  alactric Mira» and cabla»} and capital goods »uch aa diestl *ngir.PP, 

transformer» and electric pumpa, ahtpbuilding, motor manufacture »M aosrmti; 

plant», «achina tool» and scientific inatrument». 

Dispersed aotivitia» in Pakistan ara primarily producers of ron«u««r go"** 

(such a» textiles and food product» for th» local markets) manufacturai« rr«m 

local mat anal a or raw ««tarlala obtain«! fro« othar araaa.    There are, howvrr, 

»one ragiona out»ida the ««in cantra» where engineering is spreading rapi<ü,\ 

owing to th« traditional »kin of tha inhabitants in handling »átala.    Resinen-* 

of larga eoasiurilties in placa» Ulta Waairabad and fiaaka nava tradì ti anally i*«n 

blaekemiths.   Tha aval lability of mohína tool» and th« er o win* daaiafid for pu«:.» 

and diaaal angina» In tha agricultural a» o tor dava generated a larga number   f 

««all unit» for tha manufactura of thaaa ite«».   The opontanaoua gronth of thia 

activity ha» contributed to tha «ucees» of tha private tuba well program*» ,n 

Mast Pakistan which, in turn, was a «ajor factor in accular»tin* mgrietilturai 

growth during tha Second Pive-Y«ar Plan. 

£a!¿gaggS-HL 47*^TTO»mJ»3&M%MR 

Concern hai often been expraaaed in a number of developing countries about 

the heavy concentration of industry in «atropolitan araaa.    Consideration nan 

been gIvan lo «»«sure» for slowing down th« trand, both by di»couraging further 

concentration of industry or by facilitating ita eetabliebjaent elsewhere,    it 

ia agreed that decentrai i sat ion is dee i rabia not only because the development 

of larga cilia« and over-expanded industrial rations «u«t b# diaemireged, but 

also because th« development of underdeveloped regions «uat he aoœ le rated. 

%*?* Itfliffftlif »fnWr»«4 lmH*$ 

Tha factors that have influenced existing pattern» of industrial location 

ar« well known.    Proximity to consulter centre«, accesa to export «ark«ts and 

raw mat «ri al a, and availability of special ««ills aa well a« fuel and power are 

»bvioua advantages provided by large town«, particularly port».   Oaoc Industrie» 

began in certain looation» and Infrastructure facilities bacarne ava labi«, «ore 

lnduetriea were attracted.    The external eoononiea reaulting fro« thi» cuno«n- 

• ration created a magnet,  drawing »till «or« lnduatri«» to these urban areas. 
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overcrowding,  «noir«,  noise and transport congestion.    Son« of the unfavourable 

consequence« of their rapid growth in population «rat 

- The rapid rate of ine rea« e hae placed excessive atrain on housing 
facilities and ha« forced a large «egaent of the population to live in 
sub-standard conditional 

- The incraaaing congestion in inner areas has shifted ti substantial 
part of the population to suburbs, but this ha« resulted in acute 
overloading of the suburban transport systeat 

- The long dally noasruting has reduoed the workers' real incoa«, under- 
wined their health, and affected their over-all efficiency ani out putt 

- The increase in land values resulting froa concentration has placed 
a heavy aurea« on iirtuetry and local authorities ana has signified 
the difficulties of town planning» 

- Aa a result of eongestion, aaoke and aalnutrition, there ia a« abnor- 
mal incidence of infant mortality, respiratory ana aillai dleaaaasf 

- ta places like Karachi, wnioh doe« noi taira a sisable hinterland to 
provide fresh supplies of food, the oost of living haa gen« up »ore 
rapidly than in Ina rest of the country. 

It ia therefore not surprising lami aany developing oountries have 

enphasised ina importano« of induatrial decentralisation or disparaal and 

ragionai balance.    This does not nacaaaarily aaan Inai the oirouaataneee in 

•oat developing oountries actually justify such dispersal. 

ffótlf Inf If HffMffiiált ¡MÈÊlfÊL 
Induatrial location policies nava two nain objectiva«.    The flrat ia 

dispersal fro« congested and overdeveloped areasi the«« are principally «n- 

eountered in developed countries, but ara alno found in India and Paki«tan. 

Whether there ia need for «uch a policy in other developing countrla«, aaaa* 

cially in Africa and lai in America,  io doubtful.    In Argani ina, for example, 

the theory that a«tropolitan Bueno« Aire« ia induatrial ly in Ina "dtniniahing 

i'«turnn" stage haa been widely accepted.    It ia often «aid in political c ire lee 

that HuenoB Aire« i« overcrowded,  thai ii auf farà fro« giganti««, Inai na« 

pole« have to be at inflated, not only becau«« a aera balanced ragionai distri- 

bution of incóete and act ivi t is« ia socially Justified but booeua« II ia 00«- 

patible with staxiaising the national ral« of growth, a via« «hared by lha 

Consejo »oderai de Inversiones, an interprovincial agency created in 1959. 

There U, however, no eapirieal evidence inai nal ratuma in Bueno« Airan ara 

diainishing. 

The second objective i« to accelerate the growth of undeveloped ragiona 

to counteract «conoaic dleparitiea.    Tho lattar ara attributable to difference« 
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&> contraat,   induatrt.t ir. far-away and iioUttd locations hav« to pro- 
vid« ««MnUal  faciliti«« and ««rete«« for th«*«Uv«a.   An indiwtry in an 

i«olat«d location ati«t pro vid« not only it« own workshop,  fpndry, water and 

pottw faciliti««, but «l«o must build axp«nilvt ace«as raada, railway «idlnfa, 
i it pano ariti, »choola ana Rowing.    It l« foroad to «took lai?« inventori«« 
of «par« parta ani to pro vid« tlabor«t«\r»inin« faciliti««. 

Cl«ariyf unlaat acoondary c«ntr«a of industrial act ivi tit« can b« dtvtl- 

oped around aa*ll town« «o that «aa«ntial faeilitiaa can convtrj« or,  if 

ntcaaaary, ba aut»idls«d,  tu« r«fional ilapartal of Induatrla* will not bt 
economic. 

f 

Any of tha dmlopln« oountri««' lar«« oiti««, which art char*ot«ri««d 
by a eonc«ntration of induatnal dawloptant, ha*» baeoaa oonf»at«d ani ilm- 

infaatai, I «ad in« to aountinf oo«t« of houainf, tran« port, ««way disposal, 
watar «upply, fir« protoction an« oth«r social ov«rh««d«. 

I 
Th« prograaa of induatrialiaation in India, for «xanpl«, baa eaMMd a 

larga influì of th« population fro« rural aroaa into hoaony ana Calcutta, 

which tanta to araaa h«avily on th« «xlatlnf anaA.tl««.   Short*««« of w«tti 

«apply, tl«ctrioity, hou«inf «ooo—oiationa and «ducation and hanlth facili- 

t i«a ara r«currin« j*aaoa»tt»t ta» a«v«rity of which ha« bao«»» »or« août« 

with th« patta«» of y»tr».   At loa« ago aa 1944 ihra» quaA«rs of loahay •« 

population vara livlnf in oiw-roon tint»«at», with asterà««, in aon* aa)», 
of fift««n psraona to a «i»*/.* roas«  fH fh r^nta, arattiira a« transport, 

inadequacy in tha «upply of labour ani unhealthy condition» ar« ««id to haw 

contributed to ri«inf oo«tu of production and to nava offaot tha adv«ntafM 

of concentrât ion.    In othar worda, apart froa tha «octal prohlaaa or«*t«d by 

ov«r-conc«ntration, It la prtwai that Incraaalaf oo«ts of public utilitt«s 
and ««rvict« an* rising production oo«t« any outw«i«h tit banafita d«riv«d 
froa »starnai «oonoai««. 

In Pakistan th« unfavourabl« «ff«ct« of rapid urban taction ara «vid«nt 

in citi«s Ilka Karachi, Lahor«, Ly al I pur, Dacca and Chittagonf. Thoy hou« 
th« bulk of th« nation'« industrial activity ani ara oh«r«ot«rls«d by aluna, 

t 
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in factor endowment* auch M the unequal distribution of natural and human 

rancure M,  to historical  rtuont, and to the cumulative affecte of external 

economies.    Owing to theee inmortal it ies, disparii it« axiat in both developed 

and developing countries and a policy of balanced ragionai growth haa to be 

eoneidered within a frama-iorlt of national economic frowth.    In developed coun- 

triaa the problem of accelerating frowth in undeveloped ragiona ia largai? ona 

of "ragionai balança" rather thar. of national growth.    In developing countries, 

on the othtr hand, where the avaraga jar caalte incoM ia low, ragionai pol iay 

if cloaaly connected with the ganeral objective of growth.    The problem of 

"balanced ragionai frowth" consists essentially of a choice between spreading 

th»  li» i ted resources available for inveetmmnt thinly ovar ali ragiona in a 

relatively even way or, at the outaet, concentrating development in selected 

ragiona to the temporary neglect of othere".*' 

The cuoice between a higher rate of national growth and balanced ragionai 

growth ia     fortunately not juat a ohoice between economic al ternativea.    A 

conflict between economic and aocio-political objectives ia involved.    As sug- 

gested in a recent publication of the Economic Commiaaion for Europe, auch a 

conflict should be solved by a compro«ise between the maximisation of economic 

growth and the achievement of Income equalisation.    "The nature of this compro- 

mis«, of course, would vary between countriaa according to their polit leal sys- 

tems, aocial maturity and the strength of vested intereets," t. 

Governments are well aware of this conflict between eoonomic and aocio- 

political objectivée.    This ia evident from the polley statement of the 

Government of Pakistan on the question of induatrial location in the First 

five-Tear Plan, 1955-I960i 

"leeaUon sf new capacity;    In the earlier phaae of Industrialisa*ion, 
industries have landed to congrega*« n*«r * f** «*in town« such ae 
Karachi, t^allpur, Kereyangenj and ChUtagong.    This haa »man natural 
because of the facilities and economies available at such placa«. 
Karachi, in particular, haa figured prominently, due to the advantages 
of the port,  the special facilities of induatrial aetata«, close prox- 
imity to the centres of administration and the preeence of « large 
bua Ines« class that settled there on migration from India.    On purely 
economic grounda,  new capacity should be installed where the coats of 

6/ United Mations Economie Commise lor. for Europe (1965) "Probleme of ragionai 
economic planning and development in Europe and the United Stataa", Economic 
Pullet in for Europe.  Vol. XVII, Mo.2, p. 5. 
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production end transport will be loweet.    But  location .-annoi   h»   t.-t 
«in«d on eeonoalc ground» aion«.    In the interest of bal awed  Kil,.IM 
development and social stability,  it   is desirable that  industrie« uh-.M 
be mora widely it »part ed.   to spread «he benefits of saplovswnt en i   ir- 
creaaed ir.josjs ovar larga araaa.    Di«part*I «m   iMMn lh„ mngnitudr 
and inteneity of th« social probi««« created when population« ari» mova i 
fron rural to urban araaa,   inadequately provided with public  frilitii«. 

"The Oovernaant already astroise« the power io determine th«  location 
of new industrial units.    The Pakistan Industrial Development Corpora- 
tion (MM) has ussd its opportunitiaa fraaly to loeata new units in 
araaa o loss to souroas of raw materials such as Chandrago-m,  Nowshan« 
and Baud Khal.   lora oan ba dons, howaver, to ancourage industrian to 
spread out.    Tha (lavai optant of int «gratad ay at ans of power supply, and 
%ha availability of natural gas in «rtsndsd araaa, could H ut i litad in 
support of suoh a polloy.    Considération should ba given also io tu« 
possibility of offaring concassions in land, local tax«« and freight 
ratas.    If undu« eeneantration of industry it to ba prevented, tha 
Cantral and Provino lai Government«,  local bodies, railways and power 
authoriti«« Mill hav« to folio« appropriate poUci««.H2/ 

Accordingly, although tha naad to dava lop "taallar" or «aoondary oan tra« 

of industrial activity a« an ait amative to dispar sal in isolatsd looationa 

was raeogaisaá,  industrial   location polio* in Pakistan between 1953 «ad I960 

constatad aainly in provati ting th« inorata« of industrial activity in the aon- 
gestad oantraa. 

Howavar, th* flacond Piv.-Yaar Flan, 1940-1965» iawtaad of eaphasUin* th« 

naad for establishing industrias in raaots or isolated areas, suggasted a 

reiiaation of raatrictiona in aras* suitable from an economic point of via«, 

and tha ancouragaaant of industri«« in placea with transport and other facili- 

ti««.    The relevant paragraph roads as follows» 

"During th« past few year«, establishment if industri«« in Karachi has 
baan etverely r«« trie ted, ani expansion has not be«n wslees»4 in certain 
districts of Mast Pakistan.    Tht tffort has baan to astablish industries 
in areas whtre littls or no industry axists.   fha äfftet of these Imi- 
tation* has baan to di-oourage industrialisation in those araaa of the 
counUy,  notably tha large  industrial oantraa, «hare nm invaataants 
will become «oat fruitful, at least in the short run.   These liai tat ions 
will n—à to ba ralaxad, and location of nsw rapacity enoourafad in all 
•u i tabi« araaa.    In thi« context it will ba of advantage to provide the 
establishment of industrial estate« in centras «hare th« transport ays- 
taa, water and powar resourcea, and availability of raw aatariai and 
potential aarksts offer suitable opportunity«.    Apart fron the larga 
oantraa,  efforts will ba made, notably through tha small-seal« industry 
programara, to snoouragt smallar oantraa for Industrias which aainly 
supply local aarkata.    Close co-operation will ba necessary between 

Planning Board, Government of Pakistan (1955) first rive-Year Plan. 
Islaaabad, p. 4M. 
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»uthTitint?   reap'mail'lp   for   i >, s ,.• ' r i «1   planning «ni   those  dealing w J th 
irt.un  ani   rpgi >nal   physin*l   planning,   in  order   to  promote  the dioperoal 
of   industries  in suitable  locations. H2/ 

Final 1;,,   the  ?hir< Five-Year Plan,   1965-1970,   published   m June  1965, 

emphasi¿ed  rati »nal  and pragmatic criteria   (subject  to  the  "overriding" objec- 

tive uf removinf economic  disparity  between  East  and West  Pakistan)  and  recog- 

nized  the need  for special   locations  for different kinds of  industries: 

"Industrial   investment  policy,   as  to  kind and  location of  industry, 
viill  be pragmatic and rational   to  th« maximum extent  consistent with 
over-riding tl*e Plan objective of eliminating economic disparity be- 
tween gast and West Pakistan.     As a general guide,   investuent oppor- 
tunity which offers maximum rate of return on invested capital will 
be selected ov«r alternative  investments for the same purpose but 
indirect benefits of dispersing industrie«  throughout  the country will 
be fully taken into account.    Clustering of industria« around a fa« 
industrial centres entails many additional COB'S  inherent  in rapid 
urbanization besides numerous social  problems in i,h« long run.    Besides 
these general criteria,  special considerations must determine the loca- 
tion of different kinds of industries.    For son»« industries such as 
cement and steel,  proximity to raw material is essential, while for 
others,  factors such a« availability of skilled labour, or easy access 
to markets are more important.    Export industries are «or« competitive 
if located near port towns, but thi« factor must be weighed against 
possible advantages from proximity to raw materials auch as natural 
gas or power rupply.    Subject  to these consid«rations,   industries will 
be sanctioned for locations where they will maximize contribution to 
economic growth on the basis of rational   and pragmatic analysis subject 
to exceptional considerations of  intra-ragionai disparities and long- 
term   leveloptrent. "¿/ 

In «Aid it ion  to these policy o tat emento,   th« Government of Pakistan has 

issued a  large number  »f ad hoc  instructions concerning th«  location of  indus- 

trien,  although some of them do not reflect  th« over-ell policy.    Orders to 

ban the setting up of new  industries  in Karachi ware published in 1957,  but 

cancelled   xn  I960. 

India 

Balanced regional growth  is one of th« most d««irabie national objectivej 

in  India,  but   it may,  in the short run,  conflict with th« objectiv« of maxi- 

mi.-.ing the rate of national growth.     Nevertheless,   in th« public s«ctor,   th« 

»non of new plants  in  India seems to b« th« need for 

"    Planning Gomnission,  Government of  Pakistan   'I960)  Second Five-Year Plan, 
lu lama bad,   p.;'.";. 

¿    Panning •' »mmsB ion,   Government  of   Pakmtan   (1965)  Third  Five-Year Plan, 
' c. ¡amat'ft i,   r>.'.>.'o. 
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•orrectinf refional   imbiba,*.    The promotion of aaall-scale  industries, one 

»f  th« main planks of government policy, hat play«! ita part   in •ncourafinf 

regional disperaal.    Prom tha point of via« of balanced rational dtv*lopa»nt, 

»na of th« »oat   important proviaiona of th  grawoiuti  | adoptad by parli an« nt 

m 1948 (tha g-aidalina for th~ Pirat Five-Year Plan, 1951-1956) was that 
re latin« to small-acale industrie«. 

Tha Second Five-Tear Pia«, 1$6-I96l, IM hawed on tha Saeond Induatriai 

Policy Resolution of 1956.    Ivan though the new policy «nooureted fraadoa for 

the privata sac tor of t.« J economy ¿he pu %c aactor essuaed M In-nasini 

rola in induatriai i a/elop»ent and oo flouted ffemtly to rational ditparaal. 

fha Second Induatriai Policy Jtaaolut^a a tat ad that "in orear that Indua- 

triai iiat 1er «ejr banafit tha eoonony of tha country aa a whole,  it ia iaportant 

that diaparitiaa in lavala of development \m%mm diffarant raciona should ba 

prop^aaivaly reduced",  lit eaphaalsed that infrastructure facilities ahould 

ba steadily nada ava i lab Ja to aree* latri off fceiUiaf induatriai ly or thoaa »hare 
unemployment waa fraMaat. 

I 
Tha policy of tha Qovartuaant of India, thou«* favouring rational die~ 

peraal, eeeoa to indioate that %*m ohoioa of loo at ion for baaio oapltal and 

produoar food a induatriaa ahould ìa pria«-fly datami ned by aokoaio and 

technical o ona i da rat lona rathar than by object i vaa of rational dispersal and 

-••developo ¡*?| of und( «|loped ration«.    Howaver,  in tha looation of certain 

fpoda en¿ -jrooaaaint tnduatrlee, auoh a« ootton text ilea, bieyolee, 

sewing »*ohinaa and tha like, a polioy of rati ona. 1 balanoe haa aat with suooeee. 

One of tha foUef aaaauree taken by tie Oovernaent of India to secure 

retinal diaperaal or balanced rational développant haa been tha aalaotiva 

as« of Ileana i nt powere in tha tÜÄef that refuaal of a lioenae in a developed 

ration will encourate tha e ->abH«hf >f of additional capacity in undeveloped 

«fiona.    Thia can prevent concentration of nan induatriaa in contee ted araaa, 

ut aa a naana of fostertn* induatriai growth in undeveloped araaa it ia uare- 

¡ labia.    An entrepreneur can "be prevented fro» toil« to * particular area, but 

Cannot be ooapailed tf> aat up industri"* eleornVrvj. 

The object h Jhf rational dispersal can ba »ora effectively tapleaented 

».rough direct atata participation in induatry.    Admittedly the location of 

^avy and baaic pro jacta must ha decided on eco no« i c conaidarationa, such aa 

proximity of raw materiale,  availability of cheap power and transport 

lities.   «it,  when alternative sites are available, consideration is given 

onsuae 

%•" I 
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to the possibility of locating the project  in undeveloped are»«.     In Indi« 

pertain baaic  industrie«,  such M steel,   alumin um,  copper,   zinc,  oil re- 

finer iec,  fert i lisser pianti and heavy «•chine building,  have allowed »cope 

for alternative decisions,  and the development of particular regions haa 

been reviewed before reaching a cone lu« ion about the location of project!. 

Several  new areaa have been opened up a« a reauit of the establishment 

f public »ector undertakinf«.    The development of the Sundargarh area in 

Ormsa ha« been mainly due to the foundation of the Rourkaia Steal Factory. 

.he 3rug area m Madhya Pradesh owe«  ita preeent prosperity  to  the foundation 

..f the Bhilai Steel Work« and aaeociatad induatrie«.    Th« Sehore area in Nadhya 

Frajesi, was developed after the foundation of Hindustan Heavy Electricéis at 

h »pal.    Th» phénoménal d«v«lopra*nt of the Ranchi area in Bihar haa been du« 

th«  large project« (»uoh as heavy machin«ry, th« foundry forge« and th« 

linas  undertaken by  the public «ector in tht« area.    Th« Nayveli project haa 

attmulatai the economie growth of th« South Aroot district  in Madras Stat«. 

Sven so, aa the Third rive-Year Plan oha«rves, Txoeaaive emphasis on 

he problem uf particular regions and attempts to plan for their development 

with »ut relating their need« to the requirement« of th« national economy have 

> >a guarded against,  for,  in the final analysis, it la M integral parta of 

the   • »untry that diff«r«nt ragiona can b«at hop« to realise thair full poten- 
10/ 

iial  for growth. "—^ 

it lì 

Between the 19)0« and the m id-1950a th« objective of industrial dévelop- 

pant policy in Argentina was largely th« import substitution of consumer good«. 

Favoured by «starnai economie« derived from the agglomeration of activitiee 

and fa« t>rs of production, the East-Cent re ragion, particularly metropolitan 

Buenos Aires, attracted moat industrial activity. 

Hy the mid-1950s the pattern of  industrialization baa«d on import substi- 

tution of consumer goods was replaced by import substitution of intermediate 

And capital goods.     The new pattern,  although still  increasing tn* development 

>f Bueno» Aires,  created new centrée  in the provinces of Córdoba and Santa fé, 

UV Planning Commission,  Government of   India (1961) Third Five~Y«ar Plan. 
New  Delhi,   p. Vj\. 
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both of which had bean providad with infrastructure facilities and appropriata 

inputa.    The province of Córdoba was able to develop a metallurgical centre 

by attracting tractor, automobile and railway equipment induatriee; Sarita PA 
attracted a petrochemical  conplex. 

During the latter period government policy waa als directed towards 

achieving a »ore balanced ragionai growth. Decentrai iaation waa encouraged 

by the Five-Year Plana of 1947-1951 *nd 1952-1956, by national industrial 

promotion lana and, «ore recently, by the aationai Development Program» of 

!95o-1969. The climax of thia decentralisation process waa the 19M indus- 

trial promotion law which excluded investirent* in metropolitan Bueno« Aires 

from any typ« of benefits. 

As  in other developing countries,  theae policy decisione have  involved 

an unavoidable conflict between the maximisation of national economic frowth 

»mi the achievement of regional equity.    How,  and by what mean«,   the (><>vernm*n'. 

>f Argentina proposée to resolve thia conflict  is atill not clear. 

POLICIB 4MP MBA3UHP TO IHFLUOICi lgsVOTMAL LOCATION 

The policies and measures adopted by national, state ami provincial 

I'jvemmenta to  influence industrial location can be divided  into  three 

ategoriest 

(a) Policies to induce national and foreign enterprises or factum  if 
production (capital,  labour,  entrepreneurship and technical a»«* 
managerial "know-how")  to move into less developed regions) 

(b) Policies to mobilise the resource* of lesa developed region« for 
industrial development; and 

(c) Neaauree to prevent the establishment of new industries in con- 
gested areas. 

Policies to enoourafe dispersai tarons» public sector activity 

In India incentives have been providad by tha central Government and the 

a tate Governments to facilitate tha «ovament of industriss to undeveloped 

areas.    The location of larga public sector projects in auch areas hau greatly 

mtributed to  their economic growth. 

Public sector projecte are limited as they generally involve heavy invest- 

enti in which technological and economic eonaiderat ions cannot be easily over- 

>ked for the sake of balanced regional dispersal.    Only where alternative 

:'«n are available has the development of undeveloped areaj been taken into 
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conBideraÜun  before deciding upon the final  location of a project;   India has 

oeen fortunate  that alternative locations war« available.    Those so  far selected 

fur public sector projects have,   it  is claimed,  aohieved to a substantial  extent 

the abjective  of opening up undeveloped areas. 

Apart  from proiects sponsored by the oentral Government,  some manufactur- 

ing companies have been operated by the  state Governments either on thsir own, 

jointly with the oentral Government, or with the private etctor.    Sino« the 

resources at  the disposal of state Governments are more limited than those of 

the eentrai Government, state Government projects are generally smaller.    Never- 

theless they hew« played an important part in attaining a wider geographio dis- 

tribution of manufacturing activities.    Examples of state Government projeot« 

are the Nisam Sugar Factory and the Andhre Paper mils in Andare Pradesh| 

Travaneor« Cochin Chemicals and Ira .ancore Titanium Produoti in Keralaf the 

Hyoore Sugar Company, Mysore Iron and Steel Nortea, and the new Mysore Govern- 

ment Electric Factory!  the Superphosphate Pao tory in Binari and the Silk and 

Woollen Mills in Kashmir 

Apart from direct investment in industrial projects, the oentral Govern- 

ment of India hat allocated funds in auoeessivs five-year plana to infrastruc- 

ture development in the states.    This has indi reo tly contributed to a wider 

dispersal  of industrial activities. 

Similarly,   in Pakistan, one of the policies adopted tino« i960 to élimi- 

nât« interregional disparity has been the diversion to East Pakistan of an 

increasing proportion of pubi io sector reeouroee for infrastructure and indus- 

trial development. 

Although industrial policy in this country relies primarily on privat« 

initiative and investment, a Pakistan Industrial Development Corporation (PIDC) 

was created as early as 195? to compensât« for the lack of private enterprise 

in specific fields.    Between 1952 and 1965 the corporation set up 29 units, s 

total investment equivalent to U3fl42 million.    Fourteen units were exclusively 

owned by the Government, fifteen Jointly with the private ssotor of industry. 

The decisions to site a large number (more than half) of government- 

sponsored plants in less developed regions of the country have undoubtedly had 

an imposant effect on industrial  location in Pakistan.    Unfortunately, a num- 

ber of the plants were set up in uneconomic environments.   They have been able 

to «urvive only through direct subsidies or by maintaining artificially high 

prier« for  th#»ir products. 
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Reviewing the   locational   facto ru   >i   publi«-  aertor projeeta  in PakuUan, 

the r>l lowing obaervation» m«¿   U mede: 

- Industrien located near the Bouree of raw materiali! havp generally 
proved viable. Huch iruluHtrien have included jute, Bufar, paper,* 
and  fertilise•; 

- InduBtrieo lane! on  importad raw materiale but  located away  rr<>m 
porta have not bean »bla to maintain an economic coat utructure 
because of the additional coat of transporting raw »ateríalo and, 
in some rase«,   transport Inf the finished products bank to the 
markets  in or near the porta) 

- The average rat« of return on industries established  in completely 
isolated ln<ation« ha« generally been lower than those set up in 
the main and secondary centre» of industrial activity because of 
larger overhead expend i tur*, in providing road*, water storage and 
housing facilities; 

- In certain sophisticated industrie«,  like the telephone factory  in 
Heripur (Heat Pakistan),   the higher economic coat ia partly compañ- 
ía ted by the development and spread of skill in ih« ragion} but  in 
the case of some  industrie«,  like woollen mills which are not located 
In «hasp-raising areas,   the pees i ble indirect social advantages would 
not seam to compensate for ths high economic subsidy involved, 

The initial spurt in industrialisation in Pakistan was influenced by the 

infrastructure already existing in certain ragiona at the time of independence 

m 1947#   As noted above, since I960 larger allocations have been made for the 

expansion of i nf restructure In lass deva loped areas, particularly list Pakistan, 

Although there has been no systematic attempt to spread these facilities on a 

regional basis, the hope is that the rural works programme Initiated in 1%'. 

will pavs th« way for a nor« comprehensive regional approach. 

In Arger»tina,  the provino« of Patagonia ia riohly sndowsd with resources 

but lacks infrastructure.    Recently th« Con««jo federal d« Inversione« Mas 

rganized, with th« Unitali Nation«, a study group to formulata a development 

piar, for th« Comahus ragion, which ino lud«« a part of Patagonia,   The main 

purpose is to deoide on a number of projects and to gauge th« r*ed for infra- 

structure in th««« parta* 

Many policies are open to central and regional government» to induce th« 

rrivate sector of industry to locate in 1«M developed are««.    Their fora 

»ries fro« country to oountry,  but, apart fro« th« provision of i nf ras truc- 

he and participation in or subsidisation of enterprises,  they can be grouped 
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.!.!c;r !   ir h«ailin.'*u;     reculât i >n and control,   financial  measures,  fiscal  incen- 

./»•.:,   'tti i   iiiiiuB' nal   lutatati. 

• • •.. t ' i <n uni con' rol 

•   ;ti-ii:i,   ' h»' m--.'.'   important  1 e** i clat i ve and administrative framework 

• ..     "i impJpm«n'   the  l'MH  Industrial   ¡olicy Resolution is the Industries 

>•.'«-•   IWM *   uni  fi«.--! l a t. ion) Act of  l'V',1.     I tu provisions apply   to all   power— 

..;!•••!   .ni'.: omni -yin,- V or more persona or unita without power instai ia- 

:..- <•"!>:   yuii- '       or more persons.     The central Government is given wide 

>,"•?'.;    !"   sì pon* i   it 'ini  control. 

h «  ünenuirv* committee established under the act screens applications to 

•'•'   ¡J   now urn ta,   •    effect a uubutantial  expansion of existing enterprises,  or 

intermiten the manufacture of new products.    On« of its basic considerations 

i- 'h« balanced rofional dispersal of industries.    By requiring authorisation 

ir substantial expannion of an existing industrial undertaking the Government 

fan chftok "exoeuuive concentration" in particular regions.    However, as men- 

•i riPi ©arli«r, licensing powars cannot in them««lves fo»t«r the »?rowth of 

industries  in lose developed areas. 

In iakiatan,  between 1948 and I95B every induatrial unit was specifically 

approved by the (ï »verraient, and the sanctioning agencies were expected to give 

preference t < applicant» prepared to install  their unit« in less doveloped ra- 

ziona.    Administrative measures were also devised to prevent the concentration 

of industry in certain areas.    Ir I957i for instance, the Government decided 

to ban the location of new industrie« in Karaohi.    fhis particular ban was par- 

tially lifted in 196) when it was realised that some industries, suoh as a steel 

plant based on imported raw material«, must be sited there. 

n the whole the inference is that direct control measures nave not proved 

enough to secure a balanced regional development of industries.   The effects of 

positive incentives, fiscal and otherwise, on decentralisation of the private 

¡lector therefore require« examination. 

^nanc^ai measures 

)ne of the methods adopted by the central Government of India to promote 

, -iiuutrial  development  is financial assistance.    Its industrial finance oorpor- 

•i'  on hau assisted the growth of several industries through loans on reasonable 

•  rmt).    Small-acal e industry has reoeived considerable help from the national 
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»mail  Industri« Corporation, which h«s dovised programmes like the hire- 

purchase and industrial  estates schemes.    Direct loans,  ineludin#r HU lamp tut. 

• i debentures, have been made by the central Government  to private firm« (auch 

an the Indian Iron and Steel Company and the Tata Iron and Steel Company) aiui 

finanoial facilities have been extended to many co-operative societies,   y* .- 

läge and small-scale industries have benefited fro« the aid ^iven by centra! :. 

aponsored boards suoh as the All-India Khadi and Village Industries CIHMìUUI.m, 

the Coir Board, the Silk Board, the Rubber loard, and the Handicraft a N.MM. 

Many state Governments have set up state finanes corporation«. 

Although financial assistano« to private industry has contribute« t«> th* 

promotion of over-ail industrial development, ramonai disperami can undoubt- 

edly be better iMpl«n«nt«d by direct officiai participation in industry,     i» 

»he other hand, the industrial finance corporation in India,  for example, enn- 

ui-1 always adjust it« Unding polioies to serve ragion»! development if the 

Utter oonfliots with the soundness of the corporation's landing operations. 

Th« wide dispersal of industri«« in India, including industrial co- 

prati ve« In rural «ran« and «mil town«, is th« result of support given to 

village and amall-soal« industries throughout the country.   The measures to 

promet« auch dispersai include the arrangement of orsdit and finance through 

1 .»ans and subsidies,  th« supply of tools and machines, and technical advice. 

In the state of Maharashtra, for example, when entrepreneur» undertake 

feasibility studies with a vi«w to establishing an industry in undeveloped 

region«, the Government provides 75 P»r o«nt of th« preparatory coat of a study, 

i f don« through a» approved agency, and guarantees loan« raised by such indus» 

ri*»«,   other assistance comprises a refund of sales taxes on purchased raw 

-materials and finished products, exemption from duty for the import of capital 

< ruipment, building mat «rial s en'' raw materials, and exemption fro« the payment 

t royalties for water fron publie «oureee.   Tnese and other oonoe««ions are 

r.iuble to thirty-one industries, including iron castings, eteel forgirg, 

'•.ton textil« maohinery, «owing amettittee, soda nan, end fiere hoard,   fne 

laximus) period for tneee cono««sion« is generally thirteen years. 

Th« tax holiday s oh ems has been on« of the aost important ««asures in 

' ucouraging the growth of industries in less developed regione«   Tex hoi i day o 
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for n«w industrial venturee take the fora of total exeaption fro« ooapany 

income tax on profite earned duriti« a given period of time.    In Pakistan under- 

taking in th« most undeveloped regione rao ai va tha longeât  tax holiday!  thoaa 

in Karaehi and othar industrial osntrss nava tha ahortaat.    Tha tax holiday 

ache»«, begun in April 1959 «nd providing for raliaf parioda fro» two to eight 

y aar a, waa to aspira at tha and of tha Second Five-Year Plan in Juna 19^5, out 

with som« »odi float ions it wi ax t andad for tha duration of tha Third Fiva-Yaar 

Plan,    Tha tax holidays now alionad rang« frosi two to six yaara.    A naw indus- 

trial venture, to beooa« allftbla, »u«t fulfil a w»b«r of oonditions.   Thasa 

»pacify tha industrial aaatora an« tha araaa wttoas development tha Oovarmant 

aaaks to fo star. 

Tha extent to whioh tha subsidy inharant in th« ta* holiday compensa^ 

for posaibl« additional oosts in locating industrias in laaa davalopad arta« ia 

difficult to aasaaa.   Tha iaaadiate issua ia tha äfftet of fi «cal inoantive» on 

industrial diaptrsion. 

At far as Pakistan la oonoamad, industrialists generally oontinua to 

prafar urban canti*« lika Karachi, Lahora, Ifrdarabad and Chutaron«, «rapt 

where prexiaity to raw materiale ia an overriding oonsi darai ion.    In aeoondary 

cantra», whara transport, powar and othar faoilitiaa ara being davalopad through 

induatrial «state«, th« inoantivaa of farad by tax holidays ara »ora «ff«oliv« 

than in totally isolât ad araaa whara thasa faoilitiaa «eat aueh »ora and ski Had 

labour, «hi ftad froa industrial oantraa, daaands oonsidarably higher wages,   la 

tha paat six yaara tha di apar aal of industriaa to eaoondary oantras ani aoaa 

isolatad rafioM has, howavar, baan stimulated by th« tax holiday systaa, «ap- 

pi «atontad to aoaa axtaat by tha adainietreUv« icaasures mentioned aar liar, 

anual* th« pclioy of sanotioni«« agaaala« «Jai of (Urvalopaant bank« of giving 

prafaranoa to applioant» who wish to aat up industries la lass davalopad ragion». 

In Arrant ina a masar of fi beai aaaau ra a have baan promulgated to grant 

oonoaasiona to in vas tors in spaci fie industrial «actor« and la oar tain ara««, 

particularly in th« interior of th« country.   Th« concassions includa» 

- Duty-free import of iwaohinary and equipment which oannot ba aad» 
locally j 

- Impaeition or iner«««« of tariffa and other iaport ohargas on good« 
whoa« importation would lapada tha development of local preduotion| 

- Ouspeniion of limitation of import» of finiahad producta or raw 
material t» alrea^ produoad In the country} 
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- Preferential ourreney errangwenta for the export of induetrial 
fOOdt| 

- Preferential credit arraageaenta fer deai red induatrieef 
- Preferential euppliet of raw tetártela, «1 »etricity, fuela and 

transport | 

- Preferential treet»wit In govarraent purchaeingj 

- Tax exeaptlon and relief for apecified parioda. 

«ten theee projeota art oontidered fey an executive dacraa to tot of "national 
inttreet*, tat following inoose toa exraptiona ara alto grant adi 

- axaaption for intaroat on bond», debenturee, and etook an« for 
dividende on prafarattoa atook iaauad to. fiatato lnveetaent! 

- Deductione fro« iaeoao tax to tat aaount inveeted in atook. 

Ta encourage invaetaent, tax exeaptiona aa wail aa duty-free lioanaaa 

aro give» far tat iaport of aaoaintry and equipment whioh cannot ba aaéa 

locally.   The exeaptiona ara granted for a eexiau» of tan yeere aithar to tao 

•nterpriee or to tha tnvootor, but not to both alaulttneouely, a «edification 
of previout legielation.   UM benefits graatod to ontarprlaoo râlait to a 

yearly reduction of huainata inooat tax, ta dofarrod payaeat of tax on aaaata 

received a« gmnte-in-ald, to astata profita tax ranging fra» a aaxiaui ef 

100 por taxi durlnf tho fi rat four yaara to a alniaua of 10 por etat in tao 
tanta year, and ta ataap tas, ana inoluda ttaporary rati dono a parai t a for 

raqui rad forait« parto anal and taoir faailioa aa trail aa apooial prieta for 
gee, «leotrioity, fual and traaeport. 

To qualify far apatiti bemefito, tat aatarprioo tuat prooeea tha natural 

reeettrea» of tat ratto» and/or »tip to inoraaaa asporta or tubati tuta itporta. 
Tat following aetivitiee art partioularly onoouragtdt   (a) iapragaetion, 

hardening, artifioial drying and prooaaainf of wood, fi broa, a»a eagaeett 

(b) ooaplota prooaaainf of natural fi broa, at laaat up It tat epianieg a tagt« 

(o) tanningi (d) fati prootaaingi (a) attallurgioal induetriee; (f) ohaiiotl 

tnduatriotj (g) eeraaloe and glaaa produotion. 

In apata tf tha boaofitt providod by tat induttrial praaotion lave, 

¿•oeatrai i ration of industrial activity hat not boon achlavod.    lnveetaent, 

with tat exception of reaouro*-oriented induatriee, haa tendea to eeneoatrato 

heavily in tat ropo li tan Buanea Airaa, Cordoba and Santa M.   Tat raaaon ia 
•airly obvioua.    Baaically tha only inttraaantt uaad to iapleaent diapenti 

nava boon tax and iaport duty exemptions.   With no praptr tranaport ayates, 

;oMar supply, or othor infraat rue tura facilitiaa, tha fiatai Incentives havt 
it been enough to attorniate investment in lota developed ragiona. 
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Til« in m i «MI for ••Hint up lifft, «»diu»«»U» «id »«»ll indu«tri»l 
••tat«» in »ist »lid tftft Pakistan It rofardod »• on« of ih« nation»» «oat 
Important instraant» for »ee»l»rating rational industrialisation,   firn 
country» • »xporione» in tai» fi»ld of ondaavoar i« eon««eMontly of particular 

tnt«r»»t. 

Th« initial o*pori»cnt IwteMn 1953 and 1955 *i* »** •*• •* ragionai 
di»p»r«al.   Tfc» larga «stat»» »«1 up »t Kara©»! and %dorahad in »ost F»«i«tnn 
and lat.r »t T»Ji*©« (near Baeoa) in «mot Pakistan novo actually eontrioutod 
to th» current ©vor-eoneontration In toco» eitlo».   fne Uraohi Bstat», for 
•napl«, covor« an aro» of 4,000 um, 1MM 500 factories, and »»ploy« a»*«* 
55,000 worker» - about »*lf **t industrial worker» in tfce Uraohi di»triot. 

Although it*» »It of industrial «totee a» »ft i»pie»©»t t» presóte 
ii*d***irialie»tie» io Ito« developed ama» MM reoogniaod in ta» Seeeaa five- 
ï«er Plan, th» protrili »a« ee far »et with »ix«4 eoeeeoe,   lagt» scale 
•state» h»v» on th» «Hoi» fami bettor tu« «amil-oonle one*.   Ai*o»p*o *#• 
being «ad» to e«*iu»t« th» eaperieneee of th» Second five-Tear Plan period 
so a» to for»ul»t» guideline» for th» futuro. 

'os» difficulties aro ooojaon t» both largo an« e»a*l oeteteet et*»*» or» 
peculiar to «Mil estates. The outstanding OM portai»» to probi e*» of land 
aocpieltiea. A ba»io objective la »ettiag up industrial ootatoo or OOMO i» 
to overee»» th» i»p»di»*nt of land »vailability 1» evita*!» location», out 
•von th« industrial estate« «eaetiBee run iato üffieultiee. I» a nwaber of 
location» landowner» novo resorted to litigation and oomo of too legal ojnee« 
tion» «*ve taken tin» to «ort out, «»enwhil» soloing up «os* oa th» »otat»». 

Other obstruction« to industrial d»v»lop»»nt hove art»»n fro» an in- 
adäquat« tie-up bofetean ton» »nd region»! planning.   Apart fio» a*»e*Ai4ng 
land and providing water, tranoport and pavor, t»e owe»» of M industrial 
estate depone» on tao roquiait» expansion of taohnioal education, appropriât» 
«odi float ion» in local tas polie io«, and «poody d»v»lop»»nt »f ««olio houoing 
and satellite town».   In location» onoro tai» tie»up ho« boon aoeurod, too 
industrial ootatoo have «me» rapid pregressi bot in several loeationo tao 
•«tatM hav« »ith»r not boon d*v»lop»d aooordini to eeiteiul» or, «won »non 
eeapl»t»d, hav» not attraot»d »any industrial unit».   In oth»r inotaste»» poly- 
technic« planned for »«voral location» »»Jootad for industrial »«tatos hav« 
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not yet begun to supply the industri«« being «et up.   The result ha» b««n « 
relativ« shortage of technician«, particularly At th« aedlun-crtac l«v«l. 

Muñerais difficult!«« have haapsred th« growth of «Mill industrial «statss, 

Som« M«« inherent, other« «ay b« ephemeral and can p«rhapa fc« alleviated by 
appropriât« polio!«« or aotion«. 

ai or very «Mil enterprises b« définition oat«r to looal requirement«, 
coMRAnd li*it«d saaaferlal »r t«ohnioal skill«, ««ploy oosparatiwly 1««« 

skilled and thu« poorly paid worker«, and a« a r«nult «how * low levai of pro- 

duotivity.   Th« oo«t« of infreetruotur« facilities for «Mil «atat«« are gen- 

erally relatively higher than for lare« ••tate«.   SOM of the faciliti«« are 
indi vi «ibi« and their oo«t for each unit in the estate la not always propor- 

tionate to the site of the unit.    Even after substantial «ubaidie«,  the prie« 
f induit rial plots, whioh include« a part of the dovelopaent ohargss and cost 

of faotliti««, is eseseslvsly hifh for «anil inventor«. 

Thsse factor« sua th« dlffioultiee of Und acquisition have sad« the 

of oertnln «mail industrial eststes nassaratlvnly slew*   Measuree 
now oevttsnplated lnoludet 

- Fesaieslon for aodlnn sos le industries to be set up es the anil 
estât es | 

lem of faollltlss far teeanioal eduostloa in tas 
by industrial astata* sad previsloa of tsehnloal advisory «ervloeai 

- Closer oo-ordlnetlon batanan town planninf sad leosl autherltiee and 
the«« responsible for the development of Industrial ostateci 

• Siaplifioation of land acquisition 

as SOM of the existing difficult i es «re rsicvid sad sere Industries STO 

eet us in the lsrffs member sf inAaitrial sststss now being iiiiltssi, Utna 

trisl estates «ill beeoa* eooneaioelly attractive ausisi fsr estaUlaming 

industries in las« developed recias*.   The growth of a Uff» sambar of svoli 

a«oondary oestres of industrial so ti vi ty is eae of the aast helpful 

tieas of the rational dlsparsal e£ industries is Pakistan. 

Balanced raffioaal development has been Ina deelared polioy sf th« devel- 

oping countries whose industrial looatioa pollolea haw« h«r« been under ravis». 

To achieve this end, central and ragionai governnent« hav« taken aeasureo to 

influanee industrial location.   Sams of thee« Bcasures any be said to be 
»efstlve in character, in the sanas tant they oan bs sitasti ve in preventing 



n 

un   iiiiuu'r.v   from  «'ine   BK'   up in a  con^eated  area but  ineffective in  causing 

,      •     s«-  ;;«••   up  eLcwhcrc,   especially  in an undeveloped or  lees developed area. 

ho  obice   íü  ^i'tcn in-!   between eutabli ahin^ an  industry   in a deve' H? ed or r j 

in undeveloped  uro.t,   iu'   between further industrial development in a   speoifie 

ireu  or none   ut   all. 

Ar. far an the public  sector of industry  to concerned,   some large enter- 
I 

prince entatl lined by the central government  in lei» developed areas have 

contributed  to their economic growth and consequently to a wider i4gional      . 

dicperiwl.    The ncope of the public  sector is,  however,  limited by the fact 

that  the project« un'ertaken are generally those involving heavy Investmente 

where technological conmderatione such ai the availability of raw material», 

power, labour and clone proximity to markets cannot be overlooked.    In other 

wordt*, the location of heavy and basic projects has to I••. decided an econome 

conriderationr.    The development of undeveloped artat has been adoptad as an 

additional connderation only where alternative sitti ars possibla.    notwith- 

standing thepe limitations, the undeniable trend towards «reatar regional dis- 

persal has been »ade possible by various fiscal and other ine «stives offsred 

by central  and regional governments and by the devtlopent of batic  infra- , 

structure facilitiee. 

In the private aector of indust«gr the explicit policy  of regional  dis- 

persal hai* not been very nucceeeful, mainly because policy has not been baeked 

by complementary meanureo and programmes. 

Generally opeaking,  the air« urns tances prevailing in most developing 

eountrieu do not oeem to justify industrial dispersion and the aotual Aeed 

for euch a policy is doubtful, % 

The sein lesson of Pakictan1» experience is that the best approach to a 

regionally equitable diotribution of industries lies in the development of a 

growing number of cecondary centres if activity,   ^o scatter industries in 

totally isolated  locations involves unduly high economic cost. 

The neoomi  1 et non ir the importance of indirect oontrcl measures,   such 

ni-  inceriti ver through tay holidaye or differential tariffs and power rates to 

encourage industriali vat ion of lee«  developed  regions.    Ada i ni idrati ve deci- 

ri ont- on,  or direct controls over,  the location of induetrial units   involve 

an îr.detenninate subsidy and to a disproportionate extent  vitiate the economic 

•I'lt cria. 
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I 

Third, m*aiaur«e to confino tht development of certain »reati exclusively 

to »all-oca le industrie« are unlikely to mieneed because mall induntriee, 

unljp« thay ara feeder induatriea, Buffar from lo* productivity and cannot 

ear the coet of all  th* infraetruotur« eaaentiai  for efficient industriali- 

st ion.   eadiuia-aoala indue -elea nuit  be allowed to eat up in the »o-called 

.;•• ,\A   indu it rial eatati-r* 

Finally, low ooat, affective eoiryjmieÄtien ia perhaps the moot i«pcrt*nt 

of all infrast|n»cture faoilitia« for industrialisation. 

' 
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1      MCtONAL PtWOWHT 4MP «PUCTIUAl LOCATION 
POUCY M AMC0OWA 

ftpMataasv«««»1 

Introduction 

Th« «oonomic growth of « country Invariably begin» in th« region« with the 

•oat advantegeoua location.    A» national development procreaeee tht •«•ruï 

economi«« offered by the«« region« rather than th«ir initial reaouro«« tend to 

attract furthar inveateent and trad«, and tha anminf diffarant rat«« of 9%pm- 

aion increase tha JDJ£ ospita inooaa gap between frowinf and lagging ration«. 

Rational differences e*ist in all oountrie«, whather developed or developing; 

the ine<fuaUti«a are «or« «trikint, however,  in «on« oountria» than in other«. 

Tha disparata rata« of rational t**otfth h»v« ud pol ioy-aakara in certain 

oountria« to regard rational davalopaant a« a «pacific goal of «oonomic policy 

in much the same way a« full «•ployaent,  economic growth,  prioa stability and 

income distribution ara viawad alaawhara.     In «outhern Italy tha Cam par il 

««aaofiorno and  in Brasil tha SUDWI (Suparintandanoy for Development of the 

Mortheaet) exemplify thi« oonoarn to raduoa rational diffaranoa«.    In Artantina 

tha exneeaivr concentration of population and industry in metropolitan Buenos 

Aire« has prompted tha oonaidaration of national policía« designed, on tha one 

hand,  to decentralise industrial aotivitia« and,  on th« other,  to promote the 

abundant natural  reaouroe« of Patagonia and to aaaliorat« tha stagnant  economic 

condition of tha northwest provinces. 

The nmolai   problem Is how to achieve the rapid development of lagging 

and undeveloped  regions without negatively affecting the expansion of dynamic 

region».     It  mi#ht  be nrgued  that  th« growth of national  output  should  not  be 

retarded by  a  pol joy  of  industry   location pandering tr   local   sentiment   or 

v«nt.o,i   interestn,   tbit   ¡t  would  be better  to encourage  location  in the most 

•t i * ,,..,,t.,  pi    "olii,    'outr.'    if   Invest tx'i'i >r;»P   Eo.mônuoua,   Hue;. 
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auitable araaa and thua to mu im it« national  output.    Tha daeiaion Invoivaa a 

variety of conflicting politicai, economic and moral ooneidarationo.    For on«, 

whathar tha inocma fap batwaan ragiona ahould ba raduoad la a matter of BOO 1*1 

policy.    Economio thaory oannot próvida tha anawar, although it can ba of uaa 

in dafining and avaluatinf tha problaa and in pointing to faaaibla aitsrna- 

tivaa.    Thia queation and tha polioiaa undertaken in Argentina to ravaraa tha 

trand towards an 1noreaai ng oonoantration of economic aotivitias in a fan areas 
are tha aubjaot mattar of thia papar. 

Inquiry into auch questions aa bal an oad varaua unbalanoad ragionai growth 

r oonoantration varaua disperaion of new induatrial invaawsanta requires first 

nn unambiguous statement of rational goverweant objaotiveej second, a knowledge 

*f futura national demande aa wall aa of tachnologioal ohangeet «id, third, an 

nderatanding of tha spatial dietribution of raaouroa endowmenta.    à profound 

«nalysia along theee linaa ia bayond tha aoopa of thia papar;  it ba longa rat ha r 

to tha aphara of government planning aganciaa.    Wo aaaaaanant of tha praaant 

tnd futura potantial of particular araaa in Arfantina ia attaaiptad here, and 

no recommandât lona ara made for futura ragionai at runturee.    What ia eonsié- 

rad ara tha baa i o iaauaa and tha al ternativee that a ragionai platinar auat 

onaider bafora dacidlng on industrial looation patttrna. 

Ragionai development planning oan ba approaohad fro« a ragionai point of 

view, that ia, as stimulating tha expansion of a ragicn indapandantly of tha 

ûffaota on oth*r ragiona} or it say ba viawad fro« a national standpoint, that 

ia,  aimed at "tha solution of specifioally ragionai problem as aa intagral 

*rt of a ganaral polioy for tha development of all regione",^ in order to 

ttain national goal* for *h« apatial organisation of tha economy.   This papar 

oonoarnad throughout with tha aaoond approach. 

Tha firat aaotion summarite- tha key faeton ral avant to rational growth 

«ithin tha oontaxt of national eoonoaio growth in arfantina wid indioatas tha 

«tent of tha oonoantration of aoonoalo aotivitiaa attendant with rational 

'Towth.    Currant development and futura proa pao ti ara graatly influaaoad by 

,tst development  (auch aa tha alza of markets that hava «volcad in different 

••«ici one),  by tha stata of raaouroa endowment* aa thay are af fact ad by ahifts 

e 

p 

18 

'. R. P. Friedmann (1956) Ragiona^ Development Pollo*«    A Gasa Study of 
ienamalft, MIT Praaa, Cambridge, Haaeachueetta, p.4. 
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in intermediate and final   demand, and  by changea  in technology.     The author'a 

aim here  ia  to throw light  on previous regional (growth patterns M » n«o««a»ry 

basii for understanding pr«««nt differences in standards of living and  rutee of 

expansion.    The seoond ••otion examines wh«th«r there MM A convergane« toward« 

or divarino« away from th« national  average in th« growth rat« of eaoh ragion 

as a raault  of national and rational polieUej  in othar words,  has the relative 

oar capita income gap b«tw««n growing and lagging ragiona narrow«d or widaned 

correspondingly as national d«v«lopm«nt haa prooaadad?   Tha third «action   inves- 

tigates the objectives of ragionai development polioy in argentina.    Finally, 

an analysis  is made of the looation pol lotes pursued by the Argentina Oovera- 

e«nt and the provincial governments to ano ou rag« decentralisation of industry, 

and estimates ara nade of th« extent of their suooess.    Special  attention is 

paid here to th« looation of industry,  beoause the opportunities for influeno- 

ing looation and henee for generating growth in undeveloped region« are greatar 

than in the agricultural or service sectors. 

h mmm m 

national development and differential rate« of growth among regions inter-      ] 

aot and both are closely «ssooiated with the regional distribution of "resource 

endownents".^   The ter« resource endowment« is meant to embrace not only nat- 

ural resources but also skilled labour, oommunioation, transportation services 

and so on.    In other word«, although a region may not be endowed with material 

inputs,   its looation may offer other advantages, such as the external economies 

derived from an agglomeration of aoonosiiQ activities.   Resource endowments are 

not atatioi  they vary with the different stages of national development.    These 

stages,   in turn, are related to changes in the structure of final demand and to 

the level of technology and the degree of industrial organisation.   Thus,   in a 

stag« of national «oonomio development  associ at ed with domestic and foreign 

demand basod largely on agricultural products, those regions will b«n«fit that 

ure endowed with th« resources required to satisfy this demand.    As national 

development  proceeds, the composition of final demand ohanges and oonseo^iently 

\f II. Perloff ,in<i !..  Mingo Jr. [n.d.]  •'Natural Resources endowment and Regional 
"*   Economi ft Growth",  in J,  Spengler,'Bd. (1961) Maturai Resources and Economic 

Growth.  Johns Hopkins Press,  Baltimure, Maryland, and reprinted in 
r.  R.  P.   Kriedmann and  w*.  Alonso,  Eds.  (1964)  Regional Development tuna 
Pltrwittg;  A Reader. MIT Press,  Cambridge,  Massachusetts. 
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.¡oo the oompoiition of th« reeouroe endowment« neoe««ary for reg ional dévoi- 

lent.    H«noe, th« relativ« advantage« aaong ragiona for supply in« th« con- 
ditio« inquired durine * «tag« of national growth vary.    In oth«r word«, un 

malyai« of th« geography of national «oonoaio expansion ituat b« oloetly cor- 
related with a stage-by-eteg« id«ntifioation of th« ••••ntial reaouro« endow- 
ments in th« national eoonony.*' 

Thr»« «taf«• of national d«v«lopa«nt can b« distinguished in Argentina.^ 
he fir«t, generally referred to a« a p«riod of externally oriented growth, 

MM in effect until th« world «oonoaio orlai» in th« 1930«.    The ««oond «tag«, 

taeed on th« iaport eubatitution of oonauMr geoda, extend« until th« beginning 
>f th« 1950«.    Th« third or pr«««nt «tag« 1« oharaot«rii«d by a h«avy raliaae* 
m th« iaport substitution of intamediat« ami oapltal good«. 

R«gion« ar« d«fln«d h«r« by grouping «tata« in a way ««at adapted to all«« 

•jitlstioal oonparison« to b« sad« ovar long period« of tin« within th« linita- 
ioM impoaed by arai labi« stai let loal intonation. 

tnet-Geatre regioni    Buono« Aire«, Odrdob.-v, «tetre Mo«! La 
8anta Fi. 

iorth«eat ragioni       Cor*4#4ta«, CMnio. forego, MisionM. 

Worthwt Cagioni       Cet—ro«t la Rioja, Jujujr, Tuouaan, taita, 
Santiago d«l antere. 

Meat ragioni nenePose, Baa Juan, San «V.is. 
South ragten! Chubut, Raufuan, tie »agro, Santa Cms, Ti«rra 

stent     nfeaeatessJ* 

Thi« breakdown of region« oorr—pond« nor« olowly to tin? pariod that 

»tenda up to 1950.    After thi« oat«1 Argent ine «auf i«d Ita induetrial «*v«l- 

arment strategy, givi* pronino**?« te nati ./nonio <%< tre« aven na Córdoba ani 

'una PI.    (Thii strategy will b« analy««d later in thi« «tudy.) 

VJ$1 

The rapid growth of th« Argentine «oonony fren 1900 to 1930 wm th« remit 
inly of infittene«« from abroad.    During tíaia pariod, th« groe« national product 

lbi,d. * 

Hor a detailed and v«r^ intimating analyeie of th« «/gentin« eoenenio domi- 
>PMnt, eee C. D.  V.,jandroJ\966) ftp« |f )* infratrlnllanolòn Argentin*. 
Trabajo Int«rno »«.leb, C«nl!ro d« Inmiigeoloii»« Boonöna*iaf  Instituto 
Porouato Di T«llat Bunws Airee k*nd A. Terror (1943) Iff loonoalft AMeftUa*. 
Fart I, Pondo d« Cultura loononío«, nexioo. 
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(OW») grew at an annual rate of 4.5 per cent.    Factor« affecting this rate of 

growth were»    the magnitude of foreign demand (««porti abeorbed «round 28 por 

oont of QW» in 1900-1929)I    foreign inveetment, representing 47 per oent of 

total inveetment in 1900-1904«    »ad immigration (in IÔ95, immigrante mad« up 

on« quarter of the total population and inora»«* to JO par oent in 19M). 

In thie pariod Argentina evidenoed a dlvaraifiad pattern of deaaad in rela- 

tion to level of income, and th« etrueture of donatio produotion wee largai? 

oono«ntrat«d on agrioultural output,    Thu«, a ooaperleen of tha structure of 

total daaand with that of Aoneetlo output indie**«« that ther« was an erees* 

eupply of agricultural good« and an axoaaa demand (beyond domeetio output) fer 

manufactured food«.   This dieeeiUlibriu* wa» reetified by foreign tredei   th« 

oountry everted agricultural geode and imported «anufaotured good*. 

tfttat waa the regtenel iap*et of thie national development*   Bid it tend 

to oréate eignlfieant diaper It lei among regions*   after the eeoond half of the 
nineteenth eentury, the argentine Government baeed ite national eoono*ic devel- 

opment etrategy on producing good* remirad to aatiefy an iw increasing 
foreign demand,    fhe «««ential re.ouro«« «erving thie purpoee were arabia land 

and an aoeeeeible natural pert,   fhe twit-Centr« region, particular!* enanos 

»ire«, poeee*eed th* required naturel re«ouroe« to eetisfy th« growing demandi 

9? per oent of ite total heoteree w«re planted with wheat, eor», barley end 

flax, «id 8? per oent of Argentine*e livestock waa located in thi« region. 

Thue, the oountry followed the fettern of regional growth in th« taaMtatre 
region.    Bueno« Airee with it« pert was the nuoleu« ef en agricultural hinter- 

land well endowed for the produotion ef a staple oommodity in it—and on the 

world aartret. 

Sino« good agricultural land waa preetieelljr e free reeouroe oompered with 

capital, preduotion waa expanded «inply by «xtending the liait« ef th« arabi« 
hinterland.   Thie expansion inquired th« further development ef faciliti«« men 

aa the transportation system» as w«ll as inoreeeee in th« «is« of th« labour 

foroe.   The extension of the railwaya, whioh fanned out from th« port ef Bueno« 

Aire«, making poeeible the expor   of egrioultur*! goods and th« import of manu- 

factured gooda, waa eonoentrated (i5 por oent of new linee in 1095) in **» last- 
Centre region.    In 1925, ebout 83 per oent of the OovwmsmVm expenditure« for 

roada were in thia region.^   foreign iaaigrants who were eneouragad to move to 

6/ A. Bun*e (1928) Eoonoalo Argentina. Buenoe Airee, p.162. 
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Annotili* repreaented 34 per oant of the total population in 1895 and 35.5 por 

?ent in 1914.    The test-Centro region ebeorbed alnoat 90 por omt of the total 

of thi« iaaigration.    Sinot «oro than 80 por oont of theee inaigranta ware of 

working ago, tho test-Centro region benefited auch «oro than any othor aroa in 
the quality and aito of ita labour foro«. 

Th« dswlopasat of tho afri oui turai hoartlao4 brought with it an inórense 

in proooMiaf ana ssrvieing activities.   Thus, th« dyc«sie industri«« in thia 
p«ried wer« direotly rolatad to th« proooooing of agri oui turai input«, ««eh aa 

m«at-paoklngf «iHing, wool-washing ana <Tu«braoho «street.   Th««« Industri««, 

concentrated in th« teat-Cantre ragion, absorbed eleost 90 par oont of th« 

inveetaent in th« years 1895-1914.   finanoial, ooanarolal ana govrwaautal ser- 
vioas were al«o largely eeaeentreted la thi« ragion boo au« » teens* Air«« «a« 

UBO th« ««at of th« f«d«ral Oovernaant.    In addition, 70.7 por otnt of th« 
total »unbar of ooanarolal bank« and 65.7 p«r oant of bank employees mn in 
th« laat-C«ntr« ragion* , 

Th« teat-Cent r« ragion had bott«r Unto to th« «arlé than to etto? ragiona 
Mithin Argentina.   Ito rast of th« oountry, laolatod fro» an/ favourebla trad« 

•ontaet with tho dynaalo rattan, oonoontrat«d on produotion to satisfy loo al 

iaaanda.   Tho eseeptieite nata o annoditi«« far «feien that« «*s a national á an« nil, 
naoh a« win« fro« tondo«« and augar fren Tuouaen.   Iran far ttoat ooaaodltia«, 

however, th« insana elasticity of demand was not high enough te atlaulat« growth 
Th« laok of national intagratlon and lnt«rr«glonal trata nado it iapoaalbl« for 

»usnss Aira« to transmit an Impetus to growth in the otto» ragiona. 

* 

In «hort, thi« pari od of Argentine development van oharaotariiad ny «trong 
polarisation for««a working in favour of Buono« Airss ana to th« d«trin«nt of 

th« r««t of tto oountry.   An «van aar« iaportant «ff«ot «as tant this reeouroe- 

4o«inat«d expansion of tto eooaomy s«t tto stags for tto nest pariai of devales» 
•»•nt by «stahllshiag a spatial diatri but ion of market«, aoolal srattoai capital 
>nd » labour fore«, thereby oonditioning tto natura of auoo««dlag growth,   ftot, 

" .B por o«at of th« total population in 1095 end 73.4 pmr oont in 1914 «ere 
1 tving in th« last-Cant r« ragten, «hieh r«praaant«d l«as than on« third of tto 

<3tal feogrephio area of Argent inai and 96 aar oant (in 1895) and 70 aar oant 

in 1914) of government inveetment vero sede in thi« ragion. 
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Until the 1930 world eoononio orlila, the foveronent strategy, whloh KM 

based Miai? on foreign dañand and the Inflow of oapitel and labour, HI SUO- 

oeeefttl in ttm of the growth rat« of On? end the rat« of ospitai eoounule- 

tien.    But th« 1930 orisi« altered the pattern of imam««Iowa trai«.    Ut* 
remili MI en eseeee evenly- of agrioulturel produot« «nd eseeee il—anil for 

titteneediete and oepicel geoda.   On« of tho objeotlv«« In Argentine following 
th« world orlala me te «af«guard the leeone level,   fhie refttlred ine trans- 
fer of reeoureee in order to adjust Ine etruoture of produotion to the «cist tag 

situation.   Menee, the oewttry eneerked on e far-reeohlng polioy ef inport rab- 
at H ut i on end nuoh nere enptiaale wee given to i one at lo desead.   Th« ehere ef 

velue added in »anufaoturing of total velue «deed inoreaeed fren 15 P»r oent 

(1900-1904) to 19 per oent (192V1929) and to )0 per oent (1957-1961), and 

foreign Insorte fell off fren 25 per oent of On? (1925-1929) to 8 per oent 

(1957-mi). 

Th« r«levano« of thia new strategy for Affen«inn nay he eeen nore olear ly 

by ooneiderlng in greeter detail ite induetrielieation pattern after 1930.   A 
oonperloon of the eerfomenee of varioue brenohes of the nenufaoturing eeotor 

after 1930 indioetee that net only did their growth ratee differ but that they 

aleo pleyed different relea in the Inport-eubetItution prooeea.   fer the pur- 

poa« of thle nonpar!«on, the period after 1930 wee divideá into tve ette- 
période M 19?7-1929/l94Ô-1950 and 1948-1950/1959-1961.    Inport eubet it ut ion 

fron 1927-1929 to 1948-1950 vea aignifioant in the -lighter- brenohee of nenu- 
faoturing (food«;uffa and beveregee, tobeooo, textile«, oiothiag, «end prod- 
ucta, printing end publlehing, and leather produot«), while it «videnoed a lag 

in thœe brenohee thet predueed oapitel geoda and int«médiat« producta.   After 

1950 Inport eufeetitutiea of easital goeda and InWrnediat« produot« beone« in» 

oreaeingly t»portant.    Both pattern« are ehown in tabi« 1, whioh oonpere« the 
inoreaee in the aggregete value added for the different nenufaoturing nativ- 

ities with the inoreaee in the aggregete velue added for the entire nenufaotur- 

ing seotor during tne two eub-perlode ooneidered.   Thus, while oonauner goods 

indu«tri«« represented 59 per oent of the inórese« in the aggregete value of 
the «anufaoturi».g neotor In th« first «ub-perlod, thie figure wee reduoed to 

if C. r. D.  Alejandro, çjg. oit. 
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rOOMvttfft MB 

Tostilo* 

ClOthUf 
ujmJ      flfejm^máflJÉftdteflt rift 

Printing Ml »ttbllMUf 

OtlMI* iMttttfOOtttTiStf 

l?J?-19îf/ 

JH|B 

1948-1930/ 

n.9 

21.6 6.4 

1.1 1.5 
t$.5 1.5 
3.6 Ô.9 
1.1 0.1 

-«»4 -0»? 

t.l 0.7 
Ut 1.8 

Choaiool 

PotrolooB rofiAiaf 

Rubber products 

" • "*0^r •      PK"OF4M|P^F    OMHMM. 

Motólo 

VthlolOO  MME OOOÊ&OOMF 

Rloatriool 

ilil tu 
1.0 l.f 
4.8 9.4 

9*9 IftO 

*       t.9 t»§ 
2.4 M 
9.0 

10.3 

11.7 c 

24.7 

1.1 11,4 
4 

i 

1       W#    W9    Ä.    O&O^OOjOrO   \#¿PiO/ 

$rfjbo|© Intinto Ro.lSfe, Contro 
I noti tut o Torouoto M follo. Alroo. 
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14 par oant  in tha aacond aub-pariod.    Thia contract la «oat nartcad in tha oaaa 

of foodatuffa, bavaragaa ami tasti las, whoaa oonbinad ahara waa 45 par oant  in 

1927-1929/1948-19*) and only 9 P«r oant in tha parted 1946-1950/1959-1961.    On 

tha othar hand, natala, vahiolaa and «achinar?, and alaotrioal naohlnary and 

applianeaa incraatad thair total ahara fro» 21.6 par oant to 57 par oant. 

Tabla 2 indioataa that by tha aid-1950a tha poaaibility of aubatituttng 

oonauiaar fooda import» **a alaoat axhauatad, and furthar taport aubatitution 

would hava had to involva int amodiât« and oapltal fooda.    for tha pariod 1950- 

1954t natala, vahiolaa and »nohinary, «nd aininf producta acoountad for aora 

than half of tha total i«porta, and tha poaaibilitiaa of aubatltutlng iaporte 

by inoraaainf donaatto production in tha lightar induatriaa «afa «anil, tine« 

•oat inportad fooda vara aithar it ana that oould not ha producad in Afgani inn 

or that «am nacaaeary hadan— of hartar 

Th« changa« in both rtananit and aupply whioh ooourrad with th« inport- 

eubatitution it rat a«/ lnflunnoad tha aw at ago of ragionai daralonnant.   Tha 

gaographlo distribution of amrfcata and ovarhaad faollltlaa govarnad «ha loca- 

tion of induatriaa oraatad with tha aubatitution of Inportad ootwunwr gooda 

by donaatlo production.    Tha najor aarfcata wara oonoantmtad I» Buanoa Airan, 

Cordoba and Santa PI.    Tablaa 3 and 4 show that noat of th« ooaaiaw gooda 

induatriaa w*r« oonoantratad in Buanoa Aim««    foodatuffa, bavarajraa and t«*- 

tilaa, whioh abaorbed alnoat on« half of th« inoraaaa in total nntional valua 

addad in nanufanturing in 1927-1929/1946-1950, »»ara oonoantratad haavily in 

th« anat-Cantra ragion.    Thia ragion'a ahara of th« total nunbar of foodatuffa 

and oavaragaa firn» WM raduoad fro« 80 par oant (1935) to 72 p«r oant (1953)J 

it« proportionata total mah«? of workara want fren 84*9 P«r owl (1935) to 

73.1 p*r oant (1953)*    Thaoa induatriaa tana te locata naar tttfena oltiaa, whioh 

w«f« growing in «it« throughout th« oountry.    Tastila induatriaa »ara oonoan- 

tratad naarly «xeluaivaly in tha Enat-Cantra ragioni nor« than 90 par oant of 

tha total nunbar of tatti la antarpnaaa and work«» mm looatad in thia ragion, 

and ««poolally m »atropolitan thiano« Air«. 

Th« procaaa of industrialisation up until tha «id-1950a indioataa thnt 

Buanoa Airea did profit fron tha Hiraohntn "polarisation affaotM.    Milla thia 

ragion had grown until 1930 hacauaa it poaaaaand tha natural raaouroa« (fart i la 

land and a natural port) raqttirad to aatiafy foralgn danand, latar tha agglo»- 

•ration aoononiea, uuiit up during tha first ataga of davalopnant,  influanoad 
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irt« asá  thatr «hai 

(Poreont •§•>•) 

MJSM 

Importi m 
poroont«*« 
of total 

Inportn IM 
porooittMjt of 

total «v«iUbl» 

Poodttuff» má toovorafM 

îobacoo 

Tostilo« 

Hot hin« 

Wood proéuoto 

Papor and oar4bo*rd 

Choaloal proéuota 

Petrolou» rafininf 

Rubb«r produot« 

3ton«, fît 

Mot ala 

VthioU» 

Elootrtaal Mohlntrjr «ni 
»ppUwrwaa 

Hh«r «aiiufaoturlaf 

Mintnf producta 

4.4^ 

0.4 

3.2 

0.3 

5.? 
3.6 
T.4 
?•# 

1.3 
ta 

ia.6 

21.5 

1.9 
il.© 

2.0 

0,2 

t. 3 
0.1 

16.3 
fi.l 
14.1 

lé. 3 

11.9 

T.T 

16.« 

5?.i 

íffiEgt*    0. P. ©. Alajandro (19«) 
Trabajo tateme Mo. lab, Santi* 
Instituto Torouato W Talla, Jé i «a^a^O 

¿/ ÍnoliMtlnf unprocaaaod foodatuffa. 
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the  location of the  industrial aotivitie«  Induced by the national   import- 

substitution »trat«©'.    This industrialisation process, concentrated primarily 

in metropolitan Buenos Aires,  had unfavourable effects on the  other regions, 

since  they now had to buy regional manufactured goods protected by newly cre- 

ated tariff walls instead of similar goods previously imported from abroad at 

lower prices. 

The  impetus to growth in a given region provided by the national strategy 

will  be  significant  if the final and intermediate demand for the region's re- 

sources have a high income elasticity,  extenaiv« geographic backward and for- 

ward  linkages and a high domestio regional  income multiplier.-'     The demand 

for foodstuffs,  beverages and textiles generally has a low income elasticity. 

The trade barriers imposed after 19K> on imports of these commodities, however, 

created an immediate vacuum, which was filled by national production.    Thus, 

their production during thie stag« of development had a crucial dynamic effect 

in promoting national growth as well a« growth of the supply in« regions.    A 

preliminary study*/ of forward and backward linkages of the Argentine eoonomy, 

using the 1950 national input-output matrix,  indioates that the textile indu«- 

try is ranked first in terme of both linkages.    If the linkage« are analysed 

separately,  textiles,  especially wearing apparel,  is ranked first  for its for- 

ward  linkages, which were associated geographically with metropolitan Bueno« 

Aires,   but  it ranked only fourth for backward linkages, which w«r« not entirely 

associated with Buenos Aires.    Thus,  the expansion of th« textile industry in- 

creased the demand for resouroes in the primary produoer region«,  but since 

they were engaged only in processing input« for th« first «tag« of industry, no 

important  linked activity was induced to looate in these ragion«.    Foodstuff« 

and beverages activities were ranked third  in term« of both linkage«, but they 

had muoh stronger backward than forward linkag««} both were almost entirely 

associated with Buenos Aires.    Finally,  the regional income multiplier in the 

East-Centre region was high presumably owing to the new emphasis on domestic 

expenditures as well as to th« self-sufficient eoonomio «truoture of this 

region. 

H/ H.   Perl off and  !..   Wingo   Ir.,   0£.  cit. 

•if .1.  'orniamolo (196M Medición de la» repercusiones d«l proceso de induotrial- 
~   i zac ion aobre ht economìa:    Un anàlisi« orftioo del »od«lo Baer-Keratenetyky. 

Trabajo Interno No. }6,  Centro de Investigaciones Económicas,   Instituto 
Torquato IH  'Felli,   Buenos  Airea. 
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In «hört,  th« Eaat-C«ntr« region,  particularly metropolitan Bueno« Air««, 

was abl« to grow durin« tb« fir«t thr«« decada« of thi» o«ntury because it pos- 

a«s««d th« appropriât« resource endowment« needed to produce for export markete. 

Th« incom« generated was partly «p«nt in thi« region, thu« stimulating further 

growth,  and partly «pent on import«.    Thi« patt«rn of growth contributed to th« 

expansion of major urban oentre«, th« development of local markets, th« exten- 

sion of th« rafion'« «ooial infrastructure (pubiio and privat« oapital), th« 

ino re a« e of ekilled labour and «ervioing institution«.    And the«« phenomena, 

in turn, enhanoed th« at tract i van««« of thi« area beoaua« of th« external econ- 

omies they afforded.    Th« ohange in th« «upply pattern that oeeurred aft«r th« 

world «oonoaiio orlai« of th« 1930«, in addition to th« dome«tio production of 

previously  imported consumer goods, made further growth possible beoause the 

Baat-Centre region posse*sed th« "appropriât« resources" required by th« new 

composition of demand, as well as th« mutual r«inforo«s)«nt of linkaf« and mul- 

tiplier «ff«ots.    Thus, aft«r 1930 th«r« was a deepening of th« heartland econ- 

omy built upon th« geogrephio pattern of activities e«tablish«d during th« 

export-has« regional d«v«lopm«nt period. 

Import substitution of int 
IM'''-!'«H-li VPB&SH »   i i.  i.   4SSa -* . *  JBK    .s   *.. MSK • ~ *~ Jt    W 

Th« expansion of th« East-Centre region after th« 1930« would have been 

retardad If it« development had continuad to be baa«d on th« production of 

agricultural and Manufactured consuaer goods, «ino« th««« wer« hindered by a 

low inoos)« «lastioity of deaand.    Th« 1955 elasticity of demand for foodstuffs 

supplied by the agricultural «eotor (fruit, silk, fish, vegetable« etc) was 

U.4, for foodstuffs and b«v«rag«s supplied by the manufacturing seotor it was 

niso 0.4, end for textiles, 0.75.**'    Rapid aerano«« in th« East-Cent re region 

during th« post-war period would have required changes in the produot-mix of 

the region and the produotion of oomaoditie« in nationwide deaand with high 

income elasticity coefficient«.    In other words, the continuation of the growth 

stimulus in the East-Centre region dep«nd«d on th« ability of finding new rapid 

growth «eotor» complementing the existing slow growth «eotor«. 

ECU (1958) Análisis v proyección«« d«l deaarrollo «oonôaloo ft la 
Argentina. Vol.ï,United Mattona publication (Sale* Wo.s    59.ÎI.0.3), p.lll. 
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With the ris« of oer capita income throughout the oountry the composition 

of national  final demand changed constantly owing to the different  income elas- 

ticity  of demand for goods and aervioes.     In 1955» ohemioal produota had an 

elasticity coefficient  of ;'.0, oil products 2.0,  rubber 1.60,  machinery and 
11/ electric  appliances ?.4, vehicles and aaohi »ery 2.0, metals 1.60 etc.—'   The 

continued expansion of the Eaat-Ce». re region,   therefore, would have required 

the alteration of its  industry-mix by attracting some of these large-scale  in- 

dustries and/or stimulating the demand for alraady established industries  in 

the region by promoting foreign demand.    These changes in the  final demand 

structure occurred simultaneously,  however, with balanoe-of-payaents problems, 

which  tnduoed government policy-makers to adopt  a new national strategy based 

on the  import  substitution of intermediate and capital goods.     This second 

stage of industrialization,  which took piaoe after 1950, witnessed the growth 

of industries such as vehicles and maohinery,  electric «aohinary and appliances, 

metals,  and ohemioal  and patroohemioal products.    The expansion of theae indus- 

tries absorbed 66.4 per cent of the value added in manufacturing in 1940-1950/ 

1951-1961 but only ?6.4 per cent in 1927-1929/1948-1950. 

The East-Centre region was able to attract these industries because    te 

market was at the same time at the oore of the national market, and because 

of the external économies obtained fro» the agglomeration of industriea and 

social overhead investment.    Both factors provided this region with the eco- 

nomic environment moat conducive to becoming a pole of attraction.     If instead 

of embarking on this process of import substitution, Argentina had adopted a 

different strategy of importing these non-durable consumer goods and stimulat- 

ing the production of commodities for export to foreign countries in area» 

other than the last-Centre region, the effect on regional growth would have 

baen different.    Growth in the East-Centre region would have been muoh less 

dynamic  because its  industry-nix would have baan based on goods with inelastic 

demand,  while development would have taken place in those ragions with resource 

endowments well adapted to satisfy a newly oreated foreign demand.    The strat- 

egy of  import  substitution,  therefore, made further growth possible  in the last- 

roni ro  region by encouraging the production of commodities with high income 

e 1 ;m t i o i ty  of demand. 

11/ Ibid» 
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I 

This new pattern of indulti»; il devea^tient alar had significant reperoue- 

oions within tha Ea«t-Cent»* region.^   Until tht mid-1950s,  metropolitan  Ruano« 

Airas was  tha pola of »Unction for new induatriaa, mainly because tha  inter- 

play of reaouroe and non-raaource advantagea stimulated foroaa in ita favour. 

Investment« of tha central Government  in the SS* t-Centre infrastructure,  how- 

ever,  lagged behind tl*a demand for the region's aervioee.    Tha shortage of 

aooial overhead inveetment in metropolitan Buenos Airee Ma« particularly felt 

in the supply of eleotrioity.    The ineufficienoy of governaent provision of 

this servie« led industrial anterpriaea b¿ obtain private eleotrio «antratore. 

In the early 1950». tndu»*rü firn« were obliged to decide whether to locate 

in Bueno« Aires and to make addition*! ia-íestmente^/ in order to avoid  loaoea 

when the el«otrioal supply was rationed, or to locate in another area with ,«»n 

axoess supply of electricity.    Córdoba had an excess supply of public eleotrio- 

ity.    A survey conducted in Cordoba of manufacturing fir«« employing more than 

40 worker« regaling t he i * motive« £*r looat^f there indicates that for vehi- 

cles and «mohinery induatriaa first priority was given to the availability of 

electrical «upply and the third considération was proximity to the oonsuawir 

market.    Henoe, for thi« lj¿e of induatry, «4 jming a proper transportation 

network exists to deliver prodi* ta to market a, the decision to Invest was  in- 

fluenced by the exoess supply of eleotrioity.    In deciding whether to invest 

yv nôrdoba, or in Buenos Aires, the additional needs of investment capital,  the 

t involved in supplying electricity privately, and the risk that the eleo- 

nal ¿apply raf* t be rationed seek to have weighed muoh more heavily than 

the ooet of transporting finished products to market« and of importing item« 

thro\*j*> the ports of Buen** Aires or Rosario to Cordoba.-*-*' 

Until  the early 19*)0«, th* main industrial activities of the provino« of 

'Vdoba w«r# oonoerned with the production of consumar good« such as beer,  flour 

tria leather.    Only two oapital gjoda industries were operating in the region: 

>e production of aircraft for military purposes (Fábrica Militar de Aviones) 

' JO 

tri 

12/ Private eleotrio generators consume 10-15 par cent more calories per kMh 
than government power stations, and in some oases they may require double 
the amount of capital per kW installed than that required for goverttswnt 
power «tations.    UCLA (195ß) Anilisia y proyecciones del desarrollo 
eoonowioo de Ik Argentina. Vol.I. 

'±J Some industries in Cordoba supply their own eleotrioity, but with genera- 
tors  installed before the industrial boom that took place after 1957. 
Phase  industries are flmir milling,  breweries and cement.    Tha electricity 
for new plants located since  1957  is provided by the provincial government. 
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and workshops  for repairing railway engines and freight oars   (Talleres del 

Ex-Ferrocarril del Estado).     Later the government enterprise  I AMI (Industrias 

Aeronáuticas y Mecánicas del  Estado) converted the industry  for the produotion 

of military aircraft   into one producing automobiles, tractor» and aotoroyolee. 

After 19S3,  two important  new foreign enterprises looated in the otty of Cordoba: 

Kaiser Industries,^ for the produotion of automobiles,  and FUT,  for the pro- 

duction of tractors, automobiles and later locomotives.    In 1961, Cordoba pro- 

duced 4?.3 per oent of the national output of automobiles and 43 P«r oent of 

the output of tractors.    Evidently, the concentration of these Industriel In 

Cordoba gave a strong impetus to the location of servicing industrias, •inet 

these make up the «nd of a production uequenoe.    The bif metal-using «anufao- 

uring  industries are among the moat rapidly growing seotore  primarily because 

"i»»ir products have a high income eiastioity of demand. 

The development of another industrial pole in South Santa Fé in the late 

I9^0s was influenced by the availability of resource* important to chemical 

%nd petrochemical plant«, that is, inputs fro« the oil refining plant in San 

Lorenzo (which in 1961 was the second largest plant in Argent ina), and aided 

by the new pipeline for oil and gas, Canco Durán-Sen Loremo.    South Santa PI 

also attracted other oapital-intensive industries related to previous develop- 

ments in agricultural »aohinery rapiècement and the produotion of traotore and 

automobiles.    Several  factors, other than the availability of natural inputs, 

enhanced the attractiveness of this regions     important aooeeeible ports (Rosario, 

Santa Fé and San Lorenso)»    the seoond largest urban nuoleue  in Argentina 

(Rosario) 1    sufficient supply of electricityj    proximity to the Urgtft steel 

plants in Argentina (SOMSA and Acindar);    and a pool of skilled labourers, 

technicians and professionals.    Table 5,  which gives the output oapaoity of 

petrochemical plants in 196%  indicates clearly the high oonoemtration of petro- 

chemical produotion in San Lorenso (Santa Fé). 

In short, the new pattern of industrial development based on the import 

substitution of intermediate and capital goode industries contributed not only 

¿4/ An important element  in the decision to looate this industry in Cordoba 
was that I AMI (now DIWFIA), whioh was operating in Cordoba, participated 
it a cost of 360 million pesos.    Kaiser invested 18 million in machinery, 
equipment and parts,  whioh at the existing «xohange rate was equivalent to 
m million pesos.     IAME invested 80 million pesos in machinery and part«. 
Finally,   it was agreed that the remaining part of the capital  ( 165 Bullion 
pen<->i^'would be obtained  in the stock exchange from private investors.    In 
addition,  Kainer received & ten-year  loan of ?00 million pesos  from the 
Indern tl   HariK   to   build  the plant   and  to  acquire equipment. 
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AMI ì 
<h%n% ommiiir of pttroohnnioai PwW| ^ 

Output 

pI2àM2.\ ftitarsrlaa 
oapaotty 

(tona A-«ar) 
Ethyl ana Ipako Buanoa A trai (Snaanaáa) n,ooo 

binari al Santa Fé (San Loranao) .!1,000 

PASA Santa Pi (San Loranto) 7,500 

39,500 

Propalano PASA Santa PI (San Loranao) 5,ooo 

m PASA Santa fi (San Loranao) 42,000 

Pabr. mutar. Buanoa Atraa (Caapana) 8,000 

50,000 

Methanol Atanor Córdoba (lio Taroaro) 10,000 

Qaaoo Buanoa Airai (Pilaf) 16,500 

26,500 

Butadtano PASA Santa Pi (San toranao) 32,000 

Carbon blaok Cabot Buanoa Alraa (Canaan«) 13,000 

Carbon diaulphida Duporlal Santa Té (San Loranao) 14,000 

Ethylbanaana PASA Santa PI (San Loranao) 15,000 

Souroat    Unita« Hat tona Soonoaio Coaniaaion for Latin Anartoa (1966) La 
ÀftaailrU BÜrfltnlti IB affili. kitUtt (W/tan/to»f.i3A.3ö). 
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to the further development of Husnoa Atreo  but  also created new poles of attrac- 

tion:    Cordoba and South Santa Fé.    Until   the mid-19508, these two states were 

primarily agricultural,  but with the new pattern» of industrial  development 

the economic atructure of Cordoba and South Santa Fé changed,  owing to  the loca- 

tion there of new plants for the production of automobiles, tractor»,  chemical 

nnd petrochemical   producto.   Table 6,  which ehowa the regional distribution of 

the total labour force in primary,  secondary and tertiary activities,   indicate» 

the changea th.it   these provinces underwent.     Thu«, while in 1947  agricultural 

.activltlae in Cordoba and Santa Fé engaged a greater «hare of «he total  labour 

force than manufacturing, tha reverse was  true  in I960.    In 1947»  Approximately 

36 per cent of the  labour force in Santi»  P* and CÔr<i       were angaged  in agri- 

cultural activities  and about ?\ per  ient   in manufacturing, while the figure« 

in I960 were P? per cent and 3? per cent,   respectively.    Another indication 

of thia pattern is given in table 7, whioh shows  ;he regional distribution 

of the total number of industrial anterprises and workers in 1953 maâ 1963. 

Córdoba and Santa Fé wera tha only regions whose participation in industry was 

increased during thia period.   Thua,  for Cordoba the number of industrial firma 

increased from io per oent (1953) to l?.6 per oent (1963) «nd of industrial 

workers from r>.4 per cent (1953) to 7.4 per cent U963).    ?he attraction of 

the machinery, metal«,  petrochemical,  and chemical induetriea to Cordoba and 

South Santa Fé mude further growth possible  in theae araaa.    On the one hand, 

,* certain .»mount   of manufacturing growth was  induced directly by these indus- 

trie« and, on the other, the regional multiplier income effect of the new activ- 

ities helped to expand local marketa and to create new poaaibilitles for market- 

oriented industries producing items for regional final demand. 

The proceso of regional growth in the East-Centre stimulated even greater 

internal growth within tha region.    The different areas were further integrated 

by diversifying their ©c momies to make them more complementary and by dtvalop- 

ing an extensive transportât ion network  linking all the states in the region. 

As a result, the East-Centre became more  self-sufficient,  reducing the posai- 

bilitiea of unpleasant effects radiating across the entire country. 

For aome iniiuatries the prospects  of quick profits from the asssmbling of 

imported parts,   the large unfilled excess demand owing to a long-term reetric- 

tion on importa,   and the high tariff protection (importa of automobiles and 

tractors were  forbidden)  encouraged several   producers to start   businesses pro- 

.1 icing  it  highly  uneconomical acales.      fn   196?,   there were sixteen automobile 
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I I 
Tabic 7 

Regional mtr^yon ^f^;;^ 
and workcra. lfH and 196 J, 

(Peroentagee) 

B»rj 

M 

East-Centre 

Buenos Aires 

CôrdoW 

Marita Fé        » 

Other states 

Northeast 

( Northwest 

Meet 

•South       | 

1 
Number 

mi 

of 
tee« 

1963 

Workers 

1££ 1^63 

0.4 
57.9 

S|.7 

52.5 
f 83.6 

66.8 

83.4 
6}i 

9.4 12.6 5.4 7.4 

11.5 i.0 9.2 9.9 
3/<t| 3.6 2.2 2.7 

4.1 4.8 t 3.2 3.7 

5.4 4.2   f 7.5 4.8 

••* l»2 § 3.7 5.8 

1.9 2.1 2.0 2.3 

Total 100 100 100 10^1 

I 

Sources;    Por 1953 - Direcoiôn Naoionel de letadïetioa y Ceneoe, Çfj|2 
Industrial. Bu#$ os Aire- "p f * 
Fv 1963 - Direociôn Naoionel de Estadística y Cejiaoe, Çjnjo 

Vaoional eoonomioo. oifrat provieionalee. Buenos Aires. 

a/ Idbluding construction in 1963, since it M* not possible to separate this 
item. 

^^•dte^H^^MMMk^^^ÉÉMA^LMtl 
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and five tractor firms.    An analysis of the results of this process with re- 

spect to tractor production suggests the answers to some questions dealing with 

ragionai concentration, particularly to the problem of the relationship between 

economies of scale and transportation costs.    Argentina has five tractor pro- 

ducers; two are looated in Buenos Aires,  one in Cordoba, and two in Santa Fé. 

The distribution of total output  in I96O-I964 was 44 per cent in CSrdoba, 

30 per cent in Buenos Aires, and 26 per oent in Santa P*.-^    The demand for 

tractors is also greatly concentrated in these regions:    70 per cent of the 

total stock in I960 (Buenos Aires 33 per cent, Santa Fé 20 per cent, and Córdoba 

17 per oent).    Apparently, these produoers looated near the consumer market in 

order to save on transporting the finished product.—'    However, in order to 

judge the pattern of looation, not only transportation costs must be considered 

but also economies of soale derived from the concentration of total production 

of traotors in one plant**/ regardless of tho geographic looation, assuming 

that other production costs do not vary among regions.    If economies of soale 

are greater than transportation costs, it pays to oonoentrate total production 

in one enterprise.    The final location will depend of oourse on the regional 

variations of production oost components as well as rm transportation costs 

for both the finished products and inputs.    A study of the tractor industry 

*ives the short-run average oost funotion for eaoh traotor producer, for given 
18/ 

plant sises, and the long-run average oost function for the whole industry.*» 

The 1964 demand for 14,000 traotors oan be estimated from the information sup- 
lo/ 

plied by the study.    The average costs for eaoh state were as follows:-* 

Cordoba 724,628 pesos per tractor of 50 h.p. 
Buenos Aires      796,937 pesos per traotor of 50 h.p. 
Santa Fé 936,747 pesos per traotor of 50 h.p. 

15/ Some produoers discontinued their production of traotors.    One of them, 
looated in Buenos Aires, was inoludsd in these percentage figures. 

16/ During the first year of traotor production most inputs were imported.    In 
this oase, Buenos Aires and Santa Fé were better looated beoause they have 
ports.    How the situation might be different, sinoe most direct inputs oome 
from domestic production. 

UJ Other aspects to be considered in this case are monopoly regulations etc. 

18/ J. N. Degnino Pastore [n.d.] La industria del tractor en la Argentina. 
3 vols., Trabajo Interno Ko.21, Centro de Investigaciones leonômioas, 
Instituto Torcuato Di Telia,  Buenos Aires. 

i¿/ Tn order to obtain the average oost for those states with two produoers, 
the average oost of eaoh firm was weighted by their share in total output 
of tractors. 
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If   it   U assumed that   tota!  d_nd   .'or 14,000 tractors   is suppUed  by one 

„rod,cer,  the average cost  obtained from the  long-run cost  curve for the «hole 

traotor industry «ill be 6,1,475 pesos.     A comparison of this cost with  the 

averts of ^-t-rnn costs for all producers,  which  is 818,710 pesos,  reveals 

,  30  Per cent decrease.     This cost reduction results  fro. economies ofscale 

ana by  far exceeds transportation costs between each of these ..at«, 

fore ' the decision to establish different tractor production centres,  instead 

of centralen, the  industry  in one region,  can be questioned o„ the grounds of 

efficiency,  since these centres do not  benefit from economies of scale.     How- 

ever,   the decision might  be  consistent with the goal  of creating new -pol« 

de croissance» (growth centres)  in ord.r to obtain a more equitable regional 

distribution of incom..    The same typ. of oon.id.ration. could b. applied to 

automobile production, which is also r-gtonally concentrated in Buenos Air.., 

Cordoba and Santa Fé. 

Interregional trad* >n Argentina 

Regional growth is not evenly distributed within a country.    The cumula- 

tive growth process that generally takes place in the dynamic areas may have 

favourable repercussions  in other areas, h.lping in this way to close the d.v.. 

opment gap between the  already industriali*.* ar.as and the backward region.. 

Growth can be transmitted from «he dynamic to the stagnant  regions by  factor 

mobility and lnterregionrl trade.    If the backward r.gions are complem.ntary 

to the growing regions   in th.tr structure of production,   int.rr.gional  trad. 

may transmit the ,'imulus to growth from th. growing to th. backward region.. 

rf the dynamic provinces  of Buenos Aires,  Cordoba and Santa Ft have to r.ly 

heavily on goods produced  in other r.gions  for th.ir own .xpanBlo, growth «11 

be stimulated in these  latter regional 

¡0/ Tr. sportation cost  by railroad for a 50 h.p.  tractor i. »B folio«.. 
*-*      Buenos Aires - Rosario, 3,570 pesos per traotort 

Buenos Aires - Cordoba, 5,530 pesos per tractor. 

rvjoV-viard regions.      Frus growtn win  ucr""lu , . Tf  •,+   ¿ _ 
«nïv M«t  nitv  of products  in demand  in the  lagging regions.     If it   ie „apply e aBtioity  of pr increa3e  and induce the growing 

::;It:;:^: "S. pr*uot. and/or import the. fro. foreign counts 
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It  is quite possible,   however,  that  the  advanced  regions,  because of  loca- 

tion  advantages,  might produce for themselves most  of the  items required  for 

their own expansion,   or that they might   import  these   items  from other countries. 

Tf either is the case,  the remaining regions will be   isolated from any trade 

contact with the advanced regions and will  therefore  suffer from the absence 

of stimulation. 

22/ 
A regional model is devised here for Argentina—    for the purpose of show- 

ing the extent to which each region has  increased its output because of (a)  an 

increase in the demand for its products  (assuming constant  interregional  trade 

patterns),  and (b)  an increase originating in gains  from interregional trade 

either by expanding exports or reducing imports.    The model will help to iso- 

late the "interregional trade effect".     The first step in such an analysis  is 

to estimate the increase  in each region's final demand for commodities and 

services, and then to compute its increase in production owing to the change 

in its bill of goodp.    Thus, the increase in each region's output will be the 

result of two effects:     (a) the demand effect, which indicates how much of the 

increase is due to an increase in the demand for the products from the given 

region and/or from other regions; and  (b) the trade effect, which indicates 

the  increase due to a change in regional supply patterns.    In other words,  the 

trade effect measures changes in each region's share of the national market 

where a given region is able to increase its exports to other regions and/or 

reduce its imports from other regions. 

The increase  In regional output  is determined by using the Chenery-Moses 

interregional input-output modelß/    The total output of commodity i in region 

g (Xg) in period 0 is equal to the sales of this commodity to all other regions, 

including that part which remains in region k (Xt (O)); k • 1, ...» n. 

rf(o) -   r   xf (0) 
1 k«l 

i • 1, (1) 

For a very similar model,  see H.  B. Chenery (1962) «Development Polioies 
for Southern Italy", Quarterly Journal of Economies. LXXVI, Nov.  issue. 

For a more detailed analysis of this model, and its relation to other 
interregional  input-output versions, see M. S.  Brodersohn U?*:>J 
An Interregional  Inout-Outout avvali of the Argentine Economy, T^ajo 
Interno No?9,  Centro de Investigaciones Económicas,  Instituto Torouato Di 
Telia,  Buenos Aires. 
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The  interregional  sales are determined by the  following structural 

equation: 

xf(o) s?k(0)  Dk(0) (2) 

where s?k(0)  is the trade coefficient   (the proportion of total demand of com- 
i j- 

raodity i in region k which is furnished by region g in period 0), and 0^(0) 

is the total demand (intermediate and final) of commodity i of region k in 

period 0. 

Total demand localized in region K, in turn,  is determined by the follow- 

ing expression: 

D*(0) -    E   a*  (0) X*(0) • Y*(0) 
1 j.l    1J J X 

(3) 

where ak.(0) is the standard input-output coefficient and Y^(0) is the final 

demand for commodity i in region k in period 0. 

Substituting (2) and (3) in (1): 

n     n . .. a 
X«(0) -   I     t   .f (0) ^ (0) «J(0) •   I   .f (0) i»(0) 

k"l i*l «•i 
<•) 

i • j » 1,  .... n 
g « k • 1,  ..., n 

In matrix notation X   will be the regional output vector, SQ the trate 

coefficient matrix, A    the input-output coefficient matrix, and YQ the regional 

bill of goods vector in period 0.    Thus, the set of equations (M can be itmt«Ä 

in matrix notation as follows: 

Xrt - (SA) X   • 8 Ï 
0 0   0 0   0 

X    » [l - (SA)T1 BY 
0 0 0   0 

Regional output in period t can be disaggregated as that part that is 

derived assuming no change in the trade patterns from time 0 to time t, and 

that part that derives from changes  in trade patterns (AS): 

ri Xt - [1 - (SA)o]  A SoYt • [1 - o(SA)] 
-1 

A8Y. 
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The change in regional output from period 0 to t, will then be: 

i-l a -1 ,-1 AX - X„ - X    - [1 -  (SA)  ]      3 Y.   • [1 - A(SA)J      ASY„  - [l -  (SA)   ]_i S Y 
to ootu J tL OJ0   0 

AX - [1 - (SA)  3"1 S AY • [1 - A(SA)]"1 
L
 0 0 

ASY, (5) 

The first term on the right-hand side of equation (5) will give the change 

in each region's output owing to a change in its bill of goods,  assuming no 

change in regional supply patterns (demand effect); and the second term will 

give that change owing to a change in the interregional trade structure (trade 

effect).    This type of analysis will allow an estimation of the extent to which 

growth in regional output is either derived from a normal regional pattern, 

auch as that given by a proportional change in final demand, or from a ohange 

in supply coefficients.    These latter can be treated as a policy variable, and 

future regional development policy may be concerned with ohanging the past 

interregional supply patterns* 

This model was applied to Argentina for the period 1953-1959^ in order 

to explain past regional growth and henoe to draw conclusions for evaluating 

future policy.    The model determines changes in output in twelve sectors and 

five regions.^   Regional aggregation differs from that adopted for the his- 

torical analysis since the data was already aggregated in a different form, 

and reclassifying it would have been time consuming and beyond the scope of 

the study.   The main difference is that Cordoba is not included in the Bast- 

Centre region.    Provinces were grouped as follows! 

Centre:    Federal capital, Oran Buenos Aires, Entre Ríos and Santa Fé. 

24/ He used this period because interregional trade flows are available only 
for these two years.    See H. Oruppe et al.  (1962) Relevamionto de la 
ff»*ïr*»ft ?tit<^ ÍTEM***»» Instituto Torousto Di Telia,Buenos Ai Aires1 WrffWfff rtJf°W ,ftmPH&» instituxo rorous• w iw», ~~"» «*** 
Consejo Federal de Inversiones (1963) fffff °*ra «1 desarrollo r*«onff 
Argentino. Bueno« Aires; and M. S. Brodersohn, qg. o|t.   The use of 195 
as the terminal year is unfortunate since in this year the per oapita Out- 
went down by 4.6 por oent. 

25/ Later in the study we have segregated the results for sectoral output in 
broad categories and have excluded fro« the analysis construction and ser- 
vioes, because we have assumed that in these seotors for each region total 
demand equals total output, and henoe trade coefficients were assumed equal 
to 1 for the producing region.    There is little sense in analysing the net 
gain or loss for a region owing to the trade effect of a commodity that is 
not subject to interregional trade.    D. B. Houston (1965) HTh« Shift and 
Share Analysis of Regional Growth:    A Critique", Southern Beonowie Journal. 
¿¿(4), pp.578-579. 
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West:       Córdoba,   La Rioja,  Mendoza,   San Juan and San Luis. 
North:     Catamarca,  Jujuy,  Salta,   Santiago del Estero  and Tucumán. 
East:       Corrientes,  Chaco,  Formosa and Misiones. 
South:     Rest  of Buenos Airee,  Chubut,   La Pampa,   Rio Negro,  Santa Cruz 

and Tierra del Fuego. 

Table 8 compares  the  estimated increase  in each region's  output between 

1953 and 1959,  assuming that  there was no change in the  interregional trade 

patterns, with the actual  increases in each region's output.—     First,  it 

indicates that  only the Centre and West regions enjoyel an actual increase 

in the production of commodities subject to interregional trade—U  that was 

greater than the national average.    If Cordoba had been excluded from the West 

region and included instead in the Centre region,  as was done  in the historical 

analysis, the Centre region would have remained the only one with an increase 

in actual production greater than the national average.    Second, a significant 

part of the total variation in output  in the West region is clearly explained 

by a favourable change in the interregional  supply patterns.     Cordoba may have 

accounted for this change because it had a significant share in the production 

of commodities with nationwide demand such as automobiles,  tractors and chemi- 

cal products.    The opposite situation pertained in the Centre region where the 

change in demand, with the existing supply pattern, accounted for its entire 

increase in regional output.    Actually, the demand prediction for the Centre 

region was too optimistic because the prognostication exceeded the actual in- 

crease.    Third,  the situation in the East rtgion was more dramatic because 

actual production had decreased cince both the demand and trade effectB were 

more influential than the change in interregional supply patterns.    The North 

region also had a pattern very similar to that of the East region.    The North, 

East and South regions lagged behind the Centre and West regions because pro- 

duction in the first three regions was groatly concentrated on commodities with 

an income elasticity of demand much less than 1.    The opposite was true for the 

Centre and West regions.    Table 9 gives clear insight into this pattern.    The 

share of the Centre and West was 93 per cent of the increase  in the national 

supply of produced goods with an income elasticity of demand substantially 

greater than 1.    These regions supplied 58 per cent of the national production 

?6/ This analysis omits changes in factor use and prices. Changes in each of 
the variables are measured in constant prices, thus precluding any effect 
of changes  in the terms of trade between regions. 

?"/ These commodities  are usually called "national sectors"   because total demand 
arid supply balance only over the national market.     On the  other hand,   local 
sectors are defined as those in which demand and supply are balanced over 
local  markets.     These  latter commodities are not   included  in table 1. 

«rii 
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of consumer goods.     The weight   of agricultural production,  which has an  inflex- 

J ible elasticity of demand,  was much higher in the three lagging regions  than 

in the Centre and West regions. 

The principal result  of changes in the  interregional trade patterns  :>f 

; manufacturing was to increase the share of the Centre and West  regions   in tho 

\ national supply of manufactures.    If Cordoba and the rest  of the province of 

í Buenos Aires had been included in the Centre region, the results would probably 

| have shown a greater gain in the share of manufacturing for this latter region 

li at the expense of all other regions, thus widening the gap between this region 

| and the rest  of the country.    Buenos Aires,  Cordoba and Santa Fé are almost 

\] self-sufficient, that is,  they are able to supply most of their own regional 

total demand.    In 1959»  80 per cent of the country's interregional trade wan 

concentered in these provinces.    If Mendoza, Entre Ríos and Tuoumán are added, 

87 per cent  of the total domestic sales of these provinces occurred within 

their borders, and the remaining 13 pe/** cent comprised ahipments to the other 
?8/ 

provinces.—-'     This situation clearly shows  the high degree of trade  intere m- 

neAjn between a few provinces, with the remaining provinces almost  isolated 

(| from contact with the growth  regions. 

In short, this analysis of trade relationships in Argentina shows  that 

unless there are basic changes in the regional supply pattern,  the lagging 

regions will be left without  any favourable trade contact with the expanding 

regions.    A greater degree of complementary effort should be encourager*  in 

order to fully integrate the national market.    Regional barriers to trade   imi 

•.i factor flovs have to be eliminated in order to make possible the communication 

of growth stimulus to lagging regions. 

Summary 

Regional growth is greatly influenced by the changing patterns of national 

demand and the state of technology and organization.    Each region undergoes 

different rates of growth in accordance with the resource endowment:;  relevant 

to the changing patterns of national demand.    The first  stage of national  devel- 

opment  also  influenced the early geographical structure  of the country.    Growth 

took place  in the East-Centre region because  it had the appropriate recourse 

2JJ Consejo Federal de  Inversiones (1963)  o£.  cit.»  pp.B^-105. 
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endowments - arable land and a natural port - needed to supply the staple com- 

modities  in world demand.    This stage of regional growth was characterized by 

specialization in the production of primary goods.    The second stage D:  regional 

development was  influenced by economic phenomena generated during the first 

stage,   such as size of markets,  social overhead investments as well as "cy a new 

strategy of national development adopted after the world crisis of the l?}3s. 

Thus,  the East-Centre region expanded because its resources and other advan- 

tages were adapted to supply previously imported consumer goods.    This pattern 

brought about a high concentration of simpler branohes of industrial activities, 

such as foodstuffs and beverages, textiles,  and leather in this regier, ar.i par- 

ticularly in metropolitan Buenos Aires. 

The third stage of regional growth was united with changas in the 3s-?osi- 

tion of national final and intermediate demand and in the existing aggio-eration 

of population,  economic activities and sooial overhead facilities in the East- 

Centre region.    By the mid-1950s, growth was no longer dynamic in the 3&st-Centr< 

region, because its industrial composition was based on the production of goods 

w.th low income elasticity of demand.    Further growth rehired either the con- 

tinued attraction of new activities,  even from declining industries, or changes 

in the industry-mix by the attraction of rapid growth sectors.    The new import- 

substitution strategy, based on the domestic produotioa of metals, machinery, 

chemical and petrochemical products, greatly influenced the future regional 

patterns because the East-Centre region was again the more advantageous area 

in which to locate.    If the national strategy of growth had been based on ex- 

porting new commodities to foreign markets and using the foreign exohange thus 

created to import intermediate and capital goods,  the regional growth patterns 

might have been different.    Growth would have been rapid in those regions with 

the appropriate resources to satisfy the newly created foreign demandi and the 

East-Centre region's industry-mix based on goods with low income elasticity of 

demand would have resulted in a retardation of growth in this region. 

The diversified and more complex process of industrialization, based on 

the  import substitution of intermediate and capital goods highly oonoentrated 

in the East-Centre region,  had irregular geographic effects within this region. 

The metropolitan Buenos Aires pole of attraction was complemented by two new 

dynamic centres:    Cordoba,   in which almost 50 per cent of the national produc- 

tion of tractors and automobiles was concentrated,  and South Santa Fé, where 

the  petrochemical complex was concentrated. 

mm 
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In short,  the Bast-Centre region was able to grow during the first stage 

of regional economic development because it had the essential natural resources 

to satisfy the increasingly expanding foreign demand.    This,   in turn, made it 

possible to attract people and servicing activities for the local and national 

market.    The high concentration of markets and activities in thiB region gener- 

ated agglomeration economies, whioh strengthened existing tendencies to market 

orientation.    Thus,  one agglomeration led to the creation of new agglomera- 
29/ 

tions.-^/     Chi the other hand, the development of this pole of attraction did 

not stretch out to tap the resource inputs of the hinterland areas, since its 

industrial development was based to a large extent on imported inputs. 

If the future national strategy of economic development  is based on a 

"deepening" of a pattern of import  substitution of intermediate and oapital 

goods, the stimulus to growth might be transmitted to regions with the proper 

resource endowments to satisfy this new strategy.   The production of metallur- 

gical products in the East-Centre region has not spread favourable dynamio 

effects to other regions because the expanded input requirements were not met 

by imports.    The southern part of Argentina (Patagonia) ueems to have the re- 

quired natural resouroes in abundance for this possible oourse of future devel- 

opment.    This region is inaooessible in an economic sense, however, for both 

input and market-oriented activities.    Its population is sparse; consequently 

it does not have a ready labour supply and its soci?1  infrastructure is almost 

non-existent«    If domestic migration from the northern provinces is directed 

towards Patagonia instead of Buenos Aires, and public investment is heavily 

concentrated in this region, advantages in location might tip the balance in 

its favour, and the goal of achieving the highest rate of national growth would 

be met.    In short, future trends in "balanoed" regional development, and con- 

centrât ion versus dispersion of new industrial ventures, will be influenced by 

the future structure of national demand as determined by national strategies 

of economic development.    Since natural resources are not evenly distributed 

over the country, regions rioh in resouroes vital to industrialization will 

have an advantage. 

On the other hand, the promotion of growth in lagging regions will require 

not only finding commodities with nationwide demand, high income elasticity of 

'¿¿J These external economies are usually known as localization economies (those 
economies obtained by an industry when different plants of the same industry 
cluster together) and urbanization economies (those economies obtained by 
an industry because of location near a city). 
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demand,  locational linkages and multiplier effects, but also stimulating struc- 

tural changes in the interregional supply patterns.    Social overhead facili- 

ties would have to be extended, particularly a transportation network.    Mot all 

regions have the same capacity to grow, however.    Investments in some regions 

will entail a conflict between aohieving national economic efficiency by maxi- 

mizing national output and a more equalized regional distribution of inoome. 

The solution would involve both economic and political considerations.    If 

there are extreme income differences between regions, and the gap between rich 

and poor areas rapidly increases over a period of time, »oral considerations 

might strongly influence a deoision as to future regional goals.    In order to 

place regional objectives for Argentina in the proper perspective, the inequal- 

ities in the relative regional jer. capita income are considered in the follow- 

ing section.    In other words, consideration will be given to whether there was 

a regional trend in pjr casita income towards or away from the national average 

as national economic development has progressed. 

REQIOHAL IWOPeXm P*•Mg AMP MATIOMAL WßMMlG 
MZEMUMJMZiMl 

Economic growth does not take place in all regions of a oouatry simulta- 

neously.    Growth starts in some points and creates consequent disparities in 

income among regions.    "...There can be little doubt that an economy, to lift 

itself to higher inoome levels, must and will first develop within itself one 

or several regional centres of eoonomio strength.    This need for the emergenoe 

of growing points or growth poles in the course of the development process 

means that  international and interregional inequality of growth is an inevit- 

able concomitant and oondition of growth itself."^ 

Different explanations - proximity to fertile land or mineral sources, and 

geographical advantages, suoh as a natural port - have been advanced to explain 

the fact that the development process necessarily entails interregional inequal- 

ities in growth rates. ̂ »    The interesting question, however, is whether regional 

¿0/ A. Hirsohman (1958) The Strategy of Eoonomio Development. Yale University 
Press,  New Haven,  Connecticut,  pp.183-184. 

¿1/ G. Myrdal (1957) Economic Theory and Underdeveloped Regions. London, 
chapters 3-5.    P. Perroux (1955) "Note sur la notion de  'pole de 
croissance' ".Cahiers de l'Institut de Soienoe Economique Appliquée. D(8), 
United Nations (1955) The"~Economic Survey of Europe in 1954. Geneva 
(Sales  No.:    55.II.E.2),  chapter 6. 
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inequalities will  continue to increase  over a period of years  or whether there 

is a tendency  for them to be reduced  in time.     Regional divergence  from or con- 

vergence towards the  national average  is the crucial point.     Hirschman clearly 

describes the way  in which polarization  forces tend to increase  the disparity 

in regional growth rates once regional  growth has started at  one centre.    When 

the economy has reached maturity,  Hirschman argues,  trickling-down forces tend 

to reverse the trend and make possible a convergence in regional   income distri- 

bution.    Capital and labour mobility,   interregional trade and the policies of 

the central government are the elements that give rise to this regional pattern 

of growth.    WilliamsorA-'   has tested this theory empirically.     He demonstrates, 

first by an international cross-section study and then by a time-series analy- 

sis,  that  for some countries during the first  stages of national growth, rela- 

tive regional growth disparities tend to increase; and when the country reaches 

the stage of maturity there is a reverse trend and regional growth rates con- 

verge to the national average.    Williamson does not supply a concrete turning 

point for this inverted pattern of regional growth, nor does he consider in 

depth the causes for the pattern.    Major research is being conducted to deter- 

mine when this turning point occurs and whether the government can act on it, 

nince this would help countries to delineate their regional economic policy.*1^ 

This section will be devoted to an analysis of the time path of the 

Argentine regional growth rates in per capita income to determine whether there 

was a convergence of these regional rates towards the national average."**^    It 

a; concerned only with relative and not  with absolute income disparities.    The 

second type of disparity depends not only upon the annual rate of growth in 

relation to the national average but also upon the starting position of each 

region vis-à-vis the others.    This does not mean that absolute inequalities 

tmong regions are not  important.    On the cantrary, the welfare of the community 

in generally more related to absolute différences, although if the assumption 

¿¿I J.  Williamson (1965) "Regional Inequality and the Process of National 
Development:    A Description of the Patterns", Eoonomio Development and 
Cultural Change. ¿¿(4/II), June issue. 

_•/ Hirschman and Myrdal, the latter in particular, emphasize the importance 
of political forces to help narrow the gap between the developed and back- 
ward regions. 

_]/ The regional  income equalization goal is closely related with the defini- 
tion of regional boundaries.    The smaller the size of the area oonsidered, 
the likelier they are to differ from the (4ational average. 
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is  th.--1   -ill   regions are growing at  the same  rate  after  initial  growth has 

taken plane   in one  of them,   the  absolute regional  differential  would not   only 

pcrsint   hut   increase. 

The analysis  of the  relation between Argentine levels  of development  and 

regional   inequality are based   on data for the per capita gross  regional  product 

(fîRP)iS/ for 1)46,   V)M,   V>58,   lO'v) and V)6\.     The data  for  1)53,   195« and  195) 

were obtained  from a study carried cut  by  the   Instituto Torcuato Di Telia arid 

the Consejo  Federal  ile   Inversiones.^-/    GRP   for 1946 *as estimated by breaking 

down the gross national  product   '(IMP)  according to regional   indicators taken 

from the  1946 national  census.     The data for  1961  were obtained  from an unpub- 

lished study of the Consejo Federal de Inversiones.    The two different  sources 

of information obviously affect  the comparability of results because it was 

impossible   to  follow uniform  criteria in computing the GRP  for each year.     This 

is particularly  important   in the comparison oP results between 1946 and 1953 

with  l'^8 and 1)5') because the  results for  she  latter two years were obtained 

partly  by applying regional   indicators to national  aggregates  and partly through 

direct   information.    This was  not the case for 1946 where only indicators were 

lined.     Tt   is unlikely,  however,   that the heterogeneity of the data employed in 

computing the aRP will significantly affect  the trend of the results. 

The Williamson coefficient   (rO was used to measure relative differential 

ratea of growth:     a measure of deviation of the GRP ¡jex capita level relative 

to the national   average,  with  each regional  deviation weighed by its share in 

the national   po¡ 

nome differentials.* 

. tion. 
7 

The  higher the R..,  the greater the  size of state in- 

••.'./ Indued the analysis should be based on income accruing to the residents of 
o a-h region (on regional income per capita), and not on t'e value of prod- 
uct   produced  in each region (îRPjT" The difference between them is given 
iy   ,vi-tor payments  to  and   from the region  residents.     In Argentina,   this 

• l i.-' i M -S i ou   i:*  particularly relevant   because metropolitan  Buenos Aires may 
•ou:o>i! rato  a great  deal   of  income generated  in other areas. 

_i_/ M.   Irmnc et  al_.    1 H>:')  Reinamiento de la estructura regional de la 
oooiiomía  Argentina,   ^ volo.,  Editorial  del   Instituto,   Buen03 Aires. 

w 
\LL i 

Wh 
.Lh ere V.   - population of  the  i      region;  N =» national  population; Y.   » 

.th income ¿er capita, of the   i      region; Y  =» national  income per capita. 
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Table  10 presents the results.    Column  1  shows  the  results for the weighted 
38/ iefficient,   R   ,   and column  ?  for the unweighted ooeffioient,  Rut..^-      '"he  re- 

faits  show that  the degree  of  inequality was  increasing over time,   indicating 

that  over the  fifteen-year period there was  a trend towardn  increasing regional 

inequality at  the  same time  that the whole  economy grew  at  an annual  rate of 

;.' per cent   (1946-1061).    Thus, R,, increased from 0.368  (ll)46) to 0.44) ÍVHA) 

and R      from 0.534 (1946)  to O.815 (196I). 

Table  10 

Regional inequality inde 

1946 
1953 
1958 
1959 
1961 

R. 

0.368 
0.369 
0.378 
0.387 
0.449 

0.534 
0.555 
O.587 
O.696 
O.815 

a/ For backward regions these results are biased downwards because 
their estimates of income do not take into consideration that 
the type of income differs from that  in fully monetized and 
market-oriented regions. 

The statistical computations of GRP for the period 1953-195') followed the 

:• ane procedure. Hence, the change in the inequality index could be imputed to 

Ganges in regional income  inequality patterns and not  to changes in procedureu 

r measuring statistics.    Prom 1953 to 1959 the increase in the inequality  index 

:•:••.:-, 5 per cent}  from 1953 to 1959 it remained almost at  the same level.    The 

Uh value of the  index for I96I might result from the statistical procedure 

•*M1 owed owing to data limitations. 

The same type of analysis c n be made  if province is defined as the 

"national" unit  and department as the "regionalM unit  in order to obeerve 

w-ether the pattern of inter-province inequality is consistent with that  for 

intra-province  inequality.     Table 11 shows  the weighted coefficient R^ for 

h province for 1953,  1958 and 1959f these being the only years for which 

ore were income and population estimates  for each department.    The resulto 

ri^'. give a definite indication whether intra-province  inequality  increased 

jr a period of time or not.    Column 4 shows the change m Ry for each prov-- 

• •-c from 1953 to 1959.    The trend seems  to be consistent with inter-province 

/ 
Jfi7i - ?)2A 
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Table  11 

Regi ona 1  inecniality index by provino« (R..)— 

Rw (1959 

Provinces Rw (1953) Rw (W). R» (1959J "»ll»Hf 1?53) 

l'uenos  Aires 0.234 0.259 0.328 •0.094 

Oatamaron 0.545 0.754 0.47O -O.075 

Oôrdoba 0.336 0.237 0.32O -O.016 

Corrientes 0.?96 0.274 0.372 •O.O76 

Oh acó 0.274 0.211 0.199 -0.075 

Chubut 0.593 0.531 0.35 -0,243 

Entre Ríos 0.196 0.171 0.191 -O.005 

Formosa 0.150 0.257 0.245 •O.095 

Ju.-juy 0.480 0.5U 0.506 •0.026 

La Pampa 0,288 0.228 0.323 •0.035 

La Rioja 0.317 0.336 0.239 -O.O78 

Mendoza 0.327 0.409 0.454 •0.127 

Misiones 0.405 0.360 O.468 •O.O63 

Neuquén 0.463 0.400 O.332 -0.131 

Rfo Negro 0.383 0.312 0.22O -0.163 

Salta 0.421 0.412 0.329 -0.092 

San Juan 0.357 0.452 0.442 •0,085 

San l.uia 0.346 0.254 0.323 -0.023 

Santa Cruz 0.196 0.300 O.29O •O.094 

Santa Pé 0.182 0.164 O.19O •O.OO8 

Santiago del Estero 0.495 0.567 0.534 •O.039 

Tue'imán 0.157 0.098 0.111 -O.O46 

Tierra del Fuego 0.262 0.239 0.233 -0.029 

a/ ,. - Mi - Yk)(Pik/N) 

Y       -, iîross product of the i      department in the k     provino« 
-Lk      " th 
V        » grotte  regional  product  of  the k       province 

ik 

th 
-= population of department i in the k  province 

- province population. 
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inequality in eleven provinces; that is,  the size of regional inequality 
increased.    This analysis includes the advanced provinces of Buenos Aires, 

Mendoza   nnà Santa Fé, and also the backward regions of Formosa, Jujuy and 

Santiago del Estero.    For the remaining twelve provinces the size of regional 

inequality decreased.    These provinces include advanced areas such as Córdoba 

and Entre Ríos and poor areas such as La Rioja and San Luis.    The results for 

Buenos Aires and Cordoba, however, where the industrialization process was sig- 

nificant,  indicate' ¿wo patterns.    There was a clear trend towards regional in- 

equality in Buenos Aires which might have resulted from a concentration of 

investment  in its metropolitan area.    In Cordoba, an inverse trend might have 

resulted from a more widely dispersed allocation of investment. 

The analysis thus far haa been baaed on ser capita QRP as an indicator of 

the level of development.    The lack of data made it impossible to extend the 

period of analysis.    Pòi- thda reason, a new index of regional inequality was 

devised ijv order to provide «ore empirical evidence.    Thus, the inequality 

coeffioient («J) was defined as industrial productivity deviations weighted 

by tke share of the regional industrial labour foroe in the total industrial 

labour foroe.^/   Tljle 12 indicates the RJ sinoe 1935i and the trend towards 

where f VA. manufacturing vaia« added in province i . r 
labour foros employed in manufacturing in province i 

* -¥ total manufacturing value added 
total labour foroe employed in manufacturing 

As an idea of how good ths m inufaoturing value added per worker employed 
is as an approximation of regional inoone $f£ capita in this seotor, we 
have correlated thie latter variable with regional income ojr oaplta for 
1S>53, i.«. ' 

X - a • bY 

where X - manufacturing value added per worker employed in this seotor 
Y « regional income oer oaoita. 

The results were positively correlated and significant at 2.5 P«* jent.    If 
we eliminate the influence of extreae cases (Tierra del Fuego, Chubut a.id 
Santa Crus) the results are: 

X - 8067 + 3.30 Y r - 0.7256 
(0.720) à - 2.429 

The coeffioient of Y is positive and significant at i per cent. 
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regional inequality seems to have increased over a period of time. The average 

of these coefficients for the 1 )30s is 0.194, for the 1940s, 0.301, and for the 

first three years of the l^Os, 0.33^. This coefficient,- in other words, in- 

creased by 70 per cent between the average for the 1930s and that for the 1950s. 

Table 1? 

Index of inequality in the i 

1935 
1937 
1939 
1941 
1943 
1946 
1948 
1950 
1953 

y^ustrial sect 

R.1 

or-^ 

0.230 
0.159 
0.194 
C.306 
0.26? 
0.269 
0.370 
0.322 
0.372 

a/ The provinces Chubut, Santa Cruz and Tierra del Fuego are 
inoluded in a single region. 

However, thin trend seems nearly to h*ve levelled off, since the increase 

between the average for the 1940s and that for the 1950s was 10 per oent. 

The analysis of the patterns of relative regional differential growth rates 

indicates that the trend to greater inequality increased after the 1930s and 

appeared to level off in the 1950s. The inequality index used does not refer, 

however, to absolute pjr capita income differences among regions; this might be 

significant iespite the recent levelling-off trend in relative regional growth 

raten.  If the lightly populated southern provinces are exoluded from the anal- 

ysis, in 1>58 only three areas had £gr capita income above the national average 

(table 13): metropolitan Buenos Aires (27 per cent), the rest of Buenos Aires 

(17 per cent1 and Mendoza (14 per cent).*-'  San Juan was at the same level as 

the national average.  On the other hand, six provinces had a per capita income 

40/ This analysis is based on GRP and, because of data limitations, it assumes 
that there is no difference between the value of the products of each prov- 
ince and income accruing to the residents of each province. This assump- 
tion will undoubtedly cause distortion in our analysis because non-resident 
ownership of factors of production is highly significant. Thus, we may 
expect in our comparisons with the national average that per capita income 
would be much higher in metropolitan Buenos Aires and much lower in the 

southern provinces. 

+m mm 
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Pable 13 

Fer capita income by areas, 1 ''-^ 
Percentage .>f national average' 

Total Argentina 

Tierra del Fuego 

Santa Cruz 

Chubut 

Metropolitan I'uenos Aires 

Rio Negro 

Rest of Buenos Aires 

Mendoza 

La Pampa 

San Juan 

Santa Fé 

Jujuy 

Tucumán 

Cordoba 

Chaco 

Entre RîOG 

Neuquén 

Salta 

San Luis 

Corrientes 

La Rioja 

Formosa 

Catamaroa 

Santiago del Estero 

Misiones 

Ì-V. 

14'».:' 

I:Y>.^ 

116.6 

114.:' 

lo.).;' 

100.4 

'M.3 

80. 3 

7% 6 

Yi.fi 

63. *> 

60.8 

bï.<) 

M. ì 

'VI.1? 

aO.'î 

46.1 

4% 3 

40.3 

38.0 

36.4 

arces (1)  Consejo Federal  de  Inversiones  Mo*^   haHflr. p-nr/t el  des.-irroU» 
regi   'lai  Argentina,   Buenos Aires,   pp.^-K/,. 

al.   'DCá-'}   Relevamiento dfi   la n.str^t-ra rn^ijjiiil ^    M .  Gruppe  et 
de   la econ~^Argentina,   5 voi.;.,   Editorial   del   InntiUto, 

Buenos Aires. 
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that was less than 50 per cent of the national average:  Corrientes (50 per 

cent), La Rioja (46.1 per cent), Formosa (45•3 per cent), Catamarca (40.3 per 

cent), Santiago del Estero (38 per cent) and Misione3 (36.4 per cent).  These 

provinces contained only 9 per cent of the population. Córdoba and Santa Fé 

were below the national average because the new dynamic metallurgical and chem- 

ical industrial plants became productive only after 1958. The southern prov- 

inces of Chubut, Santa Cruz and Tierra del Fuego had a p_er capita income above 

the national average because their agricultural and mining production processes 

are not labour-demanding activities. These provinces contained less than 2 per 

cent of the country's population in 25 per cent of the geographic area, and 

earned 2.8 per cent of the GNP. 

The regional problem for Argentina was that 77 per cent of the GNP was gen- 

erated in 22 per cent of its geographic area (Buenos Aires, Córdoba and Santa 

Fé). The absolute £er capita income differences among provinces, although sig- 

nificant, did not, however, have the characteristics that one might expect from 

the regionally unbalanced distribution of economic activities, since three quar- 

ters of the population had a per capita income approximating the national aver- 

age. Moreover, relative regional per capita inoome differential growth rates 

seem to be narrowing down. 

The dilemma that Argentina faces lies in its regional dualism. On the 

one hand, a small geographic area contains most of the population and economic 

activities, and, on the other hand, areas of abundant resources, which might 

be integrated into the national economy, are sparsely populated and lack social 

infrastructure. Argentine regional problems are different from those in such 

countries as Colombia, Peru and Italy, since regional per capita income approx- 

imates the national average for 75 per cent of its population.  In Brazil, 

"while the northeartern region contains 25 per cent of the population, it earns 

10 per cent of the national income, and while the south has 35 per cent of the 
41/ population, it earns 50 per cent of the national income".-L-/ 

Publio opinion and politicians are hence invariably concerned with these 

two regional problems: (a)  that 45»5 per" cent of the GNP is earned by 36.3 per 

cent of the population in less than 0.2 per cent of the geographic area (metro- 

politan Rueños AiretO, and (b) the integration of large resource-endowed regior 

'.]/  W. Raer (1 >n/!N "Hegion.il Inequality and Economic Growth in Brazil", 
K.-onomi • Development and Cultural Change, lj?(3)i p.271. 
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into the  national  economy.      The  solution of these  problems will   depor;. 

whether  future  location criteria are based on national   or on regioni i 

tives,   and on short-run or  long-run aims. 

OBJECTIVES  OF REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT POLICY 

Regional goals and the choice of location 

Although considerations of regional equity are usually present   in major 

government planning,   the economic policy of the first  stage of Argentine eco- 

nomic growth (until  1930)  was concerned with the national rate of growth,   and 

the regional distribution of activities followed as a natural corollary.     Thin 

pattern of economic growth gave rise to the centre-periphery interrelationship 

in Argentina. 

After I93O,  until the mid-1950s,  the strategy of national growth relieu 

heavily on the import substitution of consumer goods.     Again the East-Centre 

region,  particularly metropolitan Buenos Aires, attracted the most  industrial 

activities because of the external economies derived from the agglomeration of 

activities and factors of production in this region.    Since infrastructure was 

poorly developed over the entire country and markets were concentrated in a few 

centres,  the choice of location was severely limited and industry tended to con- 

centrate where agglomeration economies already existed.    In this period as well 

the concern was more with the national rate of growth than with the regional 

distribution of industrial activities. 

By the mid-1950s, the patterns of industrialization based on the import 

substitution of consumer goods had ended and Argentina began to substitute 

intermediate and capital goods.     This new pattern,  while furthering the devel- 

opment   of Buenos Aires,   also created new poles of attraction in Córdoba and 

Santa Pô.    After 1955 Cordoba became a metallurgical centre,  attracting tractor, 

automobile and railway producers;  and,  after I960,  Santa Fé became the hub of 

-. petrochemical  complex.     The development  of these new centres was attributed 

to  the  rationing of government  electricity  in Buenos Aires and an excess supply 

of electricity  in Cordoba;   the  availability of labour in Córdoba and Santa Fé 

with  standards   of quality  comparable  to those  in   Buenos  Aires;   the access ibi 1 it;/ 

>f  inputs  in South Santa Fé  for petrochemical  production;  a good   transportât, i or, 

network  linking Cordoba,   Santa Fé and  Buenos  Aires;   and  a chain  of   porla   ori   UH- 

Parana river  in the  state  of Santa Fé. 
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mirine this latter stagi of economic growth, the Government  seemed to be 

liming at  a more balanced regional development,  and regional problems had be- 

came  ;m  issue of national  importance.    The   two five-year plans for 1947-1951 

and  for l')52-19[)6,  the national   industrial promotion laws,  and the recent 

national  plan for I965-I969 have encouraged the decentralization of economic 

activities.     The Government has manifested the desire to stimulate investment 

xtside metropolitan Buenos Aires by using fiscal incentives.    The climax of 

thin process of decentralization was the 1964 industrial  promotion law, which 

explicitly excludes investments  in metropolitan Buenos Aires fro» any type of 

benefits. 

All of these considerations concerned the volume of eoonomic aotivity of 

each region compared with the others,  in other words, the regional patterns of 

concentration of eoonomic activities.    However, growth in total output may dif- 

fer from the welfare aspects of regional growth, that is,  from the behaviour of 

per capita income growth in each region.    The strategic variables that affect 

both the volume and welfare aspects of economic development need not be iden- 

tical,  although they depend on the same set of forces.    "The failure of the 

•volume'  of economic activity to keep paoe with the national average growth in 

certain areas may be helpful  in achieving the socially desirable goal of eoo- 

nomic efficiency.    Yet this need not imply that the income of persons in the 

area affected - either those who migrate elsewhere or those who remain - need 

increase any less rapidly than the income of persons elsewhere,  at least in the 

long-run."-*-^ 

An analysis was made earlier of the welfare aspects of regional develop- 

ment  in terms of regional differential growth rates in £gr O&Pita income in 

relation to the national average.    The index of regional ine<iuality used indi- 

cated an increasing trend towards unequal growth which appeared to be levelling 

off in the 1950s.    The pattern referred to relative per capita income differ- 

ential growth and not to absolute growth.    The concern with oommunity welfare, 

however,   is generally related more to absolute differences with respect to the 

national average than with relative differences.    Absolute per capita income 

differs widely among the various states,  although these differences do not dis- 

play  the characteristics that  one might expect from the spatial  analysis on 

concentration of economic activities, because,  on the one hand,  three quarters 

!t.   Perl off and  I..   Wingo Jr.,   0£.  cit.,   pp. 56-57. 

MM 
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of the population live in states that have a per capita income approximating 

the national  average,  and,  on the other hand,  only 9 per cent  of the population 

live in states with a per capita income that was less than half of the national 

average. 

Social concern over regional problems in Argentina is basically related 

to breaking down the centre-periphery model, that is, the aim is to discourage 

the high concentration of economic activities and population in a few centres, 

particularly metropolitan Buenos Aires, and to better integrate large areas 

that are isolated from the existing oentres of population and richly endowed 

with natural resources, but that lack population and social infrastructure. 

There are also states with a per capita income which is one half the national 

average:    San Luis, Corrientes, La Rioja, Formosa, Gatamarca, Santiago del 

Estero and Misiones.    The elimination of this centre-periphery relationship 

ha3 been the object of increasing governmental efforts in recent years to stim- 

ulate regional development by the oreation of new oentres of growth. 

Political considerations generally come into play when there are regional 

disparities in income distribution.    The creation of new oentres that can give 

an impetus to centripetal forces for their development raises a political issue. 

The case is usually not stated in terms of a regional redistribution of income, 

however, but  in terms of the eoonomio advantages that would accrue fi'om estab- 

lishing new poles of attraction.    Over-oonoentration,  if continued,  it is argued, 

will increase the per capita expenditures for government services and result in 

additional social overhead capital.    "However, there is no agreement as to the 

urban size at whioh this occurs, nor, for that matter,  is there solid evidence 

that costs do in fact increase with uiban size for a given level of services 

and facilities."^   The question of the optimal size of a region has been the 

source of endless discussion and speculation on the part of planners, but no 
44/ 

answer has yet been given.-13' 

Two primary goals are to maximize the national rate of growth*2'  and to 

equalize the spatial distribution of income.    There should be no conflict 

43/ W.  Alonso (1966) »Location, Primacy and Regional Economic Development", 
paper presented at the Second International Congress of Regional Planning, 
Rio de Janeiro, p.l. 

44/ J.  Friedmann, o¡>. cit.,  p.73. 
45/ Efficiency implies that production could not be increased if we produce the 

same output with the same amount of resources at an alternative location 
(also including resources used in transportation). 
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between efficiency and equity  through the creation of poles of growth if,   for 

any additional   investment,  the new centre shows higher net returns than the 
46/ existing centre.-1-' 

The  theais that metropolitan Buenos Aires has reached the stage of dimin- 

ishing returns  is apparently widely accepted in Argentina.    The common view 

among political circles is that  it   is overcrowded and that it suffers from 

gigantism.    The Consejo Federal de Inversiones,  an inter-provincial agency 

created in 1959,^ has accepted th^s viewpoint^-/ in its study on planning 

regional  economic development   in Argentina,"/ although no empirioal investi- 

gation was undertaken to prove that net returns in Buenos Aires were really 

diminishing. 

Regional development policy cannot be based on such vague objectives as 

industrial decentralization and the creation of new poles.    For location deci- 

sions concerned with regional decentralization explicit answers must be found 

to a number of questions:    What constitutes a "satisfactory" regional balanoe? 

Where should new poles be located?    Of what dimension?   What is the goal when 

there is conflict between regional equity and national efficiency?    As Lloyd 

Rodwin stated:    "The regional development goals,  like the other goals in the 

national  development plan,  need to be spelled out, enlarged, dramatized, made 

.   .^, „ 50/ more visible".--' 

Considerations of concentration versus decentralization and national effi- 

ciency versus regional equity are particularly relevant for Argentina.    Since 

the distances are so great,   it  is  impossible in the short-run to provide a good 

system of transportation, communication and power supply for the entire country, 

and to distribute population and industry evenly in all the provinces.¿-/ 

£6/ Por further elaboration on this point, see W. Alonso, o¡>. cit. 

42/ The purposes of this agency are described elsewhere in this study. 

48/ At  this time we should point   out that maximizing growth for every region 
will maximize growth for the  entire nation only under conditions of perfect 
competition.    See 0.  Leven  (1)64)  "Establishing Goals for Regional Economic 
Development", Journal  of the American Institute of Planners.XXX. May  issue, 
and   reprinted in J. R.   P.   Friedmann and W.   Alonso,  0£.  cit.   (see footnote 
No. "i"1,   chapter ?'). 

4 )/ Conue.jo Federa]   de Inversiones  (1963),  0£.   cit. 

^_i/ W.   Rodwin  (1 »64)   "Choosing Regions  for Development",  in J.  R.   P.  Friedmann 
and   W.   Alonso,  op.  cit.    (see   footnote No.3). 

—— 2 
M' The  density of population  in  Argentina is  8 per km    against 100 to 400 

in   R'irone. 
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Spatial alternatives in Argentina 

Argentina clearly lacks a regional development  strategy.    It  is beyond 

the scope of this paper to establish what the optimum future spatial patterns 

in Argentina should be, but several points related to the problem will be dis- 

cussed here in order to clarify the issues involved in delineating such a 

regional strategy. 

The first consideration is whether the objective of national or regional 

growth will guide the future course of action.    At  an international seminar in 

which six developing countries with wide regional  inequalities participated 

(Greece,  Israel,  Portugal, Spain, Turkey and Yugoslavia),  it was generally 

agreed that policy concerned with regional problems depends on the development 

stage of the country.    The promotion of individual regions in developing coun- 

tries must therefore be limited to those of high economic potential, which 

would be likely to contribute to a higher rate of national economic growth.*-' 

Only countries at an advanoed stage of development oan afford to ooncentrate 

on raising the level of backward areas.^* 

If the basic planning objective is national economic growth, regional goals 

and consequently deoisions for regional location become merely an instrument 

for achieving the national objective.    The simple goal of maximising national 

output, however, presents problems of how it is to be realized in a dynamic 

context.    Decisions for looation guided by the aim of national efficiency say 

involve various spatial solutions', aooording to the importance attached to 

external economies, especially when the decision makes possible a substantial 

trend in investment concentrated regionally.    The deoision as to the optimal 

location will depend on the potential effect of external eoonomies on production 

and distribution costs in one region as compared with the others.    In short, 

different  solutions may be considered as advancing national efficiency depend- 

ing on whether the criterion for location is based on a "static" approach (con- 

cerned with the efficiency of the existing location pattern) or on a -dynamic" 

approach  (concerned with changing the existing pattern).    The solution based on 

a dynamic approach is more nebulous, since it depends on the planner's or private 

¿2/ Organisation for Economic Go-operation and Development (lr>65) Regional 
Development  and Accelerated Growth, p. 11. 

7'if Ibid. 
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inventor's s ubject ive evaluation of the comparât ive regional advantages  in 

terror;   of external   economies. 

Another considérâtion that  deserves  special  attention is the spatial  al- 

ternatives present  in Argentina,  and to what extent the goal of regional decen- 

tralization can be achieved  without   having to sacrifice part  of the national 

income.     For this analysis,  the development of regions  in relation to their 

resource endowments  ana the  future  structure of total  national demand will  be 

considered.    Three regions in Argentina may serve as examples:    the core region 

''metropolitan Buenos  Aires,  Córdoba and Santa Fé),   the  resource frontier region 

•Pat;agonia\  and depressed or backward regions that have less than one half of 

the national  average per capita income (Fan Luis,  Corrientes,  La Rioja,  Formosa, 

Catamarca, Santiago del  Estero and Misiones).^    These three regions have been 

chosen  instead  of other equally important  regions,  because they present cases 

wiiore,   with a r-oal   of decentralisation,  the conflict  between welfare and effi- 

ciency  neerns most  relevant.     This  analysis should also  throw light  on future 

regimai   strategies  for Argentina. 

The  core  region 

The hif'n concentration of population,  economic activities and investment 

in  the  core region means that   its  growth   is closely related to national  economic 

development  and   that   it  performs a  critical role  in the  prooes3 of industrial- 

ization.    This  relationship also operates  in reverse;   that is,  when the core 

region's capacity  to grow rlaokens   (when  its actual  output is below its poten- 

tial   level of production),  owing to an inadequate supply of basic services,  the 

country  as a whole will   suffer. 

The core region has the problems of urban congestion that are characteris- 

tic  of highly urbanized regions.     Among other things  it  lacks an appropriate 

urban transportation system,  adequate highways,   sewerage, electricity and hous- 

ing.     A solution to these problems would contribute to the development of other 

regione.     Phis  is particularly true  in Argentina since metropolitan buenos Aires 

accounts for almost  one half of the gross national product,    A faster industrial 

growth   in this region will   in turn enhance the economic development  of other 

regions,  owing to an  increase in the demand for their resources as well as an 

increase   in savings. 

[•.] '  We  have  followed   in this  approach the definition of regions given by 
• '.   R.  P.   Friedmann,   op_.   cit. 

^MM^«i^MrfMaM^M^MÉH^hiBaaH«MaariMariM«^HMk 
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"he frontier Patagonia region 

The situation  of Patagonia  Ì3  different.     Thin   is  a region where  natural 

resource endowments may play a significant role  if the national   at r-it egy of 

economic development   is based on promoting heavy  industries.    The connexion 

between the region's natural resources  and future strategy,  baaed  on the expan- 

sion of the national  demand  for this type of resource,  may be -i ma.i or  factor 

in determining the strategy for regional  development.    The basii; planning prob- 

lems that the Patagonia region presents are its relative isolation  from exist- 

ing centres of population and the small size of its population, which  is well 

below the critical minimum threshold for attracting servicing activities. 

The crucial question in this case is whether,  from the point  of view of 

national efficiency,  it is socially justified to promote the development of 

this resource frontier region or to continue the process of concentration in 

the core region.    The approach of the Consejo Federal de Inversione«   in based 

on the empirically untested assumption that metropolitan Buenos Aires has 

reached the stage of diminishing returns, and consequently that national  out- 

put will be maximized if a pole is created in Patagonia which shows  increasing 

net returns.     In other countries,  urban centres that  are larger than metropoli- 

tan Buenos Aires do not seem to have diminishing returns, however,   and there 

is no theory on which to base a determination of the urban size at which thin 

process begins.    "The continued growth of even the largest metropolitan regions 

in the world oontradicts the expectation of diminishing marginal  returns to 

¡joale."^«     On the other hand, even if the core region has increasing returns, 

at ill the development of Patagonia may be justified from the point  of view of 

national efficiency,  if in the long run it has higher increasing returns than 

metropolitan Buenos Aires.*^/    But whether Patagonia has higher net  returns 

than the core region will ultimately depend on the effect that the creation of 

. ocial infrastructure and inflow of population into Patagonia will have on the 

••dvantages of this rtgion compared with others.    It  is quite possible that for 

•i lightly populated region with abundant natural resources, the improvement in 

the transport system could significantly affect the relative advantages of the 

1^/ IMâ'» PP. 14-15. 
6/ It is assumed in this analysis that decisions are only made in relation to 

""'   these two regions.    It is quite possible that other regions have even higher 
increasing returns than Patagonia and metropolitan Buenos Aires. 
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[•(.•..«•i ,>ri  ''ir   iri«i . t* t, r L-i 1   location,     ouch   Improvements might give the  region advan- 

'. 1,'ui-   i'/or-   loca ti ont- which had   been preferred because of proximity to market, 

, •..•:.<•; • ¡ -i !y   m  the 'Viro of  transport-oriented  industries.    Moreover,  when a big 

itiv;.:' -i-Mit.    ;f'!'irt   in carried out   In one region,   it  will  influence the structure 

••'.'   u.v.-]:>v\1   :>ri ;es  and coûta of each  region  in comparison with the others because 

of  the extern*!   economies  provided by this  investment effort,   and hence might 

help  to '.ievelop  the resource-endowed  region. 

Therefore,   building up a  social   infrastructure  in Patagonia may be  justi- 

fied not  because metropolitan Buenos Aires has reached the stag© of diminishing 

ret mir, but   because higher returns are expected from an investment effort in 

Patagonia  than in Huenos Aires.     Moreover,  the development  of this resource 

frontier region may also be justified by introducing other planning variables, 

inven  the multiplicity  of government  objectives for long-term development. 

"iitton-il   integration might  be a criterion in considering locations for the 

effect  that   they may have in bringing the remote frontier regions into closer 

communication with the existing centres of population.    A decision about the 

development  of the frontier region first requires a delineation of the national 

industrialization strategy,  since the linkage between its natural resource en- 

dowments and  the national economy is a basic condition of this region's devel- 

opment.    Patagonia would be an "open" region,  exporting its output to other 

domestic markets,  particularly the advanced regions,  and to foreign markets. 

As a highly specialized and export-oriented region,  the development of its 

social  infrastructure would be  justified in that  the markets for itB products 

would be  important  in the future. 

Backward regions 

Completely different problems are present in the development  of depressed 

regions.    These are areas with  low development potential  in relation to other 

regioni-, and  with  a high rate of selective outward migration of  labour.     Althoug 

the .iovemment   may  feel  that   its  first  concern  is  to promote the development  of 

the nation  an  a whole,  political  and  social   pressures sometimes   force  it  to pur 

...ie  urgent   remedial  action  in   backward  areas.     In   this case,   regional  equity 

ronfi i ••ti.-!  with   national  efficiency, 

•dfforenl   goalt* nay   le  purn ¿ed when   it   is desirable   to  raise  the  standard 

^'   ¡ivi u..*   ii;   l.aokwari areas:      ,aN   the   per capita   income of  the   backward  region 
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••. ç/   ue raised   to equal  the national   average  (this  means   that   the  per   - ipit , 

1','ome  of  these  regions must   grow much faster  than per capita   Incorno   in  tt.o 

Mp/anced   regions);   (b)   each  region grows at   the  same  rate »o  that   atavi ¡te nor 

capita  income differences will   increase over time;   ,,c'   t,ic backward   region- wi i', 

have n self-sustained per capita income growth rate.     This rate may  be  lower 

than the  national  average,  thus  increasing the relative and absolute per capita 

income gap between  the backward and advanced regions. 

The  purpose  here  is not   to recommend one of  these goals over  the othoru, 

: at  simply  to present  different  economic criteria  that might  be  adopted for 

regione whose development  is desired although for non-economic  reasons. 

in  Italy,  "the principal  post-war objective of government  policy  in the 

cith has  been to reduce the difference in consumption and income  levels be- 

tween the South and the rest  of the country.    As the years have passed without 

ny gain  in the growth rate of the South over the rest of the country, official 

tr¡ foment s on development policy have tended to shift this goal  to an indefinite 

time in the future and to stress the establishment of a self-sustained procese 

'' growth as the main objective.    The main objective of development policy in 

• • ,e South should be to achieve an economic structure capable of sustained growth 
hi/ 

! 'at her than a particular ratio between the growth rate in the South and North". *"•' 

Which of these or other goals should be selected and the relative weight 

"it should be attached to the goal of regional welfare in relation to the goal 

'   national efficiency are questions that only the community can answer. 

A final consideration is the public investment strategy to be followed in 

Her to achieve the desired goal.    One type of approach might be to disperse 

:   ! lie  investment  regionally;  another might be to concentrate this effort  in 

riority  regions.    A regionally decentralized pattern of public  investment makes 

•   nossible  to originate external economies in the favoured regions. 

Argentina has relied basically on fiscal  incentives to pursue  its regional 

I;;.    The following section considers to what  extent these incentives have 

••en successful   in achieving regional objectives. 

 '  'I.   H.   Chenery,   0£.  cit.,   p.b?6. 
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INDUSTRIAL !OGATIQN POLICY  IN AROENTINA 

Industrial promotion laws 

Governments can use a variety of policy instruments to influence the dis- 

tribution of economic activities among regions. Most aim at either encouraging 

labeur and capital mobility, creating external economies through training a 

labour force and building social overhead capital, or adjusting the price-cost 

structure among regions for the production and transportation of unfinished am 

finished goods. Some of these policies might be compatible with national plan 

others might be the result of increasing political pressures for the equaliza- 

tions of regional income. 

In Argentina,  regional decentralization was encouraged primarily by the 

industrial promotion laws of both central and provincial governments2-'   offer- 

ing fiscal  incentives,  notably tax exemptions and duty-free licences for the 

import of machinery and equipment.    These incentives were offered in three geo 

graphic areas:    Patagonia,  the Northwest  and the Northeast   (see map).     In 1964 

metropolitan Buenos Aires was excluded from the benefits afforded by these law 

with the aim "of stimulating a convenient decentralization of economic activ- 

ities".    Tax exemptions up to a maximum of ten years are granted in the latest 

industrial promotion law (Decree 3113,  1964)  either to the enterprise or to ti 

investor.    The benefits granted to enterprises concern yearly business income 

tax,  substitute tax on corporate capital, excess profits tax (whioh goes fron 

100 per cent during the first four years to a minimum of 10 per cent  in the 

tenth year),  stimo tax,   and special prices for gas,  electricity,  fuel and trai 

port.    If the enterprise chooses to encourage the investor,  the firm will  for« 

go most  of the previous tax exemptions,  and the investor will receive a yearly 

tax exemption,  lower than that for the enterprise,  from the  income tax on anoi 

invested in the enterprise. 

¿8/ A very complete and exhaustive 3urv«y of the national  and provincial  indu 
trial  promotion laws can be found in E.  Herrero (1965)  Aspectos legales d 
la promoción industrial en la Argentina.   2nd ed.,  Editorial del Instituto 
Buenos  Aires. 
Appendix  T  of thir  paper summarizes the main legal  characteristics of the 
laws. 
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REGIONS  DEVELOPED UNDER ARGENTINE INDUSTRIAL 
PROMOTION LEGISLATION 
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Table  14  indicates  that  the regions promoted had a small  share in the GNP 

in 1959  (13.5  per cent)   and that  their share  of total population was  22.7  per 

cent  concentrated  in 66  per cent  of the geographic  area of Argentina.    Metro- 

politan Rueños  Aires by contrast had 42.6 per cent   of the GNP,   34.6 per cent 

of total population concentrated  in 0.4 per cent  of the geographic area. 

The  following sections analyse the economic circumstances  of the regions 

promoted in order to determine whether the goal  of decentralization can be 

attained by  fiscal  incentives alone. 

Pat.ago 4 52/ nia^^ 

Patagonia is a large geographic  area that  is  lightly populated.    The pop- 

•iKtion density  is 0.7  per cent per square kilometre as opposed to 7.2 per cent 

for the whole country.     Agriculture,   particularly the production of fruit  and 

wool,   is the main activity of the reg.on, which comprised 40 per cent of the 

'ÏRP  in 195).     Patagonia has approximately 50 per cent  of the hydroelectric  re- 

sources of the country,   99 per cent  of the coal reserves,  70 per cont of the 

petrojeum reserves,  60 per cent  of natural gas reserves,  70 per cent  of iron 

reserves,   and  it  also has minerals such as beryllium,  tungsten,   manganese,   and 

vanadium. 

Initial  investment   in resource facilities in this unpopulated region may 

load to a sequence of economic growth if it  is accompanied by  immigration of 

workers and their families,   improvements in transport facilities within the 

region and with other regions,  provision of community facilities,  and services 

such as housing,  water,   sewerage and electrioity.    The initial  resource exploi- 

tation and the building of a population nucleus would stimulate small market- 

oriented activities,  input-oriented processing activities, and urban-oriented 

activities as the result  of investment in construction for community facilities 

etc.    This multiplier effect would depend in turn on the input-output relation- 

ships arising from investment  in the new resource activity,  on th* population 

movements in response to the incentives provided in the region,  on the social 

overhead facilities offered and so on. 

A complete 3urvey  of the potentialities  of this region can be  found in 
i-onse,;o Federal de  Inversiones   (1966)  Análisis regional  de  la Patagonia. 
Vols.I-II,   Rueños  Aires. 
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In short,  Patagonia  is  a region ricv.iy endowed with resources but  lacking 

the  necessary  social overhead capita"^    Although   it  encompasses a third of  the 

geographic   area  of Argentina,   it  disposes of less   than 10 per  cent  of the  rail- 

roads,   leso  than  1  per cent  of the  electrical  supply,  inadequate port  facili- 

ties,   r~j per cent  of the  paved roads,   less than  1   per cent  of  the telephone 

lines,  7 per cent  of the   total  number of post  offices,  and less than 1  per cent 

of the water  supply.    Moreover,   it   does not have  skilled labour or appropriate 

technical  school G  arid universities. 

'liven  this  absence  of social   infrastructure   in Patagonia,   it  is doubtful 

that   industries will  locate  in this  region if the  only stimulus is fiscal   in- 

centives.     As wa shall  see below,   the  firms making use of the  benefits provided 

by  the  industrial   promotion  lawn  tend to locate   in  Buenos Aires, Cordoba and 

Ganti   Pé,   and only resource-oriented   investments,   such as  in petroleum,  have 

been  • ttracted to thic  region.    The  great concern  in Argentina over the poten- 

tiality of  thic  region  is  indicated by the creation of a joint study group  (the 

Consejo Federal   de Inversiones and  the United Nations)  to formulate a develop- 

ment  plan for  the "Comahue region".—'    The Comahue includes part of Patagonia: 

the  states  of Meuquón and Rio Negro and the southern part of Buenos Aires and 

I D \ÙJ La  rampa,——' 

The outstanding features of the Comahue region are: 

(•i)  Soil with ,m  irrigable surface that  equals the area irrigated in 
the  rest  of  the country. 

(b)  Subsoil, whose  possibilities, with the exception of oil and gas, 
are not yet  known, but which nevertheless has future potential.     It 
contains more  than half the national  reserves of iron (Sierra Grandi 
salt   (Oaulichy),  wolfram and flourite,   and its mining actually repr« 
sents ?4 per cent of the entire country's mining activity. 

fc)  Hydroelectric  resources,  which are capable of generating more than 
double the  power actually consumed. 

The first  specific  recommendation of this study group is the construction 

and  operation of the Chocón-Cerros Colorados multiple purposes complex,  which 

would ensure flood control  in the Rio Negro Valley, provide water to several 

t_y   ¡'hu-,  is   a   two-year  study with   a   total  budget   of $1,?40,050 and the con- 
tract   was  signed   in  August  196b. 

M ' Consejo  Federal de   Inversiones   ( 1 (>65) "Informe preliminar sobre aspectos 
generales  de  la economía del   Comahue". 

i^ti 
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ft 
'à 

thousand square miles of land,   eventually allow navigation of the Rio Negro 

river from  its source to the ocean,  and produce 4,700 GWh  of hvd roe latrie 
62/ - 

Lorti*/ Northwest  regie 

This region is composed of cities founded in the colonial  period.    The 

Spanish colonists came from Peru and Chile through the northern part of the 

Argentine territory.    During this period, the Northwest was the most populated 

area in Argentina,  containing 40 per cent of the total population;-^  it was 

on the periphery of a centre located in Lima (Peru).    Its situation contrasts 

radically with the lightly populated Patagonia,  and naturally   impones restric- 

tions on possible further growth,  since traditional activities will have to 

coexist with modern ones.    Labour-intensive and artisan industrien must operate 

side by side with capital-intensive and sophisticated industries.    Tradition 

will  inhibit the mobility of labour and capital much more in this old settled 

region than in new,  still unsettled Patagonia,  and this aspect  should be care- 

fully considered in designing a promotion policy for this r-"ion. 

The Northwest  region has  a greater share of the GNP  than Patagonia,  and 

its population per square kilometre is more than four times, that  of Patagonia, 

it  still well  telow that  of metropolitan Buenos Aires.     Its share of total 

•onulation has  been continually decreasing:     28 per cent   in 186.»;     17.H per cent 

in 1^95;     12.6 per cent  in 1935;     11.3 per cent  in 1)47;    and  11.1  per cent   in 

1 »60.    On the other hand, the annual  rate of growth of population (l'M7-l>6o) 

.•/as around 2.5 per cent, while for the country it was 1.9 per cent.    Domestic 

- i gration has therefore negatively affected this region,  especially the states 

•jj Comisión Especial para el Estudio del Desarrollo de las Zonas de Influencia 
de los RíOS Limay, Neuquén y Negro [Comahue]  (1962)  "Summary of the 
preliminary  study for the  full development of the Comahue Region", Senado 
de la Nación, República Argentina. 

•2l The analysis will be based on a report  of the CFI which includes most  of 
the states  of the promoted region but  not  all  of them.    Chaco and Formosa 
are excluded  in this report.     Consejo Federal de  Inversiones  (1966) Plan 
de emergencia para el Noroeste Argentino.  1967.    Diagnóstico preliminar. 
Documento de Trabajo,   Buenos Aires. 

_jj A.  Ferrer,   0£.  cit. 
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of  I,a  Rio ja,   'atamaroa,   Santiago del   Estero and  Tuoumán.    Since the  age  struc- 

ture  of   the  region shows   a  younger average than  that   for the entire country, 

this TiipT-ït ion wTf? not   only   selective  hut   also  largely  of working age  persons, 

'Per ¡eut ages ) 

^-1 ) 20^2 60 and over 

Northwest 51.6 4P.Í 6.1 
Argentina y j. A 51.7 8.9 

Metropolitan Píenos  Aires  is  the main attraction  for those who migrate; 

- 1   per cent  of the total  migration  from Gatamarca went  to the capital,   40 per 

?ent   from -iu.juy,  50 per cent   from La Rio.ja, 12 per cent  from Salta,  73 per cent 

•Tom Santiago del Estero and   )3 per cent  from Tucumân emigrated to Buenos Aires 

Metropolitan Huenos Aires  absorbed  not  only the disguised unemployed of the 

northwest  region,  bat also drew away from the region  its key technicians, man- 

agers and  other enterprising young men.—•"    This selective migratio.. accentu- 

ated  the  relative disadvantages of this  region,   since  basically unskilled and 

less qualified people  have  remained  t!'.":c.    If 30me  effort had been mó.de and 

resources had  been used to assist  people  in moving to Patagonia instead of to 

metropolitan Buenos Aires,   a larger contribution might have been made to the 

country  as a whole,  especially if the migration had involved unemployed workers 

from the  Northeast. 

The analysis so far was made for the entire Northwest region.    However, 

it  is not a homogeneous region.    Table 15 indicates that Salta and Jujuy had 

the higher gross regional  product with positive internal migration in the perio 

1947-1960,  and with lower unemployment rates.    Thus,  we can distinguish two sub 

regions that demonstrate different potentialities for growing:    (a) Salta and 

Jujuy»   (b) Gatamarca,  La Rioja, Santiago del Estero and Tuoumán. 

Ghaco and Formosa,  a third subregion, should be considered here since it 

is included in the industrial promotion law's definition of the Northwest regie 

However,   statistical  information is unavailable for these two states. 

6^/ There is no information to quantify the selective characteristics of this 
migration,  though  it   is generally accepted that  the best talent  in the 
professional  groups  has migrated to metropolitan  Buenos Aires. 
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Table l1? 

Economic   indicators for the Northwest  region,   1 ).J7-I. >bO 

I 

Provinces 

•rujuy 

Salta 

Gatamarca 

La Rioja 

Santiago  del Estero 

Tucumán 

Northwest  region 

Argentina 

GRP 
per worker, 

I960 

81,600 

79,700 

41,100 

54,900 

46,600 

61,700 

62,900 

122,000 

Domestic 
migrât ion, 
i?47-i?6o 

5, c)00 

13,300 

-23,10o 

-19,400 

-115,700 

-28,600 

-170,000 

'riempì oyv.! 
rate.   Ì ".. 

3.1 

0.4 

6.) 

6.8 

4.? 

4.7 

Source;     Consejo Federal de Inversiones (I966) Plan de entérine ia para el 
Noroeste Argentino   1967.   Documento de Trabajo,  F\enos Aires. 

The  subregion Salta-Jujuy was growing faster than t1 e national average in 

the period 1953-1963:     4.2 per cent  and 2.3 per cent  annual rates of growth of 

gross  regional product,  respectively.    This was due to the increase  in the pro- 

duction  of commodities in nationwide demand, such as petroleum and gas, sulphur, 

lead and  zinc,  all of which have  an income elasticity of demand greater than 

one.     This subregion  is well endowed with minerals and fuels.    In 196j, the 

region produced 99 per cent of the national production of iron (Patagonia has 

the largest unexploited iron reserves), 100 per cent  of tin,  16 per cent of 

manganese, 84 per cent of lead,  89 per cent of zinc,  99 per °ent of sulphur, 

43 per cent of natural gas, 6 *^er cent of petroleum,  and 5 per cent of limestone. 

On the other hand, the subregion comprising Catamaroa, La Rioja, Santiago 

del Estero and Tucumán,  remained at  the same level  of gross regional product 

from 1953 to 1963.    Most  industries  of this subregion are regionally oriented, 

that  is,   they satisfy the demand  in the region for foodstuffs, beverages, tex- 

tiles,   wood products etc.    Only a very few industries export their output to 

other regions.    This  is the case  in Tucumin where sugar represents 62 per cent 

of its  exports, Santiago del Estero where firewood,   coal and cotton fibres rep- 

resent   35 per cent  of its exports,   and La Rioja where wine represents 27 per 

oent   of   its exports.     These products have a low income elasticity  of demand, 
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that   in,   their  local   and  mtional   demand does  not   increase as  rapidly as 

i no orne. 

To  sum UP,   the  Northwest   region   in   formed  by  states founded  during the 

colon i'il   period,  with   or :>duot ion heavily  based  on  slow-growing  industries, 

most  of  them oriented   to satisfy  local  demand.     In the period considered,   the 

per   rip i ta ¿rross  onduct   of  the   region was  one half   the national   average; 

migration  from  tre    rea wis  significant   and selective;     the  unemployment   rate 

was   it ovo  the  naf iotia I   average;     and   the Government   had  to absorb  a great  deal 

of  the   l-:M,r   •"•"'raj,   therciy   increasing disguised  unemployment.      The  situation 

worsened   c'-en aHy   in  several   otates   ^f  this  region:     Tue iman,   Oatamarca, 

i a   Rio ;a   and  :'anfi'..-'"    ¡el   Flster >.      In  the  subregion  Salta and Tu.iuy  the .aitaa- 

ti'ia was  TUTO  ••¡••"'•n i s ia>' since these  states are rich   in mineral  resources:     gas, 

:'etr'h.:r;,   iron,   tin,   lea.i,   /, i.nc,   sulphur,   limestone   etc. 

l.-.t-t ir-'í>. rie   aorta vert   region  (Ì if fers   substantially   from   Patagonia,   which   is 

frontier   rca-i ^u,   sparsely  populated  and  rich   in  nut ¿ral   resources.     Moreover, 

" rad U i"fvui   restrictions  on  labo ir  and  capital  movement,   and   the   lack of entre- 

: rene.i'i'.'!   .ci ri1:   ' >   indertnko dynamic  new activities,   are present   to a greater 

:e.'*ree   in   '.no  -MU  settled  northwest   region than   in Patagonia,     áíiven all   these 

ïo.nsiderat i >us,   i'   sec.ras  likely  that   the  long-term conflict  between national 

çH'Loiea r/  a as.  regional   equity   in more significant   in the Northwest  region than 

i n »>-, * igoni a. careful  analysis  by sector and  project  could  indicate 

what   types  cf  investie it   are profitable  for the region  from both  the national 

and   regional   points     f view. 

Regional  impact  of the central government 
industrial promotion laws 

,'his paper has described the benefits provided by the industrial promotion 

lnwa and   the economic  characteristics  of the promoted  regions.     The fiscal   in- 

centives consisted  of tax exemptions up to ten years   for both the  firm and/or 

investors  and  d ity-free  import  of machinery and equipment.    We  indicated earliei 

that  when these  incentives were granted  these regions  did not  have the required 

s '*':a!    infrastructure.     The   influence  of external   economies   in  location choice", 

is   parti -ilar!,'."   important,   especially   if   it   is considered  that   alternatives  for 

• ,:C  TWMva'e   investor   also   i.u'l.ue metropolitan  Huerios  Aires,   where   4a.6  per ceni 

'•'   :".'!'   is  .vnev-'.n.i   and   "*!.?    per  cent   of  the  population live,   and   the  new  indus- 

'nal    ajar «es   in   !órdot;:   nris  'ò-mta   Fr. 
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In order to obtain an  idea of the actual  pattern of investment  benefiting 

'"rom the  industrial promotion laws,   statistical   information has beoti compiled 

n foreign  and domestic capital  investment  by sectors and regions for the oeriod 

ì ^9-1966,   the years covered by the tax and  import-duty exemption regulations. 

'."able 16 summarizes this  information and  annex 7 includes a further breakdown 

••»f the information by economic activities. 

Metropolitan Buenos Aires absorbed almost  50 per cent  of the  total   invest- 

ment.    If we add to this percentage the remaining part of the province of Rueños 

ires,  Cordoba, and Santa Fé,   the  figure goes up to  )0 per cent.    On the other 

hand,  investment  in the promoted region was significant  only in the period  from 

1 »64 to I966.     Although this period coincides with the exclusion of metropolitan 

uenos Aires  from the industrial promotion law exemptions,   it  is unlikely that 

the process  of decentralization resulted from this policy,  since some of thene 

investments were planned before 1964 and were resource-oriented.     In 1 ,<M, al mont 

the entire investment  in the Northwest region (in the states of Salta and Chano 

was in sugar refining.     In 1965% the states of Tucumán and Jujuy (Northwest 

region) attracted most of the investment  in sugar refining.    In Patagonia,  in- 

vestment was in the cement  industry  (Neuquén) and in the development of nylon 

•pinning (Chubut).    In the province of Corrientes (Northeast region),  inveßt- 

r-ont was in order to develop cotton spinning, whose inputs come from this? 

region.    In 1966,  almost 40 per cent of the investments benefiting from fran- 

chises were for television channels throughout the country.    The only signifi- 

• ant investmtnt  in the promoted regions was a packing plant for dry fruitn in 

-Ho H%gro  (Patagonia). 

These* results demonstrate that the aim of decentralizing the industrial 

-itivity was not achieved,  and that  investment tended to concentrate heavily 

jn metropolitan Buenos Aires, Cordoba and Santa Fé, with a few exceptions for 

-esource-oriented industries.    What have been the difficulties in achieving 

'he policy objectives pursued?    Basically, the only instruments used to attain 

this goal were tax and import-duty exemptions.    Evidently,  they were not effec- 

' ive in stimulating investment in the promoted regions because there was an 

adequate transportation system and energy supply, an  Insufficient  labour nup- 
â J 

' "!y both in  quantity and quality,  a lack of the proper commercial  and  banking 

•ervices etc.    foe new  industrial centres  in Cordoba and Santa Fé attracted 

niiurcriaW-nvestment  not   because of tax  incentive-, bat  because of other  foa- 

• ;r'isf  such  as  an adequato transportation network,   proximity  to  luenon Airen, 
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excess capacity  in the  supply of  electricity,   an appropriate pool   of skilled 

labourers,  and technical   schools.     Tax and  import-duty exempt ìOUR   ire   "mly  two 

of  the elements that  make up the  total  cost   in any   investment decision,   and 

they might  not  be enough to offset  the advantages  that  other region« offer  m 

calculations  of total  cost.    If one assumes  that  the  location decision of the 

private investor is motivated by  the desire to minimize the present  value of 

tctal  future cost   (production as  well  as distribution),   those regions  that  are 

adequately equipped in labour and social overhead capital will generally benefit 

more in comparison with those that lack these two advantages.    For this rens on, 

if the government wants to promote the development of backward and frontier 

regions but  is unwilling to subsidize production in these areas,  either by 

direct subsidies or by strong fiscal  incentives  in order to offset advantages 

in  labour and transport costs in other areas,  investment will not  be oriented 

to these retarded regions. 

The small part  that  fiscal  incentives play in the location de^jion of 

investment  is confirmed by a survey in Cordoba among manufacturing firms - 

excluding construction firms - which employed more than 40 workers in late 

1 )6l.    Its purpose was to determine what factors persuaded them to locate in 

'he city of Cordoba  in the period 1946-1963.    The number of establ ishments 

included in the survey was 130,  classified as follows: 

'ear  of Number of Number, 
: ocation establishments Manufacturing sector by sector 

1  '10-1-M8 13 Foodstuffs and  beverages 
Clothing S 

I M9-1951 16 Chemical  products 
Leather producto 4 

1 )5?-1954 17 Cement 
Metals 

IH 
14 

] ;)r,r,_195Y 20 Vehicles and machinery ¥> 
1 >rvB-1960 35 Electrical machinery and 

appliances I 
.»'•1-1763 29 

130 

Others 

iy> 

Firms were also classified  according to whether their organizers  or direc- 

ts were actually within the state of Cordoba (using state capital;  when  the 
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• ion Li's i o ri was  made  about   location or outside the  state   (using external  capital), 

The  distribution was  as   follows: 

'.'an ,f'r; t uri ng  sector 

!•'-¡oils*, ¿ffs  and  leverages 
'oment 
Vo'als 

Vehicles   and  machinery 
E  e^tri"  machinery  and 

lancer. 
* ' orv 

¡tate   capital 
(per cent) 

16 
10 
11 
M 

io; 
:;ii or    M' os t. a ¡ 1 i s h me rit )1 

External  capital 
(per cent) 

18 
?1 

! 
36 

13 

100 

o   I'ullo'. f'O'!. for  location were priven   in   the questionnaires: 

"i N 
J 

'•'.•:',:  n-io.r   'raining, indicating the training level of  the labour 
I'T'O, a -. r- r. i M lari y with respect to skilled, technical and profes- 

sional lanour. 

Manpower ava i 1 ah i 1 ity, i.e. the supply of  manpower in relation to 
the needs of each factory, in particular skilled, technical or pro- 

fess i i.nal mnripj'./er. 

Proximity to the market of processed products. 

J' Market location, taking into account not only market proximity but 

also iordoba's geographic location and its access to other 

provinces, 

r- ; Proximity to raw materials, i.e. proximity to the main sources of 

raw '"at erial s used by the enterprise. 

p' The ava i 1 a; i 1 i.ty of energy, i.e. whether or not power availability 

was a dot .ormi riant in location, 

'• Electric s ipply cost, 

'w" Commun i cat ions. 

<)   Highways and moans of transport, 

1 N Proximity to railway station. 

11^ Tax exempt ions. 

1:  Directors' residence - where directors, founders or main share- 
holders live.  'This question, was designed to establish if plant 

location was deter- ined by the fact that the organizing members 

lived in the same piace.Ì 

lO Residence other activities).  (The purpose of this question was 

to determine whether the organizers of the enterprise previously 
controlled or supervised other activities in place chosen for 

1 oc at i on.N 

lT 'limate and health conditions of the location. 

«iBMHk 
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(IS)   Building rt 1 ready  constructed.      (If so,   the savings   could be r.orc 
important   than  the  other advantages  in locating the  plant   In 
another  area.) 

16)  Cost   of  land. 

Each  enterprise selected  approximately  three  of  these sixteen motives   l'or 

ooatiori,   giving a total  of  340 answers.     The  frequency distribution ,vus   ¡,- 

ill ows: 

Motives  for location 

(l)  Manpower training 
(?)  Manpower availability 
("*,)   Market  proximity 
'4)  Market   location 
('))  Proximity to raw materials 
^6)   Availability   of energy supply 
''¡^  Energy cost 
' Q)  Homm ¿nicat ions 

>)   Highways  and  means   of  transport 
[}"i^   Proximity  to  railways 
'.. 11 )   ! ax  exempt ions 
(1.")   Directors'   rosidcaoe 
(1".)   Residence  ' other activities) 

•14)  Climate and health conditions 
(Ie))   Building already constructed 
(lo)   Land cost 

Frequency 

"\ 
18 
40 
14 

44 
4 
4 

If) 

V 
3 

PO 
18 

Phis   frequency distribution   is  limited as an indication of motives   for 

location.     For example,   "residence  of directors" was  given as  a  frequent   reasoi 

; ecu ise twice the  number of state  firms were covered  by the survey as  firms 

• miing from other geographic   areas,   and  availability   of electricity was  second 

t\  the number of frequencies  because many more metaliurgical  industries were 

i alluded  in the  survey than any other type of industry. 

Pax exemptions were given    s  the decisive reason only sixteen times. 

ax exemption 

Foodstuffs and beverages 
Fîper and cardboard 
'aucho 
dement 

"letal 
'.'óbleles  and machinery 

Dornest io capital 

1 
i 

1 
1 
2 
3 

External capital 
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¡•Ix -o:-:-  electrical   -••naoity,   labour  supply  and  an adequate   transport   ¡.;stern 

figured   nron Lnen' l.v   an   reasons,     '¡he   five mont   important   1 neat ion mot, ¡.ver   for 

oa %r. r¡an¡fa:'  .ring activity  were: 

Priori, t; Dornest Lo firm: External firms 

Foodstuffs and beverages 

Residence "^f directors 

r rex nm -v np it   suppl iers 

rui lu Lugs   constructed 
FjLi.ilci^e   'other  activities) 
'"urk.ot   nr-ctimity 

Cheminais 

Proximity  to consumer 
market 

Availability  of electric 
energy 

Proximity  to raw materials 
Highways  and means  of access 
Land cost 

Proximity to raw materials Highways   and  means  of access 
Reside:; ;e   -;f  directors 
Av.il-n i 1 ity  of electric  energy 
Proxir, ity   to   the  market 
"."•:(.T'1 .or   ava Liability 

Lime,  cement  etc. 

Residence of directors Proximity to raw materials 

Proximity to raw materials Supply of electric energy 

Avalla'diity of electric energy Proximity to the market 
Highways and means of access Highways and means of access 

Proximity to the market 

Vehicles and machinery 

Residence of directors Availability of electric 
energy- 

Availability of manpower 

Proximity to the market 

Land cost 
Communications and means of 

•access 

Residence 'other activities) 

Praxi mi : y to the market 
Availatility of electric energy 

Comm aiications and means of 

accent-! 

Oth er policy measures used to encourage regional decentralization; 
the Consejo Federal do Inversiones (CFI) 66/ li 

The CFI   is an  interprovincial  agency created in November 1959«     It   is "a 

permanent   institution for research,   co-ordination and technical  advice,  whose 

purpose   is to recommend  the necessary measures  for an adequate  investment  polic; 

and  -i  better  utilisation  of economic   resources   in order  to obtain a development 

ta- •   iio   iiav o  outlined   before  the   philosophy  of this  institution with  respect   to 
tin  Argentine  regional   development. 

MÉÉtt^^^MMi «fei 
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L » y 

: -n'Olì   on decentrai izat ion".—^     The  annuii   l neiget   of  the  ''FI,   whi.v.   i :• 

• -.;   around   $3  million,    is  providea  by   each  of   the  provuieor,,   the  'ü.HL-I- 

•'"   : rie  city   of  Buenos   Aires,   and  the  Territorio  "IaeLoua i   de   la   rieri':   .¡i 

'['he  role  of the  CFI   is   to make  studies  and   assewMe  dati  ori  ;ho   ; v >>/1 •. •>•.• 

•.->  provide   technical   assistance  and  to   trai:,  personnel. 

"he CFI  has  undertaken  the   following research  with  regard   to  ro.g wr.a ; 

oronlems: 

(a) A  systematic computation of the provincial social  account r-.; 

(b) A  study  of commodity  flows  among provinces; 

(c) An analysis   and  evaluation  of regional   natimi   resource.'.; 

(d) A definition of economic regions; 

(e) An economic   and  functional   classification of provincial   govern,rr;' 
expenditures and  revenues;   and 

( f)   A diagnosis   of the  economic   situation  of several  province;'.. 

At  present  the OPT  is  organizing development   plans  for two   region:-:     t he 

Torthwest  and the Comahue regions.     Both of these  programmes have  l>eori ana ly.•.<; : 

above.    Plans will be  developed later  for the  regions of  the Northea:-, t, I'at ur ".. 

and metropolitan Buenos Aires. 

The GFI has provided technical assistance  for the organization  of pr-'vi:.- 

-Lal  bureaux of statistics  and for reorganizing more efficiently  the  adni n L:-.- 

tratxve departments of provincial governments,   particularly  the  intern .1   i'••/- 

onae  service.     It has  also collaborated  in the  preparation   >f provincial   pai li- 

•ealth and  education  programmes,   in programming the budget   and   in ova I u it i ur 

:-rivice investment projects. 

Several  training courses hive been offered to public   officials   in the 

rovinces of Mendoza,   Bahía Blanca, Rosario,  Resistencia,   Tucumán,   íordot,-.    KM 

• 'un Juan on theory and planning  in economic development.     These courier.  lust, 
f;ree months and require the  full-time  attendance  of the  participants. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Economic policy  decisions  in Argentina have  been oriented much  more  to- 

•ds  reaching national objectives than towards establishing a desired region- 

 ''  Law establishing the Consejo Federal  do   Inversi oner;   \r>V\}. 
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structure.     Indeed,   the regional distribution of economic activities has been 

the  by-product   of this orientation.      As a result,   metropolitan Buenos Aires 

generated 42.6 per cent  of GNP  (l9';9),   and contained  34.6 per cent  of the I960 

total   population  in 0.4 per cent  of  the geographic  area of Argentina.     Its pop- 

ulation  density per square kilometre  was 1,854.6  in  I960,  whereas the  figure 

for the  entire country was 'I,?,    The   over-concentration of industries  and popu- 

lation   in metropolita!. Buenos Aires,   in the late  1950s,   stimulated policy mea- 

sures  designed to  decentralize economic activities.     The regional  goal  was neve 

explicitly stated,   however,   and only  a broad,  general  definition was given to 

guide  regional policy-makers.     The Consejo Federal  de  Inversiones  then recom- 

mended  the creation of nuclei  of growth.    Since not   all  regions have the same 

capacity  to grow,   however,   a conflict   arises  in some   regions  between regional 

equity   and  national   efficiency.     In   such cases  the  community must   delineate 

explicit  regional  goals so that appropriate policy   instruments can be devised 

to attain then. 

The federal Government,   in pursuing a policy aimed at  decentralization, 

relied  almost  exclusively  on fiscal   incentives to stimulate  investment   in 

lagging regions,     nevertheless,  private  investment  was attracted by the grow- 

ing and already developed regions of  Buenos Aires,  Córdoba and Santa Fé.    With 

nome  exceptions  the regions promoted   absorbed  less  than 5 per cent  of invest- 

ments  stimulated by ficcai   incentives.     This failure  to achieve regional  objec- 

tiver,   results  in part  from a misleading definition of regional  priorities  in 

Argentina,   as well   as from the policy  instruments  used.    The fiscal  incentives 

wero   intended  to work in two distinct  types of regions:     Patagonia and the 

Wu'thwest.    Patagonia,   although it   is  richly endowed with natural resources, 

!a;ki;   an appropriate social   infrastructure.    The Northwest  region  is not  as 

welI   endowed  with   resources  as Patagonia and  it  also  lacks  social  overhead 

facilities.    Thus,   both regions found competition difficult with the advanced 

roc'i ^ns,  which were able  to attract   investment  by providing external  economies, 

:   >:  and   import  duty cost   -eductions  were not  enough  to offset  the cost  reduc- 

•i <•-..•   i :, a    ,n   investment   in metropolitan  iàienos Aires gains from the external 

-•v..': ¡c-  lu-wLdoH   in thi;;   region.      Fiscal   and   financial   incentives might 

'•r-a-*    i avestu"or;t. s   if vvopo.r overhead   facilities  exist.     Otherwise,   the  indus- 

• r; . !:  ••<)    •cri're   wiM   aurait    -animal   and   labour.     The   build-up  of social   over 

...   ,   ••••\]>\\,\-  -   .•   a. *   aor"'i'.   :y   ¡'self,   however,   a  more  regionally  balanced 
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• i UT tribut ion of economic  activities.—'     The  favourable effects  of interre- 

gional  trade  are felt  in only a few regions.     Buenos Aires,  Córdoba and Santa 

Fé are linked more closely with the rest  of the world than with the other 

regions in Argentina.     Basic  changes in the patterns of  interregional supply 

must be effected in order to facilitate the production in lagging regions of 

commodities demanded in expanding regions. 

Another policy, whioh has been neglected in Argentina and never stated in 

proper perspective, would be to enoourage the migration of labour from poorly 

endowed regions to areas with abundant sources, to Patagonia,  for example. 

.#' 

^ The lack of success  in the development  of southern Italy,  despite a policy 
giving heavy emphasis to overhead facilities in order to stimulate commodity 
production, has been because this "overhead approach" has ignored the struc- 
tural changes needed in interregional trade.    "The experience of southern 
Italy over  the past  decade shows that  a change in the productive structure 
must  be  put  on a par with an increase  in total investment  as an immediate 
objective of development  oolicy.    The development  of overhead facilities  is 
only one  aspect  of the total  change that   is needed."    H.   i<.  Chenery, 0£.   ••il 

P.547. 

Ol 
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Appendix 1 

INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION LEGISLATION IN ARGENTINA 

Laws of the  central  Government-' 

The first successful industrial promotion law was put into effect in 1943. 

The basic legal framework for the promotion and encouragement of private indus- 

try by the Argentine Government was provided later by law 14781, which was 

enacted in December 1958. Other measures designed to stimulate foreign indus- 

trial investment in Argentina included legislation on foreign capital investmen 

(law 14780), special regulations for capital goods imports, and legislation foi 

particular  industries such  as automobiles and  tractors. 

The  industrial promotion law is applicable to foreign and national invest- 

ment alike.    Foreign investment legislation provides for equality of treatment 

with domestic investment,  transference of profits abroad,  repatriation of capii 

and so on.     Specifically,  among other things,  preferential consideration for 

approval  is given to projects that locate in the interior of the country,  part 

ularly in the areas stressed in the industrial promotion law. 

There are two main features of the 1958 industrial promotion law. First, 

it specifies that industrial projects, if they are to qualify for special inoei 

tivee, must contribute to one or more of the following: 

Equilibrium of Argentina's international balance of payments; 

Development of the country's present and potential resourcesj 

Decentralization of industry} 

Advancement,  expansion and diversification of industrial  output} 

Improvement of industrial technology} 

Advancement of national defence, welfare and public safety. 

Second,  it authorizes specific kinds of actions, where applicable, to 

encourage  industrial  investment: 

Duty-free import of machinery and equipment that cannot be produced 
locally; 

Tariffs and other import charges on goods whose importation would impec 
the development  of local production; 

1/ This  summary follows closely the interesting study of H.  W.   Laurant (1963) 
Factors At Meeting Foreign  Investment  in Argentina,  Stanford Research 
Institute, -Menlo Park,   California,   pp. 31-34. 
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Suspension or limitation  of imports of finished products or raw materials 
already produced in the  country; 

Preferential  exchange arrangements for export  of industrial  goods; 

Preferential credit arrangements for desired industries; 

Preferential  supplies of  raw materials,  electric power,   fuels and 
transport ; 

Preferential treatment  in government purchasing; 

Tax exemption and relief  for specified periods. 

When these projects are considered to be of "national interest",  and are 

so officially decreed,  the following exemptions to the income tax are granted: 

Tax exemption for interest on bondB, debentures,  stocks and for dividends 
on preferred stocks that are issued to finance investment; 

Tax deductions on income taxes for the amount  invested in stocks. 

The industrial promotion law is primarily an enabling law requiring subse- 

quent legislation to cover the specific steps taken by the Government to imple- 

ment  its objectives. 

Five concrete measures have been adopted,  establishing special concessions 

to investors in specific industrial sectors, and in certain geographical areas 

of the country whose development  the Government  seeks to foster.    The following 

sectors were given special incentives: 

Steelmaking.    An Executive Decree of June 1961 defines as eligible com- 
panies that begin the production cycle with the processing of pig iron 
and steel,  as well as those that are entirely integrated and begin with 
the smelting of iron ore.    Benefits are greater for integrated companies 
than for semi-intégrât ed ones.    Qualifying companies receive exemption 
from duties and other charges on the import of machinery,  spare parts, 
raw materials and products destined for steel mills.    In addition, spe- 
cial tax benefits are provided:    tax-deductible allowances are increased 
100 per cent for integrated and 80 per cent  for semi-integrated compa- 
nies;  private shareholders of qualifying companies receive special exemp- 
tions on dividend income taxes.    Certain other tax privileges and provi- 
sions for accelerated amortization of assets are also provided, as are 
preferential treatment   in  financing,  in the provision of supplies and 
services  supplied by state  enterprises,  and in consideration  for govern- 
ment  guarantees of various types. 

Petrochemicals.    Decree   5.039-61  extends  special benefits to  companies 
establishing or expanding basic petrochemical  plants producing hydro'"1'- 
bons,   sulphur or hydrogen,  and to enterprises that may be  integrated 
with  such basic plants   for the production of synthetic rubber,   carbon 
black,   fertilizers,   pesticides and herbicides,   phenol   plastics and re ¿an:-, 
polyethylene,   polyvinyl   chloride,   polypropylene,  and  polystyrene.    Tax- 
deductible allowances   are  established at   100  per cent  on machinery wi 
20  per  cent  on buildings,   i.e.  double  the  percentages  alio;;';-!   by ^i:;', ir.,- 
regulations.     Accelerated   amortization,   various  substantia]   tax   benefits 
on  loans   (which  in  effect   would  lower  the  borrowing rate)   ani   on   rein- 
vested   profits,   and   customs  duty and  import   s-jr-harre  exemption  on 
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machinery and equipment  are also allowed.     Raw materials  supplied by 
state  enterprises will be sold to qualifying companies at  reduced prices, 
although this particular concession will  also be extended  to petrochemi- 
cal   enterprises already established in Argentina. # 

Pulp and Paper.    Decree 8.141-61 grants benefits to companies installing ^ 
plants  for the production of cellulose  from short or long fibre, and to 
those  installing integrated plants that  also produce paper and cardboard. 
Fxisting companies that  are already engaged in these activities and ex- 
panding their operations are also eligible, but only on  investment after 
the   late of the decree;  companies that  had initiated their applications 
for th* installation of plants prior to the decree date  (14 September 196 
are  specifically excluded.    Special preference is to be given companies 
whose  investment  proposals include plans  for reforestation.    Benefits are 
similar in almost all respects to those of Decree 5.039-61  (petrochemical 
investments),  with stress on import  tax exemption,  increased tax deduc- 
tions and rapid write-off.    Companies whose investments  fall within the 
terms of this decree will be declared  of national importance and will 
receive priority in the supply of rav, materials, electric  power,  fuels 
and transport  facilities from state enterprises. 

There were also special regulations for promoting the development of three 

regions* 
South Argentina (Patagonia).    An executive decree of August 196I accords 
special facilities to companies installing or expanding plants (a) locatt 
in 
( 
i,. Patagonia (defined as all of continental Argentina south of the Rio 
Colorado and its tributary Rio Barrancas)  and in Tierra del Fuego, and 
(b)   engaging in the manufacture of chemicals, petrochemicals, aluminium 
or other metals  (provided that this includes the processing of primary 
materials),  woollen textiles,  or in the processing and refrigeration of 
fisn.    To qualify for special benefits,   the enterprise must utilize the 
area's electric power,  labour or natural   resources to a high degree in 
relation to the other inputs in its production process,  must contribute 
to   the achievement of import  substitution or increased exports,  and must 
be  organized  so as to  permit  co-ordination with plants making similar 
products  in other areas of the country.     Qualifying companies will  recer 
either a ten-year exemption  from,  or  the  reduction of,   import  taxes and 
charges on machinery and equipment,   income and excess  profit  taxes and 
several minor taxes.     In calculating their prices for  purposes of Argent 
sales  taxée,  these companies may deduct   the cost of transporting their 
products to destinations outside Patagonia.    Moreover,   natural gas may 
be  supplied by the state gas enterprise  at  specially reduced prices,   in 
accordance with a schedule detailed   in  the decree:    the  lowest gas price 
apply to chemical  and metal manufacturing plants utilizing gas or elec- 
tricity as a main input   into the production process;  the next  lowest 
prices apply to metal  processing plants  utilizing the area's raw materia 
and the least  price reduction,  to other qualifying types  of activities. 

Northwest Argentina. Decree 9.477-61 provides certain benefits to indus 
trial investments in the Northwest, defined as the provinces of Catamarr 
Ju.juy, La Rio.ia, Salta, Santiago del Estero, Tucumán and the western pai 
of'Charo ana Formosa. Tc qualify, enterprises must engage in mineral 
extrurtion ani processing (except of petroleum and gas and their deriva- 

innre,--nat ion, hardening, and artificial drying of wood; produc- 
precord  wood   from wood or  bagasse   fibres;  extraction of vegetab] 

1 va L-. ) ; 

LOI;   of 
.axe:- ;   nro'-ftüa 1 tu" of vegetables;   packing houses;  rr  the  metallurgical 
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industry.    Existing activities must at least be double that of current 
production capacity to qualify for benefits.    Benefits include exemption 
from import duties and charges on machinery and equipment, up to 50 per 
cent income tax reduction,  rapid write-off of assets, and other less 
important benefits. 

The state of Corrientes (Northeast Argentina).    Decree 11.324-61 provides 
incentives to the following departments in Corrientes:     Ituzaingó, Santo 
Tomé,  Esquina,  Senco,  and,  later, Monte Caseros (Decree  2.323-6?).    The 
activities included in the two decrees were impregnation of woods, pro- 
duction  of pressed wood,  processing of vegetables and fruits (excluding 
alcoholic beverages), meat  packing plants,  metallurgical  industry, tex- 
tiles»   food processing, mineral extraction and processing (excluding 
that dt* petroleum and gas and their derivatives), and leather and tobacco 
industries.    Benefits include exemptions from import duties and charges 
on machinery and on taxes, bank credits,  and priority is given to raw 
material,  energy and transport supply. 

In I963,  Executive Decree  5.338 grouped all of these regulations into a 
single legal text and introduced some minor changes while favouring the 
same industrial activities and regions.    Decree I.08I of November 1963 
abrogated industrial promotion laws because the Government wanted to 
reduce the importation of capital goods and increase fiscal revenue. 
However,  only four months later the Government re-instituted the indus- 
trial  promotion legislation (Decree 3.113 of April 1964) but  introduced 
some changes? in particular,  it excluded metropolitan Buenos AireB from 
all the incentives provided by this legislation. 

Decree  3.113.  1964 

In order to qualify for the special benefits of this law,  the enterprise 

must be a new or expanding one, and it must be technically efficient and econom- 

ically profitable.    The following industrial sectors are promoted if investments 

are located in any area of Argentina, except for metropolitan Buenos Aires: 

(a) Steelmaking (for integrated and semi-integrated companies)} 

(b) Petrochemicals; 

(c) Cellulose; 

(d) Mining, excluding petroleum,  gas, and other minerals; 

(e) Forestry; 

(f) Pishing; 

(g) Construction,  for standardized production of economic dwellings. 

Three different geographical areas are promoted: 

(a) Region A: Patagonia (south of Rio Colorado and Rio Barrancas); 

(b) Region B:    Northwest and Centre; 

(c) Region C:    Northeast. 
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To qualify for special  benefits,  the enterprise must industriali* i the 

natural resources of the region and/or help to increase exports or substitute 

imports.    In particular, the following activities are promoted: 

(a) Impregnation, hardening, artificial  drying and industrialization of 
wood,  fibres and bagasse; 

(b) Processing of natural  fibres until  complete, at least up to the pro- 
cess of spinning; 

(c) Tanning; 

(d) Food processing; 

(e) Metallurgical industries; 

(f) Chemical industries; 

{r.)  Ceramics and ^lass. 

In order to encourage investment,  tax exemption and duty-free  licences are 

allowed for  the import of machinery and equipment that cannot be made locally. 

Tax exemptions,  for a maximum of ten years, are granted either to the enterprise 

or to the investor but not to both simultaneously,  modifying in this way previou 

legislation,   which granted tax exemptions to both the enterprise and investor. 

The benefits granted to enterprises entail a yearly reduction of business incorri« 

tax;  substitute tax on corporate capital; excess profits tax (which goes from 

100 per cent during the first  four years to a minimum of 10 per cent in the 

tenth year);   stamp tax; authorization for temporary residence in the country foi 

foreign personnel required (and their families); and special prices for gas, 

electricity,   fuel and transport. 

If the enterprise chooses to benefit the  investor, the firm will not be 

able to obtain tax exemptions on business income tax, on the substitute tax on 

corporate capital, on excess profits, or on stamp taxes, but the investor will 

receive a yearly tax exemption lower than that  for. the enterprise  from the 

income tax on the amounts invested in the promoted enterprise.    Tax reduction 

percentages  granted to enterprises and to investors are given in tables 1 and 2 

below. 

Besides these general benefits there are others that pertain specifically 

to the sectors promoted.    The tax reductions  for enterprises locating in the 

areas promoted and in those areas that qualify for the benefits of this indus- 

trial promotion law will be 100 per cent for ten years. 
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2/ Laws of provincial  governments-^ 

All provinces,  with the exception of Santa Cruz, have industrial promotion 

laws.    These evidently affect the position of each province,  since there have 

been no major changes in the relative position of each geographic area. 

The legal system is not the same for all provinces and is not clearly 

defined.    Some provinces indicate what industrial sectors are being promoted 

and assign priorities to these sectors (e.g. Neuquén,  Santa Fé and San Juan). 

Other provinces simply state that only "those industries that use regional 

inputs" will be able to benefit from tax exemptions.    Some laws indicate that 

benefits apply only to new industries,  and others,  that the industry should be 

the  first  of its kind in the region.     All of these promotion laws grant  tax 

exemptions (in some cases for all taxes, in others jubt for some provincial 

taxes), although percentages and the length of time for which the exemption is 

granted vary with each province. 

In order to "benefit  from these franohises, some provinces require that 

certain industries use regional inputs while other industries are encouraged 

to use national inputs. 

V For a detailed summary of these regulations,  see F. Herrero (I965) AspectoB 
W   legales de la promoción industrial en la Argentina,  2nd ed.,  Editorial del 

Instituto,  Buenos Airts. 
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3.      INDUSTRIAL LOCATION POLICY IN MEXICO 

by A. Lamadrid 

GEOGRAPHIC  DISTRIBUTION OF MANUFACTURING 

Fast and future development 

The modern  industrial era in Mexico began in 1880 with the building of 

railroads and the construction of plants for the large-scale production of 

industrial metals or metal concentrates.     Induptrial development gained con- 

siderable momentum during the Second World War when the volume of manufactur- 

ing output grew at an unprecedented rate. 

The  increase in the manufacturing output of Mexico was stimulated during 

the war years by increased domestic earnings and by the lack of foreign com- 

petition.    Under these conditions the volume of industrial output  showed an 

impressive annual increase of 9.4 per cent between 1939 and 1945,  a recora 

rate which exceeded the substantial rise of 8.1 per cent  in real national 

income for the  same period.    The share of the processing industry  in the 

gross national  product thus rose from 16.3 per cent in 1939 to 18 per cent 

in 1945.-^ 

The post-war years were notable for the high level  of industrial   invest- 

ment.    As the result  of massive sales of its manufactured goods abroad, 

Mexican industry emerged from the war with funds to finance its own expansion 

tnd proceeded to increase its capacity in line with an optimistic assessment 

r the prospective post-war market at home and abroad.    The majority of indus- 

trial investment went   into new small enterprises or towards backing and 
2/ extending existing industries.-' 

J  The economic  development  of Mexico and its capacity to absorb  foreign 
capital, Fondo de Cultura Economica. Mexico.   1953.  p.224. 

J Ibid..  p.225. 
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between   1 >4r;   and   I (SO   the  vomirne  of manufacturing  output   grew   ut   un 

average   annual   ".-ite  of  6   per   -e-.t,   compared   to   the   ».4  per cent   achieved 

during  the  war years.     bennati ->n  nf  armed  conflict   resulted   m   'i  reviví]   of 

foreign  competi Lion   for   the   domestic market   and   loss  of  the   foreign market 

for  Mexican poods.     The  decrease   in  growth   rate  was  affected   also   by   a  rise 

in  domestic  prices  caused   \y   high-deficit   public  expenditure.     The  salient 

features   of this   five-year  period were the   emergence  of a tendency   to estab- 

lish   large  factories,   particularly   for capital   goods,   and  the   beginning of 

active government   intervention   in  the  form  of  industrial   investment.^ 

During the  period   1 * S1 — 1 )'•%   output   ir.  the man ifacturing   indus 117/ grew 

at   about   the same  annual   rate  as  national   income,   the   former  at   4.8  per cent, 

the   latter at  /[.(_•  per cent.      As  a  result,   industry's  share   in   the  national 

product   remained  const-nt   over  this  period,   approximately   lS.4  per cent A 

During the period   1»So-1760,  development   in  the  industrial   sector was 

consolidated and   the  average   annual   increase   in   industrial   production  (7.4  per 

cent)   was  higher  than  that   of  the national   income   '';,.?  per cent).     The contri- 

bution of  industry  to  the  gross  national   product   was  at   times   strikingly  high, 

being more  than  T'O per cent   in  1760«*/ 

It  should  be emphasized   that during the period  1751-1760  the general 

picture was one  of fundamental   change  in  the structure  of the  conversion 

industries.    The   index   for   industries producing  iron and steel,  petroleum 

and   its derivatives,   and  textiles showed  a downward trend,  while  the   indus- 

tries producing foodstuffs,   chemicals and  chemical  products,   together with 

the  engineering sector,   contributed a greater share  to  the volume of  indus- 

trial  production.--' 

if lïla-f   P-25  and  p.?}?. 
4/ Economic Commission  for Latin America  Í175 0  El desequilibrio externo en el 

desarrollo econòmico  1at inamericano,  el   case  de Méxic  [The  foreign deficit 
in  the  economic  development   of Latin America;   the Mexican  situation],   Vol.1, 
Mexico,   p.60. 

¿/ H. V. Tercero í1 »66 ^ Fomento Industrial en México [industrial Promo+iun in 
Mexico], dentro de Estudios Económicos del Sector Privado A.C. [Centre for 
Economic Studies  of   the  Private Sector],   Mexico,   p.??. 

b/ (i.  Robles  (1)60Ì   El   desarrollo  industrial;  México -  SO año3  de Revolución; 
La Economía.   Fondo de Cultura Económica,   México,   pp.?0?-?03.     (See also  the 
table  on page   POI.; 
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Productivity  of nanufactared  goods  alno  underwent   u  .<hun*?e;  where 1;?   m 

•r'    the  value   of goods  produced  per  employee  was   ',ri   veno*,   m   1 H.,:   lt   wls, 

!'V':'M   pesos   (ut   li'.-.'-   pries'   showing an  annual   growth   rute  of  -. *  pep   .Prlt#-' 

Public and private investment in industry in the total gro^s investment 

;f the country has played a larger part over recent yearn. In 1 )r-o the per- 

centage  was   Ì1.3 per cent;   by   1^64   it  had   increased  to  41. i pGr  cent. 

During the  period   VìVì-l'ìùn,   the volume of  nroduction   in  the conversion 

industrien grew  at  an  annual   rate  of 7.1   per cent,   a considerable achievement 

¿hen compared   to that   of countries  with similar  economies,   as well   as  to  that 

••f the developed countries.     It  is   far in excess  of the  annuii   rate of economic 

icvel opment   in Mexico   for the  same  period   (6  per cent).     Industrialisation  has 

:-een the main  force for progress  in Mexico,   as  the manufacturing industries 

have grown more vigorously  than the  other 3ectors  of the economy.    To be exact, 

the manufacturing industries,   including petroleum and electrical  energy,  con- 

tributed  ?9.6  per cent  of the gross domestic product   in  196%  more  than any 
g/ 

ither sector of the economy.--'     This rapid  indur trial   growth was basically 

"¡ade possible by the active participation of  private   investors although the 

¡overnment  also contributed,   mainly  through substantial   investments   in fields 

of particular  importance to  the country,   such as  petroleum,   fertilizers,   iron 

nd steel,  chemical  and pharmaceutical products,   power generation and  trans- 

mission,   railways,   airlines,   and the manufacture   of motor vehicles ana  railway 

- irriagea. 

Mexican  industry geared   its development  to  the production of goods to 

.^•itisfy  domestic needs by import  substitution.     This substitution was rela- 

• ively easy so   long as  it   involved consumer and capital  goods which could 

iepend on a growing and stable home market,  rigorously  protected against 

•nnorts.     Now,   however,  Mexico has greatly  increased   its capacity  to replace 

.ntermediary  or consumer and capital  goods which  are not  only of complex 

''.tu-ication,   but  call   for a much  larger market   than that   offered at  home. 

ue process  of   import   substitution   is posing increasing problems for rapid 

lì 

_    51  desarrollo  Industrial   de México | Industrial   Development   in Mexico], 
dentro Nacional  de Productividad,   a paper prepared  for the  Latin American 
Symposium  on   Industrialization,   Santiago de Chile,   March  1966,   p.1, and  p.6. 

_'   Hank  of Mexico S.A.   (1966)   Annual  Report   for   196%   Mexico,   p.15. 

_    economic Commission   for Latin America   '1963 i   Hacia una dinámica del 
iesarrollo  latinoamericano  \ Towards  a dynamics   of Latin American develop- 

ment ,,  Mexico,  p.9. 
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industrial   expansion.     The   difficulties   result   basically  from  the   fact   that 

the market   is   small,   and  can expand  only   if there  is   a rapid growth   in  the 

production machinery  ^eneratin^ employment   opportunities,   earnings  and  effec- 

t i ve demand. 

The  low  demand   on the  home mìrket   derives   from  the fact  "chat  more  than 

half of the  population of Mexico   lives   in rural  areas  from which uneven  pro- 

ductivity brings  limited  returns,   reflected  in  low  incomes  and a standard  of 

living practically  at  subsistence  level.     Apart  from the acute social  impli- 

cations  of this  situation,   economically  speaking it  makes  for very  low pur- 

chasing power  and,   consequently,   a limited demand for industrial goods.     This 

factor,  coupled with others such as acutely disproportionate income distribu- 

tion,  unemployment  and under-employment,   is the main reason that the domestic 

market,  although constantly expanding,   is still very small.    The market  thus 

hampers the industrialization process and constitutes a restrictive factor 

which,   in turn,  obstructs solution of the agrarian problem,   since there  is 

nothing to generate remunerative employment to absorb the excessive rural 

labour force.—' 

Within this general  framework of past achievements and future problems 

in Mexico's  industrialization,  one crucial factor impedes progress towards new 

stages of development:    the inadequate  location of Mexican industry which,   as 

indicated below,   is aggravating the imbalance between regions of the country. 

If this trend persists at  its present  rate it will result  in low utilization 

of national  productive resources,   thereby worsening the inequitable distribu- 

tion of income to the detriment  of expansion of the home market;  it will  also 

delay solution of the basic problem of Mexico,  namely the agricultural problem 

Present   location of industry 

The industrialization process in Mexico has by no means been co-ordinated 

throughout the various regions of the country.    The inward growth of the 

Mexican economy has  favoured industrial  centralization since,  in the estab- 

lishment  of  industries,   the essential   location factor has  for the most  part 

10/ P. M.  Ayala (I966) La exportación factor de desarrollo [Export  as a factor 
in development],  Escuela Nacional  de Economía, Universidad Nacional 
Autonoma  de México  (doctoral   dissertation),  Mexico,  pp.10-11. 
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teen the market.     The only  industries   located close   to  the   source  of raw rete- 

nus  are those which process primary commodities,   since  the economic weight 

3f such undertakings has not made   it  possible to locate  them  otherwise. 

Other   industrial   location  factors  such as communications and  transport, 

m.-mpower,   electricity,   fuel  and water,  which predominate  either singly  or  in 

combination   according to types  of   industries,   have played  a  secondary   role  as 

ietermining factors  in the siting of Mexican industries.^/    In fact,  to date, 

owing to government  policy regarding industry and public   investment,   this com- 

bination of  factors has favoured certain regions,  thereby  aggravating the 

present   inadequate distribution of manufacturing activities. 

Since  industry is oriented towards the home market,  the bulk of the pro- 

cessing industries concentrate on articles for end consumption.    It  is thus 

not surprising that the majority of these establishments are found in the 

central  region,  where most of the country's population is concentrated - 

primarily  in the metropolitan area cf Mexico City and,   to a secondary extent, 

in the border states of the north,  where in recent years the growth rate has 

been the highest  in the country.    The following table shows the share of each 

of these regions in I960. 

Table 1 

Share by region in total area and population of Mexico.  I960 

'entrai region 

"orthern region 

Hher regions 

Total 

Área    _ 
(1.000 tan ) 

353 

798 

816 

1,967 

Total population 
(millions) 

20,559 

5,734 

9,710 

36,003 

Urban population^ 
(millions) 

7,728 

3,063 

1,605 

12,396 

_ì/ Population in concentrations of more than 10,000 inhabitants. 

The central region of Mexico is the moot densely populated and consists 

of the states  of Jalisco, Colima,  Aguase al i entes, Guanajuato, Querétaro, 

~¿\J E.  L. Malo  (1963)  Localizacion de la industria en México [Location of 
industry  in MexicoJ Mexico, pp.175-176. 
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"i "':•>•: "'''i,      ; ¡xv:l't,   More Ion,   I' lei li,   ï/eraoriz,   Mexico  ir.-:   tne 

•oier:!   'i.'tri''t.      I:¡   ! '(   '   tiiir,   region  a -counted   for  '  '.]   rer  cent   .?f  tne 

'    ' '•• '   '¡l'i i'iil   oo;v¡!',*',in   -inri  f>ì.h   per  cent   of  the value   of   ind ,s. r i al   output. 

''••   '• ' • "   nor" i )•.   •-•'   : f.c    :.'.ritr;,    ¿man  deve 1 opment   har   been  more   intensive   over 

re 'ont  year.-   tn.u   in   tne   reel   of   the    '.imtr/,   and  now   accommodates  t''.\   per 

•ci.    'f   tne   tot',1    ¡.m  ¡n   pop¿lut ion. 

'oahu 

yen r 

he northern region, "omprising the ;-, t , ter. of l'ama ul ipas, l.'^e": León., 

In, 'hihuuhuu, Honora and i'a.ja !'al i fornia, accounted d ^lr.,? t.-.e r^.e 

)r  ,'':."•   ner  cent   of   the   national   manuf aetari rig  output   -••\á   ft"  1: . J   ner 

„J cent iif t!-¡e totnl population. In  other words, in laiòO, >?.M per :e-v -f 

ind ir t ri-i 1 nativity was -onoent rated in nineteen of the thirty-two feierul 

:it at ei: firming tne Renub lo, in which ' Ì  per cent of the population of llexico 

v^ere re:-, i den t. 

ïhe extent of industrial centralization is even more evident if one 

•oruúdern that three of these otates alone 'the Federal District, Iiexioo and 

";aove león'"   account for 'jft. ) per cent of the total value of manufacturing 

output". *        f 

Notwithstanding the large part played by the northern region in national 

ludu-'ri .1 production, the volume of industrial production is three times 

greater in the centra] region and a single state, the Federal District, 

•iccomt» for one and a half times the value of the manufacturing output of 

the northern region. 

Industrial activity scattered throughout the rest of the country is 

c\ arac ter iced by nma 1 i enterprises emerging from a cottage industry level ar.d 

orienting their production towards supplying local markets with products -,rqt, 

n>o call for advanced manufacturing techniques.  These territorial units, 

.v ;••'. Mver 11.4 per cent of the area of the country and contain ?7 per cent 

of ir,«- toral popilation, are the aite of 7.? per cent of the manufacturing 

iridar.try.  ;'onse ' lently, in approximately one half of the countiy industrial 

novelonmen! hua :lot vet f)egun. 

Wi'hiu the northern and central regions three areas have the greatest 

of industrial production:  the state of Nuevo León in the 

on, /or IT..- in the central region, and the area comprising the 

•o and tne Federal Metric.  In I960, 6%7 per cent of the total 

oual manifact .ring output was concentrated in these three geo- 

.• '  I 0 

o"! • o m re,* 

•'Me    o" 7 ox 

'    i   ;e   o1' ,   , t 



!'he  present   pattern  of   industrial   cent ra i iz-it i on   i-   - »-^   • - • ;• *,. i-,    • ,* 

riced   to  historical,   political,   administrative   rid  economi •   fv'. n-ì  wi ; 

;tü   from  colonial   times.     The  situation  was    iggravated   m  suiv,oa <or.!.   do 

y   the  railway  policy  of Porfirio Díaz  and  by   the nolicie;;   r ,-•.: l(v¡  u,-. 

aspect   to  roads  and  railway  and  electricity  charge«   by   the   re\ 

.-* ivcrnrtiiTi 

1-iVt T; The  terr#   rial   units  best  3erved   by  railways are   iu  the centra 

rid   m  tìy   north,   where the iú   ¿ railway   junctions are   located.        he .;tr i ".. .:•<• 

the  railway network: has   influerç^ Ì,   i~nd  in many cases de term i nod,   the 

..-rowth  of  industrial  centres and,   consequently,   the  location  of n, mai' )• l uum' 

enterprises.     In many parts  of the country   it   is either  impossible  or vary 

ii.ffi.cult   to b«L  up modern  industries,   owing partly  to the  scarcity  or   »l-ie-io 

'f railway communicaoi ons,   often combife', with the dearth,   backwardnonu  or 

•ion-existence of other eo aomic factors. 

Furthermore,   railway  fr«^4  t charges  are so arranged aß  to ©acirate 

¡nduntry  to move towards  the central  region,  and  in particular to  trie Kode ral 

i'isfKot.     Thus,   in most  categories,  charges  for the  transport   or raw mate- 

rials»   and particularly minerai,   are  low whereas those  for  finished  pro,H:l.* 

ure ||'"*h.     As * "esult,   the  industrialiat  seek3 to reduce  the  t";myport  <>r 

finished products  to  a  minimum,   locating hi3  plant close  to   the m«rkott   regard- 

less  of how far away  the  raw materials may  be.—*     Lastly,   electricity  charg«..- 

:.uve also tended to  favour the central  region,  where  tue average  price of 

ower  per kilowatt  hour  Ì3 generally equal   to or less  than  that   in   the  at ¡er 

regions  of the country, _ Kn even more  important   factor   in   industri »ì   !o-v,'<.r. 

'nun variations  in electricity charges has  been the existence  of  a good  uower- 

•orvice,   since power is scarce in Mexico and vital   to  industrial   production. 

'•__'/   The  intensively centralist nature of the colonial government  gave pai a L•: 
ular priority to the "/alie de México.     During the Diaz era,   the cxpuam • 
of minine activities and the railway  boom,   oriented the country  toward;: 
the  north and Bet  the pattern of communications.     Hai i ways were 'aiH 
linking the capital  to the mining areas  and extending to  the  border .-.*¡.;K 
the  United States,   to which minerals were exported.     'The  network of  reni 
built   in more recent   times  followed  the geographic coverage  of  the  ra,!¿ 
network.     P.   L.   Yates   (l)6r   El  desarrollo regional  de Méxi-.o  f Tingi <>-.•• ! 
development   in Mexico],  Bank of Mexico 3.A.,  Mexico,  pp.<4-if . 

—' iliiá'f F-171. 
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The central region has therefore always had a large concentration of electri- 

cal industries and has received a considerable share of all new installations 
built during recent years.^J 

In 1930 the central region accounted for 63.1 per cent of the total value 

of the small   industrial  output of the country and the northern region for 

22.1 per cent.    Twenty years later,  accumulation in the central region had 

decreased in relative terms to 60 per cent and inoreased in the northern 

region to 27.7 per cent; however the central region retained its position 

as the most  important centre of industry in Mexico.    Proa 1930 to 1950, the 

states leading in manufacturing output were Chihuahua, Baja California and 

Muevo Le6n in the northern region; and Mexico, Veracruz and the Federal 

District in the central region (see tables 3 and 4).    In 1930 first place 

was taken by the Federal District, follow«! by Veraorua, Huevo Lednf Puebla, 

Coahuila and Guanajuato.    In 1950 the first three states regained ahead, but 

ware followed by Chihuahua, Coahuila and Mexico.    % i960 the most industrial- 

isa areas, in arder of importance were the Federal District, Mexico, Suevo 

Ladn, Veraoru«, Coahuila and Jalisco.    Of these six states, four are in the 
o«ntral region and two are in the north. 

The tabi* below shows the changes that took n\mm in the tea «oat indus- 
trializad s* at es over 30 years. 

TfrMf ? 
•»HOT °f **> r^fr^l state« In th« industrial «reduction of Mexico 

ïage«) (Percentages, 

Federal District 
Mexico 
Suevo Leon 
Veracruz 
Coahuila 
Jalisco 
Chihuahua 
Tuaaulipaa 
Guanajuato 
Puebla 

l£3j> 
27.7 
3.5 
7.7 

10.0 
5.6 
3.? 
1.9 
2.6 
4.3 
€.9 

1242 
2o.o 
4.3 
6.5 

12.7 
5.3 
3.9 
6.2 
4.0 
2.0 
3.5 

1960 

39.7 
10.1 
9.2 
6.6 
4.3 
4.1 
3.4 
3.0 
2.6 
2.3 

U/ J. ». Kolbeck and V. L. Urquidi (1952) La exención fi,cai en el Bletglto 
Federal COBO i n«t Tissant o de atracción de industrias TPieeal eì««»ffZTr 
the Federal District as a means of attracting industry], Mexico. 
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Table 4 

Participation of regions in industrial production 
(Percentages) 

Northern region 

Baja California 
Sonora 
Chihuahua 
Coahuila 
Muevo Leon 
Tamaulipas 

Central region 

Veracruz 
Puebla 
Tlaxcala 
Moreloa 
Federal Bist riot 
Mexico 
Hidalgo 
Michoacán 
Querétaro 
Guanajuato 
Colina 
Jalisco 
AguascalienteB 

Other refions 

1232 
22.1 

, 2«5 
'  1.9 

1.9 
5.6 
7.7 
2.5 

ehi 
10.0 
6.9 
0.9 
0.3 

2T.7 
3.5 
2.0 
2.2 
0.8 
4.3 
0.2 
3.8 
0.5 

14.7 

1950 

27. y 

3.2 
2.4 
6.2 
5.3 
6.5 
4.1 

60.0 

12.7 
3.5 
0.5 
0.7 

28.6 
4.8 
1.2 
1.4 
0.4 
2.0 
0.1 
3.9 
0.2 

JML* 

1260 

Ohi 
1.6 
1.8 
3.4 
4.3 
9.2 
3.0 

6.8 
2.3 
0.2 
0.6 

39.6 
10.1 
1.3 
0.9 
0.4 
2,6 
0.2 
4.3 
0.2 

111 

foycfi    Industrial censuses of Mexico, General Directorate* of Statistics, 
Ministry of Industry and Coamree» Hemioo. 

I 

Thfe central market has always been the largest in the country and has 

undergone a procese of continuous expansion,  so that it« capacity to absorb 

•anufactured goods has also grown at a high rate.    This increase has been 

achieved as a result of three factors!   an increase in population fro« 

9.5 million in 1930 to ?0.5 million in 1965$  an increase in generated income«¡ 

and an increase in the share of such income sp«nt on products of the manu- 

facturing industry.^   The attractive force of this combination of factor« 

15/ Ibid.. pp.37-3«. 
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has been a prime consideration in the  location of industry  in the central 

region and particularly in the metropolitan area of Mexico City.-^ 

Degree of industrial concentration 

To assess the extent  and major characteristics of industrial concentra- 

tion in the various regions  of the country,   an analysis was made of the  indus- 

trial branches  located in the hundred largest industrial centres;  the resulting 

statistical  data was arranged by states and regions.—^ 

In I960 these manufacturing centres accounted for 86.4 per cent of the 

value of national industrial production and for 71.6 per cent of the total 

nimber of workers engaged  in industrial activities.    These statistics afford a 

fairly detailed picture of the degree of concentration of the various branches 

of industry. 

Table 5 list« these hundred centres according to the value of their 

industrial .output and table 6 indicates the industrial structure of the thirty 

main manufacturing centres. 

The conclusion to be drawn from this investigation is that concentration 

in the central region is by ro means general for all industries.    In some, the 

proportion is high, such as eleotricity production with 87.6 per cent of the 

national output localized in the central region.    Other sectors, arranged in 

order of concentration,  are:    transport equipment (85.9 per cent);    cement and 

othar building materials  (83.2 per cent);    chemicals and chemical products 

33 per oent)|    metal products, electrical goods, machinery and equipment, 

'82.9 per oent)j   coal, petroleum and its derivatives (78.5 per cent)}    paper 

and pulp products (74.7 per cent)}   textiles, footwear and other articles of 

clothing (74.1 p«* oent). 

16/ The metropolitan area of Mexico City proper has grown fro» 1.6 «illion 
inhabitant« in I940 to 6.4 million in 19¿5t an expansion unequalled by any 
other area in the Republic, including the northern and central regions. 
The Water Board, Ifydrological Goaaission of the Valle de México Basin 
(July 1964) El desarrollo economico del Valle de México y la Zona 
Metropolitana Ciudad de Mexico f Economic development  of Valle de Mix ico 
and the Metropolitan Zone of Mexico City], Mexico,  p.II-?5 and p.III-1% 

I?/ Th .s assessment was necessary because the industrial census of i960 did 
not concentrate the value of production of the various industrial groups 
at the state level.     Information on the existing branches in each indus- 
trial centre was compiled from data supplied by the National Commission on 
Minimus» Wages, based on confidential information obtained from the General 
Statistics Bureau,  in accordance with census results. 
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Apart fro« the iron and steel industries (those processing non-metallic 

minarais and non-ferrous metals) and the sawmills, which are located largely 

in the northern ragion, most branches of industry are in the central ragion. 

The vast concentration of the iron and steel industry in the northern region 

is because of ths rich deposits of coking coal, which is used as a fuel, and 

the proxisity of iron ore deposits.—' 

However, ths concentration of ths various branchas of industry in ths 

central region is not uniform; it is grastest in ths Federal District which is, 

alaost entirely» Keatico City.   Most of the value of production fro» the indus- 

trial, sectors of the central region is in the Federal District (see table 7). 

Thus, if manufacturing enterprises are divided into basic industries and othr- 

processing industries,*^ the industrial concentration in the Federal District, 

measured in terms of production value,  is as follows!    41.9 per cent of all 

industries in the «Atire oountry (compared to 65.9 P*r cent in the central 

region)| 36.1 per cent of basic industries» and 46.2 per oent of other pro- 

cessing industries (compared to the central region with 61.8 per oent of basic 

industri«« and 69 por oent of other processing industrie«). 

That« figure« show that an appreciable portion of basio industry «ad «est 

of the sectors classified as "other manufacturing industries" are to be found 

||/ The carboniferous strata of Mexico are to be found in Ccahuila, Muevo Leos, 
Tsjuulipas, Osjcaca and Puebla.    The majority of national reserves lies in 
the Sabinas River basin in Coahuila, and have provided the basis for the 
metallurgical coke used in all blast furnaces in Mexico.    On the other 
hand, the main iron ore resources used at present in the iron and steel 
industry oome from Cerro de Meroado in the state of Durangc, adjoining 
the parts of the northern region where the steel industry is situated* 
C. Prieto (I960) |»a ttfwtlrti fMsTttlKM,*Mf° - }° WJ f* Pf*9*F*f» 
[The steel industry» Mexico -50 years of Revolution], !*, Economia. Pondo 
de Cultura ïconomioa, Mexico, p. 224 and p. 230. 

If/ This classification is similar to that adopted in the various publications 
of the Racional Financiera S.A., the main finanoing body of the Mexioan 
Oovernaent.    The basio industries thus classified are:    coal, pet roi eu« 
and its derivatives}    iron and steel;   non-oat al lie minerals;   cement and 
other building materials;   non-ferrous estais and electric power (this 
includes only sales of electric current).   The heading "other manufaotur- 
ing industries** includes!    food products, beverages, etc}    textiles, foot- 
wear and other articles >f clothing (including hard-fibre textiles); 
paper and pulp products,   chea i cal s and oheaioal product s;   setal producta, 
electrical goods, machinery and equipment;   transport equipmentj    sawmill« 
and other industries. 
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in a single territorial unit.    The Federal District accounte for 80.1 per cent 

of the total electricity produced, for 68.3 per eent of the production value 

of the oenent and other oonetruction material industrie», for 71.3 per rsent of 

the production value of the tranaport equipment industry, for 58.4 per cent of 

the production value of the metal products, electrical foods, machinery and 

equipment industries, 56.6 por cent of production in the chemical industry, 

45.9 P«r o«rt of paper and pulp production, 39.8 per cent of the value of 

g?ods produced in the textile and clothing industries and 35.6 per cent of the 

food and beverages industry. 

As regards the industrial labour force, the Federal District also absorbs 

a large portion of the total number of worker« employed in the hundred manufac- 

turing centres of the country.    In I960, 66.6 per cent of the öountry»s indus- 

trial labour force was concentrated in the o entrai region (with approximately 

60.9 per cent of those employed in basic industrie« and 70.9 ptr oent of those 

in other manufacturing industries}! end 40 per oent in the Federal District 

(approximately 34*6 ptr cent of basic industri«« and 44*1 per oent of other 

processing industrie«) (ss« table 8). 

In this connexion, it is instructive to note the relative «Aare of the 

various industrial groups in the section under examination in the total value 

of national manufacturing produotlon for the decade 1950-1960 a« shown in 

tab!« 9.   This analysis demonstrates not only that there is a narked concen- 

tration of certain categories of industry in the central region and the 

Federal Diet riot, but also that the most dynamic sectors have gained a foot- 

hold in theee two osati««, thereby undesirably contributing to the intensifi- 

cation of industrial concentration. 

This survey snows that the nest dynamic industria« at the national level 

have tended to gravitate to the oent ral ragion oíos« to the aarket.   This is 

especially true of the proceesing plants for food and beverages, paper and 

pulp products, chemioale and ohemioal product«, metal and electrical goods, 

machinery and equipment and transport goods«    Thus, M the process of indus- 

trial integration accelerates, industrial concentration «ill be further 

encourage in these ragions, to the detriment of th« balanced industrialisa- 

tion of Mexico and homogeneous regional development. 

Fron another point of view, an.analysis of th« data oonpil«d fro« th« 

undred major industrial c«ntra« in Mexico r«v«als a nusb«r of oth«r ral «vent 
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factors.    The valu« of industrial production in the metropolitan area of 

Mexico City is 1.2. times greater than that in the remaining ninety-nine indus- 

trial cities of the country, despite the fact that these other cities contain 

1.8 times more population.    This vast industrial centre has, moreover, a 

volume of industrial output 5.4 times greater than the metropolitan area of 

the city of Monterrey, the second manufacturing centre in Mexico.    The value 

of industrial production in Monterrey is 3.6 times that of Guadalajara, the 

third largest industrial centre.    The value of industrial production follows 

similar patterns in the fourth to eighth manufacturing centres and also In 

the ninth to thirteenth.    Radiating from these centre« there are a larg« 

number of small manufacturing nuel«i scattered widely over the country, almo 

tending toward« greater oonoentration within the northern and central regions. 

Mili 
region «ad 

¿ IMO-I5IP 

ffffllf |mdmmteiom 

Comi, petroleum mad it« derivatives 

Iron and steel 

Mott-ewtalUo mineral« 

Cement and other building materials 

Non-ferrous metals 

Generation of electrio 

ota«,, •^»rctìjflflg fgfäürltf 
Food prodvct«, beverage« and similar 
products 

Textil««, footwear and otter garment« 

Paper, oellulo»« and paper product« 

Chemicals amé ohemical produots 

Metal product«, electrical good«, 
machinery and equipment 

Transport equipment 

Sawmills 

Other 

1950 1960 

áyi 27.82 

8.7* 4.54 

8.04 4.47 

C.16 0.84 

10.63 8.55 

9.41 6.00 

6.91 3.44 

syst 72.18 

19.14 23.71 

14*06 11.40 

1.76 3.05 

6.82 9.65 

4.96 6.97 

2.05 3.72 

1.30 0.50 

6.00 13.18 

m 
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The present pattern of industrial development in Mexico,  in terms of 

analytical geometry, can be compared to an equilateral hyperbola whose asymp- 

totes are the co-ordinate axas represented by the value of industrial produc- 

tion and the number of main manufacturing centres. 

Finally, the characteristic feature of the industrial centres of Mexico, 

except for the metropolitan areas of Mezioo City and Monterrey, is that they 

are dependent on a number of industrial branches, generally one or two.    (See 

table 6, which illustrates the industrial structure of the thirty main manu- 

facturing centres.)    For example, in Guadalajara, the third ranking industrial 

city of Mexico, more than 40 per cent of the production value is generated by 

the food and beverages indue;ry;    in Minatitlán, the fourth industrial city, 

the processing of petroleum and derivatives aooounts for 94 per cent of the 

total production valuet    in Chihuahua, non-ferrous metals contribute 55 per 

cent to the total value;    in Puebla, food products and textiles represent 

83 per cent;    in Salamanoa, the manufacture of petroleum and derivatives 

accounts for 93 ptr cent;    la Monolova, the iron and steel industry represents 

8? per cent |    in To luca, food produots and the prooeesing of ohemioals and 

cheaioal produots aooount for sere than 65 per oent of the total production 

value. 

Of the thirty major manufacturing oities of the oountry, only the metro- 

politan area of Mexioo City ita« all fourteen of «he Mleoted Industrial sectors 

or branches.    Two of the oit lee have 13 Motors $    one has 12, two have 11, 

five have 10, six have 9 ssotersi   five osntrss hâve S seo tors;   three have 7, 

four have 6 Industrial Motors and one manufacturing oity has only 5 indus- 

trial sectors« 

One rMult of this situation is that each manufacturing centre is highly 

sensitive to variations in its own industrial activity, to the detriment of 

its own Monomio development.   Another result is the lisited ©pportvnity for 

accelerating the proosM of industrial integration, since most manufacturing 

production in the various branches of industry tends to be concentrated in a 

few oities« 

¡goiil^fi tmimYlfT 9t *f#wfflrttt 

In order to determine the extent to whioh various industriM are tied to 

a given local or the degree of their mobility sad its extent, an industrial 
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20 / location coefficient has  been calculated.—'     The  following methodological 

criteria have been evolved: 

(a) The manufacturing activity of the country is divided into basic 
industries and other processing industries,  in accordance with the 
criterion previously mentioned; 

(b) The population engaged in industry is grouped by territorial units 
according to branches of industry,  giving also the percentage of 
each territory's  population in the total number employed in  indus- 
try as a whole.     The number of workers per territorial unit  is 
calculated on  the basis of the hundred main manufacturing centres; 

(c) The number of personnel employed per. territorial unit  is determined 
by totalling the number employed in each branch of industry.    In 
this way the number of workers employed in the country as a whole 
and thgur percentage distribution in each unit  is obtained; 

(d) The foregoing data were used to determine the divergence,   in the 
percentages  for each state of workers  in each branch of industry, 
from the percentages for the total number of enterprises; 

(e) The coefficient  of industrial location represents the sum of the 
divergencies - positive or negative - divided by 100. 

Where the coefficient  approximates unity,   it may be said that there are 

strong locational factors  inducing a particular industry to concentrate in 

certain territorial areas,   and when the coefficient decreases it means that 

location  is more uniform,   the relative advantages of operating in any partic- 

ular locality are slight  and the enterprises  involved can develop just as 

profitably in different places.    In this way they follow the general pattern 

of location existing in the country (see table 10). 

Examination of table 10 shows accentuated concentration in the following 

branches of industry:    coal,  petroleum and derivatives;    iron and steel;    non- 

metallic minerals;    non-ferrous metals;    and sawmills.    As a rule, the decisive 

locational f&ctor in these branches has been the proximity of raw materials. 

There is a more even geographic distribution in the following brancheus    ceaent 

and other building materials;    generation of electric energy;    food, beverage* 

and similar products;    textiles, footwear and other garments;    paper, cellulose 

and paper products;    chemicals and chemical products;    metal,  electrical and 

photographic goods, machinery and equipment;    and transport equipment.    The 

geographical situation in each branch of industry is described below. 

PO/ This coefficient has  been determined using the process elaborated by 
G.  R.  Kolbeck and V.   L.  Urquidi, 0£. cit.,  based on P. 3.  Florence (194S) 
Investment.  Location and Size of Plant.  Cambridge University Press, 
London,  chap.IV. 
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Table 10 

Locational coefficients for fourteen branches 
of Mexican industry  in 1%Q 

Baaio industries 

Coal, petroleum and its derivatives 

Iron and steel 

Non-net al lie minerals 

Cement and other building materials 

Non-ferrous netals 

Generation of electric energy 

Coefficient 

0.57 

0.53 

0.64 

0.2? 

0,60 

0.35 

Other manufacturing industries 

Food products, beverages and similar products 

Textiles, footwear and other garments 

Paper and pulp products 

Chemicals and chemical produots 

Metal products, electrical and photographic goods, 
machinery and equipment 

Transport equipment 

Sawmills 

Other 

0.?1 

0.21 

0.2« 

0.21 

0.20 

0.21 

0.88 

0.0Ç 

»ranches In which important locational factor» 
hamper aoH^tg 

Coal, petroleum and derivatives.   It* «o«t important areas are Tamaulipas, 

/eraorus, the Federal Blstriot, Guanajuato «ad C'jahuila.    The location of 

these industries is determined by the aeo«usibility of raw materials and, in 

the case of petroleu» and its derivatives,  by the proximity of refineries to 

the market.    Most refineries are situated in the Federal District, which is sup- 

plied witn petro" «urn and derivatives by various pipelines for oil, gas and 

other products coming from the production areas of Tamaulipas, Veracruz and 

Tabasco. 
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Iron and steel.     The  industrial  centres  engaged in the iron and steel 

industry are located  in Nuevo León,   the  Federal  District  and Coahuila,  Mexico 

and Chihuahua  (see  footnote 18). 

Non-metallic minerals.    This  industry  is concentrated in San Luis Potosí, 

Nuevo León,  Coahuila,   Sonora and the Federal   District.     In almost  all  cases, 

except  that  of the  Federal District,  the  location of the enterprises depends 

on the proximity of raw materials.     In the Federal District, proximity to the 

market of the central  region has been the decisive factor in the establishment 

of a large number of such enterprises. 

Non-ferrous metals.    The coefficient  shows that there is a high degr«e of 

concentration in Hidalgo, Mexico, Chihuahua,  San Luis Potosí, Guanajuato, 

Coahuila and Durango.    The proximity of raw materials has been the important 

location factor. 

Sawmills. These are located mainly in Durango, Chihuahua and Campsohs 

and, to a lesser extent in Guerrero, San Luis Potosí, Oaxaca and Michomcán. 

Their location is  largely determined by th« accessibility of raw materials. 

Industrial branches with a more even distribution—' 

Generally speaking,  the location of these industries has besn dictated 

by the market - one of the factors whose  influence on the location of Mexican 

industries has been most noticeable. 

Food,  beverages and similar products.     Since the location of these indus- 

tries is conditioned principally by the raaiket,  most enterprises are located 

in the Federal District, Nuevo León,  Jalisco,  Baja California, Mexico, 

Veracruz, Coahuila and Guanajuato - highly urbanized areas with higher inoomss 

than the national  average. 

Textiles,  footwear and other rarmsnts.    This branch plays an important 

role in the country's economic development;  it provides employment for mors 

than ?50,000 persons and absorbs a larg* quantity of raw materials.    Ths 

production plants are located mainly in the Federal district, Veracrus, 

Yucatán,  Aguase al i entes, Puebla,  Guanajuato,  Jalisco and Querétaro,  and 

£]V In each branch of industry, only the areas with positive deviation will be 
quoted.    This does not mean that  industries do not exist in othmr terri- 
torial  units. 
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nre  oriented towards   satisfying the needs  of both the central   region and of 
2?/ the  rest  of the country.—^ 

Cement  and other building materials.     This  is one of the  most   important 

and  rapidly growing  industries in the country.    Most  of the production  in 

terms  of value comes   from plants located  in the Federal District,   Nuevo León 

Mexico,   Hidalgo,  Chihuahua and Jalisco.     Location is determined  basically by 

proximity to the market   (urban concentrations). 

Paper, cellulose and paper producta.    This  industry is chiefly  located in 

the Federal District,  Mexico, Chihuahua, Jalisco and Veracruz;   70 per cent of 

the planta are located in the first two areas.    Proximity to markets has been 

the criterion for the location of paper mills;  in the case of the cellulose 

plants,  proximity to raw materials has been the predominating factor.-^ 

Chemicals and chemical produots.    Most of these enterprises are located 

in the Federal District,  Mexioo, Nuevo Leon, Jalisco, Michoacán and Veracruz. 

Except for the petrochemical plants, which have been established near sources 

of raw materials,  industries in this branch have been looated near their 

markets. 

Metal and eleotrical goods, machinery and equipment.    The> industries in 

this industrial group are located mainly in the Federal District,  Mexico, 

Muevo Leon, Jalisco and Coahuila; about 80 per cent of the total  value of 

annual production is concentrated in the first two territorial  units. 

Transport equipment.    Most plants are concentrated in the Federal 

District, Mexico and lluevo Leon.    Automobile enterprises are concentrated in 

the first two areas;   even new plants sot up recently to avoid  large-scale 

importation of these products have been located in these areas. 

22/ A singular phenomenon is to be noted in the oase of cotton textiles. 
Almost all cotton is produced in the northern region, but most of the 
textile mills hav& been established in the central region.    This discrep- 
ancy is explained by the fact that the pattern of cotton cultivation has 
changed, while the industry continued to develop in its traditional loca- 
tion.    In the middle of the last century, cotton cultivation was concen- 
trated mainly in the centre and the south, where the textile industry was 
also located; afterwards the new cotton plantations, now of great impor- 
tance were opened up in the north, without a corresponding change in the 
textile industry.    E.  L. Malo, o¡>. cit., p. 186. 

¿2/ In I964, there were 39 enterprises in the paper and cellulose industry, of 
whioh 23 were producing papor and similar products; 9 pap«r and cellulose, 
and 7 only cellulose. 
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PROBLEMS ARISING FROM THE PRESENT DISTRIBUTION OF INDUSTRY 

Effecta of industrial concentration on rural migration 
and urban development 

In general  the process of industrialization in Mexico has led to exces- 

sive urban development caused largely by an accelerated migration from the 

rural sector to the towns.    This phenomenon is illustrated by the industrial 

development  of the various regions, their urbanization and changes in occupa- 

tional structure during the decade 1950-1960, as given below: 

Northern region 

Central region 

Other regions 

i25i 
Million pesos 

6,729 

13,598 

2,800 

Industrial production 

Per cent 

27.7 

60.0 

12.3 

196' W 
Million pesos 

,8,253 

24,594 

2,512 

Per cent 

23.3 

69.6 

7.1 

a/ At 1950 prices. 

This information gives son« idea of the growing industrial concentration 

in the northern and oentral region«, &a well as of th« relativ« »hare contri- 

buted by the other regions to industrial production.    The situation in these 

other parts of the country is alarming since, in i960, not only did they hive 

a smaller share in total national production but,  at I950 priots, the value of 

their manufacturing production had diminished.    Furthermore, a oomparison of 

industrial production per worker shows that the productivity of the northern 

region Ì3 twice as great as that of the other zones,  exoluding the central 

region«, productivity in the latter is 1.5 times greater than in the other 

regions.    In other words,  industrial growth in all parts of the country except 

the northern and central regions, has lagged behind population growth and is 

relatively stagnant in comparison to the growth of those two regions.    The 

pattern of geographical distribution of industry in I960 has undoubtedly led 

to a steadily increasing gap in the development  of the various regions,  thus 

making it more difficult for the poorer parts of the country to emerge from 

centuries of neglect. 
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Urbanization 

Industrialization  is an important  element  in the urban-rural  relation- 

ship,  since industrial development  is initially almost always associated with 

intense urban growth,  which drains the population from the rural areas. 

During the period I94O-I96O,  the industrial development  of Mexico was 

characterized by a rapid growth of the urban population,  accelerated by a high 

rate of demographic growth:    3 per cent per year, one of the highest in the 

world.    The intensity of this growth is shown below iu percentages of total 

population: 

124° 1222 1960 

Rural population 64.9 57.4 49.3 

Urban population 35.1 42.6 50.7 

In the period covered by this table the rural population grew in absolute 

terms.    But if the rural population and the urban population are compared in 

terms of percentages,  it will be se»n that the latter has grown at a faster 

pace than the former. 

In I94O two thirds of the total population of the country was living in 

localities with less than 2,500 inhabitants, whereas in I960 more than half 

of the population was living in larger centres; by 1970 the percentage of 
24/ 

urban population is expected to reach 53 per cent and 63.3 per cent in 1980.-* 

The growth rate of the rural population remained more or less oonstant 

throughout the period I940-I96O (1.5 per cent per year on the average) while 

that of the urban population rose steadily (4.8 per cent per year in the 

decade 1940-1950 and 4.9 per cent per year in the decade 1950-1960).    This 

phenomenon is the result of internal migratory movements which have brought 

about substantial changes in the rural-urban structure. 

The degree of urbanization oaussd by migration in the various geographic 

areas has been indicated above.    This increase in the urban population has 

assumed different patterns in each region.    In I960 the northern and oeatrml 

regions, which had the greatest relative degree of industrial development, 

were also the most intensively urbanized regions, and the urban population 

24/ 0. Cabrera and R.  Benitez (1965) La población futura de Mexico.  1960-1900 
[The future population of Mexico,  196O-I9ÖOJ, Industrial Research 
Department,  Bank of Mexico S.A., Mexico. 
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exceeded the rural population.    In the other region» of the country the mirai 

population ii greater than the urban population, union has a smaller rate of 

growth than the rural population.    (See tablee 11 and 12.) 

liMf.. Ü 

MÊÈiÈMàm. of the urban and rur<^ 
(pere«nt rage»; 

I,1# 1*10 

l        Rural Urban Rural' Urban         £ä£la 

northern region 42.5 57.5 52.1 47.9 é|.«          36.2 

Central region 40*1 59.9 47.7 52.3 55.9         44.1 

Other regions 22.4 77.6 27.6 72,4 32.0          6B.0 

IgU^i   PopuiaMeti o««««**» Otatral Mr»«%©i**« ©f 8tati«tioe, Ministry »f 
Indue try and Coamerce, Maxioo. 

Mit H 
annual rat«g &f population growth lar region. mfrpttlO 

(Peroentagee) 

ii$>-m JBU&SêÈSES&ê 

Bôirtnem 
region 

Central 
region 

Other 
regions 

Total 
pepula- 

3.7 

2.7 

2.3 

Urban 
P§pUÎa>«* 

Iff«! 

5.8 

4.5 

4.5 

Rural 
pupula— 
lliHnii 

i.i 

1.4 

1.6 

Total 
popula- 

3.9 

3.2 

2.4 

Urban 
popttla- 

(.1 

4.8 

3.9 

popula- 
mÊmmmÊÊmÊÊm 

l.i 

1.5 

1.8 

Source:    Population censuses, General Directorate of Stat 1st ios, Minietry of 
Industry and Cowasarc«, Mexico. 
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T»ble 13 

Bom In In*"' 
•i<rr«fita 

Morthern 
ragion 2tSf9fgOT »1#51S 
Control 
region 12,400,899 2,112,491 
Othor 
ragion» 7tmitm ifl,?0S 
National 

total M*m.w 3.3U5.TÌ? 

Ratio of in-migrant« 
to tha nunfeor born 

in the ragion 

27.6 

17.0 

Rational c«position 
of i OHI igrai t i • 

ir II     (afffffl^ 

24.2 

II.9 

100.0 

«•aaËaJs 

THM^VVB    aWH IA* 

Bat io of in-«igrant» 
to tha maabor born 

in tòt ration 

Sort horn 
ration 4»10i,53? I»l5«»3i4 3ïa 
Central 
ration l*«5ttt3T7 %*mm 19.8 
0th»r 
regio»* 8,003,656 5éit??i 6.4 
National 

total 29,499,5îf 5,200,089 17.6 

of 

26« 1 

©3.1 

10.8 

100.0 

it ion 

Urbanisation is largely a oonoequanca of internal aifration fro» tha laaa 

indaetrialUed otate« to thooo with a fraatar dogree of induatrial development. 

(Sao tablaa IB and 14.)    Is thia oonnaxion, a rooant etudy ahowed that tha 

l'oderai Diet riot, tha aoat highly indu«triali*ad area in tha oomttry, absorbai 

about 48 par oant of tha migrant« fro» other araao during tha period 1950-1960} 

tha state« of Baja California, Chihuahua, Maxioo one Huevo Leónf< area« of avow- 

ing induatrial development, abaorbad 38 par oant of aigranta. 
2*l/ .*#    Furthamora, 

¿S/lftU*» M«» 
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a study of the inter-census migratory balances for the period 195Q-19ÖO, given 

below, shows positive balances in the northern and central regions, which have 

the greatest growth in manufacturing* 

Table 15 

on. 1950-1960 Inf r-ccnsus migratory balances, by rt*i 
(Thousands of inhabitants) 

»50-1960 1960,1920 m<MftO 

Rorthem region                   174.0 • 523.1 «68,7 

Central rmglm                     104.3                       22S.4 180.9 

Other itgion»                    -278.3 -751.5 -1,049.6 

Source:    G. Cabrera and R.  Beni ter (1965) La población fetyf #• Mixieo. 
1960-1980 [The future population of Mexico, 1960-1980], In4u»tri*l 
Research Department, Bank of Mexico. 

It Is precisely the regions that contain the most important industrial 

cities which attract «igraaf fro« region» with lower development ia manufac- 

turing.   Urbanisation has generally grown «ore rapidly than industrialisation, 

but has usually been a»»oei«ted with thi» processi however, there «re e*»es of 

dynamic urbanisation without indu»tri»li»»tion.   This pfcenonenon can be illus- 

trated by studying the occupational structure of th* various regions in the 

decade 1950-1960, M shown in table 16. 

mJmtAaimSmm 

âsyâeulturfcl and aen»ejirtoultur»l Jahomj» fjrjj, 
ir *^<% \W fj \m 

(Percentages of total labour foroe) 

Agricultural *frf«ffifftòtfffA 

Horthern region 49.9 45.0 50.1 55.0 

Centre! region 53.0 47.4 47.0 52.6 

Other regions 73.6 74.4 26.4 25.6 

Prom these data it can be seen that the most industrialised region» are 

those in which a higher proportion of the labour force is employed in non- 

agricultural activities and, similarly, those in which there ha» b»«n a «ore 
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marked trend towards an acceleration of this phenomenon.    On the other hand 

there has been a percentage increase in the agricultural labour force in 

regions where the ratio of the agricultural to the non-agricultural  labour 
force was already very high. 

At the national level it can be seen that the proportion of the total 

economically active population engaged in agriculture tendo to decrease,  owing 

to industrialization and urban development,  since the decrease of the popula- 

tion in the rural zones and its increase in the urban zones has led to an 

increase in non-agrioultural activity and a relative decrease in agricultural 

activity.    The national agricultural labour force represented 58.3 per cent of 

the total labour foro« in 1950 and 54.2 per cent in \%oJ^ 

In th« country as a whole, the tertiary sector - those employed in trans- 

port , commerce and services - has tended to increase its relative share of total 

employment »ore than the secondary sector» which is comprised of the proceas- 

ing and construction industries.^   This situation indicates that the indus- 

trial development achieved has not been able to absorb the growing <iuantity of 

labour available, so that the decrease in agrioulturai eaploynent benefits the 

tertiary »actor, including servies»,   The above bacons» clearer with the help 

of a regional breakdown. 

Table 17 

tofeour fore» in th» primary, secondary and tertiary sector. 
bv region. 1950 and 1960 

(P«ro»ntag»s of total labour force) 

Primary Seoondary Tertiary 

JJSS    12& 1252    ìaSQ. 1222   1212 
Morth»ra region        49.9     45.0 18.8     22.2 31,3     32.8 

Central region 53.0     47.4 17.9     22.3 29.1     30.3 

Other region» 73.6     74.4 10.6       9.9 15.8     15.7 

'jj P. H. Cardoso and J. L. Reyna (I966) Industrialisaeton. letruotura 
Ocupacional v Estratificación Social en Amerrea Latina rindustriaUzation. 
Occupational Structure and Social Stratification in Latin America], paper 
prepared for ECLA, p.14. 

__/ The tertiary sector absorbed 25.8 per cent of the total labour force in 
1950 and 26,8 per cent in I960; in the same years the secondary sector 
accounted for 15,9 and I9 per cent, respectively. 
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From an examination of this  table  it  can be deduced that   in all  regions 

the tertiary  sector predominates  over the secondary sector,   especially   in 

districts with  the greatest  urban agglomeration.    Though the secondary  sector 

has  been greatly stimulated and  has become  the most dynamic  sector of the 

KMicHh economy,   it has not  been able  to absorb a large part   of the available 

agricultural  labour, whioh for the present  is being taken on  by the tertiary 

sector. 

The reason a lug« proportion of estployiwmt  is in the tertiary sector is 

that thia sector includes the branches of the economy that supplement the 

industrial urban econotny.    Thus,  it  is of greater importance  in the northern 

and central regions, which have the highest relative industrial development. 

On the other hand, the growth of the tertiary eector to som* extent reflects 

the formation of modern urban industrial strata in the social structure.   The 

difficulty of analysin« the precise implications of this process springs fro« 

the relative lack of knowledge of the marginal Motor» In the tertiaryjector, 

confuting of unemployed persons, under-employed persons and the like. 

The data prenented below in table 18 give an idea of the» composition of 

the tertiary in terns of occupational structure. 

l-^r fo*oa in the tertlm sector^ by region. \tfP W* iWl 
CTT TI     T'ir l$mm%ëëm of %Qimi lâbonr force) 

Central reglen 

^950 i^ 

Coswerce 

franapcwrt 

Services 

Others 

Total 

9.8 

3.6 

U.5 

6.4 

31.3 

11.4 

4.3 

15.5 
1.6 

3?.8 

9.3 

2.7 

12.4 

4.7 

29.1 

10.6 

3.4 

15.6 

0.7 

».3 

Ofher regions 

195P l£g 

5.3 5.9 

1.6 2.0 

6.4 7.6 

2.5 0«2 

15.8 15.7 

Sources    Population censuses 1950-1960, deaerai Directora*, of Statistics, 
—"-""•     Ministry of Industry and Oeemwee» «exico. 

u/ F.  H.  Cerdoso and J.  L.  Heyna,  og.  cit.,  p.8. 
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In all  cases,  services  increased more markedly  than the other components 

)f the tertiary sector;  this item accounts for a large proportion of the popu- 

lation with very low levels of income and persons working for a less than 

r.ormal  number of days,   a situation that   indicates  the degree of unemployment 

ad concealed unemployment. 

Urbanization has created a social stratum consisting of non-manual 

workers,  mainly in commerce and services.    The more  industrialized the region, 

the greater the importance of this section of the working population and the 

'ower the number of manual workers.    Table 19 gives a breakdown of the manual 

Hid non-manual sections of the employed population in the various regions of 

VexLco and  shows that  the ratio of non-manual to manual workers is consider- 

ably higher in the northern and central regions than in the rest of the 

Muntry, 

This circumstance leads to the conclusion that industrialization in 

ex Loo has been accompanied by considerable urban growth even if the indus- 

rial development itself has not always been the direct cause of this increase. 

i the other hand, it  ia beyond doubt that the pattern of geographical distri- 

4tion of manufacturing activity has accentuated regional differences and may 

institute a serious obstacle to the economic developtaent of Mexico. 

The effects of industrial concentration 

Consideration has been given to the effects of the existing pattern of 

«•«agraphia distribution of manufacturing activity on rural migration and urban 

development.   Closer examination will reveal how this pattern is doing intense 

fnrm to the rest of the country, even causi ^ imbalances in the regions where 

" mufaoturing activity is concentrated. 

The analysis will be confined to three indicators considered as the most 

"jnreaentativei    (a) the level of income, with the ai» of identifying the 

• ••rgest concentrations of income fror* work and capital?    (b) regional public 

vestment}    and (c)  the capital invested by private enterprise in the various 

•íes of the country. 
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evel   of  incora 

The first  essential   is  to determine the present   average   income,  where   it 

•  -nes   from - whether from work or capital,  pensiona  or aid -  ami  to determine 

tne causes of saving and dissaving.    There  is  a basic premise  to start  from: 

industry centralized  in the cities generates  far higher incomer,  and living 

levels  than agriculture and this  imbalance  is also demographic.     Industrial 

¡evelopment feeds on urban concentrations and,   in its turn,  fosters the growth 

f the latter.    The countryside constantly  loses population to the towns, 

which attract migrants not  only because of the better employment opportunities 

and higher levels of living,  but also because of their abundant  services, 

-.heir socio-economic mobility, the pattern of their political  life and the 

opportunity they afford for participation in many other forms  of social life.*^ 

The monthly income of families in Mexico (1964-1965) and per capita 

tacóme,  are shown in table 20: 

Table gQ 

Monthly income of families and per capita income, by region.  1964-1)6^ 

Total 
families 

(thousands! 
northern region 

"antral  region 

'ther regions 

. tional   total 

Total 
persons 

(thousands) 

6,688 

23,168 

10^4J 

40,404 

Monthly income 
of families 

(million pesos) 

1,436 

5,305 

1.411 

8,15? 

Monthly 
per capita 

income (pesos) 

?\b 

??9 

134 

PD 2 

irce;    La Poblaojor. Econoffiicair.ente Activa de México [The Economically Active 
Population of Mexico], General Directorate of Sampling, Ministry of 
Industry and Commerce, Mexico. 

Progress in industrialization  constitutes one of the most  significant 
structural changes in production bringing economic development  in its wake. 
However, per capita income is not the only variable associated with struc- 
tural differences betwee« countries, although it  is without doubt the most 
important  one.     In other words,  although  industrialization  is a require- 
ment for development  and although income growth  is always accompanied -  at 
least  in the  long run - by a more rapid expansion of industrial production, 
various circumstances influence the degree to which this requirement 
applies and the extent  of the  industrialization process.     H. 3. 7 ilderrojna 
(1966) Planificación del desarrollo industrial  [industrial   development 
planning"],  Latin American Institute for Economic and Social  Planning, 
Siglo XXI  Editores S.A.,  Mexico,  p.9. 

A.  Palerm  (August  I965)  Observaciones sobre planificación  regional. 
Experienciaj de  Israel y  la  Indis  en planificación regional    Comments  on 
regional  planning.    The experience of  Israel  and   india  in   rcun mal   planning 
department   of Social   Affaira,   uener'¡l   Secretariat  of the   )AS,   W.i:;bmgt-rit   p. 
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The figures of table 20 show that per capita incoae is greater in the 

•ore  industrialized regions and that the lower levels of incoae are found in 

the regions where industrial development  is  in its early stages.     (See also 

table 21.)    Accordingly, 47 per cent of the families in Mexico live in regions 

in which only 28 per cent of the total income is generated.    Difference« become 

clearer with an examination of the origin of family income.    Thus,  income 

derived from capital and work in the central region is 28 per cent greater 

than that in the northern region and 57 per cent higher than in the rest of 

the country; the low incomes fro« capital and work in geographic areas with 

less industrial development result from the fact that most of the familia« are 

engaged in agricultural work on relatively unproductive land and, obviously, 

also from the lack of active manufacturing. 

In conclusion, the distribution of income is generally related to tas 

level of industrialisation; consequently, as national industry Is distributed 

at present, a large portion of the country has benefited only marginally from 

the development of manufacturing. 

Lev«! of public investment 

There has also osen a concentration of public investment in Mexioo, which 

is one of the factors that have led to the establishment of industry la oertain 

regions.    Table 22 indicates the geographio breakdown of public investment by 

region. 

It is clear from this breakdown that the central region abeorbs a consid- 

erable proportion of the total publio investment - a situation that is doubt- 

less the consequence of urbanisation and the growth in manufacturing in this 

region.    The northern and central regions together absorb almost 80 per cent 

of the total investment in industrial promotion (the generation of aleotricity 

and industries in which the Government has a share), and mors than 85 per cent 

of social welfare activities.    Accordingly, the Government has been obliged to 

continue to channel resources in this direction sinos industrial growth itself 

has created urgent needs for publio and social welfare service«. 

The rest of the country has absorbed a greater amount of investment in 

the promotion of agriculture and animal husbandry - especially irrigation - 

and these projects have tended to keep the population in the rural areas. 

This situation,  together with the fact that active industrialisation is not 
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Tabla 21 

Honthly  income of f amili— and par capita 
incomw,  by atataa,   X9*>4-19¿5 ""* 

Monthly incoa* Aonthly ae£ 
Faalllas                       Population                      of faeilits capita Incoa» 

(thou tan^i Nr can ta a tt ha* sardi) Parean ta« [ail Hem wml Ptrctnta« taatatl 

16.2          MOO          1«.6             M»             17.6 215 *«Vm m\m     LËL      Hi 
Baja CalIferuta 

(Hort harn) 
Sonora 
Chihuahua 
CoahuUa 
Nuevo Lai« 
îaaaultpas 

ÇfMni ralw 
V«racrul 
Putbla 
îl*.-ala 
Bora lot 
f.daral DlatrUt 
MxUa 
Hldalo» 
fkhaacit» 
Outré tara 
Guana jwate 
Colt« 
Jalisco 
A pascal Unta» 

PVnr rtiltf» 
Baja Caltfaralá 

(Southarn) 
Sinalea 
Durante 
Zacataca« 
San Lula Ntatf 
teyarlt 
Guarrera 
Oaxaca 
Toba sea 
CMaeaa 
tanpeehe 
Quintana Rae 
Yucatán 

national total 

132 
119 
m 
ITO 
235 
244 

hjsa 
907 
403 

74 
•? 

1,061 
394 
211 
m 

7? 
341 

31 
m 

%? 

2.023 

IS 
114 
145 
ITO 
212 
H 

213 
31? 
193 
213 

42 
13 

139 

1.7 
2.2 
3.S 
2.4 
3.1 
3.2 

1.1 
5.3 
0.1 
1.2 

14.1 
1.2 
2.1 
5.1 
KO 
4.5 
0.5 
?.• 
0.1 

0.2 
2.2 
1.1 
2.2 
2.1 
1.1 
3.5 
5.2 
1.4 
3.7 
0.1 
0.1 
1.1 

730 
•71 

1,4» 
1,011 
1,265 
1,224 

3.150 
2,174 

302 
441 

5,112 
2,150 
1,104 
2,110 

301 
1.t$3 

100 
2,113 
m 

02 
042 

1.174 
441 

1,340 
1,001 

550 
1,300 

230 
17 

600 

1.0 
2.4 
3.0 
2.5 
3.1 
3.0 

57.1 23.100 5JJ 

7.0 
5.4 
0.0 
1.1 

14.? 
5.3 
2.7 
5.2 
e.ç 
4.0 
0.5 
7.2 
0.7 

20.7        JPJ4J flLl 

0.2 
2.3 
2.0 
2.2 
2.0 
1.1 
3.3 
4.7 
1.4 
3.5 
0.0 
0.2 
1.7 

7.565        Ma        ÉM        ¡Ma 

245 
273 
324 
150 
211 
233 

5.305 

404 
200 

44 
04 

2,023 
300 
110 
204 
50 

220 
30 

450 
20 

LAU 

21 
220 

04 
03 

124 
73 

201 
170 
102. 
175 

31 
0 

67 

0.152 

3.0 
3.3 
4.0 
1.6 
2.6 
2.1 

Hui 
0.1 
3.5 
0.5 
0.0 

».0 
3.7 
1.5 
3.2 
0.7 
2.0 
0.4 
5.6 
0.4 

17.3 

0.3 
2.0 
1.0 
1.1 
1.5 
0.0 
2.5 
2.2 
1.3 
2.Ï 
0.4 
0.1 
1.1 

100.0 

33ft 
211 
21t 
147 
16? 
191 

Ht 
150 
133 

141 
405 
142 
107 
125 
140 
115 
150 
ISO 
106 

207 
242 
103 
102 
106 
102 
140 

04 
104 
125 
134 
133 
138 

soca: u HQifin; Mmmp irtiM¿M» {vyifJl ^LrtHJLlg Sfc,ti3SN*ll1> 
Activa Population ef Nasica In Jktna 1904 an« Aertl Ì995J, 
Alni s try af Industry anal Caaaarca, Haxlce. 

fitneral Oírte tora ta af Saaallaf, 
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being promoted,  has  prevented  the rate of growth in these parts  of the country 

from keeping up with  that  of  the country as a whole.•¡LLJ 

Private  industrial   investment 

A comparison of private  industrial  investment  by  region  in  r»4r, .-,ad   1 >6< •• 

illustrates the degree of concentration of private  investment   in   the highly 

industrialized regions; this deprives  the rest   of the country from the bene- 

ficial effects of industrial development (see table 22>). 

Table 23 

Privata investment in the extractive and manufacturing 
industries. 1945 and I960 

(Percentages) 

Mertharn region 

Central refi on 

Other regione 

Private entrepreneurs have been prompted to direct their investment to 

certain ragions by »any factors, such as the concentration of population,  the 

advantage of external economies, the growing centralisation of the public 

administration and the national banking system or the availability of skilled 

labour. 

Although the country »a present  industrial struoture has been an indis- 

pensable means of stimulating economic growth,   it has caused marked regional 

imbalances, ainoe investment has not been directed towards developing the 

zones that ara relatively »ore backward economically, with the result that 

the gap between the rich and poor ragions of Mexico has been widened. 

Moreover, the pattern of geographic location of industrial production  is 

creating difficulties with regard to the supply of urban public services;   in 

addition the biased orientation of public investment  is leading to competition 

im I960 

27.4 26.4 

60.4 65.2 

12.2 8.4 

}lj In this connexion it may be of interest to note one example.     The otate of 
Sinaloa,  which is not in the northern or the central region,   was the aite 
of a large part of the irrigation works carried out by the Government   in 
the period 1959-1965; nevertheless,  the level of income and the gross 
product of Sinaloa are still  far below those of the rest of the country. 
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between enterprises for the acquisition of services.    This bias is conducive 

to a restriction of the domestic market, as a consequence of the unequal dis- 

tribution of inrr.ae, and to an increase in prices owing to the constant rise 

in production costs, 

A wider dispersion of industrial activity would stimulate etaployiiientj 

furthermore,  higher 1ev«ls of incoa« and new markets would be created, thus 

eliminating or appreciably reducing aigration from the poor to the rioh 

regions. 

smUBT POLICY ATO IffffJSfftUL LOCATO* 

Penerai industrial Bailor 

Various praetieai «easuree - both in the publie and privat« sectors - art 

»oiag take» to accelerate the development of national iiidaitry in Äesriee. 

These »«asures range fro« import controls of the protectionist type and the 

introduction of epeoial fiscal ineontive» to the establishaent of opeoial 

finailoial agencies. 

In developing countries, the general ©bjeetiveo of industrial policy are 

to be viewed in term« of the growth and distribution of incoa« to onaure a 

rapid and continuous rioe in the level of living, partioularly that of the 

broad under-privileged ¿asios of the population.   A« for the geographic dis- 

tribution of induatry,  industrial policy is ooneomea with the location of 

•anufaoturing activity in localitiee that are »est suitable fro« tho indus- 

trial or intégrâtional viewpoint, and with the formation of dyntJiio pole« or 
12/ 

cent rea of development at the regional level. ** 

However, tho somewhat unfavourable induatriai development oitumMoa in 

Hetteo «id it» tapi ici t liait at ions «alee it olear that «here has so far boon 

no general industrial poliey, «ueh leee a policy oonoemed with tho foographis 

distribution of manufacturing activity.   The baaie eauee of thl» situation has 

been the lack of a national development plan for tho harmonious and integrated 

growth of the country. 

To remedy this situation, an inter-Ministerial Commission was established 

in 1)62í it oonsiete of representativas of tho Presidential Secretariat end 

*?/ H. S. Valdorrao»,  og. o|t., pp.226-22?. 
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the Miniati? of Finance and Public Credit, and its taak is to formulate short 
and long-term national plana for the economic and social development 0f the 

country.    In the middle of 1966, thia Commission femulated- the following 
guide-lines and national obj«etiv«s for the period 1966-19701^ 

- To achieve an avara«« economic growth of at least 6 par cent per 
year} 

- To giv« priority to the agrioultural and animal husbandry sector so 
«a to accelerate its development and strengthen the doaestio marketj 

- To stimulât« industrialisation and to improve the productive «ffi- 
oienoy of industry t 

- To attenuate and eorrmot iobalancea in development, both between 
regione and between various branchée of activity; 

- To distribute the national income mer« equitably} 

- T© improve education, housing, health and welfare condition«, and 
•oeial security sua social welfare in general* 

- To encourage domestic savings; and 

- To maintain a stable exchange rat« sea to oombat inflationary 
pressur«. 

la order to aohieve bai ano ed growth throughout th« country, ta« Commission 
also initiated regional planning, incorporating this typ« of prfHtramme iato 
general de/elopment plana. 

Xn spit« of th««« ooosidarabl« «dvaaoee, a general polioy for industrial 

location still has not base formulated,   mm«« ragionai davelopmant plan« am 

available, the Commission will probably dafin«, by territori««, the geographic 
distribution cT industry in whioh the Government participates, and will pro- 

acribo measure* to promote th« growth of privat« industry in regions of rela- 
tively low»r economic development. 

In recent y«ar« th« üovsrnmont has intervened indirectly in th« terri- 

torial distribution of industry through various eoonomio polioy meaaure« that 

hav« improved th« development of certain zones of th« oountry.   This o oc*ion 

examinee th« mala measures that hav« influenced the geographic distribution 

of industry;   It must be stressed that a« a mil« «sitting industrial legisla- 

tion and financial and public expenditure policies hav«, unintentionally, 

tended to favour th« northern «ad central ragiona of feexieo, and particularly 

th« metropolitan armas of Mexico City and Monterrey. 

li/ Aocording to a government report by th« Pr«sid«nt of the »«public, 
Gustavo Mat Orda«, tubaitted to th« Congre«« of th« Union on 1 September 
1966. 
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Public action with regard fo the geographic distribution of industry has 

Leen both direct and Indirect; in the first case, government intervention has 

been modest and of limited scope; in the second case, the economic policy 

adopted i\v the 'iovernment h'..i promoted -the industrial development of certain 

r.po^ific regions of the country. Private enterprise and the Governments of 

the various states have also intervened increasingly through measures designed 

to attract industry. The main policies followed by both the public and the 

privile necton to influence the location of industry, and the impact of these 

measures, are examined below. 

Direct measures to influence th» géographie 
distribution of industry 

Foderai Publio 8«otor 

The establishment of new industrial town», Early in 1952 th» Mexican 

Qavera»ent, through th« Mini»try of Finance and Public Credit, th« Bank of 

Mexico and the National Finano« Corporation» »ad« an «ffort to encourage ths 

decentralization of induatry fro« the «etropolitan area of Mexico City by 

promoting the construction of an induetrial town, the Ciudad Bernardino de 

Sahagun, 104 kilometres fro« the capital in the «tat« of Hidalgo. 

At first, two joint stat* and private enterprise* were eet up in this 

town, one making railway rolling stock and the other motor vehicle». These 

were later supplenented by a similar joint enterprise producing textile 

Machinery. A state enterprise was organised to construct the town, with 

authority to erect the induetrial building» and set up the necessary public 

services, but without authority to initiate measursc to attract new manufac- 

turing enterprises. 

The town was located in a* arid zone, fro« which there had been a large- 

scale exodus of the rural population. The are» posse»»»» no natural resources 

aid had become impoverished when the pulque industry, the basis of it» eoonoay, 

died out. The efforts of the Government were aimed not only at promoting a 

better geographic distribution of industry but aleo at assisting th» economic 

and social developaent of the region. 

As the site lacked the amenities to make it habitable, it was necessary 

to construct housing, to install a water supply, lighting and drainage, and 

to set up hospitals, shop» and schools. Th« total area of th» town was 
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l, IAO hectares,  of which 384 were intended for the urban zone proper and  the 

rest  for the industries  established.    Qy i960 the town had a population of 

/,000; Lopez Malo estimated that the capital  investment had exceeded 1,001) 

million pesos and noted that funds were still being allotted for expansion, 

development and maintenance.^* 

The objective of providing employment  for the local population was 

achieved at the cost of a high capital investment.    However,  no appreciable 

development could be achieved in other activities, as the rate of growth in 

manufacturing was not mtimulated sufficiently to accelerate urbanization or 

to expand tht narrow local market.    The products of the enterprises have a 

specialized market and almost all of the essentials for the life of the town 

--.orae from the Federal District. 

According to Yate«,  the choice of the «ite was not suitable and the 

large-scale capital investaent was consequently not justified, since other 

localities sight have offered a »ore favourable environment for industry. 

Son« of these already possessed buildings which oould have served as bases 

for the «stablishaent of a new industrial complex.   The use of these local- 

ities with their existing ssrvioes weald have eliminated the need to invest 

large SUM in the infrastructure, as was done in Ciudad Sanagan.^* 

Tas establishment of industrial estates.    Two industrial estates, known 

as Ciudad Industrial de Irapuato and the Zona Industrial Lagunera, have been 

set up on the initiative of the Federal Electricity Cosmi ss i on - a decentral- 

ized Government body - with the co-operation of the Government s of the states 

of Guanajuato and Durango. 

Even if the stated aim was "to find consumers for this official body's 

growing output of energyM the basic purpose was to stimulate the industrial 

development of the province, so as to avoid excessive concentration of indus- 

try in the metropolitan area of Mexico City* 

The planning and execution of the necessary works, as well as publicity 

for and sals of industrial sites is being carried out by the Fondo Impulsor 

de la Construcción, S.A., whloh manages a trust estate assigned to it by the 

Federal Electricity Coawission in 195?t »a«* work began. 

i|/ 1# U «aio, ©g. oit», p.237. 
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The Cuidad Industrial de Irapuato is situated in an important agricultural 

region, 355 kilometres fro« Mexico City. It is in the geographic centre of 

the Republic, in the central region, is connected by rail and road to the main 

centres of consumption and has abundant electrical energy to service the indus- 

tries that are being established. 

The industrial estate has an area of 280 hectares and is divided into two 

large sections, one for light industry and the other for heavy industry. 

Accomplishments so far include town planning, the provision of a water supply, 

drainage, road surfacing, electricity and the division of the estate into lot». 

§y 1964 capital investment had reached a total of approximately 30 million 

pesos, and ten of the ninety lota asking up the light-industry Motion had 

been sold»«1' 

The Zona Industrial Lagunera is located at Sames Paleólo, a town in tilt 

stato of Du rango, 1,270 kilometres fro» iexioo City and 300 kilometres tirasi 

Monterrey. This region was predominantly agricultural, specialising la the 

cultivation of cotton. However, owing to the lack of water and the over- 

exploitation of groundwater, it has rapidly beo one impoverished in reoent 

years, with a consequent aggravation of sooial probles». It was partly 

beoauae of this special situation that the Government aotiv«ly intervened to 

proejóte industrial development, the only outlet for the growing number of 

agricultural unemployed. The Government is also r«olaiming land under its 

irrigation echóme, promoting ohanges in orop structure and redistributing th« 

land to improve the lot of the lower income farmers.     > j 

The estate has an area of 265 hectares, of which 224 have bean dividid 

into 120 lots. Land development has bean oarried out and the «state has been 

provided with the necessary services for industry. % the end of 1964, eight 

enterprises had been established on the estate. 

The national Frontier Programm«. The Rational frontier Programs, a 

regional development body, was set up at the beginning of I96I to develop the 

frontier zones of Mexico and intensify their social, economic and oultural 

integration with the rest of the nation. Thi» body has authority to promote 

3,6/ The lots varied in price between 30 and 40 peso« per ««ruare metre; indi»«- 
trialists pay only 5 to 10 per cent of the value of the site on purchase, 
the rest being spread over a period of ten year« at 8 per cent interest on 
the unpaid balanoe. 
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the development of both the northern and the southeastern frontiers of the 

country.    The most pressing need, however,  is to incorporate the northern 

region into the national economy, as most transactions involving manufactures 

produced in the United States are carried on in that area, 'to the detriment of 
national  industry. 

To enable the Programme to operate,  a trust fund of 42 million pesos was 

set up in the Rational Finance Corporation, and by I964 it had increased to 

323.5 »Ulto«.    This trust fund is managed by a Technical Committee consisting 

of representatives of the Government and public and private institutions:    the 

Ministry of Finance and Publio Credit, the Bank of Mexico, the National Finance 

Corporation, the National Chamber of the Proceeding Industry, the Confederation 

of Chamber« of Industry, the Confederation of »ational Chambers of Commerce 

and the Mexican Bankers Association. 

To promote competition in the frontier markets, the Ministry of Finance 

granted two subsidies:    a 25 par cent disoount on rail, air and ship freight, 

and a 1.8 per oent reduction in the tax on business income, union is payable 

to the federal Government.    In 19©5» ta« rail freiftit subsidy was raised to 

50 per oent for finished produots. 

fo date, buildings for customs, migration, health and tourist service«, 

supermarkets, restaurants, hotels, «hope and sohoois have bean constructed 

«»dar tais programme; highways nava bean modem i a ed, bridges built and publie 

lighting improved, all benefiting the main frontier cities in tha north. 

By the and of 1964 the capital investment carried out by the National 

Frontier Programms totallad 322 million pesos.    The subsidies granted to 

industrialists who shipped their products to the northern frontier son« 

reached 69.2 million pesos -29*3 trillion in business income tax discounts 

and 39.9 alllion in rail freight discounts. 

Thue far the results achieved have been mainly to the advantage of 

commero« 1 the Programme administration has not directly engaged in promoting 

industries in the region, as it« industrialisation committee only carries out 

the necessary studies to assess the utility and viability of the most desir- 

able industries. 

Private en,terprtye 

The construction of industrial estetas.    In I960» through promotion by 

the private enterprise Inmeubles de Quer et aro, S.A. and the Banco Internacional 
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InmoMliario,   S.A.,  the Zona   Industrial de Querétaro was set  up  in the city 

of Querétaro,   ?40 kilometres   from Mexico City. 

The  zone,   or  industrial   estate,  his an area of 600 hectares,   of which 

°00 are  for   industrial  use  and   the rest  for shops,   parks and workers' housing. 

The zone  is  completely  developed and has a wate»* supply,  sewers  and electric- 

ity;   it   is  connected by  rail   and road to the  rest   of the country. 

The  industrial  plots  are  sold in areas  of two to ten hectares,  and prie«» 

vary according to location within the zone.4*-^     By I965 eighteen private indus- 

trial  plants had been set  up  in the zone, most  of them engaged  in the produc- 

tion of food  items or mechanical and electrical  goods.   • 

This   industrial  zone   13  developing more  rapidly than any  other in Mexico. 

Its  location,   however,  has   followed the traditional pattern of  industry, 

namely,  excessive concentration in the central portion of the country.    Thin 

has, nevertheless, helped to advance the economic development  of the state of 

Querétaro,   one of the poorest  and most backward in the Republic.    Altnough th« 

new industries provide employment for only 8OO persons, the multiplier effect 

of the wages and salaries greatly benefits the region. 

State governmenta 

Industrial promotion legislation.    To promote the development of «anu- 

facturing,   the governments of the various states of Mexico have encouraged 

industrial promotion legislation modelled largely after federal  legislation 

dealing with the promotion and attraction of industries. 

The various laws and acts of the states,  by which tax exemptions are 

granted to industrial enterprises established in their territories, might at 

first sight be considered effective in preventing further aggravation of the 

problem of geographic concentration of industry  (s«e table 24) within the 

framework of a general  industrial development  policy.    However,  as all states 

in the Republic have passed laws for the promotion and protection of industry 

(see table ?5), chiefly through fiscal incentives,  the entire national terri- 

tory has been placed on an equal fiscal footing,  thus neutralizing the effect 

of such  legislation as a means of attracting manufacturing enterprises to 

part icu1ar  areas. 

3,'/ The  average price  is  ?6  pesos per square metre for serviced sites and 
f^  pesoa   for non-serviced  sites. 
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In addition to deriving no benefits industrially,  the states have lost 

the fiscal income they would have obtained from any new industries in their 

territories which would have been set up without the inoentiye of tax exemp- 

tions.    This is untenable  in view of the reduction of their own income and 

the industrial urbanization work that some states have had to undertake in 

order to supplement their ineffective legislation to attract industries.-^/ 

From another point  of view, almost all the state laws offer fiscal advan- 

tages to industries that  are considered new in the state, adopting a strict 

criterion in this matter,  almost as if each state were a country.    This crite- 

rion would obviously be uneconomical for Mexico if, for example,  an attempt 

were made to attract a given industry to a particular state by means of tax 

exemption«, when that  industry might be established under optimum locational 

condii Iona a short alatane« outside that state.^ 

The importance that the establishment of industries - not merely new or 

necessary industries but any type - may assume for the varioue states should 

not be disregarded.    Stmt« tax exemption laws, however, oréate obstacles to 

the economic development of the country M a whole if they are genuinely 

sucoesaful aa location*! factors, in ao far as they reduce the soope of inter- 

regional competition and liait the scale of production at whioh enterprises 

can operate.    In fact,  if »11 existing state legislation achieved ita ofejeot, 

there might be a considerable decentralisation of induetrial activity, dis- 

couraging the development of large planta and favouring the proliferation of 

small-scale plant«.    Adopting a purely economic criterion, therefore, it would 

seen logical to promote the location of industries in placea where greater 

productivity and reduced eoate would be ensured by the availability of trana- 

port, markets, manpower, «leotrioity and the like.    State tax exewptione whioh, 

for the «alee of fieoal expediency or other reasons, are intended to counter 

this natural pattern of location, would probably have unfavourable effect« on 

the country as a whole. 

!§/ J. B. Rey (I964) Justificación y fundament ación economica para una nueva 
legislaoion industrial t The justification and economic grounds for new 
industrial legislation],  Rational School of Economi es,   national Autonomous 
University of Mexico (professional thesis), p.23. 

12/ G. R. Kolbeok and V.  L. Urcruidi, op.. cit.. pp. 19-20. 
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I'n  r.urn  up,   local   fiscal   exemption  designed  to  attract   industries   is  an 

wnimpor ant   loo-tional    incentive compared  with  basic   economic   factors.     Pur- 

th-rnom,    if  successful ,    it  may  hamper   the  optimum  location  of   industry   fron 
40/ 

the   nati.orni   point   oï  view. 

!«y   1 */.,   twonty-eight   of  the  twenty-nine  states   in  the  country   had  enacted 

legislation   t •• promote   the establishment   of  industries  in their  territories. 

Generally  speaking   state   industrial   promotion  legislation  offers   incentives 

for the  creation of  new   and  necessary   industries  and  for the  expansion  of 

existing   indu.-t.ries.     These   incentives   consist   in partial  or  total   exemption 

from  the   following  taxe,:     -.ml tax,   tax   on  the  transfer of  real   property, 

interest   on   financing capital,   and   feos   for registration  in the   registry  of 

property.     The period   in which the  exemption  is  valid varies   from  two to 

Uenty years;   on  the  average,   it   is   usually between  seven  and ten years. 

Industrial  estates.     In order  to  attract   industries by more  effective 

means  than  industrial   development   acts,   some states  have promoted   the  estab- 

lishment   of partially  serviced industrial  zones  or estates,   in which  lots are 

offered  for sale  to manufacturing enterprises   interested  in setting uP busi- 

ness.     Estates  of this   kind have been  set  up  in the  states  of Jalisco,   San 

Luis Potosí,   Guerrero,   Tamaulipas  and  Veracruz.     The most   important   of these 

zones,   in terms of the  number of  industries already  established,   is  the  indus- 

trial   zone  of western Mexico,  which was  promoted on the  initiative of the 

ïovernment  of the  state  of Jalisco,   one  of the most  dynamic territorial units 

in the  central   regi >n. 

£/  Hud.,   p. PO. 
,11/  The  breakdown of  this  legislation  by  states  is  as follows:     nin?  states 
•^   had  an  Industrial   Promotion Act   (Chihuahua,   Hidalgo,  Jalisco,  Michoacán, 

Wir it,  Puebla,   Sinai oa,  Tlaxoala and Zacatecas);    eight  had an  Industrial 
Proteo,ion and Promotion Act   (Aguascalientes,   Guanajuato,   Colima,  Querétaro, 
o.xuoa,   Tabasco,   Tamaulipas and Veracruz);     two had an Economic Promotion 
Act   (baja California and San Luis  Potosí);     three had an Industrial 
Protection Act   (Guerrero,  Mexico  and Nuevo León);    one had an Act  for the 
Protection of  Industry and Investments  (Campeche);     one,   an Act  for the 
Promotion df New   Industries and Processing Industries  (Chiapas);     one,   an 
Act  Regulating the  Political  Constitution of  the State    Coanuila);     one, 
m  Act 'on Tax-free  Privileges  and  their Reform  (Burango,;     one,   an Act  for 
the  Promotion of   Investment   (Morelos);     and one an Act  for the Protection 
o«*  the  Processing   Industries   (Sonora).     The  on.y state witnout   industrial 
nrvmotion  legislation   is Yucatán. 
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The  zone   is   located   in   the   immediate   vicinity   of   the   city   ^ 1*   ¡aidai iiit-i, 

the  capital   of  the  state,   and  occupies   an  area  of  approximately   .Y^1   hectare;',. 

It   is  linked  by  road  and  rail  with  the  centre and  north   of Mexico   ma   hac 

¡hundant  water,   one  of the  scarcest  resources  of the central   region.      }'y   the 

end   of  1965,   two  plants  producing pharmaceuticals  had   been  established   thee. 

"lie  Federal   District 

Tax exemption  legislation.     A  large  part  of the  area  of Mexico city   formi-. 

m  enclave  within the  Federal  District,   which  is  the  seat   of the  federal    uimiti- 

ist nation  of the Republic  and the most   highly  industrialized   area   in   the   ',uii- 

try.     At   the  end  of the  Second  World  War,   this state  pursued  a policy   of   tax 

exemption  to attract   industries  and thus  create employment   opportuni t ice,   and 

eventually   "btain greater revenue  from   taxes.    This   type  of  local  exemption 

system  is  different   from the  federal  exemption system;   federal   exemption  nan 

UJ  specific   locational   effects,   whereas   local  exemption   is  a marginal   factor 

m  the location of  industry. 

Exemption by  the Federal  District  covers two taxes:     (a)  the land   tax on 

real property  intended  for use  in the  exempted industries and (b)  the  1.," per 

cent payable to the Federal District  out   of the federal  tax on business   income. 

;'he exemptions may  be  granted to the so-called "new"  industries,  that   is  to 

nay,   "those which have  initiated or are to  initiate the manufacture  or produc- 

tion  in the country  of articles or goods  not previously  produced there", 

article  936,   II)  and to the  "necessary"   industries,  that  is  to say,   "those 

whose aim  it  is to manufacture or produce  articles or goods not made   in  the 

•ountry  in sufficient  quantities to satisfy  the needs  of national consumption" 

'article 938,   III).     As a rule,  both types  of industry  receive complete  exemp- 

tion from these taxes during the first  three years  in which exemption   is 

-ranted,   50 per cent  exemption for three years more and  ?5 per cent   for another 

three years,   the maximum permissible extension being nine years. 

The Federal  Government  has so far granted complete exemption from  the 

following taxes:     fa)   income tax    (b)  tax  on business   income and    (o)   levies 

m the  importation of materials,  machinery,  equipment,  materials for  repairs, 

ancillary  raw materials  and semi-finished   products,   provided  that   similar 

rticles  are  not   produced  in the country.     The exemption  is granted   for  ten 

years  to  enterprises  considered basic  to  the industrial   development   of  the 

• , mtry,   for  seven years  to those considered "of economic   importance"   and for 

'ive years  to  others. 
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irei  with   federal   exemption,    that   granted  by   the   Federai   IHstnct   at . ornivi 

t he   end   o 
eh   less   important   than   those covered  by   federal   exemption 

f   the i'.enond   World  War  has   been   insignificant.      Its   tax  exams-ions 

were   obvi ously muc 
,tl(|,   furthermore,   exemption was granted   for shorter periods.     The  tax   or. 

Lmiustri.il   profits  and   the customs  duties  from which   exemption was gì anted 

,re  probably more   important  alone  than  all  Federal   District   taxes  oorr.Tir.ed 

'whether  the  latter  are   included  ir.   the  exemption or not).     These  two exemp- 

tions  granted by  the   Federal   Government   for a total   of ten years carried  far 

morP „eight   in the   investment decisions  of private  individuals than any  exemp- 
x 42/ tions  granted by  the   Federal  District.-i-/ 

At   the end of  1')^,   this system  ceased to apply  in the Federal  District 

and no  exemptions  ar.  being continued.     Of the two taxes  from which exemption 

was granted,  the  land  property tax had a very small yield and its  influence 

on  industrial costs was minimal.     The  tax on business  income,  although higher, 

represented no more than 1.25 per cent  of sales and,   at  the same time,   a 

varying amount  of profits,  depending on the efficiency  of the various  enter- 

prises.-^7    To sum up,   while tax exemption by the Federal  District  was  in 

force,   it  did not  constitute a powerful  fiscal  incentive  for the establish- 

ment   of  enterprises either in respect   of the amount  of tax exemption or  in 

relation  to the  level   of  industrial   profits. 

The  main branch  of  industry to  benefit  from the District  exemption  law 

was metal  manufactures,   with a total   of twenty-three enterprises,   followed by 

the  chemical  industry   and  the production of electrical  equipment  and  appli- 

ances,   both with nineteen enterprises,   and the production of machinery  and 

accessories with eighteen.    Together,   these accounted  for 54 per cent   of  the 

enterprises exempted.     The remaining 46 per cent Vepresented sixteen branches 

f  industry and nine  enterprises that were not classified.    The labour force 

ployed  by the exempted enterprises  totalled about  15,000,  that  is,   about 

-, per cent  of the total  labour force  of the Federal  District  in 1950. 

Restrictions on   industrial estates.    At the beginning of 1963,   in view of 

the  scarcity of resources for investment,  and in order to limit  the horizontal 

expansion  of Mexico City and thus  be  able to meet  tne growing demand  for public 

ol 

em i 

¡Yj   a,   R.   Kolbeck and  V.  L.  Urquidi,   oj>.  cit.,  pp.53-54. 

43/   Ibid.,  P.V). 

.\A¡   Ibid.,  p.P3. 
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works  and  services  springing from  the  rapid population growth,   the Government 

of  the   Federal  District  revised  its  building regulations,   introducing amend- 

ments  to  restrict   the  subdivision  of  lots  and  to  prohibit  the  establishment   of 

new  residential  districtá.     However,   instead  of mitigating the  serious  urban 

problems  of this  large metropolitan area,  these measures accelerated the 

spread  of urbanization to municipalities  in the  state  of Mexico adjacent   to 

the  Federal  District.    Moreover,   this policy  favours the owners of undeveloped 

land,   agents  authorized to divide  land  into lots  and owners of apartment  build- 

ings by  fostering a constant  rise  in rents. 

Indirect measures to influence the geographic 
distribution of industry 

Federal public sector 

Industrial promotion legislation.    Another factor that may have motivated 

or at  least  facilitated the establishment of industrial enterprises in the 

country has been the legislation passed for thiB purpose.    The year 1939 saw 

the enactment  of an industrial promotion act,  entitled the General Act  on 

Processing Industries, which was amended in 1941 and 1946.    Under thiB act, 

various exemptions  from federal taxation were granted to all new or necessary 

industries established in the national territory or to established industries 

that met the relevant legal requirements.    The act was repealed in 1955 with 

the promulgation of the Act for the Development  of New and Necessary Industriéis, 

whose purpose is to stimulate industrialization through exemption from stamp 

duty,  from levies on imports and exports, business income and private income, 

for fixed amounts and for periods of ten,  seven or five years,  according to 

the merits of each particular case.    Por the application of these exemptions, 

industries are divided into new and necessary industries and are further clas- 

sified as basic,  semi-basic and secondary. 

Under the act,  basic industries are considered to be those producing raw 

materials,  industrial machinery,  equipment or vehicles for industry or agri- 

culture.    Semi-basic industries are those producing goods to satisfy vital 

needs of the population, tools and scientific instruments for industry or 

agriculture,  or products for important industrial activities.    Secondary 

industries are those producing luxuries or non-essentials. 
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Kor  the   period   1 H¡-1 '•]"   there   are  no   reliable  data on   the  amount   of 

finiti  e'irrun^s   foregone   ¡y   the   Federal   Jovernment   in  respect   of   the enter- 

priser   that   enjoyed  juoh   exemption.      From   1949   to  i960,   however,   this   loss 

w;il;   Hichtl.y   "ess  than   I,-    mil i ion  pesor,  at   current   prices  -  a  direct   fiscal 

sa-rifioe  on    .natine   from  the  exemptions,   as  distinct   from  the  loss of  income 

I.y   the Government   on  cens-.tion of  the  importation of certain goods  because of 

the  production of simi.ar goods  in  the country   itself,  which could be called 
45/ 

•in   indirect   fiscal  sacr. fme.-^ 

initially,   and   in view of the urgent  need to accelerate the  country's 

development,   exemptions  were granted without  making any considerable demands 

on    »pplicants.    The main purpose was to attract   investment,   whatever its 

origin,  quantity,  quality,  object   and geographic  location.     With  the passage 

of   the years  and with   the economic  progress  of Mexico,  the Government  revised 

its policy  on exemption,   passing from a broad degree of liberality to selec- 

tivity.    Nevertheless,   existing legislation still contains no measures aimed 

at   directing  industry  towards zones  which have  suitaoio resources  for  indus- 

trial processing or expanding markets, but which h*ve remained on the fringes 

of   i nd us t r i a 1   deve 1 optne n t. 

between  1940 and the first half of 1962 a total of 792 enterprises were 

granted  tax  exemptions  under the various  industrial promotion acts;-»-/   505 

',4 per cent)  were  located in the  Federal District and in the state of Mexico, 

'•'   (K) per cent^   in the state of Nuevo León and 210  (?6 per cent)  in the rest 

of  the country.     Thus,   the Federal  Government  has indirectly and accidentally 

favoured certain regions of the country through  its general tax exemption 

policy,     this means  of  industrial  promotion might substantially aid the devel- 

opment of manufacturing and help to ensure better use of the resources avail- 

able  m the various regions,   if the legislation provided for measures to 

.]1,'   leñera 1   Directorates of Financial and Press Studies, Ministry of Finance 
~~     ir.d Public Credit   (i960)  La Hacienda Pública Federal  [Federal Public 

Finance |,   p.39. 

/Jib/  Tn actual   fact,   more enterprises were granted tax exemptions,  but   some did 
not  make  use of  them,  because   they were not  fully established,  did not 
manufacture  the  pro hints  to which exemption applied,   had been granted the 
exemption  at   1   time when they  no longer needed  it  or because  they closed 
down while en i eying exemption.     The 792 enterprises  include  those  that 
closed  down after  the expiry   of their exemption.     See  Department  of 
Industrial   Research,   i'ank  of Mexico,   Directory  of  Industrial  Enterprises 

•ranted   !':tx exempt .oris.   1940-1960,   and  supplements  1961  and  first   half of 
in 



íchieve   'i  better geographic  d i strtbut ion  of  iiati.in.il    i ud .s L rv.      ' Hie      I   sí.ows 

the geographic   location   of  the  exempted  pianti-,   'ir,  wei.   ;m   the   mdust r1 a 1   a • t.- 

ander which   they were  exempt. 

The  main   industries  enjoying  exemption  are:     those   that   ¡u-odace   r,;et al 

goods,   electrical   goods,   machinery  and  equipment,   wi.th   ;'('>  enterprises   , •';   per' 

cent  of the   total);     these producing chemicals  and  chemical  producta-,,   with   I!1 

plants   fl5  per cent);     those  producing food products  and  beverage;-.,   with  1>" 

enterprises   (1} per cent);     and  the   iron  and  steel   industry with   ]b   pianti- 

lo per cent).     See  table  ?c). 

To permit  the  renewal   of equipment   of each enterprise the  reinvestment  o\' 

10 per cent   of the  distributable profits  has  been allowed since  1 ><t».      In  1 '' 1 

the percentage was   increased  by   a further  ?0  per cent,   which means   that   V  per 

cent   of the  profits may   ne  reinvested without   any corresponding payment   o\' 

taxes. 

In addition to  this   industrial  promotion policy   there are measures   to 

protect  established   industriss under the General  Import  Tariff Act  which 

imposes  high  to prohibitive charges   m the   import  of goods produced   in  the 

country,   thus  inducing the consumer to choose domestic products.     At   the s.ajne 

time,   raw materials  that must  be   imported  are  either  taxed  lightly   or  not  at 

all,   and direct  control   of  imports  is  ensured  by prohibitions and  special 

licences.     On the  other hand,   the  General  Export Tariff  favours  the  export  of 

finished or semi-finished goods  rather than raw materials,   in order  to encour- 

age processing within  the country.^    ?íone  of these  laws,  however,   includes 

measures affecting the  geographic distribution of industries. 

The Natio-lai  Finance Corporation.     This   is the chief agency  for   indus- 

trial   promotion in the  country.     It was  established  in  l'.iM,   l>enc    tmg from 

the experience of the   investment  bank founded  in Europe during the  second half 

of the nineteenth century and  of the first  development   banks. 

In 1941   the corporation was assigned its present   task of promoting eco- 

nomic  development,   at   first  by sponsoring projects designed  to offset   the 

scarcity  of  products   arising out   of the war and by   intervening  in  the  stock 

market   to capture  a  large portion of domestic  savings.     There  is  no  ,io„U   that 

i ' S.   M.   Sánchez   r 196^>)   La concentración  industrial   en el   área met ropo, i tana 
de  la Ciudad de México industrial   Concentration   in  the Matropol itan Area 
of Mexico City],   National  School  of Foononuos, Rational  Autonomous 
Cmversity  of Mexico  'professional   thesis   ,   n.rA. 
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1;..1 ....... r-i-;l   rrvrro:-,:   made   f.v   U.e  -ou.tr/   in   recant   y^urs   is   1'trgely   the 

;!t.    ,f   ti„;  work   of   the   :i-.tioM.-.l   Finan-o    ¡orpomtion  which,   through   Lis   bank- 

ril   :,,- motion   •• -tivitios,   has  channelled   rcuourocB  and  established  enter- 

.,...   !•!   ¡r-.n.-hu;-.   .,!'   ¡ ti.l.;; try   L}i->t   :>ut"ibate   to   the  economic   intégrât ion ^of 
48/ 

,v.,.    ,iliillr;)   ¡n  -Mditi-i   !'    iri.lorL.-ikinp:  large   infrastruotural   investments. 

.oU-i Instand iug   i'.s   r^.roes  and  power«,   the   National   Finance  Corporation 

L,..   :i,,t     ii,.p-.t.l.v   intervened   in   the  geographic  distribution  of   industry  except 

,,,,..   r0i-;r'l   t. .   the   rounding oV  Ciudad   bernardino  de  Sahagi'm.     However,   it   has 

;.riv...,.,vl   t.r,o  astn: ! isr:neut   and   expansion   of  ;i   large   number  of  enterprises   in 

,,,„    -,i:1t r--« 1   aai   norttiorri  regions   of  ine   country.     As   shown   in   table  26,   46.') 

;i0f   -out     >f   the   loans  granted   by   the  dational   Finance  Corporation  up  to  1963 

went,   -o   the   Federal   District   and   the  state   of Mexico  and  14  per  cent   to  the 

;.(  y,..-    >t     loahuil.a   and   auevo   boon. 

•bo  work  of  this  agency,   winch has  considerable  resources  and  is  empowered 

.,.,   ...rvy   olt.   systematic   industrial   promotion studies,   will  probably be more 

unitivo  when   its   programmes   f.um part   of  a  national   industrialization  plan, 

wiii.'h   the   country   still    backs. 

;..-lt...mtcc   r:nd.     "he  Guarantee and  Promotion Fund for medium- and small- 

.,.,.,,   ,,!.!•,.  .-•   -,••,:•   ,-n^    -   in   1  r-~'.   t^ 'loot   the  credit   needs   of  small-  and mediim- 

.... llc,  rrrin :fa't .rer:-   through   privato credit   institutions,   and particularly 

• InnosLt   hanks   and   .'¡nance  companies.     H   has   been  of  outstanding assistance 

¡ri  st imal .ting the   industrial   development   of Mexico. 

'•••ho.   find  grants   loans,   for  equipment   and   repairs   to  small-  and  medium-scale 

„..>,,'; ., ,,,.,.,  -, •cordirg  to   their needs   and  the book value  of the  enterprise's 

.-,..,{ al.       he  small-scale   industries established   in  the metropolitan areas  of 

,(,.i.,,   :uv    aid  Vontersey,   wh mh  are considered zones of   industrial  eonoentra- 

, i   n   <\,r   ..1,0  purposes   of   find   operations,   must  have  a   b jok-val ue  capital   of not 

:.,. .   M,,,,   ..•  ,,,i;  nesos.     In   the  case of  small-scale   industries  established   in 

•no   rest    if  th- country,   a  minimum of  Fb,00u pesos   is  required.     However,   this 

rrv.vn.o   [•..  so  slu'ht   that   it   has not   significantly affected  the  geographic 

.     . .12/ 1 ,.-1 !• 1 : at L an  ot   enterprises.—*^ 

a if O i n s t i tuoi ones  nao tonales  de crédito;  México -  SO 
,0 •.ít,Vv,. i:Mon r Ma liona1   Credit   Inst .tut ions,  Mexico -  S\0 years   of 
.l'i.)!»'   i,   i,a   Fcanomf ,,   Fondo  de  Cultura   Económica,   Mexico,   pp.4jl-4aF. 

in'.erestin."  U  II^.J   that  t\ »  per cent   of   the  loans granted  by  the   fumi 

•! o : 'or   . nan ', v-M  ;ieJos   and   that   the  average  was  85,000   pesos. 

J 
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Table  ?b 

Geographical breakdown of the main financing activities 
of the National Finance Corporation 

Balances  for   }1  Decombe'   lOo1. 

Anient of 

Number of f'• nance 

enterprises (thousand Desos) Pur  cent 

Baja Cali fornia  (Northern) F 371,439 4..i 

Baja California, (Southern) 1 11,547 0.Ì 
Coa huila 5 771,403 l).u 

Chihuahua 7 192,346 

Federal District 35 3,670,656 4?.? 

Ou rango 1 'i,585 Ü.1 
Guanajuato 2 8.78G 0.1 
Guerrero 5 57,714 0.7 

Hidalgo 4 1,121,556 12.9 

Jalisco 7 1 RI, 789 ?.l 

Wxko 17 4 0,253 4.7 

Mtchoac*n 1 2,571 Oli 

Itere 1 os 1 2,939 0.0 

Nuevo le6n 6 434,974 5.0 

Ob Ad ta 4 264,950 3.0 

Puebla i 18,185 0.? 

Quintana Roo 1 14,380 0.? 

San Luis Potosí 3 130.51Q 1.5 

Sinaloa 8 122,581 1.4 

Sonora 1 2,075 0.0 

Tobasco 1 2,500 0.0 

Tanaulipas 2 105,562 1.2 

Veracruz 12 783,222 9.0 

Yucatán _L II. 711. -JLi 
Total 134 8,705,417 100.0 

Source:   National Finance Corporation (1963) Annual Raport. 
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By   1965,   the  fund had granted  financial  support  to 3,559 enterprises,  of 

which  1,971   (55.4 per cent) were  located   in the Federal District  and in the 

state  of Mexico,   and ??6  (6.3 per cent)   in the state  of Nuevo  '-.eon.     Of the 

total   loans granted,  88.4 per cent  went  to the ten most  highly  industrialized 

areas   in  the country*^   (see  table  27)   benefiting about   3,000  enterprises and 

giving employment  to more than  130,000 workers.     Thus,   the  fund has  fortu- 

itously  helped to promote the growth  of  industrial  development   in the most 

highly   industrialized areas,   contributing to further congestion of manufac- 

turing activity. 

Public works policy.    The public  sector indirectly  influences the  loca- 

tion of  industrial  enterprises  through  its  infrastructural  works  policy.     In 

the period 1959-1965,  total gross capital   investment   in Mexico was  167,000 

million pesos,   38.4 per cent  being in the  public  sector and the  remaining 

61.6 per cent  in the pr vate sector.*2-/     Public action is basically directed 

towards  promoting produ:tive activity,   and particularly the construction of 

roads and railways,   in igation systems,   the generation of electricity and 

industrial development.    These categories have accounted for about 72 per cent 

of total  capital   investment by the public  sector in recent years.     Further- 

more,   in the last  decade there has been a  relatively  large  increase in public 

investment  for social development projects such as schools,  housing,  hospital 

and welfare facilities,  the supply of drinking water and the construction of 

sewers. 

Thus far public investment has not  been incorporated into a national 

development plan so as to permit more harmonious development  of the country. 

The government's most pressing concern in recent years has been to obtain 

foreign exchange in order to maintain the high rate of economic growth, which 

is  indispensable if the domestic market   is to be substantially expanded for 

the benefit  of industrialization. 

As a result  of this situation,   investment has been directed mainly towards 

states  that  offer the greatest possibilities for economic expansion,  because 

5_o/ These areas  are:     the Federal  District,  Mexico,   Nuevo León,   Veracruz, 
Cloahuila,   Jalisco,  Chihuahua,   Tamaulipas,   Guanajuato and Puebla. 

M/ Directorate of Public  Investments,  Ministry  of the Presidency  (1964) 
México:     Inversión Pública Federal   1925-1963 [Mexico:     Federal  Republic 
investment   1925-1963],  Mexico. 
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t     Table 27 

Geog- jfrhic breakdown of Loans granted by the guarantee and 
promotion fund to medium- and small-scale industry 

(Cumulative figures for the period 
April 1954 to 31 December 1965) 

NuBber of Amount 
enterpriser Per cent (thousand pesos) 

Federal District 
Agua seal lentes 
Baja California 
Chiapas 
Chihuahua 
Coahulla 
Colima 
Ou rango 
Guanajuato 
Guerrero 
Hidalgo 
Jalisco 
Wxlco 
Mlchoacán 
Horei os 
kayarlt 
Nuevo León 
Oaxaca 
Puebla 
Querétaro 
San Luis Potosí 
Sinaloa 
Sonora 
Tabasco 
Taaaullpas 
Tlaxcala 
Veracruz 
Yucatán 
Zacatecas 

Total 

1,729 
34 
19 
77 
53 
62 

7 
23 

277 
16 
10 

145 
242 

32 
19 

2 
226 
227 

73 
13 
58 
31 
84 

4 
33 
12 
42 

8 
 1 
3,559 

48.6 
1.0 
0.5 
2.2 
1.5 
1.7 
0.2 
0.6 
7.8 
0.4 
0.3 
4.1 
6.8 
0.9 
0.5 
0.1 
6.3 
6.4 
2.1 
0.4 
1.6 
0.9 
2.4 
0.1 
0.9 
0.3 
1.2 
0.2 

0.0 

100.0 

689,218 
13,819 
6,485 
6,186 

2C.691 
20,244 
2,590 

10,177 
69,660 
4,564 
7,050 

42,943 
180,971 

8,768 
14,635 

521 
t   78,634 

9,830 
37,105 
4,263 

12,443 
9,699 

20,859 
1,771 

13,062 
10,805 
10,643 
5,011 

 522 
1,313,147 

fE£-££2i 

52.5 
1.1 
0.5 
0.5 
1.6 
1.5 
0.2 
0.8 
5.3 
0.4 
0.5 
3.3 

13.8 
0.7 
1.1 
0.0 
6.0 
0.7 
2.8 
0.3 
0.9 
0.7 
1.6 
0.1 
1.0 
0.8 
0.8 . 
0.5 

JLfi 
100.0 

Source :   Guarantee and Development Fund for tedium- and Small-scale Industries. 
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of abundant  natural  resources that  can easily  be exploited,   or a relatively 

developed  infrastructure whicn has  favoured a degree  of industrial growth that 

should be  further stimulated.    Under these circumstances,   it. is  logical  to 

suppose  that  the most   industrialized territorial unita obtain the greatest 

volume  of public  investment,  as  is  illustrated  in table  28  following. 

Table 28 

Percent 
ine 

of total public investment intended for the most 

iustrialized federal states in 1959-1965 

Promotion of 

Total 
investment 

agriculture 
and animal/ 
husbandry-' 

Industrial, / 
promotion-' 

Social / 
welfare-^ 

Federal District 21.7 2.5 6.7 64.8 

Mexico 4.2 5.1 4.1 3.4 

Nuevo Leon 2.7 1.5 3.7 1.3 

Veracruz 9.7 2.4 16.7 2.1 

Goahuila 4.6 2.8 7.3 1.8 

Jalisco 3.0 2.2 3.2 1.4 

Chihuahua 3.6 4.3 2.4 1.6 

Tamaulipas 6.7 5.0 11.7 2.7 

Guanajuato 2.6 2.3 4.1 0.7 

Puebla 2.7 0.5 4.2 0.8 

Total 61.5 28.6 64.1 80.6 

a/ Agriculture,  animal husbandry,  forestry, hunting and fishing. 

b/ Fuels,  chemicals,  fertilizers,  iron and steel, mining,   food and beverages, 
paper, wood, publishing and other industries. 

c/ Public services,  hospitals and welfare centres,  education and research, 
housing and community development. 

In the light of these figures,  it  is not surprising that the national 

industry has tended to be concentrated in a few territorial units of the coun- 

try,  excluding the rest  of the country from the beneficial effects of indus- 

trialization.    Unfortunately,  as has been pointed out  in earlier sections, 

until  a few months ago there was no national development  plan in which to 

integrate the growth of subdivisions of the territory;  there is still no 
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comprehrensive   industrial  development   programme  that  would make  it  possible   to 

orient   the  geographic   distribution   of manufacturing activity   within  the general 

objectives  of Mexican   industrial  and  social  development   policy. 

In the future, public investment policy could play a predominant role LU 

tne geographic distribution of national industry by encouraging and introduc- 

ing incentives in the less developed areas in order to create a climate favour- 

able to the development of manufacturing. Otherwise, it will be difficult for 

the country to continue the rapid expansion of the domestic market, an essen- 

tial requirement for maintaining the acceleration of economic growth achieved 

in  recent years. 

Policy on electric energy and fuels.    The state has actively intervened 

in  the production of electricity and fuels and,  at the moment, has complete 

control  of these  important  sectors  of the national economy.     Before the indus- 

try was nationalized  in I960,  electrification tended to be determined by eco- 

nomic growth in the more rapidly expanding sectors or zones of activity rather 

than by a deliberate promotion plan.     Hence, the enormous concentration of 

electrical installations in the main centres and their relative stagnation in 

the less dynamic zones  (see table 29).    Accordingly,  the main features of 

national  electricity development up to that date were:     an imbalance in the 

regional growth of the electricity  industry, scant progress  in rural electri- 

fication,  and little electrification of new zones or sectors.-^    The pattern 

of electricity charges was one of low average prices per kWh  in communities 

with greater demographic concentration and higher prices  in the small com- 

munities with a lower degree of economic development.     The situation was thus 

biased in favour of the most highly  industrialized states,  with the largest 

per capita incomes. 

Nation-wide rates were introduced at the beginning of V)6? in order to 

standardize electricity price:   for the same type of service throughout the 

country.    However,  this is not equitable as the richer zones with high p_er 

capita incomes are specially favoured.     Consideration  is now being given to 

the possibility  of setting different  prices per kWh according to the capacity 

of the consumers to pay and the degree of development   of each region;  this 

7 C.   L.  Beautell  (i960) La industria de energia elétrica;  México - ^ anos 
ti de Revolución [The electricity  industry; Mexico -  50 years of Revolution J, 

La Economia,  Fondo de Cultura Econòmica, Mexico,   pp./51-?J> 
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Table  29 

TBrtRlled genestimr capacity of power stations 
in the Republic  of Mexico.  19b0 

Political divisions ThoWnd kK 

National total 

Guerr«ro 

Michoacán 
florelos 

Sina loa 
Sonora 
Tabasco 

TI axe al a 
Veracruz 
Yucatán 
Zacatecas 

12.2 

18.0 

"•X,C0 177.3 

feyar,t 9i. n 8.2 
6.0 
9.9 
0.3 
0.1 

Nuevo León 
Oaxaca 
Puebla 
Quere* taro 
Quintana Roo 

15.1 
12.0 

238.0 
175.0 
287.8 

8.3 

3*.* 

3.7 
0.5 

124 1 ^ Tanullpas * 0>0 

85.2 
108.3 

15.0 

.0 
225.5 

Per cent 

2,918.3 "».O 

0.4 
Aguascallentes ' Q 2 

Baja California (Northern) '•' Q'3 

Baia California (Southern) 8.4 ' 
r            k« 8.0 U*J 

Caupeche ?g ? 2.7 
Coahulla " Q_2 

Colina '5 0.5 

CMapaS 131*6 *-5 

Chihuahua \"'u 

Federal District <*•* 

Durango ß1  3 2.1 
Guanajuato ^ Q.9 

0.6 

5.7 
4.7 

mdal* 134.7 *.6 
Jal,sco ^"n 18.7 

6.1 
0.5 
0.4 

1.2 
San Luis Potosí •"' 2 g 

7.7 

24.3 0-8 
30.4 LO 

Source-    Reports of electricity enterprises and po«r stations of the taxican 
Republic, Federal Electricity Cot»ission, Mexico. 
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should be a considerable incentive  for promoting the  industrial  development  of 

regions  that  are relatively  less developed economically. 

Through the decentralized agency Petróleos Mexicanos,   the state  is respon- 

sible  for the production and national  distribution of gas and  petroleum prod- 

ucts.     Natural gas  is so cheap in comparison to any other source of energy 

that  its occurrence or absence is a determining factor for the  installation of 

various industries.    A large proportion of the industrial growth of  Monterrey 

is attributable to the fact that it has had natural gas since 1926,  that is, 

almost twenty-five years earlier than any other city.^'     Up to 1950,  the 

market  for natural gas was limited to this city and to the frontier communi- 

ties of Ciudad Juárez,  Nuevo Laredo,  Naco and Piedras Negras.    Between 1950 

and 1962 the structure of the market for natural gas changed when pipelines 

supplying the central region of the country were brought into service.-^    In 

the last year of this period,  51 per oent  of national consumption wae absorbed 

by the metropolitan area of Monterrey,  and 33 per cent by Valle de México,  the 

remaining 16 per cent being distributed among other localities.^*'     The network 

of pipelines for gas and other products has been extended from the production 

zones to Monterrey, Torreón and Chihuahua in the northern region and Mexico 

City,  Salamanca and Guadalajara in the central region, with branches to supply 

major industries. 

To sum up, the Government policy with regard to electricity, gas and 

petroleum products has favoured the growth of manufacturing in the northern 

and central regions of the country,  again leading to a greater degree Oí 

industrial concentration. 
i 
I Transport policy.    Because of the topography of Mexico,  rail and road 

j     transport predominate.    Industrial development requires a widespread network 
i 
I     of roads and railways,  a rapid delivery service and reasonable freight charges. 

Areas with the best rail links are  in the central region, and especially 

the metropolitan arua of Mexico City,  from which almost all railway lines and 

I     ¿¿/ P.  L. Yates,  oj>. cit.. p.l66. 

¿4/ R.  G.  Gómez (I964) Producción y mercado del gas natural en México fcThe 
Production of Natural Gas in Mexico and its Market],  National School of 
Economics,  National Autonomous University of Mexico (professional thesis), 
p.36. 

"¿J Ibid..  table 40. 
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the  rnont   important   roads   originate.     Consequently,   raw materials   can  easily   Lu 

nerit   to  the  oentre   from  all   pointu   in  the  country.     It  should  be  pointed out 

that   the   ru!   i'reight   tariffs   have   been   form Hated   in  such  a way  as   to   force 

industry   towards   the  central   regions;   as  a  rule,   raw materials,   especially 

mineral.;,   pay   the   lowest   rate:'.,   while   finished   products  and dangerous  products 

pay   the  highest   rates.      The   rationality   of   this   pattern  has   been  disputed   for 

many  years   lec;i:i:;e   it   favo irs   the   1 ong-d ist ance   transport   of  raw  materials and 

restricts   finished  products   to  short   distances,   resulting in a concentration 

of processing   industries   in   the  principal   centres  of consumption,   despite the 
56/ 

distance   from sources  oi'  raw materials.-w       Phis   freight  pattern   is   an  unfortu- 

nate   reminder   if the days  when  railways operated  for the benefit   of  the mining 

enterprises,   and   it   has   been  unsuitable  for  the   requirements  of  national devel- 

57/ opment  ami   :.<••  encouraged   the  centralization   of   industry.*-1-' 

Policy  on other matters.     Policy  on other matters has -undoubtedly  been 

of   importari'-e with  regard to the geographic  distribution of manufacturing 

activities,   particularly  policies concerning wages,   industrial  training and 

higher education  in science and technology. 

lnduL5tr.es   tend  to  be established   in areas  where  there  is cheap  labour - 

that   is,   cheap   in   terms  of  output,   or,   in  other words,   in terms  of  the quantity 

of output   per unit   of wages.     Accordingly,   the manufacturer  is  sometimes more 

interested   in "expensive"   Labour,   owing to   its greater productivity.     Even 

though there may   lo  a more  abundant   and cheap  supply  of  labour  in  the  rural 

districts,   labour may  ie more  economical   in  the  large cities,   because  it  is 

more  adaptable  to new processes  and  because  the workers are already  trained. 

It  would,   therefore,  seem  that   the  fundamental  consideration in  the   location 

of Mexican   industries  h¡r  teen  not   the  relative cheapness of labour but  the 

availability  or non-availability  of skilled  labour to carry  out   industrial 
t o / 

processes  with efficiency.*^ 

All   these  factors suggest   that  the attraction of the low wages   in certain 

/.ones,  ñas  not  been  sufficiently  powerful  to divert   the  flow of new enterprises 

[<•>/ M.   D.   lees  '1>6!>-   bocal izaciôn de  industrias  en México [The  Location of 
Industry  in Mexico],Industrial  Research  Department,   Bank of Mexico 3.A., 
Mexico,   pp.Tl-1'/. 

' '.'   P.   !..   Yates,   op_.   ¡ut.,   p. 171. 

\ -M •    L   R.   Kolbck   and  V.   !.   Trquidi,   0£.   cit. ,   p.}8. 
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towards  such   zones,   and   that   industries   have  been drawn   to  -.'.entres  with  skilled 

labour rather than to  zones with cheap  labour. 

This  process,   by  encouraging the  concentration of the  various  branches of 

industry  in two or three main territorial   divisions,  has helped   to build up ,i 

labour force geared to  industrial work and has tended to  increase and per- 

petuate  concentration   in the more highly   developed  -tro-is,   part icul irly   the 

Federal  District. 

Through  its policy  of training industrial manpower the  federal  Government 

has   indirectly helped to accelerate  the  above-mentioned process  by establishing 

its  industrial  training centres  in the most  highly industrialized areas.     In 

fact,  of the ten training centres existing in 196%  four were  in the Federal 

District  and one  in each of six areas:     Jalisco,  Nuevo León,   Guanajuato, 

Coahuila,   Puebla and Veracruz,  that  is,   those with the highest  degree of manu- 

facturing development.    Thus,  the industrial development  of are; s with rela- 

tively lets economic development has not  been promoted but  rather the expansion 

of the most developed areas.    The most highly skilled technical  personnel have 

been channelled towards these areas and the professional skill  of manpower 

employed in industry has been raised. 
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PARTY   COUNTRY EXPERIENCE 

1. Industrial location and regional development in Chile, by ODEPLAN 
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1.      INDUSTRIAL LOCATION AND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN ( HILL 

The  development   of   the   economy   of Chi,,'  has   : e(>:.     ¡¡ara   '.or,  >>;   :•;.   .1   [op- 

pressive  concentration  of  economi     aetivitio.    m  a   f-->w   '-oi, ' ron,   »vpc n.   ;,    i> 

'.no   capital  city   of   santiago.      Because   the   luialinf,   of   11, tue '-• la!   a • • 1 v , : 1 .-•.• 

:,as   wrought  about   a marked   imbalance   in   the  stages     !'    t.•':>>',   po- c      f   ' !..        o-,    ..• 

repLüna  of  the    :ountry,   in  recent  yearn  effirts   have   boor; "iu io  ' :   I-*C;M> i..    'nis 

imbalance   by   introducing systematic   planning of   the   national   c. n•n,ii\ ,   pan' 1   - 

uiarly  planning at  the  regional   level. 

A regional  development   policy  has been set   up  based on   the et;tabi ìsrimen' 

of  development   priorities  for each  region of the  country.     The function:;    >f a 

system of development  poles  have  been defined,   and  the  establishment of  re- 

gional considerations  have been taken  into account   in   the programmed develop- 

ment  of the various  sectors   of  the   economy.    Within   tins  policy,  a  fundamental 

role   is  played by   the  various  aspects of  the   Local inn   of   industrial  a>-1 1 v 1 t 10s, 

which  is  the moving force   in  development.     Priorities   have  been determino i 

that  specify regions  and urban centres where various   industrial  groups  should 

be   located,   and   implementation measures  have been  prepared   l'oc securing  •• >m~ 

pi lance with these  priorities.     Among the promotional   measures,   the most   impu- 

tant  are  those  concerned with   the   policy of establishing  iniuslria!   estates 

and  the  policy  of granting certain  privileges   to   industrial   enterprises   acuri- 

ing to the activity and the  region   involved. 

Although regional  planning and programming oí'  industriai  luca:, i en   is 

comparatively recent  in Chile,   the policies referred   to above have   been  well 

established and work  continues on the preparation and   development  oi' new 

methods of analysis and programming. 

1/  Presented by ODEPLAJN,   National   Planning Office,   (iff ice <>r  the  l'rosidont  of 

the Republic  of Chile. 
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Characteristics  of  the  country 

Of all  South American countries,   Chile  is  the most distant  from Europe 

and the  Mediterranean.     Its "off-the-beaten-track" position  is  accentuated by 

strongly marked natural boundaries:     to  the north the country  is  separated 

from Peru by  one of the most arid deserts   in the world;     to the  south  is the 

meeting point of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans;    to tue east Chile is sepa- 

rated from Bolivia and Argentina by the Andes;    and to the west lies the Pacific 

Ocean.    The fabled Easter Island (Rapa-Nui),  which could be a strategic point 

for future air links with Polynesia and Asia,   is owned by Chile. 

The  insular position of Chile kept the country out ôf the great migration 

streams of the nineteenth century,  but at the same time it has fostered the for- 

mation of a homogeneous-  people with distinct national characteristics through 

the blending of Spanish a.id indigenous Chilean stocks.    These ethnically, 

linguistically and culturally homogeneous people,  living in one of the most , 

remote areas of the world, have been obliged to struggle to overcome natural 

adversities and thus have developed a strong spirit of enterprise.    Although 

Chile  is  larger than most Euro peon countries,   it has a population of less than 

nine million. 

The comparatively low population density  is partly accounted for by the 

fact that  50 per cent of the land area of Chile is made up of deserts, moun- 

tain ranges and other types of terrain unsuitable for habitation.    Chile is 

4,200 kilometers long (equivalent  to the distance between Stockholm and 

Morocco),   but  its average width is only I90 kilometers. 

The political  stability of Chile has helped to achieve a continuity in 

the application of recommendations made by planning bodies and various govern- 

ment ministries. 

System of planning 

Although various sectoral plans were prepared in Chile in the past for 

industry,   power,   transport,  and agriculture and stock-raising,   they were,  for 

the most  part,  unco-ordinated.     The realization of the need to co-ordinate 

plans within a national development plan brought about the establishment of 

the National  Planning Office  (ODEPLAN)   in 19'>5. 
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ODEPLAN  is responsible for the  entire  planning system of Chile  and 

advises the President of the Republic directly,  prepares the national develop- 

ment plan,  regional development plans,  and orients and harmonizes sectoral 

plans.    Financing of the  national development plan is administered by the 

Ministry of Economic Affairs and the Central Bank of Chile.    At the sectoral 

level,  planning is carried out by the planning and budget departments within 

each of the ministries responsible for the sectors such as those of agricul- 

ture, mining,   public workn and transport, housing and town planning,  education 

and health. 

With the preparation of the national and sectoral plans, regional devel- 

opment plans,  dovetailing with the sectoral plans, are prepared for the various 

geo-economic regions of the country  (figure l).    Planning at this regional 

level is carried out directly by ODEPLAN through its regional planning offices 

located throughout Chile. 

The systematic incorporation of regional planning within the general plan- 

ning system has made it possible to give the objectives of the national plan a 

geographic aspect, thus making them more concrete and realistic and ensuring a 

balanced and integrated development of each region and of the country as a 

whole. 

Regional development policy 

Chile, like many other Latin American countries, Buffers from the exces- 

sive concentration of industrial investment in a few urban centres. In Chile 

there are three such centres including Santiago, the capital. 

Ibcoeasive concentration, which has resulted fron heavy investment in 

industry and in other sectors, both public and private,  has been aggravated 

by the concentration of innumerable service activities.    Urban development 

has been so extensive that  it has practically halted the growth of rural areas. 

Technological advances in the industrial Bector,  which is the most dynamic 

and which provides the largest number of jobs, have made it necessary to es- 

tablish large plants in order.to effect economies of scale.    These large plants 

tend to be located only  in centres that offer the specialized services essen- 

tial for their operation,  and where there is ready access to markets for the 

sale of their goods. 
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Figure 1 

Geo-economie  regions  of Chile 
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The  rapid development  of transport,   particularly   the construction of 

highways,   has added   large  consumer areas   to  those  that  can be   reached at 

economical   rates. 

The   excessive  concentration of   industrial   investment   in  a  few urban 

centres  has  helped to  weaken the peripheral regions,   which represent  the 

major  part  of the  territory of Chile.     The   imbalance between  the  regions of 

the country   is characterized by pronounced  inequality of development and 

aggravated by marked emigration,   particularly of young people moving to the 

capital area.    The peripheral regions are constantly seeking aid from the 

central Government to combat the weakening of their economies. 

The  response to these regional  requests has often been determined by 

political  or circumstantial reasons,  giving rise in some regions to industrial 

development of an artificial type based on exaggerated tax or customs exemp- 

tions granted by the Government in order to attract  investors  from foreign 

countries or from other areas of Chile. 

This procedure seriously jeopardizes the future development of the 

country and involves a high social cost which has to be paid by the whole 

community. 

In order to establish a basis for a more practical type of industrial 

growth and to fulfil  the development requirements of the various regions of 

Chile within the national context,  a regional development policy has been for- 

mulated at the national  level based on poles of development,   regional priori- 

ties and functions determined for a multi-sectoral development. 

Regional priorities 

The type of policy to be applied as a matter of priority  in the regions 

of Chile must be defined in the light of the various levels and typet of 

regional development   (figure 2). 

A policy of "integral development with a dispersal effect" is proposed 

for the four geographic regions of the central valley which extend from the 

region of Maule to the region of Los  Lagos.    Agriculture and stock raising 

predominate in this large area, but   important urban centres are also located 

there,   thus the potential exists for a more dynamic development   in terms of 

new industries and the creation of specialized services.    The policy aims to 

achieve  integral development on a multi-sectoral basis  in agriculture,  fishing, 
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Figure 2 

TVpes of development priorities 
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forestry  and manufacturing,   and to establish systems  of  transportation and 

communications  that  will  link  the poles  of development  with  their respective 

areas of  influence. 

Basic   industries processing raw materials that are expensive to trans- 

port must become established  in these regions and develop into modern,  dynamic 

development  agents.     Among such industries  are paper and cellulose,   beet  sugar, 

fruit and vegetable canning and packing,   slaughter-houses with cold storage 

facilities,  and.industries derived from agriculture in general.    Other devel- 

opments should include small and medium-scale industries whose products can 

advantageously take the place of regional   imports or which use semi-finished 

products of basic  industries of national  importance located  in these regions, 

such as products derived from steel or oil. 
» 

Such a policy will benefit 30 per cent of the population of Chile  in an 

area where 23.5 per cent of the gross national product  is generated and where 

l8.0 per cent of the industries employing more than 50 persons exist. 

A policy of rationalization and regulation of urban development must be 

applied in the greater central area, where there is natural but disordered 

growth,  particularly in the city of Santiago.    The greater central area,  which 

extends from Aconcagua province in the north to Colchagua province in the 

south,  contains 50 per cent of the population of Chile,  generates 60 per cant 

of the gross national product,  and contains 70 per cent of all industries em- 

ploying more than 50 persons.    The establishment of new industries  in this 

area must be restricted to those industries requiring a high level of tech- 

nology and a variety of services found only in the capital city. 

Finally,  the regions earmarked for settlement, which are located in the 

extreme north and south of the country,  are characterized by low population 

density,  with the  inhabitants concentrated in a few urban or mining centres. 

For these regions the Government must formulate a development policy that 

includes special incentives and provides for the establishment of financially 

independent development corporations.    These stimuli must not lead to an arti- 

ficial development,  but rather to a true development and a profitable exploi- 

tation of the natural resources found in these regions. 

Poles of development 

Owing to the fact that approximately 70 per cent of the population of 

Chile  is concentrated in urban centres,   the establishment of a properly ordered 
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system of poles of development that are piority locations for integrated 

urban/regional development (particularly for the establishment of new indus- 

tries) iL- a fundamental measure in regional development policy. Such poles 

of development could accommodate almost all secondary and tertiary activities 

that have a direct influence over areas whose size will be in proportion to 

the potential of the development pole or centre. Consequently, integration 

of the national territory will be secured through the interrelationship of 

these poles of development.  The order of precedence of these poles is: 

(a) [ole uf development of national importance;  Santiago, because it 
is the seat M' the Government and of institutions that serve the 

entire country. 

(b) toles of development of multi-regional and national importance; 
Antofagasta, Valparaiso and Concepción, because they are cities 
which, by their own self-sustaining dynamism, form effective 
counterweights to the growth of Santiago in the north, centre and 

south of the country. 

(c) Poles of development of re ional importance;  Urban areas with a 
population of l'O.OOO inhabitants or more, relatively distant from 
the poles of development of national importance. These regional 
poles differ according to the area they serve and discharge differ- 
ent functions depending on their size and location; they are Anca, 
Iquique, Serena-Coquimbo, Rancagua, Talea, Termico, Valdivia, Osorno, 

Puerto Montt and Punta Arenas. 

Regionalization of muí'i-sectoral development 

In accordance with the investment priorities decided at the national level 

and the potential capabilities of the various regions to meet these priorities 

in terms of increase of production, regions are classified as follows: 

(a) Regions of high dynamism - those that maintain a rate of growth 
exceeding the national average:  Antofagasta, Aconcagua-Valparaiso, 

Santiago, 0»Higgins-Colchagua and Bio-Bio; 

(b) Regions of medium dynamism - those that tend to have a rate of 
growth similar to the national average:  Norte-Chico, Maule and 

Magallanes; 

(c) Regions of low dynamism - those whose rate of growth is below the 
national average: Tarapacá Cautin, Los Lagos and Los Canales. 

Industrial location policy 

CI enera I background 

The industrial sector in Chile has been one of the most dynamic sectors 

in promoting general economic development, having grown at double the rate of 
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the gross  national  product.     Prom 1957  to  1966,   industrial  production increased 

on an average of 7.5  per cent  per year,   while the economy as a whole  increased 

loos than an average of  3.5  per cent per year.     Chilean  industry has now fin- 

ished the stage of  "easy substitution" of  imports which was   initiated after the 

world crisis of the  1930s and stepped up during the Second World War because 

of the difficulties of securing supplies  from abroad. 

At  the present  time,   industry provides  employment  for about  550,000 per- 

sons,  some  18 per cent  of the working population.     It  should be noted,  however, 

that the   industrial  sector has lost  importance as a massive  source  of jobs   in 

the  last  twenty years,   particularly because of the  technological  character of 

the latest  industrial  investments.    On the other hand,   industrial  production 

does generate 25 per cent of the gross national product, which is more tnan 

any other sector of the economy. 

The manufacture of ordinary consumer goods not requiring complex produc- 

tion techniques plays an important role  in the industrial production of Chile. 

Industries such as those producing foodstuffs, beverages,  tobacco,   textiles, 

clothing and footwear,  furniture,  leather and wood represent 60 per cent of 

national  industrial production with the artisan sector playing an  important 

role in the production. 

Second in importance is an intermediate group of industries producing 

items such as paper and cellulose,  petroleum products,  non-metallic Minerals, 

basic metals,  chemical products and rubber.    These goods, which require ad- 

vanced technology,  represent 20 per cent of xotal industrial production and 

are produced in large plants usually financed by the Government. 

The group of industries producing consumer durables and capital goods or 

machinery accounts for 10 per cent of total  industrial production.    Finally, 

the residual group made up of printing,  publishing and other manufacturing 

industries is responsible for another 10 per cent of industrial production. 

Chile has ample scope for making its  industrial structure more dynamic 

by  increasing the production of durables through expansion of the  intermediate 

group of manufacturing industries.    Thi3 would mean entering the "difficult 

substitution" stage of import substitution. 

The tendency toVards geographical concentration of industry in Chile has 

been obvious in the past few years and continues tu be strongly maintained in 

spite of government measures to achieve dispersal. 
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P'igure 3 
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An area comparison of   the  industrial  product   in   19b5 with  the number off 

workers  employed   in  industry   in  I960  reveals  the following: 

Northern area: 
Regions   I,   II and   III 

Greater central area: 
Regions   IV and V and 
Metropolitan area 

Southern area: 
Regions   VI,   VII,   VIII, 
IX,   X and XI 

Total 

Industrial 
product - I965 

(per  cent) 

6.6 

71.4 

22.0 

100.0 

Workers  employed 
in   industry   -   1 k')0 

(per cent) 

6. 

71. 3 

t   22.0 

10C.0 

Ob.jectv'qs of  industrial location < 4 

An adequate   industrial  location  poli«y closely allied  to a regional de- 

velopment policy  is a key measure for developing countries. 
• 

Industrial   location can be strongly  influenced by factors completely out- 

ride national  realities,  such as the provision of direct capital or invest- 

ments from abroad which seek a maximum financial return ift  the shortest  possible 

ime.     This purely economic criterion often does not coincide with social 

aspects and  long-term objectives of the country. 

In the majority of developing countries examples can easily be found of 

nxaggerated  industrial concentration involving technology  that  calls for  inten- 

sive use of capital but offers employment to comparatively  few workers.     Such 

industrial development  is accompanied by rapid urbanization that   is completely 

•nit  of proportion to the employment  opportunities created by  the  industries. 

The absence of industries  in peripheral  regions,   the disordered process 

)f urbanisation,   and serious social problems are the consequences of the kind 

of haphazard  industrial  location that  puts private  interests  firEt. 

Factors   influencing industrial  location may be related  to raw materials, 

industrial  supplies,   infrastrueturai  services,   availability of  labour,  access 

• markets or  legal  incentives.     Improvements   in transport  and  industrial  tech- 

• o logy  effect   continuous  changes   in  the relative  importance of  locational  fac- 

vjr.-! marang  it  difficult  to establish rigid criteria for optimum  industrial 

nation.     It   is  necessary   therefore  to analyse each project  separately,  keep- 

. i.iî   in mind   the   locational   objectives   pertinent   to  that  particular project. 
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Ir, Cm le, as in man.v developing countries, there in a tendency for mdus- 

!,.,„,• ^ , i f. located near the ! arpe centres of consumption rather than Hose to 

• vKir<-o.- ,.f raw materials.  I'n-aunp of the exaggerated industrial concentrât ior 

in th- .-it;/ of Sani, i age, at. industrial location policy has been formulated 

with the f'ol lowing objektiven: 

ía' ''he fundamental objective of the policy is to secure a "concentrated 
liapersal" ->f industrial development.  Tins means that industry 
must be disperse! from Santiago, but at the same time new urban 
centres with their respective industrial areas must be consolidated 
so that new industries can be brought together to reduce costs.  To 
achieve this, objective, priorities will be set for the establishment 
of poles of development and for the location of industrial estates; 

(b)   ¡die locational entena applied must achieve lower production costs 
for industrial projects whose output must compete on international 
markets, partiou.arly Latin American integration markets; 

fol Projects of national and regional importance, as well as those whose 
location is not. a deciding factor, must be guided towards suitable 
centres in regions where there is a sufficient potential of working 
population, adequate infrastrue turai services and access to markets 
and supplies of basic items; 

(d) Industrial location must bring about substitution of regional im- 
ports, particularly those of medium and small-scale industry, pro- 
vided that the local market can be fully satisfied and that the 
cost of production is competitive with other industries in the rest 

of the country. 

Hegionali/.at ion of industrial development 

Background details regarding location.  Guiding the location of future 

industries is one of the most important measures for promoting the regional 

development of Chile.  Although a regional development policy can promote de- 

velopment through the use of capital sipplied to those poles where development 

is projected, it is nevertheless desirable to provide some direct facilities 

to make the locations favoured by the development programme attractive, espe- 

cially an adequate infrastructure. Within this infrastructure, which must 

include transport facilities and a supply of basic industrial requirements such 

as power and water, it is of great importance to provide industrial areas or 

estates. 

Industrial growth centres.  A system of centres of industrial concentra- 

tion for Chile has been mapped out in a definite order of priority.  In view 

of the present preponderance of the metropolitan area of Santiago, one policy 

will be laid down for this area and its adjacent areas, and another policy for 

the rest of the country. This system of priorities can be taken as the offi- 

cia' expression of the proposed industrial growth to be assigned to each centre. 
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Industrial   development   of  the greater central  area.     The  policy   to   be 

followed must   be   that  of guiding future  industrial  growth from   the metropoli- 

tan area   towards  the large urban centres  of adjacent  areaò,   wit.,   the -btec' 

oi' achieving rationalization of the production proceas and  improved management 

at  the urban  level. 

The  industrial  growth of   the greater central  area is   to  be   concentrated 

within a radius of 7U km with  its centre at  Santiago,   which  includes   the areas 

of Rengo-Graneros,   San Antonio,   Quilpué-Quillota-Oalera,   Concón-Ventanas and 

3an Felipe-Los Andes. 

Industrial  development  of the rest  of the country.    The industrial   devel- 

opment  of the rest of the country is  to  be oriented  in the light  of  the  con- 

solidation of three important urban nuclei.    These industrial  centres are  to 

provide large areas with specialized services previously sought  only in 

Santiago. 

For  the northern area,   a first-priority project   is to cover Antofagasta, 

while a second-priority  project  in this  area is  to cover the cities of Arica, 

ba Serena and Coquimbo.     A third-priority project may be assigned to  the ci tier, 

of  Iquique and Copiapó.     In view of the  enormous size of this area,   its  very 

Low population density and the small  probability  that  the population will 

increase,   it  has not been considered advisable from the industrial point of 

view to assign first priority to  the consolidation of more than  one centre, 

Antofagasta. 

In the south,   except  for Magallanes,   the present  growth and planned 

investments are such that a first-priority project must be assigned to   the 

Concepción area. 

Although none of the remaining towns  in this area are eligible for  the 

assignment  of a first-priority project,   the population density  between 

Concepción and Puerto Montt   justifies consideration of the possible need to 

levelop another  industrial  centre  in this area as a matter of first priority. 

A second-priority project could be assigned to  the towns of Valdivia 

and/or  Puerto Montt.     It   is  probable that  one of these two towns could  develop 

ater  into a centre rating higher priority.    A  third-priority project  should 

•over  the   towns  of Talca,   Temuco and Osorno.     Talca might be  the mont  advan- 

tageous   location because   it   is  situated midway  between  Santiago  and Concepción. 
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Temuco has  been experimenting with development  that   is  basically of im- 

portance  for  the growth of agricultural  activity within  its area of  influence. 

TtR   present  riynamism could   «nable   it  to achieve  even greater development. 

Osorno  is an  important  centre for   industries based on agriculture  and live- 

stock and  its  position should be consolidated. 

For some   industries   location  in an area  in which  important  future devel- 

opment  is  to  take place  is  an attraction.    The  primary fundamental  activity  in 

the northern area will be mining,   while that   in the southern area will  be agri- 

culture.     It   is  therefore   important  that  industries concerned with  the manu- 

facture of agricultural  or mining machinery should be  located in areas ;;iiere 

agriculture or mining are  predominant. 

Finally,   the Magallanes area,  because of its lack of integration with the 

rest of the country,  must  be considered apart.     Its development will be gov- 

erned by the pro.iects existing in the basic sectors,  arid industrial develop- 

ment must be based on the processing of the raw materials produced  m the area 

(petrochemicals,  animal products etc.).     Industrial development  attracted to 

an area by the  local consumer market must be of a scale Buitable to the area. 

Action priorities regarding industrial estates 

In view of the above-mentioned importance of setting up industrial areas 

and estates,   it   is desirable to establish a relative scale of priorities for 

the  various urban centres  of the  country for the establishment  of such facili- 

ties  (figure 4). 

The regional development policy is most fully justified when it operates 

as a multiple-objective policy aimed at improving the conditions for national 

integration  in  all  its  physical,   economic and socio-political aspects. 

Internal  economic  integration means the development  of the  capacity of 

the  economic  system to assure entrepreneurs  equal profitability  of all factor- 

ies,   regardless  :>f location.     In order for this  to be possible,   a high degree 

of mobility of  resources   is required,   which depends,   to  some extent,   on the 

degree of physical   integration.     In Chile,   inadequate  physical   integration has 

acted a;-,  a brake on mobility,  and this,   together with the  special  nature of 

the  resources  of many regions,   has had two consequences:     (a)  some regions have 

an  economic  structure  that   is highly unbalanced  in sectoral  terms;  and  (b)  the 

imperfect mobility of resources  has  led to the  channelling of resources to only 
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Figure 4 

Location priorities for industrial estates 
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íI few points, bringing aK ut excessive concentrât ion of an t ivi t io.", and eco- 

nomic duality at tho national level. In view of this situation, the reason 

for   disproportionate  returns   from factories   in different   areas  becomes   obvious. 

Industrial   location   policy   must  seek  to   harmonise  the   objectives  of   in- 

dustrial  growth with  those   of  regional   growth.      fo   promote   regional  develop- 

ment,   r-erources must  be  channelled  towards  points  where   there   is   industrial 

growth   potential  but  where   dynamism  is   lacking. 

The  fa.-t   that   resources are   limited,   plus   the  requirement   for concentra- 

tion   that  characterises   trie   sector,  means   that  action priorities must  be es- 

tablished.     A general approach would be   to  channel   resources   in   the first 

.jtage   towards  the points  of  first priority in each group  of regions.     In the 

second   stage,   resources  would be channelled   towards   points   of second priority, 

and  so   on. 

This  programme  forms   the basis for   the  following scale  of  priorities, 

which   refers   to  the degree  of  industrial  concentration,  as   part  of the  action 

undertaken   to ensure  the   equality referred   to: 

•^a)   First national   priority:    Antofagasta,   Rengo-Graneros,   San Antonio, 
Quilpué-Quill >ta-Calera,   Concón-Ventanas  and   San Felipe-Los  Andes, 
Coneepc iôn; 

b)   Second  national   priority:     Arica,   La Serena-Coquimbo,   Valdivia 
ani/oc Puerto   Montt  and Punta Arenas; 

•'. c )   Thirl national   priority:     Iqviique,   Copiane,   Talca,   'L'emuco and Ursone. 

It   is   not  sufficient   merely   to establish  priorities   for action.     The 

r.ature   and   degree  of   tne   action  must  be  specified  and   industrial  development 

measures;   taker,  that  are  commensurate with   the  sectoral  dynamism   displayed by 

the areas  where priinty   action   is being carried out. 

The establishment of   industrial  estate...   in the greater central area  is 

if ex tren.e   importance from   the  pi int  of  view  of rationalization  of production, 

..rbai:    dec ingestion,   and   for   the  beneficial  effect  rationalization will   have on 

tiie sor i-,-oforiomio   problems   in   the  localities  around greater  Santiago. 

he orientatili. of   industrial   estates 

As   previous!;,   stated,    the   industrial  development  that   is  expected   to   take 

p'ace   m   the  greater central   area will   be,   to  a considerable extent,   thought 

.'"oit    by   the  development   of   industries   'hat   manufacture  durables. 
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Snail-scale and artisan   industry must  become complementary   to medium and 

large-scale   industry,   and  should not  under any circumstances   try   to compete 

with it. 

If   it  follows this  orientation,   small-scale and artisan   industry will 

operate  in a field favourable for  its development,  primarily  within the dur- 

ables manufacturing industry,  and only to a much smaller extent within the 

everyday  consumer goods  or  intermediates   industry. 

Since,   in most cases,   medium and  large-scale industry   is   in a position 

to finance  its own infrastructure and basic services,   the establishment of 

an industrial  estate within an industrial  area must be oriented particularly 

towards providing facilities for small-scale and artisan industry, or,   if the 

estate  is to be for all  levels of industrial activity,  there should at least 

be a difference in the repayment periods. 

The above factors make it advisable to establish industrial estates in 

the greater central area with facilities intended primarily for small-scale 

enterprises producing durables. 

industrial development prospects and locational trends 

The  industrial development plan that  is being applied  in Chile provides 

for a growth of approximately 7 per cent per year over the period 1967-1971. 

Within this over-all growth major importance is assigned to  the growth of 

durables production  (growth rate of 12 per cent) and intermediates production 

(growth rate of 10 per cent).     It  is envisaged that traditional  industry will 

grow at  an annual rate of about 5  per cent during this period.    About 55 per 

cent of the programmed investments are being made in the intermediates group 

in connexion with projects for cellulose and paper production and steel and 

petroleum products manufacture.    These projects will be located in areas where 

they can be close to their raw materials,  but they will generate less than 

10 per cent of the expected total of jobs,   because of the high density of 

capital  which they require. 

The durables group  involves about 25  per cent of the  investments,  but 

generates approximately 60 per cent of the  new jobs.     Important activities   in 

this group aro.  the production of parts and units for the automotive and elec- 

tronics   industries and the manufacture of metal products  in general.    The   loca- 

tional   trend of this  group  is strongly oriented towards the metropolitan area 

')f liant iago. 
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Finally, the traditional group involves about 20 per cent of the pro- 

grammed investments and generates ]0  per cent of the jobs.  The preferred 

locations of projects in thin group show a tendency to be scattered over the 

main urban centres of the country. 

In the foregoing analysis it was noted that the location of industries in 

the intermediates group is determined mainly by the location of raw materials 

and basic services such as power, water and transport facilities.  In Chile 

this factor favours areas possessing these raw materials and service facilities, 

such as the Bío-Mío area. The direct impact, as far as the number of new jobs 

is concerned, however, is low in relation to the total amount of investment 

required. 

The traditional group of industries tends to be located in the main urban 

centres with a preference for the central area, near to consumer markets, which 

results in low distribution costs. 

The durables group, which is the main generator of jobs and which uses 

raw materials supplied by the intermediates group, tends to be located in 

Santiago, partly for marketing reasons, but basically because of the special- 

ized services which this type of industry requires and because of the interde- 

pendence of the various stages in the production process of durables. In this 

type of industry, quality and production costs are of vital importance in com- 

peting with other firms, particularly as such industries may face competition 

from abroad through the integration process or may be in direct competition 

themselves on foreign markets. 

Moreover, the majority of enterprises embarking on the production of the 

new items required by the automotive or ele~tronics industries, which are the 

two fastest developing lines, have always been located in Santiago and have 

already produced similar products, so that they need only add new production 

lines in their factories. They can use the same general system of management 

and production control and the same financing channels. Entrepreneurial capa- 

bility, a scarce commodity in developing countries, can be found in Chile in 

the enterprises already established and expanding in the Santiago area. 

The Government has some measure of direct control over enterprises in the 

ir, termed iates group, and can influence their location, but not the industries 

of the traditional group and the durables group.  Most of these industries 

belong to the private sector and are in many cases bound by obligations to 
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foreign interests which exert pressure to secure the establishment of factor- 

ies at locations that seem most profitable to them. No consideration is given 

to the social costs that the Government will have to bear and which, in the 

final reckoning, íB borne by the whole community. 

Because entrepreneurs often employ pressure of various kinds to achieve 

their objectives, the Government should activate an industrial location policy 

that seeks to harmonize private interests with those of the entire community. 

Prom the analysis that has been made of the locational tendencies of the 

three* industrial groups, it is clear that in order to avoid excessive concen- 

tration in Santiago, the policy to activate is one that affects mainly the 

traditional group of industries and the group manufacturing durables. These 

industrial groups generate the largest number of jobs and enjoy the greatest 

locational freedom. 

The Government is applying an industrial location policy that promotes 

the dispersal of industry away from Santiago through the establishment of in- 

dustrial estates, the designation of «was with bp?cial privileges in the 

extrem« north and south of the country, the granting of government loans, and 

the enactment of special legislation to grant custom rebates on the importa- 

tion of machinery and equipment. These measures are differentiated according 

to the industrial sectors and regions to which they apply. 

Efforts will be made to apply this set of measures in a co-ordinated 

manner on the basis of uniform criteria, by setting up committees whose mem- 

bers include representatives of the various agencies for promoting industrial 

»(  development. 

The stimuli intended to orient industry towards desired locations in the 

regions are set out in a government decree providing for a sliding scale of 

exemption from import duties on machinery and equipment for industrial activ- 

ities in various regions of the oountry. 
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2.      PATTERNS AND PROBLEMS OF INDUSTRIAL LOCATION IN PAKISTAN 

by S. M. Husain* 

Pakistan,   a country  of 110 million  people,  consists of  two  separate 

provinces or areas:      East  Pakistan  and West  Pakistan,   each of which  contains 

developed,   developing  and undeveloped  regions,   thus  presenting an   interesting 

variety  of conditions   for study   in   the  field of industrial   location.     The 

division of  the country   into  two  parts with almost  equal  population   is  the 

prédominant  factor   to  be considered   in all  industrial   investments,   whether  in 

the  public or  the  private sector. 

The   industrial   policy of Pakistan as contained   in   its Plan  is   implemented 

through  two  instruments.     First,   the   industrial  investment  schedule which sets 

the physical and   investment  targets  of  the private sector  in both  East  Pakistan 

ami West  Pakistan;   and  second,   the  public sector programmes of  industrial  in- 

vestment,   also  prepared  for each  province separately,   and  implemented  through 

i he  resneotive   industrial  development   corporations.     Accordingly,    the  provin- 

cial   location of any-   planned  industrial   investment   is  pre-decided.     A national 

policy   to accelerate   industrial growth   in East Pakistan favours   that  province 

by  a comparatively   greater allocation  of resources.      In both provinces,   the 

application of  economic   arni administrative policy   in  the  location  of   industry 

remains   the responsibility of  the   provincial  Government. 

Two  types  of  factors have   influenced   industrial  location  in  Pakistan, 

physical and   institutional.     Physical   factors are:     concentration of consumers, 

availability  of   infrastructure,   suitability   of land,   and  supply   of   labour. 

he   institutional   factors relate   to   financing,   creation of external   economies, 

attitude o-i' entrepreneurs and  government   incentives.     These factors   have  ex- 

crtrl   var,\ trig   influences   during  tht.   history  of   industrial   location   in  Pakistan 

WM'-),  ma;    be  divide!    into   two  periods.      1948  to  !)'/•   and   1 i^ß   to   i)t>ti.     The 

first,   period   is  characterized  by   the  absolute freedom  exercised  by   the  private 

I;    I n lust,rues.,   <'ommeroe  and Mineral   Resources Department,   Government   of 
Wo;-,'   Pakistan. 
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sector   m  choosing   industry   ami   locating  industrial   undertaki nfs;   the second 

period   is   significant   for   the   inducement  offered   to   the   privato sector   to  move 

from  congested   areas   into  less  developed   parts of   the   country.    During both 

periods  physical   and   institutional   factors affecte!   the   location of   industry 

with  varying  emphasis  according   to   the  requirements   of   time  and place. 

First  period,   194ft-1953 

After gaining   its   independence   in  1947,   Pakistan  «Announced  its  firs:t 

industrial   policy  a year later   in which entrepreneurs   were   invited  to set   up 

any   industry   in any  part  of Pakistan.     The promoters   who  appeared   in  the   font- 

years  after   the  announcement  of   the  policy were generally   those who liad  mi- 

grated  to  Pakistan after  independence and were looking  for profitable  line:: 

of  investment.     They  depended  largely on  the Government   for  the completion of 

preliminary   arrangements,   including  the choice of  location.     The Government 

was at  that   time motivated  largely  by  the national  objective of rehabilitating 

refugees so promoters were  induced  to set up  industries:   ir. areas where  the  bulk 

of the refugee3 had settled.     The  factors of the availability of raw materials 

and  infrastructure,   however,   were  also  taken  into account.     Influenced  by 

these considerations,   industrial   investment   in the  early years of independence 

was well distributed. 

At   that  time promoters were chiefly concerned with   the availability  of 

raw materials,   suitability  of land  and  the supply  of   labour.     Industries  were 

located near sources of raw materials,   particularly   wnen such materials were 

weight  losing and cost  of transporting them exceeded   the cost of transporting 

the finished goods.     Some such   industries were grain milling,  cotton ginning, 

cotton textile and cement and sulphur processing. 

In I952 Pakistan's foreign exchange position became difficult and   the 

Government could not maintain  its customary  level of   imports,  particularly  of 

finished consumer goods.     While   imposing restrictions  on   imports,   the Government 

announced that  entrepreneurs willing to produce consumer goods at home,   would 

be allowed to  import  necessary  equipment and raw materials.    ThiR provided   the 

strongest   impetus  to  the  industrialization of the country.     In the following 

five years equipment  in great  quantities was  imported  and  industries were set 

up to produce  textiles,  hydrogenated oils,   toilet  goods,   leather and rubber 

goods,   drugs and pharmaceuticals,   processed fruits,   and chenu cals.    Most  of 
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•.nenn   îniustries were  owned  by  businessmen who  had  previously   imported   the 

i-.ame   type  of  goods   the.v   were  now manufacturing.     These  businessmen  did   not 

want,   to  '•} ,ne   lown   their merchandising at  once,   bjt   preferred   to   Locate   their 

new   industrial   undertakings   in or  near  the area or  city  of  their   import   busi- 

ness.     They   planned   to   use   the  distribution  and  financing systems   they  had 

already  developed  when   their  new   industrial   units  began  production.      As  most 

of   the  businessmen  were   located   in Karachi   and Ctuttagong,   the  new   industries 

were   located   there  also. 

The  preferences  of  entrepreneurs,   the  established   institutional   framework, 

and   the availability   of   infrastructure strongly  favoured Karachi  and Chittagong 

for   location.     Of   the  new   industries  established  between 195?-1958,   approxi- 

mately   )0 per cent were   located   in these areas. 

Second  period,   1958-19<->8 

After  the  revolution   in 1958  the Government  exerted great  effort  towards 

the dispersion of  industries.     This action created  a number of new  institu- 

tional   factors which   influenced  location.     Some of  these are: 

;a)  Tax  holiday.     New enterprises were granted  in 1959 an exemption 
from payment    <f   income  tax,  which amounted  to about 50 per cent of 
net   profits,   for  periods varying according  to  the development 
of  the area concerned;   developed areas  received a four-year exemp- 
tion;   all  other  areas,   or about 80 per cent  of the  total  area of 
Pakistan,   were  given exemption for  six   to  eight years; 

(1.0  Financial  assistance.     Through executive measures,   the  Government 
ensured  expeditious financing for units  established  in  the  interior 
areas.     Specialized financing agencies  were set up on  semi-autonomous 
lines  or within  the departments engaged   in development  work; 

(c)   Legislation.     The Government  promulgated  an act  to regulate  the 
establishment  and  expansion of  industries   in order  to  direct 
industries   to  desired areas; 

,1)   Institutional   facilities.     The Government  set up a small   industries 
corporation   to  aid small  investors residing in underdeveloped areas, 
to select   industries,   prepare projects,   arrange finance,   provide 
technical  assistance and guidance   in  the marketing of finished 
products; 

(e) Industrial estates.  To attract promoters to less developed areas, 
the Government developed large tracts of land into sites for facto- 
ries by providing water, power, sewerage and other facilities; 

•'fi Administrative policy. The Government developed a system of admin- 
istrative direction aimed to induce the private sector to move into 
less level oped areas. 

J 
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Although  these measures  have  helped   to disperse   industries,    '0  per cent, 

of   the   investment   sanctioned   in  the   last  decade has,   nevertheless,   been for 

Karachi  and Chittagong.     The collective  effect of  the government   institutional 

measures has reduced  concentration   20  per cent compared   to   the   last decade. 

Progress may appear  slow,   but   traditional   factors weigh  heavily   in  favour of 

these areas and   there   is  still  no   shortage of developed   land.     Water supply   is 

posing some problems which the  local  authorities hope   to   solve   in  time;   other 

infrastructure   is  underutilized and   the  supply of labour   is  abundant  and ever 

increasing.     Financing and banking arrangements are more  efficient  than else- 

where  in Pakistan  and  entrepreneurship  is still firmly  located  in these cities 

because  they offer an  economic,   social and cultural  life.     Foreign private | 

investment  particularly prefers  these  locations and the  agglomeration econo- 

mies  that have been developed constitute  the greatest attraction for  indus- 

trial   investment.     In such developed areas small plants  have expanded  into 

large units.     Many  new small  plants  have been set up  to  cater  to large plants 

or  to further process  the materials  produced by  th« buyers.     Specialized 

agencies or transaction centres have been established and  industrialists have 

developed their own financing machinery,   clearing houses,   research laboratories 

and  transport  pools. 

Compared  to  these  factors,   the   institutional factors sponsored by  the 

Government are less effective,  particularly in the initial   stages.    Despite 

the tax holiday  industries continue to be established  in Karachi and Chittagong. 

Tax holiday,  however,   did play an   important role in industrializing areas  in 

which transport,   water,   power and  other facilities were already under develop- 

ment compared to those areas  in which such facilities were non-existent.     In 

isolated areas offering weight-losing raw materia)»: suitable  industries were 

established and enjoyed the advantageous tax holiday. 

Financing facilities were provided for setting up small units,   but  these 

were established mostly in developed areas because they were strongly linked 

with established factories,  were oriented entirely to export,  or were estab- 

lished to produce new types of goods for which the market was  localized  in 

these areas. 

Efforts were made to link: the  supply of finance with  the development of 

industrial estates and th» provision of technical assistance.     When a promoter 

wished to establish an industrial  undertaking,   he approached  the small  indus- 

tries corporation of  the Government.     This corporation controls some   industrial 

estates and has an effect x/e control   in  the sanctioning of  loans.     The 

L 
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• • irjvir'd' l'in,    tnerefore,   assumed   resronn i b 11 i ty  for   the   preparation  of   the pro- 

moter's   prnip'U,   making   financing  arrangement;  and  providing a   location  SLte. 

"hi:;   co-nr i ina ted   effort   hai;  helped   to   accelerate  regional   industrialization 

ar.i   in   recent  years,   particularly  ai'ter   I)'-'1;,   mont   of   the   small   units   sanc- 

tioned   have   been  set   up  either   in   industrial   estates   or   in   the   less   developed 

arcan ±, '  the  country. 

Some  observât ions 

It   is   too  .;uor:   'o   judge   ihe  extent   to  which   institutional   factors  can 

prevent   the  geographic   concentration  of   industries.      If   these measures  were 

intensified  and  applied  more strictly   such concentration would  be minimised, 

hut   it    -,ar;not   be  said   with certainty  whether   the resources  so  saved would be 

|    channelled   into   the   industrialization of  less developed  areas;   they  might be 

employed   in  big cities   m construction,   insurance,   banking and other  non- 

mdutttrial  activities.     However,   if  they  continue  to  be   loosely  applied,   tne 

development  of undeveloped areas will   be  delayed  indefinitely.     Fortunately, 

the  experience of  PO years  in  industrial   location has  provided certain  lessons 

which  nf*    Lie generalized  and used  for   formulating a more   scientific  procedure 

f>r  regional  dispersal  of  industries,   as  considered below. 

By  placing  t»o much emphasis on  industrial  location,   a developing country- 

may   interfere with   the growth rate of   its  economy.     Industrialization  is  a 

part   of  the general   process of economic  development  and  should be  treated as 

such.      It  should  be   introduced and propelled  in a sector or  in an area where 

it   f  n use available  resources  to maximum advantage  in   the shortest  possible 

Lime.      The   benefit"  derived should  be   included  in  the  sum  total  of  the  advan- 

tages,  accruing from   the  process of economic  development.     Any attempt  at 

regional  preference   that  does  not maximize   the available  resources would not 

be   m   the   interest   of  economic  progress. 

Because of the inadequacy of social overheads in less developed areas, 

industries tend to concentrate around points where infrastructure and other 

allied  facilities  are  available.     When  infrastructure   is  taxed to capacity, 

industries  spill  over   into   the  neighbouring areas. 

At   this  stage   the  Government   should direct  the dispersal  of  industries. 

Because  new  social   overheads must  be   provided by   the  Government   in any  case, 

'juch  direction can  be   exercised  effectively   and new  areas distant  from  the 

al mar.    ieveloped   areas   can be  selected. 
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This  approach  would  provide  a  compromise  between  social.,   political   and 

economic  aims  on   the  one  hand  and   would  expedite   industrialization  on   the 

other.     However,   such  an  approach  can  be   followed  effectively  only   in areas 

that   are  relatively   small  and geographioally  homogeneous.     East   Pakistan would, 

benefit   from   it   but   West   Pakistan  will   have   to  wait   considerably    1 • »rigor   f<»r 

the   improvement   of   its   industrially  undeveloped  areas  whiou  are  outside   the 

Indus   Basin zone.     The  public  sector must move   into   these  areas   to  develop 

mining   industries  as   the  private  sector development   is  not   likely   to reach 

them   in  tne foreseeable  future. 

The  Government   incentives of   tax holiday,   freight  concessions and  sale 

subsidies help   in  the dispersal  of  industries,   but  because  of limited means, 

these   incentives  cannot  be  provided  to  an extent great  enough  to  offset   the 

advantages arising from agglomeration economies,   geographic  concentration and 

multiplicity  of entrepreneurial  controls. 

Prom these observations  it can be  inferred that   the  location pattern  in 

he  early decades  of  industrial development  in Pakistan has been   influenced 

mostly  by  economic   forces.     Geographic  concentration of   industries was   ines- 

capable  and any  attempt  to  correct   this   situation may  retard growth.     Given 

secondary  importance,   location factors can be  advantageously expLo iteci when 

industries begin  to  expand   ir.to  the periphery  around developed areas;   but here 

too  extreme caution   is  necessary.      It would not be desirable  to   locate   indus- 

tries   too far  beyond   the periphery   in areas   that are  poorly  equipped.     At   the 

name   time  there would be  little sense   in permitting  them   to be  located   imrne- 

iiately  outside   the  precincts of developed areas.     From  this reasoning has 

evolved a policy of   industrial  location. 

Policy of  industrial   location 

A country  should be divided geographically  into  the following regions: 

(a)   industrially developed  tracts,   (b)  areas   in the  neighbourhood of developed 

tracts,   (c)  growth points,   and  (d)   isolated regions. 

One approach  is  to select  isolated regions,  according to their potential 

and  their social  and political requirements,   and to  concentrate   investment   in 

social  overheads   in  these  regions.     Experience has  shown  that such a method 

requires a large,   continuous flow of funds from the  public  exchequer.     The 

:^ernment makes  such arrangements only   -.r.ler  pressure of  urgent   national  need 
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:-,:j'-h  as   ir:   the   Indus  Basin replacement  works  or because  of  a promise of  imme- 

diate  return  as   in   the case  of Gui   Gas.     Available  funds  applied  according  to 

tins  approach  are distributed   a  little   too  thinly   for normal  economic  develop- 

ment,   because  of   the  non-economic  considerations which have   to  be  taken   into 

account. 

Another  strategy   is   io   identify  growth  points  along   the power,   communi- 

cation and   transportation  lines  joining   two  developed areas  or  on  the  periph- 

ery  of a developed  region.     Once   these  growth  points  have  been   identified,   the 

funds  available   for  normal   provision of  social  overheads  are spent mainly on 

these  points. 

A good   location policy  should  not  wait  for  infrastructure  to evolve but 

L'.rmuld  compel   the  Government   to  provide   it  quickly.     In particular,   a growth 

point  should  be   ieveloped at  a greater  speed  than  the contiguous  areas of 

developed   industrial  centres.     Unless  this  is  done  the private sector will  not 

be   interested   in setting up  industries at  the growth point. 

As  not   all   industries  can be  established   at  growth  points,   a careful  selec- 

tion should  be made  in relation  to  the  potentials of the  growth  points.    The 

industries  so  selected  should be oriented to  one or more  of the  following 

factors:       _i)   availability of raw materials;      (b)  proximity  to  gas,   power and 

transport   lines;     (c) market;     (d)   transport  costs;     and   (e)  distribution 

junctions. 

AL  far  as  possible,   pilot  projects  at growth points  should be oriented  to 

the  source  of raw materials;   other factors will  assume  importance  in due time. 

Industries which  locate  near   the  pilot  project will develop rapidly  if they 

have strong  linkage effects   in the sense  that   they use the output of pilot 

plants as   their   input  or produce ^ads  for  the  pilot  indus-try's  final  or  inter- 

mediate use.     These  linkage  effects may  also  spread  into  other sectors of the 

e-onomy  and  extend beyond  the geographic  or administrative boundaries of the 

growth points.    ,nhus an expansion along the main infrastructure lines on either 

ciic of  the  grow'^  points or  in  the periphery would result.     If such progress 

sh>ulì continue  for a decade or more,   the developed areas  and growth points 
i 

wild  have  expanded so  close  to  each other than an  industrial belt running 

• hi'v.gh  tie  region would  be  created.     This  is  perhaps the best  method of devel- 

• pir.i*  m'orior areas with minimal  expenditure  and without  running the risk of 

ifiarhiij-  ti.o growth rate.     Social  and  political demands  would also be 
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satisfied because the belt  would undoubtedly  pass  through most  of the adminis- 

trative division of the region.     The growth points,  when developed,   would 

become a medium  through which the undeveloped areas of their respective divi- 

sions could be  developed.     This process  of sequential   investment  speeded up 

by  provision of essential   infrastructure and by administrative support could 

ultimately  result   in the dispersal of  industries over the entire region. 

Any  industrial  location policy must be part of the economic planning  in 

general and of   industrial  planning in particular.     Within  the framework of 

economic development  location policy  should plan an over-all  pattern of geo- 

graphic distribution of  industries and  then  identify potentials and possibili- 

tés  for the  establishment  of specific   industries.    Also  it  should be remem- 

bered  that  location has relevance  to  time.     A wrong location may become "ri^ht" 

with the passage of time,   but the delay can be avoided  if an industry  is set 

up  in the right place at  the right time.    A wise choice of product,   place and 

time ensures faster development of a growth point than of thè areas contiguous 

to a developed centre which would then develop more according to traditional 

considerations. 
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3.      INDUSTRIAL LOCATION AND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN GHANA1 

Industrial   location   policies   in  Ghana may  be   traced hack  to   l')43 when  a 

West  African   Institute   if   Industries,   Arts and  Sciences was  established.     One 

of the  f'ln^ti^nn  of the   Institute  was  to conduct   research and  experiments   on 

the location   of secondary   industries  and  the  training of Africans   for  their 

campement.      Although   the   Institute  was short-lived,   by  194r)   it   had succeeded 

.a e.-t a: 1 inni np a   :n-k   and   tile   fact-117,   a pot tory  -r.anufaoturi ng   industry   and 

a cotton   and   textile   industry   in  Ghana. 

A more   fundamental  step was  taken by the Government  of Ghana  in 1947  when 

it established an  Industrial   Development Corporation  (IDG)  to conduct  feasibil- 

ity studies   into potential   industries and to aid  African businessmen in indus- 

trial  ventures.    Although  the  IDG  was  instrumental   in fostering the establish- 

ment  of a  few  industries   in the country,   it was   only  later,   in  1953,  with the 

nubi icat ion  of a report-^   for the  Government  of Ghana on the  industrialization 

policy  of  the country,   that  more positive industrial   location policies began 

to emerge. 

Industrial   location policy 

The  report  outlined three  categories of manufacturing activity that  could 

be profitably undertaken  in the country and the   locational  factors to be  taken 

into account  with regard  to each group of activity.     The *irst  group deals 

with the  processing of basic  raw materials for  export;  the second considers 

manufacturing products  for the home market;  and  the  final category concerns 

manufacturing for export. 

For  the processing of basic  raw materials   for export,   the  report  empha- 

sized  that,   apart  from  low costs  of labour,  transport  and fuel  that should be 

\J Prepared  by the Ministry  of Economic Affairs,   Accra,  Ghana. 

_/ W.   Arthur Lewis  fi ')*,~*.N   Report   on  Industrialization and the  Gold Coast, 
Government  Printing  Department,   Accra,  Ghana. 
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-.onsidered   ir.   the   location  of   industry,   the  decisive  factor should   be  whet!.or 

>r  not   the   raw  material  would   lone  weight   In  the  manufacturing process.     If 

there would  1 .   no   loss  of weight   during manufacture,   it might   be more  profit- 

able to export   the  material   in   its   i aw state.     In Ghana,   there would  be  loss 

if weight   in  the  timber  industry   thr-igh  sawmilling,   in the palm  oil   industry 

through processing  before export,   and   in  the minerals   field  by  removing the 

pronoun stones   from  the ore. 

.a the  case   of manufacturing  industries  producing for  the  homo  market, 

factors to  be  taken  into account   with regard  to  the   location of a new   industry 

would  be  low wage  cost,   the  size  of the market   in   relation to  the minimum  i-'wo 

at  which production could be  economically undertaken,   and the   transport   far,t->r. 

! he  transport   factor becomes  decisive  if the   industry uses heavy   raw rinterri', 

available  on   the   spot   and  if   local   manufacture   is  protected against   importa-   * 

the extent   of the cost  of transporting the raw material.    Examples  of  indus- 

tries of these  types are the cement  and beer  industries.    Another field  in 

which the transport  factor becomes  important   is  in the case of a manufactured 

oroduct that   is more bulky than the materials  from which it  is made,   whether 

ir not these materials are  imported,   providing there is similar protection 

igainst  imports.     The furniture  industry and most  assembly works  are typical 

examples. 

With  regard to the final group of manufactures,  manufacturing for e>port, 

the   letermininpr  factors for the  location of such  industries would  be  cheap 

fuel,  weight-losing raw materials and low labour cost. 

In summary,   the  factors  that were recommended   in the report  as vital   in 

decisions  regarding the location of new industries were:    low  labour cost; 

low transport  cost;     low fuel  cost;     availability  of local raw materials and 

the size  of the market   in relation to the production capacity  of the  industry. 

1'he pattern  of  industrial devel ..pmeut  that  has  emerged in Ghana,   both  in the 

public and  private sectors,  has been influenced considerably by  the  proposals 

of the report.     However, three factors have been predominant,  namely,  the 

availability  of local  raw material  on the spot,   the transport  factor and 

urbanization economies.    This  is not  to aré. hat  political  considerations 

vive not  al JO been responsible  for the  location of industries  in Ghana. 
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Industrial location practice in Ghana 

Attention will now be given to those industries that have been located in 

a certain place because raw material *as available on the spot, transport costs 

were low and it was economic to take advantage of the forces of urbanization 

in effect there. 

Table 1 shows industries whose location was influenced by the availability 

of r-iw material on the spot. 

Table 1 

Raw material-oriented industries 

Industry 

CüT-"? factory 
Timber and plywood company 
Akuse sugar factory 
Komenda sugar factory 
Meat processing factory 
Pineapple processing factory 
Tomato processing factory 
Mango processing factory 
Rubber tire factory 
Gold refinery 
Ceramics factory 
Vegetable oil mill 
Vegetable oil mill 
Brick and tile factory 
Match factory 
State boatyard corporation 
Coir fibre factory 
Coir fibre factory 
Coir fibre factory 
Bamboo factory 
Rattan factory 
Rattan factory 
Rattan factory 
Rattan factory 
AluminaS/ 
Pulp and paper facto*,», 
Nanii cement  factory^/ 
Ferro-Manganese factory 

rJF 

Raw material 

glass sands 
timber 
sugar cane 
sugar cane 
cattle 
pineapple 
tomatoes 
mangoes 
rubber 
gold 
clay 
copra 
palm oil 
clay- 
timber 
timber and sea 
fibre 
fibre 
fibre 
bamboo 
cane 
cane       i 
cane 
cane 
bauxite 
bagasse 
limestone 
iron ore and manganese 

Location 

Tarkwa 
Samreboi 
Akuse 
Komenda 
Bolgatanga 
Nsawam 
Pwalugu 
Wenchi 
Bonsaso 
Tarkwa 
Sa/tpond 
Denu 
Esiama 
Acc/|a 
Kade 
Sekondi 
Saltpond 
Axim 
Half Assini 
Axim 
Knawkaw 
Bo j^kuma 
Opon Valley 
Asanwinso 
Kibi 
Akuse 
Nauli 
Tarkwa 

a/ A planned industry. 

Although the location of these factories was predominantly influenced by 

the availability of raw materials on the spot, cheap transport, labour ai|d 

fuel costs were also taken into account. 
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The facilities provided by the two principal ports of Ghana have been 

4   respons ale  for the location of certain types of industries that must import 

tv-£r raw materials or export  their finished products.    Table ? shows the 

port-oriented industries of Ghana. 
I 

Table  2 

Port-oriented industries of Ghana 

Port 

Tema 

# Industry 

'Fakoradx 

Valco smelter 
Vertical  integrated textile mill 
Textile printing factory 
Electronics products 
asbestos cement  factory 
Television assembly plant 
Solo motor assembly plant 
Aluminium cutlery factory 
Steel drum factory 
State steel works 
Oil refinery 
Cocoa products corporation 

Cement factory 
Paper conversion factory 
Pioneer tobacco factory 
Jocoa products corporation 

Raw material 

bauxite 
grey bath 
grey bath 
parts 
clinker 
parts 
part s 
aluminium sheets 
steel 
scrap 
crude oil 
cacao 

clinker 
pulp 
tobacco 
cacao 

|j 

In addition to these port-oriented industries, which must import their 

basic raw materials, some factories have been located at the ports of Ghana 

to facilitate the export of their products.    An example is the cocoa products 

(oorpors'ijon locate* both in Takoradi and Tema, which manufactures cocoa butter 

and chocolate for export. 

Apart from thm port-oriented and raw material-oriented industries, there 

are others whose location has been influenced by the existence in certain 

urban areas with auxiliary industries and services that render the location 

of new Industries profitable.    The three main towns that have provided these 

urbanization economies are Accra-Tema, Kumasi and Sekondi-Takoradi.    These 

urban centres attract new industries because they have reasonably reliable 

*infrastruotural facilities and social services such as good transport and 

telecommunications, water supply and power, schools and other cultural facil- 

ities.    In addition, these towns command the best of the country's labour- 

supply, both skilled and unskilled.    Examples of the situation described are 
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the  firment   factory   in  Accra,   the  mattress   factory   in.  Tem;i,   und   the  Pioneer 

liso;Lt   factory  and  the   jute   fugo   factory   in Rumasi. 

[.or.tiüiril   factors   have  not   leer;   taken   into  aooomt   in-all    instances   in 
f.;.c  siting  of   industrie.-   in   Ghana,     t'urely  politigli   considérât ions   -.tul   the 

H'.uro   to   raise   the   :• t •. ri-1 •» i--.i   -M'   living  of  a   backward   area  have   also   influenced 

•ho   location  or   industries.     A   Cassio   exemple  of  a   1 oc at ion.nl   policy   t ased   ori 

:>o'¡tieni    considerations   is   the  location   of  a  tannery   about  1-'!  miles   from  an 

existing meat   fact TV   ni   the  northern   part   of 'Ghana   and   ?'•''> m il en   from  an 

oxL.it ini'  ¡"hoe   fa-t :-ry.      aero  loe.aUunal   factors  alone  considered,    it   would have 

icon  iettar   t •  en' •; lis-    ,u   integrated   factory   to  proseas  meat,   tan  hides  and 

- ..-¡,1'-.-'  -po   .'hoc   at    "ne   a:, i   ''ne  same   location. 

;.- -    r-    . -    •       • '    '1 -a.      -. 1 t > o :,'•    • • o   po.'er;   -V   i ud „i t r i al 

...•••_i   :i   t.aat   ••..'.  o-'ùr.-'o:    ia    a..-.a  :aa,y   :e   -onsLaered   a   pattern  raided   ay 

ri'iori'il    locational   •• ->-;s i -dera ' ,i on.:,   the   centralize.;   uat.re  of  the   planning 

••;-, hninery   has made   it   pora-i He  for  the    Government   t ->  determine  where   a par- 

ti-alar   industry sho;ld   locate.     in effect,   no  industry  can establish   in 

•a o   io   -ltry without   the  prior approval   of  the (Government. 

Regional  development  policy 

In  the   field oí'   industrial   location policy in  Cihana,   it   has  been possible 

to discern,   to nome  degree,   certain distinct  patterns  of development.     This 

has not   been the ease  with  regard  to  regional  development  policy.     This might 

le a   result   of the   fact   that  regional   development   as   a   technique   for  over-all 

economic   development   planning in developing countries   is a  relatively new con- 

sent,      "his  does  not,   of  coarse,   mean   tlv t   development   of regional   resources 

)r river  basin development   is  a completely  new  idea  in Ghana. 

The  Volta resource  basin development 

After  the discovery   of  large deposits  of bauxite   in Ghana  in  1913,   the 

'.Government   drc-v  up a   plan   in 1 KM  for  the construction  of a dam  across the 

Volta  River and for the  generation of hydroelectric  power for  the manufacture 

of alurmnium  from the   local   bauxite.     The  lf)?4 plan  also considered the possi- 

bility   of  lake  transportation on  the  Volta,   the  irrigation of the  Accra plains 

and   the  construction  of  a  harbour for   ocean-going ships  at  Ada  in  the Volta 

est lary.      Apart   from   the  multi-purpose   approa-h  that  was  adopted  towards   the 
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development   of the  Volta   Basin,   nothing concrete  wi:;   : egun   .Mi!    1 ila>,   when   a 

more comprehensive development  programme was  prepared   for  the  ''olt ¡   has in. 

The   V);6  plan  for   the ''oltu  project   covered  ro-a • t i. -a] ! y    ill    u-;ip-!^   c 

a  multi-purpose  river   hi a s in development   project.     Aivirt   from   the  m ¡Lu  ri-^.o" 

of  power  production,   the   planners   -ileo  cone idered  asso ' i -f tei   t n ! ,o '. ri a 1    mi 

u.grieul turril   possil i 1 i t ics  t. huit    rould   result   from  the-    '."i.; t r <•• ' i v.    »"  » i-,i   i  •• . 

"hese   included   irrigation  agrieultiro   on  the   Ao*ri  olaius,    ' •>!!••   I >•.!•   : r c..-- 

nortrition,   resettlement   of residents,  of   flooded    ire• s,,   !'iO:i'.fr ot,   the      o' 

Luke und   the  health  problems   that   would   arise   frot:1  trio   formation   of  -,  ¡u>w      ;-o> 

in Ghana's   interior. 

F'ive  constituent   elements  were  considered   far  the   n >wer  orodi-tion 

oT'aje 't : 

'a)    The  bauxite   mines  and   the  mining village; 

(b) The  railways   linking the  bauxite deposits  with  the  smelter and   the 
smelter with  tr,e port; 

(c) The dam and  power project   at   Akosombo; 

(d) The smelter  at  Toma which wan   originally to  be sited  at  Kporig; 

(e) The port  at  Tema. 

Since the 1956  plan the following development has taken  place:     a 

dam 370  feet  high has  been constructed in Akosombo for the generation of 

512,000 kW;   a new harbour has been built   in Tema as well as  a smelter for the 

production of 135,000  tons of aluminium;   and Volta power has   been extended 

from Akosombo to cover  the whole  of southern Ghana. 

In  addition to  the  purely  engineering achievements  of  the Volta  project, 

the resettlement  of 80,000 flood victims  of the  Volta  Basin presented planners 

with the  opportunity  to  introduce  regional  planning techniques  in  the  location 

of new  towns  and villages and in  planning for modern  forms  of agriculture, 

industry  and transportation.     vor the location  of the new towns  and villages, 

seven planning areas  were proposed  in the Volta  Basin;   each  planning area was 

to have  three types  of  settlements,  namely,  a central  town,   a ser/ice centre 

village  and  satellite  villages.     The central  town, with a population of 10,000, 

was to  perform the  functions of  industry,   trade,   service and government   in each 

of the   seven planning  areas.     Each central town was   located  where the best  com- 

bination  of bulk water  supplies   for  industry,   road transportation,   w^er trans- 

portation,   accessible  minerals  and  agricultural   raw materials was   available. 

The  service  centre villages,   with   an  average population of 8,000  and not   less 
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than ' ,  <", were to he the local 'entres of trade, education, post and indig- 

eno .s industry.  Each village would nerve a radius of ten or fifteen miles of 

i-mailer settlements and perform service f ¿notions, for the surrounding a^r i cul- 

tural ana 'nanne Industries.  :'Le satellite villages were to be located In 

•.reas of intensive agr LO ¿ 11 ,n 1 r'tivity, where some secondary agr ioul t ural 

irvo.iLÚi/' industries drawing »pon local agrio iltural raw materials would se 

esta: 1 LSiiod. .six of these satellite villages would have populations of 4, ' . 

>i trie I'ii-is oT these regional locations of new settlements, SV resettle- 

ment towns ami villages were located througno it the Volta Has in. Although the 

pr.ys i "a ! ¡O'-ation o\"  trie '" ,    flood victims in the new resettlement sites 

b-.s \ o<*n   -îo^pleten, the md ¡.striai and agrir.iturul programmes nave not see:. 
/ 

::• s . • -ess '' . 1 as : ! as. o : ; •• 'a ,se "f la VK of f ina n -es.—' 

[•:ip.>rt  ¡-it    ;esso.is   •   sre   : eon   ¡earned   from   the   Volta   basir:   lieve 1 opment 

exercise   because   it   has   offered  Ghanaian planners   the  opportunity   to  experi- 

ment   with   techniques   oV   regional   development   planning   in   their  country.     Apar' 

from   the   regional   approach   adopted   in  resettling   the  •'•V),0
MI

J   flood  victims,   it 

was  possible,   within the   framework  of  regional   development,   to   identify poten- 

tially  viarie  projects   that  were   committed  for  further detailed  feasibility 

studies.     These   include   a   study  on  lake transportation  on   the  Volta  hake;   on 

irrigation  agriculture  on  the  Accra plains;   on a  charcoal   industry  in  the 

Volta   i'asln;   on an alumina plant;   and  on  the  fishing  industry  in the Volta 

Lake.     Although  some  of  these  projects have not  yet   been   implemented,   the  fact 

that   detailed  studies  Yiivc  been conducted  on them makes  them eligible   for 

financing,   through  either  local   or   International   financial  resources.     The 

Volti   basin  exercise,   therefore,   has   permitted  the   identification of poten- 

tially  viable projects  within   the context   of regional   development  planning. 

New machinery   for regional  development   planning 

Vhe Ghana Government  has   been  attempting to  apply the  experience gained 

from   the  resource development   region  of the Volta  to the  rest  of the  nine 

administrative  regions   of Ghana.     Since  the change  of government   in  1966, 

-_/ G.   I).   K.   Kudiabor  (l^óa^   "Volta Resettlement  Planning and Development,  The 
Regional    loritext",   Ghana   Pra.de Journal,   August   issue. 
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regional  planning committees have  been established   in  the  various  administra- 

tive   regions   of the country.     The policy  of  regionalization  is  part   of ;ui 

over-all  government  policy  to decentrali:-    development   planning work.     In  line 

with  government  policy  on. decentralization,   sector progs-jnming units  have  been 

established  in  the key ministries  of  the Government  to prepare programmes  for 

the   sectors  of agriculture,   industries,   mining,   po-jer,   transport,   housing, 

education,   health,   forestry  and communications.     The programmes  of  these 

sectors and  of  the  regions would become the  basis  for the  future development 

plans  of Ghana. 

The objective behind the  setting up of regional planning committees has 

been  to ensure that  the  process  of decentralization would be extended beyond 

the  ministerial   sector programming units   in Accra   to the respective  regions  of 

the  country.      In addition,   the  regional   planning exercise   is  meant   to  supple- 

ment   the  sectoral  programming work  of the  opeiiting ministries.     The  system  of 

planning being evolved  is  a two-dimension one;  a vertical  system involving the 

major ministries  of the  Government  and a horizontal  system consisting of the 

respective regions of the country. 

The membership of the regional  planning committees  is made up of private 

citizens  in the regions  and regional  representatives of government  agencies 

and departments.     Other committee members  include university  lecturers not nec- 

essarily resident  in the region,  farmers,   private businessmen with sufficient 

regional patriotism,  and private professionals such as engineers,   lawyers, 

doctors,  bankers and teachers.    The primary aim of making the membership of 

these committees so diverse  is to arrive at  a concensus on local  needs and 

objectives by bringing together both government  officials and technicians and 

individual  leaders of the  local population.     It   is hoped that  a forum will  be 

created through these committees at  which government  technicians and the local 

people can discuss all matters affecting the development  of their region. 

The chairman of the regional planning committee  is the current  political 

leader in the  region.     The secretary  is a professional  regional planner posted 

to the region from the Ministry of Economic Affairs,   the central planning 

agency  in Accra.    The regional planner is the main link between the rural 

areas and the Ministry  of Economic  Affairs.     It   is anticipated that  similar 

administrative measures will be extended to the various districts in each 

region. 

. 
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Vory broadly, the .unctions of the regional planning committees are to 

--ordinate deve,opment planning work for the key sectors of the regional econ- 

omy  o Keep an eye on all pubHc and private projects m the region in order 

to detect bottlenecks that might reiard the execution of development project., 

nnd to find means for speeding up the implementation of these projects, „ore 

»peoxrio.ll,, the committees are to collect data on local resources, sub.it 

proposais for the utili,.*!«, of these resources to the Minis^ of Economic 

Affairs and the ministerial programing units, and to report on a quarterly 

-is on a,l development activities of the region to the Kini^try of Economic 
Afin 1 T».n. 

Methodolog fc ^fft|^al development. ri..„..,• 

As has been pointed out, regional development planning, „ it ls evolving 

in      ana at present,   is directed towards creating machinery through which 

development can he effectively co-ordinated at  the regional  level  and also 
towards citing a framework .ithl„ whioh proJeots w „e ^ ^ 

Most p anner,  in Ghana today accept the fact  that  the slow progress or even 

th. outright faUur. of (¡„ana's national development  pLans has been caused, 

not so much by i„„,r.„t weaknesses in the formulation of the previous devel- 

op»»* plans, hut rather hy the failure of the pians to identify feasibie P,oj- 

•»». for development.    It is also being recognised that individual projects 

••« the building block, of any aggregate national pi«.    For this reason th„ 

priory function of the new ministerial proving units is th. identifica- 

tion of viable projects within their respective sectors, th. regional pianning 

oo-itt.es, in addition to „aking polioi.s for and oc-ordinat * dev.lop„.nt 

projects at the regional lev.l, are also r..Ponsibl. for id.ntifyi.â „,w 

projects. * 
I 

The methodology that ha. b..n adopfd so far for r^onal d.v.lopB.„t ha, 

b..n the co-ordination of ¿„.lop-nt of th. various sector, of th. r«lo„.l 

eoonomy through auart.riy reports^ both th. financia! and „Hv.ioal progrM, 

al    pubi» s.otor develops projects in .ach r.gion.    This m.thod ha. 

been dictated by the lack of experienced regional planner..    To dat., „eh of 

the nine regions of chana has only one professional  *~< i    , 
it  r ...   ••   . proies.ional rational planner postad to 

from the Ministry of Economic Affairs.    As more r.gio„al plan„.r. b.oo» 

available it will be possibie for th,m to assume full.r r,.PonsibiHty for 
»Identifying viable regional   Droierta + h»+ w     • g ontii  projects that can be incorporated into the devel- 
opment  plane of the country. 
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I» .pit. of this „andic.p, 60me 0I. the ,iorki 

an-ung coatees haVe alreadj take„ the inmative to revi - 

H 0PMnt  Pr0bIemS and t0 PrePare t0— ~ - »Ko H «Top » n. or «,.„ region,    In the upper reglo„ of 

rr 7 routuneti its '—« d°—- --. • • ^ ural base for ooth agricuUural and industrial gI.owth.     It ;ec * 

*•, the two-vear development plan period from July [%i, lo _, T^ ' 

ZT::.:: ": rv6eiM shouid b° -th° «» « -;t;w„P0;t;,U0„ facilities;    good 

small  lams for 
od postal  ^d telecommunication facility,    conotruction ,»• 

ligation purposes;    provision of good drying water,     i,„- 

** 

provient u the existing heallh and educational faolmiM| 

Uct^cuy,    and proviate* of good „.using   |r the gr fch centres („„^..^ 
*-»   ^u ^ Wa). , Tn. 0^te9 18 of t„e „^ ^ , ^      - 

the above proposa! would,  by th, ,nd of th, plan period_ ^ * 

nomic atmosphere conducive to th. development of industry and iu, ancUlar^ 

In the Volta region,  on the other hand, „here infra, true turai fa, um,.. 
are not ae backward as in th« upper reeion      1 _.i. „, t. •• upp*r r»«ion,     .» main ol >otive of the regional 
planning contee has been the intensification of agriculture and the eet.b-       t 

lishment of small-scale industries using either local o-imported raw „»ate- 

ríais.    The idea of introducing small-scale industries  ,„ the area is based on 

the availability of local craven and metalworkers  in certain parts of the 

1   region.    Within ^ contea of the whole region the region d pi* ftg o«m- 

tee has ider#ified projects such as a shell button factory in Keta based on 

sea-she^s from the area;     a -nail metal factory at  Alavanyo basod on a number 

of enterprises manufacturing guns, brass, musical  instruments etc.,    a brrok 

and tile factory based on local clay;    a starch factory based on cassava and 

on the possibility of developing industrial alcohol  from the cassava ntarch. 

The Volta regional planning committee proposed that for the I968-1970 

plan period the central Government make budgetary allocations for detailed 

feasibility studiea on the projeots identified within the region.    On the 

basis of these studies,  a decision would be taken as to whether to go ahead 

with the projects.    It is the conviction of the committee that a viable proj- 

ect would attract  its own investors. 

y Regional Planning Committee of the Upner Region,  Feasible Development 
Projects,  1966-1970, Annual Plans - Unner R«ffio..  Ministry of Economic 
Affairs,  February i960. 
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In order to give sufficient encouragement to the work of the regional 

planning committees,  the  lovernment set  aside a certain  portion of the  devel- 

opment budget  for 1968-196° and subsequent   budgets for the sole use  of the 

regional planning counittees  for projects evaluated as  feasible.    It   is  also 

proposed to reserve some fund.i for loans to co-operative  societies for devel- 

opment  in the regions. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion,  it may be pointed out  that the experience of Ghana  in the 

field of industrial location and regional development policy has not   in the 

past been an integrated policy of th« Ghana Government.     Policy for industrial 

location has taken advantage of location factors operating in particular areas, 

such as the availability of local raw materials and the presence of basic 

infrastructural facilities and services such as transport,  communication and 

harbour facilities. 

Experience in regional development in relation to industrial location in 

Ghana can be regarded as still in its infancy.    This is because the integra- 

tion of regional development planning with national economic development plan- 

ning began in Ghana only after the change of Government   in I966.    It would 

appear, however, that the institutional arrangements already made and the func- 

tions being performed by the regional planning committees will make it possible 

for an integrated policy for industrial location and regional development to 

evolve and become part of the planning machinery of Ghana. 

Although it is still too early to forecast the eventual pattern of 

regional development in Ghana,  it is becoming evident that the future rols of 

regional development in relation to industrial location policy will consist 

of locational studies of potentially viable projects identified within the 

various regions, especially for the sectors of agriculture and mineral re- 

sources.    In this way regional development would be important in identifying 

new areas of economic activity that could become new oentres of population 
concentration. 
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4.      INDUSTRIAL LOCATION AND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN BURMA 

by Khin Saw1 

Priority objectives   for industrial  development 

Burma  is  basically  an  agricultural   country.     Agriculture accounts   i\>r 

Ie, per cent of the gross  national  product and 75  per cent of the oxp-.r'   trnie, 

and employa 6?  per cent   of  the labour  force as compared  to 7.6  per cent   m 

industry. 

The   importance of  inciaasing productivity in  agriculture cannot   be over- 

emphasized.    Progress  in agriculture  is also essential  for industrial  growth 

and a steady increase  in export earrings.    Because of the vital  importance   .f 

agriculture in the development process,  every effort  is made to give high- 

pr.ority support to programmes in this sector, particularly with respect  to 

the  introduction of scientific methods and mechanization in the cultivation 

of agricultural crops. 

The general development plans of the Government of Burma include plans 

for ail  sectors of the economy and are based o-i the  fact that agricultural  and 

industrial development  are essentially complementary.    While modernizing agri- 

cultural   prod-action,  which is the mam basis of the economy,  industries suited 

to  the  natural resources and capabilities of the country will also  be developed, 

In  programming industrial development plans,   the basic criteria,   in order 

~>i' importance,  are to establish industries that will: 

(B.J  Support the development of agricultural   production; 

(l)  Use agricultural products  as main raw materials to be processed and 
manufactured  into consumer goods; 

(c)  Support the prospecting and exploitation of lalural  resources; 

l/ This  paper was presentad by the author in his personal capacity as a partic- 
ipant  in the seminar and is not an official presentation of the Government 
of Burma. 
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In   the  past   this  encouraged   the  location  of additional   mutrie*   i.,   nr.-is 

that   were  already congested.     Although   the  newly   located   unostrio,   ,rea:,: 

new  .lots   in  the metropolitan  areas,   they did  „„t  change c,„.ut; ,oe   ...     -,vv 

!:ar,S  "f  the c'^ntry.     As   population  increased,   the  marginal yie..i     :' re,   ..r •„, 

decreased.     Rente rose,   as  did  the cost   of supplying  the eut.v wi::.   :'     Jf   w:i.,r' 

and  other necessities   from  increasingly greater distances.     1'he  cog-      /• rav- 

elling to work   increased,   and street?  and other  facilities  became o  :.^S;e!. 

The  Government   began  to  realize the  problem of urban  congestion  an,   er.v;Sageo 

control   over  the  location  of industry as a means  of remedying what 

a maldistribution of industry. 
as 

Present objectives of industrial   locati on 

Today,  the approach to industrialization entails a careful chuica    f 

enterprises.    Industrial projects that satisfy the criteria referrea  :o above 

and would use domestic raw material are given top priority;  this approach 

greatly facilitates planning of industrial location.     It  is not  necessary  to 

locate  industries in  the vicinity of the ports or cities as was the case be- 

fore  1962.     Por instance,   the new cotton spinning and weaving mills are being 

located  m central  Burma where cotton is grown,  and  the paper mill  in  the 

southeastern region where the bamboo forests are located.    If the prospects 

for raw material  availability and sources of supply are equal,  the  less devel- 

oped  region  is  i-variably preferred. 

The past six years have witnessed a change in the institutional structure 

of economic activity.    There has been a transfer of production activities  from 

the private sector to the public sector of the economy,  the latter now compris- 

ing 53 per cent of total industrial production.    All  new industries are  * > be 

implemented only by the Government.    The planning machinery  for  the rational 

analysis  of the national  economy and  for the programming of industrial  devel- 

opment  plans  is  thus  improved because  it  is now based on a firm view of ¿n.ius- 

trial   Location objectives and on a long-term outlook   for regional  development. 

Industrial   location objectives generally established  for new  ini.Etnea 

are  as   follows: 

(a) New industries may not  be established in  Rangoon or in cities 
already developed; 

(b) New industries are to be located near the mam raw material  sources; 

(c) New industries using raw materials  from various sources will  be  lo- 
cated at  the most  advantageous point with respect to  transport costs; 
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(d) Prospects  ."or raw material  availability and  sources  of supply being 
equal,   the  ^ess developed regijn will   be given priority; 

(e) New  factories  are  to be sited  near villages  or smaller  towns as 
yet  industrially undeveloped but with potential  for industrial 
development. 

Factors determining industrial location and site 

The objective of an industrial organization is economy in over-all coats 

cf manufacturing and distribution. This is, of couree, a major consideration 

of the planners  and executives in selection of plant  location. 

The main  factors  taken  into consideration in the general  evaluation of 

industrial  plant  location in Burma are the  following; 

(a) Raw material sources; 

(b) Market for finished products; 

(c) Product characteristics; 

(d) Transport and communications; 

(e) Physical facilities, such as the land available and its 
topographical conditions; 

(f) Water sources; 

(g) Fuel and power sources} 

(h) Special factors, such as waste disposal facilities! 

(i)  Climatic conditions; 

(j)  Recruitment and training of labour. 

Plant location studies are carried out continuously BO that any tendency 

towards obsolescence owing to depletion of raw materials, changes in transpor- 

tation facilities, changes in processes requiring a different location, or 

other important  factors will be observed.    Thus,  existing plans will be re- 

vised in the light of new information and future plans made with these changes 

in mind. 

The type of raw material  to be used plays an important part in the choice 

of plant location.    Por instance,  fertilizer piante are located in the central 

regions where natural gas is available.    Thus, whether industries are to be 

located at  the source of raw materials dependB on the special characteristics 

of the materials themselves.     The present  industrial  location policy in Burma 

gives major considération  to raw material  sources. 

With respect to economy in procuring materials,  nearness to a point of 

raw material  supply is of significance in certain industries,  such as the 
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fertilizer, sugar, paper and coment industries. In contrast, nearness >o 

source of raw materials i. of little significance m the location of shoe 
soap and silk factories. ' 

With respect to the influence of raw materials on choice of plant loca- 
tion,  the following considerations are fundamental: 

^  IÏ! 8?rCe f "? materials ls  lik«ly to be the controlling -actor 
when the materials are bulky and of relatively low unit  prfle. 

(b)   Factors other than the source of raw materials are influença'  when 
the materials are small  m bulk and high in unit prìce. 

(C)  ÏÎ!?«the raW mat!fial8 are «re*tly reduced in bulk by the manufac- 
Î^.PrOC088' Plant Ì8 U8Ually 8iUd near iM source S 

fd)  ÏÏ« !ÎT IT m*Ur,ial* are P^ishable and manufacture makes the. 
less so, the manufacturing plant  is usually at the source of supply. 

The choice of location of a plant in relation to marketing is preceded'by 

a study of the market to be served. However, the influence of the market fac. 

tor of finished product, is not a deciding factor in *#J cting the plant loca- 
tions of state industries. 

Because Burma is a small country, marketing i. not generally a great   « . 

problem.    However, with certain industries - for instance, textiles or con- * 

sumar goods - care must be taken that not all the factories are located at the 

raw material source, but that there ia a balanced geographical distribution of 

factories for marketing the finished products, especially the consumer goods, 
within a certain region of the oountry. 

The problem of determining the desirable characteristics of an industrial 

plant must include consideration of the product to be mede and of the processes 

and machinery to be used.    The major faotors explored la such a study are the 
following: I 

(a) Mature, size and value of the product! 

(b) Production processes - continuous, intermittent, interrupted? 

(c) Manufacturing machinery - heavy or light; 

(d) Auxiliary manufacturing equipment required} 

(e) Special manufacturing requirements. 

Prom the foregoing discussion it is possible to fofnulate a principle of 

industrial plant location:    the most advantageous location of a plant for an 

industrial enterprise is that which results in minimum costs of manufacturing 
and distribution. 
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Of  the  ten important  general   factors  for determining industrial   location, 

the   first   two  -   the  availability  of raw materials   and the marketing of  finished 

pro tuo ;„s  -  are  closely related   to   transportation,   that  is   to   the total   trans- 

port  costs  of supplying  inputs   'in!  distributing outputs.     Thus,   it  is   not  just 

the  i nation  of raw materiali-,   but   also  tht:  economy  of short  hauls  an.:   low 

freight  rates  that  determine   the   Location of plants near the source of  raw 

materials. 

Under  these circumstances,   waterways are  important  and   have had  a  pro- 

found  influence on certain  industries  in Burma.     However,   for industries using 

raw materials  from  a numi.er of sources  in  the country,  a comparative  study of 

ton/mile  haulage coste  is made  for various possible  locations and  the rr.:st  eco- 

nomical   location is seit   ted. 

The  factor of physical  facilities,  such as  land and water,  has become 

more important  in the past  few years in deciding where to locate industries. 

Recent measures envisage selection of rural centres for development.     These 

are areas  that  clearly have development potential   because of their location 

and natural resources,   including spacious and level ground,   reasonably easy 

transport  and access to plenty of fresh water for both industrial and  domes- 

tic  purposes. 

The deciding factors  in the selection of an industrial   location are ordi- 

narily infrastructure!  factors,  such as electricity,  transport and communica- 

tion,  labour and social  amenities.     If the proposed site meets other,   less 

important,  criteria.  Hit  noses problems with respect to transport and communi- 

cation,   electricity and social amenities, roaas arß railways are constructed 

to bring the location into the orbit of the normal  transport network,   and 

electric  power lines are connected from the national grid.     As far as  labour 

is concerned,   the technical and managerial staff is moved to the factory area 

no matter how  far it  is  from the city;  an unskilled labour  force is generally 

available within  the local  area.     To  facilitate  industrial   settlement,   state 

plans  are  co-oro.nated  to  ensure a full range of infrastructure to which the 

state agencies  concerned  will   contri butd in their  appropriate development 

plans.     Even development  coEts   for specific  fields are included in the  total 

planned   investment cost  of each industrial project. 

hast   hit   not.   least,   to  be considered are special  factors,  such as   that of 

waste disposal,  winch can  be a  tremendous problem  for some   industries,   such 

•is paper mills,   alcohol  distilleries,   breweries  and textile  finishing plants. 
€ 

(.'Intuitu-   conditions  can  also  be  a problem neoause   they affect certain  consumer 
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goods  industries,   although the role of cimate in industrial   [,«M .„ h ,, 

become  less  important  than the role of water resources* 

The  elements  that  should  be  taken  irlo  account   m  assessing  !.,••,?,   !:a: 

advantages  and disadvantages vary according to  the branch ,f induntrv.       ,.,. 

technological  and  economic  peculiarities  of the givar.  branch  are r,--,,-^ 

in  the relative importance given to the various  lucaUon  factor*. 

Pull consideration must also be given to c.rtam trends thai ue r, w !,„- 

-ernible in plant location. This factor occasionally >uu,eighs those „...T,-.! -,V 

involved  in  plant  location. 

The first trend in industrial location is the  tendency  t- Wat,. Piai,tr 

away from cities,   in the suburbs,   in smaller towns or even  in  th- o-uii'.yiu • •. 

These latter areas can be equipped to offer practically all   the alvan! ag,-;,, 

facilities and services supplied  by cities.    Ampie land   iS  usuala  •,v,il,l¡, 

in the more sparsely settled areas.    The need for industrial  safely h „.« ah- 

intensified the trend a* ay from metropolitan areas. 

The cost  of land for industriai  location is rot a serious  prelum  it; 

Burma,  but the cost of developing the land is crucial.       jch   iev.-l.,p,n, nt  ,«.,;•< 

ensure room to spread out the plant,  alio- for expansion and provilo aper.-«: 

loading and unloading facilities. 

The second trend in plant  location in Burma is towaru«  the decentrai lo- 

tion of large-scale plants into smaller units at different locations.     In 

recent years a new motive for decentralizing and for the building of »mai im- 

plants is a recognition of the awkwardness of managing large plants,  mtimu 

are characteristic of mass-production industries in highly develop«,! <:..u»tri.-:-.. 

A  large plant  is not  necessarily more efficient  than   t smaller pant;     on   :ht: 

contrary,  a large plant frecniently becomes unwieldy,  difficult  to manage arni 

subject to inertia.    The management of such a factory  is usually iv    fur rem-v«! 

from the operating functions that  its decisions become  impersonai,   am manag*- 

ment  tends  to  lose its perspective on plant  problems.     The scope ->f admir,..:* i »- 

tive control of-any one top executive or group of executives   us unuatsy u-. 

all-inclusive  that,   regardless of the assistance of subordinates,   ' h»-   '-.¡. 

management  of an extremely large plant  is often unable   to c •murt-Aa-'v.  • U-ar..y 

"he complexities of the plant under its contrf" 1.    The management  is   fací i  w. u. 

the difficulty of providing J, tremendous staff aiong with all   th* social   util- 

ities  for  the workers.     The  transportation,   servicing and  rna^ ntenancy  :.r   t; .r: 

are  also  intrinsic  to the operation of a largo plant.     Then«  fae'   re     Y  : arg«- 



plant management, personnel and facilities have been experienced and are now 

clearly recognized in the industrial management problems of Burma. Conse- 

quently, the mass-production industries are spreading out their plants on the 

theory that N plants in different locations, each producing X units, are pref- 

erable to one plant producing NX units. 

Given the assumption that a smaller plant must be of economic size, sev- 

eral smaller and scattered plants are frequently easier to manage than one 

extremely large plant. Smaller plants also have the advantage that production 

will not be completely tied up by human problems or natural disasters such as 

storms, earthquake or fire at any one point. In other words, several smaller 

plants avoid the risks attached to a large "all-eggs-in-one-basket" plant and, 

at the same time, help to further the development of various region» of the 

country. 

Methods of programming and measures to aromate isAsiirlml ioM&iaa 

Within the framework of the above-mentioned objectives, factors and 

trends, there are three main steps to be taken in the location of a plant. 

The first is the »election of the region or general area in which the 

plant is to be located. Here the main influencing factor i» raw materiel 

sources. 

The second step is the selection of the particular community or township 

that can best satisfy the needs of the individual enterprise. It is at this 

stage that the factor of transport costs ia considered, because this estab- 

lishes the basic framework for determining general location. The comparative 

cost approach is used, and the variation in costs between different locations 

is examined for the type of plant selected. Comparative calculations and anal- 

yses are o arri ed out on i expenditures for transport of capital goods based on 

the amount of the building materials, machinery and equipment needed for the 

plant (usually in weight units, such as tons)i the mileage to be covered in 

transportation to the site; the means of transport; the transportation retes 

(say per ton per mile) and number of handlings involved; transportation costs 

of raw materials, fuels and finished goods. Meteorological, hydro logic al and 

geological surveys are carried out at the same time. The health department is 

consulted for water sanitation and the town planners for regional development. 

The third step is the selection of the exact plant site in the favoured 

community or township. Alternate sites in other townships are often considered 

BBBBSBSBl 
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in case an adequate plant site cannot be found in the first community selected. 

In the search for a site the principal consideration is land. Is i: cf ade- 

quate size with room for expansion? Is the topography appropriate to the type 

of building desired and are the soil and drainage such as to provide the proper 

foundation? Is the land already occupied for, say, crop cultivation? If the 

first choice for a plant site is cultivated land, the usual practice is to 

choose one of the alternative sites instead. 

Other important questions relate to transport, communication and power, 

la the potential site readily accessible to rail, roads and water? Can elec- 

tric power be connected a« may be required? Will the cost of bringing in power 

and other utilities, such M water and sewerage, be prohibitive? Development 

costs, if any, of transport, communication and power facilities are surveyed 

and compared. 

There are also oonaidai-ations pertaining to the site's surroundings. 

Will employees consider it a good place to work? Gan the workers from sur- 

rounding areae oonvenisntly reach the plant? What are the prospects and 

rsquirstisnts for housing, town development and social amenities? Comparative 

cost studies aar« made for these facilities. 

The fulfilment of industrial location objectives requires a wide variety 

of measures: adequate programmes for land usage and public investment in phys- 

ical facilities» such as roads, water conservation, reclamation and drainage. 

1 region on the threshold of industrialisation probably lacks an appropri- 

ate base for new industries and ha« a rslativsly undeveloped transport and co»- 

munication system and a mors scattered, poorer and lass educated population 

than ths already industriali sad régions. 

Industrial location in post-war Burma before 1962 presented sharp con- 

trasts. On the one nana, there was disproportionate growth of a few large- 

scale industrias in a few selected areas and, on the other hand, there was 

a virtual absenoe of such enterprises in most of the country. Such lop- 

sided industrial growth had adversely influenced income distribution and 

the relative standards of living of the people in different parts of the 

country. 

Today, the approach to industrial looation in Burma includes basic phys- 

ical, economic and social considerations. A good example is the location plan 

for the town of Bilin in the southern part of the country. The objective is 

to integrate the existing small town and the proposed sugar mill estate into 
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a large homogeneous unit.    In other words,   the sugar mill site and its perim- 

eter are to be developed as an extension of Bilin,  rather than as a separate 

unit.    The geological   formations of ihe area Lre surveyed and soil strata and 

topography are mapped out.    A geographical study is made,  followed by a brief 

history of the town.     In collecting statistics  about the population,   its   trend 

and structure (by age and sex)  are determined as a basis for projecting the 

quantity,  quality and character of the labour force.    Next,  contideration  is 

given to social  factors:    what are the housing facilities, the income distri- 

bution and expenditure pattern,  and the basic supporting economy of the local 

population?    Since a sugar mill is involved, what are the prospects of the 

sugar cane plantation?    Is there a cheap and efficient means of transport  of 

the cane to the mill?    What are the educational  and health facilities?    The 

plans also envisage,  among other things,  the proper and efficient use of the 

available land for various purposes,  including housing for the workers in the 

newly settled industries, as well as for the expected increase in the indigenous 
population. 

Experience has shown that it is not always wise to build a new town for 

every new industry.     It is sometimes advantageous to build the factory close 

to an existing village and to treat the new industrial settlement as part  of 

the village.    Such a procedure is justified from many aspects.    Prom the social 

viewpoint,  it is desirable to integrate the industrial and local residents  in 

order to avoid a possible social differential.    Economically,  the initial  out- 

lay for the construction of a new satellite settlement will be enormous,  and 

the cost per housing unit will be comparatively much higher than that for a 

mere extension of the existing town or village. 

The establishment of such industrial settlements requires effective 

capital programming which consists of the proper phasing and financing of the 

various projects included in the plan.    Then comes the questions    who is to 

finance the housing project?    Where the Government is to contribute,  the funds 

will come from the social and housing budget.    The expenditure on public hous- 

ing for industrial workers is charged to the housing budget of the Ministry of 

Housing, rather than to the capital investment of the industry concerned.     The 

Ministry of Housing and Public Works takes care of the planning and implement- 

ation of the housing projects.    However,  the recent trend requires that each 

industrial project provide industrial housing for essential personnel, whioh 

may constitute from  20 to 30 per cent of its total employees. 

fÊmmaÊamm 
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Geographic distribution  of industrial   activity and   , t.„ 
influence on  regional development 

It can be  said  that Burma has  no separate regional  development plane 

since such plane  are  within the scope of industrial planning.     However, 

present objectives,  measures  and  activities directed  toward«  the industrial 

locations  of various government  industrial  projects do  have an  effect  on the 

development of various regions of the country. 

One of the  necessary conditions   for the proper solution of the problems 

of  industrial  location  is tTie elaboration of a programme of regional  economic 

development, coupled with comprehensive national  programming,   the latter being 

the  framework for the macro-economic approach.    Until recently,   the mode of 

industrialisation was a tradicional  micro-economic and short-term approach as 

a means of alleviating Localized unemployment,  taking for granted the existing 

distribution of population and economic activity. 

However,  the present government development plans  for industry,  transport 

and communications and electric power, although implemented by various govern- 

ment agencies within the scope of their own plans and financing and not grouped 

as  one complex plan for regional development, are actually directed  by various 

means toward the end effect of over-all regional development. 

The industrial plan to be implemented   in the west bank of the Irrawaddy 

River in Burma is a typical macro-economic and long-term industrial  location 

plan that  is designed to change the existing distribution of population and 

economic activity for the benefit of the regional development of that  area. 

The Irrawaddy,   joined in the north by the Chindwin River,  is the principal   in- 

land waterway of Burma.    It flows southward 1,300 miles  through the length of 

the country.    At  present the eastern banks of the Chindwin in the north ami of 

the  Irrawaddy in the centre   ;nd the south,  with their fertile landß and mam 

highways,  are fairly well developed socially and economically.    The western 

bank areas remain comparatively underdeveloped, although there exist a few 

towns and industries there.    Some new industrial projects along the western 

bank will help the development of its  areas.    They are:     an extension   to  the 

only existing cement mill in Thayetmyo;    an agricultural   implements and   trac- 

tor  assembly plants project which was recently complete!;     a fertilizer plant 

project and a cigarette factory project which ar" under  implementation;     and 

other new projects  in the planning stage.     As these industrial   plans  and proj- 

ectF  are implemented,   power development plans are  being carried  out  by   the 
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government agency responsible for the electric power supply.    Development of 

r uie and highways is being planned and  implemented  independently by public 

works? authorities.    The area is served by water transport with low operating 

COBte  for large-scale bulk movement.     The construction of a motor highway 

running along  the west bank of the Irrawaddy further increases the transport- 

ation facilities. 

Other industrial projects located in other parts of the country, taken 

together with development plans of other activities, are affecting regional 

development as in the case of the west bank example. 

MB 
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1.       This report   iS the  result ,,f  five cays   .f .„in^v, .«u-^,;,,,  ,v  lll!lt. 

outstanding experts in   the  field    ,f   l!1(iaBlrn|   ; ..,v    .„ ,,       '\ 

The M k¿£ advisory expert, group ret   m  vlenev:,  ir m     i  Mav   ',        .¡.j,,.   r>< ,.     .*•• 

ten  experts   invited to   the meeting  Ly   UNII-'1.   -,;.•.. wer,.   ......   *     • ••.      t 

represented  current trends  of  thought   m   the  fu.|.     f   i ,.;,:•; ri-,.   : -.v .....  .„,,, 

regional   planning. Each  had  preV1,usly  r ,- ,P,r.,.,.,  Wi.h   . M„  ,,,,,,.., N;i, J,,/. ,, 

some capacity.     The conclusions ana  recmmen.iati •„„ which   f • 1 :   w m.v   h, elid- 

erei   as  a  consensus by   the experts     r¡   the  suUeets   hpc..^,. j. 

.''.       The work of UNITO  m regional   industrial  planning B,..m,   ,„.,,.,,.,   ,,„,   ,,„. 

activities of UNIDO's  predecessor,   the  Poises a,,.,  Programing livido,,  ..,•  ,„.. 

Centre  for  Industrial   Development  (CID-,   beginning  ia-o   lfl   ; „ < .     rh,,,tl ...... 1VI_ 

ties  of CIL were  focused  primarily on   the   .rgar.^-an   n  ..,- ;iIl   l,lît.rriri..,;.,, 

Seminar on Industrial  Location and Regional   Development,   held  m   1^;,  ;lt,(i   ,,tl 

the  preparation cf related studies.     Huildmg on  the kn.^-h,« yarned  i,v   th.. 

CID,   UNIDO nas been  able to devote  increasing attention  t.,   technical   u«n. «, t..-,,,,.,. 

activities  in regional  planning and  programming.     It  is  enviBagei   tha-   . „   the 

near  future technical  assistance will   form the bulk   -f ¡JNIDO'B  act i vi t IH;   M, 

this  field. 

3. The meeting was convened in order  to submit  the work  programme <>r UNID" 

to  the  scrutiny    f the experts,   to  benefit   from their view;; O„   ».».,.  relato- 

importance of various regí -nal planning problème,  and   to  u.,licit ,-,,,,,.,.,.t,t.  ,„.,.. 

posais  for a relevant  and effective technical  assistance programmo  in  mdurtrrU 

development. 

4. Examination of the  items on the agenda led  to complete agreement   ,n not,;- i 

conclusions and recommendations as set  forth below. 

. t.    w- 

Conclusiona 

5. Although the conclusions were considered to be ge\erai ly valid V->r devel- 

oping countries, the experts stressed that most concrete regional planning in : 

location choices must take into account the specific characteristics and 

tives of the respective developing country. 

General conclusions 

Regional development should be viewed as a totai problem and ri' t : 
as a problem of location of individual m...; tri a! plant:; severally ' 
ered. 

• ••i ' *./ 

-i.:: i i- 

At  early stages  of development   there  is  -x ver,)   strong economie  ar.-i   teen 
nological   tendency   for  industry   to  e incentrate peograpr. íca! ;.y.     !e'rea:;¡- 
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inequality of regional   incomes may occur only at  hxgh  levels of industrial- 
ization.    Policies directed  to counteract the tendency towards geographic 
concentration of industry  in developing countries,   for whatever national 
objectives,  should take  into account the possible detrimental effects of 
industrial  decentralization  attempts upon the achievement  of other nation- 
al  objectives. 

Transportation 
A developing country should not attempt,  at early stages of development, 

to create a comprehensive  transportation network. 

Within the constraints  posed  by the indivisibilities of transport  invest- 
ment,  such investment should precede as little as possible investment in 
other activities.    The appropriate objective in transport  investment,  and 
in investment  in infrastructure in general,  is to ensure a level of infra- 
structure capacity that  is  in  line with projected needs without at the 
same  time  freezing an excessive amount of resources. 

No invcctment  in transportation to "frontier" regions  (beyond the mipi- 
mum required for effective exploration) should be undertaken before explo- 
ration has shown that  there is sufficient economic justification for such 
investment. 

Labour 
In developing countries it  is extremely difficult to obtain voluntary 

movement of skilled labour to underdeveloped regions.    When rational  loca- 
tion of an industrial  project calls for inducing such a movement of labour, 
the necessary  preconditions must be created and  the costs  of doing so 
weighed iarefully. 

Inter-industry relations 
Owing to the characteristics of modern technology,  the external econo- 

mies arising out of the linkages between interrelated industries have be- 
come   ¡ne of the most  important  factors of industrial  location and must be 
taken  into account in regional  planning.    There are a number of reasons 
why  the existence of inter-industry relations  is a powerful  stimulus to 
geographic concentrati  n of industry,  particularly in developing countries. 

Urbanization 

In the evaluation of urban programmes, consideration should be given not 
only to the higher costs associated with large cities,  but also to the 
benefits to  be derived  from urban facilities.    However,   little empirical 
evidence is available on the relationship of economic costs to the bene- 
fits ' f city size.    A thorough investigation of this important relation- 
ship  is needed. 

When urban  facilities  are  provided,   for whatever purpose,   at  a price 
different   from scarcity  price,   the hidden subsidies or implicit taxation 
should  be mcuie explicit,   and  their incidence« apportioned  in such away as 
to  :ivoid distortions  in  the  relative use of factors of production. 

Hefttonal   planning 

i I'velopment  of a region  should be viewed as  part  of national welfare. 
The   u-oud  objective of nation*,  planning is  to  increase national social 
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sonai income distribution. A third component of .ociaî £îrar. iB region",! 
consumption needs, which should be balanced with other nati Í* l .refonai 

and particularly with the national economic g^^o^t ves^  'lìTll•9 

ÀZJLLï g,    ! •?lMnin|r relateS t0 the id^ification of that «-.« of 

to the  fulfilment di  the national objectives.    Regional planning i. thu. 
also  a means to fulfil national goals. Panning i8 thus 

Social profitability rather than commercial profitability i8 *re acoro- 
priate yardstick for evaluating regional planning decision.       "       PP 

Por effective regional planning, not only economic but also eo^o' oeical 
factors should be recognized. sj—o.-gicai 

In the planning of industrial development,  sectoral and regional o Ian- 
ni ng should,  m principle,  be done simultaneously.    This is very difficult 
in practice.^  Neverthelesa, whether a sectoral or a regional aprroa.h is 
used primarily, the interdependence between regional choices ar*a se-oral 
choices must at all times be recognized, and the feedback effets    -cUed 
in planning of the iterative type must be taken into considerati.;..  * 

Planning tools and techniques of regional planning should  te aia-es  to 
the  low level of information availability and the level of planning skills 
prevailing m developing countries.    Costly and complex planning -:-;« 
should be used with great caution.    Simple techniques and indica-  r«, 
especially when used in conjunction with one another, may often te Prefer- 
able,   in a developing country,  to sophisticated methodology. 

Recommendations for action by UNIDO 

The experts agreed on the following recommendations for action by UMIDO; 

UNIDO should strongly promote an improved understanding of the spatial 
dimeneion of industrial development and a wider use of efficient techniques 
for industrial location and regional planning.    This complex task should 
be carried out through a well-balanced combination of research, promotional 
activities and operational activities.    Research activities should,  as far 
as practicable, be kept separate from other U»I1X) acti#.Ues,  although they 
should  be designed to provide substantive guidance to the UNIDO technical 
assistance programmes. f 

Research activities 

Directly relevant research is indispensable for a productive and co- 
ordinated promotiunal and operational programme in regional planning as it 
is in the more general field of industrial development.    The experts agreed 
on a list of several priority topics that UNIDO should research in the 
future,   as time and budget permit, in addition to the research necessary 
for direct support of specific operational activities. 
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Technical assistance activities 

The preparation of an operations guide on regional industrial planning 
is an extremely useful and urgent project.    UNIDO should attempt to con- 
struct a comprehensive, detailed,  and fully operational guide and should 
disseminate technical information on regional planning and development  to 
developing countries.    The possibility of directly undertaking training 
activities in this  field deserves serious consideration. 

UMIDO should explore the possibilities of creating permanent multi- 
national centres  f sr research and training in regional development and 
planning.    As a first stop, regional  planning sections should be formed 
within existing industrial development centres. 

Separate categories of "Regional Industrial Planners" and "Industrial 
Location Experts" should be introduced in UNIDO's roster of technical 
assistance experts.    Efforts should be made to include as# ,iany compétent 
experts from developing countries as possible. 

Induatrial Ji°?**i°t W JfVfWM fOJ^fíft 

Industrial location and regional development 

7. The study on "Industrial Location Planning" (iD/COMF.l/l?), prepared by 

UNIDO for the International Symposium on Industrial Development held in Athens 

late in 196? $. .x>vided the substte tive framework for^  e discussion of indus- 

trial location factors and problems of regional economic development*    Äs sub- 

stance and positions of the paper met with the general  approval of the group, 

although a number of criticisms were raisecn * 

8. The experts' consensus was that regional development must be viewed a« a 

total problem and not merely from the standpoint of industrial location, because 

regional development  itself affecta,  and is affected by,  the location of indus- 

try.    Thus, t^ional  planning cannot deal only with industry but must use an 

integrated approach,   incorporating all economic activities that contribute to 

a region's development.    Nevertheless,  it was felt that the group's discussion, 

as well as UNIDO's work programmât   could profitably A'  us attention on industry 

and examine other factors from the standpoint of their impact on regional indus- 

trial planning. 

9. It was aleo  felt  that a dynamic approach to industrial location and regional 

planning  should be employed,  taking into account not only current short-run and 

structural characteristic of regions in developing countries,  but also projected 

changes  in these characteristics,   including those that can oe brought about by 

conscious  location policy decisions. 

10. Most of the experts agreed that,  though the problems of industrial loca- 

tion and regional  economic development and planning in developing countries 

mmÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊmÊ^Ê^^m^^^^ 
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differ  from   those   in more industrialize«!  écumes,   the   Pr  ,llilf w.-r 

if not more relevant.     Developing countries cannot  aft.,r>  mieras 
graphic  location of < »« jtrial  p, jects  bec iuge   )f  ^^ ^r^'   _ ^ 

nomic resources.     Also,   many  fiscal   policy  instruments,   f-nrailv  HV,./1í;,  ', 

developed countries,  may not  be available  to the governments     f   1PV,,   ,...,„ ,'. 

tries.    Thus,  industri! decentralisation  policies may have   t-  >e -.,*/ai'\ •. 

stitutes  for other  income redistribution  policy  instrument. 

were of the opinion that  there  is greater scope in   lev, 1   Pi!t,r 

long-term regional  planning because so much less over-all   investor 

place compared with similar investment  in industrialized  country.    ;lB      reBU,lf 

the broad choice of changes m the pattern of geographic district >.,„    f „,,;,*-   ' 

try  is,   xn developing countries,  affected  to a lesser degree by pre-ex, ,u-,*: 

facilities  than in developed countries,   and greater long-run policy  ,>„,..„,"' 

exists.    On the other hand,  it was agreed that m the short run and  f >r spe- 

cific projects,   the choice of location is severely  limited  in deve!-ping Gan- 

tries  because cost differentials among alternativ, locations  are usually much 

larger than in advanced economies. 

11. There was general  agreement that  in developing countries  attempts 

industries  in underdeveloped regions  are   likely to be costly  in  terms -.f nati 

economic growth.     Industrial decentralization policies should  be undertake,  with 

caution.    The difficulties of decentralizing industry are  compounded  by contro- 

versi es as  to the  type of industries  tnat  should,  on an  a priori  basis,   be con- 

sidered suitable  for location in underdeveloped regions.     Often ad hoc solutions 

are  sought.     It was reported,   for example,   that  in Poland  this  procedure  is   fol- 

lowed:     if the competent ministry cannot  prove that  it  is  absolutely neceas;«-;/ 

to  locate an industry in a specific region,   the industry  is  located  in an under- 

developed region. 

12. Some experts  noted  that  it is easier  to establish small-scale  industries 

m underdeveloped  regions because such industries are usually  locati ,nally  ori- 

ented  towards  local  markets.    On  the other hand,   it was   felt   by other experts 

that,   from  the standpoint of the long-run growth of developing regions,   fast- 

growing,   large-scale industries should  be   located  there.     Kor example,   in  ¡-'ranee, 

fast-growing,   large-scale industries  have  been given  incentives  to  locare    ut- 

side  the Paris area in hope that their  impact on related   activities Wli¡  c ,n- 

tribute  to  the creation of growth poles  m   the periphery.     (However,   m  the 

case  of Grenoble,   a  fast-growing centre was  created  through smaii-eeaie  indus- 

tries.)     While  inter-industry relations   in general   tend   t.     ieac   v   <-.  r.cer. • r-1,   r. 

¡•"VU,. 

Tiai 
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of economic activity,   they can also be exploited to create regional centres of 

economic activity,  to  avoid concentration in one centre,   and thus to pursue a 

policy of decentralization.    However,  several  experts pointed out  that  the 

example of France is misleading,  as it relates to a highly industrialized eco- 

nomy.    The decentralization of large-scale industries in developing countries 

is severely limited and costly,  because of the limited over-all economies. 

Factors of industrial  location in developing countries 

13.    The factors affecting industrial location and regional economic develop- 

ment were discussed to determine the direction and mode of their influence on 

the pattern of spatial distribution of industrial activity in developing coun- 

tries.    Several factors were examined.    The time devoted to the discussion of 

each factor did not necessarily reflect ite relative importa ice in the geo- 

graphic distribution of industry.    Rather, the discussion reflected the experts' 

efforts to clarify the role of location factors whose inpaot Is asrtiiguous or 

controversial.   Thus,  for example, little attention was devoted to natural re- # 

sources as a factor affecting industrial location since their importane« was 

considered as self-evident» 

Transportation 

14. The importance of transport costs as a looation factor varies with the 

size, terrain and population density of a country.    Despite reoent technologi- 

cal advances which have lowered over-all unit transport costs, these costs are 

still a crucial location factor in developing oountriee, much more so than in 

industrially advanced countries. 

15, The experts pointed out a number of reasons why, with economic development, 

transport eoets as a factor of industrial location tend to decline.    Increasing 

production makes possible greater utilization of the existing transportation 

network,  thus reducing unit transport costs.    This fuller utilisation means the 

use of two-way traffic, avoiding empty hauls in one direction.   More generally, 

development is accompanied by an inorease in the value added component of pro- 

duction and a relative reduction in the raw material input component.    As a 

result, transport costs as a location factor declines in relative importance to 

other factors.    It was also noted that transport costs exert a different influ- 

ence on different industries;  in some industries transport costs are relatively 

so low that they can be safely disregarded. 

BBSS 
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16. One expert believed that the widespread use of air transport might,  ln 

certain instances, reduce transport costs to outlyxng areas and offset to some 

extent the tendency of industry to concentrate.     He also pointed out  that the 

cost of infrastructure for air transport can be low for local services.    Sev- 

eral experts noted, however, that new technology in shipping a,d air trankt 

involves the use of larger ships and larger planes; these require larger port 

facilities which can be established only in one or a few central points. 

17. The experts were in general agreement that recent technological progress 

in transportation media and the structural characteristics of existing trans- 

portation systems in developing countries are major factors leading to geo- 

graphic concentration of industry in these countries. In moEt instances,' / 

•xisting transportation routes branch out fro« the main urti., centre, with no* 

intsroonnsoting link, to regio«, in the periphery, thus increasing th. econo- 

mic distance to and froti these regions and inducing economic concentration. 

18. The role of the main urban oentra as a dominant trans per tat i on node in 

developing countries may be greater if the urban centre is the principal port. 

In this case, transportation routss converge on the centre to a greater extent, 

since most imported goods must come through it.    One expert argued that the 

substitution of domestic for imported raw materials in industrial production 

might result in ths establishment of industries away from the main port and 

asar domestic raw material sources.    Suoh substitution would act as a stimulus 

towards industrial decentralisation.    However, several experts pointed out that 

in producers» goods industries, substitution of imported raw materials would 

not lead to decentrali sat ion, since such industries have a stronger locational 

orientation towards related industries, or towards markets, than towards raw 

materials.    Industrial contacts and certainty of delivery are more important 

to them than proximity to a raw material source. 

19. Due to the continuing importance of the transportation factor in develop- 

ing countries, a major problem of economic development is to determine the mag- 

nitude, nature and timing of investment in transportation facilities and in 

infrastructure in general.   Most exparts agreed that filling the "missing links" 

in the transportation system should be the first objective of investment in 

transportation.   All experts stressed that a country is likely to waste a great 

amount of resources if it attempts to construct a comprehensive, modern trans- 

portation system during the early stages of industrial development.    Criteria 

of technioal "completeness" should have no place in the planning of transpor- 

tation for economic development of developing countries. 
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. i'.     Most  experts   believed  that,   within technologically  feasible   limits,   lnvist- 

ment   for  transportation  should  ue undertaken only slightly ahead  of  investment 

in  immediately productive  facilities,  and  in close conjunction with expected 

utilization of the  transportation  system.    As development proceeds,   a higher 

icgrcc  of utilization of transportation facilities can be envisaged. 

,1.     The timing of transport  investment relative  to  investment  in   productive 

facilities met with the general  approval  of the group.    In the  first  stage dam- 

aging gaps or missing links in the transportation system should be  filled.    In 

the second stage,   transport  investment should branch out;  transport building 

should be a "searching device"  for new development possibilities.     Only in the 

third stage, at advanced  levels of development,   should transport   investment be 

designed  to achieve the completeness and the over-all consistency  of a trans- 

portation network. 

..'?, The choice of a specific mode of transportation depends on the nature of 

the goods to be transported, the nature of the terrain and other similar fac- 

tors. One expert noted that the value of traditional forms of transportation 

in developing countries is usually underestimated, though these forms oan per- 

form an important function. Traditional forms of transportation are particu- 

larly valuable in tropical countries, where climatic conditions may make the 

construction and operation of modern forms of transportation very expensive. 

?3.    Considering the two main modes of land transportation - roads and rail- 

ways - the group showed a general preference for roads because: 

(a) Road capacity can be expanded continuously as the expansion of a 
road network does not require a large investment, while that of a 
railway network does} 

(b) Both the utilisation and the physical characteristics of road roll- 
ing stock are more flexible and adjustable to the transportation 
needB of a developing economy than those of railroad rolling stockj 

(c) In many developing countries railroads have pursued pricing policies 
that have often been detrimental to economic development. 

24.    Several experts stressed the fact that,  at  present, there is an undesir- 

able  bias in developing countries in favour of railroads,  for which interna- 

ti una!   financing agencies are partly responsible.    Until recently these agencies 

have normally financed only the foreign exchange component of investment, which 

has  teen relatively easy to obtain for projects with a high foreign exchange 

comp-.-nent.    Since this component  is higher in railroad investment,  there has 

teer, a  tendency among developing countries to seek international   abc^stance 

:'-r   me  tu lung of railway networks.    Furthermore,  because the  loan discount 

• 
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rate of these agencies is much lower than private or government iiscount rates 

in developing countries, there has been an artificial stimulus towards invest- 

ment in projects with large construction costs, such aB railroad construction, 

and a bias has been built up against investment in projects with smaller fixed 
capital  requirements. 

Labour 

25. The importance of labour as a location factor,  like other location factors 

is intimately related to geographic distribution,   as well as to the degree of 

labour mobility.    If labour skills were evenly distributed throughout a country, 

or if the mobility of labour were high, local  availability of labour would have 

little bearing on the location of a plant in one region or another.    However, 

under conditions of imperfect labour mobility,   the regional distribution of 

labour in general and of different kinds of labour skills in particular,  is an 

important factor affecting industrial location. 

26. Moat experts agreed that in developing countries the iarfreat supplies of 

»killed, technical and professional labour are to be found concentrated in one 

or a few metropolitan centres.    In addition, labour's propensity to move tu 

underdeveloped regions is generally low in most countries and particularly lim- 

ited in developing ones.    As a result, industries requiring large amounts of 

skilled labour tend to be highly concentrated in developing countries,    Further- 

more,  since a country»s development often involves the establishment of indus- 

tries utilizing progressively larger amounts of skilled labour,   this tendency 

towards industrial concentration is apt to become stronger. 

27. Som« experts pointed out that a major cause of low labour mobility to 

underdeveloped regions is the absenoe of housing,  educational and recreational 

facilities in these regions, and a lack of the amenities associated with metro- 

politan lifr..    Mobility of skilled labour, in particular,  tends to increase in 

direct relation to the provision of such facilities outside the main urban 

centres.     In this context,  one expert suggested  that the creation of "company 

towns" may provide a strong inducement to the movement of labour to outlying 

areas.    Another expert observed that the creation of company towns may be a 

stimulus to labour mobility, but that their construction is costly.    In fact, 

such construction requires exactly those skills  that are particularly scarce 

in developing countries.    It was noted that the construction of urban-type 

facilities is advantageous only if there are large economies of scale, in that 

the cost  of construction per worker transferred  is  lower when  large numbers of 
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-or*.« are moved.    There  was general agreement, however,  that previous availa- 

bUUy or th. oreatxon of urban-type foil iti.. in underdeveloped regions  u 

u.»ll, not  a sufficient  condition to  induce skilled labour to move to th.se 

regions.    Even i„ a relative., advanced country such as   Italy considerable salary 
premiums are  also necessary. 

28.    Another expert pointed out  that inducing skilled personnel to move  to 

underdeveloped regions is  only par, of the  problem as they must also be  indued 

to stay.    Employment of skilled personnel   in outlying areas is normally subject 

to high turnover which adds significantly to operating costs.    Since the turn- 

over of local personnel in underdeveloped regions is much lower, it was sug- 

gested that the prcbl.m of low interregional mobility of skilled labour could 

be circumv.nt.d by establishing industrial training facilities outside th. 

*ai„ centres.    Creation of such training faciliti., i„ underdeveloped region. 

-V effer th. benefit of derating a progr...iv. at.oaph.r. conducive to th. 
development  of these regions. 

29.    On. expert believed that a movement of .killed p.r.onn.1 to „ uní.«,.,.!. 
op.d region may alBo have .x„il„ b.n.fici.1 eff,ct. in ih. ^ of 

« "indu.tri.1 mentality"  in the region by r.i.in, the .t«*.rd. of TOrk,  Z 

thus g,„.r.Uy improving the .ocial fr„«ork within which indu.tri.l d«.lop- 

~>t can be achieved.    Other expert. „ot.d,  however, th.t th. .„., or gr«t.r, 

.ffect. may b. achieved at 1... co., by temporary migration of lo«! labour 
abroad or to th. mor. advanced region, of th. country. 

30.    In general, th. problem i. Po..d ,h.th.r to ..t.bli.h . „« in.u,try iB 

an underdeveloped region and train local un.«!!«, lrtour („>,„ th, 

the ..industrial mentality" indued by th. «HIM p.r.onn.1 .ho »„». ,ith th. 

industry), or to provide incentive., explicit or implicit,  for th. t-por«, 

movement of th. unskilled labour of und.rd.v.iop.d region, to th. trlnin/ 

facilities of th. main indu.tri.lising centr...    ». both op.r.tion. „. oo.tly, 

the experts emphasised th.t the selection of on. a difficult to m*..    Th. 

cost, of diff.r.nt policy• i„ .Mh o„. «« be »„.fully „ighed in light 

of .he characteristic, and objective, of a ,p.0ifio d.v.lopi„g country. 

31.    Some experts also remarked that mobility of labour in general would in- 

crease ,f a "frontier spiri," exi.ted or could be g.».r.t.d in th. country .t 

laree.    It was reported that such a spirit wa., for example,  i„.trum.„t.l in 

-creasing the mobility of labour toward, th.  outlying r.gio„. of th- U„it.d 

States  ,„ the nineteenth century and in the Union of Sovi.t Sociali.» h.public. 
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1. -or. recent tlme8.    One expert enpna81zed  the lmp„rtance 

•"'•' °" lib0Ur ""*«' " * '««I»,  to .tetona,   labour Jj!* 
ng  int\>r- 

Scale economies 

32. dieting .„pirical evidence wa8  interpreted by B0.t  „^ ^ 
cation that   i„,U8tri.B ln „„^ eootiomies of soaie are 

larval.  indll<!trios) „av. a tendency to „. geographica!!, .oncenlLed, 

.1-iUfl,.  that «U-al. induetries are litely to „ local-market „Rented 
and consequently relatively dispersed.    A few *•0„*      u *      8P«rsea.    A few experts,  however,  felt that  no 
such clear-cut diatinctio„ could he drawn and that a•,  indu8trie8 in „„ic 

.mall plant, predcinat. are not geographically diep.ra.di  aLo that économe 

of .cal. and «t.rnal .ooncnie. .hould b. analysed jointly. 

33. The majority of expert, felt that.  a. econome development proceed.,  the 

adoption by developing oountrie. of .ophi.tioat^ production technicue. and 

the in.tallation of heavy i»du.try in „hioh «onci., of .cal. ar. pro»i„.nt 

«U .x.rt a .trong i„flu.no. to«ard. forth« oono.ntr.tion of indu.tri.1 
activity. 

Int.r-indu.try relation* 

34.    The «roup di.cu..ed ..veral theoretical and empirical factors which surest 

that mter-induatry relation, have beco», one of the major xnfluences on mdue- 

try location and regional growth.    Pir.t, industrie, tend to be attracted to 

localities endowed with ancillary faciliti«., or to indu.trie. whose output can 

be u.ed a. input..    Second,  the e.tebli.hment of a ne* indu.try stimulates re- 

lated industrie.,  increases demand for product, to be u.ed a. input, and raises 

the income, of the factor, of production, thu. indirectly increasing the demand 

for the output of con.umer indu.trie..    If the new induetry operates under in- 

creasing return, to .cale, it tend, to reduce co.ts and to stimulate the estab- 

lishment of industrie, using it. output as input. 

35.    All of these stimuli attract other industries to locate in the vicinity of 

th. newly e.tabli.hed one.    Supplier industries can often reduce their prices 

by locating near the market.    Also,  if a new industry provides cost reductions 

to related activities through internal economies of scale,   these activities tend 

to locate closer to the new source of cheaper inputs.    Finally,  higher incomes 

of the factors of production are,  in most instances,  spent  locally on products 
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' MOE 

,rti   mrKPt- »rientea  c-iisumer  industri es.     This   spending causes  such  índus- 

•'. .a'er ar^una   the major producing units. 

"'      '!'"  'x,,'rri'':   «''   » *'-«-s  arising   ,u?      f the complex  network   >f   inter-industry 

relatif-  were  thus  considered  by most   experts a major factor leading to con- 

centration  of  industrie]   activity. 

¡Tt.arn nation 

'•'.     The existence of extern.!   economies arising out  of urban agglomérations 

wan  also recognized  by  the  expert« an   imparting a  further atimulus  towards cen- 

trai i-/.-it ion of economic  activity.    The  reasons are many  and varied.     Plants 

lo-'.ted   in major urban centres  are able   to use  the  services?  of labora'ori es 

and uni verni ti es,   enjoy  the advantages  of easy contacts with the  baling and. 

commercia]   world and  benefit  from the proximity of government  apparatus  and " 

relative abundance of infrastrueturai  facilities.     On  the  other hand,   the 

agglomeration of population and  industry  in  large urban areas can be held 

reaponsible for many illicit and explicit costs,  economic as well as social, 

for the country as a whole.     Pollution,   high prices  for urban land,  traffic 

congestion,   overcrowded housing,  all require the provision of more and better 

facilities,  thus necessitating large investment in infrastructure,  housing and 

Himinintration.    To place limitations on city expansion would deprive »any 

people  of whatever benefits  are associated with urban  life. 

V.     ¡"he expense -f providing low-income housing at  subsidized rates was cited 

ty   -ne expert  as ;m example of large implicit costs associated with urban pop- 

pati ,n  increase.     The hidien costs of subsidized  low-inccne housing consist of 

'he distort<>ns  in  the relative use of factors of production generated by the 

reuueu. n   >f visible labour cost  below the social value of labour to industries 
111 urt'l!'  'ire'^«    A11  experts agreed that such subsidization should be prevented 

IV-m generating unwanted economic distortions,  and that governments ought  to 

«xert  ¿real  care  in uncovering »ridden subsidies,  or implicit taxation in the 

i1'' visi • • i     f urban  f ac 11 i t i es. 

'. '.    '.orne r  unirles  have decided  that  the social costs of rising urban concen- 

rvi   n  exceeo   the  social   benefits  and  have  pursued  policies  to  limit  city  size. 

•   was  rep vu,-,   that   the Union of Soviet  Socialist  Republics,   for example,   has 

pr i.ui'..,   M.w  in.iuet.nal  construction  ,n cities with a population exceeding one 

'nui ion because of uneconomical  results due to rising infrastructure costs in 

"'''"    •''","'     :; <wever,   m-.st   experts  believed   that   m most  devel jping countries 
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:*<  "!«*.»   oit», are „iUl   „UH ..,„ „,aUe  elceptl,Mi   ,ai. teh>u   thp 

« wh.ch urba„ «,.,. Bll   e*cee„ urta„ w,nel,u.      ,„„,.„ „„„ ^ _ " 

••:»<•  very   Uttle  »hard»   iM'.rmatio,,   ,. avul-.l-i,  •••   ,, , 

-tuai co.t.  aM  he„efus  „f *„,.„,,.    A„ „,„„,„„ ^^   ^^ 

M..n ..f  «hese c„at8 a,„   benefus „oui.   ,, „„,_,   ,.,  ,„.,„,„,   , „. „^   ^ 

basis  t->   form  urbanization  policies. 

Regional   planning in develop,nfí o.„..,wi^ 

The nature of underdeveloped regions 

40. Although regional development problems are co».,« t-, many ,evel..pillÄ eco- 

nomies,   the  experts stressed that  it   is erroneous  to  think   that   a um r rm diag- 

nosis or planning solution can  be offered  for all.     Regl.,nal   ,b)eotlves anil 

problems vary  from country  to country and  these difference, muel  be  takf.n   „,.;, 

account  for effective regional planning. 

41. The nature of regional problems  (and  thus the policy prescription^  vane* 

also according to the type of region with whi ,h the problems are associated. 

The experts noted that underdeveloped region, «Uhm a country can be of three 

broad types:     depressed regions,  less developed regions and  frontier regions. 

A depressed region is defined as one that has experienced economic growth  in 

the past but  which,   for various reasons,  has  stagnated m recent  times.     This 

type of region is prevalent  in industrialized  econ-mies.    A  less developed 

region is defined as one whose growth has been slower than  the national average} 

it is prevalent in developing countries.    A frontier region is defined as a 

sparsely populated area,  with an unexplored natural  lesource potential,   the 

exploitation of which could lead to rapid development of the region and  to 

faster national economic growth. 

4?.    There was unanimous agreement among the experts that, development of any 

kind of underdeveloped region should be viewed as part nf the attainment of 

national  objectives.    Regional  planning is thus a means of implementing national 
planning objectives. 

The regional  dimension of national plans 

43.    Planning has as its  broad objective the  increase of national  Bocial  wel- 

fare  benefits,     'i.ie general   role of planning is  thus  to specify,  reconcile and 

achieve the  several social   welfare objectives  of a country,     '.''hero aro  three 

basic stages  to  planning;   first,   social  goals and  objectives mist  he set  wi 
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an acceptable balance  achieved among them.     Second,  existent approaches and 

possible  optimum solutions  to the attainment  of the multiple goals  should be 

explored.     Third,  deviations  from  the planning model,   stemming from organiza- 

tional  and  institutional   constraints which affect planning implementation, 

should  be  identified  and,   if possible,  corrected. 

44. There was a consensus among the experts  that long-run growth m £er capita 

output,  although probably the principal goal  in most developing countries,  is 

never the sole objective.    A broader definition of national  planning objectives 

should include:     (a)   the attainment  or maintenance of the desired balance be- 

tween present and future consumption;    (b)   the attainment or maintenance of the 

desired pattern of income distribution;    (c)  the attainment  or maintenance of 

some relationship between regional consumption an4 national growth,   and (d) 

other objectives such as defence,  national cohesion and providing for unfore- 
seen  fluctuations. 

45. The experts emphasized th«.t at any time,  future consumption can be increased 

through decreases in the current consumption.    It may be possible to identify 

the limits below which current consumption cannot be cut,  and hence establish 

a maximum rate of growth,  as well as a minimum rate of growth that would be 

politically acceptable.     The difference between these two rates of growth, which 

is often quite large,  defines the range of feasible growth.    The actual growth 

rate planned for will  lie between these limits.     When undertaking the formula- 

tion of national plans,  administrators should plan for that particular rate of 

growth which most accurately reflects the country's preference between present 

and  future consumption. 

46. Attaining the desired type of personal  income distribution must also be 

weighed against the objective of national growth.    It is poesible that measures 

correcting income inequalities can be detrimental to growth of economic output. 

The experts also stressed that the goal of income distribution should not be 

confused with the goal of maintaining a balance between regional coneumption 

and national growth.    Obviously,  the basis for redistributing income shouli be 

people and net regions.    Measures designed to decrease  income inequality among 

regions do not  always reduce over-all   income  inequality  ^ong people.     Often 

the measures increase inequality by  increasing personal  incomes within regions. 

47. The  attainment  or maintenance of some relationship between regional  con- 

sumption and national growth is a third independent component of national social 

welfare.    This component might take the form of securing' regional income differ- 

entials;    >r ,f maintaining comparable growth rates among regions;    or,   more 
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t..r,oo?nt "i,in* **" ,oon°nic ,ta«nitio" °f -»«-.i..- r«10„. c„ 
thr..t.„ „.tional unity or 0oh..ion. Thu, a colitici,   . 
rnion.! d.v.iop.n.nt mv ari..  «„, , ' P°UtlCïUjr »otl«t«'1 «— for 

to *»rd »«„.rnucZt y>   nC* 00n'i"«»»'>• or th. d..ir. ^uara against fluctuation, in income or in forai«, .•v,„ 

respect to exoortabl« <-nmm«,i,.n . **wui.«riy witn 
portable commodity,, m order to protect it..lf againat 1€vtM 

ohange in income or foreign a*«h*»— .. «««met severe 
a f.« ««^••• ^ WnXn*" r#>ultin« ft« rtlianoe on only 
• few po-oditx-. Such a policy could lead to a regional d.velop».»t dec L 

**-r «ot be justify on itriot ^ of .mci.^l t   B 

-V be rational a. protection ag.i„-t fintai uncertainty. 

;ni < p^**"**rouiadtci4ia***á-l°^ "- —- 
davalcp«! regio» and m¥t «Mar .¡»cial conditio»., j«.tify ineurria. tk. M-, 
oo.t. i»volv* i» .tt«pt. to decedali,, industry i» . dWlopi»Z^ry 

1*7     7 *"*' h0m•t %m "^ "* -«~— conaid^atio». bwr 
Ut le relation to th. accepted »atical objective., th.y shouid not b. allow* 
to interfwe with th. regional planning proee... 

50.   The expert, were i» unanimous agree««* that the »ain role of regi «I 

pW-g U developing country i. to Militate th. acMev^t of th. .*«. 
pi. ».ticnal objective, a»d in particular th. objeotiv. of .trihiag a balano, 
between r.gio»»al and personal ooa«»ptio» n..d. c» th. o». »•»*, and »»ticnal 

•rowth on th. other hand, that met olcly reflects th. ov^-all prefer«,., 
of the oountry. 

51. â baeic conditio» for the effective».« of planning, whafv.r th. cbjw 

Wv..f i. th. adoption of a correct planning approach.   Th.« was agr.—nt 

••ong the expert, that a balanced approach to planning i. deairabl. .o a. to 

•coount for interindustry relation., lol/i th. problem, of interaction among 
•conomio unit« and mak. national .ocial profitability rath.r than commercial 
profitability th« basis for national resource allocation. 

52. There was gen.ral agraement that, in principle, the choice of «ectoral 

projects and the choice of location of each project .hould b« und.rtak.n .i«ul- 
tan.ou.ly.    In practice, lack of preci.e information and the existence of 
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institutional  obstacles make  simultaneity difficult,   particularly  for long- 

term planning.     Thus,   for the  long run an  iterative approach to planning is 

indicated.    However,   such an approach must  at all  times recognize the inter- 

dependence between regional  and sectoral decisions.     It must  also make full 

use of all available  feedback cross-information deriving from sectoral or 
regional  development. 

) j. The experts emphatically stressed that it is essential to maintain con- 

si Btency between the sectoral  and regional plan breakdowns of the national 

pian.    This is difficult to attain, often because of institutional reasons. 

In many developing countries sectoral planning is carried out by the national 

executive organs while regional goals and planning receive more attention in 

the legislative branoh, with little consultation between the two.    neverthe- 

less,  some consistency must be attained.    The penalty is the failure of the 

sectoral as well as of the regional plana. 

54. A national plan can be broken down into sectoral or regional plans.    The 

sectoral plans provide a disaggregation of the national plan by sectors of eco- 

nomic activity,  the regional plans according to the economic activities under- 

taken in each region.    In addition, national planning provides regional planners 

with those basic parameters (such as the social discount rate,  the shadow prices 

of inputs and the shadow exchange rate) which regional planners cannot set them- 

selves.    Some experts observed that most developing economies employ sectoral 

breakdowns of their national plans, but use only crude approximations of regional 

breakdowns.    There is thus a real danger that regional objectivas are neglected 

ai   the planning stage because of exclusive reliance on a sectoral planning ap- 

proach.    One expert saw as the main fault of the sectoral (branch) approach the 

fact that, in a sectoral model,   it is not possible to determine the influence 

of industry location on the expenditure level in many other industries,  so that, 

as a consequence,  the sectoral  optimum may not coincide with the national optimum. 

Techniques of regional planning 

55. A correct approach to regional planning must be complemented by effective 

tools and techniques of planning.    All experts agreed that these instruments 

of planning shouid not be applied blindly but be adapted to the conditions pre- 

vailing in developing economies. 

%.    The general  planning difficulties caused by the lack of detailed data in 

developing countries are particularly serious in the caèe of regional planning. 

Most  analytical   techniques and  theoretical planning models are developed in the 
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ad•,« countries  ana asBume a „t    , lnf.,1TOU„nil ,UM 

,u    be met  ln most dTOloplIlf eo„„,)mieB_    The imri,ducuni (  _ 

:; : ° vnto plannine in devei"pinK °°•n- ~ —- •• 

ir T 
reievance °f pr"jectiu-th» •— - -- tactual basis of policy decisions. 

"; Jt;hT "e Tai or ^^the cunuiau"e •"«" - —" — rd"1,h the U8e °f ^"anaUe «d MpleIan.ljtMl „ldel8 
na ve    ype or technique greater prBdlcUve value ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

one.    One expert remarked,  for example,  that  lnterregi„„al  input-output  tech- 

niques should he used with great care.    The input-output technique »mmec „ 

integrated economy „ith substantial sectoral relationships, which d„ oot> ln 

•««I.  exist in developing countri...    Thus, the us. of input-output for ana- 

lytical pla^ung at the regional lev.l i. severely United, a. it require. ,h. 

impossible task of matrix inv.r.ion when a. mUch a. *> per cent of the ..tri, 

0.11. are empty.    Similarly, the u.e of input-output a. a decripti,, tool i. 

lifted becau.e the Miliar problems  ,f aggregation and changing technical co- 

efficients are much more serious in developing economies. 

58. Another drawback  of sophisticated models is that their very complexity 

creates a greater danger of misuse,  in view of the limited skills of planner. 
in developing countries. 

59. Furthermore, with a very complex model, where the planner introduces the 

data at one end and gets the final results in terms of predicted values at the 

other,  it is difficult to correct for obvious mistakes attributable to data 

imperfections.    With a simpler model the planner can keep an eye on the unfold- 

ing of the planning process and can make qualitative adjustments of obvious 

irrelsvancies and errors in the light of the planner's own knowledge of the 

economy.    It was generally felt that techniques can considerably improve the 

planning prooess, but can never be a oomplete substitute for judgment and 

good economic oommon sense. 

60.     It was believed by one expert that in regional planning,  the judgement and 

economic common sense of the planners in developing countries could be improved 

by studying the regional planning experiences of other developing countries. 

Whereas a considerable amount of information of a general nature exists on plan- 

ning and regional problems,  there is a dearth of information on the actual mech- 

anisms  of regional  planning and on  the concrete problems encountered by regional 
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planners in developing economies. Little is known about the problems of re- 

gional planning undertaken under conditions of uncertainty due to incomplete 

factual information and to changing economic conditions. Some experts felt, 

however, that such studies should be interpreted with great caution. The gen- 

eral frame of reference and attitudes of the planner policy-maker will tend to 

colour and unconsciously distort the reporting of the planning process, thus 

limiting the usefulness of the case study. Moreover, planning in various devel- 

oping countries is undertaken under unique institutional and organizational con- 

straints; this factor may considerably reduce the "transferability" of the lessons 

gained by one country through its own experience to another country. 

él. One solution to the problem of technique, suggested by some experts, is 

to use more than one (simple) technique for the same planning problem and then 

average the results. In general, there was agreement that any technique em- 

ployed, especially in the field of regional planning, must be carefully eval- 

uated according to the expected benefits (in terns of predictive accuracy; 

relative to the costs incurred (in terns of th* use of scarce skills, research 

time and funds). 

guidelines for UltlPQ'i action in regional industriai planning 

62. The consensus was that the basic objective of UNIDO should be the enhance- 

ment of the developing countries' own ability to deal with problems of regional 

industrial development and planning. This basic objective can be achieved through 

various complementary and mutually supporting research and technical assistance 

activities. 

63. Most experts were also convinced that UMIDO's research activities in re- 

gional planning should be kept separate from, although closely oo-ordinated 

with, administrative and operational activities. The group was of the opinion 

th-+ a general separation of UNIDO's research functions from its other func- 

tions would greatly benefit the efficiency of the organisation. 

64. A first set of technical assistance measures should be designed to improve 

ths professional capacity of administrators and planners in developing countries 

so that they are better able to cope with regional industrial problems them- 

selves. A second set of measures should be designed to assist developing coun- 

tries directly in the formation and execution of regional plans and programmes. 
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Indir»Ct   t.nhni^.1   «Mj.tmn. 

0».r.Uo„. gutd. 0„ Tvionáí inliu,tl.ial plMnini 

65.    Ik. «p.rt. .tro,„ly ,ndor.^ ms0,, plan. t0 op.r.Uon. „ic, 

:r; " •u-* - ~»* - —¿~ - »<«zc 

»:;,"  u ,uitud- - r*°n*1 —— •*— ~—. - z 
66.    ft« «part, offered variou. au««.tirt„. „„ *w * -»4^ *       „ •"ou» augge.tione on the content, «id for«*t of .uoh 
* fuide to enhance it» impact and ueeftii,««     m.    « ,, 
d-i«*M. #*.*,, «•fttl»«M,   ft* following topic. «^ dMil<|<J 

ÜSÜ a Ìn mmm t0 °* iB 00a^io» -« ÜWI».. draft 

(C) ¡.ÎÎ1T 0i«Bl£ieÄ^oa of plaaaing iml. ^ f^^, Bbxminm t- 

.«tai., of tr««iMion of «atioa»! tai.lL. to Z W lîSi, 

C#) ASÍ"1 0f th€ impliomUom ot ***** ^l« for loc^on.l 

(f) iiSCÎÎ!L?UtUninî daî* ^tair-ta. for diffaraat kiad. of pia«. 

S3 ¡¡AT       ^ inclydi,,f *"••ohtekli^ •*•£ 
(*) * ow»il*tion of oaee étudie, of ragionai planning in develooin* 

SET fuìrr* * e°^i-~»* 3 m«****. 3/i3St5k nation included ia the guide. •  «••* ««r- 

67.    «o.t «prt, b.liav.4 that the oparmtion. «aid. projact .hould be uadw- 
tftta oa a. lar«, a ml, a. po..ibla.    If tha guida «a. to be made a collet, 

•ad uwful operation»! ia.tm.at, a «a.ll-.cala projaot would not te adaquata, 
although it *igfct be poMiU. to .tart with a email pilot project.    It »a. al.o 
fait by moat .«pert, that the guide .hould be r«vi.ad continuous in order to 

r.fl.ct new iaaight. and tachaiqu.. davaloped ia regional induatrial planning. 

It wee acknowledged that ÜWD0 might faca difficulti«. in finding the qualifia 
consultant, or tha fiaaneial mean, neceeeary to prepare the guide on the larga 
scale envisaged.   Howavar,  .«varal membere of the group ezpres.ed the belief 
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that,   for this important  project,  UNIDO would probably be able to obtain the 

support  and active co-operation of foundations, universities or governmental 

research  institutes.     One expert pointed out the great  importance of ensuring 

that the guide be actually used;   for that purpose serious and systematic pro- 
motional efforts should  be made. 

Dissemination of technical  information 

68. '¡he experts agree  that UNIDO should undertake the dissemination of tech- 

nical  information in the  field of regional industrial development and planning. 

The preparation of th*-. proposed operations guide on regional industrial plan- 

ning would be an important step in this direction.    Another concrete measure 

would be to distribute to developing countries lists of current publications 

in this field.    Such lists could be compiled by UMIDO pn the basis of periodic 

contributions of bibliographical material by public ami private institutions 

engaged in research or applied nork in the field.    Finally, blIDO should dis- 

seminate as widely as possible the results of its own applied research,  includ- 

ing a periodic review of the »am points contained in field reports of technical 
assistance missions in regional industrial planning. 

Training 

69. U1ID0 should conduct training seminars and workshops for planners and 

administrators of developing countries.    In this context, several experts 

stressed the remarkable success of UMIDO's training workshops in industrial 

project formulation and evaluation, which provide special training for tech- 

nioians and policy-makers of developing countries.    UMIDO should also examine 

the possibility of setting up multi-national researeh and training centres on 

regional industrial planning.   Kost experts were convinced that, for the time 

being, these training and applied research functions could best be carried out 

by superimposing them on existing industrial development centres, rather than 

by creating separate institutes.    However, some experts also bslieved that the 

importance of regional planning would justify, at a later stage, the creation 

of independent training and applied research centres  in this field.    One expert 

felt that research would be more effectively carried out in a centralized 

fashion,  while decentralized centres would be more suitable for the dissemina- 

tion of information and  for operational  activities. 
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Direct technical a»,*,.*...^ 

70.     UNIDO should pursue further its contacts with priV3te UP 

tions throughout the world with exoe-m*. inS"1'J' 
tni«i   A      i expe-.Use 3n various aspects of reagii   ,. 
trial development and planning   commit . . reM.r.al i„ua»- 
,   . «ming,  compile a comprehensive li«n    mH   r• 

of institutions willing »^ .*i     * ' form a roeter 

willing and able to undertake UNIDO assignment   >f -n , 
nature as part of their regular functions. ""^ 

71«      UNIDO  Should  eatahliaK  +^,« 

««»«t.. *P,rt. u th«e 1 ; ; ip ;r°  InduBtriai L°oano" 
««.i   *    ,    ., ^ri6B 8hould be economists or industrial eoo nomists familiar with orobl-m. «#•<-.    .  •  , ««"striai eco- 

«  w^n prooiems of industrial develooment and -i+v. 

r::::r„r ir r:.::;ir::;.;;r:nii T* ~ -—- trial W-M        K    „        **"****<* experts in regional planning and in indus- 

1 e     id!       1    ' When#Ver P088ibU' WOrk in —— *" •*•"•*' related fields such as transportation, housing, and resources. 

72.    The general consensu, of the group of experts was that a clear distinctly 

•hould he ..e between technical assistance mi8sion8 on regional Z^Z 

T*e nature of the mission, as well as the necessary edifications of the expert 
differ according to the dimension of the problem. * 

73.    Advice on the macro-economic aspects of regional indua+•al     , 
u . nil,    ^     t      ,  , regional industrial planning should 

i-i.:,., t0 inaividumU wah 8 solld *"*•"« '" «"»—••. «i .«•it, wuh pia„„lng ,rooe.„. and teohnioueSi anJ tpM.Mnnon in tta 

i...t t . folios «.„., dep.nding on th, neejB of th> reque>uní couitrii 

iîît'î.^l^A1"10"^ r,îi0nal Plannin« " "" »•«»"»I imi, xnat is, in the determination of the over-all n«++«m **> 1   Û     ' 
distribution of industry and of i.tW^^îîo^t'SnSU 
This   ype of assistance should also take into account tie IntlZT' 
of^ulti-national undertakings on national industrial locat^T«. 

(b) íwÍ8Ía
ln^hLfTUlatÍOn 0f re*i0nal *lans at the regional  level, 

that is,  m the design of a programme of industrial divelo^for 
a specific region within the country; v«iopmenx ror 

(c) Assist in the organization,  administration and implementation of 
regional planning at the national level   or at the regional level; 

(d) Advise on the implications for national  industrial location of 
multi-national co-operation or integration undertakings. 
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74. Advice on the micro-economic aspects of regional industrial  planning 

sh'juiJ as u rule  be entrusied to  individuals with a considerable  amount of 

practical knowledge of specific  industries and with experience in dealing with 

concrete locatior.a1   problems.    This type of advice should centre mainly on the 

choice of location of a plant,  project,  or industrial complex. 

75. The group emphasized that no effort should be spared to select  top quality 

experts in regional planning and industrial location as well as in technical 

assistance in general.    One expert suggested that a possible means of develop- 

ing a top quality group of experts would be to create a trainee programme for 

technical assistance experts;  such a programme is different from the "associate 

expert" programme and would enable young economists, already theoretically 

competent, to accompany established experts on industrial development missions 

in order to gain practical experience in the field.    Such a programme would 

stand a good chance of being independently financed by governments or private 

foundations» 

76. Finally, there was general agreement that, whenever practicable, the ser- 

vices of competent experts from developing countries should be actively sought, 

since these individuals can provide direct insight into the realities of regional 

planning in a development setting.    The group considered this recommendation 

valid also in relation to technical assistance programmes in generai« 
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